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Abstract 

Contemporary research on translation history in early republican Turkey is marked 

by a focus on the activities of the Translation Bureau [Terciime Biirosu] (1940-1966) 

at the expense of other publishers which operated in various fields of translated 

literature. Sehnaz Tahir Guryaglar's The Politics and Poetics of Translation in 

Turkey 1923-1960 challenges this focus and sets out to reveal the complex and 

diversified nature of the system of translated literature in the first four decades of the 

RepUblic. The study is carried out on two levels. On the broad level, the dissertation 

investigates the implications of the political transformation experienced in Turkey 

after the proclamation of the Republic for the cultural and literary fields, including 

the field of translated literature. On a more specific level, it holds translation under 

special focus and explores the discourse fomled on translation and translators in 

speeches, articles, prefaces or books concentrating on such issues as the functions 

and definitions of translation, translation strategies and the translator' s "isibilit~:. 

This is complemented by a descriptive study of a series of translated texts from the 

fields of both canonical and popular literature which investigates the norms (not) 

observed by translators throughout the ] 920s-1950s y."ith special emphasis on 

paratextual elements, approaches towards textual integrity, and the treatment of 

proper names and foreign cultural elements. The findings of the study suggest that 

the concepts or tr:ms]atio!1 both affected and \vere affected by cultural processes In 

the society. including ilkological and poetological ones and that there was nu 

uniform \\ay of defining or carrying out translations during the period under study 

The findings also point at the segmentation of readership in early republican Turkey 

and conclude that the political and poetological fa.ctors governing the production and 

reception of translations varied for different segments of readers 
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KIsa Ozet 

Turkiye'de Cumhuriyet donemi ~viri tarihi iizerine yaptlan c;:all~malar Tercume 

Burosu'nun (1940-1966) etkinlikleri uzerinde yogunl~arak edebiyatm farkh 

alanlarmda faaliyet gosteren ozel yaymevlerini goz ardl etmektedir. Sehnaz Tahir 

Giirc;:agIar'm The Politics and Poetics of Translation in Turkey 1923-1960 ba~l1kh 

tezi bu yakI~mll sorgulamakta ve 1923-1960 yIllan arasmda Turkiye'de c;eviri 

edebiyat dizgesinin karma~lk ve zengin yaplslfll sergilemeyi amac;:lamaktadlf. 

Ara~tlrma iki a~amada yiirUtiilmu~tiir. Birinci a~mada cumhuriyetin il<lru ile birlikte 

Turkiye' de ya~anan siyasal donu~umun kiiltur ve edebiyat alarunda, ozellikle de 

c;eviri edebiyat dizgesi uzerindeki etkileri incelenmektedir. T enn ikinci bolumunde 

ara~t1ITna alaru daraltllarak c;eviri uzerinde yogunla~Ilrru~ ve konu~ma metinleli, 

makaleler, onsoz ve kitap gibi yazlh malzemeler taranarak bu donemde c;:evirinin 

i~levleri ve tammlan, c;eviri stratejileri ve yevirmenin konumu uzerine olu~an soylem 

ele almml~tlr. Bunu izleyen betimleyici c;:ah~mada ise "saygm" ve "populer" edebiyat 

alanlanndan sec;ilen bir dizi yeviri metin incelenmi~, c;:evirmenlerin 1923-1960 

doneminde izle(me )dikleri yevm normlan ara~tmlml~tlf. Betimleyici yall~ma 

slrasmda ozellikle c;eviri kitaplann ana metinlerini ku~atan kitap kapaklan, resimler, 

onsoz, dipnoc reklam gibi yan-metinler aYTlntlh olarak incelenmi~, bunun yam Slra 

yevinnenlerin metnin butun]ugune, ozel isimlerin ve yabancl kulturel unsurlann 

c;evirisine benimsedikleri yakia$Imlar ele almml~tlr. Ortaya <;lkan sonw:;lar c;eviriye 

ili~kin kaVTamlann toplumda kultUrel ve ideolojik sureylerden etkilendikleri kadar bu 

surec;leri etkilediklerini ve ara~tlrmaya konu olan donemde <;e\irinin far kh 

bic;imierde tammlandIgml ve -yine farkh biyimlerde yap!ldlfpru gostermi$tir. C'al1~ma 

aynca soz konusu donemde farkh okur kitielerine seslenen yevirilerin uretim ve 

allmlama sure<;lcrini belideven etmenlerin farklI oldu2.unu da ortava kovmustur - "- ~.I. 
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Introduction 

The focus on the marginality of translation is 
strategic. It assumes that a study of the periphery in 
any culture can illuminate and ultimately revise the 

center. 
(Lawrence Venuti. The 
Scandals of TranslatlOlI: 4) 

There can be no single history of a homogeneous field called "translation" in Turkey, 

and perhaps anywhere else for that matter. We should act on the assumption that 

there can only be histories of translation, histories of diversified concepts ill 

numerous fragmented fields. At times there may be an overarching narrative. v, hile 

at otber times, all ends may remain loose. 

The present thesis is an attempt to trace some concepts of translation 

operational in J specific place and period. i.e. in Turkey between 1923 and 19()() 

Through an analysis of these concepts I shall set out to capture cenal11 phenomena 

o\erlooked by researchers \vho have pre\'iously described literary translatIon a<:ti\ity 

in repUblican Turkey. The ultimate aim of the thesis is to reveaJ tbe "politics" and 

"poetics" that shaped the field of litera1''/ translation activit\· anJ explore 110\\ 

translation contributed to cultural processes in early republican Turkey. The dates 

chosen as the heginning and the end of the peri.od to he studied arc siglllficant. n<)t 

0:11) because they mark political transfomutiolls. respectively the rrncbmatl()ll c,f 

the Turkish Republlc ~lJld the end of the DelT10C!·~lt P::my regime. ·P1I.::. l1a\e heel! 

chosen. because th,~sc polltH . ."al landmarks n;l\C also rnd implJcatlons (or the field <.){' 

cuI lure. closely knit with the field of translation. 

:\s a pe;iod characterized by dramatic soci;J1. polltic.li. ccot1om:c and culturzd 

transic\rmation. carly rej!ublican T::rkey pro\'idcc; rich r1:atenal to those \\ 110 \\1';h to 



2 
study the links between politics and culture. The series of refonns carried out within 

the first decade of the Republic indicates a conscious effort on the part of the state 

officials to introduce comprehensive changes to a wide range of fields covering both 

the public and the private spheres. Along with various cultural phenomena, such as 

education, language and the dressing code, translation was subject to state 

intervention as exemplified by the establishment of the Translation Bureau. 

When I exposed myself to some of the cultural institutions in early republican 

Turkey I became intrigued by the Translation Bureau, both in tenns of its structure 

and functioning. Mor~over, 1 was intrigued by the question of how the activities of 

the Translation Bureau were received by different sections of the public, including 

among others. statesmen, academics, publishers. \vTiters, translators and readers. \1) 

initial exploration of the field, in the tonn of a limited survey of works cO\Tring 

modem translation history in Turkey, statements by writers, publishers and state 

officials of the 1920s-1950s. bibliographies as \vell as translated texts. revealed that 

there \verc several concepts of translation in circulation. My preliminary study 

indic:lted that translations came in different shapes and forms and that it was difficult 

to locatc a singJe and unitom1 definition of translation. Furthem10re, the roles and 

functions attributed to translation were rather diversified. The concept and the 

intended function of translation seemed to var'!. not onlv diachronicallv. but also 

S\ nchronic:lllv. - -

These initial findings led me to a series of questions that defined the thematic 

scope and the theoretical and mctbouoiogical framework of the thesis. The first set of 

qLlestions pcr::}in to the relation bet\\cen translation and the changes introduced to 

the tields of culture and 1~m~u3gc i:1 TUikey follcwing the ;JrcclanlJti~)!1 of 111,: 

Republic: \Yh:lt \\'erc the moti\'es hehind the republican rel0m15: 1-10\\ did thc~c 
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motives affect literature and translation? What was the function assigned to 

translation within the new repertoire of culture? What were the elements of the 

dominant discourse on translation? What was the response of publishers and 

translators to such discourse? Were there any shi fts or breaks in trdnslatorial 

behaviour in a period marked by dramatic socio-political change? The second set of 

questions regards different perceptions of translation: Why were there such 

diversified views of what translation was and how it was to serve the general 

readership? What was the place occupied by translation in the reading experience of 

the public? What affected the selection of titles by publishers and translators? How 

sharp was the demarcation between canonical and non-canonical works of literature') 

How did the translations of canonical and non-canonical works vary in temlS of their 

production, marketing and reception? These questions guide me through the various 

arguments and enquiries I undertake in the coming chapters. They have also helped 

me to fom1Ulate the main hypothesis of the thesis \\'hich will be offered in Chapter I , 

Before I set out to explore the questions mentioned abow. I will offer a review and 

critique of the approaches adopted by some contemporary historical studies towards 

translation acti\'ity in repUblican Turkey, 

Numerous writers, translators. joumalists. researchers and translation scholars 

have set out to prepare historical analyses of translation acti\'ity in Turkc:i, Their 

\vork hJs been crucial for the present slUdy. not only in ~emlS of their documcntary 

and anal)1ical \'aluc, but also in temlS of the perspectives ~hcy have adopkd ,md thc 

emphases they have placed on various phenomena, The "discourse" they h;\\'e 

created on translation is significant. for most otten. such discourse is an indication \)1" 

their \'ie\ypoints on translation. rather than that of the actual course translatIon 

followed through the }'ears. Current ideas on translation acti\ity in repUblican rurkc\ 
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are very much formed by these studies, and their common stress on this or that point 

may to a large extent determine the topics that will be taken up by translation 

scholars in the future. 

Most of these studies have a political focus. A reVlew will reveal that the 

authors of these studies perceive of translation mainly as a political activity shaped 

by an ideological programme. They see translation, first and foremost, as a part of 

the attempts to westernize and modernize Turkey during the first few decades of the 

Republic. In the views of many researchers, translation was a vehicle for transferring 

certain ideas into Turkey and a tool for nation-building. Those researchers suggest 

that the true role and function of translation in the early republican period can only 

be understood within the general historical/political context. By emphasizing the 

ideological role attributed to translation by the state. researchers bring out the rcal 

reason behind the canonical status translated classics assumed in the 1930s and 

1940s. 

Reg:lfding translation as a socio-political and cultural phenomenon is ccrtainiy 

a perspective that serves to broaden the vie\v of historical translation studies. 

~everthcJess. the way researchers contextualize translation activIt': in Turkev 

remains partial, since they concentrate their attention on a small. albeit central pan of 

the system oftransbtcd literature. They do not look at the periphery and the selection 

of translated books there. In the present thesis. r wouid like to argue that the sttl\.b.:" 

focClsing on the ideological function (If translation have an o\·crcmphasis on the 

translation of classics at the expense of translated popular literature \\!1ich made up 

the largest pan of the market for translated literature in the first four decades of the 

Republic. Thus, popular literature, which has relT13.incd <l marginali/cd suhjlxt In 
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academic studies of literature in Turkey, is also driven to the periphery of translation 

studies. 

The common feature of studies on translation activity in republican Turkey is 

their focus on a specific translation institution, that is, the state-sponsored Translation 

Bureau. The idea of establishing a translation institution to work systematically on 

the translation of western classics was materialized when the Translation Bureau was 

set up in 1940. The Bureau worked under the auspices of the Ministry of Education 

and was active between 1940 and 1966 producing a total of 1120 translations. It also 

published Terciime (Translation) a translation journal consisting of translations. 

translation criticism and theory. 

The period between 1940 and 1946 has been viewed as the most productin.' 

phase of the Bureau. Indeed, the Bureau both re-oriented itself in tenns of its 

selection of titles and reduced its rate of production after 1946. This development is 

associated with the resignation of Hasan Ali YliceL Minister of Education. who had 

assumed the role of a visionary and a pioneer during the establishment and the carly 

activities of the Translation Bureau. The Bureau is a milestone in Turkish tr~mslatl(lll 

history. It served as a role model to many private publishing houses \\ho lol1owed it::; 

path and became involved in the translation and publication of \\'(stem classics. 

There is general agreement on the fact that the products of the Bureau \\ ere 

irtllucl1tial in setting the course of translation activity· in Turkey in tcm~s of the: 

selection of source texts and the kinds of strategies to be employed hy translators. 

The Bureau also served an ideological function and \vas regarded as a cultur0l 

instrument by those who attributed translation a major role in their efforts at creal111::' 

a nc\\ Turkish identity. ~everthcless. the extent to \\hich the Bureau fulfilled its 

intended function is unclear. As T v,·ill demonstrate in Ch3plcr 1. rc:searcl1LI'S \\h,) 
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write about the role of the Translation Bureau within the history of translation in 

republican Turkey rely on secondary data and fail to provide us with case studies 

exploring how the Translation Bureau served this intended function.
1 In Chapter 1, 1 

will challenge views on modem Turkish translation history in a number of ways and 

offer my approach to studying translations \vithin a historical context. 

Before I proceed with Chapter 1, let me provide an overview of the thesis. 

Chapter 1 offers a critical review of the existing works on translation history in 

republican Turkey. It also outlines the theoretical and methodological framework of 

the thesis formed on the basis of a critique of the current literature. Chapter 2 

surveys the general social and political context of the period 1923-1960. It pro\'ides a 

brief introduction to the republican reforms and the socio-cultural transfonnatioll 

which took place in Turkey in the early republican era. This chapter contextualizcs 

the state' s view of translation and the activities of the Translation Bureau within a 

political frame\vork and positions the Bureau within a network of repuhlican cultural 

institutions. Chapter 3 carries out a critical analysis of discourse on tr:.l11slati\..~n untd 

1960. It studies statements by officials. scholars and literary figures and im eSli~ptcs 

the ways in which translation was regarded as an instrument of cultural 

enlightenment. This chapter also includes a survey of the variolls definitions and 

strategies of translation as expressed in speeches. ne\\spapcr ,ll1d magazine artICles 

and prefaces. Chapter -+ provides J surveyor the market for translated litcrJ.tun: in 

Turkey betv,cen 19:23 and 1960 with special emphasis on tll-: scncs launched hy 

variolls publishers. It introduces D1:ljor publishers. and pw\idcs infol111ation Jbout 

their selection or titles. their marketing strategies and intendcJ tar~'..:t duLl1cnccs. It 

c>:plorcs the eli fferent poetics that gO\Tmed the tlcld of canonical J.lld popular 

: Tile slructur~ and Jctiylties of the T,:1ll,latiun Bureau \\ill he (.ike:1 up tn nl()re ·kl~lil 111 ( ill, 2 
:mc1-l. 
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translated literature. Chapter 5 analyzes the concepts of "people" and "popular" and 

discusses the way in which these terms were used in early republican Turkey. It 

examines the ideology and the poetics of the system of translated popular literature in 

1920s-1950s. Chapter 6 presents a case study of works by three writer-translators 

who operated in the field of translated popular literature. The chapter explores the 

norms governing the selection and translation of these works and delves into the 

different aspects of the poetics governing popular literature in early republican 

Turkey. Chapter 7 consists of another case study, this time concentrating on 

"canonical" literature. It analyses the translations of Gulliver's Travels and Alice's 

Adventures in Wonderland published in Turkey in 1923-1960 by the Ministry of 

Education and various private publishers. The chapter compares and contrasts the 

norms observed by the Translation Bureau and private publishers in their 

translations. It also discusses the concept of "retranslation" arld its role within the 

Turkish system of translated literature. 
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Chapter 1 

Theoretical Framework and Methodology 

In the present chapter I will offer a critical review of some historical studies tackling 

translation activity in early republican Turkey and challenge some of their 

conclusions. In the second part of the chapter I will present my approach towards 

translation history in Turkey. 

1.1 Challenging Views on Modern Turkish Translation History 

The existing \vorks on translation acti\'ity in Turkey create agendas of research. not 

only through what they have co\'ered. but also through what they have not. This 

thesis takes its point of departure from what remain at best implicit in many of those 

studies. It poses questions regarding those areas of translation activity \vhich have 

never found a voice in translation studies in Turkey. However. an overvie\v of those 

areas that have been included in the studies tackling aspects of Turkish translation 

history is essemial to be able to locate those which have been excluded. A review 

and critique of existing historical studies on translation will enable the thesis to 

reveal certain common areas of inquiry and explore altemati\'e pathways into the 

past \,ia these areas. These areas cover a number of views on tr::mslation-rclatcd 

phcnomcna. such as views on the function of translation. translation strategies. the 

structure of transbtion activity or the reception of translated books hy dilTercnl 

groups of reade-s, The areas of i,::quiry emer~c \'.hcre there arc apparent 

contradictions among the different works on translation-rciateu phcnolll\::na 
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Alternatively, issues that attract an unquestioning consensus and approval may also 

be considered to pose significant question marks. 

It is impossible to give an exhaustive survey of all works regarding translation 

activity in the period under study. Instead, I will dwell upon several selected 

contemporary studies and present their approach to translation. These studies 

represent a variety of viewpoints. Although the raw data they work from is roughly 

the same, their use of this data, and the emphases they place on different translation-

related phenomena vary. I have grouped these studies under two headings, 

"translation, westernization and humanism" and "translation strategies". 

1.1.1 Translation, \Vesternization and Humanism 

In the eyes of many contemporary writers. the most significant phase in terms of 

translation activity in republican Turkey has been the initial years of the Translaticlll 

Bureau. This is valid for the majOlity of researchers whose \vorks \\ill be taken up In 

the following pages. According to these researchers. the function of the T ranslallc'n 

Bure:lU, and therefore of its translation activity, has to be ev'aluated \\ithin ,he 

general project of westcmization. They maintain that the function of the Translation 

Bureau \\'as to create ""humanism"1 in Turkey which was expected to kad up l() ~m 

"'enl; ghtenmcnt". 

Let me fIrst discuss some comments made by two of the f<)m1Cr translaturs or 

the Translation Bureau in order to re\'eal some key concepts that define the 

relationship between translation and westemizat ion. \ edat Ci li,1 yu 1. \\ \h) 51 art cd 

translating for the Bureau during its initial years. has written a great deal Jbou! the: 

I The concept of humanism and its elaboration as an iJeologica: hJ';;" Ter the rc;:'ll'::'~IC1Jl ;",'-;1111'\ ,;1 
be taken up in Chapter~, 
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aIm and the scope of the Translation Bureau. In his work, he emphasizes the 

humanist grounds behind the establishment of the Bureau and sees the activities of 

the Bureau as an integral part of the westernization movement. He writes, "The aim 

was to create the Turkish renaissance. And this depended on the adoption of the 

humanist spirit" ["Amay TUrk ronesansmi yaratmaktl. Bu da hlimanizrna ruhunun 

benimsenmesinc bagIJydI"] (GUnyol 1983: 329). The term "Turkish renaissance" \vas 

used by the officials, academics and writers in the 1930s and 1940s to refer to a 

\vestern-oriented cultural transformation in Turkey. This transformation would be 

enabled through better acquaintance with western culture, which would be realized 

through the translation of \vestern classics (see for example Dlken 1938). GUnyo! is 

cun!ident that this transformation \Vas indeed achieved and that the acti\ities of the 

Translation Bureau created "an unprecedented 0pp011unity for cultural a\vakening for 

tbe Turkish yuuth who yearned for enlightenment" ["'Bu. aydml1ga susaml~ TUrk 

gen~leri i~in hulunmaz bir kUILUr. bir uyanma olanaglydl"] (GUnyol 1997: -t). 

"e\crthclcss. Gi.iny'ol suggests that the Bureau's task of creating a "Turkish 

renaissance" was not completely fulfilled, mainly due to the political climate of the 

country which changed significantly after 19-t6. GUnyol feels very strongly against 

the shin in the Bureau's activities after Hasan Ali Yi..icel's resignation. He :1rgucs that 

there \\a~.; a change of emphasis from \vestem classics to eastern classics which 

]\.:slllteG in a decrease and the gradual demise of the acti\ities \)C the Bureau 

(KJranLl\' and Salman 1988: 1:); Gtinyol 1997: -t: 1982: 30). At this point. one has to 

,~lk-: the ~cneral ;loliticaJ contC>:1 into consideration. The year 1 (i"~6. which m:'Hks the 

transition to a multi-party system from a single-party system kd by the RCDuhlJcan 

People's Part]' (Cumhuriyct Halk P:1rtisi). brought about si.,;nificant challgec~ to 

Turkish politics. Republican People's Party started following a more populist line 
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and attempts at introducing a radical cultural transformation were suspended, 

Following Ylicel's resignation, his work as the Minister of Education came under a 

great deal of attack by the members and supporters of the new Democrat Party, This 

also had an impact on the Translation Bureau. Vedat Glinyol maintains that the 

activities of the Bureau were hampered by some members of the Turkish National 

Assembly after 1946. Those members of the assembly were involved 1!1 

McCarthyism and called Hasan Ali Ylicel a "communist" (C;:lkar 1997: 125), GOnyol 

comments on them as follows: "What was these people's problem? They did not 

want Turkish people to be enlightened. Because the enlightenment of the Turkish 

people would mean the end of their unfair order. Isn't this why they closed down the 

Yillage Institutes":" ["\icydi bu insanlann derdi? TUrk insan1!1In 3YjlI1lanmasIl1I 

iSlCmiyorbrch. (Onkli TUrk insanmll1 aydmlanmasl. onlann hakslz dUzeninin sonu 

olacaktl. latcn bu yO/den degil mi ki. Kay Enstitiilerini kapattIlar"] (GUnyol 1998: 

1 ). This prc)\cs that the Translation Bureau \vas ne\'er conceived of as a mere lit('rary 

institution, It \\as closely and explicitly associated with an ideological project. both 

hy its founders and suppOJ1ers and those in opposition. 

:\/ra Frhat. one of the few classicist translators of the Bureau, IS in agreement 

\\ltl1 CiLinyol in terms of the general aIm of the Bureau as an lllstnlll1Cnl 01 

\\('sternintlon and cnlightenment (Erhat I 97..\.: 10). Erhat suggests that the actl'.itlcs 

or the Tr:mslatI(ln Bureau led to major developments in Turkish cultural ji fc JJ~d 

(,)Jll11lCllt~. "111 E TRA:-;SLA TION BURL\C, THE TR)...:-\SL\ TIO'-.; jour:1Jl Jnd 

I,he tL1l1c;Llti,1llS 0:' classics have opened up a ne\\ era in Turkc\· ... ["TERC\, \!L'. 

: rile \'ll!;lc:'c' [n~tllut(" ',\ere unique educational establishments whieh aimed to r;lI';'~ tC'Jc'hCIS I(T ;\lJJI 

an?as. The": leJl1;Jlil nnc l,lCthc most contrm'ersial institutions or'ear):; republIcan Tclrkc:, l.alln'::~e·d 

dunn:; l',e'\!llllSlry of Hd~an .\11 Yucclm 19-+0. they \\ae [e-organIzed Into a 11e\\ .ll~l: ,;:orc 
~'On,cT\Jt1\'e structure :n 1 C):'-\ \\hen they lost their imtlal function clf coucatin; :he :'UL: ;;<)ru1at\ 
.\rnUl~d 2i)1)()O :;!udc:1h :;raciuateci from the Village InstItutes Junng :he fOllrtc'~:1 ;':::11, ( f ,h,::r 
upc:ralicll1 (h.at,)~il! 1 O'l-: -\(J~--+(}S), The structure and function ot' the \ill~:::'~ !n,'lltuL :.irLl Ihell' ,<" 
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BUROSU, TERCUME dergisi ve khlsikler yevirileri Turkiye'de bir <;lglr a(j:ml~tlr"] 

(Erhat 1974: 16). She suggests that this "new era" brought novelties to Turkish 

culture and literature, shaped the Turkish language, introduced a new order to 

publishing life, led to a new method in science based on textual evidence and put the 

Turkish intellectuals and artists in contact with international thought, literature and 

art (Erhat 1974: 16). There are several questions that emerge from the above 

statements. For instance, what were the literary and cultural novelties Erhat refers to? 

In what ways did the translation of classics shape the Turkish language? What kind 

of an order was introduced to publishing life by translations? How did translations 

help the emergence of a new method in science? So far no attempt has been made to 

delve further into these questions. These are questions that relate to the reception of 

the books published by the Translation Bureau which is a field truly untouched by 

academic research. The only data which is available about the reception 01 these 

books are comments and criticisms offered bv writers and joumalists 0 f the time 

\\"hich do not speak for the full range of readership. 

Contemporary researchers have also placed special emphasis on the role of the 

Translation Bureau within the general \vestemization movement through its 

pronwlinl1 (If the idea of humanism. A study by Zeki Ankan. historian. discusses the 

creation or humanism as a specific function attributed to translation in early 

repuhlican Turkey. more specifically. in the 1930s and 1940s . 

. \nkan·s article "Cumhuriyet Doneminde Htimanizma :\klml" (The Humanist 

\[1)\ <'::111 <:1:t 111 the Republican Period) (1999) associates the actiyities or the 

TranslJ.lion BurCJll \\'ith the Jim of creating humanism in Turkey, which in turn. \\<.1S 

expected to lead to an interesting phenomenon that can be tCn11cd as "5el1'-

J pan III :hc lllkndcd rca,1c:·shq.:' :(lr the T,al~~bt:Qn Bureau pru(:uc;s \\ ill he tJf;Cll lip :n m<Jr-.: dC\"tl in 

C bapt·.:r .~ 
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discovery". Ankan locates this idea in the discourse of the officials and \\<Titers of the 

day. Based on statements by Hasan Ali YUcel, Orhan Burian and sociologist and 

historian Hilmi Ziya Ulken, Ankan suggests that humanism had the specific aim of 

triggering a national self-discovery process in Turkey. Translation of classics was to 

playa significant role in this process. Ankan suggests that translation would serve as 

an important tool in tenns of the creation of a "humanist spirit" [hiimanizma ruhu"] 

in Turkey, which would lead to "social enlightenment" ['·toplumsal aydmlanmarmz"] 

(Ankan 1999: 89). He comments: "The Humanist movement of the republican 

period outlined here has contributed to the flourishing of a new perspective and the 

emergence of a new enlightenment movement, despite all attempts at crushing it" 

["(ok genc\ yizgilerle \erdigimiz Cumhuriyet donemindeki Hi.im::mizma akJn11 

Tiirkiye'de yeni bir anlaYI~ll1 filizlenmesine \'e yeni bir aydll1lanama hareketinin, 

bLitlin baltalamalara kar~ll1, dogmasma onemli bir katklda bulunmu:;;tur"] (Ankan 

1999: (3). What Ankan means by the phrase "despite all attempts 3! (rushing it" is 

not clear. However. based on the general context. one may assume that .\nLm is 

referring to the political developments after 1946 and the Democrat Party regime 

which started in 1950. Both Gi.inyol and Ankan seem to lament the change in the 

political climate after 1946 and regard the activities of the TranslatIon Bureau as a 

pan oC a cnrnprchcnsive. yet incomplete. project of modernization \\hieh came to J 

halt fl!llo\\ing thc transition to a multi-party system. 

:\nkan's emphasis on the use of translation of classics as a mC:lns ut' ···;cl!~ 

di;-;CO\(T\'" 111 the 193()s and 19-1.05 is crucial in understanding ~he TransLltion 

B ureal!' S cS13.bl ishmcnt and operation. .-\nkan bases his cOJlception II r ":-;e 1 t-

discovery" on earlier \\Titings on this topic by Orhan BLiriar:. prof~ssor oj' Eng1i:~h. 

writer and a tran::ibtor who extensively transbted for the Tr::msbtlon Burca~, Burian 
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defined humanism as "one's quest for self-discovery" ["insamn kendi kendini 

bulmaya ylkmasldlr"] (cited in Ankan 1999: 86). What Burian meant was an 

exploration of Turkish national history and literature free from all dogmas, including 

religion (Ankan 1999: 88). According to Burian, the western world had already gone 

through this process and found Greek classics at its cultural foundation. A study of 

European culture and its classics could guide us in our efforts at unearthing our past 

(Burian in Ankan 1999: 86-87). 

Questions such as how humanism was expected to bring about self-discovery, 

what exactly was going to be discovered, what the period included in the scI f-

discovery process was, were not taken up in any detail by Burian or other writers of 

the day. Ankan fails to introduce a critical angle to these questions. and does not 

elaborate on this significant concept of "self-discovery" shedding light upon that 

\\hich distinguishes "Turkish humanism" from other humanist movements in the 

I t should be borne in mind that .-\nkan's study relies on secondary sources. 

\\'hen Ankan suggests that humanism contributed to an intellectual enlightenment in 

Turkey, hc only bases his argument on the discourse of the statesmen and v,Titcrs 

propagating humanism. He docs not offer substantial evidence in the f0n11 of 

publications or public debates proving that humanism has indeed been influential in 

pro\iding ~m intellectual and theoretical direction to Turkish social and cultural life. 

T~lCeddin l'~a:J.oglu approaci1es translation's role vis-a-\is the \\csterniZCllion 

~'l!Cmpts il1 \he first two decades of the Republic from a di ffcrent <lnd slightly more 

crilleJI pcrsl'cc1i\"C in his Tiirkiye'de Terciime Jhiesseselerz (Translation Institutions 

in Turke~. ) \\"\1erc the :3S1 two chapters are allocated to repubJic:m translation :.1cti\ ity 

The concL'j'l I);" ·'~clr-dl,.:,)\c:r>·' Jnd :tS slgnit"i':Jnt role in sl1.lpm:,: ··T,irKiSh hum<1J1lsm·· J:-; I)p['o\cd 
to ··C!JS:~lCll f11111Uni c m·· .. \ lil be t:JKel> l!P 111 more: cktail ill Cklnt'~r 2. 
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(Kayaoglu 1998). His study is confined to the state-sponsored translation activity, of 

which there have been two during the republican period. 

Kayaoglu starts his analysis of republican translation activity with the 

establishment of the "Telif ve Tercume Heyeti" (The Committee for Original and 

Translated Works) in 1921 by the first Turkish Grand National Assembly \vhich ran 

the country before the proclamation of the Republic in 1923 (Kayaoglu 1998: 199). 

Kayaoglu offers an outline of the activities of the Committee which reported to the 

Ministry of Education, between 1921 and 1926, the year it \vas abolished. He 

provides lists of the members of the Committee under its four chairmen. along with 

the stated mission, activities, publications and decisions of the Committee (Kayaoglu 

1998: 195-249). He further includes a full list of the 68 books. translated or 

indigenous. published by the ~linistrv of Education between 1921 and 1926 

(Kayaoglu 1998:250-264).-+ 

Kayaoglu associates the abolishment of the Committee \vith some factors that 

indicate the dissent of the Committee members vis-a.-vis the nation-buildin=, efforts 

of the young Republic. He suggests that the Committee was closed down due to the 

fact that its members disapproved of the dominant ideology. \vhich \\as 

a ;'c~istallcc against the adoption of the Latin alphabet \\'hich \vas CCll1S1Gered a raI1 

a;ld l'arc,:l ~,r the desired transition to the \\eSlem \\orld (KaY::lOglu 1 Q9X: 24X-.24Yl. 

This ~lrgumcnt remains rather speculative since Kayaoglu fails to pro\'iJ<: an) 

c\idcncc. 11\)\\c\e1'. it can also be argued that Kayaoglu introduces an altern:!t;\ c 

C:\pLlll~ll ion for the dismissal or the CommitteC'. So far. statements by \11licials ,)r 

\\ntCi"S suggest that the Committee \\as dismissed because it \\a5 nut ,.?tTicicnt 

J .'] ()f lilt: (,::-: ~Oi)k, <lre tranSb!:ollS of mennly \\ cstcm hooLi (111 c:ducation. 1];'; [(.r: lnd 
Clniv 1\\\) arv '\(1rl;s (If ;'lCtiC'Tl Tht:sc \I.orks \\111 be taken up IJ1 mor(.: cktallll1 ChJerer J 
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enough (Kayaoglu 1998: 248; Gunyol 1983: 328). On the other hand, Kayaoglu' s 

broader view of the republican translation history is worthy of praise. He is one of 

the rare authors who offers an extensive review of the Committee for Original and 

Translated Works. His is probably the most detailed work on the activities of the 

Committee ever written. 

In the fifth chapter of his study Kayaoglu takes up the establishment and 

activities of the Translation Bureau. In line with many other authors, Kayaoglu views 

the Translation Bureau as an instrument of westernization and humanism. He stresses 

the committed efforts of the state officials in creating a culture of humanism through 

translations. He comments: "Through this translation movement (the Translation 

Bureau) composed largely of Greek, Latin and western \\lorks, state administralOrs 

themselves tried to realize the culture of humanism in Turkey" ["Yunan, Latin \'(' 

Batll1 eserkrin kahir ekseriyetini olu~turdugu bu tercume hareketiyle hi..imanizma 

kli1 ti..iru Ti..irkive·de bizzat deviet idarecileri vaSItaslyla ger<;:eklqtirilmcye 

pl!~1l1111~tlr"] (Kayaoglu 1998: 303-304). Cnlike Ankan. Gunyol or Erhat. Kayaoglu 

offers a critical assessment of the Translation Bureau's intellectual roots, C ontrarv to 

the opinion expressed by other authors, he regards humanism as a means to detach 

the Turkish society from its Islamic roots instead of perceiving it as an instrument of 

"enlightenment", He suggests: 

During the A.taturk period. attempts were made to replace religion with 
nationalism, Religion \vas removed. from social life and confined to tht.: 
individual. priyate sphere through radical secular arrangements. 1n the I n('mi 
period. e\en nationalism \vas relinquished and substituted by the (Jrcek and 
Roman (humanist) culture ... , The real reason behind the priority attached to 
the translation of Greek and Latin classics was to quickly detach the society 
from the Turkish cultu:-e which had an Islamic content and to create a nc\\ 
culture or a Greek- Latin basis (Kayaoglu 1998: ~95-:2961, 
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[Atatlirk doneminde radikal Hiik diizenlemeler c;:erc;:evesinde toplum hayatmdan 
ferdi plana indirgenen dinin yeri milliyetc;:ilik mefhumu ile doldurulmaya 
c;:ah~lhyordu. inonu doneminde ise milliyetyilikten de vazgeyilmi~, yerille 
Yunan ve Latin (humanist) kultiirii ikfune edilmeye ba~lanml~tlr. '" Bat! 
kulturune kaynakhk eden Yunan ve Latin klasiklerinin terciimede one almmak 
istenmesindeki aSll maksat ise; toplumu siiratli bir ~ekilde islam! muhteva 
ta~lyan Turk kiilturunden uzakla~tlrarak, Greko-Latin temetine dayalt yeni bir 
kultur meydana getirmektir (Kayaoglu 295-296).] 

Kayaoglu's statements on the emphasis on humanist culture to replace 

nationalism are debatable. There is plenty of evidence to suggest that nationalism 

was a topic widely discussed and problematized during ismet inonii' s term of office 

as the President of the Republic, i.e. after 1938. Ankan's analysis of humanism as a 

means towards national self-discovery is an example to this. Furtheml0re, the 

creation of a "national literature" has been a topical issue since "ikinci :V1e~rutiycC 

(The Second Constitution) of 1908 and the role translations v\'Quld play in that 

literature was taken up by many thinkers as will be demonstrated in the follO\vin::; 

chapters. 5 

Kayaoglu's approach to translation is troubled by his exclusive use of 

secondary sources and his neglect of primary data, i.e. a look at tbe translated texts 

themsehcs. Kayaoglu offers extensive lists on the members and the books of t h(' 

Translation Bureau. However. he gives no infon11ation abollt ho\v these books \,ere 

translated. ~cither does he comment on the reception of these hooks. their 

distribution. marketing or sales figures. Furthennore. he \\Tites l:ttlc aboLlt the 

critique 0 C this transbtion movement. except its humanist basis. He does not look at 

the translated hooks indi\idually and giYts no infom1ation about the editing process 

\)r translati(\n strategies of the translators. In a brief critical rara~r:lph. Ka> aogiu 

\\Tites: "'\n\ all (If these published !ranslaticns are original. Tl,cre :.irc c\:prcsslolb 
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which are linguistically incorrect and lack in fidelity to the original. Mistakes have 

been made in the selection and prioritization of the titles. And some works have been 

published as classics, while it is difficult to say that they carry the qualities of 

classics" ["Ne~redilen bu tercumelerin tlimu orijinal degildir. Dil yonunden bozuk ve 

ashna sadlk olmayan ifadeler soz konusudur. Eserlerin sec;:ilmesinde ve oncelik 

verilme hususunda hatalar yapllml~tl[. BaZI eserler de klasikler ic;:inde yaymlannl1~ur 

ki bunlann klasik eser olma ozelligini ta~ldlklan soylenemez."] (Kayaoglu 1998: 

307-308). Kayaoglu gives no information about how he arrived at these conclusions. 

Furthemlore, some of the attributes he uses to describe the translations published by 

the Translation Bureau are rather vague. What is his definition of "original"? V/hat 

does he mean when he says that the translations were not "original"? This statement 

can be interpreted in t\\O ways. It may mean that the translations were not by the 

translators indicated on their cover pages, in other words, the translations were 

hOITll\\cd (rom other sources. On the other hand, the statement may be referring to 

illdircct. i.\..'. :>ecund hand. translations. In other words. Kayaoglu may be trying k' 

su:,gest that they were not directly translated from the language in \vhich they \\ere 

,)rigin;dl: \Hillen. but translated via an i11lemlediary language. Likewise. KaY::lOglu 

d,l<..:S 11'1\ L·L\hlllAc on \\hat he means by "linguistically incomc;ct" or "lack in tldcliI:. 

I,) ;he \lllgil1~li" "either does hc go into the kinds of qualities he expects of 

··..::,I:--"IC" .. Durin,:, this critical par3graph. the only work Kayaoglu refers to IS an 

,:n:..:k ,ilk) "1 'crclime Facialan" ,Disasters of Translation) by hoi Glin~i)r 

i'l:hL:;li III ~l Cl.lu111n in a magazine in 1966 (GUngor 1998: 129-132). This is a shol1 

C;')"'111\..':':~lr" \\ illch includes a critical view of the Bureau's activities. While tcllking 

aj,(iut the 1',','r c;:;llC ()C translated books in Turkey, GLing/ir refers ~o the \\orl,;s 

lransL!tL'~l h thL' Tr:mslalion Bureau. He argues that the general idea behilld the 
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establishment of the Bureau was positive. He \'<Tites: "Therefore. a significant means 

of enriching intellectual life in Turkey would be to introduce the works created by 

the \vestem culture to intellectuals. And this could be enabled by a comprehensive 

translation activity" ,··Binaenakyh. Ttirkiye'de fikir hayat1I11 zenginle~tirecek en 

mlihim vasltalardan biri Bat! ku!ttlrunun yarattlgl eserlerin munevverler taratindan 

tarunmasl olacaktl. Bu da geni~ bir tercume faaliyeti ile mtimktin olabilirdi."J 

(Gungor 1998: 130). In that sense. GUngor is in agreement with the authors 

mentioned earlier. Ho\\ e\er. he is critical of the Bureau' s acti\·ities due to the 

Bureau's emphasis Oil Greek sources. which he maintains. did not bring much benefit 

to Turkish intellectual Ii fe (Glingor 1998: 13D J. 

perspcctl\CS to the ISSlle or' \\ CS!en1I/;itllHl ~II1J hUf11Jl1Isll1. they make the relationship 

betm.:en \\Cstemlzatlon and translatIon clear. In that sense. the" all arrive at the same 

conclusion regarding the fUllctinn of translation Il1 early repuhlican Turkey: 

translation \\as used ,IS a l1le~ll1S ()f creatIng a humanist l11o\emcnt 111 Turkey. which 

was expected h) facIllute and accelerate \\ esteI1l1/alilll1 In culture. However. Jlong 

with their emphasis (\11 ~hls srccific r"ul1C\ln!l \)( translation. they 3\OId 

prohlel1lati/lI1g .!H)\\: ~L!l:Slatl()!l sen cd l (lr faded :1)"Cne I thJ::, function. The authors 

1)( \\ hat ;Jnlr:ar:. snUl"Ccs. 1.e. translated lex::; thcmsch CS. can offer about cultural and 

hisloncai phcnomcn:1. 
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Translation in Republican Turkey and Turkish Humanism) brings a more critical 

perspective to assessing the function of translation by posing question marks 

regarding several aspects of translation that have been largely overlooked in the past 

(Kurultay 1999). In this article, Kurultay problematizes the "idealization" of the 

Translation Bureau's activities and tries to set the Bureau within a larger historical 

perspective. Kurultay stresses that the activities of the Translation Bureau should not 

be assessed in isolation from the rest of translation activity in Turkey, since the 

Bureau also encouraged private publishers to increase the number and improve the 

quality of their translations (Kurultay 1999: 17). He offers a statistical review of the 

number of translated books published in 1946 and 1958 by the Translation Bureau 

and other publishers, showing the changing roles of the state and private publishers. 

Through his emphasis on the importance of private translation acti\·ity. Kurultay 

challenges vie\vs that reduce repUblican translation history to a history of the 

Translation Bureau. 

His perspective on the structure and activities of the Translation Bureau also 

varies from those of the authors mentioned earlier. Kurultay argues that the 

Translation Bureau was created by the state to fill a certain gap in the field of 

translation, rather than exercise direct intervention in translation. He defines the 

activities of the Translation Bureau as a "social translation movement" and \\.Tites. 

This initiative needs to be evaluated as a social translation movement under 
state sponsorhip (which I think is different from "patronage") rather than direct 
invol vement in translation by the state. Although a certain degree of hierarchy 
was inevitable, it is seen that the movement was to a large extent autonomous 
and that it achieved the enthusiastic involvement of the intellectuals (including 
the oppositional intellectuals) of the day (Kurultay 1999: 16). 

[Bu giri~imi devletin yeviri i~lerini ylirLitmesi olarak degil. dev!etin hir Hir 
sponsorlugunda (bunun '"himaye" kavrammdan farkii oldugunu di.i:;;linuyorum) 
toplumsal bir ycviri hareketi olarak degerlendirmek ycrinde olur. Her nc ;\;Jda;· 
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belli bir hiyerar!?i ili!?kisi ka9mllmaz olsa da, hareketin buyi.ik bir o19i.ide ozerk 
oldugu ve donemin aydmlanmn (muhalif aydmlar dahil) co!?kulu katlhmml 
sagladlgl gorliluyor (Kurultay 1999: 16).] 

As the above quote indicates, Kurultay perceives the Bureau as an autonomous 

"movement" initiated by the state, yet free of state intervention. However, he stresses 

that "hierarchy" was inevitable, although he does not quite specify what he means by 

"hierarchy". Nevertheless, in a footnote, he argues that the translators involved in the 

"movement" were autonomous enough to have free discussions about the activities 

of the Bureau (Kurultay 1999: 16). Kurultay stresses that he means not absolute but 

"relative autonomy" allowed by the "political authoritarian structure of the day"' 

["donemin siyasal otoriter yaplSl"] (Kurultay 1999: 16, 25). Kurultay's claim 

emphasizing the involvement of the "oppositional intellectuals" in the activities of 

the Bureau remains ungrounded since it is not backed up by any e\'idence and be 

does not speci fy \\I'hom he means by "oppositional intellectuals". 

His unclear approach to a crucial concept like "patronage" blurs Kurultav's 

general argument for a more objecti\"e and broader vie\\" of translatIon history. \Vhilc 

he prefers "sponsorhip" over "patronage". he does not contrast the t\\/O concepts and 

his choice of "sponsorhip" remains une.'\.plained. The fact that the Bureau worked 

under the auspices of the :Nlinistry of Education and that its translations were 

published by the Ministry makes one question his argument. Furthemlore. the 

prefaces by ismet inonU. PresiJent of the RepUblic. and Hasan }.Ji YUceL iYlinister of 

Education, introducing each translation appearing in the senes 

Edebivatmdan Terctlmeler" \ Translations from World Literature) launched bv the 

Translation Bureau is further e\"idence of intensive state involvement m the 

Translation Bureau. 
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Rather than provide new data, Kurultay's contribution to Turkish translation 

history lies in the questions he poses about the Translation Bureau. For instance, he 

problematizes the timing of the establishment of the Translation Bureau and asks 

why the Bureau was not set up sooner after the proclamation of the Republic 

(Kurultay 1999: 24-26). Although the argument he offers is not very detailed and 

based on his personal opinion rather than documentary evidence, his emphasis on 

this topic, which is altogether ignored by other researchers writing on the Translation 

Bureau, is to be appreciated. 

KLlrultay focuses on the role of the then Minister of Education. Hasan Ali 

YLicel's role in the activities of the Bureau. Kurultay's comments help us to set the 

Translation Bureau within the larger political and cultural context and turn a critical 

eye to the planning and setting up of the ideological infrastructure of the Bureau by 

Y(ice!. The Translation Bureau \vas set up soon after Hasan Ali Yticel became the 

Minister of Education. It is largely assumed that at that point in time. the Bureau 

owed its existence to 'hicel's personal commitment and effort. That is \"\hy Yllcel 

has come to be identified with the Translation Bureau as its main founder In the 

discourse of the majority of researchers who wrote on Ylicer::. role In the 

establishment and operation of the Bureau (e.g. S6nmez 2000: 55: (lkar 1997. 83-

84; Sinanogiu 1980: 93). This may partly be due to the fact that the T ranslalioll 

Bureau lost its initial impetus after YHcel resigned in 1946.') Kurultay identi fies the 

Translation Bureau with Hasan Ali Yticel to such an extent that he calls the 

Translation Bureau. "the H.A. Yucel movement" ["H.A. Ylice1 hareketi"] (Kurulta:,/ 

f) The 'vlinistry of Education published 467 translations carried out by the Translation Bureau dunn·! 
the first six years of the Bureau' s operation \\·hile 'hice! was m power. Between ],)46 :md ; <!hl). :1-_,: 
number of translations published \Vas 506. (The figures include only first-time publiC:lTicTi:i :ll1d .:<.' 
subsequent reprints. The data is taken from KiJsikler Bihlzvografyasl 1967: VI) So the:: BUlc:lU ;:1 .. : 
about half of its production dming Yucel"s time in power. while the other half \\ a~ publ!5!lt:d ,ju::;_ 
the 20 years which e!apsed after YGeers resign:nion until the Bureau's c!osun:. 
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1999: 24, 33). However, while Kurultay stresses the personal importance of Yucel 

for the setting up of the Bureau, he also looks for larger social forces that may have 

facilitated the establishment of the Bureau at that specific point in time. He writes 

that the period immediately after the proclamation of the Republic was not favorable 

to a critical environment ["aydmlann ele~tirel konum almasl"] since the govemment 

in power was trying to create a homogenous environment promoting a unitarian state 

structure (Kurultay 1999: 24). The period after 1940 provided a more (which does 

not mean totally) liberal atmosphere for intellectuals to work autonomously enabling 

the launch of the Translation Bureau (Kurultay 1999: 24). One should also bear in 

mind that the intellectual infrastructure of the Bureau was not created overnight. In 

Chapter 3. I will explore the discourse on translation before the establishment of the 

Translation Bureau and show that the 1930s witnessed an environment where 

officials. writers and publishers increasingly emphasized the importance of the 

translation of classics for westernization. Based on their discourse. 1 \\ill argue that 

the centre of the literary system had already been resef\"ed for the products of the 

Bureau before the Bureau started its operations and that a discursively induced 

"demand'" came before "supply". 

Kurultay' s en~phasis on the relationship betv·;een the state-sponsored mowment 

and the activities of the private publishers can be considered a novel contribution to 

Turkish translation history. This is an aspect that has been missing in the studies 

revie\ved so far. Kurultay rightfully concludes that the historical role played by the 

Translation Bureau can best be assessed by juxtaposing it to the activities of private 

publishers. He ';Hites, 

So far. studies on Turkish translation history have f\Jregroundcd statc
sponsored initiJ.ti,cs and the developments in the field of translation ha\c 
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usually been associated with these activities. However, the process of 
development is much more complex and different types of activities prepare or 
transform one another. ... Yet the real transforrnative developments should be 
sought first in works produced by personal initiative, deriving from an 
innovative spirit, displaying an irregularity and scattered over a time period 
(Kurultay 1999: 22). 

[Bugune kadar Turk yeviri tarihi incelenirken, devIet eliy Ie yapllan giri:;;imkr 
one ylkanlml:;; ve geli~me yizgisi bu etkinlikler kar~lla~tmlarak bulunmaya 
c;ah~Ilml~tlr c;ogunlukla. Oysa geli~me sureci daha karma~lktlr ve farklt turdc:n 
etkinlikler birbirIerini hazlrlamakta veya donu~tUrmektedir. '" l-\ncak degi~im 
sureci aylsmdan aSl1 geli~meler, ki~isel giri~imler1e ortaya Ylkan. yeniiik~i 

ruhtan kaynaklanan, yok duzenli olmayan ve zamana yayllan 9alJ~IYwlarda 

aranmall oncelikle (Kurultay 1999: 22).] 

Kurultay's focus on personal initiative free from state-sponsored movements 

can be analyzed in line \v1th the "human translator" concept in Translation Stadies. / 

This perspective suggests that translators as people have their o\vn interests anJ 

(1C',cncias. Even when their translation activitv is not re£ulated by officials or ....... .; '-" ~ 

institutions. they have a role to play in the course translation takes. This is a 

signi Cicant idea that underlies the perspective adopted by the present thesis to 

translation history. I act on the assumption that the periphery of the svstem or 

translated literature, i.e. translated popular literature in the case of republican Turkey. 

\\1:icl1 is not regulated, except by market forces, ean offer diverse ways of looking at 

translational phenomena. The periphery may offer an alternative narrative about 

translation activity and reception. It may even offer its o\\/n concepti s) and 

dcfinition(s) of translation which do not always agree \vith those upheld by the canon 

occupylllg the centre, in this case the products of the Translation BurC::lU. The 

interaction bet\veen "state-sponsored" and plivate movements. or indi \idual 

~ Anthonv Pvm writes. "1 believe human translators have had something to do with the hI5tor'; or 
tr:u:sbiio'n. ~lthough I readily 3dmit it is hard to say exactly what then general role. ,)1> an md-]\ :J1J~i 
or collccti\"e level~'ls or might have been. Since I suspect translators might even h,1\-<;; Q,me son:', 

lmportant 111 history. [ am interested in elaborating the \'vorking hypotheSIS that the\' are Jet! -.\.' 
cffecti\'c' causes. with their own identity and agenda as a professional group" I P:m 1 ')'/< J f/)). i' j," 
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endeavour, is essential to explore the social dynamics that shape translation activity 

over time. 

Ozlem Berk's study "Bir Turk kimligi yaratmada Tercume Burosu ve ki.Htlir 

politikalan: c;evirilerin yerelle~tirilmesi" (The Translation Bureau and cultural 

policies in the creation of a Turkish identity: domestication of translations) (Berk 

2000) represents a reverse approach to translation history, like the majority of 

researchers mentioned in these pages and has emphasis on what I would like to call 

an "institutional approach" undermining the role of the translator as an independent 

agent. 

Berk suggests that the activities of the Translation Bureau between 1940 and 

1946 reflect the government policies of the single party era. She refers to statements 

by state officials, especially by Hasan Ali Ylicel, to argue that translation was 

considered a means of importing western culture along with other forms of cultural 

production such as western classical music. ballet and opera tBerk 2000: 160). She 

identifies \vestemization with humanism \\"hich she defines as "an ideal concept oj' 

culture, i.e. a canon which was necessarily desirable for all" ["ideal bir kli!tur 

kavraml ... ; yani herkesin arzulamasl gereken bir kanon"] tBerk 2000: 168). l3erk 

echoes .-\nkan in attributing humanism a special function, that of domesticating and 

intemalizing a universal culture and reflecting it on the Turkish culture ["evrenseJ 

kiilturU yerdle~tinnek ve i<;sel1e~tirmek. oznel bir boyutta hissederek ve ya~ayarak 

kendi kUltlirlimlize aktalmak"] (Berk .2000: 169). She takes up the concept 0 f 

humanism in some length and questions the ready adoption of this \vestern concept 

by intellectuals while the people generally held a Muslim identity. She suggests that 

the kind of humanism propagated by Yucel and his associates \\as a universal 

thesis. I intend to reveal cenam aspects of the roks ufthe "human trJllslator" both 1:1 Jnd o!.;t,ld,: <)1' 
the Translation Bureau. 
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concept freed from a cultural and social setting and dated back to Greek and Roman 

works which were identified with the pre-Christian pagan origins of the West. 

Therefore the Translation Bureau focused on the translation of Greek and Roman 

classics (Berk 2000: 161). 

So far we have seen that researchers (and translators) who write on translation 

activity in republican Turkey have all dwelled upon the major role played by the 

activities of the Translation Bureau. They focus on the function attributed to the 

Translation Bureau, which they define as introducing a form of humanism/cultural 

enlightenment through the translation of western classics. The studies outlined above 

lead to celiain question marks in my mind regarding the operation and the aClual 

(rather than the intended) function of the Translation Bureau. These questions mainly 

have to do with the reception of the products of the Translation Bureau. \Yhik they 

emphasize the "new era" or "enlightenment" brought about through translations. 

none of the above authors, except for Kumltay, seem to be concemed about 

providing empirical data to back up their arguments. This is mainly due to the l~:ct 

that they do not problematize the reception of the Translation Bureau products. If 

reception were to be problematized, we would be faced with several questions. such 

as hO\v the actual effect of the Translation Bureau books on readers and Turkish 

culture, including literature, can be measured. how private publishers were 

intluenced by the selection of titles and translation strategies of the Translation 

Bureau. what the response of private publishers of the time was to the discourse on 

translation's function as a vehicle of humanism, and finally, if and hO\v the concept 

of humanism/westernism was reflected on the strategies employed by translators. [n 

l1'1Y vicw, attributing a general intended function to translation creates a picture of 

translation activity as an area determined and governed by external social:.,; 
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leaving no room for the initiative and creativity of the individual translator or groups 

of translators or publishers. However, any study attempting to reveal aspects of 

translation history can only be complete by including the perspective of the translator 

as a human being who is involved in individual and collective strategies, 

accommodating or resisting potential cultural impositions which dictate what and 

how translation should be. 

1.1.2 Translation Strategies 

In this section I will take up the views of researchers on translation strategies used by 

translators in republican Turkey. A brief review of these views exposes a number of 

areas of inquiry that are closely related to the questions posed above. It \\iil be 

observed that researchers who touch upon the subject of translation strategies do so 

within a polarized dichotomy. Furthermore, their perspective offers a vie\\ or the 

activity of translating as a process shaped by pre-detennined norms rather than d 

process of individual decision-making. Let us have a look at some of the studies that 

deal with translation strategies. 

bzlem Bel"k's article referred to above combines an analysis of the Translation 

Bureau's political function with a review of the translational norms offered by the 

Bureau (Berk 2000). Berk suggests that the nonns to be observed by the translators 

who worked for the Bureau were detennined even before the Translation Bureau 

started producing its publications and that the most significant noml to be follo\\cd 

"vas "domestication" (Berk 2000: 169). Her perspective on the strategies followed hy 

the translators does not leave any room for the "relative autonomy" Kurultay 

mentions. Her argument provides a picture of the Translation Bureau as an 
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impersonal mechanism, where individual initiative was unwelcome, even when it 

came to actual translation strategies. Berk's view of the Translation Bureau makes it 

an "Ideological State Apparatus" as defined by Louis Althusser (Althusser 1971: 

121-173)8. Seen in this light, the Bureau and its general context disempO\ver the 

translator and leave little room for concepts of negotiation or agency which have 

been under extensive discussion in recent translation studies. However, Berk's 

statements about the strategies employed by the Translation Bureau translators need 

to be considered tentative. Her conclusions are based on secondary material and she 

does not provide any case studies on the translated texts. So although she presents 

her findings as "norms at work at the Translation Bureau", what she essentially 

offers the readers is an analysis of the norms promoted by the members of 

Translation Bureau (Berk 2000: 161-168). She refers to statements by critics and 

translators to corroborate what she proposes, i.e. the dominant norm observed in 

translation \Vas that of "domestication" at the time. She suggests that critics regarded 

translation as indigenous writing with unique literary qualities and th:.n they arg.ued 

that translation should be read as fluently as an indigenous piece of writing. Bcrk 

also quotes 0Iurullah Atay who wrote, "If it (the translation) forces the language it 

becomes unintelligible. and is. therefore. unfaithful to the text" ["Dili zorladq,::! 

takdirde 30ykdigi anla~Ilmaz; bu suret1e metne sadakatsizlik etmi~ olur"] (Aw<,: in 

Berk 2000: 162-163). So in a \\'ay, although it sOlLnds paradoxical. fluency \\3S 

identiiled with fidelity (Berk 2000: 163). Berk also explores the subject in her 

doctoral thesis wbere she writes: "Faithfuiness was discussed onlv in tem1S of 

comprehensibility. A translation was faithful not when it sho\\cd a strong 

8 Ideological State Apparatuses are social institutions ~uch as edu-:atlon. ur:;al1lzed f::ilglUl1. [he 
family. organized politICS, the media. the culture industries. etc. ,,\hlCh reprr,Juce ,he' jr)mlllant 

ideologies. 
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resemblance to its source text, but when it was intelligible in the target culture" (Berk 

1999: 185). Nevertheless, she does not dwell upon this interesting contradiction for 

long and throughout her analysis of the discourse formed by the intellectuals 

associated with the Translation Bureau she continues to suggest that fluency was the 

prevailing strategy in the 1940s while translators invariably domesticated the foreign 

text "by making it easily readable, producing the illusion of authorial presence 

whereby the translated text could be taken for an original" (Berk 1999: 162). She 

therefore presents translation strategies as consisting of two poles: domestication 

versus foreignization. 9 

Berk also shows how the principle of "domestication" was defended by two 

leading translators of the Bureau, Nurullah Ata<; and Sabahattin Eyuboglu (Bcrk 

2000: 164-167). In her analysis, Berk suggests that the adoption of the 

"domestication" strategy was due to attempts at westemizing Turkey since the 19th 

century (Berk 2000: 168). For a detailed analvsis of this connection bet\veen 

"domestication" and '\vesternism", \vhich remains largely unexplored in her 2000 

article, we need to tum to her doctoral thesis. Berk writes in her thesis tbat 

domestication served, 

"to create a cultural other, i.e. the West. which was experienced as a superior 
culture and which, in fact, did not seem so foreign to readers. The use of a 
vemacular language in translations \vas to serve towards the 'naturalisation' of 
the other culture. Using fluent language. translators \\"anted to present the \Vest 
as something familiar to tre target culture, something that could be learnt easily 
as it was read. This approach eventually would serve the final aim: the 
Westemisation of Turkish culture" (Berk 1999: 184). 

This partially answers one of the above questions on how the concept of 

humanism/westemism reflected on the translation strategies employed by translators. 

'} This artificial dichotomy between Jomeslicationlforeignizarion, or fluency, Jiterallsr;: '.\i!l be [:.ike!l 

up in Chapter 3.3.4.4. 
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Nevertheless, her focus on extratextual material rather than actual translation 

strategies makes Berk's explanation hypothetical. 

Berk's argument that the dominant strategy for translations was 

"domestication" is debatable on several levels. First of all, her methodology lacks the 

sufficient tools to be able to arrive at this conclusion. She is involved in a form of 

critical discourse analysis where she tackles the statements by critics and translators. 

This kind of an analysis can only give information about what the critics and 

translators say and how they say it, rather than evaluate the truth-value of their 

claims. Juxtaposed with the social context, this kind of an analysis can provide one 

with invaluable data about the kind of discourse emerging from statements on the 

products of the Translation Bureau. HO\vever, to be able to detect the kinds of n01111S 

in operation, one has to look at the texts themselves and complement/challenge 

Berk's study on secondary sources with primary data. Even when Berk's conclusions 

are limited to the area of discourse. it appears that she arrives at an over-

generalization about the propagation of the idea of domestication. Alat;: and 

EyUboglu were indeed known for their pro-t1uency position, yet this c:mnot be 

generalized to all translators who worked for the Transiation Bureau. For exampic, 

Orhan Burian, who translated extensively for the Bureau. was of a di fterent opinion 

and argued that "the translators who deviate from the tone of the original may soon 

get carried away by their personal tone" ["aslm havasmdan <;lkan mlilercimin, kendi 

havasma kapllarak ba~l donebilir"] (Burian 1944: 18). 

\Vhile Ozlem Berk suggests that "acceptability domestication" \".:as the 

dominant norm adopted by the translators involved in the Transbtion Bureau 

activities, Suat Karantay argues for the opposite \"iew and proposes that "adequacy" 

\vas the dominant norm. In his article "'Terclime BUrosu': \lonnl::tr ve j~k\ler" (Th .... 
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Translation Bureau: Norms and Functions), Karantay summarizes the process 

through which the Translation Bureau was established and its operations with brief 

references to the kinds of norms at work. In the introduction to his study, he criticizes 

the pre-republican views and practices of translation using Toury's terminology to 

describe translation strategies. He emphasizes that pre-republican translations lacked 

coherent norms, and that omissions, summaries and adaptations were widespread 

(Karantay 1991: 97). He also comments on the translations prcduced in the 

"beginning of the republican peliod" and writes that they were of poor quality 

(Karantay 1991: 97). Karantay traces a shift in the norms observed after the 

establishment of the Translation Bureau: "Among the translational norms (Toury 

1980: 51-62) the initial norm adopted required an emphasis on 'adequate' translation. 

The translators could no longer use source texts as liberally as they wished. 

'Adequacy' had already established itself in the early period of the Republic, but in 

the 1940s it \vas going to become institutionalized" ["~eviri normlan araslnda 

(T oury 1980: 51-62) benimsenen anciil norm (initial nonn). 'yeterli' c;e\ iri Lizerinde 

Israrla durulmaSlnl gerektiriyordu. ~evirmenler artlk. kaynak mctinleri istedikleri 

gibi. serbestc;e kullanamayacaklardl. ·Yeterlilik·. cumhuriyetin ilk doneminde de 

kendini kabul ettirmi~ti ama ~imdi, 1940'1I yIllarda kurumla~acaktl amk."J (Karantay 

1991: 98). The reader is not informed of the source of this argument and the shift 

from acceptability to adequacy, deriving largely from the author's personal 

judgment, creates a large question mark. Furthermore, Karantay does not elaborate 

on the possible causes and effects of this shift and treats translational norms as 

decisions taken in isolation from the general social context. 
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Although they argue for the existence of contradictory nom1S at the Translation 

Bureau, the approaches adopted by Berk and Karantay overlap in the way they assess 

translation strategies as a binary opposition. 

Will this binarism be valid for all texts and time periods? Is it actually valid 

for the products of the Translation Bureau as suggested by Berk and Karantay? These 

questions will only find answers after a case study on the Translation Bureau, 

exploring the actual (rather than the hypothetic3.Lidiscursive) nom1S at \vork lD its 

products. 

Another study that argues for the existence of a binarisl11 in the translatIon 

strategics in circulation in the republican period is by Bulent Aksoy. Aksoy's study lS 

un the discourse creJ.ted by translators themselves to express their approJ.ch to 

(lr TranslatlUn in the Republic.m Period) Aksoy adopts a binary approach simi\Jr tn 

1lic' 1)11(' IllClltillned abcl\c and explores the historicJ.1 debate between those \\ ho 

["CI-:iup k~lr~ll~lma" I 1 qq . .:;: R8)1 translation.
il

) He comments on the \\Titings of se\ el'J\ 

icadinc: translators uf the 1 ()-Hl-1970 period such as. :\urullah .\tac. S:Jhah:min - , 

L:l'th\\~lu. (.lrhan Burian. '-.':11'1111 Hikmet. Suut Kel11al '{elkin . .\lcmd Fuat and ')dit 

\ladell. and traces the canonization of "style-based translation" in the discourse or 

tr:.l11sLl\ors especially after 1950 .. \ksoy remains on the level of secondary disCI)ll[sC 

, '.-\ksIJ\ does not ha\e consistent use oftem1inology throughout the artick. His usc 
of the \\C'l"d .. tluent" has nothing to do \vith Venuti's theoretical framework, AL,oy 
prcfcrs In rephrase a hinary opposition in translation stratc~ies in different ways in 

\anous para:~raphs. He seems to alTer a dichotomy based on;} rcndcnng ,,[,"sell'('"" 

and "cty1c". For e\Jl1lpk. he talks about "sense for sense tr:mslatiun" r"afiLtnlC..l 
akt~lnm"l '. crsu:- "translati()n \\11crc th\.~ st\le is fore:.:rnun,kJ ~)\cr scn:"c" ["li,hhl,! 

I - ~--

\crcbilmck"~ ( \ksoy 1 ()9~: Sh). 
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throughout the article and explores various translators' approach to translation as 

they express it in their written statements about translation. 

Aksoy's study clarifies some of the ambiguity created by Berk's and 

Karantay's insistence on the dominance of opposite translation strategies in the 

1940s. Aksoy explores how Atay and Eyuboglu, who both served as chairmen to the 

Translation Bureau, propagated "fluency" while some other translators such as Orhan 

Burian and Suut Kemal Yetkin criticized their approach and preferred "style-b:J.sed" 

translation (Aksoy 1995: 75, 81-82). He does not suggest that "fluency" was the 

dominant norm in the operations of the Translation Bureau, instead, he demonstrates 

the existence of a plurality of initial norms in the discourse of the Bureau's 

translators. Aksoy also offers the readers a review of the strategies promoted by 

translators who were active in the 1950s and 1960s. He demonstrates that "style-

based translation" came to be regarded more highly than "fluency" by' literary circles 

in this period. This is a commendable aspect of the article. We see a clear attempt at 

building a continuum between the Translation Bureau and more recent translational 

phenomena. such as strategies employed by contemporary translators. which may 

have partially derived from it. This is a step tow'ards assessing the impact of the 

Translation Bureau on translation strategies in Turkey. 

The lack of a theoreticai framework and insufficient contextualisation are the 

major weaknesses of A1<:soy's study. Throughout his article, Aksoy makes it clear 

that he does perceive of translation strategies as existing on two poles. His 

categorization of translation strategies as "fluency" and "style-based" is vague. His 

terminology is rather eclectic and impressionistic and Aksoy is unable to speci fy 

v,'hat the two categories actually invoh'e. He uses concepts such as .. t1uent" ["abcl" 

(p. 74)], "fidelity" ["sadakat" (p. 79)], "'freedom" ("serbestlik" (p. 76)J "sense-based" 
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["anlamca aktarmak" (p. 86)], "style-based" ["uslubu verebilmek" (p. 86)J, "smell of 

translation" ["tercume kokuyor" (p. 78)], "linguistic translation" ["lafzi tercume" 

(p.80)], "equivalent" ["e~degeri" (p. 74)] rather arbitrarily and leads to a great deal of 

confusion in the reader's mind as to what he actually means by either of them. This 

mainly derives from the fact that he does not make use of the academic terminology 

developed in translation studies. This distinguishes him from authors who follow 

Descriptive Translation Studies and have systematic use of descriptive terminology. 

In terms of contextualisation, Aksoy does not comment on the socio-cultural or 

political processes surrounding translation throughout the per-iod he discusses. In 

tum, he fails to establish connections between translation strategies and the larger 

context within which such strategies are developed. As a result, the impression left 

by his article is very much a picture of translation as an isolated activity and 

translators working in a socio-cultural vacuum engaged in arbitrary strategies. 

\ievertheless. his exploration of the debates among various translators contributes to 

a view of translators as visible agents. 

1.1.3 Case Studies - Smaller Scopes, Greater Results 

The majority of the works mentioned so far propose to contribute to an analysis of 

the general history of translation in republican Turkey. On the other hand. various 

authors have written micro-histories of translation in Turkey. These case studies do 

not attempt to describe or analyze all aspects of translation activity throughout the 

republican period. Instead, they limit themselves with certain corpora. Yet their 

contribution to Turkish translation historiography has been larger than their actual 

scope. En most cases they rely on translated texts along with their references to 
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secondary material and therefore are able to justify their claims within a more 

scholarly framework. Among these studies two articles by Saliha Paker represent a 

line of research that offers a successful analysis of primary material and constitutes 

examples in proper contextualisation. In "Changing Norms of the Target System: 

Turkish Translations of Greek Classics in Historical Perspective" Paker sets out to 

"describe some aspects of the Turkish translations of Greek classics in their historical 

and cultural context" (Paker 1986a: 412). She traces the changes in the translation 

strategies of translators involved with the Greek classics from 1866 to 1970 and 

reveals a shift of norms after the 1930s from acceptability towards adequacy. Her 

analysis differs from Aksoy's analysis of a similar shift in norms in several respects. 

First of all, Paker bases her study on actual translations and not on secondary 

matetial about these translations. Furthermore, she does not represent the selection of 

these nom1S as individual and arbitrary choices. Paker connects changes in preferred 

nonns to larger socio-cultural phenomena, such as the cultural transformation Turkey 

\\"ent through in the first fe\v decades of the Republic. While she writes about 

di fferent groups of translated texts, she also presents the social background against 

which their nom1S emerged. Along with an informed and multidimensional look at 

translational nom1S, Paker's major contribution to modem Turkish translation history 

has been her assessment of the pre-republican and republican corpora as a whole. 

She avoids creating a historical break in translation activity with the proclamation of 

the Republic in 1923. Rather, she demonstrates that the change in translation 

strategies did not take place overnight and that "preliminary norms" of the 19th 

century survived until the 1930s when a gradual shift started taking place linked to 

the republican educational and cultural policies (Paker 19S6a: .. Q 1). Paker's "Hamlet 

in Turkev" follows the same framework for translations of Hamlet in Turkev (Paker . . 
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1986b). The fact that Hamlet is a dramatic play has also had an impact on Paker's 

analysis. She looks at the actual Hamlet translations and at the same time, takes their 

reception into consideration in a historical and cultural context. She not only looks at 

the nonns in different translations, but also considers how well these translations 

fared with the audience and theatre circles mainly by looking at the number oftimes 

they were staged. She concludes that "there is a highly interesting correlation 

between this play in translation and/or production, and attempts or developments in 

the direction of cultural renovation on the one hand and major political changes on 

the other" (Paker 1986b: 100). She also reveals that Hamlet translations have actually 

served as a model for original drama in Turkish (Paker 1986b: 101). 

1~l11 Bcngi-()ncr (1999) takes a close look at three translations of La Dame 

illil COlild/us into Turkish by Ahmed :Ylidhat (1880-1881), Midhat Cemal (19:;-"7), 

~l11d \lusldt-a :\ihad ()Z()11 (1937). Her focus is not so much on the socio-cultural 

h~l(k::,-r()uJld but rathcr on rcvealing the norms used by the translators of the three 

Ic:-;ts, III her ~lpproach. the emphasis on the initial nom1S of acceptability and 

~llkqllacy arc l1llt qUl'stioned or linked to the historical/cultural processes surrounding 

them Ilc)\\l'\cr. hlT s\wh is valuable in the sense that it perfom1s an acid test about 

the reliahility' of secondary sources, She evaluates a variety ofnom1s and arrives at a 

(()JlclusiOI1 \\hich is rather contradictory with the ideas of the highly-regarded literary 

\..rille bl1lClil 1 bbil' Sc\'Uk on these translations, Therefore Bengi-Oner sho\\s the 

reader that c\tratc:-;tual material. regardless of their respectable and reputable status, 

ma\ mislead researchers in temlS of the information or judgments they offer about 

translated tc:-;ts, 

The list <Jr micro-historics on translation in Turkey can certainl;. be extended 
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utilized by the authors of these studies, such as the acceptability/adequacy 

dichotomy, are under critical scrutiny today, the contribution of these studies towards 

a larger Turkish translation history is undeniable. It should also be pointed out that 

case studies are free of certain troubling tendencies observed in general surveys of 

translation. Case studies appear emancipated from an "institutional approach" to 

translation history and place equal weight on the activities of different publishing 

bodies. Their view is not limited to the products of the Translation Bureau and they 

allocate space for the activities of private publishers and individual translators. 

The conclusions reached by surveys on Turkish translation history and on the 

specific role of movements or institutions within it, such as the Translation Bureau, 

wi 11 remain tentative until enough evidence is obtained to justify or falsi fy their 

c lai 111S. This can only be possible through carrying out case studies on specific 

corpor;} spanning through time. 

1.1.4 Some Common Tendencies 

8Jsed on the assessment of works coveling republican translation history in Turkey. 

one can locate certain general tendencies. These tendencies are signiticant cursors of 

\\hat is foregrounded and what goes unmentioned. The emphasis on certain 

phenomena and the indifference towards others is an inevitable part of 

historiography. In that sense, it is impossible to claim for the possibility of a totally 

comprehensi\·e and impartial translation history. However, a relatively more 

comprehensive and multi-faceted view of history can be attained through revealing 

and ~llpplying the missing aspects of each account. The exercise so far has been an 
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attempt to reveal the missing aspects of the studies mentioned above and as indicated 

before, this could only be possible through a study of what they include. 

Let us now move on to analyzing what these studies do. First of all, all of the 

studies above, except for Kurultay's study, have a nearly exclusive emphasis on the 

activities of the Translation Bureau. The Translation Bureau was certainly a 

significant and important institution in Turkish translation history, but this does not 

justify the current lack of focus on the activities of private publishers in republican 

translation history. So the first and the most common trend in the surveys on the 

history of translation in republican Turkey can be summed up as reductionism: they 

reduce Turkish republican translation history to a history of the Translation Bureau. l
! 

This is an institutional approach to translation history, perhaps deriving from 

practical concerns. The iack of extensive public debate and a planned and systematic 

translation movement make works published by private publishers more difficult and 

less atlracti\c to analyze. Shortage of data. the time-consuming effort of tracing old 

books in various libraries in different cities. lack of publication lists tor pri\'ate 

publishers are other factors that may add to the unpopularity of private publications 

in researchers' eyes. It is also true that private publishers did not have a strongly 

pronounccd ideological agenda and this may be one of the reasons whv their 

publications did not evoke much academic interest. 

:, In ();ciem Berk's studv this assumes ItS extreme form. She '''Tires '"The number of pnvate publishmg 
houses 111 T urkev started to increase in the 1960s. Translators and authors who worked for the 
Tr:1!lS lation Bur~au set up their o\vn pubiishing houses in this period and transfened the cxperien..:c 
the\' a..:quired at the Bureau to these private publishing houses. Yet throughout the period mcluded in 
:hi~ study ( 1940s) almost all translation activity \Vas canied out by the Translation Bureau" 
["TUfki::c'deki ozel yaymevlerinin saY151l1m artmaSI ise 1960'1! ylllarda ba~lar. Terci.lrne Blirosu'nda 
callsan ccvirtnen ve vazarlar bu yIllarda kendi yaymevierini kunrak BUro'cia edindikleri Jelle: imkri 
bU 6zel ~a'.,]n('vlerin~ aktanrlar. Ancak inceiedi~il11iz bu dbncrn joyunea (1<)41)';ar) hemcn hemen 
l(jm Cc,,'in'ctkinlikkri T,~rcDme BUrosu tarar'mdan ~('!"(;ekie'?tirdmiitir"j! Berk :;UOC) 1 :'7.1 Fkrl-. il')' 

011/\ ·u\CrlU.1L 'Lmsbtlons by other pubiisbers. but also explall:s the I hyputhetI(:aJJy) e\ e:ltllal 
;.:'\"(;1;; !10n Jl1d tlnunshlr:g of rn \':ItC' tLln::: !ation JC~!\'ity 3S a CO~5equcnce (jf tht' 'rr:tI1s1aujJn Bur'.:.'Ju. 
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The way surveys on translation activity approach the Translation Bureau is also 

problematic. Most of them focus on the intended function of the Bureau as an 

instrument of westernization, however none set out to offer an analysis of how well 

this function was served. One notices a constant neglect of the response of the 

readership or the book market towards the products of the Translation Bureau. Sales 

figures, prices, marketing and distribution mechanisms are altogether ignored. 

This tendency is mainly due to the second common tendency J \vould like to 

underline: attempts at offering general surveys all suffer from a methodological 

problem. They exclusively rely on secondary material and are not able to ground 

their conc lusions on empirical phenomena, i.e. translated texts. Although they bring 

interesting insights into the socio--..:ultural context surrounding translations. they bil 

to establish links bet\',;een that context and individual translations. 

Finally. those surveys refelTing to translation strategies often represent these 

strJtcgies \\ithin a polarized structure and display an unrefined approach to 

tr~ll1s1atiollal 11011115. Those authors who mention translation strategies tackle them in 

terms 0 r adequacy. acceptability, domesticationJforeignization and tluent/style-based. 

They do not probkmatize these concepts which they offer as binary oppositions. 

I ha\c chosen these three areas as points of departure for my thesis. They have 

send as gateways into a field sUlTounded by ambiguities and questions. Among the 

three, the first tendency, that is an exclusive focus on the Translation Bureau, has 

l)J"o\cn to be especially thought-provoking. In that sense, it can be said to lie central 

:0 the main argument in this thesis: the representation of the modem Turkish 

transbtion history as an area govemed and shaped by the activities of the Translation 

Bureau needs to be challenged. 
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Statistics may aid us to appreciate the significance of posing such a challenge. 

A blief example will suffice to reveal that the Translation Bureau was not the only 

"producer" of translated literature in the 1940s. According to data offered by Tiirk(ve 

Bibliyografyasl (Turkish Bibliography) covering the years between 1938 and 1948, 

the share of the translations commissioned by the Translation Bureau and published 

by the Ministry of Education within the total number of translated books was 

considerably low: during the ten years between 1938 and 1948, 465 English and 

American \\iorks \vere translated and published in Turkey. This figure includes 

literarv translations. covering drama, poetry, short stories and novels, "people's 

h\luk:;" I"halk kit;}plan .. ]!2 and children's books. Out of the 465 titles. 74 were 

I r~\11:-; bled and pub I ishecl by the \linistry of Education I::, \\"hich amounts to 16 per 

cent. Slati:-;lically. the Translation Bure;}u was an important player in the field of 

lilL'ur:, lLll1slaliC1I1S from English. but it was by no means the dominant player. The 

hrLCl~dc)\\ Jl \11' these figures according to indi\'idual categories may gi\-e a better idea 

Jh, nil till' kinds or translations published by the \lin1str:: of Education: 
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Translations from English and American literatures between 1938-1948 (Source: 

Tiirkiye BihZiyografyasl 1939-1948) 

I Category Published by the Ministry Published by Others Total 
of Education 

Poetry 1 (100 %) - 1 
Drama 50 (72.5 %) 19 (27.5 %) 69 

[27 by the State Conservatory 
23 by the Translation Bureau] i 

Novels and shon stories 22 (9 %) 223 (91 %) I 245 
.-

People's books - 86 (100 %) 86 
I Children's books 1 (1.5 %) 63 (98,5 %) 64 

These figures are indicative of certain trends in terms of the translation of 

specific genres. The activities of the Translation Bureau were concentrated in the 

fidel of drama. and novels and short stories to a smaller extent. On the other hand, 

pri\J.le publishers took the lead in the fields of popular literature (tenned "people's 

hooks" by the bibliography) and children's literature where the Translation Bureau 

remam.::d inacti\'c, Pri\'ate publishers had a strong presence in translated novels and 

:-;11,1],\ :-;turi,,'s, () 1 per cent of translations were published by private publishers in these 

t\\l) fiLlds, Furthermore, private publishers appear rather systematic in their 

publicatiul1s ,)C translated literature. The translated novels and short stories from 

[11:,;\i:-;11 into Turkish \\ere often published within the scope of series indicating a 

':l)I1:.:cinLlS '.:t'f~)rt at puning the readership in touch with western literature, Among 

:::.::::-: litles puhlished by private publishing houses 100 (-+5 per cent) were published 

\\ithin specifIC series with titles pointing at a serious step in this direction. All major 

publishing hOllses had series of translated literature. These series bore such titles as. 

"Dtin\:\ \luharrirlcrindcn Tcrctimeler Serisi" (Translations from \Vorld Authors) by 

1~l.'l11/i. ")drktan-Garpwl1 SCyme Eserler"' (Selected Works from the East and the 

\\c~u by ,\hm..:t Balit. "jnkllap Kitabcyinin Se~me Terciime1er Serisi" (inkd{lp 

PU\':i:o;hing Houses's Series of Selected Translations). Some of these series cove:-ed 

'.\ hal e\11 be rC'.2ardcd as "canonical literature" \vhile others could be consi<.krd 
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modem classics or bestsellers of the day. The Translation Bureau carried out its 

activities mainly in the field of canonical literature, and as I will discuss in Chapters 

2, 3, and 4, became a major institution in introducing a new canon of literature. As 

indicated earlier, the Bureau focused particularly on the translation of western 

classics in the 1940s. In the above table, the geme where the Translation Bureau was 

most active appears to be drama. At a closer look, the reason becomes clear. 19 of 

the 23 translations published by the Translation Bureau in the field of drama were by 

William Shakespeare, the most "canonical" author in the English language. 

Canonization of certain genres or texts is both a cultural and a political 

process and can be an important part of nation-building efforts. Gregory Jusdanis in 

his Bcl,i£Cd .\[odemit'· and Aesrhetic Culture (1991) explores how modem Greece 

"jn\cmcd"' itself a canon by including and excluding certain literary texts in its 

tradition. In the SJme vein, in the present thesis I will discuss how modem Turkey 

--importcd"' a literary canon and the role translation played in this process. The 

concept l)C "culture planning" offered by ltamar Even-Zohar is of key importance in 

the thesis (E\en-Zohar 199.+: 1997). It \\'i11 be the major instrument for exploring the 

connectiolls between culture and translation and to trace the developments in 

translation. both as text and cultural activity, within a cultural context. In this studv I 

\\ ill cnl1ccntratc on both translations of canonical and non-canonical texts. The 

statistics offered 1bove illustrate that exclusive focus on the acti\lties of the 

Translation Bureau can only offer us a partial view of translation history. A 

iransbtion history tackling only 10 per cent of translation activity in a given period 

cannet claim to be a complete one. I will introduce a more balanced approach to 

translaticl ll ~lC1\it: undertaken by different publishers. This approach requires of me: 

to formulate a working hypothesis that represents translation as a mul 1.i-facctcu 
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concept and enables a simultaneous investigation into the translation activity of both 

the Translation Bureau and private publishers and their translators. The fundamental 

concepts of this hypothesis are planning, characterizing the activities of the 

Translation Bureau, and resistance, characterizing the activities of some private 

publishers and their translators: 

I claim that ill early republican Turkey there was official culture planning ill 

language, publishi1lg a/ld translation, and that a significant !lumber of private 

publishers alld tralls/ators resisted the norms offered by the dominallt discourse of 

the plall11 ers. 

Th( ficld or translated popular literature has largely been exempt from discussions 

about translation. 111 retrospect the field of popular literature bet\veen 1923 and 1960 

aplw~!rs rather chaotic. There is also evidence to suggest that it was considered a field 

!l1~irk\..·d hy disorder by the canonical \vriters of the day who adopted a demeaning 

duitude t()\\ards popular literature. Compared with the seemingly carefully planned 

llnkr or the Translation Bureau. the translation activity in the field of popular 

literature ~ip)lcars llluch more unsystematic and arbitrary. Research will show 

\'.hciher it c()lltained its 0\\]1 logic. The lack of secondary material on this field 

\\ hieh can be defined as a productive, yet "silent" one, demands of me to base my 

conclusions mainly on primary data. I '.vill undertake this by presenting a case study 

<.'l!l translatiolls ,)C popular literature. 

This brings me to the second common tendency I criticize: the general 

inclination to\\an~" using secondary material and a systematic !1eglcct of primary 

1 .1 t Th'~ surTe:-'s on translatj'on In rnL-)(_l,f'J~)l -l~llrk(" .. SUJf(;r m;llcri:d. l.t'. trans;atcu tex s. " 'v --
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from a major shortcoming. Not only do they foreground the activities of the 

Translation Bureau over the activities of other publishers, but they also fail to 

provide empirical evidence for the arguments they form on the Translation Bureau. 

This further reduces the completeness and reliability of their conclusions. Let us 

consider a study on translation history as a structure set up on a tripod. One leg of 

that tripod would be the general historical context within which translation activity 

takes place. The second leg would be the discourse formed around translations, i.e. 

theorizing on translation, translation criticism, and statements by translators. The 

third leg \vi11 have to consist of the translated texts themselves. The description and 

analysis of translational phenomena encountered in these texts will complement and 

test the daLl offered by the second leg. ~eedless to mention. these three legs \vi11 be 

in CUllst:!nt contact \\ith each other, interacting at each stage of the study. I will make 

sure that my finLlings and analysis remain grounded in contextualised facts (Strauss 

and Corbin I \)()(J). The surveys outlined above are based on only one or two legs of 

the tr: pod anJ therefore offer shaky conclusions. My aim is to produce a study \\ith 

l'ljua: \\ei~hl in all three of the legs. That is why 1 have included case studies in this 

t11e5i::-. I \\ill describe and analyze two sets of translational corpora. one on 

tran:~lations of popular literature, the other on parallel translations by the Translation 

Bur'.:~:u an,: prinlc publishers. I wiiI supplement the case studies 'kith a crillcal 

anahsis of discourse: formed afCilmd translation. 

I consider al11anguage use, whether in the fonn of translated texts or comments 

un tr~mslatiC'n. as particuhr instances of discourse with a strong social dimension . 

. \ I':c;- Fairclough and Wodak (1996). I regard all fom1s of discourse as social practice 

" ... ·11 ; i ,.,i",-ir"]j "'Teets pointing at specific power relations, Therefore both 
"~ll il\;l,,'./:::.-~ .... "" '"-

1_' "'1' 1'> i t··· y !, 'illd comments on translations will be regarded as potential sites tor Ian .• 1~(. _.,,>c 
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visible or implicit debate with the established or intended socio-political order. 

Through a critical discourse analysis I aim to reveal the "opaque aspects" of 

translational discourse and make them visible (Wodak 1997: 173-174). 

My criticism of the third common tendency, that of reducing translation 

strategies to a polarized dichotomy, follows from the two arguments mentioned 

above. First of all, critical analyses of translated texts demand an approach that 

explains translational phenomena through a socio-cultural framework. Studies that 

present translational nonns as decisions taken by isolated translators working in a 

socio-cultural vacuum will contribute little to translation history. In that sense the 

~lllriblltcs "'adcljuatc" and "acceptable" will only make sense if they are linked to the 

1.ll'::,.'cr L'(intcxt shaping (or failing to shape) the translators' decisions. Descriptive 

J l~lll"Jatj\)l1 Studies pru\icks the necessary tools for this kind of a comextualization. 

\\hlk (ildcnl1 Toury elaborated the categories of translational nonns, he also 

l'ldil:llnl hc\\\ \hl'\ em he il1\cstigated and generalized, and linked to larger social 

II ;\ 'mcn;! (1 ()un ] ()\):' I. \lajor studies using the descriptive methodology in the 

\\ ( \1 ha\ l' c~lrl·j"tllh established connections bet\veen translational nOTInS and the 

,,()CU] ~l11d 1'f11Itil';li contexts shaping them. The two studies by Saliha Paker 

Ill,,'};l;( \];l'd PIC\ ]\\Ihh make llse of the tem1inology and methodology' of Descriptive 

l ::III,I:\'j\\:1 S h> ,md 10lT:1 examples of proper contextualization. 

()n thc ()ther hand. the dichotomy '"acceptability" versus "adequacy" is 

prnhkmallC It \\111 bc clear to those \\"ho include empirical phenomena in their 

>;,:dL.'.; that !hc dcscriptjul1 and analysis of translated texts requires more elaborate 

,lnli ';l'ecilic iC1ll111l\!1(,~y than "'acceptability" versus "adequacy". Gideon Toury, who 

~ "' \ ,. 1 '1"111'"1'11'''11 decisions (the results of \\hich the researcher would ...:.. t:=--. ,I.,. l Ud l ~ ~-." (.. . I~, 
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confront) will necessarily involve some ad hoc combination of, or compromIse 

between the two extremes implied by the initial norm" (Toury 1995: 57). Maria 

Tymoczko stresses the need for a richer spectrum of alternatives while assessing 

translational nomlS, In her Translation in a Postcolonial Context (1999) she writes, 

Theories based on binarisms have become increasingly problematic in a 
poststructuralist intellectual climate, Middle grounds, alternative possibilities, 
positions of both/and have opened up in translation studies, as well as in other 
intellectual domains, The structuralists' dichotomy of the raw and cooked no 
longer convinces: experience in our own kitchens shows other options. The 
ra\\, the cooked and the rotten, The raw, the cooked, and the burnt. The raw, 
the marinated. and the cooked, The raw, the fernlented, the salted, the pickled, 
the dried. and the cooked, Or, when things are a poim, the perfectly raw-and
co()ked, In cultural matters, such as translation one cannot generalize from 
cLlS:-;ic~il logic nor can one apply the la\v of excluded middle: fuzzy logic wles 
trall:-:!cl\l\lll ~tudics as it does most disciplines that analyze human culture 
11\ i111'1'/kl) 1 qql): 1-1-()), 

i hl' l~,d~lr!/Jtiun ,If translational nomlS proves unproductive in terms of several 

;11\!!',\<hl 11r,;1 "!iC has te) do \\ith the risk of over-generalizations, Any degree of 

111 i'I'Lle11ces among texts displaying strategies of adequacy on 

~m(lothed out. It is also true that unless they work on actual 

,ill illscnsili\C to what the concepts of adequacy and acceptability 

istlC 0r matricial norms may be labeled under the same 

llUrnl :~l! ,:: ::,;)"o,1't rC:~is('ns \\hile they radically deviate from that nonn in other 

, 1"1' inSiance, ,1 iranslator may be labeled as 'pro-adequacy' because of her 

, 'C'-, '1,'l',l\ (If 'lI1'~ "ource text intact in translation. \vhile she may be ,1 ~~':r' t;l~',. _ ..... J 

,lit' "rrClmlJl1ary norm" concer:1S ~he existence and narure of a 
• ,;" I .. ''',',''" (\;':ransbti"D, ":Vbrr;c13r' and "tex:c:al-:mgclbtJc" norms an: 

.',.,:~':" . Jtwr1al norms gu;d:.: the d:::i,:ions taken dur~ng 'hI: JC1IJf 
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considered as 'pro-acceptability' for using phonetic transcriptions of proper names. It 

is also true that the adequacy/acceptability dichotomy falls short of explaining the 

writing strategies of pseudotranslators who may have to produce an "adequate-

looking" text to render that text "acceptable" to the target audience. Alternatively, 

calling an adaptation "extreme form of acceptability" yields little result in terms of 

analyzing the translator's construction of the domestic universe within which she 

embeds the foreign text. Especially in periods and places where borders between 

indigenous \\:riting and translation are blurred, there arises a need to expand the tools 

oj- analysis beyond "acceptability" and "adequacy". I will return to this issue 

througlwul my analysis of the selected corpus. 

Tile first ';el or le~lS I have chosen to analyze. explores translation strategies in 

ii\.'Ll ())- pnpubr literature. As the analysis \vi11 reveaL translation occupied a 

di lkr-::l\ pial'\.' III the field of popular literature, often overlapping with indigenous 

i:\\.l~lr\ r)]\)liUCli\)ll. Therefore the analysis of this corpus \\7i11 also address the critical 

Case '-.tlldy I· .\ ~l,:(:\ ()fWorks ofPopubr Literature by Three Writer-Translators 

(l1l-1ude> ,1 dl'.'L'npll\l? .~lUdy Oil the works by the following writer-translators: 

~l'l:1l111 \1iil1lr Yurdatap· -·S'hcrfock Holmes'ill Arsene Lupin ife· 
Surgli::q'tferi Hindistall Pseudotranslation 
(}mwzlarz 'mia (1926) 

,\fehl1le[~'ik C;anakkale 'de (1937) Indigenous 

. Drakyola Kan I~'en Adam (1940) Translation 

.-~ KU:lklz Voymda ~ 1928/1946) Concealed translation 

Tar::'(lJl (1935) Translation 

: "",oo,,',f'c,'t the fullness and Jistribu(]on of the translation, :mci tc:\[\.JJi· 
",'":;::i''' 'i~'f1:)); \)'fI1lJterial to fOIlTIu]a:e the target text in (Tour: 190:": 58-5lJ). 



TurkliikDemek Kahramanlzk 
(1940) 

Demektir I Indigenous 

I 
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I Kemal Tahir 

1 I 

Kanun Benim (1954) Translation 
Jury" by 
Spillane) 

("I, the 
Mickey 

I 
I 

\ Ecel Saati (1955) 

I Esir $ehrin j nsanlan (1956) 

I 

I I Pseudotranslation 
I 

I Indigenous 
I ~ 

i 

The second case study includes parallel translations from English published by 

the I ranslation Bureau and other publishers. A comparison of the strategies used by 

Tr~ll1siatj()n Bureau tr:mslators and others may yield interesting results about the 

;r~'!1~Llll\l!n; l1"rms at \\ork in the Translation Bureau and private publishers. 

(a"l' Stud, II :-'\\!1lC translations ;.md retranslations by the Translation Bureau and 

I ran~lati()lls or (,u/lil'a's Trm'els by Jonathan S,yift: 

( :(i ( ,! r : 1 'i:'7) translator unknown. Istanbul: Resimli Ay '\latbaasl. 

Gil/filer 'in Se.l'aizarieri (1935) tr. ErcUmend Ekrem 

( r: f "l: ~ ,'.r ( ,If ,,'(I' i,/'lSilldc (1 q.+ 1) Istanbul: Tlirkiye Yaymevi. 

(:Uiiii, I ,Ii \, . ,1 1:::i,'1: f-/! 11 eLL'- \ [1'. lrfan ~ahinba~. Ankara: .\laarifVekakti, 

( ':" i; \ (" i; \( ' . .. ,:,;Ii(;; f!;'·lf' I 19.+.+) tr. irfan ~ahinba~. Ankara: .\laarif Vekaleti . 

. '1:,'\(1 in\,', ,:h,l!i('ri j.J! (19'+6) tr. irfan Sahinba~, Ankara: Maarif Vekaleti. 

'!mrie Cilllli1'er 'in Seyalwtleri ( 1946) tr. Erclimend Ekrem 

: .' ( • ; 1 t '! - ~ : {( '. " ' 
'ir(fl' I]C)h()1 tr. ArifGclen. Koy ve Egitim Yaymlan. 



Giiliver'in j"\;laceralarz (undated), tr. M. Dogan Ozbay, iyigun Yaymlan. 

Translations of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll: 

Alisin Sergl~ze~tleri n 932) tr. Ahmet Cevat, Muhit Mecmuas1. 

Alis Harikalar Diyarznda (1944) tr. Muzaffer Be~li and Nairne Halit Ya~ar, Ahmet 

Halit Kitabevi. 

Alice Harikalar Ulkesinde (1946) tr. KIsmet Burian, Milli Egitim Basimevi. 

Alis Harikalar Ulkesinde (1953) tr. Azize Erten, Varhk Yaymlan. 

A lis Harikalar D(vannda (1956) tr. Nurettin Ardl~\ Rafet Zaimler Kitabevi . 

. W.'\" Horikalar Di.-varznda (1960) tr. Leyls. Soyda~ and Bige Atasagun, Iyiglin 

Yaymbn. 

1.2 Theoretical Framework 
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In the first part of this chapter, I offered a critical review of some historical studies 

tackling translation activity in early republican Turkey. I challenged these studies 

based on three points. My first criticism rested on the content of these studies. i 

concluded that most of them focus only on the activities of the Translation Bureau 

and therefore otTer the reader a restricted and reductive view of republican 

translation history. My second criticism \Vas about the methodology these studies 

follow' pointing out that although they offer the reader conclusions about translational 

nom1S and strategies, they mainly derive their results from secondary material and do 

not deal directly with translated texts. My final criticism was about the binarist 

approach adopted by these studies towards translation strategies. 
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In the rest of Chapter 1, I will offer my approach towards translation history in 

Turkey in 1923-1960. In the beginning of the Introduction I mentioned some 

questions shaping my perspective of the field of translation in early republican 

Turkey. Those questions concerned the various functions and definitions of 

translation in the face of a socio-cultural environment in rapid transformation. The 

answers to these questions will not only have implications for the field of translation, 

but will also provide insight about other social and cultural forces that may, at first 

sight, appear to be irrelevant to translation. Translation is at the nexus of several sites 

such as politics, society, culture and literature and its study bears results that are 

beyond its limits as a textual process. 

1.2.1 Nationalism, Literature and Translation 

Scholars have drawn our attention to the role played by language and literature in 

politics, especially within the context of the rise of European nationalism in the 19 th 

century (see for example Anderson 1991; Jusdanis 1991; E',en-Zohar 1996). 

Vernacular, or re-standardized languages mediated through printed literature played 

an important role in creating what Even-lohar (1996: 5) tem1S "socio-cultural 

cohesion" in processes of nation-building. Print-language, as a standardized fonn of 

the vernacular, served the creation of "imagined communities", i.e. nations, and built 

particular solidarities among groups (Anderson 1991: 133). As I \vill illustrate in 

Chapter 2, the Turkish aJphabet and language refOlms, and to varying degrees ail of 

the republican refom1s, \vere realized in deep awareness of the "imagined" aspects of 

nations. and in that sense, the power-holders appear to have follow'ed a model of 

nationalism which had already been created elsewhere. In other words, the Turkish 

"nation" seems to be the product of "pirating" (Anderson 1991: 81) like many ot11-;::r 
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nation-states formed by communities who became engaged in "belated modernity" 

(Jusdanis 1991: 40). 

The formation of literary canons has been found to be of paramount importance 

in the making of nations. Literary canons serve as links between a nation's past and 

present. Their basic role is to keep the past alive (as a common backdrop that unites 

the members of the nation) and to create values which continue to exert their 

authority on the works of the present day (Jusdanis 1991: 60). They also serve to 

reinforce a sense of nationhood as Gregory Jusdanis (1991: 59) writes: "The canon 

serves as a utopian site of continuous textuality in which a nation, a class, or an 

individual may find an undifferentiated identity." Jusdanis also shows how the 

process of literary canonization takes place as a project of the revival of works by 

great authors, "founding geniuses " (1991: 59) and as a means of creating "a 

hierarchy of prized texts transmitted through time" (1991: 60). As I will demonstrate 

in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 the project of literary canonization in early republican Turkey 

seems to diverge from this idea in one major way. For reasons that I will explore in 

the following chapters, officials, writers and publishers did not attempt to revive the 

works of Turkish writers or poets belonging to previous ages, neither did they 

envisage a canon composed of Turkish works. I suggest that they focused on the 

future, rather than on the past, in creating the literary canon. They foresaw and 

encouraged the emergence of a new Turkish literature, not as something that would 

derive its sources from the Turkish literary past but from western literature. In 

Chapter 3, I will argue that they "imported" a literary canon from the 'yVest in the 

expectation that this canon would give rise to a new literature that would be uniquely 

Turkish. 
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The role explicitly attributed to translation within this process of importation is 

beyond any dispute. The works on translation activity in early republican Turkey 

have almost exclusively focused on this aspect of translation, as I have illustrated in 

the previous section. These works have explained the reason behind direct reliance 

on translation for creating a corpus of canonical texts in terms of the westernization 

efforts of the young Republic, especially in the single-party era of 1923-1945. Based 

on the claims of these studies, westernization and translation become inseparable 

concepts within the republican context. To these I would like to add the concept of 

"canonization" and tackle "literary canonization" as part of the westernization 

project. In line with some of the studies I review in the Introduction, I \vill suggest 

that in some of its forms translation was put in the service of both westernization and 

literary canonization. This will enable me to contextualize the task of the Translation 

Bureau within the project of westernization in clearer terms as an institution of canon 

fonnation. Yet my initial survey on the field of translation in early republican Turkey 

has indicated that there was no uniform \"iew of translation as a political tool. The 

data I offered in the previous section further reveals that, at least in the field of 

translated American and English literature, the Translation Bureau produced only 9 

per cent of the titles in the market of translated literature from English. The intended 

function of translation activity in the remaining 91 per cent has not been explored 

and \ve have little reason to believe that westernization was the only idea that 

translation activity was unifon11ly associated with across the whole market of 

translated literature. It is certainlv worth to CalTV out an investigation into other "' . ~ 

segments of the field of translation than those controlled by the Translation Bureau in 

order to find out whether there were other intended functions or other socio-cultural 

concepts associated \'.;ith translation. As I indicated above, the main idea behind my 
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hypothesis is the lack of a singular and uniform view of translation in the system of 

translated literature in Turkey in 1923-1960 despite planning attempts aiming to 

create (and even to impose) such a view. 

1.2.2 Culture Planning 

I have decided to use the concept of "culture planning" while exploring the 

intervention of the state in both the public and the private spheres, including that of 

translation. There are several reasons for my choice. First of all, "planning" implies a 

deliberate act of intervention (Even-lohar 1994: 5) which suggests an ideological 

agenda. Secondly, "planning" makes it possible to account for all acts of intervention 

by the state as parts of a larger programme. These acts can be as wide-ranging as the 

alphabet refOlm (1928), or as specific as the setting up of a state conservatory (1936). 

By introducing a relational view of culture, the concept of "planning" links numerous 

instances of intervention regardless of their range and scope into a meaningful 

structure. Finally, "planning" implies an endeavour, rather than a finished project, 

enabling one to question the success of the planning efforts (Even-lohar 1997a: 3). 

My use of "planning" distinguishes itself from the concept of "planned" or 

"centrally plamled" culture which is strictly associated with government regulation 

of a specific field. Planning, whether conspicuous or implicit, can be undertaken not 

only by state institutions but also by free agents in the society. A conception of 

culture planning as an activity that is not confined to official institutions can be 

found in the work of ltamar Even-lohar. His theory provides an outlook that can 

account for planning initiatives undertaken individually or collectively at diverse 

iocations, both within and outside of the centre of political po·wer. This is evident in 
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Even-Zohar's conception of culture planning: "as a deliberate act of intervention, 

either by power holders or by 'free agents,' into an extant or a crystallizing 

repertoire" (Even-Zohar 1997: 2). Regardless of the status of the planners, the 

ultimate aim of planning is to attain control over the field which is subject to 

planning. Such a view allows us to see the social and the cultural fields as sites of 

struggle among different groups of agents, rather than as sites controlled by unitary 

and homogenous collectivities. This view has direct implications for my perception 

of the field of translation in early republican Turkey. Historical studies on translation 

activity spanning through the 1920s-1950s present a picture of a centrally controlled 

and centrally defined field, operating in terms of the norms offered by the state 

officials, writers, translators and the Translation Bureau. Combining this idea '.vith 

the idea of "peripheral planning" leads to a view of the field of translation as a site 

shaped by multiple planning efforts. 

It is true that the planning efforts of those \vho have more symbolic capital l
:' 

(Bourdieu 1993: 7) are likely to succeed over the efforts of agents that are 

marginal(ized) and have less access to cultural, economIC and political means. 

Nevertheless, it is assumed that any planning effort that succeeds or fails in 

overthroyving or transfonning a given repertoire will end up generating socio-cultural 

energy (Even-Zohar 1997a: 3), introducing major or minor options to the existing 

repertoire. V-fhen analyzed in terms of "planning", the activities of the Translation 

Bureau appear both as "planned" and "planning" acts. In his "Translation as a ~1eans 

of Planning and the Planning of Translation", Gideon T oury shows how translation 

has been used both as an object of planning, b'~ing subject to programmes which 

T:10djfi\~d source languages and translation strategies selected and employed by 

:, "S\'II:!cI),ic Cupiru/ refc:rs to degree of accumulated prestige. celebrity. consecration or ho[;om" 

(BOllrdieu 1993 -
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translators, and as an instrument of cultural change, affecting changes in other 

cultural and social fields in the Hebrew culture (Toury in press b). Therefore, while 

the Translation Bureau was a product of planning, in tenns of the selection of works 

for translation and the translational nonns to be observed, it was also an instrument 

of planning. Through the Bureau's activities new options for the Turkish repertoire 

of translated literature were created, which in tum, had significant reflections on the 

Turkish system of culture. 

It is also a fact that the Translation Bureau as a state-sponsored institution had 

significant symbolic capital which deemed its planning efforts more likely to 

succeed, or at least more visible. How are we, then, to account for the translational 

and literary behaviour displayed by those people or groups of people located away 

from the literary centre largely defined by politics? \\-'hat was the status of those 

people who became or remained peripheral mainly because they resisted the vie\vs 

advocated by the centre? How did the silent majority respond to the planning efforts 

of the Translation Bureau? This majority made up a group of considerable size 

whose very silence constrained its influence on the cultural and literary systems. 

therefore depriving it of symbolic power. I maintain that these groups \Vere also 

engaged in culture planning, although not as conspicuously and systematically as 

those whose convictions lay in the strength of state authority. I argue that their 

planning was canied out through the options they offered for the repertoire of 

culture, rather than through their rhetoric, unlike the agents associated with the 

Translation Bureau, who offered their options inside a package wrapped up in wetl-

articulated discourse. 
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1.2.2.1 Repertoire, Options and Resistance 

Before I set out to explore the evidence in support of my arguments there are a 

number of concepts which need to be clarified. First of all, the concepts of 

"repertoire" and "option" which are so closely linked with the concept of culture 

planning, demand some explanation. Even-Zohar (1994:2) suggests that the planning 

of culture is creating new options for a repertoire. In his terms, the cultural repertoire 

is "the aggregate of options utilized by a group of people, and by the individual 

members of the group, for the organization of life" (Even-Zohar 1997b: 355). The 

use of the term "options" points at two significant aspects of Even-Zohar's theory. 

First of all, it indicates that he perceives of cultural transformation as a process of 

decision-making, entailing choices to be made among ditTerent alternatives. 

Secondly, the broad scope of the term "option" helps us define culture in both 

material and intangible terms. In other words, we can think of culture both in tenns 

of goods, such as books or works of art, and of more abstract tools for the 

organization of life, such as social skills or nonns of behaviour (Even-Zohar 1997c: 

2-4). As the system of translated literature is a part of the system of culture, the same 

view \vould be valid for the translation repertoire. In other \vords, I suggest that the 

repertoire of the system of translated literature not only includes translated texts. but 

more abstract aspects of translation activity such as ways of looking at and speaking 

about translation. Seen from this perspective, options in the translation repertoire are 

composed of translational nonllS and policies as v:ell as translated texts. 

Locating the repertoire of translated literature in relation to other repertoires 

available in the system of culture can reveal the points of contact among these 

repertoires, enabling one to map their interaction. In the follov,;ing chapters I will 
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explore how new options for the translation repertoire correlate with other options 

for culture at large, such as the discussion and the gradual adoption of the Latin 

alphabet (Chapter 2) and the establishment and the closure of the Village Institutes 

(Chapter 2). I will also elaborate on how various options in the repertoire ofliterature 

developed, by tracing their trajectory within the system of translated literature. Even-

Zohar (l997b: 358) maintains that the making of culture repertoires takes place via 

two routes, "invention" and "import" - hence my use of the term "import" to refer to 

the process whereby intellectualsl6 and state officials resorted to western literature in 

order to create a new literary canon for Turkey. According to Even-Zohar, successful 

instances of import are translated into "transfer", i.e. they become integrated in the 

home repertoire (1997b: 358.). By making use of the concepts of ·'invention'·. 

"import" and "transfer", I will analyze the genesis of certain options in the system of 

literature, such as the rise of "village" literature, detective fiction and the dime novel. 

and where possible, reveal their relationship to options in the system of translated 

literature. My discussion of the different aspects of the system of translated literature 

\vill draw on Andre Lefevere' s concept of "poetics". Lefevere defines "'poetics" as 

"an inventory of literary devices, genres, motifs, prototypical characters and 

situations, and symbols" combined with "a concept of what the role of literature is. 

or should be, in the social system as a \vhole" (Lefevere 1992: 26). I will argue that 

the system of translated literature in early republican Turkey was shaped by two 

different fonns of poetics that resulted from the tension between t\\70 different 

literary and translatorial habituses. I suggest that the poetics introduced by the state. 

16 Throughout the thesis I use the tenn "intellectuals" to refer to a group of educated people involved 
ill intelle~tual pursuits. such as politics, teaching, writing, or the arts. My usage of this tem1 derives 
from the \vav the tenn "miinevverler" was widely used during the period under study. I· or lI1st"nce. 
the Translation Bureau's journal Terciime included a cover note in its first issue that read. "We present 
the Terci.ime journal to the Turkish intellectuals and ask those \vho consider themselves 35 
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through its cultural network, was not able to overthrow the poetics that reigned in the 

field of popular literature, which had its roots in the pre-republican literary past. In 

my view, the themes and literary strategies codified by these two forms of poetics 

also created a duality in the field of translated literature. 

The various options offered by writers, translators and publishers led to the 

fomlation of two different literary repertoires in early republican Turkey. One of 

these repertoires was regarded as "canonical" whereas the second one was 

considered "non-canonical" and was discredited to a large degree. Nevertheless, one 

should bear in mind that not all imported options are integrated into the home 

repertoire (Even-Zohar 1997b: 359). Some of the options offered as a part of culture 

planning efforts may not be met with general acceptance and fail to become instances 

of "transfer". Such failures are caused by resistance shown by target groups 

addressed by the planners (Even-Zohar 1997a: 4). The concept of "resistance" which 

plays a key role in my hypothesis requires some elucidation. Even-Zohar (1997 a: 4-) 

defines resistance as '"a foml of unwillingness towards the advocated, or inculcated. 

repertoire". He suggests that resistance may take place in "passive" or "'active"' 

modes. In passive resistance, people ignore the new options and avoid their usage. 

Active resistance involves an overt struggle against the planned repertoire (Even-

Zohar 1997a: 4-5). In the following chapters, I will explore the response of 

pub1ishers and translators towards the new translation repertoire offered by the 

agents in the "centre". The evidence in the form of discourse on translation and the 

selection of tities to be translated suggests that some private publishers and 

translators responded to the ne'v repertoire positively, accepting and confinning its 

options. Furthermore, they actively contributed to the planned repertoire with options 

intellectuals to assist us .. ["TercUme mecmuaSHll TUrk munevverlerine takdil-:1 ~diyor ve kemiilerini bu 
vaslfta sayan Ian bize yardlma davet ediyoruz'l 
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that conformed to the basic features of the new repertoire (Chapters 3 and 4). I will 

also provide evidence indicating that some publishers and translators who were 

active in the field of popular literature ignored the new repertoire. These groups 

continued to be engaged in specific forms of publishing and translating that did not 

comply with the principles and norms propagated by the planners (Chapters 3, 4 and 

5). I will argue that these publishers and translators were involved in "active 

resistance" in that they not only ignored the options offered by the planners but also 

developed and maintained an alternative repertoire of translated literature, resulting 

in the preservation of a separate poetics. 

So far, my argument has been based on a conception of culture as consisting of 

systems with central and peripheral positions occupied by various agents or groups 

of agents whose interactions lead to dynamism and change in the respective systems. 

The idea of culture planning which I borrow from Even-Zohar is also based on a 

systemic view of culture, which by and large, operates on an idea that regards 

cultural change as a phenomenon driven by the tension betw·een the centre and the 

periphery (Even-Zohar 1990: 16). Nevertheless, my understanding of ·'system·' and 

its "centre" and "periphery" positions is somewhat different from Even-Zohar's. In 

the present thesis, I intend to offer a view of the cultural, literary and translation 

systems in Turkey in the 1920s-1950s, providing room for not only the positions 

occupied by texts, but also by agents. This will help me avoid the disadvantages of 

strict classifications created by various binarisms that are inherent in a formalist 

systems theory that uses its explanatory tools to explore cultural dynamics via texts, 

rather than subjects or collectivities of subjects. 
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1.2.3 Systems, Agents and Habitus 

Even-Zohar's idea of culture planning is based on his polysystem theory whereby he 

offers a view of all cultural and social phenomena as parts of larger systems whose 

components are interdependent. Even-Zohar terms these larger systems "polysystem" 

which he defines as "a multiple system, a system of various systems which intersect 

with each other and partly overlap, using concurrently different options, yet 

functioning as one structured whole, whose members are interdependent" (1990: 11). 

Such a view of culture enables one to see the interrelationships among different 

fields and account for changes in them. It becomes possible to associate changes in 

translation and literature with political developments, or alternatively, political 

events may be revealed to have been triggered by literary movements as exemplified 

by the role literature assumed in the making of a modem Greek national identity 

(Jusdanis 1991). It is also widely acknowledged that the polysystem theory 

contributed to a "cultural turn" in translation studies. making the study of translation 

synonymous with the study of culture (Hern1ans 1999: 118). HQ\vever, when one 

takes a step beyond the polysystem theory's unproblematic claim to offer "relational 

thinking" (Even-Zohar 1997d: 1) and starts examining its fundamental properties, a 

series of questions emerge. These questions mainly have to do with the "dynamic 

stratification" principle which underlies the binary oppositions that polysystem 

theory uses to classify and explain cultural observables and their transformation over 

time. Let me offer Even-Zohar's own fOlTI1ulation of this principie and then focus on 

its problematic aspects: 

These systems are not equal, but hierarchized within the polysystem. It is the 
permanent tension between the various strata \vhich constitutes the (dynamic) 
sY/lchronic state of the system. It is the prevalence of one set of systemic 
options over another which constitutes the change on the dlachrollic a;,;;s. [n 
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this centrifugal vs. centripetal motion, systemic options may be driven from a 
central position to a marginal one while others may be pushed into the center 
and prevail. However, with a polysystem one must not think in terms of one 
center and one periphery, since several such positions are hypothesized. A 
move may take place, for instance, whereby a certain item (element, function) 
is transferred from the periphery of one system to the periphery of an adjacent 
system within the same polysystem, and then mayor may not move on to the 
center of the latter (Even-Zohar 1997e: 9). 

The above paragraph explains the major binary opposition that prevails in the 

polysystem theory, that of "centre" and "periphery". The idea of shifting hierarchies 

indeed helps one to conceptualize historical cultural change within a clearly-defined 

model. Even-Zohar avoids a view of cultural systems as unitary and homogenous 

structures by providing the possibility for the co-existence of more than one system, 

and therefore more than one centre and periphery. However, how the hierarchization 

among the different systems takes place is unclear. Without cultural agents, i.e. 

people, it would be impossible to create the value-judgments that lead to the various 

hierarchies. Furthermore, Even-Zohar uses the passive form to describe functions 

that are in fact perfonned by people and not by self-generating systems as the above 

quote implies. Notice the following usages: "these systems are not equal. but 

hierarchized within the polysystem", "systemic options may be driven from a 

central position to a marginal one while others may be pushed into the centre and 

prevail", "a certain item is transferred from the periphery of one system to the 

periphery of an adjacent system within the same polysystem". This depersonalized 

approach makes it difficult to inquire into who actuaily performs or leads to the 

perfonnance of the movement of the different items. Moreover, it makes the 

polysystem theory a text-bound one (Hermans 1999: 118), conceptualizing cultural 

dynamics in terms of what texts do, rather than what people make texts do. This 

becomes even more evident in the pairs canonized/non-canonized (Even-Zohar 19C)(): 
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15) and primary/secondary (Even-Zohar 1990: 21) which strictly pertain to texts. The 

questions of who defines canonicity or primary value are untouched. 

Although Even-Zohar's polysystem theory offers valuable insight into how 

the cultural and literary fields are structured and how they change over time, it falls 

short of explaining the human element behind these structures. Even-Zohar has 

abundantly made up for the absence of the human element in his later work, 

especially in the 1990s when he explicitly incorporated "people" into his paradigm 

(see for example 1997b and 1998). This is most evident in his use of the concept of 

"planning" which inevitably involves "planners". Nevertheless, in my view, a 

revision of the polysystem theory, this time including hypotheses on how people 

affect systems as well as how they are affected by them, is necessary. Although 

Even-Zohar (1998: 364) argues, "So the agents, the people, as in Halliday's and 

Bourdieu's approaches, have since long been integral part of any version of the 

Polysystem Theory ... have been fully explicit in 'polysystemic' studies of cultural 

dynamics", his o\vn formulations of the polysystem theory suggest othenvise. He 

comes closest to the idea of agency in his use of the term "institutions of culture" 

(1997e: 5) and even then, does not take the step to acknowledge the people that 

create these institutions. In that sense the polysystem theory remains grounded on its 

structuralist roots as criticized by various authors (Gentzler 1993: 114-121: Hermans 

1999: lIS). Anthony Pym (1998: 115) refers to the systems theory as "a product of 

the AlljklCirung projection of functional totalities, based on a belief in the 

meaningfulness of nature grasped as a whole" and adds, "I like to oppose it to the 

Humanist attention to detail and historical accuracy". 'What I aim to do is not to 

oppose the polysystem theory and replace it with exclusive focus on the concept of 

agency, I intend to expand the conceptual tools of the polysystem theory to include 
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the human element that actually creates the structures and the classifications the 

theory is based on. So while I explore how translated texts are positioned in the 

centre or the periphery of the various systems that make up the cultural polysystem I 

will consider the way people position them. When I deal with the role of translation 

in the making of a literary canon, I will consider the work of the agents that 

ultimately led to that process, or the agents that were affected by that process. 

One question remains. If agents are, deliberately or inadvertently, the factors 

behind the emergence and the dynamism of the systems, what is the force that 

structures human behaviour? I suggest that we need to look at the interaction 

between the agent and the various systems to locate the forces that shape human 

action and perception. 

In contrast to the principal polysystem theory, Even-Zohar turns an eye on how 

people drive the cultural machine by granting them an active role vis-a.-vis cultural 

change as providers and users of various options in his work on repertoires. He does 

this by creating a new framework that incorporates agency and includes such temlS 

as "planners" (1994: 16), "consumer" (1990b: 36), "producer"' (l990b: 34). 

"innovator" (1994: 5), "resistance" (1997a: 4), "entrepreneurs" (1997a: 4) and 

"anonymous contributors" (1 997b: 357). Even-Zohar's idea of repertoires and the 

options making up the repertoire do not consist of disparate elements. He introduces 

the idea of "models", i.e. pre-organized options, that people make use of in their 

production and consumption of repertoires (Even-Zohar 1990b: 41). This accounts 

for the structures that make people favour similar repertoric choices and that create 

regularities of behaviour. Yet where do these models come from? The ans\ver needs 

to be sought in the interaction between the individuals and the systems they operate 

ll1. 
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Even-Zohar borrows Pierre Bourdieu's notion of "habitus" as ""a mediating 

mechanism between social webs and the actual practices performed by individual 

actors" (Sheffy 1997: 37) to supplement his framework. He suggests that the habitus 

theory provides a "link between the socially generated repertoire and the procedures 

of individual inculcation and internalization" (Even-Zohar 1990b: 42) .. Bourdieu 

maintains that the source of individual action "resides neither in the consciousness 

nor in things but in the relationship between two stages of the social, that is, between 

the history objectified in things, in the form of institutions, and the history incarnated 

in bodies, in the form of that system of enduring dispositions which I call habitus" 

(Bourdieu 1990: 190). According to Bourdieu, habitus is a "second nature" formed 

by a series of dispositions that generate practices and perceptions. These dispositions 

are the result of a long process of inculcation, starting from childhood, incorporating 

the social conditions which generate them - thus they are "structured structures" 

(Bourdieu 1993: 5). In this sense of the concept, habitus can be regarded an element 

of the polysystem just as any other item, moved around by the (depersonalized) 

hierarchies that form the various strata within the systems. However, Bourdieu 

suggests that habituses are also "structuring structures", because they can generate 

practices that are adjusted to specific situations (Bourdieu 1993: 5). This is the idea 

that grants an active aspect to the concept of agency in Bourdieu's thought. Habitus 

is not a structure that moves along with the current, but is capable of being translated 

into altemative practices that can actually change the direction of the current. The 

specitlc dynamism of the habitus concept is based on the idea of "power". Bourdieu 

suggests that the motive of social life is to seek power over classi fications. or 

distinction (Bourdieu 1996: 479). The resources people use during their pursuit of 
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distinction are the different forms of capital, mainly "economic", "cultural" and 

"symbolic" capital (Bourdieu 1993 :7). 

While the concept of culture planning and its various conceptual instmments 

enable the researcher to shed light upon the various stmggles, i.e. pursuits for 

distinction, within the system of culture, the binary classifications offered by the 

polysystems theory (centre/periphery; canonized/non-canonized; primary/ secondary) 

obscure the relations between the agents and the systems. I will make use of the 

habitus concept when I explore how individuals or groups of individuals relate to the 

changing stmcture of the polysystem. 

The habitus concept can also be instmmenta1 in revealing the stmcturing role 

of translators vis-a.-vis the translational norms. In other words, the elaboration of a 

concept of "translatoria1 habitus" enables a view of the translator's \\"ork not only as 

an activity governed by pre-determined patterns, but also as an activity that 

contributes to the making ofnOlms (Simeoni 1998: 21-22). 

1.2.3.1 Translator's Habitus and Norms 

Any attempt at explaining the dynamism of the translation system w"ithout losing 

sight of its relation to other systems, e.g. politics, culture, literature, begs for a 

methodology that can contextualise the way translations are done. This methodology 

is largely supplied by Gideon Toury's descriptive approach which focuses on the role 

of nonns in translation (Toury 1995). Within the context of Toury' s \vork, norms can 

be considered as regularities of behaviour which underlie the strategic decisions 

taken by translators during their process of translation. According to Toury. 

regularities of behaviour arc the main source in any study ofnonns <Toury 1995: 55i, 
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Like Bourdieu's concept of habitus, norms are also acquired during one's process of 

socialization (Toury 1995: 55), yet unlike the structuring aspect of habitus, norms 

imply conformity and the decisions governed by norms "tend to be highly patternecf' 

(Toury 1995: 147). Daniel Simeoni suggests that the overwhelming majority of 

translators subject themselves to the valid norms of their professions - a tendency he 

names servitude after Marja Janis (1996). Yet, he claims, this conformity is a 

voluntary one, because translators more or less consciously follow models they 

assimilate during their professional training and practice (Simeoni 1998: 23). In 

S imeoni' s view, the translatorial habitus uses its structuring force to reinforce the 

current order. He suggests that translators use their agentive power to contribute to 

the perpetuation of translational norms, adding that "norms do prevail, but translators 

govern nonns as much as their behaviour is governed by them" (Simeoni 1998: 23). I 

would like to take this idea one step further to suggest that translators in acquisition 

of different translatorial habituses may use their agentive power to resist norms. or 

may become engaged in a programme to perpetuate a different set of nonns than 

those propagated by the holders of symbolic po\ver, located at the centre of the 

system of translation. This is the main idea that underlies the resistance h::'"pothesi s of 

the present thesis. This view also leads to a questioning of "regularities of behaviour" 

as the main source of the study of norms. since different translatorial habituses will 

lead to different fonus of translational behaviour, making "irregularities" just as 

worthy a study object as "regularities". 

The case of the early republican Turkey provides an interesting example for 

ho\\' translatorial habituses are restructured or resist restructuring under translation 

planning by official bodies. It further offers rich material for a study of the links 

between the translatorial habitus of various practitioners and the concepts of 
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translation surfacing in individual works. In that sense it is imperative to inquire into 

the overlaps or gaps between the translator's discourse on translation and hislher 

translation practice. Just as translational norms need to be explored on two levels, i.e. 

the level of textual and extratextual material (Toury 1995: 65), translatorial habituses 

need to be explored not only in the available discourse of the translator in the form of 

prefaces, interviews or memoirs, but also in translation practice. Yet one should also 

introduce a caveat about the conclusions one will obtain as a result of studies on 

translatorial habituses: translatorial habituses are always in the making and therefore 

never final (Simeoni 1998: 31). So all conclusions about translatorial habitus, at an 

individual or collective level, will be tentative and time-dependent. 

The habitus concept does not pose a threat for the Descripti\"e Translation 

Studies framework. The incorporation of habitus into a study on translational norms 

will only expand and enrich that study's scope by introducing a translator-based 

approach to what is largely a product or text-based methodology. This will enable th-:: 

present thesis to introduce a mediating concept between the texts and the general 

cultural context which will lead to a stronger conceptual bridge between socio-

cultural phenomena and the translational norms observed (or resisted) hy ditTerent 

translators. 

1.3 Methodology 

The present thesis focuses on the uses, definitions and strategies of translation in a 

socio-cultural setting in rapid transfomlation. In what preceded this section. I 

elaborated on the theoretical concepts that shape my perspecti\"e to cultural and 

translational phenomena, namely "culture planning", "system" and "habitus'". These 
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concepts will underlie my analysis of the forces that shaped the system of translation 

in Turkey in 1923-1960. As I pointed out in the Introduction, this analysis will 

consist of a tripartite approach made up of a study of the historical cultural context, 

of the discourse formed around translation and of translated texts. 

Although it combines a variety of sources pertaining to the three fields 

referred to above, this thesis is fundamentally about the "discourses" oftranslation. It 

acts on the assumption that all texts, including translated texts and secondary texts on 

translation or on phenomena related to translation, are forms of "discourse". The 

concept of "discourse" enables me to site linguistic action in relation to its socio-

cultural detem1inants. As Norman Fairclough (1995: 73) suggests, discourse denotes 

language use that is "imbricated in social relations and processes which 

systematically determine variations in its properties". A comprehensive study on 

discourse must be based on the integrated analysis of the intentionality and 

perspective of the speaking/writing agents, the interaction between them and their 

addressees. the context, the power relations and the ideological structures that 

impinge upon them (van Dijk 1997: 7-34). According to such a view of discourse, 

statements on translation and translations themselves become practices of social 

interaction, Thus translations, as well as discourse about translation, become 

illstrumel1lS which agents use in their pursuit of distinction in their respective fields 

\'.hlle the discourses they foml will always originate from their respective habituses. 

The historical data avai~able for the purposes of this thesis are made up of two 

,- 01- dl' s'~ourse \vhich can be ciassified as textual (translated texts) and Jorms _v 

cxtrJtexlual I statements on translation) discourse (Toury 1995: 65), The analysis of 

he-til l.hc textual and the cxtratextual material will be calTied out in line \vith the 

, 'I j- (' " 1 0' -"lla'!'.';;:,]'S \\,'1'll'ch maintain that discursive practices pnnclp es 0 ntlca lscourse.'L y--
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may have ideological effects and produce or reproduce power relations whose nature 

may not always be so clear to people. Critical discourse analysis aims to make these 

"opaque aspects of discourse" more visible (Wodak 1997: 173-174). 

Critical discourse analysis enables the present thesis to view tran~lation as 

social practice and to look at translated texts and translation activity in terms of their 

interaction with the larger structure of power relationships. Translated texts and 

discourse on translation may also be revealed to have an "opaque aspect" and this 

can only be explored through a critical perspective. The critical approach to 

translational discourse will require a review of a wide range of phenomena which 

may not always appear to be directly relevant to translation, in other \vords, it will 

require a proper contextualization of such discourse. 

The textual material, i.e.translated texts, further requires a methodology that 

can account for its status as a mediated text originating from a (actual or 

hypothetical) source text. I will offer two case studies on texmal discourse and carry 

out an analysis based on Descriptive Translation Studies (Toury 1995) which will 

involve a comparison of target texts with their sources in order to unCO\'er the n01111S 

observed (or resisted) by translators. I \vill further elaborate on the issue of n01111S 

and the descriptive methodology in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 as I present my case studies. 

r \vi II also enaage myself in a discussion of how translatorial habituses can be 
,!::I......, • 

explored in a historical context especially in relation to their structured and 

structuring positions vis-a.-vis t1 anslational norms. 

As mentioned in the Introduction, in Chapter 6, I will analyze some 

ficti tious: ~ (pseudotranslations) and concealed translations 13 \vhich are somewhat 

prohicmatic in te1111S of their relationship to a source text. 1 share Taury's opinion 

i -.. texIs \\11I(h ha\[ heen presentc:d as translations with !"to :orre~;:ond1l1::; S<lurce te:';~s In otLe: 

1,1l1~c'j:l~es eyC[ h:)\'111::- nl~t('d .. ," (Toury 1 C)95:..\1l), 
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asserting the possibility of using pseudotranslations as legitimate objects of study in 

translation studies (Toury 1995: 46). The cultural circumstances which give rise to 

them as well as the textual strategies employed by the pseudotranslators can supply 

significant insight into a society's concept of translation, as well as its expectations 

from it. Based on this assumption I will carry out an investigation of the thematic and 

stylistic features of pseudotranslations selected for this study. 

Between the two forms of discourse referred to above, l.e. textual and 

extratextual, there lies another form of discourse which is more difficult to classify 

and analyze: the paratext. Defined as "those liminal devices and conventions, both 

within the book (perilext) and outside it (epitext), that mediate the book to the reader: 

titles and subtitles, pseudonyms, forewords, dedications, epigraphs, prefaces, 

intertitles, notes, epilogues, and afterwords" (Macksey 1997: xyiii), paratextual 

discourse will be subjected to the same treatment as other fomls of discourse in this 

thesis and be analyzed in its capacity as social action. I will borrow Gerard Genette's 

temls and concepts in my classification of the data offered by the available paratexts. 

The framework he elaborates in his Paratexts (1997) will guide me through my 

exploration of the titles, subtitles, fore\vords, prefaces, notes, reviews and other 

paratextual elements I encounter in and about the books included in the case studies. 

This framework will also enable me to situate the concepts of anonymity and 

pseudonymity within a socio-historical context. 

18 Trans13tions which have been presented as indigenous texts in the target culture. 
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1.4 Summary 

Chapter 1 offers a survey of current views on modem Turkish translation history and 

outlines the theoretical framework and the main hypothesis of the present thesis. It 

explains the culture planning approach selected to link the socio-cultural 

transfonnation Turkey underwent in the initial decades of the republican period with 

the system of translated literature. It offers a critical review of Even-Zohar's 

polysystem theory as the backbone of the culture planning approach and concludes 

that the lack of a concept of active agency in the polysystem theory has been largely 

overcome in Even-Zohar's more recent works. It is further suggested that Pierre 

Bourdieu's concept of habitus can be used in order to reinforce the human element in 

the polysystem theory and in Descriptive Translation Studies. Chapter 1 also 

describes the methodology of the thesis consisting of Critical Discourse Analysis and 

Descriptive Translation Studies. 

Chapter 2 will offer the general historical background of Turkey in 1923-

1960, exploring the repUblican refonns and the shift in cultural policies starting in 

1946 in terms of the concept of culhlre planning. 
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Planning and De-planning: 

The System of Culture in Turkey in 1923-1960 
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The comprehensive and rapid changes that took place in the Turkish system of 

culture following the proclamation of the Republic point at the intricate relationship 

between the systems of politics and culture. In this chapter, I will argue that both 

systems influenced each other reciprocally and as major parts of a vast programme 

of planning, they generated concepts and practices which were reproduced by other 

systems, such as the systems of education, literature and translation. I will also offer 

a descriptive analysis of some of the significant political and cultural changes 

Turkey underwent within the first forty years of the republican period. The focus 

will be on events and concepts that had close correlation with the field of translation. 

After a brief introduction of republican reforms in general, and the language refonn 

in specific, I will take up the concepts of westernization and "humanism" as the 

main ideological and philosophical infrastructure of the republican refomls. In the 

second part of the chapter I will present a brief review of the changing political 

climate in Turkey after the adoption of the multi-party system, suggesting that this 

meant a gradual withdrawal of the initial planners and their replacement with ne,v 

planners who came to power with a new stock of political and cultural options. 
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2.1 Planning: the Young Republic 

When the Republic was proclaimed in 1923, Turkey had just gone through a three-

year war of liberation against occupying powers and was opening a new page in its 

history as a new country under a new name and a new political system which placed 

westernization at its crux. The Ottoman Empire had been pre-occupied with the 

question of modernization and westernization since the 18th century, but it was the 

republican era under the leadership of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, which finally 

institutionalized this movement. The first twenty years of the republic were marked 

by intensive planning activity which aimed to \vesternize Turkey while building a 

nation equipped with a unique Turkish identity. Here I am using the word 'nation' in 

Benedict Anderson's sense as "an imagined political community - ... both inherently 

limited and sovereign" (1991: 6). Anderson connects the rise of nations to two 

preceding systems that they came to replace: the religious community and the 

dynastic realm (1991: 12). This argument holds true for the case of Turkey \vhich 

attempted to create a sentiment of nationhood for its citizens to replace an identity 

based on religion, i.e. Islam. The young republic was trying to establish a ne\v and 

secular Turkish identity which would ideally rise upon a common culture, language 

and history instead of religion (Guveny 1997:225,245: Yamaner 1998: 197,201). 

This new national identity was constructed through a series of essentially secular 

reforms which have endured many a storm in Turkish politics until our day. As 

sociologist Emre Kongar writes, 

Since Islam dominated all areas of sociaL politicaL cultural and economic 
spheres of the Empire, not only as a religion, but also as a way of living, 
Mustafa Kemal Ataturk and his friends attacked religious dogmatism in order 
to launch a new socio-cultural reform program. Such an act \vas quite 
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meaningful from the political point of view too, as the ousted Sultan-Caliph 
and the old regime took their legitmate political authority from Islamic 
institutions (Kongar 1986:27). 

This reform programme has had strong implications on not only how the 

Turkish state was run but also on how people went about living their daily lives. The 

reforms include, among many others, unity in education (1924), adoption of Western 

time and calendar (1925), adoption of the international numeric system (1928), and 

the alphabet reform (1928). These reforms may also be considered the elements of 

an emerging repertoire in Turkey. The planners located in the centre of the political 

system, namely Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk and officials and writers associated with the 

Republican People's Party, worked out all of these reforms as a series of options for 

the political and cultural repertoires in Turkey. 

The idea of establishing this western-oriented repertoire was not a novel one. 

The Ottoman Empire had become receptive to western influences since the 18th 

century through military innovations, trade and diplomatic relations. These 

influences became more and more intense as Europe's military superiority over the 

Empire grew. In the 19th century some Ottoman subjects spoke western languages, 

studied in the West and started advocating for western political and cultural 

institutions. By the early 20th century, the military, educational and legal systems as 

well as the bureaucracy had undergone a number of western-inspired reforms. 

The republican regime incorporated these reforms into a more planned 

programme which constituted various elements of an emerging cultural repertoire. 

The cultural repertoire which was being proposed, aimed to reinforce a sense of 

nationhood required to keep the citizens together who had, until not long ago, upheld 

a set of different and dispersed values. The making of this repertoire was not an easy 

task. It demanded laborious planning and execution, which would fail unless the 
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planners could manufacture some form of social consent. As Ernest Renan pointed 

out in a celebrated lecture he gave in 1882, "(A nation) presupposes a past; it is 

summarized however, in the present by a tangible fact, namely, consent, the clearly 

expressed desire to continue a common life. A nation's existence is, if you will 

pardon the metaphor, a daily plebiscite, just as an individual's existence is a 

perpetual affirmation of life" (Renan 1991: 19). Itamar Even-Zohar terms this 

consent "socio-cultural cohesion". He writes: "By 'socio-cultural cohesion', I mean a 

state where a widely spread sense of solidarity, or togetherness, exists among a 

group of people, which consequently does not require conduct enforced by sheer 

physical power. It seems to me that the basic, key concept to such socio-cultural 

cohesion is readiness, or proneness" (Even-Zohar 1994:6). The way to achieve such 

socio-cultural cohesion is through planning of culture in a given entity, in other 

words, creating new options for its repertoire (Even-Zohar 1994: 4). 

The reforms realized in the first fifteen years of the republic have all had a 

crucial role in creating and maintaining the new Turkish identity which was based 

on a new repertoire composed of a largely western inventory. Perhaps the most 

influential of all refornls was the alphabet reform which re-shaped the cultural 

configuration of the newly-founded RepUblic. 

2.1.1 Language Planning 

In the modernization and nation-building efforts of many societies, language has 

emerged as a significant instrument. It is no coincidence that nationalism flourished 

in Europe only after vernacular languages firmly established themselves (Jusdanis 

1991: 41). Creation of a feeling of a community also entailed the necessity to create 
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a common language. In Europe, that language was mainly Latin until the 16th 

century which had given rise to an "imagined" Christian community. The rise of 

vernaculars shifted the focus of the "imagined community" towards a linguistic one 

from a religious basis. This led to "a larger process in which the sacred communities 

integrated by old sacred languages were gradually fragmented, pluralized and 

territorialized" (Anderson 1991: 19). People speaking shared languages that were 

asserted and standardized through the printing press, developed a distinct 

conSCIOusness that was to result in nationalism (Anderson 1991:67-80). If we 

consider the Turkish nation as an imagined construct in Anderson's sense, rather 

than a factual entity, then we can suggest that the making of modem Turkey partly 

owes to the drastic changes introduced in the linguistic field. 

In Anderson's scheme there is no place for a centrally planned language policy 

that underlay the rise of vernaculars in Europe. Rather, Anderson presents the 

development of vernaculars as a process spanning through several centmies, 

triggered by the rediscovery of the humanist works, Europe's expansion through 

voyages of discovery and conquest, and finally the invention of the printing-press. 

However, not all linguistic changes come in the form of natural evolution. In their 

individual struggles for po\ver, groups may resort to different methods in order to 

shape language in ways that best serve their planning programmes. For example, the 

diglossia in Greek, katharevusa and demotic, led to a controversy which lasted for 

over a century, deeply affecting the Greek process of modernization and resulting in 

the treatment of language as an explicit political tool (Jusdanis 1991: 41-46). In 

Israel, another country that borroYv'ed its model of modernization from Europe, the 

late 19th and 20th centuries witnessed a deliberate revival of spoken Hebrew, 
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followed by phases of standardization and lexical modernization with the aim of 

creating a homogenized national culture (Landau 1990: l37-138). 

Republican Turkey constituted no exception to a perspective that sees 

language as a major tool of nation-building. In fact, like the alphabet reform, the 

language reform dates back to the pre-republican period. A general discontent with 

the state of the Ottoman language emerged among writers and journalists after the 

"Tanzimat" (the Ottoman Reformation) of 1839. Systematic calls to simplify the 

language came from writers such as Ibrahim Sinasi, Ziya P~a, Namlk Kemal and 

Ahrnet Mithat in the 19th century (Lewis 1999: 12-16). In 1908, "TUrk Dernegi" 

(Turkish Association) was formed, which attracted language reformers from various 

Hanks, including the simplifiers, purifiers and Turkicisers. Because of this 

fragmentation, the Association did not have a shared view of the future of the 

Turkish language, which prevented its ideas from disseminating to the broader 

society (Levend 1949: 310; Lewis 1999: 19). More effective \vas the "Yeni Lisan" 

(New Language) movement founded in 1911 and led by writers such as Orner 

Seyfettin, Ali Canip and Ziya Gokalp (Levend 1949: 326). This movement can be 

considered a significant act of culture planning \'lith a clearly defined programme 

pressing for the creation of a ne,v Turkish literature purged of words of foreign 

origin (Yiicel 1989: 198-199). It also had a political base, since it was clearly 

supported by the "lttihat ve Terakki Cemiyeti" (Committee for Cnion and Progress) 

(Yiicel 1989: 191). The movement was met with an active resistance from many 

literary figures who became engaged in a fervent linguistic debate (Lewis 1999: 25). 

Nevertheless, the impetus behind "Yeni Lisan" was strong enough to constitute the 

main origin of the republican language reform. 
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The language reform launched by the republican officials aimed to become a 

mass-planning project by offering options that not only influenced the system of 

literature, but also had far-reaching effects on other systems of culture, such as 

education and religion. The dimensions of the language refonn can only be properly 

understood if it is placed within the general framework of other republican practices, 

such as the unity of education (1924), the Turkification of the Friday selmon (1928) 

and the Turkification of the call to prayer (1932). The language reform both 

reinforced and was reinforced by the secular policies of the republic within its first 

decade. The change in orthography realized in 1928 formed a significant step 

towards the language reform which started in the early 1930s. 

2.1.1.1 The Alphabet Reform 

A possible shift from the Ottoman script to a Latin-based alphabet had been on the 

agenda since the, mid-19th century, debated within the larger question of grammar 

and purification of the Turkish language. The first official record of discourse on 

possible modifications to the Ottoman-Arabic script dates back to a talk given in 

1862 by Munif Efendi, on the difficulty of the existing script. This was followed by 

a proposal to introduce changes to the script by Azerbaijani author Ahondzade 

Mirza F ethali in 1863. His proposal was declined on the grounds that it would send 

the older Islamic works to oblivion (T.D.K. 1962: 14). During the First World War, 

the Enver Pa~a Minister of War proposed certain modifications to the Ottoman 

script, yet the modified form never became popular. On the other hand, writers such 

as Ali Suavi and later Huseyin Cahit, Abdullah Cevdet and Celal Nuri were in 

favour of the adoption of a Latin-based alphabet. Mustafa Kemal AtatUrk is also 
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known to have supported the idea of a Latin-based alphabet as a young officer in the 

Ottoman army even before the Second Constitution of 1908 (Ertop 1963: 55; 

Korkmaz 1995: 937). The debates on a possible change in script heated up with the 

dawn of the Republic. 

In the republican period, the first official proposal in favour of the adoption of 

the Latin alphabet was made during the first national Economics Congress (1923) by 

a worker representative by the name ofNazmi. The chairman of the congress,. Kanm 

Karabekir, refused this proposal giving a response echoed by many others in the 

period to follow: 

I wonder if this Latin can be adopted. The day it is adopted the country will be 
caught up in a turmoil. Above everything else, while our librmies are full of 
holy books, chronicles and thousands of volumes of works written in that 
language, the day we adopt this dramatically different alphabet we will be 
faced with a great disaster, having given the whole of Europe a fine weapon, to 
denounce us to the whole of the Islamic world that Turks have adopted the 
foreign script and become Christian. This is the evil idea our enemies are 
working on... Besides, there is no Latin alphabet which can express our 
language (Karabekir in Levend 1949:367, originally published in H(Zkimiyer-i 
Milli};e, March 5, 1923). 

[Acaba bu Latince kabul edilebilir mi? Bu kabul edildigi gun memleket here U 
merce girer. Her~eyden sarf-l nazar bizim kutubhmlclerimizi dolduran 
mukaddes kitablanmlz, tarihlerimiz ve binlerce cild asanmlz bu lisanla 
yazllml~ iken bUsbUtUn ba~ka bir ~ekilde olan bu hilafml kabul ettigirniz gun, 
en bUyUk felakette dcrhal bUtUn Avrupa'mn eline guzel bir silah verilmi~ 
olacak, bunlar alem-i islama karsl diveceklerdir ki. TUrkler eenebi vaZISlm 

,.. . .t 

kabul etmi~ler ve Imistiyan olmu~lardlr. i~te dU~manlanmJzm <;alr~tlgl 
~eytankarane fikir budur ... Soma bizim dilimizi terennum edecek hie; bir Latin 
hurufn yoktur (Karabekir in Levend 1949:367, originally published in 
Hiikimiyet-i Nfilliye, March 5, 1923).] 

The proposal and Karabekir's response gave rise to a public debate which \vas 

to last until 1928, the year the reform was realized (T.D.K. 1962: 14-15; Katoglu 

1997: 413). One should also note that this debate '.vas exclusively carried out by 
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statesmen and literary figures, since literacy was a mainly urban and male skill 

present in less than 10 per cent of the population. A proposed change of script 

concerned only the educated minority (Dilmen 1983: 86; Dikici 1996: 67). Between 

1923 and 1928 the Grand National Assembly as well as numerous publications 

including national newspapers, magazines and books allocated time and space to 

arguments on the pros and cons of a possible alphabet reform. 

As Karabekir' s above statement illustrates, there was a religious sentiment 

involved in the arguments put forth by those who were against the reform. They 

were reluctant to break away from the idea of "umma", a Muslim community kept 

intact by the use of a common Arabic alphabet which was recognized as the script of 

the holy book Koran. In other words, they were reluctant to take the step required to 

apply a European model of nationalism, by modifying the core construct of their 

"imagined community" and giving up the sacred community in favour of a 

territorial, cultural and linguistic idea of nation. 

The debate was not limited to the religious aspect but also had linguistic, 

literary and historical dimensions. There was general agreement on the need for a 

change in script in order to facilitate the reading and writing of the language and to 

increase literacy. However, some suggested that making slight modifications to the 

Arabic alphabet by adding a few vowels would suffice. Others demanded a radical 

shift and advocated the adoption of the Latin alphabet (Levend 1949: 368). The 

latter group held that the Arabic script was difficult to learn and to practice, that it 

made the standardization of the Turkish grammar impossible and that it prevented 

foreigners from learning Turkish. The resistance against the adoption of the Latin 

alphabet had several grounds which were developed as a coumer-argument against 

the above ideas. Historian Ali Seydi. writer and poet Cenap $ehabettin. historian 
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A vram Galanti, writer Abdullah Battal Taymas, writer Halil Halid, novelist HaIit 

Ziya U~akhgil and literary critic and historian Fuat KoprUlii were among those who 

maintained that the adoption of the Latin-based alphabet would not improve literacy 

and grammar, that the ultimate aim of penetrating the westem civilization would not 

be facilitated by the use of Latin letters and that those foreigners who wished to 

leam Turkish would still be able to leam the language with the Arabic script if they 

were really interested COlki.ita~lr 1973: 55-56). Avram Galanti, a scholar of Jewish 

origin, wrote two books on the issue, the first appearing in 1925 (Tiirk(:ede Arabi, 

Latin Harjleri ve imlii Meseleleri - Arabic, Latin Letters in Turkish and Issues of 

Spelling and Punctuation), the second in 1927 (Arabi Harjler TerakA:imize ~vfiini 

Degildir - Arabic Letters Are Not an Obstacle to Our Development) and heatedly 

argued for the retention of the Arabic script. His main concem was that Turkish was 

not a language suitable for developing scientific terminology and that the adoption 

of the Latin-based alphabet would make it impossible to develop new terminology 

from Arabic roots, which had been the accepted method for centuries. He also stated 

that the Latin alphabet would cause a break from the Ottoman literary and historical 

heritage. He added that the switch to the Latin alphabet would have negative 

political and commercial implications for Turkey's relations with the Arabic-

speaking countries (Galanti 1996: 17-18). 

Although Atatiirk was knO'NTI to be a supporter of the Latin alphabet, he was 

not among those who initially pressed for its adoption. He preferred to wait for some 

time before going ahead with the reform since he thought that it would be a 

premature step during the first few years of the Republic (Korkmaz 1995: 939). In 

fact, Atatiirk, having abolished the Caliphate in 1924, was struggling with active 

resistance against his planning project, in the form of a series of rebellions of 
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especially religious ongm as well as political opposition in the Grand National 

Assembly. It took some time before he fIrmly established his authority, and active 

resistance turned passive. By 1927 all opposition had been silenced and Atattirk's 

Republican People's Party was the only party to take part in the general elections, 

which could not be considered democratic by any means (Lewis 1961: 258-270). 

This was when Ataturk decided the time was ripe for the alphabet reform, which 

would prove to be the most radical of all reforms in terms of its consequences. Once 

Atattirk seriously started to plan the reform, the resistance lost its hold and some of 

those who started out as ardent opponents turned in favour of the reform. For 

instance, Kazlm Karabekir, who was once totally against the idea, started supporting 

it as the reform approached and wrote in a newspaper that the Turkish people would 

quickly get used to the script and that a period of three years would be enough for 

the whole of the country to adopt the new script (Sim~ir 1992: 166. originally 

published in Journal d'Orient on August 10, 1928). A "Dil Encumeni" (Language 

Committee), established to assess the feasibility of the Romanization of the script, 

suggested a five-year transition period. Atatiirk did not intend to wait that long. He 

personally did not believe that a long transitorj period would encourage people to 

leam the new script and stated that a period of three months would suffice (Ertop 

1963: 60). On November 3, 1928 the National Assembly passed the law on the new 

Turkish script and the first book using the Latin alphabet was published on January 

1, 1929. By the middle of 1929 all publications were using the new alphabet (Dikici 

1996: 53). 
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2.1.1.2 Language and History as Instruments of Nation-Building 

The alphabet reform played a significant role in reinforcing the secular and western 

orientation of the Republic and marked the beginning of the language reform. Once 

the new alphabet was in place, the Language Committee was enlarged and started 

working on a new Turkish dictionary and scientific terminology (Heyd 1954: 25; 

Korkmaz 1995: 924; Ertop 1963: 69). This committee was dissolved in 1931 and in 

1932 "TUrk Dili Tetkik Cemiyeti" (the Turkish Linguistic Society) was formed. The 

Society constituted a step towards purging loan words from Turkish and developing 

a "pure" Turkish vocabulary (Ertop 1963: 75). Yet the words that the Society mainly 

concentrated on and tried to find replacements for proved to be words of .-\rabic and 

Persian origin. Lewis writes: "It is significant that the hue and cry after alien words 

affected only Arabic and Persian - the Islamic, Oriental languages. Words of 

European origin, equally alien, were exempt, and a number of new ones were even 

imported, to fill the gaps left by the departed" (Lewis 1961: 428). In certain cases, 

The Linguistic Society deliberately increased the European vocabulary and replaced 

Arabic and Persian loan-words with words of western origin (Heyd 1954: 77). 

The reason why Atatlirk insisted so much on the language reform had to do 

with the fact that he considered the Turkish language one of the founding blocks of 

the newly-formed nation. In a section he wrote for Afetinan's Aledeni Bilgiler 

(Aspects of Citizenship) originally published in 1931 as educational material, he 

defined the Turkish language as an important elemem of Turkish nationhood: 

The language of the Turkish nation is Turkish. Turkish is the finest and the 
richest language in the world and it is also one \vhich can be the easiest. 
Therefore all Turks love their language and work to enhance it. The Turkish 
nation sees that despite endless troubles it has had to go through. its morals. 
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customs, memories, interest, in short everything that makes it a nation is 
preserved through its language. The Turkish language is the heart and the 
mind of the Turkish nation (Atatiirk in Afetinan 1969: 19). 

[TUrk milletinin dili, TUrkyedir. TUrk dili dUnyada en gUzel, en zengin ve en 
kolay olabilecek bir dildir. Onun iyin her Tiirk dilini yok sever ve onu 
yUkseltmek iyin yah~lr. C;UnkU, TUrk milleti geyirdigi nihayetsiz badireler 
iyinde, ahlakmm, an' anelerinin, hatlfalannm, menfaatlerinin, elhasll bugUn 
kendi milliyetini yapan her ~eyin dili sayesinde muhafaza olundugunu 
goruyor. TUrk dili, TUrk milletinin kalbidir; zihnidir (Atatiirk in Afetinan 
1969: 19).] 

As indicated earlier, the use of language as a means of creating a sense of 

nationhood is not a new phenomenon. This process was the hallmark of European 

nationalism which regarded language as a major instrument for creating nations out 

of heterogeneous popUlations (Even-Zohar 1986: 127). AtatUrk and the officials 

associated with the Republican People's Party did not only resort to language-

planning during their nation-building efforts. Realizing the significance of a 

common history for nations, they also focused on the re-shaping of the past. In his 

contribution to Afetinan's work, Atatiirk mentioned the importance of a sense of 

shared history ("Zengin bir habra mirasl" [A rich heritage of memories]) for a nation 

(Atatiirk in Afetinan 1969: 23). "History" became an important means of planning, 

"V here the rediscovery of the past would nurture a collective future for the Turkish 

nation. Again, the use of history as a means of creating a national identity was not 

unique to Turkey. 19th century European nationalisms had made great use of a 

specific historical "trope" to symbolize the emergence of their specific nations: 

"awakening from sleep", which meant a "guaranteed return to an aboriginal essence" 

(Anderson 1991 : 195). Early republican Turkey followed this aspect of the European 

model too, and history became a significant tool for the planners. 

Culture pianning was carried out through several institutions among which 

the Turkish Linguistic Society and "Turk Tarih Kurumu" (the Turkish Historical 
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Society) assumed a leading role. The Turkish Historical Society was the counterpart 

of the Turkish Linguistic Society in the field of history. It was established in 1931, 

under the name "Tiirk Tarihi Tetkik Cemiyeti", (Society for the Study of Turkish 

History) contributing to an account of a common past as another comer stone in 

developing the new Turkish identity. The Society assumed its current name in 1935. 

The main tasks of the Society was to carry out studies into Turkish history and to 

prove that it was not confined to the Ottoman past. In 1932, what has been termed as 

the "Turkish historical thesis" was presented in the First Turkish Historical Congress 

which convened in Ankara. The theory behind this thesis was the idea that Turks 

originated from Central Asia which was the cradle of all original civilization in the 

world. The thesis claimed that civilization spread to the world with the migration of 

Turks to various parts of Asia and Africa, and that older .A.natolian civilizations, 

such as Sumerians and Hittites, were Turkic peoples. If proven, this thesis would 

make Anatolia a Turkish land since antiquity (Katoglu 1997: 422-423: Lewis 1961: 

353). It was needed to unite the peoples of Anatolia through a narrative proposing a 

common national genealogy. Bernard Lewis writes: 

Though the encouragement of Turkish pride and self-respect \vas no doubt an 
essential part of Kemal's purpose, it was probably not his primary objective. 
This was to teach the Turks that Anatolia - Turkey - was their true homeland, 
the centre of their nationhood from time immemoriai, and thus to hasten the 
growth of that ancient, intimate relationship, at once mystical and practical, 
between nation and country that is the basis of patriotism in the sovereign 
nation-states of the \-Vest (Lewis 1961: 354). 

Atattirk was so committed to the two instruments in his nation-building 

project, language and history, that before he died in 1938 he left a considerable part 

of his inheritance to the Turkish Linguistic Society and the Turkish Historical 

Society. 
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In fact language and history were inseparable from each other for European 

planners leading young nations. If nationality was a construct existing from time 

immemorial, language would be the ideal symbol of continuity, because nothing 

could be as historically deep-rooted as languages (Anderson 1991: 196). In Europe, 

the relationship between history and language lay in the use of vernaculars as 

national languages. "Awakening" metaphor enabled those nations to wake up to the 

reality of the national vernaculars which functioned politically and which were not 

all that familiar to people, and especially to the literate populations. The trope 

"awakening from sleep", enabled those people to study their vernacular languages, 

folklores and musics as "rediscovering something deep-down always known" 

(Anderson 1991: 196).1 In Turkey, the "awakening" metaphor functioned both on 

the level of history and of language, which were interdependent in many ways. The 

Turkish history thesis purported to offer a truth long-forgotten in history - that 

Anatolia had always been Turkish. On the linguistic side, "Gtine~-Dil Teorisi" (The 

Sun Language Theory) maintaining that all languages originated from Turkish, was 

presented in 1936, and as a reflection of the historical thesis, aimed to prove the 

continuity of Turkish culture since the conception of the human civilization (Katoglu 

1997: 421; Brendemoen 1990: 456). 

One can comfortably claim that Atattirk and his colleagues in the state 

administration were involved in what came to be termed "language planning" by 

scholars some forty years later (Weinstein 1990: 1). Language planning can be 

carried out on three different levels, Heinz Kloss mentions two levels: "Corpus 

Planning", referring to choice of language form, and "status planning", choice of 

1 This idea was familiar to the intellectuals of the early republican period. who contended that 
"national self-discovery" could only be possible via a better understanding of the \veSWm ci, ilizatloll. 
This is the idea behind a perception of translated classics as a means of self-discowr:i as mentioned 
in Chapter 1. 
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language function (Kloss in Weinstein 1990: 6). A third level can be added to these 

two: "Planning for Planning's Sake" which involves the enhancement and 

dissemination of the language in question (Karam 1974 and Cooper 1989 in Toury 

in press a). The Turkish language planning movement can be tackled under "corpus 

planning" in terms of the adoption of the Latin-based alphabet and the initial 

purification efforts, as well as in terms of the neologisms introduced by the Turkish 

Linguistic Society. The third category, "Planning for Planning's Sake" has also been 

carried out in the maintenance and propagation of the language reform .. In this sense, 

it was not only the state officials or the members of the Turkish Language Society 

who took part in the planning process; teachers, authors, translators, journalists, in 

short, many men and women of letters became agents of planning through their 

works. This demonstrates that when planning attempts are successful and the new 

options become integrated into the cultural repertoire, the users of the repertoire also 

become planners since they serve to reinforce the newly introduced repertoire by 

naturalizing its options. 

The language reform in Turkey had the aim of transforming the society, not 

only in terms of its language, but also in terms of its cultural dispositions as 

mentioned above. As Brian Weinstein writes: 

Language policy and planning can assist efforts to change a state and society 
in radical ways: changing identities, replacing one elite by another in the state 
apparatus, and altering patterns of access to reflect the replacement of a 
dominant class or ethnic group. In short, language planning is an imponant 
instrument of revolutionary change (Weinstein 1990: 14). 

The Turkish language planning project \vas not without its opponents and it 

would be nai've to think that the consensus needed to advance the reforn1 was 
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granted unanimously. In his address to The First Turkish Language Congress held in 

1932, Hilseyin Cahit Yal9m expressed his concern about forced linguistic changes 

and argued in favour of the natural dynamics in a language. He said: 

I must admit that I find complaints about foreign words mixed in our language 
somewhat exaggerated. The character of a language lies in its grammar and 
syntax. Loan-words do not spoil this character. It is impossible to have contact 
with foreign communities and not borrow words from them. Foreign words 
cannot artifically penetrate a language upon so and so's demand. They enter a 
language due to a necessity and need, in the form of an evolution. As in all 
other fields in the world, things that happen in languages happen because of 
necessity (Yal9m in Birinci Turk DiU KurultaYl: 274-275). 

[iytiraf ederim ki dilimize kan~ml~ yabancI kelimelerden dolaYl edilen 
~ikayetleri biraz mUbalagah buluyorum. Bir lisamn ~ahsiyeti sarfmda ve 
nahvindedir. YabancI dillerden alman kelimeler bu ~ahsiyeti bozmaz. Ecnebi 
kavimlerle mUnasebette bulunup ta onlardan kelime almamak imkan 
haricindedir. Bir dile yabancI kelimeler filan veya tllan ~ahsm arzusu ile sun'i 
olarak doldurulamaz. Onlar tarihi bir zaruret ve iycabm neticesinde. bir 
tekamiil ameliyesi olarak dile girerler. DUnyada, her sahada oldugu gibi. dilde 
de bir ~ey olmu~sa onun oyle oimasl zaruri idi de onun i9in olmu~ demektir 
(Yal<;:m in Birinci Turk Dili Kuru!taYl: 274-275).] 

HUseyin Cahit Yal9m was not alone in his concern, yet the opposition 

remained silent. It was only after the Second World War, which also marked 

Turkey's transition to a multi-party system, that those against purism stal1ed 

expressing their ideas publicly and in a systematic manner (Heyd 1954: 44). Major 

opponents such as "Muallimler Birligi" (Teachers' Association) and "HUr Fikirleri 

Yayma Cemiyeti" (Society for the Propagation of Free Thought) held their own 

language congresses respectively in 1948 and 1949 (Heyd 1954: 44; also 

Brendemoen 1990: 456). However, there was general agreement on the 

irrevocability of some elements of the language reform. A linguistic conscience was 

created among the people and even the opponents were forced to modify their usage 

of Ottoman by the new awareness sown in their readership (Brendemoen 1990: -1-56). 
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While 35 per cent of the vocabulary used by newspapers were of Turkish origin in 

1931, this rate had risen to 57 per cent in 1946, demonstrating the success of the 

reform (imer 1998: 86). Language planning was not challenged in a systematic way 

and a repertoire of vocabulary that could emerge as an alternative to both the 

Ottoman and the newly-formed Turkish repertoires did not exist. The opponents 

lacked a clear idea as to how they wanted to see the language develop in the future 

and this, in tum, prevented them from attempting to reverse many of the changes 

made in Turkish thus far (Heyd 1954: 48). In other words, the opponents were not 

able to engage themselves in active resistance and hence, they were not able to 

launch their own language planning project. 

The alphabet reform and the ensuing purist movement spelled a new identity 

for the people of Turkey. This identity was distanced from the 

Ottoman! Arabic/Persian heritage and was brought closer to the intellectual 

foundations of the "western civilization". In Bourdieu's terms, all republican 

reforms may be considered part of a project that aimed to transform the habitus of 

the people. Nevertheless, by its very nature, habitus, as a set of acquired 

dispositions, cannot be transformed overnight. Bourdieu suggests that revolutionary 

change cannot mark a break with the habitus of those it affects, but that, such change 

must be based on the dispositions constituting the specific habitus in question. In 

other words, a revolution (and to a certain extent the republican reforms) can break 

the "structuredness" of the habitus, yet revolution will only take place if the 

structure of the habitus allows it. Bourdieu writes that the conjecture capable of 

creating revolutionary, collective action lies in the dialectic between a habitus and a 

stimulating event only on those who are already disposed to realizing the change in 

question (Bourdieu 1977: 82-83). Therefore when one questions the success of the 
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culture planning efforts carried out through the republican reforms, one needs to 

inquire the degree to which they agreed with the system of dispositions people held. 

If those dispositions did not agree with people's current habitus, i.e. thair "present 

past" (Bourdieu 1993: 7), then a radical transformation foreseen by the repUblican 

reforms would be unlikely to succeed. The way to success would pass through the 

shaping of a new "past", in other words, a gradual transformation of the habitus 

through modifications of the dispositions. 

The repUblican reforms offered the members of the nation a new identity, i.e. a 

new habitus, which was prepared with much care and painstaking effort. Yet, would 

this identity be readily accepted by the masses? Education was the key word and it 

turned out to be the major instrument in transforming the habitus. Within the early 

republican context, education appears to be the general frame\vork within which the 

majority of the planning activities of the state can be placed. Education was not only 

associated with schooling; the true positions and functions of institutions such as the 

Translation Bureau and the "Halkevleri" (People's Houses) can only be understood 

when their interaction with the educational ideals of the Republic are brought to 

mind. 

Education was one of the major tools in the hands of the planners, and the 

infrastmcture of culture planning was largely set up through reforms and institutions 

introduced to the educational system. Education was to serve the dissemination of 

the new repertoire to the urban working class and to peasants who had not played a 

role in the creation of the repertoire and were therefore not familiar with it. As a first 

and significant step, the law on the unity of education closed down religious schools 

and established co-education and state control over all educational institutions 

private and public. Immediately after the alphabet reform \vas announced. "Millet 
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Mektepleri" (Nation's Schools) were established with the aim of teaching the Latin 

alphabet to the people. Within the first few years of the reform over two and a half 

million people attended these schools (iskit 1939: 188). Yet the rate of success was 

lower than 50 per cent. Within the first five years of the Nation's Schools 2,305,924 

students attended the courses, and only 1,124,926 of them learned the Latin-based 

alphabet and received their certificates (Sim~ir 1992: 244). In 1933, three million 

citizens were literate and about one thirds of this number had learned to read and 

write in the Nation's Schools. The 1935 census revealed that the popUlation of 

Turkey was 16,188,767 ("NUfus Sayl1m" 1935: 209). The rate ofliteracy among the 

population over 7 years of age was 15 per cent (imer 1998: 71). Yet this was a 

drastic increase compared to only 1,100,000 literates in 1927, when the population 

was 13,648,270 ("NUfus SaYlrm" 1935: 209) and the Ottoman script was still in 

use.2 The Nation's Schools, which at their kickoff had a rather ambitious aim of 

making the rate of literacy 100 per cent in 15 years, gradually lost their impetus and 

'were closed down eight years after their establishment (Sim~ir 1992: 244-2-!-5). 

Nevertheless, especially during their first five years the Nation's Schools were the 

instruments of a massive literacy campaign standing as a proof to the state's 

commitment to educating the citizens of the Republic. Adult literacy courses 

continued within the scope of the People's Houses in the 19305 and 1940s. 

The emphasis on education could be noticed in official speeches and 

documents since the initial phases of the RepUblic. At the end of the War of 

Liberation in 1922 Mustafa Kemal addressed a group of teachers saying, "Yes, 

science will be our guide in our nation's political and social life. as well as in its 

2 There is some ambiguity regarding literacy figures before the adoption of the btin alphabet. In his 
1992 book $im~ir gives the 1927 literacy figure as 1.1 million \vhereas On Yi/da\4aaritimi::. Rehberi 
i:'vlanual on Our Educational System \vithin the Last Decade) published on the oc.:asion of the tenth 
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intellectual education. The Turkish nation, Turkish art, Turkish poetry and literature 

will develop in all of its fine aspects thanks to schools, thanks to the sciences which 

will be taught by schools." ["Evet, milletimizin siyasi, iytimai hayatmda, 

milletimizin fikri terbiyesinde de rehberimiz ilim ve fen olacaktlT. Mektep 

sayesinde, mektebin verecegi ilim ve fen sayesindedir ki TUrk miIIeti, TUrk sanatl, 

TUrk ~iir ve edebiyatl, bUtiin bedayiiyle inki~af eder"] (AtatUrk in Parla 1995: 303). 

The government programmes of the young Republic often stressed the need 

for improvement in the educational system of the country. Even before the Republic 

was officially proclaimed, the acting government in the Turkish Grand National 

Assembly envisaged in its programme significant developments in education. The 

National Assembly's programme adopted the education of both children and adults 

as major goals. There would be mandatory primary education for both boys and 

girls, teacher training would be given an impetus while the educational infrastructure 

was improved. Adult education would be conducted through evening classes, 

apprentice schools and publishing activity, all geared towards meeting the 

educational needs of the public. The change in the habitus would come in the form 

of improved "cultural capital" (Bourdieu 1993: 7). However, this cultural capital 

would not be generated locally but would be "imported" from abroad, i.e. mainly 

from the West. Although Mustafa Kemal (in Parla 1995: 303-304) publicly 

expressed his concern that "imitation of the East or the West" would not serve to 

rescue people out of their "ignorance", his rhetoric largely remained on paper. 

Paradoxically, immediately after the War of Liberation waged against western 

powers, the Turkish government started looking for guidance from the West in 

educational matters. The programme of the last acting government before the 

anniversary of the Republic in 1933 indicated this figure as 685,0'+0 excluding students in primary 
education (reprinted in VarlIk Vol. 1, 1\Tb. 8, 29.10.1933). 
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proclamation of the Republic stated that a delegation had been sent to Europe for the 

acquisition of educational materials and also pointed out that students of high merit 

would be sent to "scientific centres" in Europe for further education (1920-1989 TC 

Hilkilmet Programlannda Killtilr PolitikaSl 1990: 14). This official policy was also 

endorsed by many writers, scholars and publishers in the country. The source of 

knowledge and science, if not always of culture and morals, was seen as the West. In 

one of the popular magazines of the period, Resimli Uyanz~, KaZlm Nami (Durn), 

who was a writer, translator and politician, wrote the following: 

Science is in the West. In Germany, in France, in England, in Russia, in Italy, 
in America, in short, it is everywhere in the West, but not here. ... Our 
ignorance is deep, very deep; ... What are we to do in this state, in this 
deplorable state of ours? We have entered Western life; we wish to catch up 
with the Western nations. This is a high and admirable aim. \Ve must resemble 
only the West to be able to live in the world as a nation (K§.zlm :";ami 1929). 

[Him Garptedir. Almanya'dadlr, Fransa'dadlr, ingiltere'dedir. Rusya'dadlr. 
italya'dadlr, Amerika'dadlr, hulasa garbm her yerindedir, fakat bizde degildir... 
Cehlimiz koyu, koyu; ... Biz bu halimizle, bu aczi halimizle ne yapanz? Garp 
hayatma girdik; Garp milletlerile at ba~l beraber ytirtimek istiyoruz. 
Maksadlmlz ytiksek ve takdire ~ayandlr. Dtinyada bir millet olarak ya~amak 
is:in ancak Garb'e temesstil etmek mecburiyetindeyiz (K§.Zlm Nami 1929).] 

This is only one example among many showing how the young Republic 

aspired to become a western nation. It tells as much about the self-conception of the 

Turks, as expressed by K§.zlm Nami, as their conception of the \Vest. 

2.1.2 Western ism 

Although the Republic of Turkey had risen from the remnants of an empire \vhich 

represented the Orient for the West for many centuries and stood as a mi!itarv 
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antagonist, the technical superiority of the West had long been acknowledged by the 

Empire and attempts had been made to catch up with it. Yet in terms of legal and 

social institutions, there remained a duality between western and Ottoman 

institutions which existed side by side throughout the 19th century without giving 

rise to any particular synthesis (Ulken 1994: 48). Even some westernizers regarded 

civilization in two different senses: technical and "real". They held that the West did 

have technical civilization but in terms of "real" civilization Islam was superior 

(Lewis 1961: 230). The different views on westernism have been summed up under 

two different groups by Tank Zafer Tunaya in his Turkiye 'nin Siyasi Hayatmda 

BatzlzlaJma Hareketleri (Westernization Movements in Turkey's Political Life) 

(1999). These two groups of views, called respectiYely "Btitiincti" (\Vholist) and 

"Klsmici" (Partialist) by Tunaya, have existed in both late Ottoman and republican 

periods and in a way continue to do so today. In fact, it has been suggested that 

although westernization was one of the most topical items in the agenda of early 

repUblican Turkey, the differing opinions were not presented in a programmatic 

manner unlike the late Ottoman period of the Second Constitution starting in 1908 

(Tunaya 1999: 118). 

The partialist school of thought emphasised the need for adopting western 

science and tecltiiology while rejecting its cultural and moral basis (Tunaya 1999: 

79). Renowned ideologue and founder of the Turkist movement, Ziya Gokalp, 

contributed to the partialist debate with an important distinction he made between 

"medeniyet" (civilization) and "hars" (culture). In his Tiirkc;il/iigiin EsciSlurz 

(Principles of Turkism) , originally published in 1913, he wrote: "So it is evident that 

what separates culture from civilization is the fact that culture is made up primarily 

of feelings and civilization is made up primarily of knowledge" ["Gortiluyor ki hars 
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ile medeniyeti biri birinden ayuan, harsIll bilhassa duygulardan~ medeniyetin 

bilhassa bilgilerden murekkep olmasldlr."] (Gokalp 1986: 34). His idea of 

westernization was limited to the civilizational aspect while his vision was to 

preserve the elements of a Turkish culture within a westernised civilisation. In a 

way, this became the mission of what he called "Turkism". In his words: 

So the duty of Turkism is to search and find the Turkish culture that has only 
survived among the people and on the other hand to take Western civilization 
intact and as a whole and to implant it into national culture (Gokalp 1986: 40). 

[i~te Turk<;ulugun vazifesi, bir taraftan yalmz halk arasIllda kalml~ olan Turk 
harsIlll araYlp bulmak, diger cihetten garp medeniyetini tam ve canh bir surette 
alarak milli harsa a~llamaktlr (Gokalp 1986: 40).] 

Wholists, on the other hand, maintained that the western civilization was a 

whole and could only be adopted in its entirety (Tunaya 1999: 57). Tne republican 

institution in its early stages can be said to have adopted this latter approach \vhich 

could be sensed in the body of social, cultural, legal, economic and political refoID1s 

it initiated. It was not willing to adopt only selected items of the western repertoire 

as had been the case in the 19th century (Ankan 1999: 83). Yet, what was meant by 

the tenn "West" which was obviously more than a geographical designation? 

Starting from the 19th century, Ottoman and later republican subjects did not 

consider the yVest as only Europe. By then, United States and even Japan were also 

regarded as western countries. However, the concept of the West included much 

more than a physical map. 

A study of the writings Df philosophers and literary figures of late 

Ottoman/early republican periods reveals that the West was mainly an intellectual 

construct. It was the idea of a civilization into which the new Turkey wished to 
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transform itself. Author and publisher Ya~ar Nabi wrote: "The West is a mentality, it 

is a spirit, a mind" ["Bat! bir zihniyettir, bir ruhtur, bir kafadrr."] (Y~ar Nabi in 

Tunaya 1999: 59). Likewise, Hilmi Ziya DIken held that the concept of the West had 

no absolute boundaries and that it referred to an open and universal civilization 

(Dlken 1948: 23). Hilmi Ziya DIken who played a significant role in introducing the 

concept of humanism to the westernization debate in Turkey, held that in its 

geographical sense, the West hosted a plethora of trends including modem, positivist 

and realist (thus desirable) ideas but also the occult, Christian philosophies and the 

idea of attaining civilization through bloodshed (undesirable traits) (Dlken 1938a: 

185; 1939: 690). Therefore he defined West not in a geographical but in a 

conceptual way: "The West is only to be found in the scientific, philosophical and 

artistic works produced by a constantly expanding technical and rational 

civilization" ["Garp, yalmz gittik<;e geni~leyen teknik ve rasyonel bir medeniyetin 

dogurdugu ilim, felsefe ve san'at eserindedir."] (Dlken 1938a: 186). 

According to the who1ist position, the "West" was not only superior in science 

and technology, but also in culture and literature which it largely owed: to the 

classical Greek and Roman traditions. Already in 1840, in his book titled Avrupa 

Risalesi (The European Treatise), Mustafa Sami was hinting towards this idea by 

mentioning "antika" ("antiquities - works by artists and scientists dating back to 

immemorial time") ["ba~langlcl bilinmeyecek kadar eski zamanlardan gelen 

sanatkarlann ve bilginlerin eserleri"] as the source of all European inventions (Kaygl 

1992: 51). Later on, the concept of "antiquities" became clearer and its Greek and 

Roman roots were emphasized. For instance, in 1919, Ahmet Agaoglu, known for 

his westemist and liberal views, wrote that Turkey \Vas under the influence of 

oriental teachings which recommended submission and temperance \vhereas the 
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West drew inspiration from the Roman and Greek traditions which propagated 

freedom, justice and integrity (Agaoglu 1972: 75). In the same volume, he also 

stressed the need for a new understanding of morals in Turkey. This understanding 

had to free itself from a sexual foundation and would prioritize virtues such as 

loyalty, hard work dignity and sacrifice. According to Agaoglu, the foundations of 

this new morality could be laid by adopting Greek, Roman and European literary 

works as educational material in schools (Agaoglu 1972: 77). 

The interest in western classics only emerged in the second half of the 19th 

century. This interest became evident with the appearance of some prose translations 

which entered the Ottoman system of literature for the first time. Behveen 1866 and 

1918, eight translations of Greek classics (four of Aesop's Fables, three ofHomer·s 

Iliad and one of Xenophon's Cyropaedia) were published (Paker 1986: 412). The 

implications for domestic literature came around 1912, when writer Yakup Kadri, 

poet Yahya Kemal and Orner Seyfettin, later prominent short story writer and one of 

the founders of the "Yeni Lisan" movement, started sho\ving sympathy and 

inclination towards ancient Greek literary forms and subjects in their works (Ylicel 

1989: 251-299; Sinanoglu 1980: 92). Yet there was considerable reaction from 

literary circles against this movement called Hnev yunanilik" (neo-hellenisDJ) and 

there was some confusion as to whether neo-hellenism referred to modem or ancient 

Greece. In an article he wrote, Yahya Kemal made it clear that his idea of Greek 

literature had nothing to do with "today's Greeks who are only able to build towers 

with baccarat cards and play \\'ith them" ["bug un ancak bakara kagnlanndan kule 

yapan ve bakara kagltlanyla oymyabilen Yunanhlar"] (Yucel 1989: 258). Hasan Ali 

Yucel, a prominent literary and political figure of the single-party era. who quoted 
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Yahya Kemal's statement, confirmed this idea in his Edebiyat Tarilzimizden (From 

Our Literary History) originally published in 1957: 

It is a fact that Western thought and art, established according to the Greek 
model, are dependent on it but not slave to it. And this is why each nation can 
make use of that model without losing its own identity; it can be both original 
and remain national (YliceI1989: 259). 

[Geryek :;;udur ki, Yunan modeline gore kurulmu:;; olan Garp fikir ve sanatl, 
ona bagll olmakla beraber onun esiri degildir. Ve boyle oldugu iyin de her 
millet, kendi benligini kaybetmeksizin 0 modelden istifa eder; hem orijinaI 
olur, hem milli kalabilir (Ylicel1989: 259).] 

The idea of making use of the Greek model while remaining Turkish at the 

same time became a major concern during second phase of the young Republic 

under the leadership of ismet inonli. The language reform and the planning activity 

carried out in the fields of history and language during the first fifteen years of the 

Republic were gradually replaced by an emphasis on western classical culture as a 

means of creating a common cultural basis for the nation. Nationalism was entering 

a new phase and the Turkish history thesis and the Sun Language Theory would no 

longer be discussed. The new conception of nation as a construct based on a 

common cultural heritage had taken over the idea of the religious community while 

secularism had established itself as a fact of life, although it continued to attract 

considerable opposition that mainly remained passive. Ninety-eight per cent of the 

popUlation was Muslim and continued to practice their faith. The planners needed a 

base that would legitimize Turkey's adoption of western culture as a universal 

culture, rather than a Christian one. Such a base would also put an end to the debate 

between partialists and \vholists and place Turkey firmly on the path of 

modernization. After all, republican ·.vestemism did not wish to imitate its image of 
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the West, but aimed to engender its own civilization which would no doubt be 

inspired by the West but not be a copy of it. The way out of this dilemma was found 

in the concept of "humanism". 

2.1.2.1 Turkish Humanism 

"Humanism" never became a mass-movement in Turkey. However, it occupied a 

central position in the discourse formed around translation and the Translation 

Bureau. Humanism, which was presented as a philosophical basis for the repUblican 

reforms, was used as a significant instrument in the planning of the educational and 

literary repertoire in Turkey. The intellectual framework of the humanist movement 

was built by certain groups who wrote for two journals, both launched to elaborate 

on how the concept of humanism could be instrumental in a nation's "discovery" of 

itself. These journals were Yiicel (Rise) and jnsan (Human), launched in 1935 and in 

1938 respectively (Ankan 199: 85). An article titled "Ma.l(sad" (Purpose) \"hich 

appeared in the first issue of jnsan, was about a "Turkish Renaissance": "Only a 

century later the Turkish revolution is bringing about the renaissance which it should 

have brought about during the Tanzimat ... Today, we are engaged in a Renaissance 

in the truest sense: We are joining the world anew. \Vestern methods \viil guide us in 

re-discovering ourselves" ["Turk inkllabl Tanzimatta yapmasl lazlm geJen r()neSanSI 

ancak bir aSlr sonra yapabiliyor ... Bugun hakiki manaslyla Ronesans yaplYoruz: 

Dtinya kervanma yeniden katlhyoruz. Bu yolda kendimizi tekrar bulmak iyin garp 

metodlan bize rehberlik edecektir."] (lTlken 1938c: 1-2). This phrase "re-discowring 

ourselves" is rather interesting, for it attempts to present westemization as a means 

towards getting closer to one's national identity, rather than as a fiJm1 of detachment 
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from national roots. According to the proponents of the humanist movement, 

humanism was to be instrumental in unearthing Turkish national history and 

literature. Orhan Burian who wrote extensively on the subject in Yiicel, presented the 

concept of humanism as "a quest to discover oneself" ["insamn kendi kendini 

bulmaya YIkmasIdIr"]. He added, "When we talk about a quest, we dO' not mean 

discovering the individual. Our history has not been studied. Our social structure has 

not been analysed in terms of its organization and functioning. And we have a 

literature that has not been explored" ["Kendimizi arayalllTI. derken ferdi 

kastetmiyoruz. Bir tarihimiz var ki tetkik edilmemi~tir. Bir iytimai bOnyemiz var ki 

nasIi kurulmu~ ve nasil i~leyegelmi~ oldugu ara~t1TIlmaml~tIr. Gene bir edebiyatimiz 

vardir ki aranmamI~tlr."J (Burian in Ankan 1999: 86). The above statements indicate 

that what appears as a paradox (discovery of the "national" through a study of 

western cultural sources) became a method for Turkish humanists. This is in line 

with what Bernard Lewis writes about the Turkish reforms: "Among the Turks, the 

two terms most frequently used to denote their revolution are nationalism and 

\Vesternization - and the two are not, as in other parts of the world, in contradiction 

with one another" (Lewis 1961: 478). 

The use of the term "humanism" in this sense distanced the term from its 

classical Renaissance context and produced a domestic version. In English, the term 

humanism has many connotations. It may mean "the tendency to emphasize man and 

his status, importance, powers, achievements, interests, or authority" (in Honderich 

1995: 375). A more scholarly meaning which emerged in Germany in 1809 

associates humanism with "devotion to the literatures of ancient Greece and Rome, 

and the humane values that may be derived from them" (Mann 1996: 2). A more 

extended definition reads: 
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Humanism is that concern with the legacy of antiquity - and in particular, but 
not exclusively, with its literary legacy - which characterizes the work of 
scholars from at least the ninth century onwards. It involves above all the 
rediscovery and study of ancient Greek and Roman texts, the restoration and 
interpretation of them and the assimilation of the ideas and values that they 
contain (Mann 1996: 2). 

The interest in Greek and Roman texts made up only one part of the attempted 

humanist movement in Turkey, for Turkish humanism was different from classical 

humanism in its function and scope. Classical humanism asserts that the function of 

classical humanities is to educate man and put him in a position to exercise his 

freedom (Edwards 1967: 70). "Turkish humanism", on the other hand, would be a 

national phenomenon, giving rise to a new and unique interpretation of the Turkish 

national culture based on a universal/western/classical intellectual infrastructure. In 

that sense Turkish humanism may be compared to German neo-humanism which 

made a re-assesment of classical thought and enabled it to spread outside of the 

Latin universe (Sinanoglu 1980: 108). Neo-humanism embarked to reconcile the 

classical universe and the modem world and attempted to do that in a secular world 

with a new dogma-free conception of man (Sinanoglu 1980: lOS: G6kberk 198:5: 

188). 

The term "neo-humanism" has been used in defining Turkish humanism. One 

of the earliest references to neo-humanism in Turkey was published in an article 

which appeared in Yiicel. The article titled "Neo-humanisme ye Akll"' C~eo-

humanism and Reason) emphasised the national aspect of neo-humanism and 

contrasted the latter with humanism. Fevzi Muhip, the author, wrote that both 

humanism and neo-humanism relied on reason. but were different in the sense that 
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the former was a universal idea whereas the latter was national. This made their 

versions of reason different too: 

Since neo-humanism draws its strength from the overwhelming victories of 
Turkish national power, the kind of reason it recognizes, believes in and 
enhances can surely not be the linear and static reason of the old humanism. 

Neo-humanism is to blend bare reason with sentient faith. (Fevzi Muhip 

1935: 3). 

[Neo-humanisme'in erg kaynagl, ulusal TUrk gucunun akIllara durgunluk 
veren yengileri (zaferleri) olduguna gore; onun tamdlgl, inandlgl ve yukselttigi 
akIL elbette eski (humanisme) de oldugu gibi oyle duz ve durgun bir akIl 
olamaz. 

Neo-humanisme, kuru akla, ya~ inancl (imanl) a~Ilamaktlr. (Fevzi Muhip 

1935: 3).] 

This article is interesting in terms of both its style and content. Fevzi Muhip 

seems to be a proponent of the language reform and uses many neologisms derived 

from Turkish roots. In a footnote, he argues that "neo-humanism" is a word derived 

from Turkish roots. The whole article is shaped around the national essence of neo-

humanism, which the author claims has surpassed classical humanism in terms of 

reason. 

In a senes of articles which appeared in Yilce!, Orhan Burian wrote that 

reading and translating Greek and Roman classics would constitute the first step in 

humanism, but more important was the assimilation of the spirit in these works 

which would result in the birth of a free and systematic style of thinking. Burian 

called this style of thinking "neo-humanism" and added that neo-humanism would 

help man.l(ind in fighting against totalitarian regimes (Burian 1940a,b,c). 
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Indeed, the Greek and Roman literary heritage, i.e. the core of classical 

humanism, was given a preliminary and partial role in Turkish humanism. 

According to Ulken, the study of Greek and Roman cultures would complement 

critical and objective introspection and retrospection which he believed, had as 

much weight in creating humanism as Greek and Roman classics (Ulken 1939: 693). 

In one of his articles in insan he wrote: 

The time has come for us to take a look at ourselves ... The only means of 
looking at ourselves is to adjust our eye to the angle of the advanced world: to 
gain an in-depth knowledge of the West, to realise our intellectual and artistic 
Renaissance, to translate Greek - Roman and modem Western \vorks into our 
language are all preparations for adopting that angle. In a single \vord, we have 
to agree to serve as an apprentice to the new civilization we have entered in 
order to become creative (Olken 1938d: 377). 

[G6zlimuzli kendimize <;evirmenin tam zamarudlr '" Kendimize bakmanm 
yegfme vasltasl, g6zlimuzU ileri dunya zaviyesinden ayarlamaktlr: Garbi 
derinden derine tammak, fikir ve sanat R6nesanslmlzl yapmak, Yunan-Roma 
ve yeni garb eserlerini dilimize <;evirmek bu bakl~ zaviyesini kazarmlanm 
hazlfhklandlf. Yeni girdigimiz medeniyette yaratlcl olabilmek i<;in. bir kelime 
ile 0 medeniyetin ~lrakhgml ge<;irmeyi kabul etmeliyiz COIken 1938d: 377).] 

In the rest of this anicle, Ulken stressed the importance of travelling and 

visiting the remote areas of Turkey with a new awareness based on western cultural 

sources. In this sense, the classical world became an instmment of a national re-

discovery process. In fact, a look at the contents of Ulken' s journal insan shows that 

the editorial board of the joumal was doing what Ulken was preaching. The first 

issue of the journal included articles on humanism and westernism by Hilmi Ziya 

Ulken and Nurullah Ata<;, an article on Stefan George's place in GenTIan poetry by 

Celalenin Ezine, but also an article on Turkish legal hiswn' bv Ahmet Agao0.1u and 
L ...... ~.. _ '--

a study on the famous folkloric figure Nasreddin Roca by Pertev Naili Boratav. This 
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profile was maintained in later issues. During the five years it was publish~ jnsan 

continued to offer a careful mix of articles based on both western and Turkish 

sources. 

The creation of a humanist culture in Turkey became a significant part of the 

culture planning efforts. As demonstrated in Chapter 1, the translations of western 

classics have been considered to be at the forefront of these efforts. Nevertheless, it 

would be misleading to think of the role of translation vis-a.-vis humanism as a task 

isolated from other instruments of planning. Rather, we have to conceptualize the 

function of translations of classics within a network that includes several interrelated 

ideas and institutions. The functions allocated to the translation of classics will be 

discussed in the next chapter where I will offer a critical analysis of the discourse on 

translation in the early republican period. In the present chapter I will dwell upon the 

structural ties between the Translation Bureau, as the locus of the translations of 

classics, and two crucial institutions set up by the Republican People's Party: the 

People's Houses and the Village Institutes. I will also discuss how the setting up ofa 

state-sponsored translation institution may be related to a major principle of the 

early republican era, namely statism. During this initial exploration of the 

Translation Bureau, I will concentrate on the structure and operations of the Bureau, 

rather than offering a qualitative analysis of its output. The role of agents such as 

Hasan Ali YiiceL Nurullah Atay and Sabahattin Eyuboglu who appear as central 

figures in the setting up and functioning of the Bureau will be tackled in the next 

chapter. 
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2.1.3 The Translation Bureau 

The translation of western classics into Turkish was not a new phenomenon in 

Turkey at the dawn of the Republic in 1923. Since the 19th century, Ottoman 

westemists had been extending calls for a programme which would include a 

systematic selection and translation of the major works constituting the basis of 

western thought. Already in 1897, Ahmet Mithat Efendi, a renowned writer and 

translator of the late Ottoman period, regarded translation as an important tool in the 

transfer of ideas. In an article he wrote in the daily Terciiman-l Hakikat, he 

emphasized the importance of translating European classics into Turkish (in Kaplan 

1998: 65-69).3 Following the proclamation of the Republic, a few scattered efforts 

were made by both the state and some private publishing houses to translate western 

classics into Turkish. Among these, the publications of the Ministry of Education in 

the form of vulgarizations of western classics in the 1920s, and the translated 

classics published by Remzi and Vakit Publishing Houses are worthy of mention.-+ 

Yet Turkish writers and academics continued to complain that these translations 

were selected and translated in an arbitrary way, failing to fulfill the need for 

translated classics. As an example to this attitude, we can take a look at an article 

published in the daily Cumhuriyet in 1939. In this article Ahmet Hamdi Tanpmar, 

eminent writer, wrote: 

A great number of works have indeed been translated into our language. Yet 
these translations, which were selected randomly and carried out without being 
subject to a specific programme, did not meet the need and what is more, they 
did not even create the need for translation. Our language has no know1edge of a 

3 For a detailed presentation and discussion or the reaction shown to Al:mlet :Vlithat and the ensuir;g 
debate on the translation of classics. see Kanlan 1998. 
4 The tTanslated books published by the ,\li~istry of Education prior to the Translation Bure:1U :.1l10 the 
activities ofRemzi and Vakit Publishing Houses will be wken up in detail in Chapter.!. 
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vast literary past. A few novels, five or ten philosophy books, and a few 
elementary informative works. These are the gains made by our language in a 
time period approaching a century ... (Tanpmar 1998: 77) 

[Vakm dilimize ~imdiye kadar biryok eserler tercfune oldu. Fakat rastgele seyilen 
ve hiy bir programa tabi olmadan yapdan bu tercfuneler ihtiyacl kar~lIamak ~6yle 
dursun, bu i~in zaruretini duyuracak miktarda degildir. Biitiln bir edebiyat 
mazisinden dilimizin haberi yoktur. Tek tiik birkay roman, be~ on felsefe kitabl 
ve birkay elemanter bilgi eseri. i~te bir asra yakla~an bir miiddet zarfinda 
dilimizin kazanylarl. .. (Tanpmar 1998: 77)] 

The solution to this problem was shown as state involvement. It is therefore 

not surprising that the above article ends with a clear call for state intervention. 

T anpmar maintained, "yet the question of translation is not only a question of good 

intentions. It is a question of money and programme. If we wish to create Turkish 

'learning' we need to start it within a state programme and by mobilizing all of the 

facilities of our country" ["Fakat terciime meselesi sadece bir iyi niyet meselesi 

degildir. Para ve program meselesidir. Eger bir Tiirk irfam yaratmak istiyorsak bu 

i~e bir devlet programlyle ve memleketin biltiin imkanlanm seferber ederek 

girmemiz lazlmdlr"] (Tanpmar 1998: 79). In Chapter 3, I will offer more examples 

from the discourse of various personalities in the early republican Turkey, 

demanding the state's involvement in translation and publishing activity. I suggest 

that this demand must be analyzed in conjunction with the principle of statism 

adopted by the Republican People's Party. 

In the late 1930s the calls from intellectuals finally struck home, and the 

young Minister of Education, Hasan Ali Yilcel, decided to take the issue in his hands 

(:lkar 1997: 82). The First Turkish Publishing Congress held under the leadership 

of Ylicel in 1939 was a milestone leading towards the establishment of a 

government-sponsored translation agency. Translation constituted a major part of 
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the agenda of the Congress.5 The Translation Committee, which was one of the most 

active of the seven committees established during the Congress, submitted a report 

to the Congress which included a list of modem and ancient classics. The committee 

recommended these works as a priority for translation and stated that those related to 

humanist culture should be prioritized (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939:125). 

The extensive deliberations on translation at the Congress provided the impetus for 

the establishment of the Translation Bureau in 1940 under the auspices of the 

Ministry of Education. 

The involvement of the Ministry of Education in publishing and translation is 

an indication of the fact that education and publishing activity as well as literature 

were seen as integral and indispensable components of the process of nation-

building and of placing Turkey on a westward path. Translation \vould serve as the 

channel through which the foundations of a new Turkish literature would be 

established. In other words, the new Turkish literature would depend upon "import". 

This import was envisaged as a planned and systematic flow of the translations of 

major works belonging to the western civilization. Much of the discourse 011 

translation and literature throughout the 1930s set the translation of canonized 

western \vorks as a priority. Yet, this undertaking was expected from the state. Y a~ar 

Nabi NaYlf, editor of the literary magazine Varltk, wrote that the "regulating hand" 

of the state had to be there for a systematic translation movement (NaYIr 1937: 163). 

The Translation Committee of the Publishing Congress, also stressed the need for 

state involvement and suggested that an institution be established under the Ministry 

of Education to start up a planned translation movement (Birinci Tiirk :Ve!jriyat 

Kongresi 1939: 125). This expectation might have originated from past experience, 

5 The deliberations of the Congress '.':ill be taken up ;n more detail in Chapter .3. 
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as the Ministry of Education had been involved in planned translation and 

publishing activity since its conception within the first Grand National Assembly in 

1921, first through "Telif ve Tercfune Encfuneni" (the Committee on Original and 

Translated Works) (Kayaoglu 1998: 200), then through the series of translated 

literature it launched after the proclamation of the Republic, which was discontinued 

in 1928 (Seviik 1940b: 38). However, the call for state involvement can be better 

explained in terms of the political context of the day. One of the principles of the 

governing Republican People's Party and the republican reforms was the idea and 

practice of statism in a wide variety of fields. On April 20, 1931, Mustafa Kemal 

expressed this principle in a manifesto in which he set forth the six principles of the 

Republican People's Party, as follows: 

Although considering private work and activity a basic idea, it is one of our 
main principles to interest the State actively in matters where the general and 
vital interests of the nation are in question, especially in the economic field, in 
order to lead the nation and the country to prosperity in as short a time as 
possible (Official English version printed in Lewis 1961: 280). 

Statism went beyond the economic field and also permeated the cultural field where 

the state led in setting up and maintaining cultural institutions such as the State 

Theatre, The State Opera, and The State Fine Arts Museum. Publishing was another 

field where the state made its presence felt. The state gave support to publishing 

through two channels: state-published books and the support offered to private 

publishing houses in the 1930s (Ylicel 1998: 107 [originally published in 1936J; 

Iskit 1939: 251). The Ministry of Education also published literary translations. 

which I will discuss in Chapter 4. However, their literary publishing activity \vas 

minimal until 1940. The bulk of indigenous and translated books was brought out by 

private publishers (Tiirkiye Bibliyografyasl 1939; Sevtik 1940a, 1940b) \V'hich also 
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depended on the state for their livelihood, but only partially. The state purchased a 

certain number6 of copies of books from private publishers (Birinci Turk Ne$riyat 

Kongresi 1939: 145, 153). However, this was not deemed sufficient by the 

publishing industry. In an interview appearing in the daily Son Posta in 1936, tlyas 

Bayar, publisher, said that the Ministry of Education purchased only about fifty or a 

hundred copies of each publication, and added that this figure had to be at least five 

hundred since sales were low and the publishing industry needed state support to 

survive (iskit 1939: 298). Indeed, although the readership had increased with the 

rising rate of literacy, circulation figures were still very low and books hardly sold 

over a thousand or fifteen hundred copies (iskit 1939: 298; Birinci Tiirk NeJri}'at 

Kongresi 1939: 58). Publishers were more willing to produce popular literature 

which had a market, but in the case of "serious" works which would lay the grounds 

for "Turkish humanism", they regarded this as the state's responsibility (iskit 1939: 

299). Publishers were thus making a clear call for state patronage. 

The initial structure and activities of the Translation Bureau largely owes to 

the work of the Translation Committee set up by the Publishing Congress on May 2, 

1939. The committee consisted of 27 members7 and convened at the Ankara 

People's House in the afternoon on the first day of the Congress. Their work 

6 This number is specified as 150-300 copies by Hasan Ali Ylicel (1998: 105). 
7 Following were the members of the Committee: Etem Menemencioglu (Chairman of the Committee 
- Professor at the School of Political Science), ~lustafa ?'l'ihat Oz6n (Reporter- Literature teacher at 
Gazi Teacher Training Institute), Abdlilhak $inasi Hisar (Secretarj of ~he Balkan Union), Ali Kan, i 
Akyliz (Istanbul MP), Bedrettin Tuncel (Associate Professor at the Faculty of History. Languages and 
Geography), Blirhan BeIge (Advisor-in-chief at the General Directorate of Press), Cemi! Bilsel 
(University Rector), Fazll Ahmet Aykai; (EJaZlg MP). Fikret Adil (writer), Galip Bahtiyar Goker 
(Istanbul MP), Halil )iihat Bozrepe (Trabzon ~lP), Halit Fahri Ozansoy (Director of L)'ant:j 
magazine), Izzet ivlelih Devrim (writer), Nasuhi Baydar (Malatya MP). Nurettin Artam (teacher and 
writer), Nurullah Atae;: (French teacher at Pertevniyal High School), Orhan $aik Gokyay (Literature 
teacher at Bursa High School), Rldvan Nafiz Edgiier (~1anisa ?vlP), Sabahattin Rahmi EyUpoglu 
(Inspector at the Ministry of Education), Sabahattin Ali (Instructor at the Conservatory). Sabri Esat 
Siyavu~gil (Associate professor at the Literature Facult":'), Selami Izzet Sedes (writer), Suut Kemal 
Yetkin (Director General of Fine Arts). $inasi Boran (Director of State Railroads Magazine). Yusuf 
Serif Kllle;:er (French teacher at the Military School), Ya~ar Nabi (writer), ZlihtU Uray (translator:it the 
President's Otnce) {Birinci Tlirk Nq'riyat Kongresi 1939:35}. 
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continued for two and a half days and the report they prepared was presented at the 

congress on the fourth day, May 5, 1939. There were writers, editors, teachers, 

academics and members of parliament in the committee which was formed by the 

congress "based on the areas of specialization" ["ihtisaslanna gore"] of their 

members (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939:20). There are two significant 

aspects of the way this committee was formed and presented. First of all, out of the 

27 members, only one was presented as a translator. The others, although there were 

prominent translators among them, were presented by their other occupations. This 

offers interesting clues about the status and prestige of the job of a translator in the 

1930s as will be ta.l(en up in the next chapter. Secondly, there were six members of 

parliament who participated in the meetings of the committee, which is an indication 

of the importance attached by the state to translation activity. We may conclude that 

the planners, who seemed to have resolved to take up translation as a tool for their 

culture plmming project, intended to attend the process of planning personally. 

The report prepared by the committee extended a call for the setting up of an 

official translation bureau under the auspices of the Ministry of Education to oversee 

the translation of classics into Turkish (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939:20). 

This recommendation led to the setting up of a "Tercume Heyeti" (Translation 

Board) which met in February 1940 for the first time ("Haberler" 1940a: 112). This 

board was chaired by Adnan Adlvar and met four times with the participation of 14 

members. 8 The Board prepared a list of books to be translated, including works by 

Sophocles, Erasmus, Cervantes, Shakespeare, Moliere, Rousseau, Goethe, Stendhal, 

8 The members were Halide Edip Adlvar. Saffet Pala, Bedri Tahir $aman, Avni Ba~man. Nurettin 
Artman. Raglp Hulilsi Erdem, Sabattin Eyuboglu, Nurullah Atay, Bedrettin Tuncel. Enver Ziya Karal. 
Sabahattin Ali, Cemal KoprUlU, AbdUlkadir inan, Kadri YUrUkoglu ("Haberler" \ 940: 112). 
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Balzac, Aeschylus, Plato, Julius Caesar, Machievelli, Swift, Voltaire, Lessing, 

Tolstoy and Sadi. Sadi was the only non-western writer in this list. 

In its last meeting, the board decided to set up a permanent translation 

bureau. This bureau would "send the translations to editors to be exanrined and 

prepare the bi-monthly magazine Terctime Mecmuasl" ["Bu bfuonun vazifesi 

gelecek tercfuneleri, tetkik edecek kimselere gondermek ve iki ayda bir ~Ikacak olan 

Terctime Mecmuasilli hazirlamaktu."] ("Haberler" 1940a: 113). 

The initial Translation Bureau was made up of seven members: Nurullah 

Ata~ (chairman), Saffet Pala (secretary general), Sabahattin Eytiboglu, Sabahattin 

Ali, Bedrettin Tuncel, Enver Ziya Karal and Nusret HIZlr. Its magazine Terciime 

started to be published in May 1940. The members of the Translation Bureau \vere 

translators themselves and personally translated for the Bureau. Some books were 

commissioned to other translators who were asked to translate a sample of twenty 

five to thirty pages which would be checked by experts. If their samples were found 

to be adequate, they would continue their translation ("Haberler" 1940a: 113). 

The Translation Bureau prepared translations for several series which were 

published by the Ministry of Education. Among these "Dtinya Edebiyatmdan 

Terctimeler" (Translations from vVorld Literature) is the best known. "Okul 

Klasikleri" (School Classics) and the publications of the State Conservatory also 

occupied a considerable part of the Bureau's time. The Bureau started working 

rather intensively and translated 10 plays for the State Conservatory in its first year. 

13 works were translated in 1941. Thereafter, the number of books translated and 

commissioned by the Bureau rose steadily. 27 books came out in 1942,68 in 1943, 

97 in 1944, 110 in 1945 and 143 in 1946 (Klasikler Bibliyogralyasl 1967: VI). 

Dming this time, the Bureau had focused on westem classics. Greek and Latln 
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works were largely prioritized, while eastern works were neglected to a significant 

degree. Only 23 out of the 467 titles translated between 1940-1946 were eastern 

classics (5 per cent) and these mainly consisted of Arabic and Persian works (based 

on Tuncor 1989: 26-65). After 1946, a decline was observed in the number of books 

published, as well as a revision of the general policy of the Translation Bureau. 

While the period leading up to 1947 had a pronounced focus on literature, the titles 

after 1947 also included scholarly and philosophical works. More will be said about 

this in the coming sections. When the Bureau was closed down in 1966, it had 

produced a total of 1247 works, including reprints. 973 of these were first-time 

editions. Terciime, too, continued to be published until 1966, but especially in the 

1950s it became rather irregular, failing to appear for long periods. Terciime 

included translations, reviews, criticism, bibliographies and news about the activities 

of the Translation Bureau. One of its major functions was to provide a free platform 

where translators and writers could raise their views on translation. In that sense, the 

pieces published in Terciime offer clues about the concepts of translation held by the 

translators and the writers, and their views on translation strategies. It could be 

considered as the mouthpiece of the Translation Bureau, keeping abreast \vith the 

latest developments in the world of "canonical" translations. 

Through the Translation Bureau, the state set out to fulfill a function that was 

both expected of it, and was necessary to complement its nation-building efforts in , 

the tield of literature. While the rate of literacy was soaring due to intensive literacy 

campaigns and the level of education was on the rise on account of new schools and 

teacher training institutions, there \Vas a shortage of literary works which would aid 

the state in the creation of a national sentiment. These works had to be in line with 

the principles of the new Republic and supplement the reforms by creating a 
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philosophical and literary background for them. The themes or styles of popular 

literature in circulation could not deliver these functions, while indigenous writing 

was too slow in responding to the needs of the state, striving to assume its place in 

the creation of a "national" literature, as I will demonstrate in Chapters 3 and 4. The 

Translation Bureau was set up as one of the pillars of the culture planning project 

and was a significant step towards the planning of literature and translation. It 

bridged the political and the literary fields by serving as a channel through which the 

concept of humanism, as the ideological basis for a Turkish renaissance, would be 

transferred to the field of literature and evoke a response in the readership, as well as 

in writers. 

The Translation Bureau also assumed a pivotal role in the canon formation 

process in early republican Turkey. By defining canonicity in terms of the lists it 

prepared and its translations, the Bureau distinguished high literature from low, or 

popular literature. The making of the republican literary canon diverged from canon 

fomlation processes elsewhere. In the West, texts within a canon are classified 

according to genres which may develop a hierarchical relationship with each other 

varying over time (J usdanis 1991: 61). In Turkey, the classificatory criterion \vas not 

a work's genre, but its theme and provenance. "Vorks originating from a '"humanist" 

background were clearly prioritized regardless of the genre they belonged to, 

especially during the initial six years of the Bureau's operation. 

It would be misleading to think of translation planning only in terms of the 

Translation Bureau. The state also became involved in private publishing throughout 

the 1930s and 1940s, albeit indirectly. It set the course of translation activity for 

some private publishers by offering them assistance as \vell as guidance in their 

selection of tities to be translated. Therefore the phenomenon of "translation 
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planning" had far-reaching effects on the book market, as I will explain in Chapters 

3 and 4. As for the market for the books published by the Ministry of Education, this 

issue will also be taken up in Chapter 4. Suffice it to say that the Ministry partly 

created its own market through its own distribution mechanism. The advertisements 

published in Tercume indicate that the books by the Translation Bureau were sold in 

the state bookstores, as well as in regular bookstores for relatively cheap prices. 

However, there were some other channels through which these books found their 

readership: mainly libraries and schools. The planning of translation can only be 

properly contextualized by taking these channels into consideration. Below I will 

discuss the relationship between translated literature and two institutions which have 

closely been associated with the politics of the Republican People's Party in the 

single-party era. These two institutions are also major pillars of the nation-building 

effOlis. 

2.1.4 Translation and Institutions of Planning 

Around 1930, the legislative and political framework required by the culture 

planning project of the young Republic was more or less complete. Realizing the 

importance of popular consent for the success of their planning efforts, republican 

officials started working on the mechanisms necessary to create that consent. As 

mentioned earlier, education was considered to be the major tool and the planners 

introduced several new institutions that would serve towards the edification of the 

general public. The establishment of the Istanbul University (1933) and the Ankara 

State Conservatory (1936), the reform in the Fine Arts School (1936), and the setting 

up of the Village Institutes (1940) were significant steps towards expanding the 
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reach and quality of fOlTIlal education for the Turkish youth. Adult education was 

not neglected, and a series of institutions that would increase the general educational 

and cultural level of the public were devised. The Nation's Schools (1929) were the 

first and most significant institutions of infolTIlal training for adults. Public libraries 

were another instrument for shaping the cultural landscape of the popUlation. The 

libraries grew pmily in conjunction with the People's Houses (Halk Evleri) and 

People's Rooms (Halk Odalan). 

2.1.4.1 People's Houses 

The People's Houses were set up in 1932 in fourteen to\vns. They had their origins 

in the "Turk Ocaklan" (Turkish Hearths) a similar structure launched in 1912 and 

revived in 1924 (Lewis 1961: 376; Karpat 1959: 380; Ozrurkmen 1994: 162). The 

People's Houses were supplemented by "Halk Odalan" (People's Rooms) in 1940 

\vhich opened up in smaller towns and villages. These institutions were regarded as 

cultural centres which would provide ground for inculcating the principles of the 

republican refolTIls in the general population (Lewis 1961: 376). The People's 

Houses were conceived of as agents of the ruling Republican People's Party and 

served to disseminate the six principles of the party: repUblicanism, nationalism, 

populism, etatism, secularism and refoTInism (Halkevleri Mare ve Te~'kilal 

Talimnamesi, 1940, reprinted in Halkevleri 1963: 10). In a public address he gave on 

the occasion of the first anniversary of the People's Houses in 1933. ismet tnBnu. 

then Prime Minister, confilTIled this function by saying, "Friends, The People's 

Houses are centres which can daily convey the principles and practices of the 

Republican People's Party to the people" ["Arkada~lar; Halkevleri. Cumhuriyet 
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Halk Flrkasl'run kendi prensipleri ne oldugtmu ve bu prensiplerin memlekette nasIl 

tatbik edildigini her goo halkImlza soylemek iyin de b~h ba~llla bir merkezdir."] 

(inonii in Soylevler 1932-1941). 

The People's Houses had nine branches of activity: language and literature, 

fine arts, drama, sports, social assistance, adult education, library and publications, 

village welfare, history and museums (Halkevleri 1963: 11). Each People's House 

was expected to have a ljbrary (Halkevleri 1963: 10) and reading was encouraged on 

every occasion. The guidebook published for the libraries to be set up in the 

People's Houses instructed the librarians and the administrators of the Houses to 

create an environment amenable to reading by extending the working hours to 

enable readers to come to the library after work or during weekends (igdemir 1939: 

59). The guide formulated the objectives and principles of the libraries in the 

People's Houses as follows: 

The libraries in the People's Houses are institutions which have been set up \vith 
the aim of encouraging the public to read and of enlightening their ideas. 
Therefore there is no reason to prefer scientific works over literary ones in the 
People's Houses libraries and the value of the library should not be judged based 
on that. The libraries in the People's Houses have been set up to serve everyone 
who would like to have their reading needs fulfilled. However, vulgar books and 
books pursuing political purposes as well as books of low character and morals 
should have no place in the library (igdemir 1939: 60). 

[Halkevleri kiilliphaneleri halkI okumaya te~vik ve fikirleri tenvir maksadile tesis 
edilmi~ miiesseselerdir. Buna binaen Halkevleri kiilliphanelerinde ilmi eserleri 
edebi eserlere bir tercih sebep olmadlgl gibi, kiittiphanenin kIymeti de bu noktai 
nazardan olytilmemelidir. Halkevleri kiilliphaneleri miitalaa ihtiyaclm tatmin 
etmek isteyen herkes iyin kurulmu~tur. Ancak amiyane eserler ile siyasi hedef 
takip eden eserlerin, karakter ve ahlak noktai nazanndan zaYlf eserlerin 
kiittiphanede yeri olmamahdlr (igdemir 1939: 60).] 

Libraries constituted one of the most active branches of the People's Houses. The 

number of libraries in People's Houses rose from 22 in 1935 to 395 in 1945, 
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including those in the People's Rooms, and the number of readers soared from 

45,789 to 648,408 within the same period (Ersoy 1966: 9). The activity reports of 

the People's Houses attach special importance to their library services and indicate 

that they kept regular records of their books and readers (Halkevlerinin 1934 Senesi 

Faaliyet Raporlarl Haldsasl 1935; Halkevlerinin 1935 Senesi Faaliyet Raporlarz 

HaldsaSI 1936). Some larger People's Houses were also engaged in publishing 

activity (see Afyon People's Houses report in Halkevlerinin 1934 Senesi Faaliyet 

Raporlarz Haldsasl 1935: 7). 

The People's Houses placed an emphasis on the reading of translated classics. 

This becomes clear through the "summary" competitions ("kitap hUIasa etme 

mlisabakasl") of the Ankara People's House for high school and university students. 

These competitions aimed to make students better understand the works they read 

and to absorb what they read (igdemir 1945: 22). In 1945, the People's House 

offered the contestants four options they could choose from to prepare their 

summaries. One of them was a classic published by the Ministry of Education: Le 

Rouge et Ie Nair by Stendhal for university students and Julius Ceasar by 

Shakespeare for high school students. Three university students and tvvo high school 

students won the competition and the summaries they prepared were published in a 

volume by the Ministry of Education. 

A personal interview held with a former visitor of the Sehremini People' s 

House in the 1930s and 1940s revealed that the library served both as a reference 

centre for students doing their homework and assignments and a place visited for 

leisure reading after school hours and during holidays. The respondent also indicated 

that the most recent publications would be available through the library and his first 
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contact with Turkish novels and translated classics took place through the library of 

the Sehremini People's House (Interview with Hasan Sezai Gtirc;aglar on 8.4.2001). 

Based on the above infonnation it can be assumed that the People's Houses 

occupied a significant place in the reading experiences of people, and that their 

libraries were one of the major "customers" for both indigenous and translated 

literature. In 1943, alone, the libraries of the People's Houses acquired 55,000 books 

(<";ec;en 2000: 170). In 1945, the total collection of books written in the Latin 

alphabet held by the People's Houses amounted to 564,122 (Ersoy 1966: 10). These 

libraries were much more popular among the reading public when C'0mpared with 

other public libraries which largely held collections in Ottoman script. In 1944, 

public libraries outside the People's Houses held 234, 688 books in the new script, 

i.e. only one third of the People's Houses (Ersoy 1966: 10). The collections in the 

People's Houses were fonned either through the books supplied by the state, through 

donations by private individuals or through purchases (<";ec;en 2000: 147-148). The 

translated classics published by the Ministry of Education were among the books 

purchased by the People's Houses, especially by those located in the urban areas 

(Taner 1948: 12-13). Based on the instructions printed in the guidebook for libraries, 

it appears as though all of these libraries were expected to receive or purchase books 

of a certain kind, i.e. books that were not "vulgar or of low character and morals". It 

is difficult to guess the exact titles or the genres of the books referred to in this 

statement. Nevertheless, it will become clear in Chapter 3, that such phrases were 

often used to denote popular literature. 

Apart from their libraries, People's Houses put the local communities In 

contact with indigenous and translated literature through their drama branches. 

Drama was one of the most popular branches of activity in the Houses. In 1944, 329 
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People's Houses out of 405 held theatre performances (Karadag 1998: 101). By 

1947, a total of 400 Turkish and translated plays had been performed by members 

of People's Houses (Karadag 1998: 102). Turkish plays proved to be more popular 

than translations. There were no translations among the 24 most frequently 

performed plays of the People's Houses (Karadag 1998: 114). Nevertheless~ 82 out 

of the 290 plays (28 per cent) so far identified to have been staged by People's 

Houses were translations or adaptations. Furthermore, 18 plays translated by the 

Translation Bureau and published by the Ministry of Education were perfomled by 

the houses (Karadag 1998: 217-234). As we analyze these figures, 've should also 

bear in mind that the Translation Bureau was set up only eight years after the 

establishment of the Houses. 

The drive to educate the people appears as the main motiYe behind the 

activities of the drama branches. This motive was underlined by the state officials as 

well as by the intellectuals of the country. In his address on the occasion of the. first 

anniversary of the People's Houses Prime Minister ismet inonu stated that the 

People's Houses had to make use of their artistic activities as a means of edifying 

the people and encouraging them to work harder for the benefit of their country 

(inonu in Soylevler 1942: 18). In an article on the drama activities of the People's 

Houses, an eminent novelist, translator and playwright of the early republican 

period, Re~at Nuri Guntekin, maintained that theatre performances would enable the 

youth to receive intellectual, educational and linguistic training. He also added that 

this could only be enabled by performing works which have "a literary and 

intellectual value" ["edebi ve fikri degeri olan"] (1940: 133-134). 

A main concern for the selection of the plays was their message. The state 

wished to see works that would help instill the principles of the Republic in the 
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public. The basic problem was a shortage of indigenous plays that had the literary' 

and intellectual value Glintekin was referring to, as well as the ideological content 

the officials required. The Republican People's Party encouraged the writing of 

indigenous plays and commissioned new plays to Turkish playwrights (Karadag 

1998: 103). It published both translations and indigenous plays within a series it 

launched for this purpose under the title "CHP Halkevleri Temsil Yaymlan Serisi" 

(Republican People's Party People's Houses Drama Publications Series). The Party 

also launched four competitions to select plays which would be included in the 

repertoires of the People's Houses (Karadag 1998: 109). According to the terms of 

the first competition opened in 1938, the competing playwrights could write on any 

subject they wished to, provided that they remained within the basic principles of the 

Turkish "revolution". The plays had to enhance the public's literary taste and 

rhetorical skills. Moreover they had to address the modem, cultural and national 

feelings of the new Turkish society. They also had to be edifying (Karadag 1998: 

104). These requirements echo the general expectations from literature as a means of 

education and nation-building in the early republican era. 

Translated plays published by the Ministry of Education started to be 

performed after 1940, yet they were mainly popular in the People's Houses located 

in urban centres. Only 8 out of 116 People's Houses which had active drama 

branches atter 1940 staged plays translated by the Translation Bureau. The Adana 

People's House staged two of these plays in 1945, the Ankara People's House 

performed four between 1945 and 1947, the BakIrkoy People's House performed 

trilee between 1940 and 1946 and the Eminonu People's House performed three 

between 1941 and 1947 (based on lists offered by Karadag 1998: 247-267). 

Nevertheless, these were large People's Houses with a rela6vely high number of 
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members when compared to Houses located in the countryside. For instance the 

Eminonii People's House, one of the most active Houses in all of the branches, held 

80 performances and attracted over fourteen thousand viewers in 1935. Its 

performances were broadcast nationwide by the state radio (Halkevlerinin 1935 

Senesi Faaliyet Raporlarz Hilliisasl 1936: 47). In the same year, Unye People's 

House held five, while Trabzon People's House held only three theatre 

performances (Halkevlerinin 1935 Senesi Faaliyet Raporlarz Hilliisasl 1936: 111-

113). We can safely conclude that although only a few People's Houses performed 

classics translated by the Translation Bureau, their reach was higher than those 

which did not perform these classics. Furthennore, urban People's Houses seemed 

more receptive to the works of the Translation Bureau, while rural Houses 

concentrated mainly on local plays. 

The Translation Bureau's penetration to the countryside may have been 

insignificant in terms of the activities of the People's Houses. Neyertheless, another 

crucial instrument of culture planning that aimed to provide a platform for the 

education of the rural population, the Village Institutes, became a channel for the 

distribution ofthe classics to the rural areas. 

2.1.4.2 The Village Institutes 

Unlike the People's Houses, the Village Institutes were a part of the formal 

educational system and put students in contact with literature within a more planned 

and systematical structure. The institutes remain as one of the most controversial 

instruments of planning of the early republican era. They have had a transformative 

role on the rural population and on Turkish literature during their short period or 
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activity.9 The Institutes were set up with the idea of educating the rural population, 

who would, in tum, educate their fellow-villagers and help combat illiteracy and 

general backwardness. Young village children would be trained at the expense of the 

state and upon graduation would be sent back to their own villages as teachers to 

teach villagers agricultural methods and hygiene (Lewis 1961: 471; Karpat 1959: 

377). 

The Village Institutes have been extensively criticized since their conception in 

1940. There is little doubt that the Institutes not only taught children about rural 

matters such as agricultural methods or animal husbandry, but they also intended to 

transfer the general principles and ideology of the new Republic. First and foremost, 

they aimed to implant a sense of equality (Apaydm 1967: 54) and brought about 

practices that ran against religious conservatism which dominated the majority of the 

countryside. Furthermore, their incorporation of girls into the educational system 

and their adoption of co-education as well as their emphasis on positivism were 

some of the elements that reinforced the principle of secularism. A graduate of the 

Village Institutes, Talip Apaydm, suggested that the teachers in those Institutes 

strove to inject a unique spirit and personality to their students based on democracy, 

critical debate and practical training (Apaydm 1967: 54). The ideological orientation 

of the Republic made itself felt in the Institutes. Kemal Karpat writes, 

Given the practical training in the field and in the classroom in a spirit of 
self-sacrifice, the graduates of the Institutes considered themselves the 
standard-bearers and representatives of the new regime in its fight against 
ignorance, poverty, religious fanaticism, and archaic traditions in the 
villages" (Karpat 1959: 378). 

9 The institutes were set up in 1940 with 20 schools scattered around the countryside. In 1947. with 
the transition to the multi-party system the Institutes were re-structured and lost their initial function 
of offering practical training to the rural population. In 1951 they were COllvelted to "Teachers' 
Schools". 
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Reading played a very important role in the daily activities of the Village 

Institutes as a means of creating cultural and social awareness. Apart from technical 

courses, the training programme included subjects such as sociology, psychology 

and economics where translated textbooks were used (Demircan 2000: 160; Apaydm 

1967: 108). There were daily "free reading" hours where students were encouraged 

to read translated works as well as contemporary Turkish fiction (Demircan 2000: 

161). Vedat Glinyol, who taught French at Hasanoglan Village Institute in the early 

1940s maintains that literature teachers made a special effort to assign the reading of 

translated classics to the students. He also remembers students coming to him and 

asking specific questions about French classics and French writers (Interview with 

Vedat Gtinyol, 30.10.2001). 

The graduates of these Institutes gained not only practical skills but also an 

intellectual background in literature and social sciences. Some students, and later, 

teachers of the Institutes took up a career in literature and found the opportunity to 

have their works published in the magazine Kay Enstiriileri Dergisi (The Village 

Institutes Magazine) which had a circulaton of 16,500 (Demircan 2000: 165). This 

generation of writers 10 launched the movement called "village literature" ("kay 

edebiyatl") in the late 1940s and early 1950s and brought new life to Turkish 

literature which had thus far taken up urban themes (Karpat 1962: 38-40). The 

hallmark of their novels was realism and an emphasis on lived experience, which 

significantly altered the image of village life in the readers (Ahmad 1993: 84). 

10 This generation was led by Mahmut Makal who published hIS impressions of Turkish village life in 
serialized fonn in the popular literary magazine Varlzk and had a ground-breaking impact on the 
contemporary literature of the time. This series was published under lhe name Bi:::im Ki5v in 1950. 
Makal was shortly joined by writers like Talip Apaydm, Fakir Baykurt and \lehmet Ba~aran, all 
educated at Village Institutes. 
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The curriculum of the Village Institutes had special focus on literature. 

Teachers instructed the students to read regularly during the daily "free reading" 

hours and students were asked to write down summaries of the books they read and 

have discussions among themselves (Demircan 2000: 161). A Village Institute 

graduate reports that within one year, an average third-year!! student in the Institute 

read between 23 and 64 books (Tekben in Demircan 2000: 161). Another graduate, 

who later became a writer, wrote that the teachers worked hard to instill the habit of 

reading in the students: 

Judging for myself, initially there were books which I understood nothing of, yet 
read with determination, with persistence. The impression our teachers gave us 
was that we had to read just as we ate bread or drank water, we had to read 
continuously, and then we would benefit and learn many things without even 
being aware of it. Our knowledge, our culture would develop (Apaydm 1967: 
56). 

[Kendimden biyiyorum, ilk gunler Israrla, inatla okuyup da hiy biqey 
anlamadlglm kitaplar oldu. Ama bize oyle bir kam vermi~lerdi ki. okuyallm. 
ekmek yer, su iyer gibi boy una okuyahm, farkmda bile olmadan pek yok ~eyle~ 
ogrenecegiz, faydalanacaglz. Bilgimiz, kiiltfuiimuz geli~ecek (Apaydm 1967: 
56).] 

This indicates that the use of literature as a planning tool did not remain in rhetoric; 

it permeated even the remotest parts of the country through the educational system. 

The above statement coming from a writer, who was once a peasant boy, and would 

have probably remained a peasant if it hadn't been for the Village Institutes, testifies 

that the reading of literature, as an option in the new cultural and educational 

repertoire, was adopted by at least one of the target groups. Nevertheless, the reach 

of the Village Institutes was limited!2, and the majority of rural children and youth 

i I COlTesponding to 8th grade in primary education. 
12 There were twenty-one institutes around dle country in 1948 and the number of graduates and 
students reached 25,000 in 1950 (Karpat 1959: 377-378). This was a relatively low figure when we 
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who did not attend school, remained exempt from this aspect of the culture planning 

project. In fact, there is evidence showing that not all Village Institute students 

agreed to reading. Apaydm wrote that some of his class-mates scolded him for 

reading and that there were two groups of students, those who read and studied 

quietly, and those who were socially more outgoing, yet unable to develop a habit of 

reading. He remarks that it was the members of the former group who turned out to 

be more successful in life, although he does not elaborate on what he means by 

"success" (Apaydm 1967: 57). 

Statements by former students of the Village Institutes indicate that 

translated classics were the most popular reading material at those schools. Apaydm 

wrote that as students, they read Turkish and foreign novels, short stories, books 

published by Remzi Publishing House and "classics".13 Another graduate of the 

Village Institutes, Orner Demircan, wrote that they received the classics published 

by the Ministry of Education as soon as they came out and devoured them 

(Demircan 2000: 161). Pakize Tiirkoglu, also a graduate, wrote, 

The selected Turkish and world classics published by the Ministry of 
Education have truly had a significant role in implanting a reading habit in 
the students as well as in encouraging an interest in domestic and 
international affairs and in the way they developed a sound perspective. 
These outstanding works found their most eager readers in the Village 
Institutes (Tiirkoglu 2000: 269). 

[Kay Enstitiilerinde okuma ah~kanhgmm bunca derin kazamlmasmda 
agrencilerin yurt ve diinya sorunlanna olan ilgisinde, saghkh bir bakl~ a<;lsl 

consider that there were around 35,000 villages in the country during the same period (Lewis 1961: 
471). According to Feroz Ahmad (1993: 84) this figure was 44,000, making the number of graduates 
seem even smaller. Ahmad also suggests that "the number may be small enough but the influence of 
these teachers was totally out of proportion to it" (1993: 84). 
13 Rernzi Publishing House launched a series oftranslared literature in 1937 under the title 
"Translations from World Authors" ("Dunya Muharrirlerinden Tercumeler·'). 100 books, mainly 
consisting of translated western classics, were published in this series by 1948 (see Chapter 4). The 
term "classics" is often used to refer to the classics translated by the Translation Bureau and published 
by the .\rfinistry of Education. 
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geli;;tirmelerinde, Milli Egitim Bakanhgl'nca yaYlmlanan TUrk ve dunya 
klasiklerinden seyme yapltlann buyuk etkisi oldugu dogrudur. Bu nitelikli 
yaptllar en istekli okurlarml Koy Enstimlerinde buldu (Turkoglu 2000: 269).] 

Kemal Karp at, who visited the famous Hasanoglan Village Institute near 

Ankara, a teacher training college and the only Village Institute of higher education, 

studied the library records and concluded that books borrowed most frequently from 

the library were classics, works on Turkish history and books related to the general 

state of the country. Records revealed that romantic novels and stories were not that 

popular among the students (Karp at 1962: 68). 

The encounter between inonu and a female student at the Sava;;tepe Village 

Institute has been taken up by a number of writers to exemplify the interest the 

students felt in the classics (originally published in M. Asaf Aktan's Canlandzrzcl 

Egitim Yolunda in 1991, reprinted in Makal 1992:85; Baykurt 1997: 130; Turkoglu 

2000: 269; Demircan 2000: 161). On a visit to the Institute, inonu saw a young girl 

with her lunch bag and asked what she had in it. She showed him the modest lunch 

along with a copy of Antigone by Sophocles in Turkish translation, published by the 

Ministry of Education. Touched by what he saw, inonu turned to his company and 

told them that the students at the Institutes were reading the most recent publications 

which were not even read in .Ankara. Upon hearing this, the girl said: "Sir, it's not 

only me, the whole institute is reading this book." ["Efendim ben degil, tum enstitu 

okuyor bu kitabl."J 

The intensive reading programme introduced in the Village Institutes were 

backed up by teachers and intellectuals who taught at these institutes. Some of these 

intellectuals were also associated with the Translation Bureau, pointing at a close 

connection between these two institutions of planning. Sabahattin Eyuboglu, one of 

the chainnen of the Translation Bureau and a prolific translator who translated 18 
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books for the Translation Bureau, taught western literature at Hasanoglan Village 

Institute, which was a teacher training college. Professor irfan ~ahinba~ who 

translated 9 books for the Bureau taught English, while Vedat Giinyol, translator of 

3 books published by the Ministry of Education, taught French at the same Institute 

(Apaydm 1967: 159-160). An obituary published in Terciime for Saffet Korkut 

(Pala), translator and associate professor of English, annoUo.'1ced that she taught both 

at the university and at Hasanoglan Village Institute and that some of her students at 

both schools became translators for the Bureau ("Saffet Korkut" 1946: 97). The 

translators teaching at the Institutes made extensive use of translated classics by the 

Translation Bureau as teaching material. Apaydm recalls having read and analyzed 

books by Socrates, Plato, Epiktetus, Montaigne, Voltaire and Rousseau in 

Eyiiboglu's western literature courses (Apaydm 1967: 163). 

Eyiiboglu, who also served as chairman of the Translation Bureau after 

Nurullah Atac;:, was an ardent supporter of the Viilage Institutes. He not only taught 

at the Hasanoglan Village Institute, but was also involved in preparing the 

curriculum of the Institute. Moreover, he encouraged his immediate family and 

friends to work for the Village Institutes. His sister Mualla w'orked at the 

Hasanoglan Institute, while Eyiiboglu continuously urged his brother, Bedri Rahmi. 

a prominent vvTiter and artist of the time, to join the same Institute (see Eyiiboglu's 

letters to his sister and brother in Ba~aran 2001: 57-68). A letter to the headmaster of 

Arifiye Village Institute written by Eyiiboglu illustrates how his several identities. as 

a translator, as a member of the Translation Bureau and as a teacher at the Village 

Institutes are inseparably connected. Having heard that the headmaster was looking 

for plays to be staged in Arifiye, Eyiiboglu wrote him a letter recommending 

translations. He wrote, 
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It would be in vain to look for an indigenous play that would suit the institutes. 
Our playwrights are only novices and what is more, they only address a limited 
audience around them ... Europeans are better in this business. We will borrow 
plays from them just as we borrow physics or chemistry books. But we will not 
do this as snobbishly as the Dariilbedayi14 or the Conservatory does. We will 
only borrow the texts. We will perform the play with our own colour, with our 
own means and own tmderstanding (Ba~aran 2001: 68-69). 

[Telif piyesler arasmda enstirulerin i~ine yarayacak eser aramak beyhudedir. 
Muharrirlerimiz bu i~te pek acemi olduktan maada bir tiirlii kendi 
etraflanndaki mahdut ziirnreye hitap etmekten kurtulamlyorlar ... Bu i~te 

A vrupahlar bizden usta. Fizik kimya kitaplan gibi tiyatro orneklerimizi de 
onlardan alacaglz. Fakat Darulbedayi gibi, konservatuvar gibi zlippece degil. 
Yalmz metni alacaglz. Oyunu kendi rengimizle, kendi irnkanlanmlzla, kendi 
anlaYl~lmlzla oynayacaglz (Ba~aran 2001: 68-69).] 

Eyiiboglu recommended the classics published by the Ministry of Education. 

mainly works by Moliere and Shakespeare. He also added that these works should 

be distributed to the students to be read, discussed and memorized. He remarked: 

"They must not say that they do not understand these works. They will have to 

manage" ["Biz bu eserleri anlamlYoruz demek yok. Anladlklarl kadar."] (Ba~aran 

2001: 69-70). This statement, together with Apaydm's above account of how he 

developed the habit of reading, make it clear that the students did not always 

understand what they read, but they continued, mainly because they were 

encouraged and instructed to do so by their teachers. 

2.1.4.3 The State Radio 

The State Radio was another institution that deserves to be mentioned in terms of the 

socio-political context within which the Translation Bureau and other publishers 

i~ The Istanbul municipal theatre. 
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active III the field of translated classics were situated. The Radio broadcast 

performances of the State Conservatory, as well as theatre performances by some 

People's Houses. In the 1940s, some of these performances consisted of translated 

classics. For example the magazine of the People's Houses, U/kif (1.3.1942) reported 

that Antigone, which was the first Greek classic performed by the students of the 

State Conservatory held its premiere in February 1942 and that this performance was 

broadcast nationwide. 

The general focus on education and reading could also be noted in the Radio 

programmes. Regular contact between the listeners and translated classics took place 

via "The Book Hour" ["Kitap Saati"], a programme aired twice weekly starting from 

1942. The programme prepared and presented by Adnan OWken informed the 

listeners of new books in the market. These books were not only literary, but 

covered a wide range of subjects such as the fine arts, medicine, aviation and 

agriculture (OWken 1946: 4-10). OWken introduced the subject matter and the 

format of new books. The programme only ran for about 15 minutes, so there was no 

time to go into a review or a critique of the books. Instead, Oruken concentrated on 

introducing the publishers, the price, illustrations and cover details of the books 

(Otuken 1946: Y, XIII). Otliken allocated one of his programmes to introducing the 

classics published by the Ministry of Education in 1942 (Otuken 1946: 22-29). He 

introduced 27 works in a rather detailed way, mentioning the author and translator of 

each one. He also commented that all works were translated with utmost care by 

competent scholars and carefully edited before they were published (Otliken 1946: 

22). He invariably praised all of the 27 books and concluded his programme by 

commenting, "I see no need to recommend my intellectual listeners to acquire the 

whole collection of these extraordinary works for their own libraries, or at least to 
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read them" ["Aydm dinleyicilerime bu e~SlZ eserlerin bir koleksiyonunu kendi 

hususi kiitiiphanelerine mal etmelerini veya hiy olmazsa bun Ian okumalanm 

tavsiyeye bile liizum gormiiyorum"] (broken 1946: 29). Omken allocated time for 

the introduction of other translated classics, published both by the Ministry and 

Education and private publishers in his programmes (Omken 1946: 29-38). 

Although bmken claimed to address "intellectuals", the Radio's reach was 

far beyond that. By the 1940s, it had become a major means of information and 

entertainment in the remotest parts of the country and often constituted the only 

means through which the public was informed of cultural affairs. An article 

published in Son Posta on November 28, 1945, expressed the importance of the 

"Book Hour" for the rural population as follows: 

Some have claimed that the Book Hour on the radio was not beneficial for 
those who had the opportunity to follow the daily press. 
It will be sufficient for these friends, who have not left Istanbul in all their 
lives, to take a small trip to the east to appreciate the value of the Book Hour. 
Radio is the only means of communication with the world in these regions, 
where no book reaches and where newspapers arrive only once in two months, 
especially in the winter (in Ottiken 1946: XVI). 

[Bazllan giinii giiniine, gazeteierden ne~riyatl takip imkanlanna malik bulunan 
bizler i<;in, radyodaki kitap saatinin pek te faydah olmadlgml iddia ettiler ... 
istanbul'dan bir kan~ aynlmaml~ bulunan bu arkada~lann radyodaki kitap 
saatinin klymetini anlamalan i<;in, kii<;tik bir dogu seyahati yapmalan kMidir. 
Kitabm hi<; ugramadlgl, gazetelerin, hele ki!?m, iki ayda bir geldigi bu yerlerde. 
nurlan diinyaya baghyan biricik vaslta radyodur (in btiiken 1946: XVI).] 

As it is clear from the above lines, the bttiken presented the Radio as a 

significant instrument for maintaining contact between the rural population and 

cultural events and developments in Istanbul and Ankara. The Radio provided an 

instrument for the planners who wanted to reach the villages. By being incorporated 

into the official network of communication, the Translation Bureau, and translated 
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classics in general, had a chance to get in contact with the rural population, albeit in 

1· . d 15 a Imite way. 

The Radio, Village Institutes and the People's Houses constituted a significant 

part of the network within which the Translation Bureau classics were located. The 

common thread that ran through all of these institutions was the educational mission 

which lay exclusive emphasis on reading and literature. Within this network, the 

socio-cultura1, as well as the po1itic::!1 role of indigenous and translated literature was 

clearly defined. As Karpat wrote, "In this process of general transformation in 

Turkey, literature itself evolved from a means of amusement and self-expression 

into an effective weapon of social and cultural change" (Karpat 1959: 328). Karpat 

also mentions the contribution of the translation of world classics through the 

Ministry of Education to the development of Turkish literature (Karpat 1959: 328). 

Within the general project of culture planning, reading, but reading certain kinds of 

books, was regarded as a national duty. The people \vere mobilized to transform 

their own habituses, so to say, by reading books that would open up new horizons 

before them and change their mind-set in favour of a \vesternized, modernized and 

secular "nation". The romanization of the alphabet, literacy campaigns, setting up 

libraries and the establishment of the Translation Bureau are all steps that mark 

various stages on the same road expected to lead towards the "Turkish renaissance" 

in the form of a unique national culture that would be both western and Turkish. 

This intensive period of culture planning, spanning over twenty three years 

from the proclamation of the Republic, entered a phase of stagnation in 1946. The 

15 While discussing the importance of the State Radio for the modernization project, one should bear 
in mind that the reach of the Radio was limited throughout the 19305 and 19405. The transmitters in 
Ankara and Istanbul were not strong enough to cover the \vhole country; many areas in the ~orth. East 
and Southeast could not receive radio signals (Ersan G6ziibiiylik 1999: 6). Istanbul and Ankara had 
the largest number of radio receivers. In 1938, the t\vo cities accounted for 70 per cent oLdl radio sets 
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reasons for this stagnation were both political and cultural. The transition to a multi-

party regime required the Republican People's Party to adopt a populist approach 

and modify some of its radical cultural practices. The Democrat Party government 

between 1950-1960 brought about a downturn in terms of some of the cultural 

policies adopted and implemented during the single-party regime. 

2.2 The Transition to the Multi-Party System: De-planning of Culture 

While the culture planning project continued with significant steps such as the 

setting up of the Village Institutes and the Translation Bureau in the 1940s, the 

country was suffering from considerable social turmoil. The desired socio-cultural 

cohesion seemed far away mainly due to political and economic problems. Although 

Turkey remained neutral during World War II, its economy was deeply scarred. The 

decreasing purchasing power of the citizens created social unrest. This was coupled 

by repressive measures taken by the government, such as martial law and strict 

control of the press, against foreign espionage and infiltration (Lewis 1961: 298). 

Turkey adopted the United Nation's Declaration in 1945 as it became clear that its 

interests lay in the West. The UN Charter required Turkey to liberalize its political 

regime and under the pressure of these external and internal developments. the 

Republican People's Party was forced to make fundamental changes in its 

philosophy and policies (Karp at 1959: 143). The most significant change was the 

permission for the formation of an opposition party which was set up in January 

1946 under the name Democrat Party. The Democrat Party became the spokesmen 

of private enterprise and individual initiative and attracted popular support in a short 

in Turkey. Although the share of the provinces displayed a steady increase in the 1940s. Istalibul and 
Ankara still had 53 per cent of all radio sets in 1946 (Kocaba~oglu 1980: 207). 
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period oftime (Karp at 1959: 153). Republican People's Party soon became aware of 

the rise of the Democrats and held a party convention in :May 1946 to revise its 

policies in a number of fields. I take this as marking the beginning 0'[ a period of 

"de-planning" in the field of culture. 

The principle of statism was abolished to a large degree and government 

control over the economy started to loosen. Yet this would not be sufficient to win 

seats in the elections as it wo.s not only the economic measures which troubled the 

people. The social and cultural policies of the early republican era had also created 

discomfort among the public. The growing resistance, which largely remained 

passive during the war years, was starting to become more and more vocal with the 

transition to a multi-party system. Secularism was the focal point of a number of 

social and cultural problems. The rural population did not understand the benefits of 

secularism, as the principle of secularism had never been properly explained to them 

(Ahmad 1993: 105). Following the discussions in the 1947 Republican People's 

Party Convention, the principle of secularism was amended and a gradual 

liberalization was carried out in the ±leld of religion. Religious instruction was re-

introduced under the supervision of the Ministry of Education, while permission was 

extended to private schools for the training of "imams" (Karpat 1959: 279). The 

Republican People's Party seemed to introduce a halt to its culture planning project. 

This became most evident with the changes made to the Village Institutes. 

2.2.1 The Village Institutes and the People's Houses under De-planning 

'While the Institutes stood as a monument of the future vision of the country and a 

major instrument for the creation of a national identity for the rural popUlation until 
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1946, the liberalization policies of the government revised and restricted their 

activities after 1946. After Hasan .Ali Yiicel, the Minister of Education and Hakk! 

Tonguy, the director of the Village Institutes, were forced to resign from their posts, 

the Institutes came under attack, mainly due to allegations of communist propaganda 

at the Institutes (Karp at 1959: 380). A series of resolutions by the government 

adopted in 1947 altered the basic principles underlying the Institutes. This was the 

same Republican People's Party that had approved the establishment of the Institutes 

in 1940. This part of the planning project seemed to have lost the support of the 

majority in the National Assembly. A return to religious concerns and fear of 

communism dominated the resolutions adopted by the National Assembly. Co-

education in the Institutes, which was found to be detrimental to youth's morality by 

certain politicians (Karp at 1959: 38), was abolished. The free reading hours \vere 

restricted and students were only allowed to read books that "suited their level" 

["ogrencilerin diizeyine uygun"]; this has largely been interpreted as a regulation 

against the reading of classics by the students (Tiirkoglu 2000: 556). New reading 

lists were issued and the books supplied during Ylicel's Ministry started to be 

destroyed. The curriculum was amended and practical training was reduced 

(Tlirkoglu 2000: 556). The Democrat Party, which took over the government in 

1950, merged the Village Institutes with teacher training schools in 1954, putting a 

definitive end to a unique, yet effective, experiment in culture planning for the rural 

popUlation. 

The People's Houses also underwent a re-structuring during the transition to a 

multi-party regime. The Houses were being criticized as institutions directly 

attached to the Republican People's Party which then saw a need to revise its ties 

with the Houses. In 1947, it was concluded that the Houses would be converted into 
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cultural foundations for the general use of the pUblic. This decision was not carried 

out, although the Houses no longer had any political responsibility after 1947 

(Karpat 1959: 381). By 1950, there were around 500 People's Houses and 4,000 

People's Rooms in the country. In 1951, their buildings were confiscated by the 

Democrat Party as the property of the Republican People's Party and the Houses 

were closed down. Arzu OztUrkmen raises an interesting question regarding the 

closure of the People's Houses. She suggests that although there is fairly detailed 

information about the structure and functioning of the People's Houses and the 

reaction of the Democrat Party against these institutions, no detailed study exists 

about why that reaction may have come about COztlirkmen 1994: 175). She further 

maintains that there is no information on the members of the public who did not 

participate in the activities of the Houses during their time of operation. According 

to Oztlirkmen, neither is there any insight on the way the public criticized or 

opposed the modernization efforts of the People's Houses. Oztlirkmen evokes the 

possibility that the Houses might have fulfilled their original function in the 1940s 

and that they would not have been able to fit in with the multi-party system anyway 

(Oztiirkmen 1994: 175). 'Whatever the case, the People's Houses filled a large gap in 

terms of increasing the cultural capital of the urban and rural communities. Their 

dissolution meant the loss of a valuable instrument of culture planning. 

The de-planning phase, which had started with the transition to a multi-party 

system in 1946, gained momentum after the Democrat Party won the 1950 elections 

and took over the government. The general policy of the Democrat Party was 

economic liberalism. Nevertheless, conservatism ruled in the field of culture. This 

conservatism made itself felt both in politics and in the cultural practices of the new 

government. 
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2.2.2 Nationalism and Language as Instances of De-planning 

The cultural de-planning process can best be explained in tenns of the changes 

introduced in two major fields that constituted the foundations of the culture 

planning process in the single-party era: nationalism and language. Nationalism, 

which constituted one of the ideological pillars of the Republican People's Party's 

practices was subject to reinterpretation in 1947. It was the principle of nationalism 

which had guided the majority of refonns in the period leading up to the multi-party 

era. The language refonn, the Linguistic and Historical Societies, the People's 

Houses, the Village Institutes had all served towards the creation of a national 

identity based on a common culture, language and history. The Republican People's 

Party had regarded nationalism as a political principle during the single-party era, 

while, later, the general liberalization policies of the party led to a re-interpretation of 

this principle. The new interpretation was propagated by Hamdullah Suphi 

Tannover, who proposed to "fill a gap created in the past twenty-fiye years in the 

ideals of nationalism and to fulfill the demands of people" (Karp at 1959: 256). 

Tannover's blend of nationalism contained a strong element of religion. According 

to Tannover, religion combined with history, would provide the common ground for 

tllls new nationalism, because "the source of national strength lay in history, 

particularly in the history of the Ottoman Empire, and because Islam lived in the 

spirit of the Turkish communities" (Karp at 1959: 255). This was in complete 

opposition to the fonner version of nationalism which strongly denounced the uniting 

spirit of religion. Religion was seen as a force that prevented the forming of a 

national community based on "language", "culture", and "ideal" ["dil", "ktilttir" ve 
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"mefkure"J (Republican People's Party Programme, Article 5). During the single-

party era, efforts were constantly made to replace the sense of religious community 

which lay at the heart of the Ottoman Empire, with that of a linguistic and cultural 

community. In 1933, an article published in Ulkii expressed this as follows: "The 

Turkish nation failed to display true national development or to develop a clear 

awareness of its nationality as long as it adopted the caliphate or the idea of religious 

community" ["Turk milleti; halifecilik ve iimmet<;ilik i<;inde ne hakiki bir rnilli 

inki~af gorrnu~, ne de milliyeti hakkmda sarih bir ~uur edinebilmi~tir"J (Aydoslu 

1933: 281). The new version of nationalism proved to be the legitimate one for the 

period after 1946 and brought the concept closer to Ziya Gokalp's traditionalist view 

of nationalism which took its "sap" from Islam (Karpat 1959: 455). 

Indeed, Gokalp's cultural framework made itself strongly felt in the practices 

of the Democrat Party. This could be considered a return to the "partialist" position 

present in the pre-republican era: Turkey \vould look up to the West in terms of 

science and technology, but would preserve its own values when it came to culture. 

In Gokalp' s words "Our spritiual needs stemming from religion and nation cannot be 

borrowed from the West. That is the place to borrow technique and science. Our 

ideal is a modem Islamic Turkishness" ["Dinden ve milliyetten dogan rnanevi 

ihtiyar;lanmlZ Batl' dan almarnaz. Oradrul teknik ve ilim almacaktlr. UlkUmUz 

modem bir islam Turklugudlir"] (Gokalp in Ulken 1994: 321). The revival of the 

partialist view was a major blow to one of the tenets of the culture planning project 

of the single-party era. The Republican People's Party had worked hard to put an end 

to dualism in westernization by adopting western principles in both science and 

culture. The kind of nationalism propagated by tbe Republican People's Party was 
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based on re-discovering the pre-Islamic roots of the Turkish civilization by using 

western concepts. 

Nothing expresses the "partialist" approach of the Democrat Party better than 

its own government programme accepted on May 22, 1950. The programme read: 

Regardless of how materially advanced a country is, a society which does not 
provide room for spiritual values in its soul and which is not based on nationally 
and morally strong principles, will surely face a terrible end under the current 
complex conditions of the world. The dissemination of science and technical 
knowledge in a country does not guarantee the survival of a free and independent 
nation, unless this principle is adopted by the training and education system and 
unless that country equips its youth with spiritual and humane values in line with 
its national character and customs (1920-1989 T.C Hiikiimet Programlannda 
Kiiltiir Politikasl 1990: 74). 

[Maddi bahmdan ne Kadar ilerlemi~ olursa oisun, milll ahlaId sarslimaz esaslara 
dayanmayan, ruhunda manevl hymetlere yer vermeyen bir cemiyetin, buglinkLi 
kan~lk dlinya ~artlan iyinde kotli akibetlere slirliklenecegi tabiidir. Talim ve 
terbiye sisteminde bu gayeyi goz onlinde bulundurmayan, genyligini milli 
karakterine ve ananelerine gore manevl ve insani hymetlerle teyhizet edemeyen 
bir memiekette ilmin ve teknik bilginin yayIlml~ oImas!' hlir mlistakil bir millet 
olarak ya~amanm teminatl sayllamaz (1920-1989 T. C. Hiikiimet Programlarznda 
Kaltiir Politikasl 1990: 74).] 

This new version of nationalism accommodated religion as a uniting principle 

and soon enough, the hard-line attitude against the use of Ottoman words, as symbols 

of the religious community, was moditied. Words of Arabic and Persian origin 

started to be re-introduced into Turkish vocabulary, a process which became rather 

visible after the Democrat Party came into power. One of the earliest and decisive 

moves of the Democrat government in 1950 was to lift the ban on the call to prayer 

in Arabic. The Democrat Party also permitted Koran recitation over the radio (Heyd 

1954: 52; imer 1998: 73). This decision had religious consequences, as well as 

linguistic ones. It was clearly announcing that the new national identity based on the 

Turkish language was being modi tied to give way to the older order of religion. 
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Another significant act of linguistic de-planning by the Democrat government was 

the replacement of the 1945 constitution with the former one promulgated in 1924 

("Te~kilat-l Esasiye). The 1945 constitution was a Turkified version of the former 

constitution. The 1924 constitution had been translated into "pure" Turkish and 

promulgated in 1945 (Lewis 1961: 429). In December 1952, after considerable 

debate in the National Assembly, the "pure Turkish" constitution was withdrawn and 

the text of the 1924 constitution was re-promulgated (Heyd 1954: 51; Lewis 1961: 

429; imer 1998: 73). 

With the dawn of the multi-party era, and especially during the Democrat 

rule, the Turkish Linguistic Society adopted a moderate approach to linguistic issues 

and brought its scholarly role to the foreground, while it consistently abstained from 

representing language as a political issue (Heyd 1954: 49; Lewis 1961: 429). 

Although it continued its activities in the field of "simplifying" the language and 

standardizing the orthography, its mission of purification had come to an end and the 

Society assumed a much more passive role compared to its energetic profile during 

the 1930s and early 1940s. This also had some implications on the way words of 

Turkish origin were used in the society. When such words were deprived of official 

support, the use of words of Turkish origin by daily newspapers fell to 51 per cent in 

the 1950s from 57 per cent in 1946 Orner 1998: 86, 88). Nevenheless. when we 

consider the fact that the rate of such vocabulary was only 35 per cent in 1931 at the 

start of the language reform, the success of linguistic planning becomes clear Orner 

1998: 86). Therefore, linguistic de-planning can be said to be only partially 

successful. 

The Democrat government put an end to mass literacy campaigns and adult 

education came to a halt. This had significant repercussions for literacy figures in the 
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country. The rate of literacy had shown a steady increase during the single-party era 

starting with the alphabet refonn. This mainly had to do with the Nation's Schools 

and later, adult education courses held by the People's Houses. The Democrat rule 

reversed this trend. While the literacy rate rose from 17.5 per cent in 1935 to 40 per 

cent in 1949, this rate stagnated during the next decade and, even fell to 39 per cent 

in 1960 at the end of the Democrat rule (inan in imer 1998: 71). 

It would be misleading to claim that the Democrat Party reversed all of the 

cultural refonns introduced during Republican People's Party's time in government. 

While language refonn, and adult education went through a process of de-planning, 

the Democrats continued the planning efforts in the field of formal education and 

libraries. Although the Village Institutes were abolished, the number of schools, 

teachers and students increased in the country. In fact, this number was doubled 

during the ten years of the Democrat rule (Tunyay 1997: 178). Public libraries also 

increased both in terms of number and the size of their collections. Between 1950 

and 1960, 72 new libraries were opened, and the number of public libraries rose from 

88 to 160 in 1960. The collections rose from a total of 876,701 books in 1950 to 

1,776,508 books in 1960 (Ersoy 1966: 59). Nevertheless, such statistics give little 

impression about the qualitative properties of the libraries, and one will have to 

investigate the new books acquired by libraries during this decade to be able to arrive 

at finner conclusions on this issue. 

In the meantime, the changes introduced to the fields of language and religion 

provide enough evidence to enable one to view the cultural policies of the multi-

party era as acts of de-planning. Some of the fonner planners, i.e. members of the 

Republican People's Party, joined the ranks of the opposition and \Vere as acti\·e in 
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de-planning as much as had been in the initial planning process. About the period. 

leading up to the Democrat government, Karpat wrote: 

The most interesting approach of all these changes is that the criticism causing 
them came chiefly from the ranks of the Republican Party which had created 
these institutions. People who had helped, or had thought it advantageous to 
side with those creating the institutions, later did not hesitate to attack and tear 
them down in their efforts to adjust to the new political situation. That which 
one Republican Minister had done previously another tried to undo,. as though 
they no longer belonged to the same party but to two rival parties bent upon 
destroying each other. The new Minister of Education, ~emseddin Sirer, undid 
what Hasan Ali Yilcel and other Ministers tried to achieve, although both were 
RepUblicans. The party of reforms had become its own prosecutor (Karpat 
1959: 382). 

The attitude towards the translation of classics published by the Ministry of 

Education provides a striking example of how the transition to a multi-party system 

affected the behaviour of some politicians towards culture and literature. 

2.2.3 Translation under Re-planning 

The translations carried out by the Translation Bureau and published by the Ministry 

of Education appeared to attract full consensus from the National Assembly between 

1940-1946. Its selection of titles, its focus on works constituting the "humanist 

culture", its working methods met with general acceptance. One cannot locate any 

form of negative criticism in tenns of the use and function of translated classics 

during this time. There was no active resistance against the activities of the 

Translation Bureau. The criticism raised against certain classics published by the 

Ministry of Education remained at the level of the individual work and was largely 

composed of a critique of the translation strategies, rather than a criticism of the 

content or the value of these works. 
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As mentioned earlier, during the initial SIX years of its operation. the 

Translation Bureau gave weight to the translation of Greek and Latin classics. This 

was also accompanied by translations from European languages such as French, 

German, English and Russian. Classics from oriental and minor European languages 

were also translated, although these translations were much fewer in number. 

Hasan Ali Yi.icel, whom many consider to be the main founder of the 

Translation Bureau, resigned from his post as Minister of Education in August 1946, 

shortly after the general elections held in July. He was replaced by Semseddin Sirer, 

who became involved in the efforts that targeted leftist influences in schools in 

December 1946. He suspended four professors (Nail Pertev Boratav, Niyazi Berkes, 

Behice Boran and Adnan Cemgil) from Ankara University for alleged communist 

activity, before a court decision was issued. The evidence used against the professors 

was the articles they wrote for publications known for their leftist tendencies (<;etik 

1998: 16-29). The fear of communism was one of the main reasons for a number of 

de-planning acts after the mid-1940s, such as the modifications made to the Village 

Institutes and the People's Houses. The publications of the Ministry of Education 

also became a target for those who wished to purge leftist influences from socio-

cultural institutions. In July 1947, Lermontov's Demon which had been translated 

into Turkish in 1945 under the title Vadim 16 was harshly criticized in the National 

Assembly for containing passages unfavorable to Turks. Fahri Kurtulu~, Republican 

People's Party's Rize MP, even introduced a proposal to delete those passages from 

the book (Karp at 1959: 377). While the budget of the :Nlinistry of Education was 

discussed in the National Assembly, another MP condemned the translation of 

t6 The work was translated by Servet Lunel, who translated a total of 12 Russian classics for the 
Translation Bureau until 1966, and published by the yfinistry of Education. Demon had been 
translated into Turkish for the first time in 1937 by A vni insel and Vecihi Gtik under the title f hUs. 
and published by Hilmi Kitabevi. 
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Encomium Moriae by Erasmus 17 and said "we cannot hand our culture over to 

madmen" ["kiiltiirfuniizfi delilere teslim edemeyiz"] (in Giinyo11997: 4). 

However, Sirer decided to continue his predecessor Yficers initiative and 

maintain the Ministry's support for the translation of classics. This was met with 

appreciation by the intellectuals and press. An article published in the daily Son Saat 

wrote, 

The current mInIster has decided to continue the foreign classics series 
translated and published with the initiative of the former Minister of 
Education. It is only fair to appreciate and praise this exceptional act by Re~at 
Semseddin Sirer, since in our country it has become a custom for officials not 
to complete, but even to destroy the work started by their predecessors 
("Yelkovan" 1948: 154). 

[Eski Milli Egitim Bakanmm te~ebbfisfi ile terctime ve ne~redilen yabancl 
kHisikler serisine ~imdiki Bakan da devam etmegi uygun gormfi~tiir. Her yeni 
makam sahibinin, kendisinden oncekiler tarafmdan kurulan herhangi bir eseri 
tamamlamaYlp bilaks Ylkmasl bizde adet htikmfine girdigi i~in Re~at 

Semseddin Sirer'in, bu istisnai hareketini begenmek ve ovmek hakka riayet 
etmektir ("Yelkovan" 1948: 154).] 

The author of the above article was also pleased to announce that while 

classics were previously released each year on October 29, the anniversary of the 

Republic, they would be released throughout the year. He further commented that 

releasing them on the anniversary of the Republic seemed like acts of "charity" 

("cemilekarhk"), \vhich was rather "unseemly" ("miinasebetsiz") ("Yelkovan" in 

Terciime Vol. 8, :No. 43-44: 154). 

Sirer was indeed detennined to continue the publication of classics, but on 

different terms. On January 29, 1947, Sirer convened a meeting of the Translation 

Bureau to revise its structure and operations. During this meeting it was decided that 

17 Delifige Methiye (In Praise of Madness) translated by Nusret HIZlf and published by the Ministry 'Jf 
Education as number one in the Latin Classics series. 
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the Bureau, which had thus far focused on literature, would also translate philosophy, 

history and science books. It was further resolved that those literary works which 

would convey "patriotism" ("yurt sevgisi") to the youth would be prioritized. The 

publication of a new series on biographies of famous authors, as well as analyses of 

their works was among the decisions taken in this meeting. The participants of the 

meeting also decided that the series "Essays on the Art of Theatre" ("Tiyatro Sanatl 

Uzerine Denemeler") would be enriched by new translations and that an editing 

board would be set up to oversee the publication of Tercume, the journal ("Haberler" 

1947: 434). The real change was presented in the second decision which consisted of 

giving a new orientation to the activities of the Translation Bureau. Within the first 

six years of the Bureau's operation, works of humanist origin were explicitly 

prioritized, but now the focus had shifted towards works with patriotic overtones. 

This was not an act of de-planning, but of re-planning, since the previous 

plans were being replaced by new ones. In the field of translation, 1947 marks the 

beginning of a new planning process, which I have termed re-planning. In this new 

process, some of the Bureau's former principles were maintained. The idea of the use 

of translation as an instrument of culture planning and education was still valid. 

Furthermore, the new government was still adhering to the principle of statism in 

translation and declaring that it would focus on the translation and publication of 

those works that were not commercially viable for private publishers to produce 

("Haberler" 1947: 436). As a result of the meeting held in January 1947, several 

commissions were set up to prepare a new list of suggested titles for translation. This 

list was published in Terciime and diverged significantly from the lists published by 

the Translation Bureau in 1940 ("Haberler" 1940a: 113-114) and 1943 ("Haberler" 

1943: 441-444). The biggest difference was the emphasis on eastern works. The 
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1940 list only included one such work: Sadi's Giilistan. In the 1943 list~ there were 

four "Oriental Classics" ("Sark Klasikleri") which consisted of Arabic, Persian, 

Indian, and Chinese works. 18 The 1947 list was a combined one, covering both 

suggested titles and translations already published by the Ministry of Education 

("KHlsikler Listesi" 1947: 438-504). The list featured 47 Persian works (15 of them 

already translated), 77 Arabic classics (only 2 previously translated), 11 Indian works 

(2 previously translated) and 21 Ch1nese classics (4 previously translated). These 

figures should not mislead us to thinking that the Bureau would have exclusive focus 

on eastern classics. The list which featured a total of 1980 titles was more 

comprehensive when compared to the previous ones. It also included a high number 

of western classics, including 191 Greek and 115 Latin works. French works topped 

the list with 370 titles. So the share of eastern classics within the total number of 

titles had not risen dramatically. This rate was 8 per cent in the 1947 list, 3 per cent 

in 1940 and 7 per cent in 1943. 

Nevertheless, theory and execution did not overlap. The activities of the 

Translation Bureau declined considerably after 1946. Until the end of 1946, the 

output of the Bureau had increased steadily, reaching a total of 467 titles, with 143 

titles in 1946, excluding reprints. This number dropped to 57 in 1947, and continued 

to decrease especially after 1950. While the Bureau annually translated an average of 

66.7 titles within its first six years, it produced an average of 32.6 new titles annually 

between 1947-1966 (based on Kldsikler Bihliyografyasl 1967: VI). 

The shift towards eastern classics becomes more visible in the list of actual 

publications by the Ministry of Education than in its list of intended translations. 

IS These lists covered suggested titles for translation. Some titles were translated and published during 
the years that followed. Some were never translated. On the other hand. :;ome of the works translated 
by the Bureau and published by the Ministry of Education were not included in these lists. 
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While Arabic and Persian works made up 3 per cent of the Translation Bureau's 

output between 1940-1946 (15 works), this rate more than doubled and increased to 

7 per cent between 1947-1966 (52 works) within the total number of translations 

published, including the reprints. Furthermore, the translations of Greek classics lost 

considerable impetus after 1947. While until 1946, 63 Greek classics were published 

by the Ministry of Education which constituted 13.5 per cent of the Translation 

Bureau's output, 31 Greek classics were published after 1947, constituting 4.7 per 

cent of the total number of translated titles. It cannot be claimed that the Bureau had 

exhausted the Greek classics, since 97 out of 191 titles included in the list of 

suggested titles were never translated. Furthermore, Russian classics lost favour to a 

large degree. 60 Russian classics had been translated and published until 1946 (12.8 

per cent), while the number of translations remained at 31 (4.7 per cent) during the 

following 20 years. 19 

The shift of focus in the activities of the Translation Bureau is indicative of a 

new process of translation planning. Translations and lists published after 1947 point 

at a new literary canon for Turkey. The former canon-making efforts aimed to place 

works with a "humanist" background in the centre of the literary polysystem in 

Turkey. After 1947, the state officials dropped "humanism", "Turkish humanism" 

and "Turkish Renaissance" from their discourse. The prefaces by President inonil 

and Hasan Ali Yilcel to the translations published by the Ministry of Education until 

1946, disappeared with the transition to the multi-party system. inoni.i and Yilcel had 

also written pieces for TercL1me on the anniversaries of the establishment of the 

journal and carefully delineated the purpose of the government's emphasis on 

19 The statistics offered in this section are based on the lists published in "Kliisikler Listesi" (1947) 
and Klasikler Bihi(vografj1asl (1967). 
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translation.2o After 1946, such attempts to contextualise translations vis-a-vis the 

aims of the government also disappeared; for example, no attempt was made to 

replace the prefaces to the classics with new ones. 

I would like to argue that the shift and decline in the activities of the 

Translation Bureau have to do with the new definition of nationalism in Turkey. 

Translation of western classics was placed at the heart of literary canonization and 

translation was attached a major role in terms of creating and reinforcing a national 

identity during the first six years of the Translation Bureau. The version of 

nationalism generated and disseminated during the Republican People's Party rule 

carefully emphasized a common language, history and culture as the founding blocks 

of the new nation. The element of culture did not include religion which was 

identified with the Ottoman past and continuously downplayed by the state. Instead, 

the government was looking to the western literary and cultural traditions to create a 

unique blend of Turkish national culture. In the early stages, the Sun language theory 

and the Turkish History Thesis claimed that Turkish language and history were the 

origin of western language and culture. In the late 1930s and early 1940s, the 

attempts at finding common roots for Turkish and western cultures were abandoned 

and western humanist culture, which was represented as a universal culture rather 

than a strictly western one, was brought to the foreground, mainly through 

translations. After 1947, as nationalism was re-interpreted within a partialist 

paradigm, the culture planning project also changed direction. Since the West would 

be considered as the source of science and technology, and Turkey, now embracing 

its religious past, would be the source of national culture, foreign works were no 

longer needed for the making of a new Turkish culture. ImpOlis of foreign classical 

20 The discourse of the state officials on uoanslation, as well as the discourse of the jOllnd Terc!ime 
\Yill be taken up in more detail in Chapter :3 ° 
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works via translation started losing their central position and political function, at 

least in the discourse of the state. A striking example to this shift is the publication of 

translations of Turkish literature into western languages in Terciime. A preface to the 

52nd issue of Terciime wrote, "it's only natural that we try to acquaint other nations 

with our thoughts and tastes" ["bizim de kendi dii~iince ve zevklerimizi ... ba~ka 

milletlere tamtmaga 9alI~mamlzdan daha tabii bir ~ey olamaz"] ("Onsoz" 1951). This 

was a novel approach that started to compensate for the previous views of Turkish 

intellectuals on republican Turkish literature which they regarded as inferior to 

western works (see NaYlr1937: 162 and my Chapter 3). It is further interesting that 

this preface referred to a "literary renaissance" ["edebi ronesans"], instead of a 

"Turkish Renaissance" that would be brought about by translations. The impact of 

translation was now confined to the field of literature. 

2.3 Summary 

Chapter 2 offers an overview of the cultural practices of the republican governments 

in 1923-1960. It introduces the republican reforms, the westemism principle 

underlying these reforms, as well as some of the republican institutions founded to 

reinforce and disseminate the refonns. The chapter also provides information about 

the establishment, structure and operations of the Translation Bureau as an 

instrument of culture planning and nation-building. It sets out to construct a network 

of republican institutions within which the Bureau's activities can be contextualized. 

The cultural implications of the transition to the multi-party system and the 

Democrat rule are also tackled in order to reveal the ways translation, and cultural 

institutions at large, can be affected by political dynamics. 
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Chapter 3 will present an analysis of the vanous stages of discourse on 

translation. The changing functions attributed to translation and the role to be played 

by translation within the literary canonization processes in Turkey will be traced 

across statements by state officials, intellectuals, publishers and translators 

throughout the period under study. 
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Chapter 3 

Aspects of Discourse on Translation 

The culture planning efforts of the Republican People's Party government, followed 

by the de-planning phase launched by the Democrat Party as discussed in Chapter 2, 

revolved around the principle of westernization. While the single-party era adopted 

westernization as a significant tool for modernization in both science and culture, the 

multi-party era witnessed a reversal of this trend and brought about a return to the 

pre-republican "partialist" understanding of westernization. In Chapter 2, I explored 

how this change of direction in culture planning may have affected the state's view 

of translation. In Chapter 3, I will focus on the changing conceptions of translation 

as articulated in the extratextual discourse by government officials, academics, 

publishers, writers and translators. As I indicated in Chapter 1, extratextual 

discourse is secondary on translation expressed in oral or written statements, as 

opposed to textual discourse, i.e. translated texts themselves The present chapter will 

not limit its perspective with the Translation Bureau and will present a review of 

articles, oral statements and book chapters by all parties involved, both representing 

the government and the private publishing sector between 1923 -1960. 

It will become evident that the various elements of extratextual discourse on 

translation crystallized mainly in Tercume, the Translation Bureau's journal, and in 

several dailies and literary magazines where writers, publishers and translators 

associated with the translation of canonical literature raised their views. Translators, 

writers or publishers active in the field of popuiar translated literature remained 

absent from the extratextual discourse and did not offer their views on the functions 

or definitions of translation. Therefore, much of the discourse tackled in this chapter 
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expresses the views of the planners located within the center of the cultural and 

literary systems. This should not be judged as a selective approach in data c()ilection. 

Rather, the apparent focus on the statements by central planners and translated 

canonical literature originated from the available material in this field. The agents 

and institutions involved with popular translated literature simply remained absent 

from the public discussions on translation. 

In the following sections the utterances by various persons and groups are 

evaluated within a framework that regards discourse as social practice, revealing 

ideas, tensions, hierarchical relations and power struggles among different agents 

and collectivities. In this sense, the discourse formulated by agents should not be 

taken as representing the actual state of translation. Rather, such discourse reflects 

their views, their experiences and perceptions, in short, their habituses. 

The material used in this chapter comes from several sources. The proceedings 

of the First Turkish Publishing Congress (1939), articles published in a number of 

dailies and literary magazines such as l.Rus, Cwnhur(vet, Olkii, Varlzk, Resimli Ay, 

Ufuklar and Yeni Adam, articles appearing in the Terciime journal in 1940-1960, a 

number of books written by writers closely involved with translation (NaYlr 1937; 

Diken 1997 [1935]; Ozdenoglu 1949; Sevuk 1940) make up the major sources. All 

material used in this chapter was produced during the period under study, i.e. 1923-

1960. 

Translation was a topic that was widely discussed by different agents such as 

state officials, writers and translators in the early republican period. It may be 

suggested that translation has never again become the topical subject that it was in 

the 1940s. The debate around translation covered various aspects of the 

phenomenon, ranging from general topics such as the cultural functions of 
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translation to critiques of specific translations. In this chapter, I have classified 

extratextual discourse on translation under mam headings: the expected and 

actualized functions of translation, state involvement in translation, the qualities and 

visibility of the translator and translation strategies. 

3.1 Functions of Translation 

Throughout the early republican period, and especially before and during the few 

initial years of the Translation Bureau, people who aired their ideas on translation 

were pre-occupied with a specific question: what is the aim of translation? This was 

not a new topic. Since literary translations from western languages started to be 

carried out in the 19th century, translation and its cultural role remained a topical 

subject. Translation even became the topic of a heated literary discussion in 1897. 

3.1.1 The Classics Debate 

The discussion kno\vn as the "Classics Debate" ("Klasikler Tartl~masl") was voiced 

in articles published in several dailies and magazines and lasted for about three 

months in late 1897. Famous literary figures like Ahmet Cevdet, Ahmet Rasim, 

Cenap ~ehabettin, Huseyin Dani~, Huseyin Sabri, ismail A vni, Necip ASlm and Sait 

Bey (also known as "Lastik" ["elastic"] Sait) took part in this discussion launched 

by Ahmet Mithat Efendi with an article he published in Tercilman-z Hakikat in 

September 1897 (Kaplan 1998). The series of articles written in response to this 

original article, as well as Ahmet Mithat Efendi's responses to them, offer rich 

information about the kinds of functions translation was expected to serve. The ideas 
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formulated by the participants of this debate suggested that translation of western 

classics was an important need for the Ottoman culture, since this culture had not 

gone through a "classical period" in the western sense. According to these writers, 

translation could enrich Turkish culture and literature, while it would also enable the 

Ottoman Empire to catch up with European nations. Furthermore, translation of 

classics was expected to lead to original creation and generate "Turkish classics", 

What was meant by the term "classics" was mainly Greek and Latin works (Kaplan 

1998: 61-63). 

This debate draws attention to two mam points regarding the republican 

conception of translation. First of all, it illustrates that the emphasis on the 

translation of classics was not a new phenomenon introduced by the republican 

regime. Secondly, it demonstrates that the function attributed to translation remained 

the same since the 19th century, although the republican view of translation had a 

more pronounced focus on Greek and Latin classics through the introduction of the 

concept of "humanism" as I will explore in the next section. 

3,1.2 Translation as a Means of Canon Formation 

A survey of oral and written statements about translation in the 1923-1960 period 

reveals that Turkish politicians, publishers, writers and translators, had certain 

expectations from translation. They were largely dissatisfied with the quality and. 

quantity of translations carried out in Turkey, yet they sounded hopeful that 

translation of certain kinds of works, i.e. international classics, would help Turkish 

literary and intellectual life to develop in a number of ways. Several functions were 

attributed to translation, and most of them remained as "expected" or "intended" 
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functions rather than actualized ones. The discourse on the expected functions of 

translation activity was marked by somewhat different elements prior to the 

establishment of the Translation Bureau in 1940. This discourse was characterized 

by a negative and critical tone expressing the frustration intellectuals felt in seeing 

an unsystematic and highly commercialized translation market. During this period 

open calls were extended to the state to intervene in translation activity. 

3.1.2.1 Canon Making in Discourse 

Throughout the late 1920s and 1930s, translation was a topic under intensive 

discussion. Statesmen, academics and writers who raised their views on this subject 

concentrated on the importance of translating western literature into Turkish and 

suggested that such translations would be instrumental in the cultural development 

of the nation in a number of ways. Nothing expresses this idea better than the words 

of Mustafa Kemal who told the Grand National Assembly that "writing and 

translation are the most significant instruments of development for national 

sovereignty and national culture" ["Telifve Terctime i~leri hakimiyet-i milliyenin ve 

milli harsIll en mlihim vaslta-l inti~andlr."] (Atatiirk'iin Soylev ve Demerieri 1952: 

289). Mustafa Kemal made this statement soon after the end of the vVar of 

Liberation, on March 1, 1923, which demonstrates the importance attached to books 

and reading in the early phases of the Republic. 

The most signitlcant idea underlying the discourse of this period before 1940 

seems to be the creation of a "need" for the translation of classics. Writers argued 

that the Turkish culture and literature suffered from a lack of literary works to be 

read by younger generations. In their view, that meant that the cultural life of the 
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country and national literary production would corne to a standstill. They offered the 

western literary system as a possible source for importing a new literary corpus into 

the Turkish system. 

Hasan Ali Ediz, who later translated for the Translation Bureau, wrote in 1939 

that a modem country was founded to replace the Turkey of the past which had a 

backward and feudal system and that a new kind of language and literature were 

needed to express the new subjects brought about by this modernization. He argued: 

In this day and age, the "language issue" and the "literature issue" are both 
issues pertaining to translation. If we cannot present the literary works of 
nations who are more advanced than us in terms of literature to our youth, who 
do not speak foreign languages, as a model, it will be impossible for us to 
inject a literary culture to the next generation and awaken the literary potential 
that lies donnant in them (Ediz 1939: 280). 

[Halbuki bugtinkii devirde gerek 'dil i~i' gerekse 'edebiyat i~i', her~eyden once 
biraz da terctime i~idir. Edebiyatlarl bizden ileride olan milletlerin her sahadaki 
edebiyatlanm ecnebi dili bilmiyen geny neslimize bir ornek olarak 
veremezsek, bu nesle modem bir edebi ktilttir a~llamamlza, bunlara gizli bir 
halde bulunan edebi cevherleri uyandlrmamlza katiyen irnkan yoktur (Ediz 
1939: 280).] 

In the same vein, in his Edebiyatlmzzzn Bugiinkii lvfeseleleri in 1937, Y a~ar N abi 

NaYlf, translator, writer and publisher, wrote that the translation of seminal works of 

western literature into Turkish was vital for the development of a contemporarj 

Turkish literature because Turkish culture needed to create a new foundation for 

itself. NaYlr wrote: 

The great civilization and language reforms we have undergone have broken 
our ties with our fonner literature and culture, which was of a ditTerent aspect 
and language. Since there can be no culture without a basis and since today we 
do not have the possibility of making use of the literature of yesterday, it is a 
must for us to base our new literary and cultural works on the artistic and 
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intellectual corpus originating in Ancient Greece which underlies 
contemporary European literature (NaYlr 1937: 162). 

[Geyirdigimiz biiyiik medeniyet ve dil devrimleri, ves:hesi ve dili pek ba~ka 
olan eski edebiyat ve killtiiriimiizle aramlzdaki baglan koparlp atml~tlr. 

Temelsiz bir kiiltiir olmayacagl ve diinkii edebiyatlmlzdan bugiin i9in 
faydalanma imkam da bulunmadlgl iyin, yeni edebi ve killtiirel s:ah~malanmlZ1 
eski Yunandan ba~hyarak yagda~ Avrupa edebiyatma varan ve bir kiil te~kil 
eden sanat ve fikir varhgma dayamamlz bir zarurettir (NaYlr 1937: 162).} 

Nayu, who was an ardent proponent of the translation of western classics, 

maintained a similar view throughout his literary career, which expanded well into 

the 1970s. Already in 1935, he wrote in Varlzk: "I think every one of us believes in 

the need to enrich our weak, and even poor, national library by translating the great 

scientific and literary works of foreign languages, and we all hope that this 

undertaking will be successfully carried out at once ["Yabanci dillerin ilmi ve edebi 

biiyiik eserlerini dilimize yevirerek ryok zaifve hatta zavalh olan milli kiitiiphanemizi 

zenginle~tirmek liizumuna inanmlyan ve boyle bir i~in, bir an once ba~anlmasml 

dilemeyen. samnm ki, aramlzda kimse yoktur."] (NaYlr 1935: 305). This statement 

reflects the view Naylr held of the weak state of Turkish intellectual life in the early 

republican period, which was largely shared by other writers in the 1930s as I will 

illustrate in the foliowing paragraphs. 

vVhy was the source of a new literary foundation sought in \vestem works? 

Many regarded the question of increasing the quality and quantity of translations a 

part of the westernization project. For instance, Fuat Koprulii, writer, literary 

historian and politician, suggested that the translation of scientific and literary works 

from European laIlguages was only natural since, "the first thing a nation entering a 

new civilization does is to translate the \vorks belonging to that civilization into its 

own language" ["yeni bir medeniyet dairesine giren bir milletin ilk i~i 0 medeniyete 
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ait eserleri kendi lisanma terci.ime etmektir"l] (Kopruli.i 1928: 405). Likewise, Hilmi 

Ziya Ulken wrote in 1935 that he expected translation activity to lead to 

"westernization" ("garphla~ma") (1997: 347). 

ismail Habib Sevi.ik, in his seminal two-volume anthology on European 

literature and Turkey, stressed the importance of providing access to western works 

for monolingual Turks. He suggested that the way to become "fully European" went 

not through learning foreign languages, but through translation. He wrote: 

... the secret for making Turkey fully European lies in reflecting Europeanness 
in Turkish. The issue of translation is not one of our secondary tasks, it stands 
before us as a great ideal, as the mission of all missions, as our greatest flag. It 
is only through "true translations" that we will arrive at "true Europe" (Seviik 
1940a: VII). 

[ ... Ti.irkiyeyi tam Avrupah yapmanm esas smml ti.irk<;:eye tam Avrupahhgl 
aksettirmek gorelim. Terci.ime meselesi ta'll i~lerimizden degil 0, en bi.iyiik bir 
bayrak gibi davalann ba~ davasl olarak azametli bir ideal heybetiyle duruyor. 
"Tam terci.ime"yledir ki "tam Avrupa"ya varacaglz (Sevi.ik 1940a: VII).] 

As it becomes evident from the above statements, the context set for 

translation activity was a political and ideological one, where translation was given 

the significant mission of creating the necessary intellectual and literary background 

for cultural westernization. This context also involved a rather inferior view of 

Turkish culture and literature, which needed to be inspired and guided by western 

literature. Turkish literature was found to be deficient vis-a.-vis its European 

counterparts. European or western literatures, two terms which were used 

interchangeably, were perceived to be more advanced than Turkish literature and 

were seen as models that could serve to improve the level of Turkish literature, 

I Transiiteration into the Latin alphabet mine. 
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especially in terms of the themes they tackled. Baha Diirder's article published in 

Kalem in 1939 constitutes an example to this attitude. Diirder wrote that Turkish 

writers were not at the same caliber with European writers. He also added that if we 

wanted to catch up with European literature we needed to rely on translations (1939: 

269). 

In the views of many intellectuals, adopting western literature as a model for 

creating domestic literature did not entail an imitation of such works. Indeed, the 

tendency to imitate either the East or the West was considered to be the major reason 

behind the literary stagnation the country suffered from (see Siikftfe Nihil in Co~kun 

1938: 53). Turkish literature, and especially the novel, was regarded as a weak copy 

of French literature, which it had attempted to imitate since the 19th century (Fuat 

KoprUlu in Co~kIn 1938: 10). According to many wTiters, familiarity with western 

classics, mainly through translations, would enable a better assessment of Turkish 

literature and bring about a better understanding of national literary sources. For 

instance, KaZlm Nami wrote in Ulkii in 1934 that although Turks knew the past and 

the present of their ovm literature, i.e. folk literature, they failed to capture its true 

spirit because "we do not know its historical background since we do not understand 

what it has absorbed from classical literatures" ["bunun mazisindeki yonelmeleri 

bilmemekligimiz klasik edebiyatlardan ne alml~ olduklanm 

anlayamamakhgulllzdandlT."] (Kazlm Nami 1934: 333). In 1933, in a book titled 

Bizim istedigimiz Edebiyat Refik .Ahmet Sevengil wrote, "I take national literature to 

be one which upholds and preserves the local flavour using a Western technique" 

["Dlus edebiyatlill batl teknigi iyinde yerli tadt ustun tutan ve ya~atan bir edebiyat 

olarak anhyorum."J (Sevengil 1933: 23). The concept of "national literature", \vhich 

was topical since the turn of the century, revolved around this question of how one 
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could make use of foreign literary ideas and models and remain original at the same 

time (see interviews in Co~kun 1938). 

The reliance on translations as literary models and sources of inspiration was 

not a new phenomenon. Translation had occupied a significant place in the Ottoman 

literary polysystem in the 19th century. Saliha Paker writes the following on the 

position occupied by translation in the Tanzimat period: 

... translated European literature assumed a twofold 'central' function, or a 
function that was manifested on two levels in the Tanzimat period: \-vhile 
translation of European works of canonized status (such as $inasi's 
Translations of Verse, Mlinif Pa~a's Philosophical Dialogues, $emsettin 
Sami's translation of Les Miserables, Ahmed Vefik Pa~a's translations from 
Moliere) functioned as a shaping force on the level of 'high literature', non
canonized/popular translated literature and adaptations for the theatre were 
active on a lower level. It was the dynamic interaction between these t\vo 
levels (or strata) that contributed to such linguistic and literary innovations as 
the simplification of prose style and the introduction of the drama, the novel 
and the short story as the new genres into Ottoman literature (Paker 1991: 30). 

The discourse throughout the 1930s shows that the pivotal role attributed to 

translation for the development of the Turkish literature continued. How"ever, this 

time the translation's role concerned the import of new ideas rather than the 

development of new genres. In other words, the innovative force of translation \vas 

expected to display itself in the content, not in the form. 

Translation was attributed another, this time, a more practical role in the 

19305. Apart from serving as a tool for cultural westernization and contributing to 

the development of a national literature, translation would also serve as a means to 

provide reading material to the pUblic. This was a function translation had assumed 

during the 19th century, compensating for the lack of indigenous popular literature 

that would address the urban population (Paker 1991: 41). In the 19305 transiation 

assumed this function once more, which became an emergency due to the alphabet 
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reform. The 1928 alphabet reform had cut off the younger generation from literature 

written in Ottoman script and there had emerged a need for new literary texts. 

Although the traditional works of Ottoman literature were not rejected by some 

intellectuals such as Hasan Ali Yucel, Falih Rlfla Atay and ismail Habib Sevtik who 

stressed the need for the transliteration of these works into the new Turkish alphabet, 

the majority of the intellectuals and statesmen called for the creation of a completely 

new literature detached from the older works (See Birinci Turk Ne§riyat Kongresi 

1939). Zekeriya Sertel, a journalist, publisher and translator wrote in daily Tan in 

1939: 

Statistics show that the number of books published and sold in Turkey 
increases each year. The members of the new generation that have cut offtheir 
ties with the old script are in need of a new and rich library. They look for 
books to read, but most of the time fail to find what they are looking for. Book 
sales rise but are not sufficient to satisfy our cultural needs. 

This situation obliges us to have a programme and a plan in publishing and to 
provide the new generation with the books they need as soon as possible 
(originally published in Tan on 2.5.1939 reprinted in Birinci Tark Ne~riyat 
Kongresi 1939:190). 

[Yapllan istatistikler g6steriyor ki Ttirkiyede kitap baslm ve satl~l seneden 
seneye artlyor. Eski harflerle alakasllli kesmi~ yeni nesiL yepyeni ve zengin bir 
ktitlipane ihtiyacl kar~lsllldadir. Okuyacak kitap arlyor, fakat <;ok defa 
aradlgllli bulamlYor. Kitap satl~l artlyor, fakat ktilttir ihtiyaclmlzl tatmine katl 
gelmiyor. 

Bu vaziyet de bizi ne~riyatta programh ve planh bir tarzda <;ah~mak ve yeni 
nesle en kisa zamanda muhta<; oldugu kiitlipaneyi vermek mecburiyeti 
kar~lsmda blrakiyor (originally published in Tan on 2.5.1939 reprinted in 
Birinci Tiirk Ne$riyat Kongresi 1939: 190).] 

Ahmel Hamdi Tanpmar saw the solution to this problem in translation. He suggested 

that there was a shortage of books that would be useful for youth between the ages 

of fifteen and twenty in Turkey and recommended translations from European 
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languages as the means to improve the cultural and intellectual capabilities of the 

younger population (Tanpmar 1998 [1939]: 78-79). 

There seemed to lie a general motive behind all of the statements mentioned 

above: the making of a new literary canon for Turkey. The old canon, i.e. the corpus 

of works that were written in the Ottoman alphabet, was pushed to the periphery of 

the literary system after the alphabet reform. This was partly the result of deliberate 

attempts to break people's ties with their Ottoman heritage, largely associated with 

Islam and the "East" ("Sark"2). This was an ideological move. Throughout the 19305 

older works, which belonged to the Ottoman literary system were not transliterated 

into the new alphabet and remained unavailable. Therefore it became virtually 

impossible for the young generation, who entered schooling after the alphabet 

reform, to read these works. This provides an interesting example of how change 

may take place in a literary system. Even-Zohar (1990a) explains systemic change as 

a function of texts within the system. According to Even-Zohar, change is triggered 

by the tension among the various strata in a system, such as the tension between 

canonized/non-canonized or primary/secondary elements. The case of early 

republican Turkey shows that this may not always be the case. The change \vhich 

took place in the Turkish literary system (mainly in transition from the Ottoman 

literary system) proves that groups of texts within a system may also change 

positions through intentional manipulation by agents. In early republican Turkey, 

change was affected by culture planners who evacuated the center of the literary 

system by making the works once located at the center unavailable due to the change 

of script. The discourse formed around the translation of western classics in the 

2 Alihough the term "East" was sometimes used to refer to the "Orient" in generaL covering: both the 
Middle and the Far East as well as India, it generally implied the Persian and Arabic-spe:lking 
Muslim countries. 
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1930s indicates that intellectuals attempted to offer a new center for the literary 

system. It was proposed that this center be filled with a new cano~ mainly 

consisting of western classics. In fact, this new canon had been on the cultural 

agenda since the 19th century and translation had long been regarded as the main 

route through which this canon would be imported to Turkey (Kaplan 1998). 

In the views of many officials and literary figures, the attempts at creating the 

repertoire, which would constitute that canon, had largely failed. Literary and 

scholarly translation activity from the Tanzimat period until the 19305 was 

frequently criticized on the grounds of the selection of the works and the translation 

strategies employed. 

Translations from western languages since the Tanzimat were found to be 

"sporadic and arbitrary" ["dagmlk ve tesadufi"] (Ulken 1997 [1935]: 347). These 

translations were regarded as unsystematic and not forming a consistent corpus, 

therefore it was suggested that they had little positive impact on Turkish culture 

(Olken 1997 [1935]: 347; Tanpmar 1998 [1939]; Durder 1938: 6; Nahit Slm 1934). 

It was also argued that translation became a commercial activity rather than a 

cultural one (R.P. Yucer "Ne~riyat Kongresi", originally published in Bursa 

Gazetesi on 2-14.4.1939, reprinted in Birinci Turk Se~riyat Kongresi 1939: 176). Ali 

Kemah, translator and administrator, wrote in 1933 that publishers and translators 

acted out of commercial concerns in their literary translation activity and that they 

prioritized the commercial value of books over their literary and intellectual value 

(Ali Kemali 1933: 20). 

According to the general opinion, the commercialization of translation had 

several consequences. First of all, it reduced the quality of translations. since 

translators had to translate fast to be able to make enough money as they were paid 
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rather low fees on the private publishing market (Ediz 1939: 280). Secondly, 

translation fell at the hands of incompetent translators, again due to the low fees 

(R.P. Yucer in Birinci Turk Ne§riyat Kongresi 1939: 176; Ediz 1939: 280). And 

finally, the commercialization had an impact on the choice of titles to be translated. 

Classics were neglected since their sales were low and did not bring much profit to 

the publishers ("Klasiklerin Tercumesi" 1933). 

Writers also criticized translations in terms of their quality. Translations were 

often judged as "wrong and bad" ["yanh;; ve kotii"] (Ediz 1939: 279). They were 

criticized for either being too "free" (NaYlr 1935: 305), or too "literal" (Olken 1998 

[1935]: 346). Indirect translations carried out via an intermediary language \vere 

found to be unacceptable (NaYlr 1937: 163; Ediz 1939: 280; Ahmet Agaoglu in 

Birinci Turk Ne§riyat Kongresi 1939: 171). Furthermore, writers dre\v attention to 

retranslations as a sign of disorder in the publishing market for translated literature. 

Retranslations were considered to be a waste oftime and effort (Koprulu 1928: 445; 

"Tercumeler" 1938: 566). It was suggested that publishing activity was not subject 

to any form of coordination which often resulted in several publishers 

commissioning the translation of the same work around the same time (Durder 1938: 

270). It was also indicated that some publishers who noticed the popular success of 

certain translated works published retrans I ations , or simply the same translations 

with a few modifications in order to exploit that success (Durder 1938: 270; 

"Tercumeler" 1938: 566). In brief, there was general dissatisfaction \v11h the way 

translations were selected and carried out. The solution to this problem was seen in 

state involvement in translation, as I will explore in the next section. 

The organization of the National Publishing Congress in 1939, and the 

emphasis on translation in the proceedings of that congress, indicate that the state 
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was ready to assume a larger role in translation and publishing in general. The 

deliberations of the Congress include statements that reflect the views of the state, as 

articulated by the Prime Minister Refik Saydam and the Minister of Education, 

Hasan Ali Yiicel, as to the importance attached to translation by the planners. The 

discussions during the Congress, as well as the reports and comments published in 

conjunction with it, created a platform where expectations from translation activity, 

expectations from the state in creating the desired kind of translation activity and 

views on translation strategies crystallized. The deliberations at the Congress and the 

ensuing responses in the press, constitute a moment where all debates on translation 

until that date culminated in the materialization of the canon that had thus far 

largely remained rhetorical. The Congress was a defining moment in terms of 

translation activity in Turkey and a significant point of contact between the 

discursive and actual canonization of translated western literature in the Turkish 

literary system. 

3.1.2.2 The First National Publishing Congress 

The Publishing Congress was organized in order to define the future course of 

publishing activity and to identify the ways in which the state might assist in 

improving the quality and quantity of books published in Turkey. In his keynote 

address, Prime Minister Saydam addressed the participants of the Congress as 

follows: 

We have convened the Publishing Congress in order to benefit from your 
expertise and know-how in our analyses and programming of this subject 
[publishing] which is a very important issue in tenns of the Turkish mission of 
culture ... Your experience and knowledge will give us this programme ... I 
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personally do not like noisy and arbitrary things anyway (Participants cheer 
"bravo") (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 9). 

[TUrk kUltiir davasml muhim bir meselesi olan bu meseleyi mutalea etmek iyin 
ve onu programlandlrmak is:in sizin yUksek ihtisaslmzdan, g6rgfiniizden 
istifade iyin Ne~riyat Kongresini topluyoruz ... Sizin geyirdiginiz tecrfibeniz ve 
ilminiz bize bu programl verecektir ... Ben ~ahsan gurfiltiilU, programslz i~ten 
zaten ho~lanmam (Bravo sesleri) (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 9).J 

The "programme" to be designed by the state involved several aspects of publishing 

which were tackled by separate committees. The issues which would be taken up by 

the Congress were announced to the participants prior to the event. These included 

printing and broadcasting matters, copyrights, youth and children's literature, 

awards and assistance for indigenous writing and translation, state aid for private 

publishing companies, promotion of reading among the people, the preparation of 

encyclopedias and reference material in Turkish (Birinci Turk Ne~r(\/at Kongresi 

1939: 3). Among these issues, translation was given a special place. Translation 

came second in a list consisting of fourteen items defining the goals of the Congress. 

The aim of the Congress regarding translation was, "to determine the most necessary 

works to be translated into our language, including the classics, within a yearly plan 

and to assign the publication of these \\iorks to parties concerned" ["Dilimize 

terce me ettirilecek eserlerin, khisikler dahil olarak, en lUzumlulanmn senelere 

aynlml~ bir pHinda tesbit edilmesi ve bunlann ne~ri iyin aHikadarlar arasmda I:;> 

b61umu yapllmasl"] (Birinci Tiirk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 3). 

As explained in the previous chapter, The Translation Committee was one of 

the seven committees set up to discuss the above topics and to introduce proposals 

regarding the planning of publishmg. The committee attributed a tvv-o-fold role to 

translation in the report it submitted to the Congress where it wrote: "Translation 

will serve both to transmit the ideas and the sensibility of the civilized world to our 
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country and to enrich our language" ["Tercfune, hem memlekete medeniyet aleminin 

fikirlerini ve hassasiyetini getirmek, hem de dilimizi zenginle~tirmek hususunda 

hizmet edecektir"] (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939:125). These two functions. 

the former cultural and the latter linguistic, are also observed in the discourse of the 

contributors to Tercume and other journals throughout the 1940s and 1950s. In the 

same report, the committee added that a certain "method and order" [''usul ve 

nizam"] had to be introduced for improving translation activity which was in a 

"deplorable state" ["peri~an halde"] (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 125). In 

the meantime, the committee continued to hold a conception of the Turkish culture 

as inferior to western culture by drawing a border between Turkey and the '"civilized 

world". 

The political function of introducing western culture and literature, which was 

attributed to translation throughout the 1930s, was also voiced in the Congress. In 

fact, it was the Hasan Ali Yiicel, Minister of Education, who set the tone by making 

the following remark in his inaugural speech: 

Republican Turkey, which aims and is determined to become a distinguished 
member of the western cultural and intellectual community must translate the 
classical and modern works of the civilized world into its language and 
strengthen its identity through feelings and thoughts expressed in those 
works. This obligation invites us to mobilize for translations on a wide scale 
(Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939:12). (emphasis mine) 

[Garp ktiltiir ve tefekklir camiasmm sec;kin bir uzvu olmak dileginde ve 
azminde bulunan Cumhuriyetc;i Tiirkiye, medeni diinyamn eski ve yeni fikir 
mahsullerini kendi diline crevirmek ve alemin duyu~ ve dii~linii~ii ile benligini 
kuvvetlendirmek mecburiyetindedir. Bu mecburiyet bizi geni~ bir terciime 
seferberligine davet ediyor (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 12).] 

Ylicel's words prove that translation was regarded as an official instmment of culture 

planning by the state. The ideological dimensions become evident in the minister's 
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identification of western culture with the "civilized world" and the kind of role he 

foresaw for translation within this context: translation was expected to convey 

western modes of thinking to Turkey, which would, in tum, result in a stronger 

Turkish identity. , 

The meetings of the Translation Committee resulted in the drafting of several 

recommendations which were expected to lead to "method and order" in translation 

activity. The recommendations included the setting up of an official translation 

bureau, extending state aid to private publishers for their translation activity and the 

launch of a translation journal. The committee also prepared a list of recommended 

titles for translation (Birinci Turk Ne$riyat Kongresi 1939: 125-127). The report of 

the committee was met with general approval and led to no significant discussion or 

opposition while it was read out for the participants of the Congress. The proposal to 

set up a translation bureau and the selection of titles for translation meant that the 

state was taking over the field of canonical translations and was entering into a phase 

of translation planning. This step was received well by writers and journalists \vho 

commented on the proceedings of the Publishing Congress in dailies and magazines. 

The Congress in general, and specifically the inclusion of translation in its 

agenda, was largely appreciated by writers, publishers and journalists. It was 

suggested that the First National Publishing Congress \vould pave the way for a 

"Turkish Renaissance" (Flrath and Aka Giindiiz in Birinci Tiirk Ne~riyat Kongresi 

1939: 131, 241). Ahmet Agaoglu wTote that the state was performing an 

"auspicious" ["haYlfh"] act by taking up the translation of classics. He \vas happy to 

see the interest in European classiC' literatures as well as Ancient Greek and Latin 

works which, he announced, would strengthen Turkish culture (originally published 

in jkdam on 21.4.1939 reprinted in Birinci Tiirk Ne~ri.vat Kongresi 1939: 171). An 
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article which appeared in the daily Tan praised the congress for taking serious steps 

towards organizing translation activity in the country. The article also suggested that 

Turkish readers needed new publications to be able to follow international artistic 

and intellectual movements since the Turkish language lacked the books they needed 

("Ne~riyatlmlZ1 Organize Etmek ihtiyacI" originally published in Tan on 303.1939, 

reprinted in Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 140). 

The report submitted by the Translation Committee to the Congress defined a 

significant priority for the future translation activity of the Translation Bureau and 

wrote: "It is recommended that among the works included in the list, those relating 

to humanist culture should be attached significance" ["Listedeki eserler arasmda, 

ilmanist killtilre taalluku olanlara bilhassa ehemmiyet verilmesi ... tavsiye olunur"] 

(Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 126). This statement heralded the attribution 

of a new function to translation activity: leading to a Turkish humanism. Indeed, 

until the mid-1940s, humanism was a term increasingly associated with the 

translation of western classics and it became one of the hallmarks of the discourse 

created in Tercume. During the first few years of its activity, the Translation Bureau 

identified itself closely with creating the spirit of humanism in Turkey. In his 

preface to the translations carried out by the Bureau which was published in all 

translations until his resignation in 1946, Yilcel made the connection between 

translation and humanism explicit and "'Tote: 

The first understanding and feeling of the spirit of humanism starts with the 
adoption of works of art which are the most concrete expression of human 
existence. Among art forms, literature is the richest in terms of the intellectual 
elements of this expression. Therefore when a nation repeats the literatures of 
other nations in its own tongue, or rather in its own conception, it increases, 
revives and re-creates its intellect and power of understanding. This is why we 
consider translation activity so important and influential for our mission 
(Yilcel 1961: 12). 
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[HUmanizrna ruhunun ilk anlaYl~ ve duyu~ merhalesi, insan varlIgmm en 
mu.~ahhas ~ekilde ifadesi olan sanat eserlerinin benimsenmesiyle ba~lar. Sanat 
~ubeleri i<;inde edebiyat, bu ifadenin zihin unsurlarl en zengin olanldlr. Bunun 
i<;indir ki bir milletin, diger milletler edebiyabm kendi dilinde, daha dogrusu 
kendi idrakinde tekrar etmesi, zeka ve anlama kudretini 0 eserler nispetinde 
artIrmasl, canlandlrmasl ve yeniden yaratmasldu. i~te tercu.me faaliyetini, biz 
bu bakImdam ehemmiyetli ve medeniyet davamIz i<;in mu.essir bellemekteyiz 
(Yu.cel 1961: 12).] 

3.1.3 Functions of Translation after 1940 

The early 1940s was a period when translation was under intensive discussion. 

Tercume played a significant role in setting the agenda for much of this discourse. 
, 

The articles it published found considerable response in other journals. Translators 

whose works were criticized in Terciime went on to write responses in defense of 

their translations, making their translational norms explicit. Indeed, the discourse on 

translation throughout the 1940s offers an interesting case where translation became 

a public issue and a great deal of energy went into outlining the expected roles and 

strategies of translation. 

The period after 1940 marked a new phase in the literary canonization project 

of the culture planners. The canon which had remained rhetorical during the 1930s 

started to materialize after 1940 with the increasing output of the Translation 

Bureau. vv'hile the intended fUllctions of the translation of classics still covered the 

improvement of cultural and linguistic levels of the country, they became more 

elaborate and detailed. The creation of Turkish humanism, improving the status of 

qualified translators, providing criteria for discerning high literature from "lesser" 

works, development of new literary and scientific terminology were some of the 

ttmctions expected from translation during this time. 
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I argue that humanism was seen as an intellectual goal and an ideal Turkey had 

to strive to attain. Translation was regarded as one of the ways in which a "Turkish 

Humanism" would be triggered in the country. In the fIrst issue of Terciime, 

Bedrettin Tunce1, who remained associated with the Bureau for a long period of time 

and served as the editor of the journal, wrote that the time was ripe for introducing 

the best examples of the "Greco-Latin civilization" ["Greko-1atin medeniyetinin"] in 

Turkey because "this is where we must start if we want to launch a comprehensive 

humanist movement" ["Eger bizde esash bir ilmanizma hareketinin dogmas! 

isteniliyorsa, i;;e buradan ba;;lamak icap eder"] (Tunce1 1940: 81). In his critique of 

the translation of Protagoras by Plato, Suat Sinanoglu, clacissist and translator of a 

number of Greek classics for the Translation Bureau, regarded the Turkish 

translation of Protagoras a significant contribution to the "mission of humanist 

culture" ["humanist kUltiir davamlz"] (Sinanoglu 1941: 485). In Ulka, the magazine 

of the People's Houses, Kemal Edip Unsel wrote that the translated classics 

published by the Ministry of Education were welcome as significant steps towards 

engendering "true humanism" that Turkey had been longing for CUnsel 1947: 9). In 

his preface to a series of interviews with famous literary figures in 1943, $inasi 

Ozdenoglu wrote that the classics published by the ministry helped to put Turkish 

intellectuals in touch with the humanist culture (Ozdenoglu 1949: 32). Ibrahim Hoyi 

called the translation of classics "a substantial and auspicious act for Turkish 

Humanism" ["Tlirk hlimanizmas! i9in 5zlli, haYlfh bir i;;"] (Hoyi 1948: 158). 

Humanism was almost invariably associated with the translation of Greek and Latin 

classics. In his preface to the special Greek issue of Terciime, Hasan Ali Ylicel 

expressed this in strong terms. He maintained that humanism required familiarity 

with Greek works and that the "civilized world" was rooted in Ancient Greece. He 
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then went on to argue that the Islamic civilization had established its "intellectual 

front" ["fikir cephesi"] by making use of Ancient Greek sources. He also suggested 

that the Islamic civilization had been selective in its use of Greek writers and 

philosophers, which brought about its failure (yiicel 1945: II). As explained earlier, 

the ideological backdrop of the discourse developed around translation as an 

instrument of humanism is closely related with the ideal of westernization. By 

publishing translations of works belonging to the western cultural heritage, and 

especially Ancient Greece and Rome, the Ministry of Education appeared to fulfill a 

political mission. The stress on the word "civilization" ["medeniyet"] in many of 

these statements further points at a conception of the western world as superior to 

Turkey. Within this context, the translation of classics appeared as vessels which 

would transfer the main features of that civilization into Turkey, and create the 

Turkish version of that civilization rising upon the idea of Turkish humanism. 

Nevertheless, the introduction of western ideas and literature into Turkey was 

not seen as a simple act of transfer. Rather than simply westernizing Turkish 

intellectual and literary production, writers commenting on the importance of 

translation for establishing Turkish humanism, concentrated on the power ohvestem 

classical literature to stimulate original thinking and production. This point was 

strongly underlined in the discourse of those who wrote about the role of translation 

in Turkey's cultural development. A part of this argument was carried out through 

case studies exemplifying the role translation had assumed for different cultures in 

the past centuries. 

Terciime published a series of articles demonstrating the role translation played 

for other nations and how it was instrumental in creating a form of "renaissance" in 

each country. Ihsan Sungu wrote an article on how translation brought about the 
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European Renaissance, and pointed out that exposure to Greek and Latin works 

expanded the intellectual horizons of the Europeans and made Renaissance 

inevitable (Sungu 1940: 119). He also pointed out that this marked the birth of the 

"modem" man. Although Sungu did not make it explicit, the undertext of his article 

seemed to build an analogy between the Renaissance man and the Turks who were 

also mobilized towards a form of renaissance. If Greek and Latin works had brought 

about the European Renaissance, surely Turks could also achieve a similar 

transformation through their exposure to Greek and Latin works. Sungu's article, 

and similar articles on the impact of translation on other nations, can be evaluated as 

attempts at creating a form of consent in the readers about the importance of Greek 

and Latin literature, making the reading of classics belonging to these literatures an 

imperative for the intellectual and literary development of Turkey. Kevertheless, it 

was emphasized that these works would only serve as sources of inspiration and not 

of imitation. In an article she wrote for the first issue of Tercume, Azra Erhat drew a 

clear parallel between other countries, especially Germany, which \yent through a 

process of translation from Greek and Latin, and Turkey. She suggested that 

translations from Greek literature would expand our general knowledge, make the 

Turkish readers experience the aesthetic pleasure to be invoked by these works and 

let Turkey "be inspired by the sources which have been feeding the west for the past 

two thousand years" ["Bu terctimeler ... iki bin seneden beri bitmez ttikenmez 

varhgl ile garbi besleyen ilharn kaynaklanndan bizim de bir nasip almarnlzl temin 

edecektir.] (Erhat 1940a: 82). 

In another article, Azra Erhat introduced the impact of translation on Latin 

literature and pointed out that Latin literature emerged as a result of translations 

from Greek literature. Her real point, however, seemed to be to to demonstrate that 
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translation could be instrumental in a nation's self-discovery, especially in the way 

she argued that the Romans were able to translate and learn from Greek literature 

without falling prey to simple imitation. She wrote: "Studying Greek works which 

are perfect examples, and analyzing them without losing none of their national 

qualities; that is the main quality of Latin literature" ["Miikemmel bir ornek olan 

Yunan eserleri lizerine yah~makla, milll vasIflannm hiybirini kaybetmeksizin 

tetebbu etmek, i~te Latin edebiyatmm ana vasf1."] (Erhat 1940b: 274). In 1944, she 

referred to the role of western classics in stimulating indigenous production and 

wrote, "Our aim is not to bring the intellectual products of western civilization into 

our country like import goods, but rather to reach their intellectual level and give 

products that are of the same value, isn't itT ["Bizim amaClmlZ da batl 

medeniyetlerinin fikir mahsullerini ithalat mall gibi memleketimize sokmak degil, 

onlann du~unme seviyesine yukselip kendimiz aym degerde mahsul vermek degil 

midir?"] (Erhat 1944: 319). 

The stimulation of domestic literary production \vas a function expected from 

translation since first contacts with European literatures in the 19th century. This 

continued to be one of the central roles associated with translation after the 

establishment of the Translation Bureau. As an example, let me quote author and 

translator Re~at Nuri Guntekin who, in an interview with the Varlzk magazine in 

1943, said: "A lich library of translated works is a must for the emergence of an 

advanced Turkish literature. Both the writer and the reader can develop only within 

such a library. The source of what we call literary culture is nothing but fine 

products of world literature" ["!leri bir Turk edebiyatmm kurulmasl i9in mumkun 

oldugu Kadar zengin bir tercume kutuphanesi ~arttlr. YazlCI da okuyucu da ancak 

boyle bir kutuphane iyinde geii~ebilir. Edebiyat hilturU dedigimiz ~eym kaynagl 
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diinyamn giizel eserlerinden ba;;ka ne olabilir?"] (Giintekin in OZdenO'gIu 1949: 

109). In the same collection of interviews, there were many writers whO' were of the 

same opinion (e.g. <;aglar pp.54, BeIge pp. 58, Koryiirek pp. 61, Talu pp .. 65, Atay 

pp. 66, Ylicel pp. 67, Onan pp. 92, U~akh pp. 103 in Ozdenoglu 1949). Familiarity 

with classical and modem western literature was regarded as a prerequisite for 

young writers and poets (Akan 1946: 85). Orhan Burian claimed that the translated 

classics published by the Ministry of Education had brought about a literary 

renaissance intO' Turkey (1944: 17). Nurullah Atac; wrate that a literature wauld 

always be in need affareign inspiration to be able to' renew itself (Atac; 1948: 3). 

In the meantime, the westernizatian functian af translatian had nat changed 

and writers cantinued to' assaciate translatian activity with the imparts af western 

ideas and literature intO' Turkey. Translation was regarded as a means which cauld 

facilitate the establishment af cultural and intellectual praximity with the western 

warld. The "channel" metaphar may enable one to' better conceive af this aspect of 

the discaurse an functions af translatian. Writers viewed translatian activity as a 

"channel" thraugh which fareign ideas would freely flow into Turkey. Same wrate 

that translatian was an instrument far familiarizing aneself with fareign knawledge 

(Rahde 1941: 476), same argued that one afthe main missians aftranslatian was to' 

disseminate the majar warks of the West in Turkey (N.S. 1942: 298; Ozansay 1944: 

4), still same athers indicated that unless we went thraugh western classics we 

wauld never be able to' understand the European mentality and penetrate western 

culture. 

Anather majar functian assaciated with translatian was to enrich the Turkish 

language. Falih RIflG Atay VvTate that the classics published by the Ministry af 

Educatian were translated by campetent translators and that these boaks would serve 
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to strengthen Turkish to such an extent that those who spoke no other language than 

Turkish would be able to learn everything through it ["Tilrk~eyi, Tilrk~eden b~ka 

hi9bir dil bilmiyenlerin her~eyi ogrenebilecekleri bir kudrete 91karmak"] (Atay 1944: 

229). It was suggested that the efforts of translators to find equivalents for western 

words in the texts they translated would result in the introduction of new words and 

terminology into Turkish, and enrich the Turkish language (Ye~im 1948: 160). 

Above everything else, if one had to mention a single salient feature of all 

statements written on the functions of translation, that would have to be its edifying 

role. "To expand the knowledge of the future generations through the shortest way 

possible" ["gelecek nesillerin bilgilerini en klsa bir yoldan arttIrmak"] (N.S. 1942: 

299), "to enlighten people's ideas" ["fikirlerimizi aydmlatmak"] (Talu 1944: 238), 

"to improve the intellectual level of the youth" ["Gen9Ierin bu tercumeleri okuyarak, 

okuyucu olma baklmmdan kendi fikir degerlerini yukselttikleri muhakkaktlr"] 

(Yucel in Ozdenoglu 1949: 76) and "to enlighten the masses" ["geni~ halk Ylgmlanm 

aydmlatmak"J (Ediz 1955: 3) were some of the phrases used to refer to the 

edification function expected from the translation of classics. 

3.1.4 The Effects of Translated Classics 

All of the different functions attributed to translation mentioned so far remained at 

the level of discourse, in other words, these were rhetorical functions that reflected 

the expectations of the writers rather than "actual" or "experienced" functions of 

translation. No attempt was made to check to see \vhether these functions were 

fulfilled by the translation of classics after 1940. Nevertheless, the negative discourse 

on the current state of translation changed markedly after the Translation Bureau was 
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established. Although there were significant complaints about the way the private 

market for translated literature functioned, there was a common sense of satisfaction 

with canonical translations and the Translation Bureau and the Ministry of Education 

were regarded as transformative forces in terms of the course of translation activity 

in Turkey. Some writers referred to the changes that took place in the system of 

translated literature after the Bureau started to function, and touched upon a few 

actualized functions of translated classics. 

In 1944, four years after the Bureau gave its first products, writers started to 

observe the effects of its translations. Suut Kemal Yetkin, chairman of the Bureau in 

1947-1950, wrote in the daily Ulus that the classics published by the Ministry of 

Education had high sales figures, which proved their popularity among the 

readership. He further suggested that the operation of the Translation Bureau led to 

an increase in the number of translators in the country. Yetkin further added that 

private publishers followed the ministry's example and started paying much more 

attention to the "artistic value" of the books they published ["kitap~11arm basllg1 

kitaplann bile bir sanat titzligi ta~lmalan"] (Yetkin 1944: 239). Another article 

published in Ulus by Ne~et Halil Atay commented that the works sent by amateur 

wliters started to display the effects of classics. Atay argued that these effects were 

very different and difficult to discern, but that they were very strong. He added, "For 

the time being, we are only able to observe the emerging bright world of stars behind 

a fog and patches of clouds" ["Bulutlann arkasmda yeni kurulmaya ba~hyan parlak 

Ylldlzlar aIemini ~imdi yalmz slynntllar ve sisler arkasmda g6rebiliyoruz."] (Atay 

1944: 230). An article published in Varlzk magazine in 1946 noted, "'vVe do not need 

to say that the positive impact of these translations of classics on culture will become 

evident in the future, we believe that that impact is already evident novv and the 
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popularity of serious and high-brow works has extensively increased among the 

readership"["Bu klasik terciimelerin klilti.i.riimtiz tizerinde yapacagl miisbet tesirleri 

zaman gosterecektir demeye de hacet yok, zanmmlzca 0 tesir daha bugtinden 

goriilmeye ba~larm~, okurlann cidcli ve aglr ba~h eserlere ragbeti geni~ olyude 

artml~tlr."] (Klasiklerin Terclimesi 1946: 2). ibrahim Hoyi suggested in 1948 that the 

Ministry of Education had introduced a considerable number of competent 

translators to the world of translation ["tercume dtinyamlza kalbur iistli bir hay Ii 

mlitercim kazandlrml~tlr."] (Hoyi 1948: 158). 

While intellectuals in general were convinced that translations would be a 

source of inspiration for Turkish writers and generate indigenous works, some raised 

the concern that translated literature reduced the sales of indigenous literature by 

stealing its readership. Halit Fahri Ozansoy wrote in Son Posta, "This translation 

activity which merits much appreciation started to be harmful in one respect. First of 

all, it deters national literature and publishers are reluctant to publish one indigenous 

work for twenty translations they publish" ("Oyle ki, gitgide, bu yok takdire laYlk 

olan tercume faaliyeti, bir cepheden zararh bile olmaga ba~hyor. Her ~eyden evveL 

milli edebiyatl korletiyor, kitabcllar yirmi tercumeye kar~l bir telifi basmaya bile 

nazlamyorlar."] (Ozansoy 1943: 4). In 1943, Nahit Slm Orik, \'<Titer and translator. 

maintained that translations caused readers to neglect indigenous works. As 

evidence, he claimed that his translations were in high demand while his indigenous 

books remained unpopular (Orik in Ozdenoglu 1949: 88). Nevertheless, the majority 

believed that high quality translations made the readers more selective towards 

literature, which also benefited d0mestic works by forcing Turkish authors to raise 

their standards. 'Writers suggested that translations raised the level of the readers 
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(AbdUlhak $inasi Risar in Ozdenoglu 1949: 47) and helped refme indigenous 

literature ["telifi tasfiye etmek"] (Ozdenoglu 1949: 27). 

Intended, or actualized, the positive functions attributed to translation were 

shictly associated with the translations of classics, and especially the activities of the 

Translation Bureau. Translations of "popular" literature were set apart from the 

classics and criticized to a large extent. Companies which published these 

translations were accused of commercializing translation activity and neglecting the 

issues of accuracy and quality of translations. Furthermore, publishers which 

commissioned such translations were condemned for their choice of works. In his 

contribution to the first issue of Terciime, Bedrettin Tunce1 touched upon the 

shortage of translated classics in Turkey and pointed out that past translation activity 

covered "worthless works which had commercial, rather than literary value" ["edebi 

kIymetlerinden ziyade, ticari kIymetleri goz onunde tutulan degersiz eserler"] 

(Tuncel 1940: 79). In a magazine interview in 1943, Fuat Koprulu made a distinction 

between two types of translation: translation of classics as opposed to translation of 

"works in fashion" ["moda eserler"] (Fuat KoprUlu in Ozdenoglu 1949: 69). He 

suggested that only the translation of classics would be useful. Beh<;et Kemal \=aglar 

wrote that translations of "no national value" ["milll bymet t~lmayan"] carried out 

with commercial concerns would be harmful (Beh<;et Kemal \=aglar in Ozdenoglu 

1949). Writers did not really specify \vhat kind of harm would be involved in those 

translations, neither did they offer a description of the kinds of works they referred 

to. 

Although there is no specific data about what those works were, there is data 

about what they were not. Writers and translators did describe \vhat they meant by 

"classics" \vhich were often presented as the antitheses of "commercialized 
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translations". Suut Kemal Yetkin defined the classics published by the Ministry of 

Education "not only Ancient Greek and Latin literatures or the literatures which 

follow their model but also works which have a superior value and have been proven 

immortal by generations" ["eski Grek ve Latin edebiyatml veya bu edebiyatl arnek 

alan edebiyatlar[l] degil, iistiin bir deger ta~lyan ve almezlikleri hakkmda nesillerden 

not alan eserler"] (Yetkin 1944: 239). Liitfi Ay stressed the humanist sentiment 

involved with the Translation Bureau's understanding ofthe term "classic": 

... we use classics in a broader and more universal, and at the same time in a 
humanist meaning. In that sense, we do not hesitate to provide room in out list 
of classics for all great works tackling and explaining the subject of the human 
with his strengths and weaknesses, and to all great minds which have given rise 
to nice ideas and have guided humanity under the light of these ideas CAy 1944: 
322). 

[. " biz klasigi daha geni~ daha evrensel, aym Zfu"11anda da humanist bir manada 
kullamyoruz. Bu baklmdan insam ele alan, onu iyi ve kotii taraflariyle 
inceleyen, a<;:lkhyan her bliylik esere, diinyanm neresinde olursa olsun glizel 
fikirler dogurmu~, bu fikirlerin l~lgmda insanhga yol gostermi$ her bliyuk 
zekaya klasikler listemizde yer vermeye <;ekinmiyofllz CAy 1944: 322).] 

Both of these definitions concentrate on the literary and intellectual "value" of the 

classics, as well as their universal and timeless appeal. Therefore we can deduce that 

the works denounced by writers did not include these qualities and were governed by 

fads in the market for translated literature, which was commercialized to a large 

degree. While publishers were criticized for publishing these popular works of low 

literary quality, there was general agreement on the fact that publishing \vas a 

commercial activity and that publishers were reluctant to produce works that had a 

limited readership. An article published in Varlzk in 1933 commented, " ... publishers 

refrain from publishing these kinds of works which have few customers, newspapers 

vvill not even once serialize these kinds of works" [" ... tabiler, mli~terisi az olan bu 
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neviden eserleri basmlya yana~mazlar, gazeteler bu tarz eserleri kazara bir defa oisun 

tefuka etmezler."] ("Klasiklerin Tercfunesi" 1933). According to the discourse of 

some writers, harsh competition in the publishing market kept publishers away from 

long translation projects due to fears that the translation of the same work would be 

published by somebody else. Furthermore, the low fees in the private translation 

market would also mean low-quality translations (Nurullah Atay "'Luzumlu Bir 

Karar", originally published in Haber on 20.3.1939, reprinted in Eirinci Turk 

Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 137). Intellectuals recognized the need for the state to 

mobilize its resources and interfere in the publishing market by offering a new 

selection of translated titles to the readers and controlling existing translation activity 

in the market. 

While academics, publishers and writers acknowledged the importance of 

translated classics and carefully emphasized the need for state involvement in the 

translation and publication of classics, those publishers whose products were 

condemned for being "commercialized" or downright "harmful"3 remained rather 

silent. Literary magazines or major dailies did not feature any statements by these 

publishers in defense of their activities. While publishers publishing canonical books, 

such as Ya~ar Nabi NaYlr, Sabiha-Zekeriya Sertel, .Ahmet Halit Ya~aroglu, ilyas 

Bayar and ibrahim Hilmi <::lglrac;an were rather vocal and raised their views on a 

number of publishing-related issues, including translation, owners of publishing 

3 Certain publications were criticized for having harmful effects on the readers, and especially on 
children and the youth. For instance. Ahmet Agaoglu complained that the youth of the day lacked 
quality reading material and stated, "Today's youth may come across all sorts of books. All sorts, 
from police and crime stories to erotic fiction. How will these kinds of works enlighten the youth?" 
["Buglin gen~ligin eline geli~i glizel her~ey ge~ebilir. Polis ve cilrUm romanlanndan fuhu~ ve ~ehvet 
hikayelerine kadar her~ey! Bu gibi eserlerden gen~lik ne feyzi atsm?"] (originally published in ikdam 
on 21.4.1939, reprinted in Birinci Turk Ne$riyat Kongresi 1939: 171). Elsewhere, it was stated that 
certain magazines and books available in the market exploited the children's fondness of mystery and 
excitement through using themes such as fear, horror, romance and adventure (originally published in 
Vakit, reprinted in utka 1943: 7). 
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houses involved mainly with popular literature were absent from such discussions. 

The prefaces they published to their books did not include statements on why they 

were involved in publishing, or the purpose of their translations. An exception came 

from Tlirkiye Yaymevi which was the publisher of a number of popular books, as 

well as books by canonical contemporary writers such as Ernest Hemingway and 

Somerset Maughanl. The editors of the publishing company wrote an introductory 

note to the first book of a series of crime fiction they launched under the title 

"Tlirkiye Yaymevinin Polis RomanIan Serisi". This introduction is rather interesting, 

since it can also be considered a defense of crime novel. The note read, "Crime 

novels are not simple novels that have a negative effect on people as some suggest. A 

well-chosen selection of such books can help develop the intellect and provide 

opportunities for taming one's willpower and nerves. This is a fact acknowledged by 

the greatest psychologists and educators of the West" ["Polis romanIan bazllannm 

dli~lind·i.igli gibi basit ve menfi tesirIer yapan romanlar degildir. Bu tarz ne~riyatm iyi, 

seykin ve 6zlli olmak ~artiIe, muhayyileyi i~lettigi, zekayl inki~af ettirdigi, insanda 

irade ve sinir terbiyesi imkanlan hazlrIadlgl garbin en bliylik psikolog ve 

terbiyecilerince Kabul edilmi~ bir hakikattir."] (Introduction to Christie 1946). This 

explanatory (and even apologetic note) illustrates the negative ideas and functions 

attached to Clime fiction, which made up a large portion of the market for translated 

popular literature. This note is one of those rare instances where a positive statement 

was made about a genre located away from the canon proposed and later formed by 

the state officials and intellectuals. The presence and strength of private publishers of 

popular literature was not visible in the discourse on translation. They did not 

participate in the public debates that defined the function and strategies of translation 

on a rhetorical level. Their efforts become most visible when one studies the actual 
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situation of the publishing sector and the kinds of translated books that found a 

readership in the market for translated literature. 

3.2 The State as Patron and Planner 

3.2.1 Calls for State Involvement 

The discourse of writers, publishers and academics prior to the setting up of the 

Translation Bureau invariably called for state involvement in publishing and 

translation activity. A similar discourse was used by publishers themselves, which 

may seem paradoxical at first sight. Sabiha Zekeriya Serte!, writer, translator and 

publisher, argued that it would not be possible for private publishers alone to 

increase the general level of culture and reading in the country and wrote: "It is not 

possible for private companies to set their competitive concerns aside and to 

undertake this initiative. Private companies can cooperate provided that the state play 

the role of a supervisor and organize this cooperation. This is where the interest of 

private companies lies" ["Yalmz hususl sermayedarlarm aralannda birle~erek, btitiin 

rekabet kaygularml bir kenare atarak bu te~ebbtisti ba~armalanna imkan yoktur. 

Devlet mlzlm rolti oynamak, te~kilat<;:l rolti deviet yapmak ~artile btittin hususi 

te~ebbtisler elbirligi edebilirler. <;tinkti Kendi menfaatleri de bunu amirdir. "] 

(originally published in Tan on 25.4.1939, reprinted in Birinci Turk Ne~'riyat 

Kongresi 1939: 172-173). Moreover, publishers demanded state aid for their 

publishing in the form of financial support, a reduction in duties for book paper, 

reduction in postage fees for books, literature and translation prizes (<;lg1rayan, 

Bayar and A<;:lkel in Birinci Turk Ne~"'iyat Kongresi 1939: 375-390). 
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Calls for state involvement in translation activity could be observed as early as 

in 1933. An anonymous article published in Varlzk argued, "It is only through the 

efforts and selection of the Ministry of Education that we can have a well-structured 

library of classics. Expecting this from private initiative would mean expecting 

sacrifices which will never be delivered" ["Ancak dogrudan dogruya Maarif 

VekaIetinin te~ebbusu ve intihabldlr ki mutazam bir klasikler kutUphanesine sahip 

olmamlza imkftn verebilir. Aksi takdirde ferd! te~ebbuslerden gayret istemek, 

gelmiyecek fedakarhklar beklemek demek olur] ("Klasiklerin Tercumesi" 1933). In 

1934, Ya~ar Nabi NaYlr wrote that state patronage over arts and literature was a 

well-established practice around the world and he outlined the terms of this 

patronage by suggesting that the state should open up its own pubiication and 

printing companies, theatres, workshops and studios apart from giving out prizes in 

all branches of the arts (NaYlr 1934). Elsewhere NaYlr commented that the 

"regulating hand" of the state had to be there for a systematic translation movement 

(NaYlr 1937: 163). Author Ahmet Hamdi Tanpmar, in a newspaper article he wrote 

in 1939, emphasised that translations required money and programme and that this 

could only be provided by the state (Tanpmar 1998: 79). The Translation Committee 

of the Publishing Congress also stressed the need for state involvement and 

suggested that an institution be established under the Ministry of Education to start 

up a planned translation movement (Birinci Tiirk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 125). In 

his article published in the magazine Yeni Adam immediately after the establishment 

of the Translation Bureau, Yunus Kazlm K5ni referred to the establishment of the 

Bureau as a "great event" and made some suggestions about the structure of the 

newly founded institution. He called for even more intensive state involvement than 

the planned structure of the Bureau and wrote that translation activity should become 
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a scientific and official state body just like the Offices of Statistics and Meteorology 

["Tercfune i:;;i boylece devlet biinyesine dahil, ve tlpkJ. istatistik ve Meteoroloji i:;;leri 

gibi hem iImi, hem resmi bir uzuv haline girer."] (Koni 1940: 19). 

Perhaps the only critical voice raised against state involvement in translation 

was Ahmet Agaoglu's, often referred to as "the First Turkish Liberal". He 

commented on the proceedings of the First Turkish Publishing Congress by saying 

that culture is made up of the feelings and thoughts of individuals, which cannot be 

planned within a structured programme. In his opinion, such planning attempts 

would result in a "standardisation" of cultural products (originally published in 

jkdam on 1.5.1939, reprinted in Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 187). 

Nevertheless, the general opinion was that state's support and planning of translation 

would serve the development of culture and literature in the country. 

3.2.2 Terms of State Involvement 

Hasan Ali Ylicel, the Minister of Education, defined the state's main mission in the 

field of translation as "introducing a progamme for translation activity" ["terciime 

i:;;ini de bir progran1a baglamak"] (Yi.icel 1940: 2). Yiicel saw the state's role in the 

system of translated literature as a trigger for private activity and wrote, "The reason 

behind the Ministry of Education's serious engagement in translation is to initiate the 

development of this movement outside of the state bodies" ["Maarif V ekilliginin 

terciime i:;;i ile ciddi surette me:;;gul olu:;;u, bu hareketin deviet kadrosu dl:;;mda 

inki:;;afma bir ba:;;lang19 olmak i9indir."] (Yi.icel 1940: 2). 

The state, via the Translation Bureau, would take charge of translation activity 

in two senses. On the one hand it would commission translations to be published by 
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the Ministry of Education and on the other, it would set the course of private 

translation activity by recommending titles for translation and editing the translations 

carried out by private publishers. This editing was not compulsory. Only those 

publishers who wished to have their translations checked would apply to the bureau 

("Haberler" 1940a: 112). In turn, they would be allowed to bear a paragraph in their 

books indicating that the book was recommended by the Ministry of Educati.on and 

that the translation was examined and approved by the Translation Bureau" 

("Tercumesi Tavsiye Edilen Eserler" 1942: 12). The guideline published by the 

Ministry of Education regarding the procedures of the commissioning and editing of 

works by the Translation Bureau indicated that the Ministry would dictate the note 

that would accompany the books approved by the Bureau. The same guideline noted 

that the editing fee would be borne by the publishers themselves ( Nlaari[ 

Vekilligince Bastzrzlacak veya Basllmasl TeFik Edilecek Terciime Eserlerin Ne 

Suretle jncelenecegi Hakkznda Talimatname 1944: 8). The editing fee for both books 

commissioned by the Translation Bureau and "vorks recommended to private 

publishers by the Bureau would be 13 per cent of the translation fee (lvlaari[ 

Vekilligince Bastzrzlacak veya Basllmasl Te$vik Edilecek Terciime Eserlerin Ne 

Suretle jncelenecegi Hakkznda Talimatname 1944: 7). Translations approved by the 

Translation Bureau would also receive state aid in the form of book purchases. The 

Ministry of Education announced that it would purchase 250 copies more than the 

number it would normally purchase ["Vekilligin satm alacagl miktar ayni mevzudaki 

eserlerin mutad olarak almdlgl miktardan 250 fazla olacaktlr"] C'Haberler" 1940b: 

209). Furthermore, the Ministry promised a monetary prize for translators whose 

translations were found exceptionally successful ("Haberler" 1940b: 209). The 

Bureau did deliver the first part of its intended support for private translations. In the 
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discourse on translated works, and on translations themselves, there is indication of 

the Bureau's editing process and Ministry of Education approval.4 As for the second 

part of this support, i.e. awarding translators, I have not been able to find any 

documentary evidence proving that these prizes were actually given out. 

In his critique of the Turkish translation of Germinal in Terciime, Lfttfi Ay 

referred to the support rendered by the ministry to private publishers approvingly. He 

wrote, "This way, the publishers are prevented from acting only upon their own ideas 

and tastes and the translators are encouraged to work with much more care and 

attention. A book whose translation is approved [by the ministry] is thus officially 

recommended to the readers" ["Bu suretle hem tabiler yalmz kendi gori.i~lerine ve 

zevklerine gore hareket etmekten konulmu~ oluyorlar, hem de mlitercimler, her 

zamandan daha ziyade, dikkat ve itina ile 9ah~mlya sevkediliyorlar. Bu ~artlar is;inde 

terclimesi begenilen kitap okuyucuya kar~l da resmi bir tavsiye kazanml~ oluyor."] 

(Ay 1941 a: 354). It appears as though this "official recommendation" enhanced the 

credibility of the translations and the state's opinion mattered greatly for the readers. 

The state was considered to set an example of how translation activity needed to be 

carried out. The joint editing of translations commissioned to competent translators, 

relatively high fees paid to the translators and the high printing quality of the books 

\vere principles introduced by the Bureau (Burian 1944: 18). Furthermore, private 

publishers started to follow the practices of the Translation Bureau in the mid-1940s, 

which proved that the goal defined by Ylicel for the Bureau as one of triggering 

4 There is even evidence to suggest that the Bureau was not very successful in fulfilling its task of 
editing translations. The translations, which appeared with the approvai of the bureau failed to meet 
the expected standards. For instance in his criticism of the translation of As soma ire by Hamdi 
Varoglu, Cemil Meri9 disclosed that the translation was edited by the Bureau and listed a number of 
shifts in the tanslation which he called "mistakes". He concluded that the Bureau had not properly 
examined and corrected the translation (Meriy 1942: 19,22). One of the translators personally 
involved in the editing process admitted that there were too few people in the Translation Bureau to be 
able to edit everything submitted to the Bureau thoroughly (Burian 1974 [1947]: 4). 
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private translation activity had started to be attained. Burian wrote that new 

publishing houses flourished in the country. The majority of those started their 

activity by publishing translations and followed the example set by the Ministry of 

Education (Burian 1944: 17-18). 

We may safely argue that the Ministry of Education and its Translation Bureau 

acted as a patron and a planner for the translation of classics in Turkey in the 1940s. 

This idea was in conformity with the principle of statism implemented by the 

Republican People's Party in a number of fields as explained in Chapter 2. As in 

other fields of activity such as economics and fine arts, the state had the aim of 

giving a new direction and order to translation activity and filling a gap in the literary 

system. As defined by Yiicel, its role would be limited to setting an example for 

private publishing houses in terms of the selection of their works and the quality of 

their translations. Nevertheless, in the case of translation, we cannot conceive of the 

Ministry of Education as a neutral agent whose only goal was to help private 

publishers. With the launch of the Translation Bureau following the First National 

Publishing Congress, the state expanded its culture planning project into the field of 

translation. Rather than an antagonist of private publishing which had a largely 

commercial agenda, the state's image during the initial years of the Bureau was that 

of a generous patron and mentor, who would extend both financial help to the needy 

publishers (and they were all needy as I will explain in the next chapter) and provide 

intellectual guidance through its recommendations and editing. 

The state, as represented by the Translation Bureau5, interfered in the shaping 

of the literaf'j system by offering new options for the repertoire of translated 

5 It would be wrong to conceive of the Translation Bureau as an institution that .. vas completely 
goverened and controlled by the state, since many of its members and translators also translated for 
private publishers or even ran their o\\n publishing estz.blishment. )ievertheiess, the structure of the 
Translation Bureau as an official body anached \vith the Ylinistry of Education and the fact that ir was 
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literature and by offering certain criteria against which translations would be judged. 

The canon defined by the discourse of the intellectuals of the country was adopted by 

the state and was turned into an actual canon, from a hypothetical one, through the 

planning of translation. The state appeared as the primary agent of translation 

planning in the extratextual discourse on translation.6 The guideline published by the 

Ministry of Education illustrates this in clear terms. The first and second articles of 

the guideline positioned the Ministry of Education and its Translation Bureau as the 

main decision-makers in terms of the source languages, the selection of titles to be 

translated and the translators who would translate them. The guideline left no room 

for private initiative in the form of contributions or proposals from private publishers 

and translators. The two articles read: 

1 - The Translation Bureau of the Ministry of Education shall decide on the list 
of works to be published by the Ministry, the source languages and the 
translators who will carry out the translations whenever there is need. This list 
will be submitted for the approval of the Ministry by the Directorate General of 
Training and Education. 

2- The translation of the works indicated in the list approved by the Ministry 
shall be commissioned to the translators indicated in the same list with a letter 
(lvfaarif Vekilligince Bastzrzlacak veya Baszlmasl Te~vik Edilecek Terciime 
Eserlerin Ne Suretle jnceienecegi Hakkznda Talimatname 1944: 5). 

[1 - Maarif Vekilligince basIlmak lizere hangi dillerden, hangi eserlerin 
kimlere tercume ettirilecegi Vekillik Terclime Blirosu tarafmdan, icabettik~e, 
bir liste halinde tesbit edilir ve bu liste Talim ve Terbiye Dairesi Reisligince 
Vekillik makammm tasvibine arz olunur. 

completely funded by the state forces me to view the Bureau as the embodiment of state's 
involvement in translation. 

6 I will argue in Chapters 4 and 5 that the state was not the only agent of planning and that private 
publishers who drifted along with the "market" for translated literature also had a significant role in 
defining the kinds of translations read by the public. This more obscure side of translation planning 
will be taken up in the next chapter where I will carry out an expedition into the actual publishing 
market offering information on the books published in the period under study. The common feat-ure 
of private publishers was their silence and their lack of self-reflection. So they expressed themselves 
in the works they published and the way they published their works, rather than in articles or prefaces 
conveying their ideas. 
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2 - Vekillik makammca tasvibedilecek listelerdeki eserlerin tercfunesi yine a 
listelerde belirtilmi~ alan mtitercimlerden birer mektupla istenir (Maarif 
Vekilligince Bastzrzlacak veya Baszlmasl Te~ik Edilecek Terciime Eserlerin Ne 
Suretle inceienecegi Hakkznda Talimatname 1944: 5).] 

Despite Article I in this guideline, translators who wished to translate works 

included in the list by the Translation Bureau could translate a sample and send it to 

the Bureau. The Bureau, upon examining this sample, could commission the work to 

this translator. However, in January 1947 the Translation Bureau convened under the 

leadership of the new Minister of Education Sirer and reinstated the state's sole 

sovereignty over the choice of translator by expressing the following: "Translations 

by those who translate works, although they have not been commissioned by the 

Bureau, shall not be accepted even if those works are included in the lists" 

["Kendilerine Buroca havale edilmemi~ eserleri, listelerde olsa dahL kendiliklerinden 

tercume edip gonderenlerin tercumeleri kabul edilmeyecektir."] ("Haberler" 1947: 

437). 

3.2.3 A Patron of the Classics 

The role assumed by the state vis-a.-vis translation activity, and the various aspects of 

its translation planning project can also be explained within a patronage structure. 

Here I use the concept of "patronage" as introduced and elaborated by Andre 

Lefevere in his Translation, Revvriting and [he Manipulation of Literwy Fame 

(1992). Lefevere argues that the system of literature has always been subject to two 

main kinds of control. The first kind of control originates from the system itselt~ 

exercised by the agents involved in the production of literature, while the second 

kind of control is carried out from outside of the system. This second type of control 
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is carried out in the form of patronage (Lefevere 1992: 14-15). According to 

Lefevere, patronage is "the powers (persons, institutions) that can further or hinder 

the reading, writing, and rewriting of literature" (1992: 15). Patronage covers three 

elements which are often found in interaction with each other: ideology, economics 

and status (Lefevere 1992: 16). In Lefevere's view, the patron imposes its vision of 

what the society should be, in short, its ideology, onto the literary system. This is 

strongly valid for the Translation Bureau. Through its selection of works in the form 

of western classics, the Bureau openly expressed its preference for classics and 

"humanist" works during its first phase until 1946. The westernist ideology of the 

state was rather evident in this selection. The economic element of patronage was 

also present in the practices of the Translation Bureau. The state paid translators to 

act as members of the Bureau, it introduced new standards in the remuneration of 

translators by paying high fees to the translators it engaged and furthermore, used its 

financial resources to affect the selection and translation strategies used by private 

publishers. As for the status component, Lefevere writes that "acceptance of 

patronage implies integration into a certain support group and its lifestyle" (Lefevere 

1992: 16). The application by private publishers to the Bureau to seek its approval 

and recommendation proved that being associated with the Bureau and the Ministry 

of Education offered publishers a special status, which positively changed their 

standing in the eyes of their readership. The Translation Bureau not only provided an 

ideology for translation activity, but also formed its "poetics" (Lefevere 1992: 26), 

i.e. the concept of what translated literature should be in the social system as a 

whole, and the inventory of literary devices, genres and symbols, which also 

included criteria for selecting works for translation and translation strategies. 
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The case of the Translation Bureau challenges Lefevere's claim that "patronage 

is usually more interested in the ideology of literature than in its poetics, and it could 

be said that the patron 'delegates authority' to the professional where poetics is 

concerned" (Lefevere 1992: 15). The Translation Bureau can be considered an 

institution that functioned both as an internal and external source of control over the 

system of translated literature. Being a part of the Ministry of Education, it held 

political and symbolic power and was able to set up the necessary mechanism to 

further its control on the system of translated literature. On the other hand, the 

Translation Bureau was a committee made up of professionals who also operated in 

the private book market. Their willingness to cooperate with the state in translation 

matters helped the Ministry of Education to control the system from within and to be 

able to define the poetics of this field. As I will demonstrate in the follmving 

sections, the members of the Translation Bureau, and the free-lance translators who 

were commissioned translations by the Translation Bureau, governed the discourse 

on translation strategies in the 1940s. Through their writings in Terciime and other 

magazines and dailies, they raised their views on what translation was, and how it 

could best be carried out. Therefore they were able to define the tern1S through which 

translation came to be discussed. 

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to view the Translation Bureau as a patron 

that had absolute control over the system of translated literature. It was indeed a 

trendsetter and canon-ma.lcer in the field of canonical literature, yet the extent to 

which it could control the poetics of popular translated literature merits a long 

discussion. To be able to define the kind of patronage held by the Translation 

Bureau, we also need to explore the other force ,vhich shaped parts of the system for 

translated literature, i.e. the market. Perhaps it would be sounder to vie\v the state's 
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involvement in translation within a differentiated system of patronage (Lefevere 

1992: 17), since the state was not the only economic provider in the system. The 

patronage exercised over publishing and translation needs to be analyzed within a 

dual structure where the state was partially able to control and define the system of 

translated literature. Its control over popular literature remained limited to the 

rewrites of folk stories it commissioned (GUlogul 1937: 56-57). The market forces, 

in short, the marketing, distribution and sales mechanisms and the response they 

triggered in the readership, also exercised control over the literary system as I will 

demonstrate in Chapters 4 and 5. However, the market varied from state patronage 

in one important aspect: it lacked "status". Being governed by market demands did 

not bring with it a special status for translators, writers and publishers. If anything, 

acting openly out of commercial concerns meant a loss of status among the 

intellectuals. Nevertheless, as Lefevere suggests, differentiated patronage may lead 

to a fragmentation of the reading public into subgroups (Lefevere 1992: 23). I would 

like to argue that this was also the case for the Turkish readership in the 1940s and 

1950s. While a group of readers, mainly students and the educated population, were 

consumers for translated literature produced according to the canon and poetics 

offered by the patron, another group remained within the poetics offered by the 

private market. This is not to say that these two groups were completely fragmented. 

The same individuals could become a consumer for both canonical translated 

literature and popular translated literature. Nevertheless, the state had more power to 

impose its poetics on the reading public through its educational network, including 

schools, the Village Institutes and the People's Houses. On the other hand, the 

market lacked such institutional and central power. vv'bile one of the reasons for 

reading the classics was to accrue "status", there appeared no obvious reason for 
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reading popular literature other than the sheer reading pleasure. Furthermore, 

although the classics published by the Ministry of Education occupied considerable 

space in the literary agenda of the 1940s and 1950s, statistics indicate that the space 

it occupied in the reading experience of the people was limited. The number of 

copies printed per edition for the classics published by the Ministry of Education 

was 3,000 until 1958.7 The results of the 1935, 1940 and 1945 censuses indicate that 

the population of Turkey was 16,188,767 in 1935, 17,820,949 in 1940 and 

18,871,202 in 1945 ("NUfus SaYlml" 1935: 209; Banguoglu 1945: 11). This meant 

that in 1945, 6,290 people would have to share a single copy of a classic published 

by the Ministry of Education. Furthermore, the rate of literacy among population 

above 7 years of age was 15 per cent in 1935 and 40 per cent in 1949 (imer 1998: 

71). These figures force one to question the actual reach and function of the products 

of the Translation Bureau, while they also draw attention to the weak hold of the 

state's patronage over the general population in terms of defining their reception of 

translated literature. The degree to which the rural communities and the urban 
, 

working classes could enjoy and internalize the complicated concepts and language 

of some of the classics is further debatable. 

The classics translated by the Translation Bureau and published by the 

Ministry of Education were not met with unquestioning approvaL Although they 

were few in number, several writers and translators criticized the poetics ofIered by 

the Translation Bureau both in terms of its selection of titles and translation 

strategies. Among these, the strongest criticism came from Refi Cevad Ulunay.8 In 

7 Alpay Kabacal: maintains that according to figures published in the daily Cumhuriyet. the number of 
copies per edition was 3,000 in 1940-1958, 4,000 in 1958-1964, 5,000 and in 1964-1966. He adds that 
these are not official figures (Kabacah 2000: 204). 

8 Ulunay's criticism once more points at the intricate relationship between translation, culture and 
politics. Clunay's political past and his general ideological stance seems to reflect through his 
criticism of the Translation Bureau rather strongly. He was in opposition to the national struggle 
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an article published in the daily Yeni Sabah, Ulunay criticized the classics published 

by the Ministry of Education on several accounts (Ulunay, originally published in 

Yeni Sabah on 17.7.1946, reprinted in Terciime 1946: 190-192). First and foremost, 

he was critical of the selection of the titles translated by the Translation Bureau, 

suggesting that the Bureau concentrated on western classics at the expense of eastern 

classics. Furthermore, he argued that these classics were translated badly in the 

hands of novice translators and that they were not subject to proper editing or 

proofi:eading. Ulunay also complained that the language used in the translations 

varied greatly and that they were full of mistakes. He expressed his disappointment 

with the translated classics as follows: "So far, this initiative has not yielded the 

expected result. Family men who know what they are reading were irritated by the 

mistakes they came across in these books and left the shelves they had reserved for 

them in their libraries empty" ["Bugful bu te~ebbusten beklenen netice e1de 

edilememi~tir. Okudugunu anlar aile babalan kitaplarda rastladlklan hatalardan 

tedirgin olmu~lar ve kutiiphanelerinde onlar iyin hazuladlklan raflan bo~ 

blrakml~lardlr."] (Ulunay 1946: 191). 

Ulunay's biggest concern was the Ministry of Education's neglect of the 

Ottoman classics. He pointed out that the private publishers have had to take over 

the job of transliterating and publishing older works written in the Ottoman script, 

since the state showed no interest in them. He wrote: 

The Ministry of Education published the western classics. What about our 
oriental c1assjcs? A few samples were published, as a form of variety, but these 
classics do not include the divan by FuzUli ... Today's children \vill not get to 
know this great Turkish poet who had realized the biggest linguistic revolution. 

against the occupying powers duri...'1g the War of Liberation. He was exiled in 1922 due to his writings 
against Mustafa Kemal and his supporters. He couid only retum to Turkey in 1938 after a general 
pardon. His criticism of the Translation Bureau may well be considered a criticism of:ne general 
culture planning efforts of the single-party era. 
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Because we have not been able to give the divan by Fiiziili to the generation 
who has grown up after the adoption of the new alphabet!t! (Ulunay 1946: 
191). 

[Maarif Vekaleti garp klasiklerini bastl. Ya bizim ~ark klasikleri ne oldu? 
Bunlardan da ge~ni bulunsun kabilinden be~ on numune verildi, fakat bugtln bu 
klasikler iyinde bir FUzfrli divaru yoktur. .. BugUnUn yocuklarl dilde en bUyUk 
inkllabl yapan bu bUyUk TUrk ~amm tammayacaklardlf. <;Unkli 
memleketimizde yeni harflerinden kabuliinden beri yeti~en nesle biz bir FUzfrli 
divaru veremedik!!! (Ulunay 1946: 191).] 

Unlike U1unay's critique, the major part of criticism directed at the Translation 

Bureau's activities remained at the level ofthe selection and translation of individual 

works in the 1940s. Some translations published by the Ministry of Education were 

criticized in terms of their language use, or some translational shifts regarded as 

"mistakes". For instance in a review of the translation of Balzac's Le Lys Dans La 

Vaili, Cemil Meriy criticized the target text by commenting that the translation 

contained many mistakes and omissions, that the language used in the translation 

was against the principle of "pure Turkish" the Ministry had been propagating for 

years and that there were grammatical mistakes, neglects and lack of fluency in 

Turkish (Meriy 1942: 14). In another review, Meriy criticized the selection of 

Balzac's Le JvJidecin de Campagne by the Translation Bureau and the translator's 

preface to the book. He also argued that the only quality of the translation was the 

facUhat it confirmed the aphorism "traduttore traditore" (Meriy 1942: 24). 

Following the transition to the mUlti-party system, and the re-structuring of the 

Translation Bureau, some of the translators who were closely involved with the 

Bureau during the Republican People's Party government started to criticize its 

activities. 

In an article he wrote in 1944, Orhan Burian (1944: 17) praised the humanist 

inclination of the Bureau, its editing mechanism, the high fees paid to translators as 
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well as the high print quality of the books. His positive tone appeared to have 

changed in 1947 when Burian (1974: 1-5) criticised the selection criteria of the 

Translation Bureau and wrote that the editing system of the Bureau was failing and 

that the printing and binding of the books were not up to desired quality. His 

discourse turned completely hostile to the Translation Bureau in another article 

published in 1953 where he wrote that the Translation Bureau was no longer 

competent to deal with its task and was causing large expense. He made a call for the 

closure of the Bureau and added that the selection and translation of classics could be 

performed by universities (Burian 1953: 131-131) 

Nurullah Atay, the first chairman of the Translation Bureau wrote in a critical 

article in 1952: 

Why aren't these books [books published by the Translation Bureau] sold? 
First of all they are expensive. There are other reasons as \vell. People of this 
country are not used to reading, it is difficult for people to get used to books 
telling about things and situations which are not similar to the traditions of the 
society they live in (Atay 1952: 231). 

[Neye satIlmlyor 0 kitaplar? Bir kere pahah satlhyor. Bundan ba~ka sebepler de 
var. Bu lilke ki~ileri kitap okumaga alI~lk degil, bir ulusun ki~ileri de kendi 
ya~adlklarl toplumun tOrelerine pek benzemiyen i~leri, durumlan anlatan 
kitaplarla okumaga kolay kolay ah~amaz. yadlrgar onlan (Ata~ 1952: 231). 

3.3 The Translator's Qualities and Visibility 

Especially during the 1940s, the extratextual discourse on translation made mention 

of the translator a great deal. The special focus on the translator around this time was 

probably due to the launch of the Translation Bureau and the discourse developed by 

the Terciime. Some of this discourse centered around the qualities of an "ideal" 
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translator, while a number of writers complained about the lack of such qualities in 

the translators of the time. Writers and translators who commented on various 

aspects of translation often referred to translators as independent decision-makers 

and held them directly responsible for the success or poor quality of their 

translations. In that sense it can be safely assumed that translators were rather visible 

during the period under study. I borrow the concept of "visibility" from Lawrence 

Venuti who has used the tenn "invisibility" while exploring the situation and activity 

of translators in current Anglo-American culture (Venuti 1995: 1). Venuti suggests 

that critics and reviewers hardly refer to the fact that the books they review are 

translations, and when they do address the translation, they neglect questions such as 

the translation's accuracy, its intended audience or its place in the translator's career 

(Venuti 1995: 2). I would like to argue that the reviews of specific translations or 

general comments on translation in early repUblican Turkey offer the scholar a 

different picture. That is why I have chosen to use "visibility", rather than Venuti's 

"invisibility" in the title to this section. 

Below I will refer to two different sources which offer us clues about the 

translator's status and situation in the period under study. The first source IS 

extratextual discourse consisting of articles and reviews published in a number of 

magazines and dailies. The second source belongs to the translated texts themselves, 

and the way they present (or fail to present) their translators. I make use of 

paratextual elements of these texts to look for signs of the translator's (in)visibility. 
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3.3.1 The Translator's Visibility in the Extratextual Discourse 

The "visibility" attained by the translators in the period under study was not 

monolithic. There were two different fac;:ades of this visibility. One entailed an 

idealization of a specific type of a translator, the writer-translator. Underlying this 

ideal notion of the translator was an inferior view of the profession that included a 

perspective that regarded the activity of translation as a derivative and secondary 

activity. The second fayade of visibility involved comments on the actual state and 

status of translators. One striking aspect common to both kinds of visibility was that 

they could both be encountered in statements by translators themselves; so this 

discourse may be said to reflect the self-perceptions of the translators. 

In many statements on translation, the ideal quality for any translator was 

offered as that of "being an author". A number of writers, and even translators, 

argued that only writers could produce successful translations. The issue of literary 

copyrights raised during the Publishing Congress offered an opportunity for a 

discussion of whether the translators deserved to be paid copyright fees. One of the 

participants of the Congress, izzet Melih Devrim, novelist. plaY\\Tight and translator, 

suggested that copyright fees be paid for translators. The reason behind this proposal 

was the conviction that a good translator of literary texts also had to be an author. 

Devrim argued, "It is a prerequisite for translators to be authors and writers to be 

able to carry out these literary translations successfully. They must be paid the same 

copyrights for their translations" ["Bu edebl tercumelerin laYlkl ile yapllabilmesi i<;in 

mlitercimlerin edip ve muharrir olmalan ~arttlr. Bunlara yapacaklan tercemede 

ayniyle telif hakkmm verilmesi lazlmdlr."] (Birinci Tiirk Ne~·ri.vat Kongresi 1939: 

74). Nevertheless, this proposal was not accepted because the Literary Copyrights 
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Committee ("Edebl Miilkiyet EncUmeni") decided to introduce a distinction between 

translation and indigenous writing and concluded, "We decided that translation and 

indigenous writing are different. Indigenous writing is to create a work directly 

through hard work. On the other hand, translation is to transfer9 an existent work by 

making use of one's foreign language skills" ["Terci.imenin telif ile bir olmadlgma 

kanaat ettik. Telif bir adamm dogrudan dogruya bin;ok emek sarfederek bir eser 

vUcude getirmesidir. Terceme ise haZlr bir eseri ecebi dili bilmekten istifade ederek 

nakletmek demektir."] (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 77). The above 

discussion illustrates that the translator was only regarded as worthy of copyright 

when slhe was an author herlhimself. Moreover, the distinction drawn between 

translation and indigenous writing indicates that translation was seen as a derivative 

activity, lacking in creativity. The demarcation between translation and indigenous 

writing, always in favour of the latter, was evident in the discourse of a number of 

writers. In his review of Salahattin Batu's translation of Iphigel1ia aus Taw"is, Suut 

Kemal Yetkin contended, " ... a writer, an artist should not take pride in t.~e great 

success he achieves in translation, but rather in the creativity he displays in his own 

work" [" ... bir yazarm, bir sanatC;111111 ylizlinii agartacak olan, terclimede gosterecegi 

b-Uy-Uk ba~an de gil, oz eserinde gosterecegi yaratlclhktlr"] (Yetkin 1942: 6). In 1943, 

writer Abdi.ilhak $inasi Hisar argued that a translator could never be a good author, 

because a successful author would prefer to write his own works rather than to 

translate others' (Hisar in Ozdenoglu 1949: 46-47). In the meantime, there were also 

writers who argued for the creative aspect of translation and held it equal to 

indigenous \vriting. Hilmi Ziya Ulken referred to translation as "the creation of a new 

9 "To transfer" is used to translate the verb "nakletmek". For a discussion oftne use of terms "nahl", 
"n<lkil" and "nakletrnek" to refer to "translation", "translator" and "to translate'" see Section 3.4. 
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work" ["yeni bir eser yaratmak"] and maintained that a translator who translated an 

artist into a new language became a new artist in that language ["Artisti bir dile . 

tamtan,o dilde yeni bir artist oldugunu unutmamahdrr."] (Dlken 1938: 78). The most 

prolific proponent of this latter view was Nurullah Atay, who ardently argued for the 

artistic independence of the translator and the creative side of translation in his 

writings. The discourse he developed around translation during his career as a 

renowned trans1ator consistently rejected an inferior view of translation and 

translator vis-a-vis indigenous writing and indigenous writer. In several of his 

articles he suggested that the translator was akin to an indigenous writer and wrote, 

"The translator, too, is a poet, a writer" ["Miitercim de bir ~airdir, bir muharrirdir"] 

(Atay 1941: 505). Elsewhere he commented that translators had to be as creative as 

indigenous authors (Atay 1940: 404). Nevertheless, even Atac;:'s view was tinted with 

dismay when it came to assessing the quality and status of the translators in Turkey 

in the 1930s and 1940s. In one of his later writings, he extended a call to writers to 

become engaged in translation. He maintained that writers should take over the job 

of translating and asked "Who is to blame if the majority of current translators are 

not competent? Not those who undertake translations without being writers 

themselves; we should rather blame our writers \vho deride the activity of 

translating" ["Bugiinkli yevirmenlerin yogu iyi degilse sw;: kimdedir? Kendilerini 

birer yazar olmadan bu i~e atllanlarda de gil. c;:eviri ile ugra~magl kuyumsiyen 

yazariarnlllzdadlr.] (Atae;: 1948: 4). 

Turkish intellectuals often attempted to mobilize authors to become involved 

in translation activity. In his article in the first issue of Terciime, Bedrettin Tuncel 

extended a call for writers to take up translation, because, he claimed, translation was 

a kind of indigenous writing (Tuncel 1940: 81). izettin :\ielih Devrim recommended 
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that competent writers of Turkish should be forced to allocate some of their time to 

translation. He accused writers with preferring indigenous writing over translation 

and therefore leaving translation to "second- and third~grade writers" ["ikinci, 

uyuncu derecede yazlcllar"] (Devrim 1940: 275). As for poetry translation, poets 

were regarded as the only possible translators for poetry, because "poetry can only be 

VvTitten by poets" ["~iiri ancak ~airler yazar"] (Teoman 1946: 93). The underlying 

idea behind the above statements was that translators would not be able to become 

writers no matter how much they aspired to, while writers, who spoke a foreign 

language, could easily become translators if they wished to. Nevertheless, these 

statements also made it evident that writers were normally not willing to become 

translators. lo This offers some indication about the status of the profession of 

translating. 

As an ideal construct, the writer-translator was present in the discourse around 

translation in the 1930s-1950s. Statements by some writers and translators were 

laden with prescriptive judgments and these provided visibility to a model translator 

rather than assessing the current status and situation of the translators. Another form 

of visibility granted to the translators was in the form of criticism and complaints. 

Such statements condemned the activities of translators who either were 

incompetent, or let themselves be driven by market demands. For instance 111 an 

article he wrote, writer and translator Nahid Sml wrote that there were tWO types of 

translators in Turkey (Nahid SlITl 1941: 374). According to him, the first type, 

including himself and some of his colleagues. dedicated themselves completely to 

lO Despite the claims of these statements a number of eminent fiction writers became involved with 
translating in the early republican period. Ahmet Hamdi Tanpmar, Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoglu, 
Cevat $akir Kabaaga<;h, Orhan Veli Kamk, Melih Cevdet Anday, Sabahattin Ali ail translated foreign 
fiction at various times. ~evertheless, they are mainly known as writers and poets and their translation 
activity remained secondary to their original writing. 
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translation. The second type of translators regarded translation as a purely 

commercial activity and paid little attention to anything else than the fees they would 

receive. Nahid Slrrl added that the latter type of translators were in majority 

worldwide, which resulted in "bad" ["fena"] translations full of omissions and 

inaccuracies (Nahid Slrr! 1941: 374). Halit Fahri Ozansoy referred to translators who 

were only driven by their ambition to make money as "ruthless translators" ["insafslz 

miitercim"] (Ozansoy 1944: 4). In an article he wrote on the occasion of the 

Publishing Congress, Vala Nurettin, writer, journalist and translator, with a 

considerable number of popular (and therefore "commercial") translations to his 

credit, proposed the setting up of a disciplinary board to punish incompetent 

translators. He added in a rather ironical tone that football players who played foul 

were disqualified by the football federation while a translator who made many 

mistakes while rendering a classical work into Turkish was not held accountable 

(originally published in Alqam on 2.4.1939, reprinted in Birinci Tilrk iVe$riyat 

Kongresi 1939: 149). 

Reviews of translated works in Tercume, as well as in vanous other 

magazmes, ahvays referred to the translator of the work as a rule. These reviews 

included praise, as well as criticisms of the translator's performance. Some of these 

reviews, especially the more negative ones, found responses in the translators, who 

often felt the need to defend their choices. I will refer to a number of these reviews in 

the next section on translation criticism and translation strategies. 
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3.3.2 Partial Visibility in Paratextual Discourse 

When the extratextual discourse on translation is extended to include paratextual 

elements (Genette 1997: 1) of translated books such as covers and title pages, the 

translator's visibility assumes a partial status. The names of translators did not appear 

in the covers of the classics published by the Ministry of Education. This was the 

case across most types of publishers, involved both with canonical and popular 

translated literature. In the classics by the Ministry of Education, the name of the 

translator appeared in the second title page and it was always subordinated to the 

original author in terms of the position and size of the typeset. On the other hand, 

translators were allowed to submit prefaces where they could present and inform the 

readers about the text and its author in a manner that they chose. This indicated that 

the translator was given the status of an expert who was capable of commenting on 

the source work and its writer. 

On the other hand, in the title pages of the classics, the translator\vas 

occasionally introduced with a professional attribute, such as "teacher of English at 

the Ankara Second Junior High School" (Stevenson 1944), "instructor at the School 

of Political Science" (Mann 1945), "associate professor at the Faculty of Language, 

History and Geography" (Swift 1946) etc. The frequency with which the translators 

were introduced with their "other", and probably more "legitimate" professions, 

indicate that translation was not considered a proper occupation and was regarded as 

a secondary or part-time activity. It is also interesting to note that an overwhelming 

number of translators were engaged in some fonn of academic activity, teaching at 

the university or a high school. This indicates how closely the translation of classics 

was related to education. 
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When paratexts of non-canonical translations are considered, the translator's 

visibility disappears altogether~ While the translators' names were indicated on some 

popular translated books, some, especially those belonging to the "people's book" 

format did not feature their translators' names. 11 This is not to say that they were 

introduced as indigenous books either, there was simply no author's or translator's 

name on the cover. Nevertheless, it is not feasible to suggest that these works were 

received as works written originally in Turkish since their titles would lead to some 

question marks regarding their origins. For instance in 1944-1945 Giiven_Yaymevi, 

a publishing company active mainly in the field of popular literature, published a 

series called "Me~hur ingiliz Polis Hafiyesi ~erlok Holmes Serisi" ["The Series of 

the Famous English Police Detective Sherlock Holmes"] which consisted of 83 dime 

novels offering a mixture of translations and Sherlock Holmes pastiches written 

originally in Turkish. Sherlock Holmes was a well-established name among readers 

of popular literature, one of the best-selling heroes of detective fiction since its first 

translation into Turkish in 1909. There was little doubt that the books published by 

Giiven would be received as translations. There was no mention of the writer or the 

translator on any of the stories and they all appeared as anonymous \'iorks.12 One 

could not even speak of an authorial visibility, let alone the translator's visibility. 

This was a strategy that reflected an undiscriminating attitude towards translation 

and indigenous writing, and for that matter, towards writers and translators. This is 

rather different from the attitude of the Ministry of Education or publishers like 

Remzi who were involved with translated canonical literature. These publishers 

carefully underscored the status of the books they published as translations by 

11 The concepts of "popular literature" and the "people's books" will be explored in Chapter 5. 

12 The reasons for the use of anonymity as a literary strategy by Giiven publishing company. as we 11 
as by some other publishers will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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indicating the foreign writer's name in the cover and the title pages, and this often 

resulted in the granting of a secondary position to the translators, whose names 

seldom appeared on· the covers. Indeed, preserving the style and content of the 

indigenous work in translation appeared as a major concern in the discourse of the 

writers and translators who commented on translation strategies or offered reviews 

of translated works. 

3.4 Concepts and Strategies of Translation 

Writers, academics, publishers and translators who raised their views on the nature 

and strategies of translation expressed their ideas in tenns of a number of concepts 

which will be tackled under separate headings in this section. The most important 

concept was translation itself, which was referred to under different tenns and 

definitions. The various definitions fonnulated by writers and translators offer clues 

about their concepts of translation and serve as precursors of the strategies they 

recommend for translators. The definitions and recommended strategies of 

translation, which circulated in the public discourse in the period under study, are 

further valuable in tenns of discovering the translational habituses of the different 

parties involved. I would like to view the debates on defining the concepts and 

strategies of translation as parts of a power struggle carried out in the system of 

translated literature towards defining the center of this system. This section will 

demonstrate that the canon-fonnation attempts were not limited to offering new 

options for the repertoire of translated literature in the fonn of a new set of titles. The 

making of the literary canon by the Translation Bureau and by some writers and 

translators associated with it, included guidelines on ways of reading and writing 
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literature, and also translated literature. The new canon would involve a re-

consideration of the concept of translation accompanied by the introduction of 

certain definitions and norms. 

In this section, I will review some of these definitions and norms as parts of an 

emerging center in the system of translated literature. As was the case in the efforts 

to define the functions of translation, publishers involved in popular literature 

remained silent about their concepts of translation. Their translational habituses can 

only be traced through their publishing activities, rather than their rhetoric, which 

was largely absent from Tercilme, literary magazines or dailies. Their concepts of 

translation can only be found in the way they used translation, and translation-related 

concepts in the covers of their publications, or on their promotional material. 

3.4.1 Definitions of Translation 

During the 1923-1960 period, a number of terms were used to refer to "translation", 

what we call "terciime" or "yeviri" in Turkish today. The term "translation" I make 

use of in the present thesis does not represent interlingual translation in its restricted 

sense. I use the term translation in a wider sense to cover cases such as adaptations, 

abridgements or vulgarizations in addition to translation proper. In other words, the 

way I use "translation" covers the whole range of the phenomenon that can be 

located anywhere in the continuum between the historical demarcations of "literal" 

and "free" translation (see Robinson 1998a and 1998b).13 There is plenty of evidence 

to suggest that adaptations, abridgements and vulgarizations, not to mention 

13 I would also like to distinguish my use of "translation" from Lefevere' s concept of "rewriting" 
which includes translation and classifies it under the same heading with a range of literary activities 
such as compilation of anthologies, reader's guides or histories of literature (Lefc\'ere 1992: 2). 
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borderline cases such as pseudo translations, were considered to be concepts 

belonging with the umbrella term "translation" during the period under study. 

Catalogues featuring these various types of translation placed them under the general 

heading of "translation" (see various editions of Tiirkiye Bibliyografyasl) and the 

mainly negative views on such works were tackled under the subject of translation 

(see for instance Hulusi 1941; Garan 1949). 

The most common terms used in order to refer to translations were '"'tercume" 

and ',<;:evirme". The latter term was a neologism coined in the 1930s based on the 

verb "yevirmek" ("to tum around", "to tum inside out" conventionally used in order 

to refer to "to translate") and it was gradually replaced by "yeviri" in the late 1940s. 

"Adaptasyon", a term imported from French, was used to refer to adaptation, mainly 

in drama translation, but also in fiction translations (see Hulusi 1941; HIZlr 1941: 

489). "Iktibas" which was a word of Arabic origin, meaning "quoted after" or 

"borrowed from", was a term with some ambiguous connotations. It was used to 

refer to translation of poetry by izzet Melih Devrim (1940: 276) in an article titled 

"Literary Translation" ["Edebi Terclime"]. On the other hand, "iktibas" was also 

used to refer to an abridgement of Bram Stoker's Dracula published by Gtiven 

publishing company (Stoker 1940).14 " Nakil" is even more problematic than 

"iktibas" in terms of identifying its exact significance and position among the various 

concepts of translation. This term which literally means "transfer" in Turkish, was 

operational in Ottoman and early repUblican periods and could refer to both 

indigenous fiction and translations (see Vala Nureddin's j\;fazinin Yiikii Altznda, 

Istanbul: InkIlap Kitabevi, 1942). The phrase "Turkye'ye nakletmek" - "To transfer 

14 This translation is included in the case study on translated popular literature which will be offered 
in Chapter 6. 
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into Turkish" was used in the sense of "to translate into Turkish" (Tuncel 1940: 79). 

Hilmi Ziya Ulken was among those who used "nakil" in the sense of translation 

proper. He used "nakleden" ("one who transfers") synonymous with "yeviren" ("one 

who translates") (Ulken 1997 [1935]: 350). On the other hand, "nakil" was also used 

to refer to indigenous writing on certain occasions. The works referred to under 

"nakil" generally belonged to the realm of popular literature and the provenance of 

these works were unclear as they often had characters with foreign names (see 

Sertelli 1941; Varoglu 1947). Certain authors used "nakil" to refer to "free 

translation" and introduced "nakil" and "faithful translation" as binary oppositions 

(Burian 1936: 24). This latter meaning, i.e. "nakil" as "free translation" seems to 

have gained weight over time. Later writings, especially those written in the 1950s, 

started to regard "nakil" exclusively as free translation. One writer maintained that 

"adaptation" in drama translation and "nakil" in novel translation could be referred to 

as "impressionist translation" ["izlenimci yeviricilik"] (C6ntiirk 1956: 462-464). 

"Impressionist translation" denoted a type of translation where the translator read the 

source text and wrote down his impressions of the text, rather than exerting any 

effort to reflect the style or the content of the source (C6ntiirk 1956: 462). 

Some writers and translators attempted to offer definitions of translation. The 

common thread that ran across all of these definitions was the insistence on the 

creative aspects of translation. Nurullah Atay maintained that translation was to 

express a thought or a feeling in a language that was different from the original 

language it was expressed in (Atay 1940: 404). In one of his articles in Tercz/me he 

wrote: "To translate means to re-think something in a language that was originally 

thought in another language" ["Terciime etmek, bir dilde dii~tiniilmii~ bir ~eyi bir 

dilde tekrar dii~iinmek demektir."] (Ata<;: 1941: 505). An anonymous piece in 
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Terciime pointed out, "Translation is an activity characterized by personality, taste 

and perseverance rather than a simple knowledge of two languages. Therefore it 

would be more correct to call translation an original creation rather than a transfer" 

["Tercfune, her iki lisam da bilmekten ziyade, bir ~ahsiyet, zevk ve sebat i~idir. Bu 

itibarla, tercfuneyi bir nakilden ziyade, bir ibda addetmek dogru olur."] 

("Chateaubriand'dan tki Tercume" 1941: 492). Likewise, Sinasi Ozdenoglu 

commented that translation was a re-creation of a work in another language 

(Ozdenoglu 1949: 25). This emphasis on translation as creative work led to a view 

that associated the activity of translating with indigenous writing. Nevertheless, this 

did not result in an upgrading of the translator's status. Rather than urging the society 

to view translators on a par with writers, those who commented on the creative side 

of translating, urged writers to take up translation. Therefore, consciously or 

inadvertently, they downplayed the translator and created the writer-translator model. 

In the meantime, while creativity was underscored by those who attempted to define 

the act of translation, the "original" work was not left aside. The need to render the 

source text as closely as possible was tackled in a number of ways. This was a 

recurrent theme in statements on translation strategies, and was expressed through 

two concepts: "directness oftranslation" and "fidelity". 

3.4.2 Directness of Translation 

Statements on translation strategies, including recommendations for the selection of 

titles to be translated, dwelled upon the importance of translating directly from the 

source language. Works translated before the 1940s were largely criticized tor being 

second-hand translations, mainly carried out through French. For instance, Ahmet 
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Agaoglu complained that works translated into Turkish via French were a "'jumble" 

["altUst edilmi~ vaziyettedir"] and stated that such mediated translations were bound 

to reflect the mistakes of the intermediary translation (originally published in jkdam 

on 21.4.1939 reprinted in Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 171). In its report 

submitted to the Publishing Congress, the Translation Committee carefully 

emphasized the importance of direct translation and stipulated that as much as 

possible, translations should be carried out directly from the source language 

["umumiyetle eserlerin tam olarak ve miimkUn olduks:a aslmdan terciime ettirilmesi 

tavsiye olunur"] (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 126). The statement "as 

much as possible" was an indication of a problem hindering direct translations from 

Greek and Latin: there were few competent translators who could translate Greek 

and Latin classics into Turkish. 

Halide Edip Adlvar, who acknowledged the importance of direct translation, 

wrote that it would be better for these classics to be translated via modern \vestern 

languages, because "even if we assume that we have writers who are fluent in 

Ancient Greek and Latin, they lack the tone, tradition and culture reflected by the 

western classics" ["eski yunancaYl ve latinceyi su gibi bilen yazlclbnmlz oldugunu 

farzetsek dahi garp klasiklerinin yarattlgl hava, an'ane ve harsa varis degiidirler"] 

(originally published in Ak~am on 4.5.1939, reprinted in Birinci Tiirk Ne:;riyat 

Kongresi 1939: 205). 

There was general consensus on the need to translate works written in modern 

languages such as English, German, Italian and Russian directly into Turkish (see 

NaYlr 1937: 163; Tuncel1940: 80; Koni 1940: 19; Ali 1941: 581-:585). Translations 

from Greek and Latin were often held as an exception to this rule C\aYlr 1937: 163; 

Tuncel 1940: 81). As Greek and Latin classics, and the attainment of a "humanist" 
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culture through them, became more topical with the establishment of the Translation 

Bureau and the launch of Terciime, different views started to be heard. Classicists 

who advocated the need for direct translations from Greek and Latin, were the 

leading names in this debate. In his critique of the Turkish translation of Plato's 

Protagoras, Suat Sinanoglu, classicist, writer and translator, wrote that a translation 

done via an intennedilliyr language would run the risk of being "unfaithful" to the 

original (Sinanoglu 1941: 485). While commenting on a translation of Herodotus, 

Azra Erhat, another classisist, criticized the work on the grounds that it was carried 

out via its English translation and stated: "We can only translate the works ofa world 

we know well. In order to know a period, a civilization, a person well, we must first 

of all learn their language ... Is it fitting for a person to translate a book if he does not 

know the world within which the work was written, or has not exerted sufficient 

effort to familiarize himself with that world?" ["Ancak iyi tamdlglmlz bir ':ilemin 

eserlerini tercume edebiliriz. Bir zamamn, bir medeniyetin, bir insamn iyi tamnmaSl 

i<;:in de her ~eyden once onlann kendi dillerini ogrenmek lanmdlf. .. Bir kitabm 

yazlldlgl alemi iyice tammayan, onu ogrenmek i<;:in gerektigi kadar <;:ah~maml~ olan 

bir kimsenin 0 kitabl terctimesi dogru mudur?"] (Erhat 1942: 525-526). Likewise, 

Hilmi Ziya Ulken stressed the need to translate Greek classics directly from the 

original language, and moreover suggested the commissioning of such translations to 

philologues and philosophers (Ulken 1942: 17). 

Nevertheless, the scarcity of translators who could translate directly from 

Greek or Latin made it imperative for the Translation Bureau to commission these 

translations to translators competent in modem European languages. The Bureau set 

up a committee to oversee the translations of works by Plato. This committee 

acknowledged a shortage of Greek and Latin translators and agreed on the need to 
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translate Plato's works via French, English and Gennan. It also authorized the 

Gennan O. Apel, the English Jowett and the French "Les Belles-Lettres" and 

"Garniet" series as source texts for translators (HiZ1r 1943: 345). Indeed, although 

the importance of using the "original" ("asll") text for translation was emphasized in 

theory, practical concerns led to an exception in the case of Greek and Latixt, as well 

as minor European languages, such as Scandinavian languages, Finnish or 

Hungarian. In the case of the Greek classics, Paker observes: 

Among those responsible for translations of Greek and Roman classics, seven 
are known to have translated from Greek or Latin, while the majority relied on 
French as the principal intennediate language. Hence, of the 66 translations of 
Greek classics published within the period 1940-1966, (some with 3 reprints) 
only 17, i.e. less than one-third, were from the original source-texts (Paker 
1986a: 418). 

The increasing emphasis on direct translations can be regarded as an emphasis 

on the source text as an "original" that had to be rendered into Turkish as closely as 

possible. Those who commented on the importance of direct translation also pointed 

out that a translator who translated a text via an intennediary language \vould not be 

able to permeate the "spirit" of the original work and therefore could be "unfaithful" 

to it (Sinanoglu 1941: 484). This proves that the shift towards direct translations, 

which materialized with English, Gennan and Russian \vorks, but remained largely 

rhetorical for Greek, Latin and minor languages after 1940, also meant a shift 

towards granting a higher status to the original text. This shift in favour of the 

original work and the original writer was also visible in the use of the concept 

"faithfulness" or "fidelity". 
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3.4.3 Fidelity as a Multifaceted Concept 

The term "sadakat", which I will translate as "fidelity"15 in the rest of this chapter, 

was used by writers and translators to denote several concepts. I would like to tackle 

these concepts under three main headings: fidelity to textual integrity, fidelity to 

content and form and fidelity to the "tone". In all three of these concepts, fidelity had 

positive connotations as opposed to "free translation" that appeared as an a.11tagonist 

of fidelity. 

3.4.3.1 Fidelity to Textual Integrity 

Some of the writers who wrote about the importance of fidelity to the original 

referred to the importance of rendering the text into Turkish in its entirity, without 

any omissions. For instance, in his review of the Turkish translation of Ie I.vs Rouge, 

Nahit Slrrl Orik maintained that a translation which omitted parts of the original text 

would be "unfaithful" to it and added that this was an indication of the fact that the 

translator did not consider the original author's work worthy of translating fully 

COrik 1940: 205). Likewise, EroI Guney referred to fullness in translation as "the first 

prerequisite of fidelity" ["sadakatin ilk ~artl olan eksiksiz tercume"'] (Guney 1942: 

530). Preser'ving the textual integrity of the source text was regarded as important for 

fidelity as ret1ecting the ideas of the source text (ilgun 1942: 147) or reflecting the 

"tone" ["aslm havaslm"] of the original '.'lork CAy 1942a: 152). 

15 I will translate "sadakat" 3S "fidelity", "sadlk" as "faithful" and "sadakatsiz" as ··unfaithful"'. 
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3.4.3.2 Fidelity to Content and Form 

A second concept that was associated with fidelity was that of reflecting the content 

and the fOlm of the original in translation. Writers all stressed the importance of 

rendering the content and the fonn of the source text accurately, yet they aU warned 

against the use of a defective language in the target text that might result from literal 

translations. ismail Habib Sevtik stated that "the first and fundamental prerequisite of 

good translations is fidelity to the original, in other words, accuracy in translation" 

["iyi tercumeciligin ilk esas ~artl asIa sadakat, yani terciimede dogruluktur."]. And 

then he added: "Accuracy may be the fundamental prerequisite of translation, but it 

is not enough. Beauty must also be attained along with accuracy. \Ve shall also add 

delight to our translation. We are obliged to preserve the same literary value in the 

translation of a literary work" ["Dogruluk terciimenin esas ~artl ama kafi ~arh degil. 

Dogruluktan ba~ka bir de guzellik temin edilecek. Tercumemize zevk de verecegiz. 

Edebi klymeti olan bir eserin tercumesinde de aym edebi bymeti muhafazay la 

mukellefiz."] (Sevuk 1940b: 608). 

The report by Istanbul University submitted to the Publishing Congress 

described the ideal translation as one that would be fully faithful to the original both 

in tem1S of content and style and would take into the Turkish language and culture 

into consideration (Birinci Tiirk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 350). Nevertheless, the 

majority of writers and translators acknowledged the difficulty of attaining fidelity to 

both content and fonn and stressed the need to reflect the content of the original at 

the expense of the fonn. 

Certain writers recommended a rendering of content at the expense of stylistic 

elements such as syntax. Lfltfi Ay's revie\v of three translated plays pubiished by the 
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Ministry of Education is representative of this approach. Ay praised Sabahattin 

Eyuboglu's Turkish translation of Interieur by Maurice Materlinck for "remaining 

faithful to the content" ["muhtevaya tamamen sadlk kalarak"] and using a colloquial 

Turkish CAy 1941 b: 86). Ay's review of Sabahattin Eytiboglu's translation placed 

fidelity and fluency in Turkish ["kon~ma dili"] as two concepts that were difficult to 

reconcile. Ay appreciated Eytiboglu's success because he was able to combine the 

two CAy 1941b: 86-87). In the meantime, Ay considered Eytiboglu's manipulation of 

syntax and addition of some words as necessary choices required by his use of fluent 

Turkish. Ay's review ofNurullah Ata<;'s translation of Le Pelerin by Charles Vildrac 

drew attention to the same aspect of fluency and stressed the impossibility of 

remaning faithful to both content and form at the same time. Ay wrote that Ata<; 

"expressed the features of the conversational language of the original in beautiful 

contemporary Turkish by remaining faithful to the original, but not becoming 

enslaved to form" ("AsIldaki konu~ma dilinin hususiyetlerini muhtevaya sadIk 

kalarak, fakla ~ekle esirolmadan bu gtinkti gtizel Ttirk<;e ile ifade etmi~'·.] (Ay 

1941 b: 89). In the same article Ay criticized a translation by Izzet Melih Devrim 

because the translator had remained largely faithful to the original, but had not paid 

enough attention to fluency CAy 1941b: 88). In an article on translation of fiction, 

Ya~ar Nabi NaYIr wrote that fidelity did not consist of literal translation and that 

"Turkification" ["tlirk<;ele~tirme"] was an impoltant element for tldelity. Throughout 

this article he gave examples of translated phrases that sounded strange in Turkish 

and concluded that such translations "vere a result of a misperception of the principle 

of fidelity (NaYIr 1941: 91-95).16 Elsewhere, NaYIr commented that fidelity to the 

16 It is interesting to note that a revie' .... of one ofNaYlr's own translations appeared in the same issue 
of Terciime. Suut Kemal Yetkin who wrote the commentary on NaYlr's translation of La Confessions 
d 'un Enfam du Siixle pointed out that his translation read fluently and easily ['·ter::umesi zevkle 'Ie 
kolayllkla okunabiliyor"] (Yetkin 1941: 83). Yet Yetkin also criticized NaYlr for omitting large 
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fonn inevitably involved a betrayal of the "sense" ["mana"] and that deviating from 

the fonn of the original stemmed from the will to come closer to the sense of the text 

(NaYlr 1943: 425). Poetry translation was considered a genre where fidelity to form 

had to be put aside in order to achieve fidelity of "sense" or "content'~ (Nlizhet Ha~im 

Sinanoglu in Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 390). The emphasis on fOlm, i.e. 

meter and rhyme, was said to lead to "free translation", which was generaUy 

regarded as an undesirable trait (Ozansoy 1946: 95). 

Certain writers argued for the importance of establishing a balance between 

sense and fonn. Georg Rohde warned against a simplification of fonn and style for 

rendering the sense of the source text (Rohde 1941: 478). Nurul1ah Atay criticized 

translators who attached importance to sense and ideas at the expense of fonn. He 

wrote: 

Fidelity is of course necessary in translation, erroneous translation cannot be 
defended. Nevertheless, fidelity is not the major prerequisite of translation. 
Because a work of art's real value lies in its fonn of expression, rather than its 
subject matter. A truly faithful translation is the translation that is faithful to 
fonn. It is wrong to think that we perceive of the meaning in the books we read 
or the conversation we listen, in terms of words: it is manner that gives us the 
sense, the purpose (Ata<;: 1940: 404). 

[Tercilmede sadakat elbette lazlmdlr; yanh~ tercilme mildafaa edilemez. Fakat 
sadakat tercilmenin ba~hca ~artl degildir, <;ilnkil hi<;:bir sanat eserinin aSl1 
klymeti soyledigi ~ey lerde degildir; onlan soy leyi~ tarzmda. ~eklindedir. 

Gen;:ekten sadlk olan tercilme, ~ekle sadlk olan tercilmedir. Okudugumuz 
kitaplarda veya kar~lmlzdakinin sozlerinde manaYl kelimeler vasltasiy Ie 
kavradlglmlzl zannetmek daima yanh~tlr: bize manaYl, maksadl bah~eden 
eda'dlr (Ata<;: ] 940: 404).] 

portions of the novel and producing "sentences that are defective and incompatible' with the nature of 
the Turkish language" ["aksak ve Tilrk~enin bilnyesine uymlyan cilmleJer"] (Yetkin 1941: 82). This 
small example illustrates the gap that may exist between a translator's rhetoric and actual perfommnce 
and warns us against accepting extra textual comments at face value during a study of norn1S in 
translated texts. 
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Nevertheless, this "manner", which Atay italicized in his article, was beyond form. It 

was also expressed differently than "style" which was referred to as "lisb1p". Along 

with several other terms, "eda" became a near-metaphysical attribute that depicted an 

effect translators had to create in Turkish. 

In fact, Atay was not mainly concerned with devising ways of realizing fidelity 

to the original. He was a fervent opponent of "blind fidelity" ["korti koriine baghhk"] 

in translation and advocated the use of fluent Turkish in translated texts. According 

to Atay, a translation which violated the target language would be unfaithful to the 

original text (Atay 1941: 505). For Atay, translation was a creative process and had 

no strict rules to be observed and "a good translation is a miracle like all works of 

art" ["Her sanat eseri gibi gtizel terctime de bir mucize'dir"] (Atay 1940: 404). 

3.4.3.3 Fidelity to the Tone 

Apart from fidelity to the content, the sense, the form and the style of the source text, 

remaining faithful to the "tone" of the original was a significant concern as expressed 

in a number articles that appeared in Terciime. Vv'hat I summed up as "tone" ["hava"] 

in the title to this section was a rather elusive concept that was sometimes expressed 

as "manner" ["eda"], "spirit" ["ruh"], "life" ["hayaC] or ''<;:e~ni'' ["flavour"]' The 

reason why I have placed these concepts under the same heading has to do with the 

fact that they can all be associated with the creation of a certain effect in a 

translation. 

As discussed in the previot~s section, some writers remained largely on the 

level of form and content while problematizing the subject of fidelity in translation. 

In the meantime, some went beyond form and content and stressed the importance of 
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re-creating the effect created by the source text on the source readers, on readers of 

Turkish. Nusret Hlzlr defined this effect, he termed "'tone" ["hava"] as follows: "In 

our opinion, rendering the 'tone' faithfully means to create the thoughts and the 

images that will be invoked by the original in the same order and the same rhythm'~ 

["Fikrimizce "hava'Yl aynen vermek, tercume okundugu vakit, ash okuntmca 

uyanacak olan tasavvur ve hayallerin ayni suada ve ayni ritm'de uyanmasull temin 

etmek demektir"] (HIZlf 1941 a: 488). Suat Sinanoglu referred to the importance of 

remaining faithful to what he called the "spirit" of the original author (Sinanoglu 

1941: 485). According to Sinanoglu, an author's "spirit" consisted of the unity of his 

ideas and his ways of expressing them and "spirit" was the single most important 

element in the original that the translator needed to be faithful to (Sinanoglu 1941: 

485). Sabahattin Ali maintained that a literary work was a "living being" ['''canh bir 

mevcudiyet"J and that the translator had to feel the "life" in the work to be able to 

translate it successfully. Ali also argued that the life in the original would enable the 

translator to find new phrases, new forms and new expressions in the target language 

(Ali 1941: 581). Lutfi Ay praised a successful translation for enabling the readers to 

sample the "flavour" of the original (Ay 1942b: 541). 

There was no general agreement on the use of the above set of terms. Some of 

them were used interchangeably, some were used to denote "style" in some articles 

and "effect" in some others. For instance AbdUlhak ~inasi Hisar used "spirit" and 

"style" synonymously (Hisar in Ozdenoglu 1949: 46). Nusret Hlzlr used "manner" 

and "tone" interchangeably in one of his articles in Terciime and he used them both 

to refer to "style" (Hlzlr 1943: 434). Furthermore, he argued that the best way to 

capture the style of the original would be through making the authors "speak in 

Turkish" (Hlzlr 1943: 434). On the other hand, NurettinArtam made a distinction 
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between style and "manner" and wrote: "In my opinion, translation is to re-write a 

work in another language with a manner that approaches the force and the style it has 

in the original language" ["Kanaatimce, terciline, bir eseri esas dilindeki kudret ve 

usluba yakm bir eda ile ikinci dilde yeniden yazmak demektir"] (Artam in 

Ozdenoglu 1949: 95). Some writers stressed the importance of reflecting the "spirit" 

of the original work in the translation. Erol GUney argued that there were two types 

of fidelity "fidelity to the method" ["yol sadakati"] and "fidelity to the target" ["gaye 

sadakati"J (Guney 1942: 144). He urged all translators to opt for the latter type of 

fidelity that could only be possible through creating the author's "mood" ["mh 

haleti"] in the translation and reflecting this mood onto the readers (Guney 1942: 

144). 

The different tenus used by writers and translators to refer to the "tone" of the 

original work created some confusion on the readers of the time. Nusret BIzlr, who 

himself later used the terms "manner" and "tone" to refer to "style" in a rather 

ambigious manner, commented on the use of these terms by various writers as 

follows: 

We come across the following concepts in the articles: Sense, spirit, form, 
manner. tone, living the language, fidelitJ;', life. These have not been described 
or explained ... Moreover, there is no consensus neither in the definitions nor in 
the way they are used, in other words, when one of the authors use spirit, we 
are not sure that he uses it in the way another author understands or feels it 
(HIZlr 1941 b: 268). ' 

[YaZllarda ~u mernumlara rasthyoruz: .Alana, ruh, :;ekil, eda, hava, lisal1l 
ya:;ama. sadakat, hayat. Bunlar ne izah ne de tarif edilmi~tir. .. Dstelik, tariflerle 
olmasa bile somn geli~inden anla~llabilecek bir ittifaka da ~ahit olmuyoruz, 
daha dogmsu, muharrirlerden biri mesela "uhu kullandlgl vakit, onu, diger bir 
muharririn 'anladlgl, yahut sezdigi manada kullandlgmdan emin degiliz (HlZlr 
1941b: 268).] 
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This idea of fidelity that varied from writer to writer remained rather vague and no 

method was shown as to how fidelity could be attained. What did remain constant 

was the fact that fidelity was regarded as a positive concept in general. Most writers 

tackled it in contradistinction to "free translation" ("serbest terciime'1 which was 

associated with undesirable traits, such as omissions and neglect of the original 

work's style. This behaviour was often associated with the translation activity of the 

past, and therefore of a translational habitus that many wished to see become 

obsolete. 

Free translation was regarded as "apathy" ["laubalilik"] that consisted of a 

translator's rendering of his impressions and ideas of a source text rather than 

translation proper. Such translations were characterized by omissions or unsuitable 

additions. "Free translation" was defined as "the writing of a new work by the 

translator who borrows the subject matter and leaves the spirit of the work aside in 

order to provide for a translation of sweet style" ["tath bir iislupla terciime temini 

i<;in, mevzuu ele ailp, eserin ruhunu bir tarafa blrakarak, miitercimin kendi kalemile 

yeniden bir eser yazmasl"] (from the preface to the 1937 Turkish translation of The 

Inspector by Avni insel and Vecihi Gork, cited in Taluy 1943: 69). Nihal Yalaza 

Taluy condemned the use of free translation for the translation of classics in a 

critique of the Turkish translation of The Inspector by Gogol. T aluy pointed out that 

the translation, which was termed "free" by its Qwn translators, was full of omissions 

and mistakes and was a hasty translation carried out in response to market demands 

["piyasa hatmna ve ~ala kalem terciime edilme"] (Taluy 1943: 69). "Free 

translation" was held synonymous with adaptations, "translations full of mistakes" 

["yalan yanho? yapllml$ terctimeler"], "imitations" ["kopye"] and pseudotranslations 

(Garan 1949). In that sense, "free translation" was seen as an impediment before the 
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literary development of Turkey, triggering the growth of a commercialized 

translation market and driving the readers away from literature (Garan 1949). The 

duality between the concepts "faithful" and "free translation" offers us little clue as 

to the desired method of translation. These two concepts largely remained as 

rhetorical categories and little was written about how a translator could attain 

fidelity. The comments by certain writers and translators on '"fluencyn ["'"akIcl dil"] 

and "literal" ["kelimesi kelimesine"] translation can offer us some evidence as to 

how they envisaged a "good" translation. 

3.4.4 Comments on. Fluency and Literalism 

The discourse on translation strategies largely agreed on the need to render 

translations using a fluent Turkish that sounded natural rather than bookish. Nurullah 

Atas: and Sabahattin Eyuboglu argued for the importance of using fluent Turkish in 

translation and suggested that fluency was a prerequisite of being faithful to the 

original text (for an extensive discussion of Atas:'s and Eyuboglu's views on fluency 

see Berk 1999: 173-185; Aksoy 1995: 74-80). They were joined by a number of 

writers who agreed with them and placed emphasis on observing the rules and 

fluency of Turkish in translations. 

In a review published in Terciime, Lutfi Ay praised a translation for its "fluency 

and conversational naturalness" CAy 1943: 77). In the meantime, he criticized 

another translation of the same work for having to sacrifice from fluency due to its 

over-emphasis on fidelity and for creating a "dry" language (Ay 1943: 75). Kemal 

Edip Unsel wrote in Utkii that one of the major principles of translation had to be 

fluency: "An important point that needs to be pointed out is that the works must be 
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translated with a fluent and natural Turkish and peculiar usages should be avoided'~ 

["Bu arada hatua gelen bir nokta, eserlerin, s5z g5tiinnez ve yaduganmaz bir Tilrk~e 

ile yevrilmesi, ~ivesizlige dti~iilmemesidir."] (Onsel 1947: 10). He also maintained 

that translators had to find Turkish equivalents for foreign phrases rather than opting 

for literalism ["kelimesi kelimesine terctime"] COnsel 1947: 10). In the meantime, 

Unsel recommended domestication as a possible strategy in the translation of fiction 

works and stated: "As much as possible, stories must be translated in the familiar and 

established manner of old folk stories" ["Hikayeler, mtimktin oldugu kadar eski halk 

hikayelerinin ah~Ilml~ ve tutunmu~ edasl verilmek suretiyle yevrilmelidir."1 (Onsel 

1947: 10). Nevertheless, fluency had its limits and in general extreme domestication 

was not favoured by writers and translators. In his review of Orhan Burian's Othello 

translation, Nusret Hizir criticized Burian for rendering the text literally in many 

sections and violating the fluency of Turkish (HIZlr 1941 a: 488). In the meantime. he 

also criticized Burian for the few phrases he domesticated into Turkish by using local 

phraseology. He concluded that Burian had failed to create the "tone" of the source 

text because he had failed to combine fidelity and freedom (Hlzlr 1941 c: 79-80). 

Bedrettin Tuncel, in his review of Antigone in utka criticized Sabahattin Ali for 

having used local expressions in his translation and pointed out: "We do enjoy these 

colorful and fresh folk phrases but they lose their inherent value in Antigone" ["Bu 

renkli ve diri halk tabirlerini sevmiyor degiliz fakat bunlar Antigone'de kendi 

klymetlerini bile kaybediyorlar"] (Tuncel 1942: 21). Likewise, a translation which 

made wide use of local Turkish words and slang was corrected by the Translation 

Bureau where it was sent for editing. On behalf of the Translation Bureau, Ali Suha 

Delilba~l defended their editing process by suggesting that such local usages could 

only be used in the adaptations of the past (Delilba~l 1944: 467). 
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Two of the established practices of the Translation Bureau, namely, the 

inclusion of prefaces introducing the source author and his work, and the additions of 

footnotes explaining words or phrases unfamiliar to Turkish language and culture. 

can be considered parts of a domestication strategy. These literary devices made the 

elements of the source text more accessible to target readers, enabling them to 

capture and internalize the significance of the work and its author, as well as the 

main bits of information offered in the text. On the other hand, they can also be 

considered strategies that drew attention to the work's status as a foreign text that 

could only be properly understood and contextualized through expert help, therefore 

working against a possible domestication strategy. Another strategy observed in the 

books translated and edited by the Translation Bureau was the spelling of foreign 

names. 17 The Translation Bureau caused a major transformation in this field and 

abandoned the phonetic transcription of proper names which had become a common 

practice among translators and publishers since the adoption of the Latin alphabet. 

This strategy, which was adopted in the first meeting of the Translation Board in 

February 1940 ("Haberler" 1940: 112), served a "foreignizing"18 function on the 

readers, constantly reminding them of the fact that what they were reading was a 

foreign text. 

Although the majority of commentators emphasized the importance of attaining 

fluency, while at the same time remaining faithful to the original, there were also 

translators who argued for the benefits literalism could provide. Yusuf Kazlm Koni 

17 Sometimes this strategy could go to rather extreme points. In one case, a translator \vho translated a 
book for the Bureau was harshly criticized for calling "Jesus" as "Yesu" instead of its Turkish 
equivalent "isa" (see Meri~ 1942: 26). 
18 "a close adherence to the foreign text, a literalism that resulted in the importation of foreign 
cultural forms and the development of heterogeneous dialects and discourses" (Venuti 1998: 242). 
Lawrence Venuti sets "foreignizing" translation against "domestication" which he defines as "an 
adherence to domestic literary canons both in choosing a foreign text and in developing a translation 
method" (Venuti 1998: 241). 
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pointed out that translations which "smell of translation and have a raw taste" 

["tercfune kokusu ta~an, ham lezzetli tercfuneler"] would help expand the' capacity of 

the target language and suggested that "literal translatons would enable the language 

gain new opportunities for expression" ["kelimesi kelimesine yapilan terctime1er 

dile yeni ifade imldnlan kazandmr."] (Keni originally published in Vakit,. 19.8.1944, 

reprinted in Tercume 1944: 158). In the same article, Keni argued against some of 

Atay's views on translation and suggested that in translations, the style of the original 

had to outweigh fluency in Turkish. Nanm Hikmet, celebrated poet, writer and 

playright, was also critical of the principle of fluency in translations. In his letters to 

Kemal Tahir he wrote while in prison in 1940-41, he dealt with the issue of 

translation in some length and raised his views on the topic. He pointed out that he 

did not wish to read a translated novel as if it were originally written in Turkish, but 

rather wanted to feel the period and the nationality the author belonged to through 

the translation (Nazim Hikrnet 1975: 259-260). Furthermore, he defended literalism 

in the translation of foreign phrases (Nazim Hikmet 1975: 264). 

Based on these statements it can be concluded that there was no one uniform 

view of how translations had to be carried out in the 1930-1950s. Although the views 

of Atay and Eyuboglu have reflected onto our day more intensively through the 

histOlical plism, there is no evidence illustrat~g that "domestication" was the most 

widespread strategy used and propagated by the translators until the 1960s. I would 

like to argue that the political stances of Atay and Eyuboglu played an important role 

in making their favourite translation norm more visible in the eyes of the 

contemporary ""Titers and researchers. Both writers served as chairmen to the 

Translation Bureau, were productive and celebrated translators and were closely 

associated \vith the cultural policies of the single-party era. Atay's commitment to 
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linguistic purism and his prolific work as an art and literature critic 19,. as well as his 

much-debated elitist approach to culture, no doubt helped his views on translation to 

become more widespread. Likewise, Eyuboglu's association with the Village 

Institutes, his pro-humanist views and his writings forming the basis of ""Anatolian 

humanism" made his views on translation to be perceived as part of a larger cultural 

agenda. The political dimensions of their work made Ata9'S and Eyuboglu's views 

survive until our day, while the views of other writers and translators who were less 

programmatic in terms of expressing their views on language and culture became 

less interesting and, therefore, less accessible to subsequent generations of 

researchers. 

Ozlem Berk presents Ata9 and EyUboglu as significant figures in defining 

translation strategies for some decades to come, attracting both followers and 

opponents and therefore remaining on the agenda until our day (Berk 1999 Chapters 

6-7). Berk's study is interesting in that it combines an institutional view of the 

Translation Bureau with a study of the 1\vo individuals who were strong agents of 

. change in the field of translational norms. Nevertheless, her stress on the two writers 

downplays the views of other writers and translators, and represents a uniform view 

of norms adopted by translators in the 1940s. This approach obscures some of the 

debates that marked the discourse on translation throughout this period. The debate 

on "fidelity" and the ensuing stress on the "original" are not to be missed, because 

the perspective adopted towards concepts of "fidelity" and "original" marked the 

19 ?-!urullah Atae; was selected as the most popular essayist in Turkey in a survey conducted by Varlzk 
1956. In the survey readers were asked to vote for their favourite novelist. poet, story writer. and 
essayist. In the first three categories votes were distributed more or less evenly among three or four 
names. In the fourth category Nurullah Atae; received the highest number of votes by the 1220 
participants of the survey. Varlzk published the votes of individual participants in every issue and in 
one issue (~umber 438 published on 15.9.1956) where the votes of91 readers were published. Arae; 
received 87 votes ("Okuyucularm Beyendikleri" 1956: 18). 
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cutting line between two habituses, respectively active in the field of translations of 

canonical works and translations of popular literature. 

3.5 The Shifting Discourse 

Terciime, the joumal of the Translation Bureau, was a platform for translation 

criticism during the 26 years of its publication. The journal consisted of two 

sections. The first section featured translated works, which were sometimes 

accompanied by the original texts. The second section included translation criticism 

and general commentaries on translation. The critiques and comments published in 

Terciime offer extensive information about the concepts of translation the 

contributers to the joumal held. These comments included prescriptive statements, 

as well as assessments of "good" and "bad" translations. These can be regarded as 

attempts at shaping the poetics of the system of translated literature and the norms 

expected to prevail in the translations. 

The initial years of Terciime, and thus the Translation Bureau. featured the 

most productive issues in terms of a discussion of translational norms. During 1940-

1945, which was the most regular and productive period of Terciime, a total of 53 

reviews and commentaries were published and criticism occupied significant space 

in the journal. The number decreased dramatically in 1945-1951 to a total of 1 (0 

critiques. In 1953-1959, this number fell to 2, soaring slightly to 6 in 1960-1961. 

Translation criticism disappeared from the journal althogether after 1963 (Berk 

1999: 165). This was not only the case for Terciime. Translation as a subject in 

debates on culture and literature reached the height of its popUlarity in the first half 

of the 1940s. No doubt, the Publishing Congress, the Translation Bureau and 
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Terciime played a significant role in bringing translation on to the literary and 

cultural agenda. Following the demise in the activities of the Translation Bureau and 

the growing irregularity of Terciime, the intensity of the discourse on translation 

dwindled. 

A bibliography of publications on translation in the republican period compiled 

in 1985, demonstrates this trend in clear terms (Keseroglu and Gokalp 1985: 228). 

The list published by Diin ve Bugiin geviri, a short-1.ived translation journal 

published in the 1980s, includes articles on translation history in Turkey and in the 

world. The list also features publications of translation criticism and general 

translation problems and includes a total of 412 articles.2o According to the list, 167 

articles, i.e. 40.5 per cent, were published during 1940-1946. In 1947-1960, the 

period starting with the transition to the multi-party system until the end of the 

Democrat regime, 89 articles were published, corresponding to 21.5 per cent. Vlhen 

the two periods are compared in terms of the aru1Ual average of publications on 

translation, the difference between them becomes clearer. In 1940-19.+6, an average 

of 24 articles were published annually. This figure dropped to an average of 6 

articles per year in 1947-1960. 

The shift in the instensity of the discourse on translation is indicative of the 

importance attached to translation by the culture planners, especially during the last 

seven years of the single-party era. The state, acting upon calls by the intellectuals, 

not only became involved in the publishing of translated classics, but also defined 

the poetics of this field to a large extent with the activities of the Translation Bureau 

and its journal Terciime. The decreasing frequency of articles on translation after 

20 Translated articles are excluded from this I).umber. The bibliography has a considerable number or' 
missing items. Instead of complementing the list \vith the data I have available, I based my assessment 
on the bibliography, as the list would still not have become exhaustive with my additions. 
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1946 ran parallel to a re-planning process in the field of translated classics carried 

out during the transition to a multi-party system. When the state's culture planning 

attempts stagnated and changed direction and when the function foreseen for 

translation as an instrument of cultural change started to lose its hold, translation 

exited the cultural agenda. 

3.6 Summary 

Chapter 3 offers a survey of extratextual discourse on translation in 1923-1960 and 

conducts a critical analysis of oral statements, commentaries and critiques on 

translation. It discusses the functions attributed to translation by the intellectuals and 

state officials of the day, exploring how translation was used as a tool for the literary 

canonization process of western classics in Turkey. The state's role as a planner of 

translation activity and its patronage structure within which it defined the ideology 

and poetics of the system of translated literature are also analysed in this chapter. 

The expected qualities of a translator and the concept of the translator's visibility are 

discussed and the differences between canonical and popular translated literature are 

highlighted. The chapter also explores the translation strategies offered by \\Titers 

and translators and draws attention to the different meanings assumed by the term 

"fidelity". It suggests that different norn1S dominated the discourse on translation 

and that there \vas no unifoffi1 view of how translations should look like, or ho\v 

they should be carried out. The chapter further examines the first half of the 1940s 

as the period when extratextual discourse on translation was most intensive and 

correlates this intensity with state involvement in translation. 
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Chapter 4 will offer a survey of the publishing market in 1923-1960. It will 

explore the publishing activity of the state and private publishing companies in the 

field of translated literature. Its goal will be to check the basic elements of the 

extratextual discourse against "facts" by describing the actual state of pUblishing. 

The chapter will also offer a review of indigenous literature which competed with 

translations within the same book market. 
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Chapter 4 

The Market for Translated Literature 

Chapter 3 explored the extratextual discourse on translation in 1923-1960, tracing 

the functions attributed to translation, translation definitions and translation 

strategies in the statements made by intellectuals, writers, publishers and translators. 

In Chapter 3, I discussed the way translation was used as a tool for canon making, 

affecting the selection of works to be placed in the "centre" of the literary 

polysystem. In Chapter 4, I will offer a review of the actual state of the market for 

translated literature during the period under study. This will enable the reader to 

develop a clearer picture of the shifts in publishing and translation patterns during 

such moments of cultural and political significance as the alphabet reform and the 

transition to the multi-party system. This chapter will also offer information on the 

activities of publishers that operated in the field of popular literature. These 

publishers, who did not raise their views in dailies or literary magazines, appear to 

be rather strong when one takes a look at the actual market in terms of the number of 

published titles. I will argue that these publishers were also involved in a form of 

translation planning through their selection of titles, publishing, marketing and 

translation strategies. Their publications hint at a different set of concerns than those 

vaiid for canonical works, which resulted in the creation of a different poetics that 

governed popular literature. 

I will offer an investigation of the market for translated literature in two 

periods: 1923-1940 and 1940-1960. This division is suggested in view of the 

activities of the Translation Bureau, which need to be set apart from the translation 

activity that preceded the establishment of the Bureau. The Translation Bureau has 
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had implications for the field of private publishing in terms of a number of aspects, 

like the selection of titles for translation and the changes observed in the attitudes 

towards the source text and the source author. Therefore the market supply by 

private publishers in the 1940-1960 period has a series of different features than the 

previous one, which, in tum, forces us to use different criteria while studying the 

two periods. 

Before I set out to explore the publishing market in 1923-1960, let me explain 

what I mean by the term "market" and the reason for the special emphasis I place on 

analyzing the specific repertoires that were in supply in the market. After Even-

Zohar, I define the market as "the aggregate of factors involved with the selling and 

buying of products and with the promotion of types of consumption" (Even-Zohar 

1994: 22). In my interpretation of the "market", these factors include not only goods, 

sales and marketing strategies, but also producers, suppliers and consumers of 

goods. I would also like to point out that my perspective of the market is not limited 

to the "selling and buying" of products, but also includes the "production and 

consumption" of goods in the wider sense of this process. In many instances, the 

provision and receipt of goods is not a matter of commercial transaction. For 

instance, the visitors of libraries and of the People's Houses or students in the 

Village Institutes did not necessarily buy the classics published by the Ministry of 

Education. They had access to these books through the purchases of the libraries or 

the state's donations. Furthermore, it can be safely assumed that not all buyers of 

books purchased them with the aim of reading. "Consumers" might have received 

the books published by the Ministry of Education out of obligation or for prestige, 

but not necessarily for consumption purposes. In terms of culture planning, this 

broader view of the market is vital, especially in order to understand the importance 
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of the advertising and the wide availability of the classics commissioned by the 

Translation Bureau. In my view, the Bureau and the Ministry were not concerned 

with attaining high sales figures, but attached importance for creating a demand for 

the repertoire the planned for the system of translated literature. Higher demand for 

translated classics would also bring a higher likelihood of success in defining the 

ideology and poetics of the literary polysystem. On the other hand, a survey of the 

translation market in Turkey in 1920s-1950s reveals the diversity and quantity of 

popular fiction available in the market, suggesting that such books had a high 

demand. In this chapter, I will argue that these non-canonical books, which did not 

conform to the qualities defined and expected by writers and critics operating in the 

field of canonical literature, indicate resistance and preference for a different 

ideology and poetics than those affecting the system of canonical literature. 

When we consider the translated book market in early republican Turkey, we 

need to distinguish between two main fields: the market created and maintained by 

the state, and the commercial private market. As mentioned in the previous chapter, 

the former field operated within a patronage structure that carried out both internal 

and external control over the system of translated literature. The Ministry of 

Education created a repertoire for translated literature and made it available to the 

readers, not only by means of the commercial network of bookstores, but also 

through the government's network of schools, Village Institutes and the People's 

Houses. Certain sections of the private market were also dependent on state aid, 

which suggested that they became a part of the ideology and poetics defined by the 

Ministry of Education. I argue that popular translated literature, which made up a 

considerable part of the private market, remained devoid of state support, and thus, 

its poetics was defined by publishers, based on a set of different criteria. 
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In what follows, I embark on '"translation archeology" (Pym 1998: 5). 

Nevertheless, my intention is to be able to discover and untangle the rich network of 

relationships that existed among various publishers, translators, literary genres and 

readerships. Therefore, the chapter will not consist of a mere list of titIesy publishers 

and translators, but will set out to develop a fresh way of looking at them. My 

survey and analysis in this chapter is based on several catalogues and books that 

offer information about the translated and indigenous titles published during the 

period under study.l 

4.1 The Publishing Market in 1923-1960 

The first five years of the Republic were not productive in terms of publishing 

activity. The total number of books published during this period has been estimated 

as around 5,000 (Ozerdim 1974: 15). The lack of official statistics for this period 

makes it difficult to judge the truth value of this estimation. Nevertheless, it is 

widely known that a large proportion of the publishing activity during this time was 

carried out by the state in the form of technical and educational books (Kaynardag 

1 This section has made use of the following catalogues and bibliographies: 
Eski Harflerle BaSllml$ Tiirkge Eserler Katalogu (The Catalogue of Turkish Works Published in 
Ottoman Script) (Ozege 1971); Various volumes of the Bibliography of Turkey (Tiirk(ve 
Bibliyografyasl1928-38; 1938-1948; 1949; 1950; 1951; 1952; 1953: 1954: 1955; 1956: 1957; i958, 
1959; 1960); }vJilli Egitim YaymlarzBibliyogra/yasl (The Bibliography of National Education 
Publications) (Tuncor 1989); Klasikler Bibliyografyasl (The Bibliography of Classics) (1967); Avrupa 
Edebiyatl ve Biz (European Literature and Us), Volumes I and II (Seviik 1940a. 1940b); ,\;filIi Egitim 
Bakanllgl Yaymlarz Katalogu (The Catalogue of the Ministry of National Education Publications) 
1948; Tilrkiye'de Terciime Miiesseseleri (Translation Institutions in Turkey) (Kayaoglu 1998); 
KorkmaYlnlZ lvlr. Sherlock Holmes. Tiirkiye'de yaYlnlanmI~ <;eviri ve telif polisiye romanlar iizerine 
bir inceleme. 1881-/928 (Have no fear NIr. Sherlock Holmes. A study on translated and indigenous 
detective novels published in Turkey. 1881-1928) (Dyepazarci 1997), Tan:::imattan Giiniimii:::e £ski 
YU17an-Latin Dil ve Edebiyatlarma ili$kin Tiirkge Yaymlar Bihliyografj·asl (The Bibliography of 
Turkish Publications on Ancient Greek-Latin Language and Literatures from the Tanzimat until the 
Present Day) (<;elgin 1986). None of these catalogues are complete. Especially Tiirkzye 
Biblzvografj:asl, \vhich constituted the main source for my surwy of the activities of private 
publishers, has many missing publications. In the remainder of this chapter I will refer to Tiirkiye 
Bibliyografj'asl as TB. 
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1983: 2824; Baysal 1991: 69). During this period, private publishing companies 

offered the reader books with patriotic themes and published works like memoirs 

from the War of Liberation and biographies of military commanders (Kaynardag 

1983: 2825). The technical facilities of publishers were rather limited during this 

time and the shortage of foreign currency made it difficult to import new machinery 

(Kabacah 2000: 163). 

A major source of income for publishers was the printing of school textbooks 

delegated by the state. The alphabet reform of 1928 had significant repercussions for 

private publishers. With the adoption of the Latin alphabet, the book stock of the 

publishers lost their value overnight as they were no longer allowed to sell books in 

the Ottoman script. An article published in 1933 in the magazine Resimli $ark (The 

Illustrated Orient) informed the reader that with the alphabet reform, the private 

publishers lost half a million Turkish Lira. Half of this amount was lost due to 

school textbooks published in Ottoman script which were withdrawn from the 

market with the transition to the new alphabet CHarf lnklHibmdan Sonra Bizde 

Kitap9lhgm BugunkU Hali ve istikbali" 1933: 17). Furthermore, publishers and 

printing presses had to equip themselves with new type-sets and train the type-

setters who would start working with the new alphabet CHarf inklHibmdan Sonra 

Bizde Kitap91hgm Bugunkli Hali ve istikbali" 1933: 18; Kaynardag 1983: 2825). 

School textbooks continued to be the main source of revenue for a number of private 

publishers.2 These were the books that had the highest sales and the revenue they 

generated was a significant source for companies to continue their publishing 

activity in other fields. Books, other than textbooks, sold only about three or four 

2 Ahmet Haiit, Ibrahim Hilmi, Tefeyyiiz, Resimli Ay, Kanaat, Remzi and ink !lap were some of the 
major publishers involved in the publishing of textbooks ("Harf inkll<.'ibmdan Sonra Bizde Kitapclll~Hl 
BugUnkii Hali ve istikbali" 1933: 17; Kabacalt :2000: 177). 
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hundred copies each and the revenue they generated could only cover one thjrd of 

their printing costs ("Harf inkIhlbmdan Soma Bizde KitapC;lhgm Bugunkii Hali ve 

istikbali" 1933: 19). 

In the mid-1930s, the government decided to standardize the textbooks and 

delegated the printing of textbooks to the state's printing house. This was a heavy 

blow to private publishers (Kaynardag 1983: 2826). Deprived of their major source 

of income, they became dependent on state aid, which was provided in the form of 

book purchases. Between 1935-1939, the state paid 100,000 Turkish Lira to private 

publishers and writers.3 It distributed 96,430 books to schools and public libraries, 

which it purchased from private publishers (iskit 1939: 251). Nevertheless~ private 

publishers did not deem this assistance sufficient and made several demands on the 

state to increase its support for private publishing. The desired support included 

more book purchases with higher prices, book awards and discounts in postage fees 

for publishers (see iskit 1939: 297; Birinci Tiirk Ne)riyat Kongresi 1939: 362-370, 

375-390). It should also be noted that some of these publishers, like Tefeyyliz, were 

also involved with the publishing of popular literature. Books purchased by the state 

did not include such works and state support went directly to the newly emerging 

literary canon. 

The 1940s witnessed an increase in the number of private publishing 

compames and increasing cooperation benveen the state and private publishers, 

especially through the Translation Bureau's scheme to recommend titles to be 

translated to these publishers. Mobilized by the publications of the Ministry of 

Education, new companies entered the publishing scene and concentrated on the 

3 This amount can be compared to the average monthly salary of a civil servant, which was 1 S6 TL in 
the same period (Kabacah 1981: 166). 
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publication of translated classics and popular fiction. Book sales rose and publishing 

started to become a lucrative business. In 1946, private publishers were once more 

delegated the pUblication of school textbooks, which increased their commercial 

viability (Kaynardag 1983: 2828). 

The biggest problem of publishers throughout the period under study, i.e. 

1923-1960, was low sales figures. Although their sales increased with the rising 

literacy, it never exceeded five thousand copies, and even that was an exception 

(Kabacah 2000: 227). Before 1940, the average sales figure was between one 

thousand and fifteen hundred copies (iskit 1939: 298; Proceedings of the First 

Turkish Publishing Congress 1939: 58). Some popular novels became an exception 

to this, yet, the sales of canonical works were never high either. In the 1950s, there 

was general dissatisfaction with the market for canonical literature. \Vriters 

suggested that the market was teeming with popular novels, mainly romances and 

crime fiction, and expressed their concern that this would cause deterioration in the 

literary taste of the readers (Ozdarendeli 1956: 628: NaYlr 1971: 20. originally 

published in 1951 in Varlzk No. 368). Nevertheless, new names and a new type of 

realism brought some dynamism to the publishing market in the 1950s and led to an 

increase in sales figures. Perhaps the real locomotive force behind the rise in the 

sales figures was the new pocket books, as I will explain in the following section. 

Some translated classics such as War and Peace and Faust broke sales records 

during the 1950s. Arslan Kaynardag wrote in 1960 that the maximum number 0 f 

copies printed per book increased to 10,000 in the late 1950s while this figure was 

only 2,000 in the beginning of the decade (Kaynardag 1960: 310). 

Ways of instilling the habit of reading in the public were discussed over and 

over agam by both state officials and publishers. Reading was regarded as an 
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educational tool by the state, while publishers considered it the only means of 

increasing their sales figures (see various interventions in the Publishing Congress, 

Birinci Turk Nqriyat Kongresi 1939; Resimli $ark 1933: 1; NaYlr 1971: 28-35, 

originally published in 1951 in Varlzk, No. 374). 

4.2 Trends in Turkish Literature in 1923-1960 

4.2.1 The Canonization of Realism in Fiction 

In the first two decades of the Republic, debates were marked by a longing for and 

anticipation of a new literature. As I illustrated in Chapters 2 and 3, translated 

literature was attributed the function of generating this new literature. Although 

intellectuals were dissatisfied with the general state ofliterary activity in Turkey, the 

system of indigenous literature was, by no means, static. New literary debates 

emerged and new names started to appear on book covers. Literary activity gained a 

new impetus especially after 1928. In the field of poetry, "Yedi Mqaleciler" (Seven 

Torchbearers) emerged in 1928 as a reaction against traditional fonns of poetry 

(Karpat 1962: 35). In the meantime, the group fonned around the literary magazine 

Resimli Ay launched an aggressive campaign led by Nazun Hikmet against the 

traditionalist views of literature and called themselves "iconoclasts" ['"'putlan 

Ylklyoruz"] (Oktay 1986: 356-367). During the 1920s, Halide Edip, Yakup Kadri 

and Re~at Nuri, vvho had already become renowned figures in Turkish literature in 

the pre-republican period, continued to write novels. A concurrent theme in their 

fiction was i\,.'1atolia under the "National Struggle" for liberation. Especially after 

the 1930s, the scope of the novel expanded thematically to cover the sufferings of 
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the individual as a product ofhislher immediate social environment. Yakup Kadri's 

Ankara, Sadri Ertem's (:lkrlklar Durunca, Peyami Safa's Fatih-Harbive and 

Dokuzuncu Hariciye Kogu$u, Sabahattin Ali's Kuyucaklz Yusufwere works which 

created a new form of realism that made itself strongly felt in fiction (Ozyelebi 

1998a: 9). The use of social themes in literature was encouraged by the state. Kadro, 

a journal sponsored by the state and published between 1932-1935, propagated 

realism and the treatment of social issues in literature.4 

The creation of a "national literature", a subject which was topical since the 

tum of the century, continued to be the most widely-discussed issue by writers and 

intellectuals. Numerous essays were written and interviews were carried· out in the 

1920s-1940s in order to reveal what "national literature" was and how it could be 

created. There was a diversity of opinions on the subject and writers expressed their 

idea of "national literature" in different terms. \Vhile some felt that it was necessary 

to create a pure Turkish language by eliminating words of Arabic and Persian origin 

to trigger the emergence a truly national literature (ismail Hakkl in Co~kun 1938: 

15), some suggested that national literature was the conveyor of a nation's unique 

characteristics (Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoglu in Co~kun 1938: 20). By contrast, 

literary historian Agah Slnl Levend claimed that all literature was national, since it 

inevitably reflected the spirit and taste of the nation by and for which it was created 

(Levend in Co;;kun 1938: 34). Kazlm Nami suggested that national literature had to 

originate from folkloric sources (KftzIm Nami 1934: 122). Authors carefully 

emphasized that a distinction had to be drawn between "national" and "nationalist" 

literature (Kazlm Nami 1934: 121; Tuncell943: 1). Despite these different opinions, 

4 The writers associated with Kadro, including ~evket Stireyya Aydemir. Vedat "iedim Tor. Ismail 
HUsrev Tokin, Burhan Asaf Beige, Sevki Yazman and Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoglu. embarked on 
"forming an ideology for the Kemalist revolution" (Toprak 1998: 35). 
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there was general agreement on one element: a literature would become '"'national" 

when it reflected the spirit and problems of a country in an artistic manner (Karpat 

1962: 32). This definition of national literature tied it back to realism and the social 

mission of literature. The debates formed in the literary journal Yeni Edebiyat (New 

Literature) drew attention to the question of the author's responsibility to the society 

and issues in socialist writing (see articles reprinted in ileri 1998). 

Social themes continued to be popular in novels and short stories until the 

1960s. Novelists like Sabahattin Ali, Faik Baysal, Oktay Akbal and Orhan Kemal 

who addressed such social issues as labour relations, the hardships of rural life, 

problems of the urban working class were joined by a new generation of writers in 

the 1950s who specifically tackled village life. These young writers were graduates 

of the Village Institutes and conveyed their first-hand experiences of rural life in 

Turkey in their books. The pioneering name in "village literature" was Mahmut 

Makal, who published his notes of village life in serialized form in Varlzk in 1948-

1949. The notes, which immediately attracted public and literary attention, were 

published in book format under the title Bizim Kay (Our Village) in 1950. Talip 

Apaydm, Fakir Baykurt and Mehmet Ba~aran started publishing their works in the 

early 1950s and left their imprint on this specific literary genre, marked by a heavy 

dose of realism. Novelists and short storj writers such as Orhan Kemal, Aziz Nesin 

and Y a~ar Kemal, who adopted a realist view of literature, were also popular names 

in the 1950s and were largely appreciated by the reading pUblic. Kemal Karpat 

wrote that these authors were read by students, teachers and intellect'..lals. He added 

that some groups of readers in rural areas also showed an interest in these works, 

perhaps mainly due to their realism (Karpat 1962: 62). During the 1950s novels and 

short stories, especially by the young and celebrated generation of new writers 
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started to be printed in large quantities. Karpat, who held interviews with publishers 

around this time, reported that first editions of books by renowned authors were 

printed around 3,000-6,000 copies, while books by less famous writers were printed 

around 2,000-4,000 copies (Karpat 1962: 72). Number of reprints per book also 

increased in this period. Bizim Kay had ten reprints in ten years and Y ~ar Kemal' s 

jnce jVemed had four in seven years. Novels by Halide Edip Adlvar (Sinekli Bakkal), 

Re~at Nuri Glintekin (9alzku,Ju), poetry collections by Orhan Veli and Cahit SItk! 

TgranCl also had repeated impressions in the 1950s (Kaynardag 1960: 311). 

Literary criticism in Turkey in the first fifty years of the Republic elaborated 

on realism as an ideal literary genre. The attribute "realist" was perceived and used 

as a compliment. Works by poet Orhan Veli and novelist Abdlilhak ~inasi Hisar, 

were criticized for avoiding realism and refraining from expressing larger social 

problems, concentrating on the inner world of the individual (Hasan izzetin Dinamo 

in Seyda 1970: 184; Ozyelebi 1998b: 176). The aesthetization of Turkish literature 

only started to take place in the 1970s (Ecevit 1999: 316). 

Literary criticism in Turkey, although it was not practiced in a scholarly and 

systematic fashion during the period under study, helped to canonize realist 

literature which it placed at the centre of the literary polysytem. ·Writers who 

commented on literature and criticized their colleagues' works in the literary' 

magazines concentrated on the importance of creating an indigenous Turkisb 

literature with a social agenda. The joint approval of works with social themes, such 

as labour relations, the pains of transition from a traditional society to a modem one. 

approval or critique of westernization or sufferings of the rural population, served to 

create a certain image of literature in the minds of the readers and vvTiters. This 

image was defined by the expected and intended function of literature. which was to 
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reflect national life and domestic experiences (Moran 2001a: 16). I would. like to 

argue that the realist tendency to depict the living conditions and social problems in 

Turkey, first within an urban, and then a rural context, complemented the nation-

building efforts of the republican institutions. Realism served to reinforce a sense of 

shared experience and co-existence by offering readers references to common events 

and situations. The realist trend lasted well into the 1970s, and was finally replaced 

by what Berna Moran has termed the "innovative novel" ["yenilik9i roman1 (Moran 

2001b: 49) which focused on the life of the individual extracted from the socio-

political context. 

In the Turkish context, the pre-1970 period represents the peliod preceding 

literary aesthetization. Gregory Jusdanis writes that when a literature ceases to be a 

tool for nation building, it becomes naturalized and turns into a means for 

orchestrating an ideological consensus (Jusdanis 1991: 163). Jusdanis maintains: 

Although culture constitutes both an arena and an instrument in the nation
building process, it begins to disappear behind the scenes once the major 
conflicts are resolved. No longer fought over, it is taken for granted, becoming 
a part of everyday common sense, invisibly linking people in an intimate 
cohesion and guiding them through the differentiated spaces of modernity 
(Jusdanis 1991: 163). 

Jusdanis further argues that this taken-for-grantedness of culture and literature, as 

fields governed by their own logic rather than judged by their relationship to 

external conditions, leads to an aesthetization in art (Jusdanis 1991: 163). Artistic 

aesthetization takes place in parallel to a country's process of political and cultural 

modernization (.Tusdanis 1991: 82). I argue that Turkish domestic literature in the 

1920s-1950s was in its pre-modern stage, largely dominated by a social realist 

agenda. This agenda, as part of the project of literary canonization, was created by 
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the state and endorsed and maintained by the intellectuals of the country, i.e. the co-

planners of culture. 

The canonization of realism did not start after 1923. Like many other options 

offered for the cultural repertoire, realism had its roots in the pre-republican past. 

The proponents of the ''New Language" movement who had launched a significant 

linguistic purification programme in the ] 91 Os5, also defended the need to treat local 

themes and social issues in fiction (Moran 2001a: 16). The leading novelists of the 

early republican period such as Huseyin Rahmi Gurpmar, Halide Edip Adlvar, 

Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoglu and Peyami Safa have been regarded as "extensions" 

of the early roots of realism in literature (Moran 2001a: 15). 

The canonization of realism in fiction was largely valid for canonical Turkish 

literature, created by writers who wrote for the educated urban population. On the 

other hand, the field of popular literature was governed by a different poetics. 

4.2.2 Turkish Popular Literature in 1923-1960 

When one embarks on a study of the literary polysystem in Turkey in 1923-1960, 

the major problem one is faced with concerns the different groups of readership and 

the kinds of material they read. Based on a survey of statements by writers and 

scholars I was able to construct three different types of readerships. I identified the 

first group as the educated urban Classes, teachers and students in secondary and 

higher education who read translated and indigenous canonical books, as well as 

some popular literature that could be considered as semi-canonicaLI} The second 

5 For infOlmation on "New Language" see Chapter 2, Section2.1.1. 
6 Waat I term "semi-canonical" books consist of some bestsellers that \\'ere popular among the 
readership. although they \vere not regarded highly by the literary "institution". These works can be 
positioned on a middle ground between canonical literature and non-canonical shore mmativ~s wllh 
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group consisted of the rural population who read rewrites of folk tales. The' third 

group read popular novels consisting mainly of detective and adventure fiction 

(Ozan 1985 [1936]: 110; Kaynardag 1960: 311; Karpat 1962: 62). Literary criticism 

covered canonical reading material addressing the first group while little has been 

said or written about the non-canonical and semi-canonical literature, save for some 

general (and often derogatory) comments. Therefore, a survey of book catalogues is 

essential to offer some information about the publishing and reception of these two 

types of literature. 

At this point, I would like to offer my definition of "popular literaturen valid 

for the period under study. I have conceptualized "popular literature" in early 

repUblican Turkey as a collectivity of literary genres, themes and styles 

characterized by three features: popular demand, deviation from the poetics of 

canonical literature, and lack of attention from persons and groups that formed 

literature as an "institution".7 In the 1923-1960 period, there were numerous works 

which were completely ignored by writers and critics. The poetics governing these 

works did not appear to comply with the poetics of the "canon" discursively and 

actually created and maintained by editors, publishers, writers and translators of high 

"symbolic power" (Bourdieu 1993: 7). The themes, styles, publishing and marketing 

strategies of these books display a number of features which distinguish them from 

the works positioned in the canon of the literary polysystem. The "popularity" of 

such books can mainly be understood by looking at their market availability. 

Without popular demand, these works, which did not receive state support, would 

uncomplicated plots that have been referred to as "people's books". Chapter 5 will discuss "people's 
books" and "semi-canonical" literature in more detail. 

7 I am using the term "institution" as defined by Even-Zohar as "the aggregate of factors involved 
with the maintenance of literature as a socio-cultural activity" (Even-Zohar 1990b: 37). 
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not be on sale. Numerous reprints are another indicator that points at the popular 

success of these works. 

A review of the books covered by the Tilrkiye Bibliyografyasl makes it clear 

that the Turkish novel and short story did no:'-unly consist of canonical works in the 

early republican period. The period immediately following the adoption of the Latin 

alphabet offers interesting evidence about the thematically and stylistically 

diversified nature of the novel and the short story. Between 1928 and 1938, writers 

of canonical fiction such as Re~at Nuri Gtintekin (1889-1956), Halide Edip AdIVar 

(1884-1964), Sadri Ertem (1900-1943), Huseyin Rahmi Giirpmar (1864-1944), 

Peyami Safa (1899-1961) and Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoglu (1889-1974) were 

widely read. The works by these writers were discussed by critics and other writers 

and were included in anthologies. In the meantime, there was another group of 

writers who worked industriously, who were widely read, but received no attention 

from critics. For instance, Aka Gund-liz (1886-1958), a popular writer of plays, 

novels and short stories with patriotic and nationalist themes, published fourteen 

volumes of novels and short stories', six children's books and five plays. Selami izzet 

-. 
Sedes (1896-1964) published seven novels, mainly romances and melodramas, 

SeHlmi Mlinir Yurdatap (1905-1973) published ten novels, ranging across a number 

of popular gemes, such as romance, detective fiction and the battle story. During the 

same period Yurdatap also published 29 rewrites of folk tales. iskender Fahrettin 

Sertelli (?-1943) published sixteen novels, of which the majority was historical 

fiction. Peyami Safa published detective stories and other popular novels under the 

pen name Server Bedi. 

In 1928-1938, folk tales were also popular. These books were dominated by 

romances and battle stories, some of which were published in numerous editions, 
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Kerem ile Ash, Tahir ile Zuhre, Ferhat ile Sir in and Kan Kalesi were among the 

most popular titles that mainly addressed a rural audience. These stories were 

rewritten by numerous authors in the early republican period and came in many 

editions. According to a circular issued by the Directorate General of Press in the 

mid-1930s, some of the folk tales sold around fifty thousand copies which meant 

that the sales of these books were over ten times higher than the sales of canonical 

books published around 2000-3000 copies per edition (GUlogul 1937: 68). Folk tales 

were often criticized for being "harmful" for the readers (Y ~aroglu in (Birinci Turk 

Ne§riyat Kongresi 1939: 368-369). Faruk RIza GUlogul, who published a book titled 

Halk Kitaplarzna Dair (On People's Books) in 1937, pointed out that the these 

books were accused of being full of "fundamentalist ideas" ["irticai fikirlerle dolu"] 

and of reinforcing superstitions (1937: 5). In a letter to the First Turkish Publishing 

Congress in 1939 publisher Halit Ya~aroglu wrote: 

Unfortunately, the semi-literates in our society, that is to say those belonging to 
the older generation, only read those meaningless and harmful books called 
folk romances. It would be a wise step to pass a law to ban the publication of 
these books which are rather detrimental with their grammar, illustrations, style 
and ideas. However, we also need to prepare a body of works to replace these 
(Birinci Turk Ne§riyat Kongresi 1939: 368-369). 

[Maalesef halkImlzm biraz okur yazar kIsml yani eski nesle mensup olanlar 
sadece a~lk kitaplan denilen manaSlZ ve zararh kitaplan okumaktadlrlar. 
imlasl, resimleri, ifadesi ve fikirleri itibanyle zaran daha yok olan bu eserlerin 
baslmlm bir kanunla menetmek c;:ok yerinde bir hareket olacakttr. Fakat buna 
mukabil onlann yerine koyabilecegimiz eserleri de hazlrlamak laZlmdll" (Birinci 
Turk Nqriyat Kongresi 1939: 368-369).] 

A statement written by Arslan Kaynardag in 1960 indicates that little had changed in 

terms of critical response towards the people's books during the twenty years that 
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had passed. In his article informing the English-speaking world of books and 

publishing in Turkey, Kaynardag suggested: "The books addressed to the 

uninformed villager are badly written and consist of tales, stories, fortune-telling, 

dream interpretations and love poems" (Kaynardag 1960: 310). 

I would like to argue that the long-lived popularity of these books can be 

interpreted as a sign of the existence of a separate poetics which stood: as an 

alternative to the poetics created by the intellectuals and writers of canonical 

literature. In the villages, familiarity with and fondness for folk literature continued. 

It is evident that folk tales, with their imaginary and supernatural characters, 

adventure-like plots and religious overtones were in complete opposition to social 

realism in literature, which foresaw a direct relationship between the universe of 

fiction and the outside world. This was not only the case for folk literature; urban 

readers also sought alternatives that would give them reading pleasure, which 

apparently, realist fiction did not always provide. Detective fiction, which remained 

popular throughout the period under study, romance and melodramatic' novels 

written by female writers such as Kerime Nadir (1917-1984) and Muazzez Tahsin 

Berkand (1900-1984), Esat Mahmut Karakurt's (1902-1977) novels blending the 

adventure story with romance, FaZll Hikmet Ttilbent9i's (1912-1982) historical 

fiction, Murat Sertoglu's (1912-?) historical novels of heroic adventure were other 

examples that offered the reader an alternative to realist fiction.s Kemal Karpat who 

commented on these works in his book on social themes in Turkish literature wrote: 

8 Some of the works by these writers became bestsellers and were repeatedly reprinted until the end of 
the 19505. Kerime Nadir's H19klnk was published fourteen times 1..'1 1942-1960. C;olde Bir istanbul 
KlZl (1934), Allahazsmarladzk (1936), Son Gece (1942) by Esat Mahrnut Karakurt were published nine 
times until 1960 (TB 1928-38; 1938-1948; 1949: 1950; 1951: 1952: 1953; 1954: 1955: 1956; 1957, 
1958: 1959; 1960), Many of these popular novels were also made into feahlre films. 
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Apart from this "literary literature" [social realist fiction J, that unavoidable, 
tearful literature popular among the majority, still continues. Family disasters, 
broken hearts, solitary walks under the moonlight... These kinds of books, 
which have a large readership, have a certain impact on people's behaviour~ 
Among this class of writers, Kerime Nadir, Esat Mahmut KarakUIt,. Muazzez 
Tahsin Berkant, Etem Izzet Benice are the most famous. In this study we have 
rather dealt with the authors that have had a real impact on the development of 
the country9 (Kemal Karpat 1962: 40-41). 

[Bu "edebi edebiyat"m yamslra da ~ogunluk:~a begenilen, aglamakh, 0 

ka~lmlmaz edebiyat siiriip gitmektedir. Aile facialan, Ylkllan a!?klar, aYl~lgmda 
yalmz ba~ma dola~malar ... Okuyucusu ~ok olan bu ge~it kitaplann, davral11~lar 
iizerinde belirli etkisi gOrlilmektedir. Bu slmf yazarlar i~inde Kerime Nadir, 
Esat Mahmut Karakurt, Muazzez Tahsin Berkant, Etem Izzet Beruce en 
ilnliileridir. Memleketin geli~mesinde aSll etkisi gOrlilen yazarlan bu 
incelemede ele alml~ bulunuyoruz (Karpat 1962: 40-41).] 

Karpat's judgment about these popular works was shared by many writers and 

academics of the day. As the above quote suggests, literature was thought to have an 

immediate effect on readers' behaviour. Popular novels with melodramatic themes 

were condemned for their exaggerated emphasis on lust, the grief of separation, 

sentimentalism and for exploiting the readers' emotions CSardag 1944: 6). Children 

and youth were regarded as the group most vulnerable to the "negative effects" of 

adventure fiction, detective stories and romances. Furthermore, these works would 

lead to an erosion of moral values in the youth (,,<;ocuklarlmlz 0;eler OkuyorT 

1943: 7; Ansoy 1944 originally published in Vakit on 24 March 1944, reprinted in 

"Bize Bir <;ocuk Edebiyatl UiZIm" 1944: 7). The reading material recommended for 

teenagers was fiction that prioritized love of the nation, the society and humanity 

(<;oruh 1944, originally published in (:lglr No. 133, reprinted in "<;ocuklar I<;in 

Ya;l1mlar ve Onemi" 1944: 7). 

9 In his book, Karpat focused on Turkish \\-Titers belonging to the reaiist tradition and had special 
emphasis on writers who gave rise to "village literature". The statement cited above reveals Karpat's 
bias towards popular literature as a form of literature that does not have a social function. 
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This small-scale survey of the state of the publishing market for indigenous 

literature suggests that the fields of canonical and popular literature were under the 

influence of two different poetics. The first poetics was created and maintained by 

intellectuals and the state and foresaw the creation of a realist literature that built 

strong ties between the narrative and the outside world. The themes covered by 

works produced according to this poetics included social issues and an altruistic 

concern with the human subject. The discourse of the writers and critics of the early 

republican period positioned works that treated such subjects in a realist fashion at 

the centre of the literary system. In my view, this poetics did not govern the 

production and consumption of popular fiction. The themes of the popular works 

were marked by elements of adventure, fantasy and romance, which were largely 

labeled as "harmful" by intellectuals. This hints at the presence of an alternative 

poetics which allowed, and even encouraged the publication of such works. 

Publication and sales data reveal that a major force behind this poetics was popular 

demand, which constantly sought these types of works in the market. This is a fact 

that is proven by the continuous reprints of folk tales, adventure novels, 

melodramatic and romantic fiction. The poetics governing the production and 

consumption of popular literature avoided, and even discouraged, a realist approach. 

It was thematically marked by a concern for the individual as a subject detached 

from the socio-political environment. The subject matter was diversified and ranged 

from the romance to the battle story, yet there were two common features which 

characterized books written and published according to the poetics of popular 

literature: a melodramatic conceptualization of human life and emphasis on action. 

Translated literature during the same period. displayed a similar duality. On the 

one hand, translations of western classics were published, on the other hand a large 
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market existed for translations of detective and adventure stories. In the next section, 

I will offer a survey of translated literature in 1923-1960 in terms of the titles 

published. Again I have divided the period into two. The first section will present an 

outline of translated literature prior to the establishment of the Translation Bureau. 

The second section will concentrate on translations after 1940. 

My presentation of the market for translated literature 1lI 1923-1960 will 

concentrate on the senes launched by different publishing houses. Rather than 

offering a list of individual translated titles, I have decided to place the' series of 

translations in the foreground. My intention in the rest of this chapter is not to offer 

an exhaustive survey of translated literature, but rather to concentrate on examples 

\vhich are indicative of certain trends in the publishing market and draw attention to 

the diversity which ruled the field of translated literature in Turkey in 1923-1960. 

There are a number of reasons for my focus on the series. First and foremost, I 

consider the different series created by publishers as an indication of their publishing 

and marketing strategies. Secondly, the series format occupied a significant portion 

of the supply of translated literature in the publishing market in early republican 

Turkey. Finally, I \vould like to argue that the series format was born out of an 

intention to concentrate on specific types of works, generically, stylistically or 

thematically. This might be due to the publishers' wish to demonstrate and control 

the diversification of their activities (Genette 1997: 22). In my vie\v. adopting the 

series format was not only a marketing decision for Turkish publishers, writers and 

translators, but also a planned effort to affect the publishing market, and the 

readership, in 3 certain manner. In my view, publishers \vho presented their products 

to the market in the form of series contributed to the shaping of the market. as much 

as they were shaped by it. They caused new segments of readership to form and led 
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to new reception patterns through the ways they grouped and categorized various 

works. This evidently implied an impact on the cultural system. The following 

survey of translated literature will offer evidence about how such impact surfaced 

and transformed production and reception patterns in Turkey in 1923-1960. 

4.3 Translated Literature in 1923-1940 

The preferred source literature and language for translation was French in the 1920s 

and 1930s. According to the Tiirldye Bibliyografyasl, 181 French works were 

translated in 1928-1938, compared to 119 English and 28 German works. 

Translations of English, German, Greek and Russian works were also usually done 

through French, as had been the case during the pre-republican period. 

In the following sections, I make a distinction between translated literature 

published by the Ministry of Education, and translated literature published by 

private publishing houses. The role of the Ministry of Education in tenus of 

translation planning is crucial and a survey of the pre-Translation Bureau 

publications of the Ministry of Education may help us to contextualize the role of 

the state as a patron of the classics. 

4.3.1 Translations Published by the Ministry of Educatiou 

The Ministry of Education had been involved in publishing and translation activity 

since its conception within the Grand National Assembly in 1920 before the 

Republic was proclaimed. Until the setting up of the Translation Bureau in 1940, it 

launched two significant initiatives to publish translations. In this section I will offer 
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some information about two series started by the Ministry of Education covering 

translated books. 

The first official republican translation body which was set up in earfy 1921 

under the Ministry of Education was named "Telif ve Terctime Enciimeni'" 

(Committee on Original and Translated Works). The Committee continued its 

activity after the proclamation of the Republic until it was closed down in 1926. 

During the five years of its operation, it was run by six different directors, including 

prominent literary figures and intellectuals of the time such as Samih Rlfat, Yusuf 

Ak<;ura, Ziya Gokalp and Fuat KoprUlti (Kayaoglu 1998: 200-250). The main 

purpose attributed to the Committee was "to follow and select the masterpieces 

needed by our National Library and important textbooks and to commission their 

translation to competent translators" ["Milli Ktittiphanemizin muhta<; oldugu 

~aheserler ile en kIymetli buldugu ders kitaplanm takip ve tefrik ile erbabma 

tercume ettirmek"] (Kayaoglu 1998: 227). Throughout the five years of its 

operation, the Committee published both indigenous and translated educational 

material and did not have focus on the translation of "masterpieces", which I 

interpret as literary classics. In fact, the Committee was hardly involved in literary 

translation activity. Out of a total of 68 works it published, 30 were translations of 

works mainly on sociology, history and education, while the remaining 38 were 

indigenous books covering educational subjects (For a list of books published by the 

Committee see Kayaoglu 1998: 250-264). The publications by the Committee did 

not appear in specialized series, but were merely numbered. An exception was the 

series "<;ocuklar Kiitiiphanesi" (Children's Library) published in 1923 which 

featured three books: Altm l~lk (The Golden Light) by Ziya Gokalp, C;ocuklar 

Cenneti (Children's Paradise) by Mustafa Rahmi (Balaban) and Altm r:;ijtLik (The 
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Golden Farm)10 by Johanna Spyri. Altzn <;iftlik was identified as an "adaptation" in 

the catalogue of books published by the Ministry of Education (Tunc or 19,89: 1) and 

was the only one out of the thirty translations that could be described as '~literary". 

This children's booklet consisting of 35 pages was translated by Mustafa: Rahmi 

Balaban who was the translator and author of various books published by the 

Committee. 

It is not clear why the Committee was abolished in 1926. The official 

explanation given for its closure was that the Committee deviated from its goals and 

that it was not as productive as desired (Kayaoglu 1998: 248). The few authors who 

wrote on the subject do not offer detailed reasons for the closure. Vedat GunyoJ 

simply stated that the Committee was not very productive (Gunyol 1983: 328). In 

1935, Hilmi Ziya Ulken wrote that the Committee had mainly produced 

"vulgarisations" and that despite its good intentions, this strategy only gave 

superficial knowledge of the works it claimed to have published as translations 

(Ulken 1997: 343). While Ulken does not mention any titles, the numbers of pages 

indicated in the list given by Kayaoglu reveals that the Committee did not produce 

abridgments. Kayaoglu suggests that there were ideological reasons behind the 

Committee's abolishment and that the members of the Committee \Vere slow in 

adapting to the political atmosphere of the day, yet he offers no evidence to verify 

this hypothesis (Kayaoglu 1998: 248). The Committee was not very active in the 

field of literary translations, and it is impossible to claim that it created substantial 

options for the repertoire of translated literature in Turkey. 

10 The English translation is of the Turkish title is The Golden Farm. however I was not able to find 2 

similar title among Spyri's \vorks. 
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The second planned translation activity carried out by the young Republic was 

also undertaken by the Ministry of Education. In 1927 the Ministry launched a series 

under the title "Cihan Edebiyatmdan Niimuneler" (Samples from World 

Literature). 10 books, nearly all classics, were published in 1927 and 1928 within 

this series which was discontinued with the transition to the Latin alphabet. The 

series included translations of Nicomede and Horace by Pierre ComeiIIe (Seviik 

1940b: 38-39; Tuncor 1989: 9-10), The Iliad of Homerll (Sevtik 1940a: 65; Tuncor 

1989: 9), a collection of excerpts from Eugenie Grandet, Cesar Birotteau, and Le 

Pere Goriot (Seviik 1940b: 240; Tuncor 1989: 8), The Pickwick Papers by Charles 

Dickens (Seviik 1940b: 262; Tuncor 1989: 10), Hamlet by William Shakespeare 

(Sevuk 1940a: 531; Tuncor 1989: 9), R. U.R (Rossum's Universal Robots) by Karel 

Capek (Tuncor 1989: 10), Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme by Moliere (Sevuk 1940b: 50; 

Tuncor 1989: 8), Annees de Printemps by Andre Theuriet (Sevuk 1940b: 407; 

Tuncor 1989: 9) and Die Jungfrau von Orleans by Johann Friedrich von Schiller 

(Sevuk 1940b: 162; Tuncor 1989: 12). These translations all consisted of 24 to 82 

pages and according to Seviik, they were all summaries of source texts or summaries 

that included fully translated extracts (Sevuk 1940b: 50, 162, 407),12 Both Sevlik 

and Ulken have stated that these books were published for high school students 

(Sevuk 1940a: 530; Ulken 1997: 342). 

The Ministry of Education appears to have had a certain translation policy in 

tenns of the publication of the series which may be summed up as follows: the 

11 The Iliad inch.:ded in this series had previously been translated and published in serial formaL Orner 
Seyfettin, who was a famous short story writer, produced this incomplete version which was published 
in Yeni Mecmua for 12 issues in 1918 (Seviik 1940a: 65; Paker 1986: 415). 
12 I have checked this claim against one of the books in the series: .Hisler Pikvik'in Maceralart, the 
translation of The Pickwick Papers and identified a strong tendency for omissions. The cover of the 
book intonns the readers that Kamuran $erif had "translated and summarized" the book ["teciime ve 
hiiHisa eden]. The translation consists of only 57 pages. 
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translation of some western classics in a format that was easy to read for educational 

purposes. This policy governed the selection of the titles translate~ as well as the 

operational norms at work during the translation process (Toury 1995: 58-59). The 

titles conformed to the criteria of the prevailing westernization project and included 

western classics. The format, however, shows that a compromise was made between 

translating these canonical works in full and making them more easily accessible to 

the public. Sevuk's study informs us that instead of giving full renderings of the 

source texts, the translators wrote summaries which included full translations only of 

what they regarded as the important sections of the works, i.e. they exercised 

omissions (Seviik 1940a: 65; 1949b: 38-39, 50, 162,240,262,407, 531). Fullness of 

translations was an important criterion for the canonical status of works especially in 

the 1940s with the setting up of the Translation Bureau. As discussed in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.4.3.1, refraining from omissions and additions and preserving the textual 

integrity of the source text were regarded as an important prerequisite of fidelity by 

numerous ""Titers and translators. Hilmi Ziya Ulken and ismail Habib Sevuk also 

touched upon the importance of full translations. To give an example, let me quote 

Seviik's presentation of Schiller's Orlean K1Zl (Die Jungfrau von Orleans): 

This book is also included in the series which the Ministry of Education had 
commissioned to be summarized under the title "Samples from World 
Literature" for the benefit of high school students. After a one and a half page 
biography of Schiller, the subject matter of the work is summarized in two 
pages. Following this, extracts which show the progression of the plot are 
translated and the work is thus crammed into 72 pages (Sevuk 1940b: 162). 

[Bu kitab da Maarif Vekaletinin lise talebe1eri i<;:in "Cihan Edebiyatmdan 
Numuneler" serlevhasile hulas a olarak yazdlrttlgl seriye dahildir. Eserin 
ba~mda ~iller'in hayatma dair bir bU9Uk sahifelik malumat verildikten soma iki 
sahife i<;:inde eserin mevzuu da hulasa edilmi~tir. Ondan soma vak'amn seyrifli 
gosterecek tarzda paryaiar terciime edilerek eser 72 sahife i<;:ine slkl~tlnlml~ 
oluyor (Sevuk 1940b: 162).] 
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Seviik's presentation does not read as one introducing a canonical work. Especially 

his use of the informal and, to an extent, pejorative verb "to cram" ["slkl~tmlnu~"] is 

an indication of this. 

After the alphabet reform, during the period before the establishment of the 

Translation Bureau in 1940, the Ministry of Education did not launch any translation 

series. However, it continued its translation activity in a sporadic way, by publishing 

some children's literature and some classics. Between 1929 and 1932 six children's 

and youth books were translated and published by the Ministry. These included two 

novels by Louisa May Alcott, one by Francis Burnett, one by Edmondo de Amicis, 

one by Waldemar Bonsels and one collection of fairy tales by Mood Lindsay (Tunc or 

1989: 13-17). 

The catalogues show that the Ministry also published some classics before 

1940. In 1929, a collection appeared of Horace's works translated by Yakup Kadri 

Karaosmanoglu, a renowned novelist (Tuncor 1989: 14). Shakespeare's Othello 

translated by Nuri Rafet was published in 1931 (Tuncor 1989: 1931). In 1933 and 

1936 two volumes of the dialogues of Plato were published, translated by Semiha 

Cemal, a woman translator (<:,:elgin 1996: 31). 

As the above data illustrates, although the Ministry of Education was involved 

in the translation and publication of literature until 1940, the two series it launched 

during the 17 years which elapsed from the proclamation of the Republic until the 

setting up of the Translation Bureau did not constitute a viable alternative to the 

activities of the private publishers. The Ministry'S publications were not 

comprehensive and systematic enough to provide an actual body of works which 

would meet the demands of the intellectuals who insisted on the importance of 
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translating classical western literature into Turkish and thus, placed western 

literature in a canonical position through their discourse. 

Private companies were much more active in publishing indigenous and 

translated literature both before and after the 1928 alphabet refonn. Seyfettin 

Ozege's catalogue has revealed that in 1923-1928, private publishers released around 

230 literary translations (Ozege 1971). Between 1928 and 1938, the state published 

7,445 books, of which only 195 have been classified as "literary", including 

anthologies and textbooks. Only 13 of these were translations (TB 1928-1938). On 

the other hand, private companies published a total of 8,618 books within the same 

period: 2,439 were literary titles, of which 420 (17.2 per cent) were literary 

translations (Turkiye Bihliyografyasl 1928-1938). To give an idea about the extent of 

private publishing activity, let me mention that in 1933 there were 51 private 

publishing companies in Istanbul, which was the publishing centre of the country 

(iskit 1939: 270). 

4.3.2 Private Publishing and Translation (1923-1940) 

Before the Alpbabet Reform 

The translations brought out by private publishers before the alphabet refonn \vere 

dominated by popular works, which will be the topic of the next section. Although 

there were a considerable number of western classics published by private 

companies during this period, they were far from being systematic. There were only 

a limited number of series present during this time. In this section I will offer a 

survey of five of these selies. 
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Tanin newspaper's "Olmez EserIer KiilliyatI" (The Collection of Immortal 

Works) constituted one of the earliest series of translated literature in early 

republican Turkey. This series featured three books including Daniel Defoe's 

Robenson Kriizoe (Robinson Crusoe), translated by ~iikri Kaya and published as a 

supplement to the Tanin newspaper in 1923 (SevUk 1940b: 145; 6zege 1971: 1485), 

Emile Zola's Assomuar (Asommoire) translated by ismail Mu;;tak and published in 

1923 (Sevuk 1940b: 376; Ozege 1971: 2155), and Anatole France's Rahlar Kana 

Susaml.Jlar (Les Dieux Ont So if) , also translated by ismail Mu;;tak, published in 

1924 (Ozege 1971: 678). SevUk who mentioned the first twO' novels has suggested 

that they were full translatiens (SevUk 1940b: 376, 145). 

Cihan Publishing House published two different translation series between 

1923 and 1928 (Sevuk 1940b; Ozege 1971). The first ene, "l\Ie~ahir-i Asar 

KiilliyatI" (The Collection of Famous Werks) mainly consisted of reprints of Ahmet 

Vefik Pa;;a's translations of Meliere's plays published in the 19th century (Ozege 

1971: 1109,2097,2129). 

The second series by Cihan was launched in 1924. The series which featured 

works by Telstoy was titled "Rus Me~ahir-i Hiikemasmdan L. Tolstoy 

Asanndan" (From the Works of the Famous Russian Thinker L. Tolstoy). Between 

1924 and 1928, Cihan published 9 booklets in this series selected from Tolstoy's 

philosophical writings, all translated by Ali Fuad (Sevuk 1940b: 278). Sevtik 

informs us that this series of Tolstoy'S later philosophical writings was originally 

started in 1914 by Kftinat Publishing House but was discontinued upon the early 

death of the first translator, Ahmed Midhat Rifatof, after the publication of two 

books (SevUk 1940b: 276). 
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Resimli Ay, a publisher especially active in children's literature, was also 

involved in planned translation activity before the alphabet reform. Their series "On 

Kuru~a Bir Kitap" (Books for Ten Kurush) published abridgements of Daniel 

Defoe's Robinson Crusoe (Robenson Kriizoe) (Ozege 1971: 1485), Jonathan Swift's 

Gulliver's Travels (Cuceler Memleketinde)I3 (Ozege 1971: 217) and Jules Verne's 

De la Terre a la Lune (Aya Seyahat) in 1927 (Ozege 1971: 93). 

The same publishing house brought out another series of popular (indigenous 

and translated) children's fiction including Haydi (Heidz) by Johanna Spyri (Ozege 

1971: 527) and Hollandalz jkizler (The Dutch Twins) by Lucy Fitch Perkins (Ozege 

1971: 583) under the title "Himaye-i Etfal Cemiyeti C;ocuk Kiilliyatl" (Children's 

Library of the Society for the Protection of Children). Resimli Ay owned by Sabiha 

and Zekeriya Sertel, a prominent left-wing journalist couple, was the only publishing 

house which continued its translation activity immediately after the alphabet reform. 

After the Alphabet Reform 

The alphabet reform created a standstill in translation activity for at least a year. 

Server iskit wrote the following about the activity of private publishing houses 

immediately after the change in script: 

1928 and the following couple of years were a transitional period for readers. 
Although work was under way, things could not be expected to reach a perfect 
stage immediately. Nowadays the growth in publishing is visible almost hourly 
whereas there was hardly any development in publishing in these early years 
(iskit 1939: 269). 

13 This translation will be analyzed in Chapter 7, Section 7.2.3 where detailed information on the 
Resimli Ay publishing company is also available. 
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[1928 senesi ile onu takip eden bir iki sene milletin okuma in~afinda bir 
intikal devresi oldu. Hemen i~e giri~ilmesine ragmen, i~ derakap kemalini 
bulamazdl. Bugful her saat artI~ nisbeti gozle gorillebilecek derecede· oldugu 
halde, ilk seneler kitap ne~riyatmda bir inki~af olamadl (iskit 1939: 269).] 

After the initial stagnation, the publishing market responded well to the new 

alphabet and new series of translations started to flourish especially jn the second 

half of the 1930s. In the following paragraphs, I will offer an outline of the books 

covered by three major series published in 1929-1940. 

In 1929, while there were no titles translated from French or Russian,. and only 

one from German, twelve books were translated from English and American 

literatures, which included a reprint previously published in Ottoman script. The 

number of translations from English was high due to the continuation of the 

"Himaye-i Etfal Cemiyeti <;ocuk KiilliyatI" series published by Resimli Ay which 

featured eight more books by L.F. Perkins (TB 1928-1938: 647-649). 

The first series of translated western classics after the alphabet reform was 

launched by Vakit publishing house. Haydar Rlfat (Yorulmaz)14, who was himself a 

well-known and productive translator, became the editor of the series titled "Diin ve 

Yann Terciime KiilliyatI" (Translated Works of Yesterday and Tomorrow). Hilmi 

Ziya Ulken has suggested that the series was launched in 1933 (Ulken 1994: 384). 

Although I was not able to trace the first book in the series, the second book, Aile 

C;emberi (Ie Cercle de Famille) by Andre Maurois (translated by ismail Hakkl 

Ali~an) was published in 1934 (rE 1928-1938: 659). According to the data offered 

by the Tiirkiye Bibliyografoasl, by 1936, the series had produced over 60 titles, 

including some works on politics and philosophy. It covered many French classics 

i4 Aithough appreciated for his vigour and dynamism, Haydar Rlfat's translations have been 
criticized for their slack style and mistakes (Seviik i 940b: 612). 
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during this time, as well as Russian ones. German and English works were fewer in 

the series which also included Greek and Latin classics fitting in with the 

"discursive" . and targeted canon of the day. Haydar Rlfat personally translated four 

Lives from Plutarch (TB 1928-1939: 665-666) and The Constitutions of 

Lacedaemonians and Athenians by Xenophon (<;elgin 1996: 29). He also translated 

books on Heraclitus and Democritus (TB 1928-1938: 665). The ji1etaphysics of 

Aristotle translated by Hilmi Ziya Ulken (<;elgin 1996: 22), V ergil's Aeneid 

translated by Ahmet Re~it (<;elgin 1996: 50) and Ovid's Metamorphoses translated 

by S.Z. Aktay (<;elgin 1996: 45) were also among the books in the series. 

Another planned translation movement was launched by Remzi publishing 

company in 1937 in a series titled "Dunya Muharrirlerinden Tercumeler" 

(Translations from World Authors) (Remzi Kitabevi 1948 Katalogu 1948: 105). The 

first book which appeared in this series was a translation of Anatole France's Thais 

by Nasuhi Baydar. This series prioritized translations from French authors: The first 

year ten French and four Russian novels were published. Three of the latter were 

indirect translations from French. Meanwhile, no English or German works were 

published in that first year (TB 1928-1938: 641- 673). The translations that appeared 

in this series are too numerous to list. Ivan Turgenev's Fathers and Sons, Alexandre 

Dumas Files' La Dame aux Camelias, Oscar Wilde's The Picture of Dorian Grey and 

Xenophon's Anabasis are some examples. 

To sum up, following the alphabet reform of 1928 there was a temporary 

stagnation in the private publishing market in Turkey in terms of the translation of 

canonical works. Yet translation activity was revived throughout the 1930s and 

many works of westem literature were translated into Turkish. \Vith a few 

exceptions (such as the three different versions of Don Quijote published in this 
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period lS) they did not appear to be abridgements or summaries of their source' texts. 

Paker writes that the 15 Greek classics translated in the 1930s show that "there was a 

growing tendency to produce 'full' translations instead of texts either 'adapted' or 

incomplete" as had been the case in the previous years (Faker 1986: 417). 

Nevertheless, I will illustrate in Chapter 7 that some translations of the 1930s were 

also marked by heavy omissions, and also additions. 

The literary translation activity of the 1930s should not be overlooked .. Vakit 

and Remzi publishing companies launched extensive translation series covering 

western classics, which had not attracted systematic interest from private publishers 

before the 1930s. However, their publishing activity was considered to be 

insufficient by Turkish intellectuals who constantly stated the need for a more 

systematic translation movement as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2.1. 

4.3.2.1 Translated Popular Literature (1923-1940) 

Before the Alphabet Reform 

Popular literature ofthe early republican period, which was exclusively published by 

private companies, consisted of detective fiction \vith the exception of some series in 

the 1930s. Crime became a popular genre in Turkish in the 19th century: both 

translations and indigenous works have been published since 1881 (Oyepazarcl 

1997: 72). This genre was often translated and published in series, which had 

already become an established feature before the Republic was founded. Series 

15 A. Halit. Ak~am and Sebat publishing companies published abridgements of the work in 193 I. 
1933 and 1939 respectively. ~o full translation of DOl! Quijote existed at the time. 
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continued to be launched after 1923 which usually lasted for one or two years and 

consisted of the translations of "dime novels" which adhered to a standard format of 

about sixteen to thirty pages. In what follows I will offer examples of from six series 

published in the field of translated popular literature in 1923-1928. 

In 1924, ikbal Klitiiphanesi launched a large series ~itled "~arlo Polis Hafiyesi 

ve Giiliim;lii Sergiize~tleri" (Detective Charlie Chaplin and his Comic Adventures) 

featuring 16 titles, all translated by a mysterious woman translator called Bedia 

Servet16 whose name does not appear as a translator in any other book. This was a 

humorous series parodying the crime genre. Although Bedia Servet was presented as 

the "translator" of the series, the writer has not been identified. Erol Uyepazarcl, 

who has studied the target texts written in Ottoman script, claims that the series may 

have been written by the translator herself who wrote a number of passages about 

Turkey in the books, especially in one of the stories where Chaplin the detective 

visits Istanbul COyepazarcl 1997: 157). 

A series published by Stihulet publishing house in 1925 and 1926 bore the title 

"Arsen Liipen" (Arsene Lupin). While rendering the original Leblanc stories, 

translator Mustafa Remzi did a vast amount of manipUlation, omitting from and 

adding to the stories, even to the point of r;nerging some of them (Uyepazarcl 1997: 

121). In the "~arlo" and "Arsene Lupin" series, the authors' names were not 

indicated on the target texts. However, Uyepazarcl has traced the source texts for the 

latter series (Uyepazarcl 1997: 120-121). 

Some of the detective series published before the alphabet reform may be 

identified as pseudotranslations. A series of pseudotranslations titled "~arlok 

16Erol UyepazarcI, who suspected "Bedia Servet" to be one of Peyami Safa's pseudonyms due to its 
resemblence to Peyami Safa's common penname "Server Bedi", reports that he was not able to iind 
any evidence corroborating this idea (Uyepazarcl 1997: 156). 
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Holmes" (Sherlock Holmes) was brought out by Cemiyet publishing house: in. 1925. 

There were five books in the series with the titles Esrarengiz Parola (The Mysterious 

Password), Haydutlar Kumarhanesi (The Casino of Bandits), KanIz Elb'ise (The 

Blood-stained Dress), Vah.Jiler Kliibii (The Club of Savages) and Siyah Mantolular 

(People wearing Black Coats). These books were all written by M. Kem.a:lettin and 

none of them are original Conan Doyle stories (UyepazarcI 1997: 108). 

Selfuni Munir Yurdatap wrote a series of pseudotranslations for Cemiyet 

Kutuphanesi in 1926 and brought Sherlock Holmes and Arsene Lupin together in 

"~arlok Holmes'in Arsen Liipen He Sergiize~tIeri" (The Adventures of Sherlock 

Holmes and Arsene Lupin) (Uyepazarcl 1997: 109). Maurice Leblanc had in fact 

written a series of stories where Sherlock Holmes and Arsene Lupin met. Leblanc, 

who initially intended to use Holmes' original name, later changed the name to 

"Herlock Sholmes" following objections from Arthur Conan Doyle. Nevertheless, 

the Leblanc stories bear no resemblance to the pseudotranslations published in the 

Turkish series. 17 

Arlother series of pseudotranslations was launched under the title 4"Sarlok 

Holmes'in Sergiize~tlerinden" (From the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes) in 1927, 

with four titles written by Selami Munir Yurdatap and Remzi (Uyepazarcl 1997: 

110): Sahte Prens (The False Prince) and Zevk C;zlgmlzklarz (The Madness of Bliss), 

l.vlaskeli Siivari (The Masked Horseman) and Fahi.Jeler (Prostitutes). The books in 

17 Below is a list of those stories: 
"Herlock Sholmes Arrive Trop Tard" (Herlock Sholmes Arrives Too Late), in Arsene Lupin, 
Gentleman Cambriolellr (Arsene Lupin, Gentleman Burglar) (Je Sais Tout No. 17, 1906; Volume, 
Lafitte, 1907) 
Arsene Lupin contre Herlock Sholmes (Arsene Lupin vs. Herlock Sholmes) (Vol. Lafitte, 1908) 
(Comprised of two stories: "La Dame Blonde" (The Blonde Lady) (JST Nos. 22-27. 1906/07); and 

"La Lampe Juire" (The Jewish Lamp) (JST Nos. 32-33, 1907). 
L'Aigui/le Creuse (The Hollow Needle) (Je Sais Tout Nos. 44-52, 1908/09; Vol. Lafitte. 1909) 
(InfOlmation is available at http://www.coo1frenchcomics.com!sherlockholmes.htm. This site also 
offers summaries of these stones, of which none resemble the pseudotranslations written by 
Yurdatap.) 
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this series published by Ahmed Kfunil Matbaasl fall more within erotica than crime 

except the first title. 

Another series of pseudo translations, appearing in 1928, also by Yurdatap, was 

a Nick Carter series called "Nik Karter Diinyanm En Me~hur Polis Hafiyesi" 

(Nick Carter the Most Famous Police Inspector in the World). Uyepazarcl has 

identified eleven books in this series (Uyepazarcl 1997: 136). 

The abundance of pseudotranslations in the field of translated popular 

literature in the 1920s indicates that the boundaries between indigenous and 

translated works were rather blurred. 

After the Alphabet Reform 

The alphabet reform caused a standstill also in the field of translated popular 

literature. The dynamic activity in translation I pseudotranslation experienced before 

1929, disappeared from the publishing scene until 1932. Below, I win offer a survey 

of five series of translated popular literature launched after the alphabet reform. 

In 1932, Tefeyyuz, a publishing company which existed before the alphabet 

reform but became more active in the 1930s in publishing translations, produced the 

"Kii~iik Romanlar Serisi" (The Little Novels Series). This series consisted of short 

books of a maximum of 40 pages including both children's and adult fiction by 

authors such as H.H. Bashfort, Dale Collins, Robert Hichens, Edwin :Vfilller, Maye 

Edington, who were probably popular at the time but left no mark in their home 

systems 18 (TB 19.28-1938: 642-649). All the books in this series were translated by 

18 A study of the Library of Congress catalogue revealed very little data about these authors. The: 
Library had no record of most of the books. More information is required to deCIde whether these 
translations were genuine or fictitious. 
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the same person: Vasif K.M., who was exceptionally productive between 1932-

1936. He translated 29 short books as well as two IQnger Qnes in fQur years and 

mysteriQusly disappeared frQm the field after 1936. It was quite common fQr 

translatQrs to' use aliases. SQme famQus literary figures such as Hasan Ali Ediz, 

Peyami Safa and Kemal Tahir are knQwn to' have translated PQPular books under 

assumed names. My attempts at tracing VasIfK.M., however, was not successful. 

In 1934, Siihulet launched the "l\'lis Piriston" (Miss PristQn) series Qf five 

shQrt bQQks of 16 pages each, while a new publishing cQmpany called Umumi 

brought out a "Nat Pinkerton" and a "Nick Carter" series. Neither the authors nor 

the translators of these three series have been traced. In 1939, a crime series titled 

"Cinai Romanlar Serisi" (The Series of Homicide Novels) was published by Tan 

publishing house and all books were translated by Hikmet Munir Ebcioglu. No 

source author was named. These are clearly cases which bring pseudo translations to 

mind. 

4.4 Translated Literature in 1940-1960 

After 1940, translation increased its share within the total number of literary 

pUblications. 5,948 literary books l9 were published in Turkey in 1938-1950 of which 

2,123 were translations. 1,431 of the translations were published by private 

companies while 692 were published by the Ministry of Education.2o This meant that 

19 These statistics are based on the figures published by the state in the annual bibliographies. The 
category "literature" does not only consist of fiction; literary criticism, sun;eys, anthologies are also 
included. Other categories under "literature" are "novel and short story", "poetry", "drama", 
"children's books" and "people's books". 

20 The statistics on the Translation Bureau and the publications by the Ministry of Education also 
cover non-fiction translations. The Bureau published scholarly writing and philosophical works along 
with literature which are included in this figure. :S-evertheless, the biggest part of the Bureau's output 
consisted ofliterary translations. 
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35.6 per cent of all literary books published in Turkey during this time were 

translations. This was a vast increase compared to 17.2 per cent in the previous 

decade, i.e. 1930s. Another point that must be mentioned is that the books published 

by private publishers outnumbered the output of the Bureau more than twice, even 

during the Bureau's most productive stage. However, the Translation Bureau played 

a major role in shaping the poetics of canonical translation activity in Turkey after its 

establishment in 1940. Its role becomes especially evident when we study the 

translation activity of the private publishers in tenns of their translations from 

western literature. 

4.4.1 Translations by the Translation Bureau (1940-1960) 

The scope of the translation activity launched by the Ministry of Education was 

impressive by any standard. The Translation Bureau produced a total of 1,247 

volumes, some of which were reprints, in 1940-1966. HO\vever, its translations were 

not distributed evenly throughout the 26 years it was active. The table below 

summarizes the quantitative production of the Bureau in 1940-1960 (after Kltzsikler 

Bihliyografyasl 1967: 6). 

As I indicated in Chapter 2, the Translation Bureau was most productive 

during its initial seven years in tenns of the number of translated titles. The Bureau 

produced a total of947 translations in 1940-1960, corresponding to 76 per cent of its 

total production. The number of first-time editions during this period was 875, 

corresponding to 90 per cent of the total number of first-time editions. The chart 

below illustrates that the Bureau was most productive in 1943-1946, when it 

published over 34 per cent of the total number of its translations. The number 0 f new 
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translations, which rose steadily until 1946, started to decrease after this year. The 

possible political reasons behind this pattern was explained in Chapter 2 .. 

Translations by the Translation Bureau 

Number of translations published and First editions Reprints 
percentage value within the total number 

1940 10 (0.8%) 10 -. 
1941 13 (1 %) 13 -. 
1942 27 (2.1%) 27 -
1943 67 (5.3%) 68 1 
1944 97 (7.7%) 97 -
1945 115 (9.2%) 110 5 
1946 152(12.1%) 143 9 
1947 57 (4.5%) 57 -
1948 46 (3.6%) 46 -
1949 64 (5.1%) 64 -
1950 42 (3.3%) 42 -
1951 23 (1.8%) 23 -
1952 31 (2.5%) 31 -
1953 18 (1.4%) I 17 

, 
1 

1954 I 26 (2%) I 24 I 
") 

1955 36 (2.8%) 32 4 
1956 24 (1.9%) 21 3 
1957 I 11 (0.9%) 10 1 I , 
1958 36 (2.9%) I 14 I 22 

I 
I 

1959 26(2.1%) 18 i 8 
1960 25 (2%) l 9 16 

In 1940, the Translation Bureau worked on the translation of a series of plays. 

This series was launched under the title "Devlet Konservatuan Yaymlan" 

(Publications of the State Conservatory) and published ten plays within the first year 

(Klasikler Bibliyografyasl 1967: 330-332). The plays were by Maurice Maeteriinck, 

Anton Chekhov, Jules Renard, John Millington Synge, Jean Cocteau, Denys AmieI, 

Charles Vildrac, Martial Piechaud, Henri Duvernois and Georges Courteline. 

Translators who would leave their marks on the translation activity of the Bureau 

such as Sabahattin Eyuboglu, Nurullah Atac;; and Orhan Burian carried out the 

I 
I 

I 
i 

I 

I 
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translations of these plays which were highly appreciated by critics. These first 

translations by the Bureau should not be taken as representative of its later work. for 

starting with 1941, the Bureau concentrated on the translation of the seminal classics 

of western literature and mainly of Ancient Greek works under the title "Diinya 

Edebiyatmdan Terciimeler" (Translations from World Literature). Translations 

also carried a subtitle which indicated their source literature, such as ''"ingiliz 

Klasikleri" (English Classics). 

Translations from Greek occupied a significant place in the Bureau's activities 

during its first decade. Combined with Latin classics, which started to be published 

in 1943, Greek works served to import the humanist infrastructure that was 

necessary in order to tum the rhetorical canon into a reality. In 1941, 7 plays by 

Sophocles were translated (Klasikler Bibliyografyasz21 1967: 303-305). These were 

accompanied by one Latin work written in the early Renaissance, Encomium Moriae 

(Delilige Dvgil translated by Nusret Hlzlr) by Desiderius Erasmus (KB: 131), 4 

French works, Moliere's Le Misanthrope (Adamczi translated by Ali SUha Deliba~l) 

and L 'ecole des Femmes (Kadznlar .lvlektebi translated by Bedrettin Tunce1 and 

Sabahattin Eyuboglu), Stendhal's Le Rouge et Le Nair (Kzrmzzl ve Siyah translated 

by Nurullah Ata9), Balzac's Le Lys Dans La Valle (translated by Nahid Slm Orik) 

(KB 1967: 65-66), and one German work, the first volume of Goethe's Faust 

(translated by Recai Bilgin) (KB: 3). The Bureau continued to translate Greek 

classics at an impressive speed and "5 of the 10 translations from Euripides were 

completed by 1943, the rest following shortly, and 26 of 31 works by Plato were 

translated in 1942-1944" (Paker 1986a: 418). The most intensive activity in terms of 

the translations of Greek works took place until the end of the 19405. Among the 94 

21 I will refer to Klcisikler Bibliyografyasl as KB in the rest of this chapter. 
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translations, only five were carried out after 1949. A similar trend was observed for 

Latin classics. Out of the 31 Latin titles translated by the Burea14 27 were published 

between 1941-1948 and four were published in 1949-1951. After 1951. only reprints 

appeared and no new translations were carried out from Latin. It should be noted 

that in spite of the policy adopted by the Translation Bureau which recommended 

the translation of works directly from their source languages (Birinci Turk NeJriyat 

Kongresi 1939: 126), Greek and Latin works were mostly translated from French 

(Paker 1986a: 418). 

Starting from 1943, Russian classics were included among the titles translated 

by the Bureau. Between 1943 and 1950, the Bureau translators translated 68 Russian 

classics into Turkish. Between 1950 and 1960, this number dropped to only 6 titles 

(KE: 253-276). 

Translations of "Oriental-Islamic Works" started to be published in 1942, with 

the first volume of Mevlana's Mesnevi, from the Persian (KB: 281). Between 1942-

1946, 13 Persian works and one Arabic were translated, between 1947-1960, 23 

Persian and Arabic works were translated (KB: 281-288). Although the number of 

works translated from Arabic and Persian did not show a dramatic increase, their 

share within the total number of translations rose. As I indicated in Chapter 2, 

Section 2.2.3, Arabic and Persian works made up 3 per cent of the Translation 

Bureau's output between 1940-1946 with 15 works. This rate more than doubled and 

increased to 7 per cent between 1947-1966 with 52 works within the total number of 

translations published, including reprints. The rates change when only the first-time 

editions are taken into consideration. Between 1940-1960, 38 new translations from 

Arabic and Persian were published. As pointed out above, the rate of Arabic and 

Persian works within the total number of new translations was 3.2 per cent. In the 
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1947-1960 period, this rate was 5.6 per cent. In short, despite the slight increase, the 

share of Arabic and Persian works within the repertoire of the Bureau remained 

rather low. 

Translations from other literatures joined the repertoire of the Bureau starting 

from 1942. Gilgamesh was translated in 1944 from French under the heading 

"Babilonian Classic" (KB: 53), translations from Chinese started in 1944. Until 

1960, four Chinese works were translated from French. Only one could be 

considered a literary work: (:in Hikayeleri (Chinese Stories) translated by Wolfram 

Eberhard and Haryiinnisa Boratav in 1944. The remaining three were: Buyuk Bilgi 

(Konfiir;yiis Felsefesine AU Notlar) (Great Knowledge, Notes on Confucian 

Philosophy) translated by Muhaddere Nabi Ozerdim, Taoizm (Taoism) by Lao-Tzu, 

translated by Muhaddere Nabi Ozerdim and (in Denemeleri (Chinese Essays) 

translated by Wolfram Eberhard and Nusret HIZ1f (KE: 57-58). 

One Danish work, Alarie Gntbbe, \vas translated by Sel3.hattin Batu in 1949 

(KB: 61). Two translations were carried out from Indian literature, in 1945 and 1946 

respectively (KB: 157). A series of Norwegian and Swedish works started to be 

translated in 1942 under the subtitle "Scandinavian Classics". The first translation 

brought out as a Scandinavian classic was Nora by Henrik Ibsen (KB: 195). A total 

of 19 works were translated from Norwegian and Swedish literatures in 1942-1960. 

The source authors included Henrik Ibsen (6 works), August Strindberg (3 works), 

Selma Lagerlof (5 works) and Knut Hamsun (4 works). Two Spanish classics were 

translated, in 1948 and 1951 respectively (KB: 203), 20 Italian classics were 

translated and published starting in 1944 (KB: 207). Nine of these translations were 

of works by Carlo Goldoni. One Latin American classic was published in 1954: 

Enrique Larreta's La Gloria i Don Ramiro (Don Ramiro translated by Nurullah 
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Ata<;) (KE: 235). 18 Hungarian works were translated in 1944-1960 (KE: 239-243), 

and 2 Polish works were translated, in 1949 and 1952 respectively (KE: 249)_ 

French remained as the most popular source language and literature for the 

Translation Bureau throughout the period under study. Between 1940~1966, the 

series of French classics included 308 translated French works.22 French was 

followed by German (113 translations), Greek (94 translations) Russian (88 

translations) and English classics (80 translations). Oriental-Islamic classics ranked 

sixth with 66 translated titles. During the period under study, some of the most 

popular source authors for the Bureau were Plato (30 works) Moliere (27 works), 

Balzac (22 works), Shakespeare (22 works), Dostoevsky (14 works), Goethe (10 

works), Tolstoy (9 works), and Chekhov (8 works)}3 

The Translation Bureau did not only commission literary translations. 

Throughout the initial few years, philosophy occupied a significant place due to the 

translation of Greek classics. Western philosophers such as Descartes, Voltaire and 

Rousseau were also widely translated and published by the Bureau (KB: 65-150). 

Nevertheless, the greatest proportion of the Bureau's activity consisted of literary 

translations. 

When the activities of the individual translators translating for the Bureau are 

considered, some common trends emerge. Nurullah Atay24, Sabahattin Eyuboglu25 , 

22 These figures belong to the "classics" category. The Ministry of Education published translations 
from these languages under several categories like "modem literature". "school classics" and 
"dramatic works". Nevertheless, the classics were the largest and the longest-lasting category of all. 
Therefore the number of titles published under the "classics" category may be said to reflect the 
general trend. 
23 For a full list of translations commissioned by the Translation Bureau and published by the 
Ministry of Education see Kldsikler Bih/iyografyasl 1967. 
24 Ata<; was active in 1940-1953 and translated a total of 29 works from French for the Translation 
Bureau. 
25 EyUboglu was active in 1940-1964 and translated a total of 18 works from French and Eng I ish for 
the Translation Bureau. 
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Liltfi Ay26 , Orhan Burian27 , and Y ~ar Nabi Nayu28 were some of the most 

productive translators of the Bureau, especially in the 1940s. These translators were 

all engaged in some other form of literary activity than translation. Atay and 

Eyuboglu were teachers and prominent essayists. Liltfi Ay was a theatre critic. Orhan 

Burian taught English literature at the university. Ya!?ar Nabi Nayrr was both a 

literary critic, a writer and a publisher. Furthermore, they had all received westem-

style education, either in Turkey, at Lycee de Galatasaray, where instruction was 

carried out in French, or abroad. In interviews held with them, Ata<;, Eyuboglu and 

Naylr stated that western literary works, especially by French writers, were their 

main sources of inspiration (Dunku ve Bugiinku Edebiyatplarzmlz Konll~uyor 1976). 

Other translators who translated books for the Bureau during the 1940s, such as 

Hasan Ali Ediz, Vedat Giinyol, Suut Kemal Yetkin, Re!?at Nuri Giintekin. Cahit Sltkl 

Tarancl, Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoglu29 all mentioned translations when they were 

asked about their early reading experience (Diinkii. ve Bugunku Edeb(vatc;zlarzmlz 

Konu$uyor 1976: 24, 74, 80; Seyda 1970). This indicates that these translators (the 

majority of whom were also writers, academics or critics) carried a set of 

dispositions that was already different from intellectuals and writers with more 

traditional backgrounds. In fact, the sheer fact that one spoke a foreign language 

could imply a certain cultural habitus. I would like to argue that although knO\vledge 

of foreign languages did not always imply a westemist approach to culture and 

literature in early republican Turkey, contact with foreign literatures and cultures 

26 Ay was active in 1940-1957 and translated a totai of 15 works from French for the Translation 
Bureau. 
27 Burian was active in 1940-1952 and translated a total of 10 works from English for the Translation 
Bureau. 
28 NaYlr was active in 1940·1951 and translated a total of 18 works from French for the Translation 
Bureau. 
29 The last three names were the embodiment of the writer-translator model of the 19405. 
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gave one an advantaged position in tenus of an awareness of western literary and 

cultural sources. 

The position of the products of the Translation Bureau within the general book 

mflTket in 1940-1960 can be analyzed in tenus of Pierre Bourdieu's concept of 

"restricted production". Bourdieu suggests that the market for literary works is 

governed by two fields: the field of restricted production and the field of large-scale 

production. Bourdieu argues that the field of restricted production is the field where 

producers produce for other producers and where artistic and literary consecration is 

the only criterion for legitimacy (Bourdieu 1993: 38-39). According to Bourdieu, the 

second field is symbolically discredited by critics or historians, and artists and 

writers (and certainly translators) who produced for the market are left to oblivion in 

later periods (Bourdieu 1993: 38). The degree of disinterestedness is a defining line 

between the two fields and in Bourdieu's tenuinology, the field of restricted 

production is supposed to be the most autonomous from commercial or political 

concerns. The case of the Translation Bureau requires a modification of this 

classification, for the field of restricted production was increasingly, and strictly 

governed by political concerns in Turkey. Although the translations published by the 

Ministry of Education remained independent of economic concerns, they were 

heavily dominated by political and ideological ones. This was also more or less true 

for publishers of canonical translated literature, who subscribed to the same poetics 

as the state. 
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4.4.2 Private Publishing and Translation (1940-1960) 

The year 1940 was a turning point for the system of translated literature in Turkey. 

The Translation Bureau introduced a new set of standards by which translations were 

selected and carried out, and set an "example" for a number of publishing houses. 

Private publishing continued to depend on state aid which usually came in the fonn 

of book purchases. Following the establishment of the Translation Bureau, 

publishers had the chance to cooperate with the state in terms of the selection of the 

titles that they would commission for translation. Furthelmore, if they chose books 

from the list created by the Translation Bureau, and had their translations edited and 

authorized by the Bureau, they would be able to sell more books to the Ministry of 

Education ("Haberler" 1940a: 112; "Tercumesi Tavsiye Edilen Eserler" 1942: 12; 

Maarif Vekilligince Bastmlacak veya Baszimasl Te$vik Edilecek Terciime Eserlerin 

Ne Suretle jncelenecegi Hakkznda Talimatname 1944: 8). Nevertheless, the general 

trend among publishers in the 1940s and 1950s \Vas to publish contemporary 

canonical literature. It appeared as though they left the task of publishing western 

c1assicalliterature written before the 20th century to the Ministry of Education. Even 

Remzi, which had a reputation as a publisher of "canonical" literature preferred to 

concentrate on the field of contemporary literature where works by certain writers 

became the first choice. 

A visible trend starting in the 1940s was the rise in the number of works 

translated from English and American literatures in the market, especially in the 

private publishing market. Although French maintained its status as the main source 

language for translations, English and American works became more popular and 

more available in the market for translated literature, especially in the 19505. In the 
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1938-1950 period, the number of translations of English and American works and the 

number of translated French works we:e roughly equal in the market, including both 

books published by the Ministry of Education and the private book market: 511 

books were translated from American and English literatures, whereas translations 

from French literature consisted of 508 titles. German was far behind the two, with 

only 76 translations. In 1951-1960, 930 translations were carried out from English 

and American literatures. This figure was only 365 for French literature. Although 

the number of translators who translated from English increased throughout the 

1940s and 1950s, there was a clear shortage and many English and American works 

continued to be translated from French. 

The 1940s and 1950s was a period when the senes fOlmat was the mam 

marketing and publishing strategy in the book market. According to Tilrkiye 

BibliyograJj;aSl 1938-1948, there were 93 series that published translated novels and 

short stories for adults during this decade. Most of these series were short-lived. 

Some series only produced one book, while some continued to exist for several 

years. Series flourished especially around 1943-1946. This was the most productive 

period of the Translation Bureau, and also, a period when translation as a concept 

and an activity occupied a significant place in the literary agenda, receiving 

considerable coverage from dailies and literary magazines. It can safely be assumed 

that the momentum created by the Translation Bureau and Terciime reflected on the 

private publishing market during this period. In the following paragraphs, I will offer 

a brief survey of fifteen major series covering translated canonical literature and 

bestsellers by private publishers. 

Some of the series which started to be published in the 1930s, continued in the 

1940s. Remzi's "Diinya Muharrirlerinden Terciimeler" (Translations from World 
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Authors), which was launched in 1937, continued to be published in the 1940s and 

1950s. By 1940, the series had produced 33 titles of mainly canonical western works. 

In the 1940s, Remzi offered a mixed selection for its readers, consisting of classical 

and contemporary canonical fiction. (TB 1939-1948: 1361-1381, 1396-1401, 1412-

1440, 1474-1487). Its repertoire included works by Gorki, Dostoevsky, Alfred de 

Musset, Balzac and Daudet. At the same time, books that became bestsellers 

throughout the period were also published. Pearl Buck, Panait Istrati, John Steinbeck, 

Erskine Caldwell featured in Remzi' s series with several of their works. This was a 

strategy adopted by most of the publishers involved in canonical literature. 106 

books were published in Remzi's series until 1950. In the 1950s no new titles were 

published. Although the series continued, it mainly consisted of reprints of works 

previously translated. 

Semih Liitfi's "Diinya ~aheserlerinden Terciimeler Serisi" (Translations 

from World Masterpieces) launched around 1938 continued to be published until 

1948 and produced a total of 58 titles (TB 1939-1948: 1361-1493). This series 

featured canonical literature, including works by Balzac, Knut Hamsun, Andre Gide, 

Ivan Turgeniev and Stefan Zweig. Kanaat's "Ankara Klitiiphanesi" (The Ankara 

Library), launched in 1939, was published until 1946 (TB 1939-1948: 1231-1493). 

This series offered both translated and Turkish literature. Its translated titles 

consisted of a spectrum that ranged from canonical to popular literature, covering 

authors such as Emile Zola and Jules Verne. 

One of the major series of the 1940s "vas Ahmet Halit's ·'~arktan Garptan 

Se~me Eserler~9 (Selected Works from the East and the West). The series was 

launched in 1940 and ran until 1947 (TB 1939-1948: 1361-1493) .. .:\1though the title 

of the series suggested that it would publish both western and eastern works, on;y 
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five out of the 79 volumes it published were eastern works. including two' from 

Persian and three from Indian literature. (TR 1939-1948: 1484. 1487). The eastern 

works featured in the series were by Sadi, Rabindranath Tagore and Ramayana 

Valmiki. The series offered a combination of classical and contemporary canonical 

fiction and some bestsellers, publishing works by, among others, Dostoevsky,. R.L. 

Stevenson, Shakespeare, Daphne Du Maurier, A.J. Cronin and Pearl Buck:. Ahmet 

Halit also published popular literature which will be explored in the next section. 

Arif Bolat, which was also active in the field of popular literature, launched its 

"Diinya Edebiyatmdan Se~me Eserler" (Selected Works from World Literature) 

started to be published in 1943 and continued until 1952, producing a total of 22 

translations. This series concentrated on contemporary bestsellers by authors such as 

A.J. Cronin, Ernest Hemingway and Pearl Buck (TB 1939-1948: l361-1493; TB 

1949: 86-90, 213-216, 335-339, 464-468; TB 1950: 87-92, 220-223, 347-348, 467-

470; TB 1951: 80-86,201-205,310-312,424-427; TB 1952: 86-90, 226-230, 325-

326,439-443). 

Gliven, a company especially active in the field of popular translated and 

indigenous literature, published two series of canonical literature in 1944-1947, 

namely "Giiven Baslmevi Terciime Romanlar" (Translated Novels from Gliven 

Publishing House) and "Biiyiik Muharrirlerden Terciimeler" (Translations from 

Great Authors) which offered a total of 7 canonical translations from authors such as 

Gorki, Somerset Maugham and Turgeniev (TB 1939-1948: 1361-1493). 

inkllap's "Se\;me Terciimeler Serisi" (Selected Translations) published a 

mixture of classical western literature and western bestsellers between 1944-1950 

(TB 1939-1948: 1361-1493; TB 1949: 86-90, 213-216, 335-339, 464-468; TB 1950: 

87-92, 220-223, 347-348, 467-470). Hilmi's "Son ASlr Diinya Edebiyah Serisi" 
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(World Literature from the Last Century) adopted a similar strategy and published 19 

classics and contemporary bestsellers in 1942-1944. "Akba'mn Terciimeler Serisi" 

(Akba's Series of Translations), published between 1943-1945, offered a similar 

selection of books (TB 1939-1948: 1361-1493). 

"Varhk Cep Kitaplan" (Varhk Pocket Books) was the largest series 

publishing canonical translations in the 19505. V arhk' s pocket books started to be 

published in 1948. The series was published throughout the 1950s and had published 

over 160 titles by 1960 (TB 1939-1948: 1361-1493; TB 1949: 86-90, 213-216, 335-

339, 464-468; TB 1950: 87-92, 220-223, 347-348, 467-470; TB 1951: 80-86, 201-

205,310-312,424-427; TB 1952: 86-90,226-230,325-326,439-443; TB 1953: 212-

215,460-462,729-733,914-917; TB 1954: 358-387; TB 1955a: 193-214; 1955b: 69-

80; TB 1956a: 58-65; TB 1956b: 75-79; TB 1956c: 31-33; TB 1956d: 112-118; 

1957a: 69-75; TB 1957b: 66-71; TB 1957c: 39-44; TB 1957d: 60-65; TB 1958a: 67-

74; TB 1958b: 89-96; TB 1958c: 92-100; TB 1958d: 93-101; TB 1959a: 127-135; TB 

1959b: 83-92; TB 1959c: 146-151; TB 1959d: 112-121; TB 1960a: 96-103: TB1960b: 

94-100; TB1960c: 115-123; TB 1960d: 164-173). The pocket books series followed 

the same formula as Remzi and combined classical canonical fiction and 

contemporary bestsellers fiction. It published works by such contemporary writers as 

John Steinbeck, Ernest Hemingway and Erskine Caldwell and also provided space 

for works by Dostoevsky, Gogol and Edgar Allen Poe. Some of the books in this 

series became extremely popular and were published several times. Books by Panait 

Istrati, translated by the owner of VarlIk Ya~ar Nabi ~aYlr. became bestsellers and 

had up to five r~prints. 

Varhk launched four other senes throughout the 19505: '"Biiyiik Cep 

Kitaplan" (Large Pocket Books), "Biiyiik Eserler Kitaphgl" (The Library of Great 
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Works), "Diinya KHisikleri" (World Classics) and "<;ocuk KIasiklen"'" (Children's 

Classics) ("Varhk Yaymlan" 1957: 23). All of these series combined canonical 19th 

century fiction with contemporary bestsellers which could still be regarded as part of 

the system of canonical literature. 

Tiirkiye publishing house's series "YIldlZ Romanlar" (Star Novels) followed a 

different strategy and combined contemporary bestsellers with popular, non-

canonical works. Launched in 1949, the novels published in this series; mduded 

works by such writers as A.J. Cronin, Pearl Buck and John Steinbeck30 which could 

be considered as canonical writers of the period. "YIIdlZ Romanlar" also included 

romances and adventure novels by less known writers like Edison Marshall, Frank 

Yerby and Edna Lee. Despite the activities of Varhk and a few other publishers 

involved with canonical translations, the market for translated literature in the 1950s 

was heavily dominated by popular literature. The most popular names in canonical 

literature were contemporary writers of bestsellers. A.J. Cronin, Pearl Buck and 

Erskine Caldwell were the most frequently published authors. Ernest Hemingway 

and John Steinbeck were the two other names that were published widely, both in the 

1940s and 1950s. Some of the translators who translated books for private publishing 

companies in the 1940s and the 1950s were Orner RlZa Dogrul, Sabiha Sertel, 

iskender Fahrettin Sertelli, Vahdet GUltekin, Nihal Yeginobah, Ferid Namlk Hansoy 

and Tahsin Yiicel. Some publishers such as Ya~ar Nabi NaYlr, Avni insel and Hamdi 

Varoglu also translated literature throughout this period. The names of the majority 

30 Both Pearl Buck and John Steinbeck were winners of the prestigious Nobel and Pulitzer prizes. 
Pearl Buck became a Nobel laureate in 1938, while Steinbeck won the prize in 1962 
(http://www.nobe1.se/nobeU). Buck won Pulitzer with her The Good Earth in 1932. Steinbeck 
received Pulitzers prize in 1940 for his The Grapes of Wrath. (http://www.betweenthecovers.comlaw
abipul-lit.htm). Cronin's canonical status is debatable today. Although his novels which were 
published in the 1930s won him critical acclaim, his literary reputation declined in the 1950s. After 
his death. he came to be associated with "middlebrow" literature 
(http://www.slainte.org.uk!scotauthlcronidsw.htrn). 
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of these translators are not registered in literary dictionaries or encyclopedias. 

Literary recognition could not be earned only through translations. Among the above 

names, Behget Necatigil's Edebiyatunlzda jsimler Sozliigu (Dictionary of Literary 

Personalities) only mentions Tahsin Yiicel and Y~ar Nabi NaYlr's names, mainly 

because they were also involved in literary criticism and indigenous literary 

production at the same time. Translators such as Orner Rlza DogruP I, Vahdet 

Giiltekin32 and Ferid Namlk Hansoy33, who worked systematically and industriously 

during the 1930s-1950s are rarely recalled in our day and have been condemned to 

oblivion, as many other literary figures who worked in the field of large-scale 

production. 

A significant change that occurred in the private publishing industry in the 

1950s was the inclusion of the title of the source text in the translation. This practice, 

which was seen rarely during the previous decades, became standard for some 

publishers like Tiirkiye, Varhk and iliif Bolat in the 1950s. I suggest that this 

practice was mainly due to two facts. One of them was that the Translation Bureau 

always included the original title of the source text in its translations. Private 

publishers may have associated this approach with a "prestigious" form of publishing 

and decided to adopt it in order to look more respectable. A second reason may be 

the fact that pseudotranslations abounded in the market for translated literature and 

publishers might have wished to create credibility in the readers' eyes by proving 

31 Dogrul translated literary, historical and religious books in the 19205-1940s. He was an extremely 
efficient and productive translator. He has over 100 records at the ~ational Library of Turkey, 
including reprints of the books he translated. He also wrote books on history and Islam. 

32 Gultekin translated numerous novels from English and French. He specialized on the translation of 
some of the best-selling authors in the 1940s and 1950s such as Cronin, Buck. Steinbeck and 
Hemingway. He also translated a number of works by Balzac. The National Library data base has over 
230 records in his name. 
33 Hansoy was the translator of a Jules Verne series published by tnkllap publishillg house in the 
1940s and 1950s. He translated all of the books in this series, which included a torai of 43 Verne 
novels (Koz 2000: 155-159). 
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that their translations were indeed "genuine". In any case, the increasing emphasis on 

the "original" title and author indicated a significant shift in the poetics of 

translation. In my view, the major motive behind this shift in favour of the concept of 

"the original" was the activities of the Translation Bureau and the discours:e formed 

around translation in the 1940s. In the meantime, the field of translated popular 

literature was governed by a different type of poetics. This poetics relied on the 

concept of "genre", rather than "authorial originality", i.e. the authorial provenance 

of the work. 

4.4.2.1 Popular Literature and Translation (1940-1960) 

Translations of popular literature continued to be published after the establishment of 

the Translation Bureau. The Bureau's selection of titles, the translational norms it 

propagated, or the discussions on the functions of translation did not appear to affect 

publishers of popular fiction in any way. The series fOmlat had been used by 

publishers of translated popular literature since the tum of the centu!"'] and it 

continued to be the dominant publishing strategy after 1940. 

One interesting difference between series canonical and seml- and non-

canonical literature lay in their titles. Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, series \vith a 

claim to canonical literature adopted names that identified them with "world 

literature". "Translations from World Literature", "Translations from World 

Authors" and "Selected Works from World Literature" mentioned above, are only 

three examples among many. In my view, these series intended to highlight the 

universal appeal, and prestige of their books, which were properties canonical 

literature was expected to carry as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.4. 
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Series in popular translated literature adopted a different approach in their 

selection of titles. Some of them chose titles that underscored the popularity of their 

books. Arif Bolat's "Milyonlann Okudugu Eserler" (Works Read by Millions), 

Giiven's "Diinyada En <;ok Okunan Romanlar Serisi" (The Best-Selling NO'\lels of 

the World), Vakit's "Batmm En <;ok Okunan Romanlan Serisi" (The Most 

Widespread Novels of the West) are examples to this approach. A more common 

approach was to use a generic designation in the title. ink1lap's "Polis Romanlan" 

(Detective Novels), Ahmet Halit's "Macera ve Polis RomanIan Serisi" (Adventure 

and Detective Novels), Giiven's "Merakh, Heyecanll, Macera Kitaplan" (Curious, 

Exciting, Adventure Books) are some examples. This latter approach illustrates that 

readers of popular fiction choose their books based on genre, rather than authoc 

Thomas J. Roberts writes that the "serious reader", i.e. a reader of the classics, 

reads by author, expects originality and his/ber stimulus to read are good reviews; on 

the other hand, the "paperback reader", i.e. a reader of popular literature, reads by 

genre, expects some form of psychological gratification and chooses his/her reading 

material based on titles or covers (Roberts 1990: 32). Indeed, the covers of popular 

fiction published in Turkey in the 1920s-1950s, or their advertisements used 

promotional statements and titles that underscored the generic or thematic aspects of 

the books. Popular translated books were identified in terms of their protagonists, 

rather than their authors. The various Sherlock Holmes, Nick Carter, Nat Pinkerton 

and Arsene Lupin series published in the 1940s and 1950s, the Mike Hammer series 

of the 1950s are all examples of this approach. 

There were numerous series of popular translated fiction published throughout 

the 1940s-1950s. I was able to identify 25 such series in the various volumes of 

Turkiye Bibliyografyasl of which the majority ran for only two or three books. In the 
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rest of this section I will offer a brief survey of the major series in popular translated 

literature and cover seven series in the following paragraphs. 

Gtiven Yaymevi was the leading name in the field of popuIar translated 

literature in the 1940s. Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, it published a range of 

series offering the reader detective and adventure fiction. One of the longest and the 

most popular series it published was "Me~hur ingiliz Polis Hafiyesi ~erlok Holmes 

Serisi" (Famous English Detective Sherlock Holmes). This series, which featured 83 

16-page booklets, was published in 1944-1945 (TB 1939-1948: 1361-1493). Unlike 

translations of canonical works which placed special emphasis on their author and 

the source text on their covers and title pages, the books published in Gtiven's series 

did not feature the author's, or the translator's name on the cover. They did not even 

indicate that the books were translations (Ugursuz Gerdanlzk 1944; (;elik Odamn 

Esrarz 1944, Kzrzk Tabanca 1944). Nevertheless, it is most likely that these books 

were received as translations by the readership, given the popularity of Sherlock 

Holmes in Turkey since 1909, the year its first translation appeared COyepazarCl 

1997: 91). Some of the books in this series were abridged translations of original 

Sherlock Holmes stories (Denizaltzmn Plam 1944).34 Some of them were written by 

Turkish writers, constituting examples of pseudotranslations (Ugursuz Gerdanlzk 

1944). 

Giiven Yaymevi also launched two series of historical popular fiction in the 

1940s. The first one was "Pardayyanlar Serisi" (The Pardaillan Series) published in 

1945-1946. This series featured novels by Michel Zevaco and included ten titles. The 

34 A comparison of this story with original Sherlock Holmes stories has revealed that Deni:::altmtn 
Plam (The Submarine Plan) is a translation of '"The Adventure of the Bruce-Panington Pl:ms" 
published in His Las! Bow (Conan Doyle 1981). The translation displayed systematic omissions and 
the resulting text is a rough retelling of the story. There was no attempt to recreate Conan Doyle's 
style. 
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second series was "Kahramanhk RomanIan Serisi" (The Series of Hemic Novels) 

launched in 1945. This series also featured books by Zevaco and produced 22 titles 

until 1952 (TB 1939-1948: 1361-1493; TB 1949: 86-90,213-216,335-339,464-468;. 

TB 1950: 87-92, 220-223, 347-348, 467-470; TB 1951: 80-86, 201-205, 310-312, 

424-427; TB 1952: 86-90,226-230,325-326,439-443). 

Petek Yaymlan also launched a short-lived historical adventure series in 1954 

under the title "Tarihi Cinai Romanlar Serisi" (Historical Homicide Novels 

Series). 

While popular literature in the 1940s was mainly published in a periodical 

format in 16-page booklets, the 1950s were marked by the "pocket book", both in the 

field of canonical translated literature, as represented by V arlIk' s pocket books series 

and in the field popular literature. Detective stories and thrillers published in such 

series as Tiirkiye's "Cep RomanIan" (Pocket Books), "Polis Cep Kitaplan Serisi" 

(Pocket Detective Books) and books by publishers such as <;aglayan, Ekicigil, 

Plastik Yaymlar all made use of this format. 

In the 1950s, the publishing house that left its imprint in the field of translated 

popular literature was <;aglayan. <;aglayan was set up in 1953 and started its 

publishing activity by offering a selection of popular thrillers to the readers. The 

format of its books was somewhat different than the conventional format. They had 

glossy covers in colour and used a modern method of binding. The books by 

<;aglayan became immensely popular immediately after they were published. The 

first book published by <;aglayan was Refik Halid Karay's Yeraltmda Diinya Var 

(There is an Underground World), which sold 70,000 copies in 1',vo weeks. This was 

an unprecedented success (Kabacah 2000: 227). Yet, <;aglayan"s real success came 

in 1954, when it started publishing its "Mike Hammer" series, consisting of 
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translations of detective novels by Frank Morrison (Mickey) Spillane. Novelist 

Kemal Tahir35 translated five Spillane novels in 1954 under the penname F .M. ikinci 

and each of these four books sold over 100,000 copies within the first six months 

(Uyepazarcl 1999: 436). In September 1954, the first Mike Hammer 

pseudotranslation was published: Kanun Benim (1, the Jury). The editors wanted to 

further exploit the popular interest for these books and asked Kemal Tahir to write 

new stories featuring Mike Hammer. Tahir wrote four new stories, which were 

published in 1954 and 1955. 

Three other publishers, nat-nely, Hadise, Plastik and Ekicigil, also wanted to 

have a share of the market created by Mike Hammer books and also started 

commissioning and publishing pseudotranslations featuring Mike Hammer. Between 

1954 and 1960, at least 250 Mike Hammer psuedotranslations were published 

(Uyepazarc1 1999: 5). Mike Hammer stories dominated the market for translated 

literature especially in 1954-1958. For instance, according to Tiirkiye Bibliyografyasl 

1956, in 1956, 89 books were translated from i\merican and English literatures, 31 of 

these, i.e. over one third, were Mike Hammer pseudotranslations (TB 1956a: 58-60; 

TB 1956b: 75-77; TB 1956c: 31; TB 1956d: 112-114). 

~aglayan Yaymevi published another series in 1954-1955. This series titled 

"Yeni Dfinyalarda Serisi" (In New Worlds) consisted of translations of science-

fiction. There were ten books in the series written by contemporary science-fiction 

writers such as Wilson Tucker, Roger Lee and Isaac Asimov and translated by Necati 

35 Chapter 7 will present a descriptive analysis of three works by Kemal Tahir, including Kanun 
Benim. 

36 Oyepazarci specifies the number of these translations as four. I have personally recovered the fifth 
one which is not mentioned in UyepazarcI's article: Kaniz Takip, a translation of Mickey Spillane's 
Vengeance is Mine. 
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Kanatslz and A. Kahraman, allegedly another one of Kemal Tahir's pennrunes (TB 

1954: 358-387; TB 1955a: 193-214; 1955b: 69-80). 

Tlirkiye Yaymevi's "Cep RomanIan" (pocket Novels) series was one of the 

major detective fiction series of the 1950s. Eight novels were published in the series 

between 1952-1954 including works by such novelists as Dorothy Sayers. Edgar 

Wallace and Gordon Me Donell (TB 1952: 86-90, 226-230, 325-326. 439-443; TB 

1953: 212-215, 460-462, 729-733, 914-917; TB 1954: 358-387). 

The books published by the companies active in the field of popular literature 

featured a few main genres. Detective fiction and thrillers were the most dominant. 

Petek and Gi.iven publishing houses brought out some historical adventure fiction. 

Some of the novels published in the series "YlldlZ Romanlar", mentioned in the 

previous section, offered the readers romantic reading material. Regardless of their 

genres, the themes and styles of these works were considerably different from those 

of the works by foreign writers published by companies specializing in canonical 

fiction, such as Varhk and Remzi. For instance, A.J. Cronin, Erskine CaldwelL Peart 

Buck and John Steinbeck, best-selling names in the field of contemporary canonical 

fiction, were all known by their realist style and their treatment of social issues in 

their work. Cronin wrote his novels based on the characters he met during his 

practice as a country doctor. Pearl Buck wTote about China in a period of transition 

and the problems of Chinese immigrants in America. Erskine Caldwell treated issues 

about social injustice in terms of class, race, and gender in his novels based on his 

personal observations in the South of the USA. Steinbeck depicted the problematic 

relations between workers and employers in 20th century California. In contrast, the 

books published in the field of popular literature pushed such social concerns aside 
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and concentrated on excitement and action, maintaining a different poetics in the 

field of popular literature. 

4.5 Summary 

Chapter 4 presented a survey of the state of the publishing market in 1923-1960 and 

explored publishing trends in both indigenous and translated literature during the 

period under study. The chapter also provided an introduction to the literary 

canonization process in Turkish literature which resulted in the creation of a "realist" 

literature and argued that two different poetics existed in the fields of indigenous and 

translated literature. The first poetics valued literature with a social concern and 

positioned social realist works in the centre of the literary polysystem. The second 

poetics was valid in the field of popular literature and did not foresee a social 

function for literature. Chapter 5 will offer a study of the poetics of translated 

popular literature, explO1ing the concepts of "people" and "popular literature". 
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Chapter 5 

Literature for the "People" 

Chapter 4 presented a brief outline of publishing activity in Turkey in 1923-1960. 

The present chapter will have closer focus on one section of the system of literature, 

namely the field of translated popular literature. It will concentrate orr the historical 

Turkish conceptions of "popular" literature based on two significant and interrelated 

concepts, i.e. "halk" ("people") and "halk kitaplan" ("people's books"). The former 

concept requires a digression into the social and political fields where "halk", both as 

term and concept, occupied a significant place in terms of defining the ideology and 

practices of the early republican regime. I will argue that the latter concept is a 

reflection of this socio-political category in the literary field and that the "people's 

books", and the way this concept was used and promoted, offer interesting insight 

into the segmentation of the readership for literature in early republican Turkey. 

The attribute used to refer to popular forms of art and entertainment during the 

Ottoman period, "avam" ["people"] had largely become obsolete fi'om literary and 

intellectual debates by the 1930s and was not replaced by a new term.: Therefore a 

study of translated popular literature in the 1930s-1950s needs to base itself on terms 

and concepts that imply, or connote popularit/, rather than directly signifY it. I argue 

that two concepts, namely, "people" and "people's books" were the key elements of 

a discourse that created a literary category corresponding to what may be referred to 

as "popular literature" today. 

I This is not to say that it was no longer used in print language. Although rare, exceptions could be 
found. An example is Abidin Dino's article published in Yeni Edebiyat in 1940 where he suggested 
that Turkish art needed an "avampesent" ("popular") approach to develop (originally published in 
Yeni Sanat 1940. reprinted in ileri 1998: 67-69). 
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5.1 "People", Populism and Public Edification3 

Any analysis of the concept of "people" for early republican Turkey needs to take 

into account its political implications. In the present thesis, I will not go deep into the 

details of the political aspects of the issue and will adopt a socio-cultural and literary 

perspective, referring to the political uses and delineations of the concept oruy when 

it has immediate consequences for the fields of culture and literature. 

During the national struggle prior to the establishment of the Republic, 

populism was present as a significant pillar upon which the idea of the nation-state 

rose. During this period, populism was identified with political democracy and the 

term "people" covered the whole population, regardless of sex, age or social class. 

"Populism" as an idea and an ideal had been under discussion during the last nvo 

decades of the Ottoman Empire. It was imported into the Ottoman intellectual agenda 

by such immigrant intellectuals as Yusuf Akyura and Ahmet Agaoglu and was 

heavily affected by "narodnik", the Russian populist movement playing a significant 

role in forming the Turkist and populist element in the conception of the Turkish 

nation-state (Toprak 1998: 12). The Republican People's Party adopted populism as 

one of its six fundamental principles and the social content of this concept was 

elaborated in clearer terms during the first decade of the RepUblic. The republican 

conception of "populism" foresaw a society composed not of social classes, but of 

individuals belonging to various occupational groups. The main motive behind this 

conceptualization was the avoidance of class conflict (Toprak 1998: 13). This, in 

2 Here I am using "popular" in two senses: as "widely admired" and as "prevailing among the general 
public". 
3 I am using the term "public edification" to translate "halk terbiyesi" as distinct from "education"' 
which I use to refer to formal schooling. 
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turn, served to strengthen the need for a single party to rule in the newLy-formed 

republic. If there were no social classes, then there would be no need to establish 

different political parties to reflect their conflicting demands. In a speech he held 

prior to the proclamation of the Republic on 7 February 1923, :r-..fustafa:. Kemal 

offered a definition of populism that largely relied on occupational distinctions rather 

than social class. He mentioned several occupational clusters, namely farmers, small 

tradesmen, workers and intellectuals as the main groups constituting the Turkish 

nation (Toprak 1998: 18). According to Mustafa Kemal, farmers made up the 

majority of the population, and they mainly consisted of small-scale landowners who 

needed to be protected by the state. The role attributed to the intellectuals (referred to 

as "mtinevverler" ["the enlightened"] and "ulema" ["scholars"] by the speaker) was 

rather striking. They were expected to mix with the people, to show them the right 

path, to elevate them to progress and civilization ["halkm i<;ine girerek onlan ir~at 

etmek, ytikseltmek ve onlara terakki ve temeddtine yol g6stennektir"] (cited in 

T oprak 1998: 18-20). This statement is indicative of the general attitude in the early 

republican period towards intellectuals and their social responsibilities. It also makes 

it rather evident that the distinction between "people" and the "intellectuals" was a 

sharp and clear one. "Intellectuals" (generally referred to as "mtinevveder") were 

invariably held separate from the "people" ["halk"J. Vlhat is more, a "wide gap" was 

said to exist between the intellectuals and the "people" (Nurullah Ata~ in Glilogul 

1937: 48). Furthermore, the category "people" was not monolithic and included two 

main sub-categories: the rural and the urban population. Although no clear 

definitions of these two categories existed, a statement written by Sabiha Zekeriya 

Sertel on the groups to be covered by "publishing for the people" ["halk ne~riyatl"J 

implied thal rural people included the peasants ["koylU"1 and the urban people 
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included the urban population with less than 8 years of fonnal educatiQn (report 

submitted to the Publishing Congress by Sertel, reprinted in Birinci Turk Ne¥fyat 

Kongresi 1939: 403) 

In theory, "people" covered all Turkish citizens. For instance in Halkr;zlrk ve 

Curnhuriyet ve Turk Halkr;lhgl ve Curnhuriyeti, his book on populism and the 

Turkish Republic, Halil Nimetullah, a professor at the Istanbul University. offered a 

formal definition and stated that the tenn "halk" would cover all indivjduaIs except 

children sharing the same culture (Halil Nimetullah 1930: 19). Nevertheless, in the 

discourse of many statesmen and intellectuals, "halk" came to be used as a category 

denoting the majority. In various articles and speeches "ha1k" was identified with a 

"lesser" population, in need of education and intellectual guidance. For instance, 

Nusret Kemal (Koymen) known for his work for the advancement of village life in 

Turkey, was at the forefront of those who identified "populism" with "k5ycUltik" 

("peasantism"). For Nusret Kemal, "halk" was the majority, a large group of people 

representing the great middle class ["btiytik orta tabaka"] in a country (Nusret Kemal 

1934: 8). He made a deduction based on the urbanization rate in Turkey in the 1930s, 

excluded and stated that ten million out of seventeen million people living within the 

borders of Turkey constituted the rural population and that since they were the 

majority, they represented "halk" (Nusret Kemal 1934: 9). 

The need to edify the public and the question of how this edification could be 

carried out was a major educational and social topic throughout the 19305 and 1940s. 

The initiative behind the Nation's Schools, followed by the People's Houses and the 

Village Institutes can be considered as part and parcel of this concern. A clear 

demarcation was retained between the approaches adopted towards the rural and the 

urban populations. In the various proposals submitted for the edification of the 
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people, different fonns of education were suggested for viII ages and urban centers. 

Nusret Kemal offered a comprehensive list of the different educational tools to be 

used to edify the rural and the urban groups (Nusret Kemal 1934: 21). For the 

edification of peasants, he proposed the launch of a "peasant's gazette'" ["'koylii 

gazetesi"], traveling movie theatres, traveling libraries, agriculture and health 

exhibitions, radio, village libraries, fairs, agricultural competitioITSy excurSIOns, 

traditional theatre shows like "karagoz" and "meddah" (Nusret Kemal 1934: 33). 

These methods proposed by Nusret Kemal concentrated on the agricultural, hygienic 

and cultural improvement of village life. His list of the various tools for the 

edification of the urban popUlation was much longer and more comprehensive. In 

this list he included publishing-related issues like re-organizing the publishing 

structure in the country, centralizing the purchase of paper and equipments for 

publishing, book competitions, the transliteration of Ottoman books into the new 

alphabet and the launch of a magazine to announce new books to the readers. The 

proposal to organize conferences, debate sessions and the setting up of an 

educational film bureau was also included in this list. The second list appeared to 

place weight on intellectual activities and helped crystallize Nusret Kemal's 

diverging perceptions of the needs of the rural and the urban individual, which also 

marked the views of the majority of statesmen and intellectuals of the time.4-

Reading was presented as a significant tool of edification. 'Writers, journalists 

and academics lamented the lack of good reading material to address the rural and 

the urban populations. The First Publishing Congress provided an opportunity for the 

participants to air their views on this subject. The articles printed in the press on the 

4 The same view also dominated the Village instimtes project. As ml:!mioned in Chapter 2, the Village 
Institutes curriculum included technical and agricultural training-related subjects in addition to regular 
classes. In the meantime, classical secondary schools had a pronounced focus on academic subjects 
and placed much less weight on practical training. 
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occasion of the Congress, as well as the reports submitted to the Congress stressed 

the need to provide suitable reading material for the "people". The demarcation 

between the "people" and the "intellectuals" was also evident in these statements. 

Writers and intellectuals were held as a separate category and the term ··halk" was 

used to cover the uneducated majority in the country. There was agreement on the 

need to prepare simple and intelligible reading material for this majority. In its report 

to the Congress, the Committee for Awards, Assistance and Propaganda stated that a 

prerequisite for making the public read was to offer them books they would love and 

understand (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 103). In a newspaper interview, 

Halit, a book-seller in Istanbul, pointed out that books offering information in a 

language accessible for the "people" had the highest sales figures and added that the 

"people" refused to buy works that they did not understand ["Halk, biryok eserleri 

anlamadlgl ve anlayamlyacagl i<;:in almlyor.] (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 

146). Mr. Halit maintained that "intellectuals" usually preferred to read books in 

foreign languages while the majority of the readers belonged to the "middle level" 

["orta seviye"] (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 146). 

Osman Cemal Kayglh wrote that peasants could not be expected to read and 

enjoy Shakespeare, Goethe or Knut Hamsun. He suggested that they should instead 

be given "useful and fine tales, stories or novels written with a theme and a language 

that they can understand" ["kendi anhyacagl dil ve mevzu ile iyi, faydah, gtizel 

masallar, hikayeler, romanlar"J (originally published in Yent Sabah on 15.4.1939, 

reprinted in Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 166). A report submitted to the 

Congress by Istanbul University suggested that publishing for the "people" and the 

peasants could include rewrites of some traditional stories like "Leyla and Mecnun", 

"Tahir and Zuhre" and "Battal Gazi" with due consideration for the new life style of 
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Turkey. The report added that the rewrites should be edited by experts whO' are 

familiar with the "psychology" of the Turkish people and peasants (Biffinci Turk 

Ne~riyat Kongresi 1939: 353). The distinction between the rural popuIarioII, the 

urban population and the intellectuals was articulated in clear terms in the Ministry 

of Agriculture's report to the Congress. The report claimed that the peasants and the 

urban population could not fully communicate even when they spoke the same 

language, a point mainly due to cultural differences and different vocabularies .. The 

Ministry recommended the formation of a "simple Turkish" ["basit Tlirk<;e"] to be 

used in publications addressing peasants. The report read: 

A village vocabulary and a village written language based upon this vocabulary 
must be formed in order to create a common written language among all the 
villages in the country so as to assist the urban intellectual in addressing the 
village ... Illustrations may playa significant role in the success of "Simple 
Turkish". The most basic means of communication between a peasant and a 
city dweller is a picture (Birinci Turk Ne$riyat Kongresi 1939: 345). 

[$ehirli mlinevvere kaye hitap edebilmesinde yardlm etmek ye memleketin 
biitlin kayleri arasmda mii~terek bir yazl dili viicude getirmek i9in bir koy 
lugatl yapllmak ve bu lugat iizerinde bir kay yazl dili bina edilmek icap eder ... 
"Basit Tiirkye"nin muvaffakiyetinde resim yok biiyiik ro1 oymyabilir. Kay Iii ile 
~ehirli arasmda en mii~terek ifade vaSltasl resimdir. (Birinci Tiirk NqTiyat 
Kongresi 1939: 345).] 

In the above statement, one should note the way the Ministry positioned the peasant 

not only as an uneducated or uncultivated citizen but also as an individual with a 

completely different set of predispositions than the urbanite. The Ministry was not 

only concerned with devising ways to edify the rural population, or making them 

literate. Its aspirations lay at a more fundamental level and involved the creation of a 

common ground for communication between the peasants and the urbanites. \vhich 

meant that the rural population \vould be introduced into a nev/ habitus, i.e, they 
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would be re-habituated. This entailed a process of "dishabituation" as wen, since 

acquiling new ways of communicating would require a modification in their present 

cultural habitus.s 

Intellectuals of the day were aware of a major gap between what I tenn as the 

urban and the rural cultural habituses, and their planning project included ways of 

eliminating this gap, almost always at the cost of the rural habitus. Nevertheless, they 

planned to approach the rural population in a language and manner familiar to them. 

So learning the rural "psychology", i.e. cultural habitus, was considered a 

prerequisite, and a significant challenge for the intellectuals. For instance, in a 

comment he made at the Publishing Congress, Nusret Koymen stressed the need to 

take the "psychological differences" between the rural and urban children into 

account while offeling them books to read. He added: "These hvo groups of children 

have indeed different languages and concepts, their situations are different. They 

should be addressed differently" ["Bu iki 90cuk hakikaten ayn ayn dil ve 

mefhumlarda, ayn ayn haldedir. Her ikisine ayn ayn hitap etmek lazlmdlr."] (Birinci 

Turk NeJriyat Kongresi 1939: 88). 

In the early republican period, especially in the 1930s and partly in the 1940s, 

state officials and intellectuals, i.e. groups with a high degree of cultural and 

symbolic capital, made patronizing statements about what the "people" needed to 

read and in essence, what they needed to "become" culturally and intellectually. 

They intended to "dishabituate" the majority of the people. Therefore they set out to 

shape their worldview, by providing a new repertoire of beliefs and ideas to them. 

5 I am grateful to Daniel Simeoni who introduced me to the concepts of "habituation" and 
"dishabituation". He draws attention to the acquisition of a new habims as a process, which 
necessarily involves the abandoning, or at least modification of an old habims. Simeoni suggests: "To 
take on a (new) habims, either smoothly or, in a more imperious sense through (more or less) violent 
mediations, entails losing or jettisoning old ways of thinking, old beliefs that used to be taken for 
granted" (personal communication, 23 May 2001). 
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This was done through several routes including formal education, state involvement 

in publishing activity and the People's Houses which all served to "habituate" the 

"people" into a new set of socio-cultural values. Reading was one of the most 

significant tools that could be used during the process of habituation. As discussed in 

Chapters 3 and 4, writers and academics defined "good" versus "bad'~ reading 

material for the "peopie" and attempted to dictate what and how they would read. I 

see this attitude as a reflection of the attempts to re-shape the existing cultural 

habitus among the rural and the urban populations. Indeed, the kind of reading 

material judged suitable for the "people" consisted of books that conveyed the 

republican ideology. As mentioned in Chapter 4, popular folk tales were criticized 

for instilling wrong ideas in people, mainly due to the fact that they borrowed their 

themes from religious legends and relied on widespread superstitions. Throughout 

the 1930s some "improved" copies of folk tales were published (Gtilogul 1937: 4). 

The improvements consisted of omitting religious and superstitious elements. A note 

was added in the preface or epilogue of books that retained those elements, which 

read: "Bu gibi kitaplan inanmak iyin degil, ancak ho~ vakit geyirmek i<;:in 

okumallSll11z. (linkli bunlann hiy birisi tarihe ve hakikate dayanmaz'" ['"Read these 

books not to believe them but for entertainment, because none of these are based on 

history or reality"] (Muharrem Zeki in Giilogul 1937: 5). I suggest that these 

improvements were the result of two major trends in Turkish culture: the 

canonization of realism in literature and the need to diffuse the repUblican principles 

to the people. The former trend required a revision and elimination of non-realistic 

elements in these stories, while the latter trend called for an adherence to the 

principle of secularism. Both of these trends constituted parts of the dishabituation 
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process for the "people", as they required the disposal of an older system of beliefs, 

mainly governed by Islam. 

The state probably realized the difficulty of changing a society~s cultural 

dispositions overnight. Therefore it needed to devise instruments that would enable it 

to transform the "people's" convictions and life style smoothly. As mentioned in 

Chapters 2 and 3, literature was regarded as a tool that could assist the state to instill 

the republican principles in the society. As folk literature was the most prevalent and 

popular type of literature read in the countryside, the state decided to make use of 

folk literature as an instrument of edification. This becomes evident a campaign that 

was launched in 1937 to produce rewrites of traditional folk tales. These rewrites 

would be prepared in line with the principles of the republican regime. The 

Directorate General sent a circular to known literary personalities to announce the 

campaign, in which it was stated that the "people" liked the protagonists of folk tales 

and that these characters would be retained in the rewrites. The change would take 

place in the plots which would have to agree with the spirit of the regime and carry a 

higher meaning. Popular characters would appear within new themes and live on in 

adventures which would propagate the aims of the Turkish revolution and 

civilization (Giilogul 1937: 56-57). 

In the same circular, the Directorate General of Press also indicated that the 

number of novels and stories published so far for the "people" exceeded the number 

of novels and stories of those published for the "intellectuals"(in Giilogul 1937: 56-

57). This once more proves that there were indeed various categories of readers, and 

therefore various types of reading material governed by different poetics in the 

Turkish literary polysystem in the 1930s. I suggest that this segmentation continued 

throughout the period under study. The products of the Translation Bureau in the 
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1940s and 1950s addressed a certain group of readers while a major part of the 

readership was catered for by private publishers operating in the field ofEarge-scaIe 

production, i.e. non-canonical, or popular literature. 

Indeed, canonical literature, both translated and domestic, remained within the 

field of restricted production. Some Turkish writers who wrote canonical fiction 

were concerned for the limited circulation and reception of their works. For instance 

in an article he wrote for Ufuklar, Samim Kocagoz admitted that he wrote for the 

people, expressed the troubles and joys of the people, yet his readership belonged to 

the "intellectual" and educated groups. He complained that he was not accessible to 

his real target audience (Kocagoz 1953: 360). There were different formulas 

proposed by various intellectuals and writers. Vildan Aksu suggested that writers 

could only reach the majority when they became as popular as singers (Aksu in 

Kocagoz 1953: 360). Some suggested that the secret of reaching the people with 

one's work lay in using a language that peasants could understand and themes that 

were closer to the heart of the rural population (Ylicel 1935: 225-226). ~evertheless, 

this was not only a question of creating themes that people could identifY themselves 

with. Ali RIza wTote in Yeni Edebiyat that writers had to combine social themes with 

a good forn1 and artistic technique in order to create long-lived and populist works 

(originally published in Yeni Edeb(vat in 1940, reprinted in tleri 1998: 63, 77). Ya~ar 

Nabi NaYlr pointed out that one could also address the general public without having 

to sacrifice the artistic value of one's work. He maintained that there was nothing 

wrong with writing books that "people" could love and understand, and criticized 

writers who wrote in a language and style that was not accessible for "people" 

(originally published in Varlzk in 1954, reprinted in Nay!r i 971: 70-72). 
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As these debates continued, the "people", i.e. the rural population and the 

urbanites with little education continued to read. Although it is difficult to offer an 

exact list of the books that they received, purchased or read, the wide availability of 

non-canonical fiction in the market, and the popularity of various authors, titles and 

series, as proven by repeated re-editions, give an idea of the repertoire they were 

offered. The readers helped this repertoire to be maintained and reproduced through 

the interest and demand they showed for these works. These books were covered by 

a broad category, namely "people's books" ["halk kitaplan"] in the discourse on 

literature and reading. This concept is crucial in any exploration of the field of 

translated popular literature in Turkey in 1923-1960. 

5.2 People's Books 

The term "people's books" was widely used in the discourse about literature and 

reading in Turkey in the 1930s and 1940s. As in the case of the "people", the concept 

"people's books" showed some variations in different instances of discourse. There 

were cases where it was used synonymous with folk literature. However, there \vere 

also cases where it was used to refer to what has come to be termed as "popular 

literature" by modem literary criticism, and covered not only folk literature but also 

indigenous stories treating themes such as patriotism, romance, crime and adventure 

and translated detective and adventure fiction. In the rest of this section I will explore 

these two approaches in some detail. 
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5.2.1 People's Books as Folklore 

In the 1930s, eminent Turkish folklorist Pertev Naili Boratav limited his definition of 

"people's books" to traditional fonns of Turkish literature, yet he also held it as a 

separate category within the larger heading of "folk literature". Under- "people's 

books", Boratav placed tales, poetry, stories, hymns, prayer books,. dream 

interpretations, fortune telling books, folk tunes and song books and similar material 

that were widely read by the public and therefore had numerous re-editions by 

different publishers. He also suggested that such books were often subject to changes 

and revisions, since publishers showed a concern for adapting the books to the 

circumstances of the day (Boratav 1939: 210). Boratav's reference to two significant 

characteristics of these books needs to be mentioned at this point. First of all, the 

popular appeal of the books was an important defining feature. Secondly, the ease 

with which publishers revised these books changing their style and plots showed that 

authorial provenance was not a major issue. Most of the indigenous6 "people's 

books" were anonymous. They derived from the oral story-telling tradition and were 

rewritten many times by various poets and writers since the 19th century (Oz6n 1985: 

72). Writers who continued to prepare re-editions of these books credited them to 

their names and did not even attempt to justify this appropriation. The official 

bibliography of Turkey, Tiirkiye Bihliyografyasl, placed their names as the authors of 

these stories. In the 1930s, some authors wrote indigenous stories under the heading 

"folk tale" CTiirkiye Bihliyografyasl 1928-38: 577-600; 1939-1948: 1307-1326). 

These authors used patriotism, heroism and the newly emerging Turkish identity as 

6 It is debatable whether the "people's books" were ever fully indigenous. The origins of many 
traditional nanatives can be traced back to different eastern cultures. 
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their themes.7 However, these never became as popular as the older anonymous 

stories (Boratav 1988: 162), 

Faruk RIza Giilogul, in his book on "people's books" defined these works in a 

manner that very much identified them with folk literature. Among them he 

mentioned religious books, religion inspired battle stories, romances, folk poetry, 

national battle stories as well as recent imitations of these (GiiloguI 1937: 3). 

Giilogul's book offers interesting information about the state's and the intellectuals' 

view of the "people's books" in the 1930s. As mentioned above, Giilogul quoted the 

official announcement by the government extending a call for writers to rewrite folk 

tales (GiiloguI1937: 56-57). He also provided excerpts from articles written on the 

topic by a number of writers. The statements cited by Giilogul illustrate that there 

was a series of diverging opinions on the issue of the people's books. Out of seven 

writers who expressed their views on the re-editions of folk tales, the majority 

adopted a demeaning attitude towards "people's books". This attitude should not 

surprise one as it was rather widespread and the legitimate way of looking at these 

books. Boratav, Turkey's most celebrated folklorist, also made a distinction between 

"folk literature" and "high literature", inadvertently implying that folk literature was 

a "lesser" or "lower" literary form (Boratav 1939: 46). 

7 Some of these works were Yamk Orner ile Giizel Zeynep by Selami \fi.inir Yurdatap (Istanbul: Yusuf 
Ziya, 1937), Ate$ O/up Sardzlar by Muharrem Zeki Korgunal (Istanbul: Ernniyet, 1936), AIehrnerC;ik 
C;anakkalede by Selfuni Miinir Yurdatap (Istanbul: Yusuf Ziya BalYlk. 1937), Yeni Tiirk 
Kahramaniarr by Bahattin Tevfik (Istanbul: ikbal, 1932). For summaries and short commentaries on 
these books see Giilogul 1937, pp. 32-40. 
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5.2.2 Rewriting People's Books 

The rewriting of "people's books" appeared as a topic for critical literary debate in 

the 1930s. As mentioned above, the Istanbul University made a proposal tO'the First 

Publishing Congress for the rewriting of some of the popular fulk tales. Two years 

prior to that, in 1937, the Directorate General of Press, under the Ministry of the 

Interior, had issued a circular where it announced the launch of a campaign for 

rewriting folk tales. This campaign evidently had ideological and propagandistic 

aims. This was first of all implied by the fact that the campaign was launched by the 

Ministry of the Interior. Secondly, the Ministry openly stated that the rewrites would 

convey ideas that would reinforce the principles of "the new Turkish revolution and 

civilization" to the people (quoted in Ozansoy in Glilogul 1937: 57). Some ",Titers 

heatedly approved this idea, while some appeared more skeptical. In the meantime, 

rewrites of a great number of folk tales were available in the market, and some 

writers had already done modifications that would reflect the ideological orientation 

of the republican regime. Muharrem Zeki Korgunal who had authored numerous 

rewrites in the 1930s (Tiirk(ve BibliyognJ!yasl 1928-1938: 577-600) told Glilogul 

that he made changes in the books he wrote by purging them of "false notions and 

superstitions" ["huafe ve batil itikat"] (Gtilogul 1937: 44). In one of his reVvTites, 

Yedi Yol Cengi (1932), Korgunal had a preface where he wrote about the importance 

of using pure Turkish. Furthermore, he rewrote the dialogues of the i\Yab characters 

and made them praise the Turkish nation on ever! occasion (Giilogul 1937: 15-16). 

The VvTiters quoted by Gtilogul, except Nurullah Ata<; and Htiseyin Cahit 

Ya19m, considered the "people's books" to be of poorer quality in terms of content 

and style. They all agreed on the wide availability and popularity of these books, yet 
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some of them regarded these books as works that had become outdated and foresaw a 

need to replace them with more modern stories. For instance Bu.rhan Cahit, who was 

a prolific writer at the time, referred to folk tales and fairy tales as "trivial adventures 

that have become sagas and tales through the thirst for adventure and excitement in 

the people's spirit" ["halk ruhunun susadlgl macera ve heyecan ihtiyacl ile birer 

destan ve masal haline gelmi~ kii9iik maceralar"] (Biirhan Cahit in Giilogul 1937: 

43). He suggested that such stories could be used as instruments in the hands of 

"intellectuals" for cultivating reading habits in the people, and that they could later 

be replaced by new sagas whose themes could be based on the "great events of the 

Turkish revolution" ["biiyiik inkIlap vak'alan"] (Biirhan Cahit in Giilogul 1937: 43). 

Behget Kemal <;aglar saw a great opportunity for writers in the proposal to rewrite 

"people's books". In his view, the rewrites could be used "to shed popular heroes of 

their Oriental idleness and to introduce them to the atmosphere of the present day" 

["halk kahramanlanm miskin ~ark havasmdan slymp bugiiniin atmosferine 

getirmek"] (<;aglar in Giilogul 1937: 63). <;aglar also suggested that the rewrites 

would serve to familiarize the readership with new ideas and wrote that the "best 

medicine for a child should come in the foml of a sweet candy" CC;aglar in Gi.ilogul 

1937: 62). 

Some writers were skeptical about the possibility of producing the rewrites in 

the desired quality. Ismail Hakkl BaltaclOglu stated that he sav; no need to rewrite 

people's books, since the heroes of these books had become outmoded and that the 

people needed new heroes who could take part in more contemporary stories 

(BaitaclOglu in Giilogu11937: 52). Halit Fahri Ozansoy expressed his admiration for 

the intention to rewrite folk tales but was skeptical about the extent to which such 

rewriting could be possible. He claimed that most of the "people's books", such as 
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traditional romances like Ley/Ii de .!vfecnun could not be adapted to the present day's 

circumstances because they were the embodiments of mystical symbols (Ozansoy in 

Giilogul 1937: 57-59). Nurullah Ata9 mentioned the difficulty of writing "people'"s 

books". He pointed out that the style of these stories were different from urban 

narratives and that adopting the folkloric style would demand great effort (Atay in 

Giilogul 1937: 49-50). The most oppositional writer in terms of the production of 

rewrites was Hiiseyin Cahit Ya19m who suggested that improvement in people's 

literary taste could only be possible through free competition, not by a government 

intervention. He also pointed out that the government's proposal had a 

propagandistic nature, whereas art and literature needed to be independent of 

propaganda (Ya19m in Giilogul1937: 54-55). 

There is little information available about the success or failure of this 

campaign. Alpay Kabacah writes that the Directorate General of Press published 

only a few rewrites after it launched the rewriting campaign and that these were not 

popular among the readers (Kabacah 1994: 89).8 Nevertheless, there were a great 

number of rewrites published during this period, and more of them might have been 

inspired, or downright triggered by the calls by the state. \\lhether these rewrites had 

the kinds of plots, protagonists and styles demanded by the state can only be revealed 

after a detailed analysis of these books, which is clearly the subject of another study. 

A crucial defining feature of the "people's books", except more modem stories 

\V"ritten in the style of older forms such as Selami Munir Yurdatap's Mehmetc;ik 

C;anakkalede (1937), and Siirmelibey (1935) and ATe.} Olup Sardzlar (1936) by 

Muharrem Zeki Korgunal, was their anonymous provenance. This '.vas the main 

reason behind the numerous re-editions and why each writer who prepared a rc-

3 These books included Keloglan (anakkale Muharebelerinde by Fahri Celal G6ktulga (1939) and 
Ar:::u de Kanber by Bekir SakI Kunt (1940) (Kabacal! 1994: 89). 
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edition felt free to sign the book in his name. This had become an established literary 

convention since the 19th century, when most of these folk tales started to be printed 

and entered mass distribution (Ozon 1985: 73).9 

I would like to argue that the relaxed attitude towards the issue of "authorial 

originality"lO was the sign of a certain literary habitus \vhich was strong and 

widespread among especially the rural readership. This habitus did not comply with 

the desired poetics of the early republican system of literature which placed authorial 

originality in the foreground. This was a fact that was closely interrelated with the 

socio-cultural background of the country. The repUblican literary "institution" 

attempted to create a modernist aesthetics that was mainly imported from the West 

where a different cultural and philosophical context existed. The relatively late 

introduction of the printing press in the Ottoman Empire meant that the mass 

distribution of books, and therefore of literature, came at a later stage than the West. 

The book that played a key role in the fonnation of the national identities in the "Vest 

(Anderson 1991) started affecting the lay popUlation in the Turkish system of culture 

only in the 19th century. This belated encounter with the printed book also delayed 

the creation of an awareness of the literary text as a unitary structure. A rural society 

9 Folk tales were read in manuscript form in the Ottoman Empire as early as in the 18 th century. There 
is evidence indicating that they were read out in public places like coffee houses. It is also known that 
these books were sometimes rented out, for they were expensive and therefore only the lucky few 
could afford them (Oz6n 1985: 73). The expansion in the availability of these books rook place after 
1835, following the establishment of the first lithograph press in the Ottoman Empire in 1831. The 
first printed folk tales were published in the 1840s and became immensely popular. Only a few of 
these books were attributed to a specific author and even those with a known author had the style of 
anonymous stories (Oz6n 1985: 72). Most of these books had their roots in the oral story-telling 
tradition. The first publishers recorded some of the known stories, bought manuscripts or 
commissioned authors to rewrite oral stories they discovered (Boratav 1988: 160). The early Turkish 
novels were influenced by the language and style of these folk tales IBoratav 1939: 139). 
10 John Milton terms what I call "authorial originality", "sacredness". He suggests that "commercial 
production ultimately undermines the so-called sacredness of the amhor" resulting in a "loss of 
sacredness" (Milton 2001: 58). My argument challenges this vie\v. In my view, the relative 
indifference towards authorial originality in the field of popular literature did not consist of a "Joss of 
sacredness" due to commercialization, but was rather due to the persistence of a literary habitus 
among the people which derived much of its source from folk literature and the concept of anonymity. 
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that traditionally received literature through oral stories, either to1cL or read out in 

public, might have a difficult time imagining the literary text as a fixed and 

permanent entity with a "known" producer. Yet, the western literary polysystem was 

governed by the opposite perception since the Renaissance. As Jerry Palmer-puts it: 

In the analysis of canonical literature, the text and the author are both 
absolutely central and taken for granted: it is 'obvious' that texts exist and that 
they are produced by authors, even if there are occasional djfficulties of 
attribution ... In Post-Renaissance literature, the text is regarded as a self
contained entity which has a meaning contained within it, co-extensive with it. 
This meaning is the result of the activity of the author (influenced, of course, by 
his or her culture). Understanding the text consists of unveiling this meaning. 
The fact that there is an author is a guarantee of the unitary nature of the text 
(Palmer 1991: 5-6). 

This western perception of the text prevailed in the field of canonical literature in 

Turkey. This was the part of the literary polysystem governed by the notion of 

authorial originality which was especially evident in the discourse on translation as 

illustrated in Chapter 3. I suggest that the idea of authorial originality remained 

largely confined to the field of canonical literature in early republican Turkey. I 

maintain that during this period popular literature continued to be affected by the 

poetics maintained by a literary habitus that inherited its literary reception patterns 

from a pre-literate past where the existence of texts and authors was not so 

"obvious".ll 

The numerous rewrites widely produced and read by the public challenge a 

number of concepts that we simply take for granted today. One of these is the 

concept of the "author". The producers of rewrites signed the books in their names 

II Anonymity also prevails in a number of products of popular culture in our day. Films, magazines, 
internet sites are examples of cultural products that are produced and maintained by a number of 
people who are not always credited and remain anonymous. ?"evertheless. this kind of anonymity is 
closer to the idea of co-production. The kind of anonymity that I am referring to in this thesis is 
composed of cases where the source of a text is truly unknown. 
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and did not appear to question whether they were entitled to do it. To what extent can 

we call the writers who prepared re-editions of the folk tales "authors'! How do we 

define an "author" when the crucial concept of "Oliginality" disappears? 

Furthermore, if the act of rewriting those folk tales CalIDot be considered as 

"indigenous" or "original" production, then what is it? Is it merely an act of "editing" 

(in which case we need to start questioning the concept of editing)? Or can we 

associate rewriting with translation in the wider sense of the concept as Andre 

Lefevere (1992: vii) has done? I would like to argue that regarding the rewrites of 

folk tales as products of a process of translation may enable us to adopt a fresh 

perspective towards these works and their reception as culture-governed phenomena. 

The folk tales, being anonymous works, were based on a source text (or several 

source texts in many cases) that derived from oral (and therefore unfixed) texts. The 

rewriters must have prepared their versions with a number of concerns in mind. In 

some cases, they intended to "improve" the stories, in some cases, they intended to 

"adapt" the story to the present day's circumstances. Still in some other cases, they 

struggled with issues of format and had to show a concern for the illustrations to be 

used, as well as the balance between prose and poetry. Ail of these concerns led them 

to produce considerably different target texts, where length, style al1d sometimes 

even the plot were extensively manipulated. These varying processes of rewriting 

can offer invaluable clues into the socio-cultural factors Vv"hich affected the 

production and reception of fiction, much akin to the way the study of translation 

offers data about the socio-cultural context within which translations are produced. 

Furthermore, the abundance of rewrites of the same stories (traditional and popular 

tales such as Kerem ile Ash, Arzu ile Kanber, Kan Kalesi. Battal Gazi were rewritten 

and published by different writers and publishers many times during the period Lmder 
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study) provides unusually rich material for study (see various volumes Olf Tiirkiye 

Bibliyografyasl covering the years 1928-1960). In Turkey, only during the: first four 

decades of the Republic, a series of folk tales were rewritten a surprisingly bigh 

number of times, providing unique material into a study of the cultural dynamics that 

shape the rewriting of such stories. 12 

Rewriting activity was not limited to the field of folk narratives. It was present 

as a literary form and a marketing strategy in the field of popular literature in 

general. In the field of adventure and detective fiction it appeared mainly in the form 

of pseudo translations, indigenous stories with imported characters and abridgements. 

In the following section I will set out to explore the "people's books" written 

for the urban population. I will argue that the poetics which govemed the production 

and reception of folk tales also had an impact on some writers and translators who 

catered for an urban readership. A number of writer-translators carried the poetics of 

folk literature into the field of indigenous and translated popular literature, creating a 

body of works that conflicted with the dominant poetics fostered by the republican 

literary "institution". These writers and translators undermined the crucial concepts 

of "realism" and authorial "originality" which were upheld in the field of canonical 

literature and created and maintained an alternative repertoire of fiction. 

12 According to the records in the National Library of Turkey database, Kerem ile Ash ',vas published 
seven times ~in 1928-1960. Four of the editions were signed by different names while three of them 
appeared as anonymous stories. Arzu ile Kanber was rewritten by tb . .ree different writers and published 
three times in 192R- 1940. Bartal Gazi was published in four different editions by four ditTerent 
writers. (This number excludes the sequels of the story relating adventures of Battal Gazi's son and 
grandson.) Kan Kalesi was published four times. Two of the re-editions were anonymous, while the 
other two were attributed to two different writers. These numbers include first-time editions only. 
Nearlv ail editions of these stories were published several times. Moreover, it is likely that the number 
of re\~rites for these stories are higher, since the National Library archives are known to be 
incomplete. 
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5.2.3 "People's Books" and Other Popular Fiction for Urbanites 

As mentioned in the above sections, the tenn "peop1e's books" was not a sharply 

defined category. It referred to various types of works, covering both folkloric books 

and recent productions with known authors. Furthennore, the category "people's 

books" also included a series of translated books. It can be safely assumed that the 

different types of "people's books" addressed different groups of readership. 

The segmentation of the readership did not only take place between the 

"intellectuals" and the "people". As indicated earlier in this chapter, the category 

"people" also contained two separate segments of readers: peasants and urbanites. 

The reading material directed at the rural population was the folkloric "people's 

books" mentioned above. These books were different from canonical Turkish fiction, 

not only in terms of their production strategies but also in terms of their marketing 

and sales strategies. The folkloric "people's books" were usually sold by traveling 

salesmen who bought them from the publishers in Istanbul and sold them in smaller 

towns and villages along with other items such as perfumes and pictures (Glilogul 

1939: 7). 

The urban readership read different types of books. F aruk Rlza Glilogul 

developed a separate category for the books read by city dwellers he termed 

"urbanite's books" ["~ehir1i kitaplarl'']. According to' him, these were books written 

for the urban readership which remained in the urban market and did not reach the 

rural areas (Glilogul 1939: 40). He did not specifY what he exactly meant by the ternl 

"urbanite's books", however a study of the lists offered by different volumes of 

Tiirkiye Bibliyografyasl enables one to fonn an impression of what those books were. 
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Tiirkiye BibliyografYasl for 1928-1938 covered Turkish and translated literature 

under several headings like "poetry", "novel and short story", "children's literature" 

and "folk literature" ["halk edebiyatl"]' The category that the present thesis is 

concerned with, i.e. novels and short stories, covered a selection of canonical and 

non-canonical tiction. In the section on Turkish literature books by established 

canonical writers such as Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoglu, Halide Edip Adlvar and 

Re~at Nuri GUntekin were listed along with a number of books that were 

characterized by a number of aspects which distinguished them from canonical 

fiction. Some of these books carried titles which associated them with certain genres 

generally classified as non-canonical. Some of them featured well-known heroes of 

adventure and detective fiction. Furthermore, these books were rather short and some 

of them carne in the series format. There were booklets of around 16 pages which 

were periodically published by a number of publishing houses. The format of these 

booklets allowed them to be marketed along with other periodical pUblications. Most 

of them were published on a weekly or monthly basis and were on sale in the 

newspaper stands as well as bookshops.13 

It should be noted, however, that not all non-canonical fiction in the list 

displayed the same features. I would like to argue that there were degrees of 

canonicity and that the division I use between canonical and non-canonical works 

should not be considered as absolute and decisive. In eady republican Turkey there 

was a body of works which could be considered "best-sellers" of the day, but not 

13 An advertisement published on the back cover of one of Server Bedi's 16-page stories provides an 
example to this. Gece Tuzagl (The Night Trap) published in the ~eries '"~erlok Holmes'e Kar~l Cingoz 
Recai" ("Cingoz Recai versus Sherlock Holmes") by Sabri Ozakar publishing company in 1953 
featured an anllOuncement on its back cove!" where the re(lcer:: Vle;:e informed that the books publishC'd 
by the co~paIlY were available in all newspaper stands in Anatolia. Likewise, advertisements 
published in an Arsene Lupin ~series consist.in~ of pseudo~anslations written by Remzi Dani~ Korok 
(published by Vakit in 194.) and a. senahzed .translatIOn o~ !he ~eas:s ~f Tarzan (Tarzamn 
Canavarlarz) by Ali RIza Seyfi (publIshed by Sman BasrrneVI m 19.J5) mdlcated that they were 
published and marketed on a weekly basis, a strategy employed by periodicals. 
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necessarily as "people's books". These also constituted a part of the system of 

popular literature, yet their poetics also differed from those of "people's books" 

which were mainly marked by their short length, simplicity of language, style and 

plots. The "best-sellers" could be positioned on a continuum between canonical and 

non-canonical works. 

Vala Nureddin's novels can be shown as an example to such works. Vala 

Nureddin treated crime-related topics in a number of novels throughout the 1930s. 

These works were written in the style of western detective novels, however, they 

were rather long (all from 70 to 370 pages) and therefore their style and plots were 

much more complex when compared to the shorter and serialized adventure fiction. 

Aka Glindliz was another writer that produced popular novels, fourteen of them 

between 1928-1938, treating a number of topical themes, ranging from the national 

struggle to romantic love. Melodramatic fiction by such writers as Muazzez Tahsin 

Berkand and Kerime Nadir mentioned in Chapter 4 is another example to this body 

of popular and less canonical novels which I have called semi-canonical for the lack 

of a better term. I argue that these popular novels distinguished themselves from 

simpler and shorter popular fiction. First of all, they defied generic categories and 

blended several genres, such as crime, romance and melodrama within their pages. 

Furthermore, their paratextual features such as their typeset, covers and illustrations 

(if any) distinguished them from "people's books" which were usually printed using 

larger fonts and with illustrations. These were features that were often encountered in 

children's literature as well, indicating that the "people's books" were directed 

towards audiences that were still in the process of acquiring their reading skills. 

These audiences were the rural and urban readers· with little fonna! education, as 

explained in the above sections. These sectors of the society which constitl.lted a 
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considerably large group of readers were the main market for the "people's books". 

It can be speculated that these groups, which had learned to read and write through 

the Nation's Schools, or at the adult education courses at the People's Houses, were 

not equipped with enough cultural capital to embark on long and complicated 

reading projects. Another group targeted by the "people's books" was inevitably the 

younger population in primary and secondary education. For these groups, these 

works might have constituted a steppingstone towards more sophisticated reading 

material. Regrettably, my argument on the segmentation of the readership faces the 

risk of remaining speCUlative. Although discourse on literature and reading offers 

clues about a segmentation of the readership, and the presence of value-judgments 

discriminating between "good" (canonical) versus "bad" (popular), or "useful" 

versus "harmful" reading material, there is not enough material to conclude which 

sections of the society read exactly what. Nevertheless, the situation of the market, as 

represented by the pervasiveness of both "people's books" and other popular 

literature and their numerous re-editions, indicate that these works were indeed in 

high demand. 

The list offered by Tiirkiye Bibliyografyasl for 1928-1938 clustered canonical 

and non-canonical fiction under the same heading: "novels and short stories". In the 

meantime, "people's books" for the rural popUlation were listed under "folk 

literature". What I term "'people's books' for urbanites" belonged to a few main 

genres, namely battle stories from the War of Liberation, detective and adventure 

fiction, erotica and romance. These works can be identified through their titles, 

writers, characters, length, and marketing strategy, which usually meant that they 

were produced in the series [omlat. To give an impression about how titles offer 

clues about the generic categories, let me offer some examples: Tiirkiye 
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Bibliyografyasl listed a series by Beh<;:et Rlza, "Pire Necmi'nin Maceralan" (The 

Adventures of Necmi the Flea) which ran for about eight issues. These books were 

all published under the same title, with subtitles such as "Gortilmemi~ Bir Cinayet" 

(A Unique Murder), "Haydut Milyoner" (The Bandit Millionaire) and "Kanh BI<;:ak" 

(The Blood-stained Knife). All books were sixteen pages long. The title of the series 

suggests that it belongs to the detective/adventure genre. The use of the name "Pire 

Necmi" in the title suggests that it aimed to capture the readership by the help of this 

well-known Turkish burglar-hero. 14 C;anakkale'de jntepe Topc;ulan (The Intepe 

Artillery Troops at Dardanelles) and C;anakkalede Kumkale Muharebesi (The Battle 

of Kumkale at Dardanelles) were two books, respectively 23 and 48 pages, by a 

writer named Fuat. These two books clearly belonged to the war story genre. Bir 

C;apkznzn Hatlratl (The Memoirs of a Lecherous Man) and Kadznlar Hamamznda (At 

the Women's Bath) by SeHimi Munir or Oc; Ay Yatakta (Three Months in Bed) by M. 

Turhan can easily be associated with erotica. 

In the same list, the names Peyami Safa and Server Bedi appeared with a 

number of books. The presence of these two names is indicative of the co-existence 

of canonical and non-canonical books in the same list. Peyami Safa, a well-known 

and respected writer of canonical fiction, used the pen name Server Bedi for his non-

canonical novels and stories. In the 1928-1938 list, Server Bedi appeared with three 

popular series, featuring two famous characters: Ar~ene Lupin and Cingoz Recai. 

"Arsen Lupen istanbulda" (Arsene Lupin in Istanbul) had the world-famous 

gentleman-burglar as its hero. The series which ran for 15 issues, each of 16 pages, 

was classified under Turkish literature and was credited to a Turkish writer, although 

14 Some of the books in this series were published in 1928 in the Ottoman script. Although several of 
the titles are the same, the two series are credited to different writers. The first series was by C. Cahit 
and M. Raklln (see Oyepazarcl 1997: 218) and the second one was by Behcet Rlza. 
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it carried the name of Arsene Lupin in its title. Server Bedi's other popular character, 

Cingoz Recai, appeared in two separate series, "Cingoz Recainin Maceralan" (The 

Adventures of Cingoz Recai) and "Cingoziin Esran" (Cingoz's Mystery). The 

mention of the main characters in the title made it possible to classify these works 

under the crime/adventure genre. The Arsene Lupin series deserves a closer look in 

terms of the way it imported a character created by Maurice Leblanc, a well-known 

French writer, into an indigenous story. Arsene Lupin was a well-known and popular 

character among some sections of the readership and the use of his name in the title 

made it likely that the book would be received as a translation. The fact that the book 

was credited to Server Bedi did not require an explanation or justification, which 

indicates that the borders between translation and original were rather blurred unlike 

the field of canonical fiction. 

Somewhere after 1938, a breaking point occurred in the field of popular 

literature, and "people's books" became an official category laid out by Tiirkiye 

Bibliyografyasl. This classificatory strategy was only used for the decade between 

1938-1948. The bibliographies published after 1948 returned to the "folk literature" 

classification and listed popular literature along with canonical novels and short 

stories. 

In the 1928-1938 bibliography, the term "people's books" was not used, and 

non-folkloric "people's books" were listed along with canonical literature and 

popular novels. In the 1939-1948 bibliography, the term "people's books" covered 

both folk literature and shorter detective and adventure fiction. During this period, 

the term "people's books" was also used by publishers which launched series under 

. . 1 ' b 1" " 1 ' 1 " 15 " Fth . . 1" 'C: 'k the tltw "peop e S OOKS or peop e s nove 5. ..:lome 0 .... ese senes publlsneu 101 

15 Some of these publishers included Ebiizziya, UIkii, Ak-iin, Alaeddin KIral, Maarif, Emniyet, Ar, 
Giiven and C;ocuk Esirgeme Kurumu (Society for the Protection of Children). 
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literature, while some focused on non-canonical fiction. The bibliography seems to 

have used specific criteria while classifying certain works as "people's books". 

Works of folk literature were invariably placed under "people's books". Shorter 

detective stories appearing in a generic series fonnat, like books published in "Semih 

Lfrtfinin Polis RomanIan Serisi" (Semih Lfrtfi's Series of Police Novels) were also 

classified as people's books. Furthermore, some titles with erotic overtones such as 

Selami Miinir Yurdatap's Sehvet Geceleri (Nights of Passion) and Sermed Muhtar 

Alus' Eski r;apkzn Anlatlyor (A Lecherous Man Speaks) were placed under this 

category. Stories of adventure and espionage, several series by Giiven Publishing 

House carrying the words "curious" ["merakh"] or "exciting" ["heyecanh"] in their 

titles were considered as "people's books". In the meantime, longer popular novels, 

representing mainly melodrama, romance, adventure, and also erotica, were placed 

under the title "Novels and Short Stories" along with canonical fiction. The 

classification was done in a somewhat arbitrary manner and it is difficult to identify 

the reasons behind the classification of each item as a "people's book". Nevertheless, 

shorter works, serialized adventure and detective stories were invariably classified as 

"people's books". 

Some translated books were also referred to as "people's books". While 

canonical literature, i.e. translations of western classics or contemporary canonical 

fiction were placed under the category of "novels and short stories", detective and 

adventure fiction, especially in their serialized and shorter form, were classified as 

"people's books". Novels by such writers as Agatha Christie and Arthur Conan 

Doyle, who are considered to be "canonical" writers of the detective genre in our 

day, were included among the "peo;lle's bocks". On the other hand,.tran;;lations of 

books by popular writers such as Daphne Du Maurier who wrote romantic fiction, 
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appeared on the list of canonical fiction. The list for 1939-1948 reveals that 

numerous publishing houses launched series of detective fiction in the 1940s. As 

mentioned in Chapter 4, the titles of these series usually included generic 

connotations and aimed to capture the readership based on the genre or the popular 

protagonists ofthe stories. 

The term "people's books" seems to have lost its topicality in the 1950s. 

Turkiye Bihliyografyasl no longer used the classification and went back to classifying 

folk and popular fiction either under "novels and short stories" or "folk literature". 

Nevertheless, the production of short and long popular narratives continued 

throughout the 1950s. The 1950s was the decade of the pocket book. "People's 

books" for the rural and the urban population continued to be published in series 

featuring short stories. Nevertheless, both Turkish and translated popular fiction 

showed a tendency towards the pocket book format, which meant that most of the 

stories became longer, and the plots more complicated. 

Although the terminology seems to have disappeared from the literary agenda 

in the 1950s, the poetics of the "people's books" which constantly blurred the 

demarcation between "indigenous writing" and "rewriting/re-edition" or 

"translation" mainly due to its lack of focus on the question of "authorial originality" 

continued to have an impact in the field of translated popular literature. I suggest that 

the field of translated popular literature was largely affected by the poetics of folk 

literature in the early republican period, mainly due to the literary habitus fostered by 

the readership for popular literature which resisted a view of a literary text as a 

unitary and fixed structure. 
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5.3 The Poetics of Translated Popular Literature 

As illustrated in Chapter 4, the field of translated popular literature was rather rich 

and dynamic in 1923-1960. The poetics created around the Translation Bureau 

foresaw close adherence to the source text as an "original" that should be 

manipulated as little as possible. 16 As mentioned in Chapter 3, in the books 

commissioned by the Translation Bureau, the original titles of the translated works 

often accompanied the translated title, while the author's name always appeared 

more visible than the translator's. In the meantime, the field of popular literature was 

governed by the opposite strategy. Throughout the 1930s-1950s, one could encounter 

a range of different attitudes towards the source text, source author and the translator. 

There were cases where both the translator and the author of the work were 

credited. l7 On the other hand, it was also common practice to leave out names of the 

original authors of the works, although the works could be credited to a translator. 1 8 

In some cases there were no translator's or author's names on the covers of popular 

translated fiction and the text's status as a translation or an indigenous work was not 

specified. l9 In certain cases the writer of the work could be specified on the cover, 

while the translator would remain invisible.20 The lack of a consistent approach 

towards the source text and the source author indicated that the publishers, writers, 

translators, and above all, readers, were indifferent to who wrote or translated the 

books, or to whether the books were indigenous or translation. Readers were first and 

foremost drawn to the generic features of translated popular fiction as discussed in 

16 Nevertheless, it will be remembered that fluency was also a major issue. 
17 Sec, Arsen Liipen Kaplan Di:jleri by Maurice U'blanc, translated oYc'P.er!:e-Y: Sev~(ct_ Kl1tli~1hane-i 

Sudi (1928). 
18 See Tarzamn Canavarlan, writer unidentified, translated by Ali Rlza Seyfi, Sinan Basrrnevi (1935). 
19 See ~arlok Holmes Arsen Liipen Kar.yl Kar.ylya, writer and translator unidentified, In:kEfap Kitabevi 

(1940). 
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Chapter 4. Furthermore, even though bibliographies classified these works under 

foreign fiction, in many cases the books did not bear any statements suggesting that 

they were translations. The attribute "nakil" was often used instead of "translator" in 

translated popular fiction especially until the 1950s. 

In the 1950s the translation and publishing strategies in the field of translated 

popular literature changed considerably. The unprecedented success of Mike 

Hammer translations changed the production patterns and a number of publishing 

houses started to publish their translations in the pocket book format. During this 

decade, the massive wave of Mike Hammer pseudotranslations published by several 

companies indicated that the undifferentiated attitude towards Oliginal and translation 

continued. However, the way these pseudotranslations positioned themselves was 

different from the way translated popular literature was positioned in the previous 

decades. The Mike Hammer pseudo translations of the 1950s, except four written by 

Kemal Tahir, credited the writer as Mickey Spillane and the pseudotranslator as 

"yeviren" ("translator"). Some of these books even claimed to be "full and 

unabridged" translations.21 I suggest that this is a reflection of the dynamics in the 

field of canonical literature on the field of popular literature. I also regard this 

attitude as the symptom of a change in the reception patterns of the readers who 

became more experienced readers and started acquiring a different kind of cultural 

and literary habitus as a result of the republican planning project The increasing rate 

of urbanization and close contact with American culture which rapidly started to 

replace the French culture, which had been the dominant source of foreign cultural 

influence until the 1950s, also meant that the new generation of readers developed a 

20 See Kanun Dl$l by Wade Miller, translator unidentified, Ekicigil Yaymlan (1955). 
21 See Oliim C;emberi, writer indicated as Mickey Spillane, transl<1:~ed by Dmit Deniz, Ekicigil 
Yaymlan (1954). This book is a Mike Hammer pseudotranslation and Umit Deniz is its writer, not its 
translator. 
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taste for urban themes with a dash of action. Furthermore, as represented by the Mike 

Hammer novels, the hard-boiled 2:eme with its strona lanauaae naturalistic 
~ ~ ~ ~, 

depictions and violence content was a compromise between the by-then canonized 

realism of canonical fiction and popular literature, which had thus far been 

characterized by escapist and fantasy-related features. Nevertheless, the defining 

characteristic of the older "people's books", i.e. the tendency towards undermining a 

literary text's provenance and unitary structure, still dominated translated popular 

literature in the 1950s, a fact proven by the ease with which hundreds of 

pseudo translations using the same popular character were produced within the course 

ofa decade. 

Apart from the crucial concept of anonymity which derived from the rural 

literary habitus, there was another defining factor that shaped the poetics of the field 

of translated and indigenous popular literature in early republican Turkey: the links 

among the texts located within the same system. The production and reception of 

each novel or tale was largely shaped by the expectations of the readers which were 

based on-their previous exposure to literature and their familiarity with specific types 

of texts. In other words, each text stood in a certain relationship to its cultural and 

literary context. The concept of "metonymy" may explain the relationship between a 

literary text and other texts preceding or succeeding it in clearer terms. Metonymy is 

" a figur~ of speech in which an attribute or an aspect of an entity substitutes for the 

entity or In which a part substitutes for the whole" (Tymoczko 1999: 42). As a 
" 

metonyrriy, a text may come to stand for a whole literary system. The readers, or the 

audience in the caseof an oral tradition, establish links between the individual stories 

they receive and other literary forms which the stories derive from, or have led to 

through the metonymic aspect of language and culture. According to Tymoczko, 
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metonymy in literary rewritings and retellings IS a signi ficant instmment of 

continuity and change (1999: 46). 

The poetics of Turkish rewrites of folk tales can also be analyzed from a 

perspective that explores their metonymic aspects. While each rewrite retained the 

major elements of the story it was based on, such as the plot, the protagonists and 

sometimes the verse sections, it also introduced changes to it. These changes could 

both consist of ideological manipulations to the plot or the dialogues, and 

interventions with the language and style of the story. Therefore, each rewrite 

contained both continuity and change within it. The same strategy was valid for 

popular modem stories and novels which were built upon the audience's habitual 

familiarity with certain forms, such as the battle story or traditional romance. 

Maria Tymoczko has written about the importance of taking the metonymic 

aspects of literature into account while exploring translations from a "non-canonical 

or marginalized literature" (Tymoczko 1999: 47). She discusses translations of early 

Irish literature into English within the framework of the position of Irish as a 

marginalized literature and culture vis-a.-vis a dominant-culture, i.e. the English 

speaking audience. She therefore explores a case where the metonymic aspects of a 

literature are opaque to a target audience, i.e. the audience is not familiar with the 

characters, plot, form, genre, and literary allusions (Tymoczko 1999: 46-47). 

Translators and pseudotranslators operating in the Turkish system of translated 

popular literature were faced with a similar issue. They needed to convey the 

readership stories which existed in a metonymic relationship to the rest of the foreign 

literature in question, while the popular readership was not equipped with the 

necessary D8ckground to perceive the larger system behind the trcmslated texts. I 

suggest that the Turkish readers rather received these texts in relation to a system of 
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literature that they were familiar with, i.e. Turkish folk literature. This severed the 

translated texts from the larger network of relations they held within their home 

systems and transferred them onto the Turkish system of literature where their 

translations into Turkish granted them new kinship ties with the Turkish tradition. 

5.4 Summary 

Chapter 5 explored field of popular literature in early republican Turkey. It delved 

into the concepts of "people" and "people's books" and discussed the kind of 

literature considered suitable for the rural and the urban population by the literary 

institution. The chapter discussed the impact of folk literature on the field of popular 

literature and concluded that the idea of anonymity prevailing in the field of folk 

literature had repercussions on the field of indigenous and translated popular 

literature. It argued that translations of popular literature were characterized by the 

blurring of the line between indigenous writing and translation and suggested that 

this literary strategy largely owed to an older cultural habitus which resisted to an 

idea of the literary text as a fixed entity with a known producer. 

Chapter 6 offers a case study on several works by writer-translators who 

operated in the field of translated popular literature. The findings of the case study 

will shed some light upon the literary habitus addressed by these writer-translators 

and reveal aspects of the poetics which governed the field of popular literature in 

early republican Turkey. 
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Chapter 6 

Case Study I: 

Translating on the lVIargin 

The previous chapters concentrated on the ideological and poetological factors which 

shaped the production and reception of translations in the fields of canonical and 

popular literature. Chapter 6 will take a closer look at some of the works that were 

available in the market for popular literature in Turkey in 1923-1960 by carrying out 

a case study on nine works by three writer-translators. I These writer-translators, 

Selami Munir Yurdatap, Ali Rlza Seyfi (Seyfioglu)2 and Kemal Tahir, were chosen 

from the field of translated popular fiction from English. 3 

I have chosen to base the analysis in Case Study I on the work of three 

individuals whose literary activities illustrate the diversity and richness extant in the 

field of popular literature. Case Study I will also trigger a methodological and 

theoretical discussion about the validity and use of concentrating on the work of 

individual writers/translators rather than, or complementary to, dwelling upon the 

products of 'schools' or institutions. The focus on the writer-translators as agents 

within the larger literary and cultural systems will enable me to explore their 

individual literary strategies and discover points of contact, and of divergence in their 

I By adopting the term 'writer-translator' I do not suggest that translators are not writers. The term is 
introduced for practical purposes in order to distinguish a person who is involved in both indigenous 
writing and in translating from one who is only engaged in translations and does not produce 
indigenous works. 
2 Ali Rlza Sevfi was the name used by the author prior to the law that required the adoption of 
surnames. Aft~r 1934, he used both Seyfi and Seyfioglu as SU!11ames. In the present thesis ! refer to 
him as Ali Rlza Seyfi. 
3 There were two reasons for the choice of English. The first obvious reason was that the scope of the 
present thesis did not allow for an extensive analysis o~ translations d~ne from. alI source literatures. 
Secondly, especially in the 1940s and 1950s, translatIOns from EnglIsh dommated the market for 
translated popular literature. 
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works. I will further set out to trace the norms they have observed during their 

processes of writing and translating and question to what extent such norms 

complied with the norms propagated by the canonical view of translation explained 

in Chapter 3. The study of the three writer-translators will also trigger a set of 

questions about the diffusion of the translational norms and the poetics created in the 

center of the literary polysystem in early republican Turkey. The case study will 

offer clues about the literary repertoire shaped by agents located further away from 

the center of the cultural polysystem and consider the options available in the field of 

popular literature as signs of an act of planning, i.e., a deliberate or inadvertent 

attempt to shape the course that literature and culture would take. 

The reason behind the selection of three specific writer-translators, Selami 

MHnir Yurdatap, Ali Rlza Seyfi and Kemal Tahir, as subject for Case Study I 

pertains to the broad literary spectrum they operated in. All three writer-translators 

were prolific and industrious personalities, producing works in the field of both 

indigenous and translated literature. Furthermore, their engagement in borderline 

translational phenomena such as concealed translations and pseudotranslations offers 

interesting evidence about the literary habitus they addressed and the poetics they 

subscribed to. Selami MHnir, Ali Rlza Seyfi and Kemal Tahir were not solitary 

individuals within a large field of popular literature. They competed with a number 

of similar writers who produced literary works in a ubiquitous way, switching back 

and forth between indigenous literary production and translation.4 

In each case, I will examine first the translation, then the pseudo- or concealed 

translation and conclude with a brief look at the indigenous writing of each. The 

motive underlying my decision to include indigenous 'Norks in this study is to be able 

4 Such writers included Dani~ Rernzi Korok, Vedat Orfi Bengi, iskender Fahrettin SertelIi, Selami 

izzet Sedes and others. 
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to pin down the specific similarities and differences between each writer's translation 

and writing strategies. Such data will help me to question whether they adopted a 

different style, different syntax, different thematic structure during their activities as 

translator and writer. This, in tum, will reveal the concept of translation held by each. 

The choice of pseudotranslations and concealed translations for a case study is 

especially fitting when one studies a literary environment where the boundaries 

between indigenous writing and translation are blurred. The analysis of these works 

will serve to carry out an enquiry into the production of pseudotranslations and 

concealed translations and will investigate to what extent the writers used specific 

literary strategies in order to create an impression of translation or authenticity in 

their works. 

6.1 Tools of Analysis 

The analysis of the translations in Case Studies I and II will make use of the 

concepts, terminology and methodology developed in Descriptive Translation 

Studies (Toury 1995). Some additional concepts will be borrowed from other fields, 

such as literary criticism where necessary. During the analysis of the translations I 

will mainly focus on the operational, and especially on the matricial norms observed 

by the translators. The matricial norms govern the fullness, distribution and 

segmentation of the target text offered as the translation of a source text (Toury 

1995: 59). The description of additions to or omissions from a source text can be 

useful in investigating the linguistic or ideological manipulations carried out by the 

transht0f. The linguistic manipulations offer clues about how the translatoi" views 

herlhis own language. The gaps and deficiencies s/he discovers when the source and 
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the target languages are juxtaposed become clearer when one studies the additions in 

the target text, or the omitted parts in the source text. Nevertheless, the majority of 

the matricial manipUlations are done with cultural and/or ideological motives. 

Additions and omissions or potential reshuffling of the source text in translation may 

serve as crucial links between the universe of the translated text and the general 

cultural context it takes its departure from. I will come back to this argument during 

the case studies. 

The second tool which will be used during the analysis of the corpus selected 

for both case studies will consist of a survey of paratextual elements surrounding the 

translated and indigenous texts. Paratexts consist of such textual elements as 

prefaces, postfaces, titles, dedications, illustrations and similar phenomena that 

mediate between the text and the reader. Such elements serve to 'present' a work to 

its audience (Genette 1997: 1). In the present thesis I have been using the term 

"extratextual material" to refer to general meta-discourse on translation circulating 

independently of individual texts. Paratexts, on the other hand, are presentational 

materials accompanying translated texts and the text-specific meta-discourse formed 

directly around them in the form of reviews or advertisements prepared for the work 

in question. Paratexts offer valuable clues into a culture's definition of translation. 

The target culture plays a significant role in distinguishing a translation from a non-

translation. The concept of "assumed translation", which suggests that all utterances 

assumed as translation in a specific culture can be regarded as translation (Toury 

1995: 32), rests largely on the conditions of the reception of texts. The assumption is 

made by the members of the target culture and it is they who will mainly determine a 

te;a's statu.s as a translation. The precess of reception is affected by a Dumber of 

factors which are not confined to the text assumed to be a translation. Translated 
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texts can offer us a number of clues hinting at their status as translations. The use of 

foreign names and foreign cultural elements, the subject matter and an unusual 

syntax may all warn the reader about the possibility of encountering a translation. 

Nevertheless, the majority of these clues, such as the title of the text, the name of the 

author, the name of the translator, the name of the source text, the title of a series the 

book appeared in, are identified by the reader before the translated text begins. They 

can be located 'around' the translated text, on the cover, on the title page or in a 

preface; Genette speaks of 'peritexts' in this case (1997:5). Alternatively, such 

presentational elements can be located outside the book and can be found in 

bibliographies, in advertisements in magazines, in review articles or in interviews; 

according to Genette, these are 'epitexts' (Genette 1997: 5). Most of the works 

included in Case Studies I and II will be analyzed on the basis of their peritextual 

elements, because little or no epitextual discourse was formed about these books in 

the form of reviews, criticism or advertisements. Paratextual elements have a strong 

bearing on how the text will be received, at least at the beginning, before the process 

of reading the actual text starts. Then it can be safely assumed that our first 

impressions of what distinguishes a translation from a non-translation are shaped not 

by the translation (or non-translation) itself, but by the way texts are packaged and 

presented. This assumption makes it imperative for any study engaged in translation 

analysis to include paratextual material within its scope. In Chapter 3, I made use of 

paratextual elements in order to trace the translator's visibility in a number of works. 

In Case Study I and II, I will explore paratextual elements that impinge upon the 

presentation and reception of translations and expand the analysis beyond translator's 

visibility to cover the specific ways in .vhich the texts position themselves and relate 

to their readers. 
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The treatment of proper names in translation will also be used as a tool for 

analysis. In texts in Ottoman script, foreign names were usually transcribed 

phonetically. There were cases where proper names were printed in their original 

spelling in the Latin alphabet, but those were indeed rare.5 After the alphabet reform 

of 1928 foreign proper names in the translations continued to be printed in their 

phonetic spelling. This was the case for both canonical and non-canonical 

translations alike, continuing to be a general norm until the 1940s when the 

Translation Bureau adopted the opposite strategy of printing foreign names 

according to their original spelling. This was one of the basic principles adopted by 

the Bureau at its first meeting ("Haberler" 1940: 112). However, the Bureau affected 

only a part of the system of translated literature. Popular literature remained largely 

indifferent to this strategy and continued to use the phonetic spelling throughout the 

1940s and 1950s. 

"What's in a name?" one may ask. Why go into a long argument regarding a 

subject that may appear trivial at first sight? I suggest that the treatment of proper 

names in translation is first and foremost a cultural issue. Offering the readers 

phonetic transcription or foreign spelling are two dramatically different approaches. 

Each of them defines a separate way of handling the source text. The adoption of a 

foreign spelling is a strictly "foreignizing" strategy, interfering with the text's 

fluency, alienating the reader from the translation or inviting the reader to ponder it 

as a mediated work, i.e. a translation. This sense of alienation is much contrary to 

"popular aesthetics" which "requires fluent translations that produce the illusory 

effect of transparency .. , [T]his means adhering to the CUlTent standard dialect while 

5 For an example combining both phonetic transcription ~nd ~riginal Latin~alp~a,bet spelli?~ see the 
translation of Charles Dickens' Posthumous Papers of PIckwIck Club pubhshea oy the Mmlstry of 
Education in 1927: Mister Pikvik'in Maceralarr, translated by Kamuran ~erif. Istanbul: Maarif 

Vekaleti. 
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avoiding any dialect, register, or style that calls attention to words as \vords and 

therefore preempts the reader's identification" (Venuti 1998: 12). That is why the use 

of phonetic transcriptions can be considered an attempt to cover up, or reduce an 

awareness of the text as a translation (versus an "original") in order to facilitate 

reader's identification with the narrative and its fictive characters. One may argue 

that in the latter strategy, the "foreignness" of the foreign culture being translated is 

phased out by avoiding distractions that may be caused by unfamiliar letters, 

unexpected accent marks or names that have such 'strange' and complicated spelling 

that one stops reading and concentrates on possible ways of pronouncing it. 

The treatment of proper names also defines specific ways of addressing and 

relating to the readers. Providing phonetic transcriptions of names may be indicative 

of a patronizing attitude on the part of the translator. A translator who writes al1 

foreign proper names in their phonetic spelling may appear as an agent with more 

cultural, and also symbolic capital. By dictating to the reader the "correct" way of 

pronouncing the foreign name, such a translator may appear to position the reader at 

a lower educational level. On the other hand, retaining the original spelling in the 

translated text may be perceived as a translational strategy that treats the reader as an 

intellectual peer. 

The rest of this chapter is devoted to the analysis of nine works by three writer-

translators. The descriptive analysis to be carried out, will be based on three criteria 

explained above: matricial norms, paratextual elements and the treatment of proper 

names. 
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6.2 SeHlmi Miinir Yurdatap: A Literary Jack of All Trades 

The first three works to be analyzed in Case Study I are by SeHl.mi Miinir Yurdatap 

(1905-1973).6 During his long career, spanning through half a century, Yurdatap 

worked as a journalist, writer and translator. He produced over one hundred 

indigenous and translated works displaying an immense variety in tenus of genre, 

theme and style. He wrote both fiction and non-fiction consisting of rewrites of folk 
/ 

tales, novels, stories, tales, dream interpretations and religious books (YaI9111 2001: / 

921-922). His fictional books belong to a wide range of genres, such as folk tales, 

adventure, detective fiction and erotica. He was the translator of numerous books 

from English, French and Arabic. In the meantime, the number of his 

pseudotranslations seems to exceed the number of his translations. He wrote many 

detective and adventure novels with imported characters. Among these, his Sherlock 

Holmes, Arsene Lupin, Nick Carter and Mike Hammer pseudotranslations were the 

most popular ones. Yurdatap almost exclusively concentrated on writing and 

translating popular works and operated in the field of large-scale production. He was 

an industrious writer and his works which have survived to our day offer interesting 

clues about his concept of translation, as well as his views on the function of 

literature and the kind of poetics he adopted in the fields of indigenous and translated 

literature. 

In the following sections I will offer three samples selected from among his 

various works. The first work to be taken up is Yurdatap's translation of Bram 

6 There is some confusion rega,ding Yurdatap'~ birtlJ. :md ieath Jates. Tanzimatfan Bugiine 
Edebiyat911ar Ansiklopedisi (The Encyclopedia of Liter~ry Fig~res from the Ta~i~at until Today) 
aives the birthdate as 1910 (Yal~m 2001: 920). The National Library catalogue mdlcates 1905 as his 
~ear of birth. 1905 appears more likely, since ~~urdatap published some of his works as early as 1.926. 
Furthermore the encyclopedia does not speCIfy a date of death for Yurdatap, whIle the NatIOnal 
Library sup~Iies the date as 1973. Here, I have adopted the dates given by the National Library. 
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Stoker's Dracula. This will be followed by an analysis of his pseudotranslation, 

Serlok Holmes'in Arsen Liipen ile Serguze!jtleri: Hindistan Ormanlarznda (The 

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes and Arsene Lupin: In the Forests of India). The last 

work I will analyze by Yurdatap is his indigenous collection of battle stories, 

Mehmett;ik C;anakkale 'de (Mehmet9ik in the Dardanelles). 

6.2.1 Drakyola Kan jgen Adam (Dracula, the Blood-drinking Man) 

Drakyola Kan ken Adam, an abridged translation of Bram Stoker's Dracula, was 

published in 1940 by Guven, a publisher operating in the field of popular literature 

throughout the 1940s. Although the first title page of the booe indicates that it is a 

"full novel" ["ba~h ba~ma bir roman"], Drakyola is a 16-page booklet. Its length was 

defined by the format used by GUven as a production and marketing strategy as I will 

explain in the section on paratextual features of the book. Rather than translating the 

novel sentence-by-sentence, Yurdatap has sllmmarized the general plot and offered a 

rough outline of Dracula to his readers. Drakyola carried a series title: "Exciting-

Curious-Adventure Novels" ["Heyecanh-Merakh-Macera RomanIan"] . 

Nevertheless, it did not feature a number, unlike most books published in the series 

format and I have not been able to trace any other books published within this series. 

Bram Stoker's Dracula was tirst published in 1897, and since then, has become 

one of the best known works of Gothic fiction internationally. It has been published 

7 The "title page" is the page follo\ving the front cover and the inside front cover. It usually includes 
the title, the author, the translator, the publisher's name and other relevant presentational elements. 
The title page may be preceded by the "flyleaf', a blank sheet of paper and a half title page where 
only the title of the book is printed ~Genett~ 1~97: 32~3}). Many detective and a.dventure stories 
published in Turkey throughout ~e 191.os-19)Os teaturec1 only the title p.age. Some dld not even have 
a title page and the book started Imrnedla~ely aft~r the cover. Drakyola dI.d not have a flyleaf or a half 
title page. It had a cover which bore an IllustratlOn of Count Dracula clImbmg down the wall of his 
castle. This was followed by the title page. 
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in numerous editions, adapted to both the screen and the stage. It \\'as first made into 

a film starring Bela Lugosi in 1931, which was also shown in Turkey under the name 

Drakyola Kan j~en Adam, the title ofYurdatap's translation. However, it is not clear 

whether the screening of the film in Turkey preceded the translation. In what follows, 

I will offer a descriptive analysis of Drakyola by focusing on three aspects of the 

translation. These are peritextual elements, the matricial nonns observed by 

Yurdatap and the treatment of proper names. 

6.2.1.1 Peritextual Elements 

Despite all the radical omissions and changes the target text went through, which I 

will explore in the following sections, Dra"-yola was still presented as a translation of 

Dracula. On its title page, the publishers printed Yurdatap's name as the "translator" 

["<;:eviren"]. On the same page there is also a paragraph introducing the book: "This 

mind-boggling, mysterious and fearsome novel has been 'borro\ved from'/ 'quoted 

after' the work by the famous English author B. STOKER" ["'Aklllara hay ret veren 

bu esrarengiz ve korkun<;: roman me~hur ingiliz muharriri B. STOKER'in eserinden 

iktibas edilmi~tir"] (Stoker 1940). The use of the tenn "iktibas" in this context is 

rather interesting. As explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.1, "iktibas" (a word of 

Arabic origin, meaning "borrowed trom" of "quoted after") was used to refer to 

poetry translation in the 1940s (see Devrim 1940: 276). On the other hand, the tenn 

could also be used to refer to indigenous \vriting, especially if the work in question 

was based on an external source or the work of another author. Yurdatap's 

indigenous work Nrehmetr;ik 9anakkalede, which will be 2.nalyzed in the following 

pages, is an example of such "iktibas". By using the tenn "iktibas" in the title page of 
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the story, Yurdatap, or the publishers, have shown Stoker as the "source" of 

Drakyola. On the other hand, the use of "iktibas" may also indicate that the 

translation is only based on or borrowed from the work of Stoker, rather than being a 

full translation of it. This attitude is proven by the marginal space allocated for Bram 

Stoker's name in the title page. Stoker's name is mentioned only once, and his first 

name never appears in full, testifying the publishers' relative indifference towards 

introducing the author and his work to the Turkish readership. 

The promotional paragraph printed in the title page has a number of functions. 

Apart from introducing the author of the story, it serves to offer information about 

Drakyola's generic features. The attributes "mind-boggling, mysterious and 

fearsome" help to position the story in terms of its genre. The presentational 

elements stressing the generic features of the book appear more important than the 

author's name. As mentioned earlier, the title page also features a parageneric 

designation, introducing the book as an "adventure novel" placed at the top of the 

page. Furthermore, the title page tells the reader that the 16-page booklet is a full 

"novel" printing the statement "Each book is a novel in itself' ["Her kitap ba~h 

ba~lna bir romandlr".] 

The emphasis on the status of the work as a translated novel seems to be of 

specific importance although it is difficult to pinpoint the exact reasons for that. I 

suggest that the popular success of novels in the book market made it a prestigious 

and financially lucrative literary form. The attribute "novel" was often used in the 

title of indigenous books, even when the number of their pages indicated that they 

were short stories or novellas rather than novels proper. 8 As a western literary form, 

8 During the 19305-1950s, titles of Turkish novels were often accompanied by a statement indicating 
their ge;eric features. The term novel was invariably used in all of th~se generic designations. The 
following list offers a short selection chosen from among numerous titles: 
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the novel only entered the Turkish literary system in the 19th century mainly through 

translations.9By the 20th century, it had become an established and popular literary 

form. I argue that publishers and translators active in the field of popular literature 

wished to capitalize on the popularity attained by the novel. They used the term 

"novel" in their works freely, to entice their audiences and to boost their sales. The 

use of this term cannot be considered as the communication of sheer information, 

like the printing of the name of the author, or date of publication. It is rather an 

intention and a promise: the publishers seem to imply "we promise that what you 

will find here is a novel". After all, as Genette maintains, "a n01'e! does not signify 

'This book is a novel,' a defining assertion that hardly lies within anyone's power, 

but rather, 'Please look on this book as a novel'" (1997: 11). In the meantime, the 

publishers operated within a given format for each series. In the case of Drakyola, 

and many other translations and pseudotranslations published by Guven in the 1940s, 

the "dime" format, i.e. 16 page-booklets published at regular intervals, dictated the 

publisher's publishing and marketing strategy. Yurdatap was confined to a length of 

16 pages, and this concern gave shape to many ofthe omissions he carried out. 

Nurettin AyyUce, jki Sevda Arasznda: A$k ve /:;dzrap RO.mam (Between Two Loyes: A Novel About 
Love and Suffering), Istanbul: Devrim Kitabevi. 1944; Iskender Fahrettin, jstanbulu Naszl Aldzk? 
Tarihi Roman (How Did We Conquer Istanbul? Historical Novel), Istanbul: Muallim Ahmet Halit 
Kitaphanesi, 1930; Vala Nureddin, Mazinin Yiikii A.ltznda: A$k ve J1acera Romam (Under the Burden 
of the Past: Love and Adventure Novel), Istanbul: Inkilap Kitabevi, 1942; Fakihe Odman, 0 ve Ben: 
A$k vc Seyahat Romam ("Slhe and I: Love and Tr::lvel Novel), Istanbul: ~ehir Matbaasl, 1952; Nezihe 
Muhittiti Tepedelenligil, C;zplak Model: A$k Romam (The Nude ~lodel: Love ::\"O\'eI), Istanbul: Arif 
Bolat, 1943. 

9 For information on the rise of the novel in the Turkish literary system see Ozon 1985. For the 
innovative role assumed by translation in 19th century Turkish literature, see Paker 1991. 
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6.2.1.2 Matricial Norms in Drakyola 

The first edition of Dracula published in 1897 was 384 pages long. The 1993 

Penguin edition contains 486 pages. It is, therefore, evident that Yurdatap's Drakyola 

went through intensive abridgement. Yurdatap has exercised vast omissions and 

reduced or removed many features of the source text during the process. These 

omissions did not only affect the length of the novel, they also led to a number of 

manipulations which meant that Yurdatap's version assumed dramatically different 

qualities than Stoker's Dracula. The narrative structure, the plot and the characters 

created by Yurdatap differed considerably from those of Stoker. Let me discuss each 

of these headings separately. 

Narrative Structure 

The most significant manipulation Yurdatap carried out in the translation was to 

change the narrative structure of the novel. Bram Stoker's novel is written in the 

style of a series of letters and journal entries where different characters relate events 

from their points of view. This structure enables the readers to follow the plot and to . . 

learn more about the personal traits of the characters with the help of the shifting 

points of view. This strategy also allows for the emergence of a series of leading 

characters and provides multiple possibilities of identification for the readers. 

Yurdatap eliminated this structure from the story and made Jonathan Harker, the 

male protagonist, the only leading character of the noveL He rewrote the story in 

tl)ird person singular, having an omniscient and implicit narrator tell the selles .Of 

events that Harker encounters. This enabled Yurdatap to omit a number of events and 
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characters in the translation. It further led to the rewriting of Dracula as an action-

oriented story with a rather linear and simple plot. 

Yurdatap has adopted a different principle of segmentation in his translation 

than that employed by its source text. Stoker's Dracula is divided into 27 untitled 

chapters, each consisting of a series of letters and journal entries. Yurdatap has 

divided Drakyola into two sections: "Korkun<;: Sato" (The Horrific Castle) and 

"Drakyola ingilterede" (Dracula in England), narrating the adventures of Jonathan 

Harker against Count Dracula in, respectively, Transylvania and London. The 

translator has focused on the first four chapters of Dracula and has magnified them 

out of proportion in Drakyola. The first four chapters of Stoker's Dracula which 

recounts Harker's stay at Dracula's castle, constitutes around one fifth of Dracula. In 

Yurdatap's case, this part takes 11 pages, and four fifths of Dracula is summarized in 

5 pages. The translator has concentrated on action-related parts and chose to include 

details that would evoke the readers' curiosity and fear. He has isolated adventure 

and action-related elements and placed them in the foreground. This is very much in 

line with the parageneric 10 designation the book carries on its first title page: 

"Exciting -Curious-Adventure Novels" [" Heyecanh -Merakh -Macera RomanIan"]' 

Plot and Culture-specific Elements 

Yurdatap has modified Dracula's plot and changed a number of events. He has 

simplified the story line to a large extent and left out elements that were not central 

to the progression of the main plot. Details of Harker's journey before he reaches 

Dracula's castle, the hYO men 'Nbo propose to Lucy, the events which take place on 

10 Parageneric indications are those terms that specify the thematic scope of a literary work. See 
Genette 1997: 95. 
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the ship carrying Dracula before he reaches England are all omitted from the story. 

Furthermore, events or objects that relate to Christianity, which abound in Dracula 

are absent from Drakyola. In addition, the Turkish equivalent of the word "vampire", 

"vampir", is not used in Drakyola where it is replaced with the attribute "blood 

drinking" ["kan iyen"]. Yurdatap must have assumed that his target audience would 

not be familiar with the term "vampir" and therefore resolved to paraphrase it. 

Specific information on vampirism and the history of Vlad the Impaler have been 

omitted from the translation. Culture-specific items pertaining to Transylvanian 

culture and history or to superstitions about vampires have not made their way into 

Dra"-yola. All in all, Yurdatap has reduced Dracula down to a simple thriller, 

providing a rough outline of the plot. Rather than translating the target text sentence 

by sentence, he seems to have summarized the story quite freely. 

Characters 

Yurdatap has dramatically reduced the number of characters and the textual variety 

of Stoker's Dracula which introduces a number of side characters and themes into 

the narrative through newspaper articles, journal entries and letters to or among 

minor characters. Stoker has created at least eight central characters in Dracula 

whereas in Yurdatap's Drakyola there are only four. As mentioned earlier, Drakyola 

concentrates on Jonathan Harker, one of the leading characters in Dracula, and 

presents him as the main protagonist who successfully embarks on a series of 

adventures to kill Count Dracula. This becomes clear when Y urd at ap makes him 

speak: "Count Dracula, the blood drinki!lg monster has a!lived in EHgbnd. Nobody 

knows his mystery but me. The country must be saved from his evil and murders," 
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["Kan ic;:en canavar Kont Drakyola ingiltereye gelmi~. Benden ba~ka onun esranm 

kimse bilmiyor. Memleketi onun ~errinden ve cinayetlerinden kurtarmak lazrm."] 

(Stoker 1940: 13). Stoker's Professor Van Helsing, who appears as a figure 

representing scientific wisdom and light versus Dracula's occult and dark forces, and 

who plays a major role in the extermination of Count Dracula, is absent from 

Yurdatap's version altogether. In Drakyola, Harker prepares the plans against 

Dracula and mobilizes Lucy's fiance to join him in his struggle. Unlike Drakyola, in 

Dracula Harker is a weak and instable personality, especially after his sojourn at 

Count Dracula's castle which nearly costs him his sanity. 

Yurdatap's female characters, as represented by Harker's fiancee Mina and her 

friend Lucy, are also rather different from Stoker's. Stoker places significant 

emphasis on Mina, Harker's fiancee and, later, wife, whom he has depicted as an 

angelic figure, as well as a strong and wise woman. She has a central role in the 

novel as the antithesis of evil apart from being an embodiment of the sexually chaste 

and loyal female. Yurdatap has provided very little space for Mina in his version. 

She only appears in the last four pages as Harker's fiancee and assumes a rather 

passive role along with her friend Lucy. In Stoker's Dracula, Mina travels with the 

entourage accompanying Harker and Van Helsing in their final expedition to 

Transylvania and witnesses Count Dracula's extermination. Yurdatap makes Mina 

stay behind. His Harker conjures up the plan to catch the Count before he arrives at 

his castle in Transylvania and convinces Lucy's fiance to join him. Harker declares 

that the two men should immediately go after the count and that the women would 

naturally stay home since "there is many a doctor LO take care of our ill fiancees" 

["Rasta ni~anlrlanrmza ba.kacak doktor arkada~lanm!z yoktur"}. 
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6.2.1.3 Treatment of Proper Names 

Yurdatap supplies phonetic transcriptions of names throughout the story which is 

evident from the title of the book: Drakyola. Furthermore Hawkins becomes 

"Hokenz", Lucy is transcribed as "Lusi", Golden Krone as "'Kron" and Carfax as 

"Karfaks". Lucy's fiance Arthur Holmwood was re-baptized as "Doktor Arser" 

based on the Turkish pronunciation, which is a distorted form of the name "Arthur". 

An interesting strategy for the transcription of names used by Yurdatap was to write 

them in brackets. Proper names, belonging to people or places alike, were given in 

brackets when they were printed for the first time. This was a strategy which was 

widespread in the field of indigenous and translated popular literature around the 

time. I suggest that this strategy was inherited from Ottoman script which used 

brackets to separate Turkish proper names or foreign names transliterated into 

Ottoman from the rest of the text in order to facilitate their reading. 

6.2.1.4 Siting Drakyola 

Y urdatap' s omission of significant portions of Dracula, the changes he introduced to 

the plot and the way he undennined the psychological and philosophical aspects of 

Dracula by foregrounding action and adventure-related features show that his 

intention was to create a text addressing readers who were after! unsophisticated 

reading material that could be consumed in a short time. Furthermore, his omission 

of culture-specific items and his representation of women in a more traditional role 

than that depicted by Stoker indicate that Yurdatc.p avoided probing issues that have 

socio-cultural implications and steered clear of topics that could potentially interrupt 
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the flow of the adventure plot. Above alL Yurdatap's translation demonstrates that he 

was not afraid to take liberties with DraJ....yola, and that he did not show any concern 

to adhere to the thematic or stylistic features created by Bram Stoker. Rather than 

regarding Dracula as an "original" that needed to be rendered into Turkish as closely 

as possible, Yurdatap took an authorial initiative and rewrote the novel in a format 

that addressed a different audience than a fuller translation of Dracula would. He 

severed the text from its metonymic network within the western literary tradition by 

isolating Christian elements and issues relating to vampiric myths. 11 

The specific style used by Yurdatap, especially in the beginning of the 

narrative, is reminiscent of folk tales. The opening paragraph of Drakyola reads: 

"(Karpat) daglanmn karh, yuksek tepelerinin birisinde buyuk ve tarihi bir ~ato yard!. 

ISSIZ ve sarp bir yerde bulunan bu ~atoda Drakyola admdan bir kont oturuyordu. 

Qunun birinde bu kont, Londramn en tanmml~ avukatIanndan olan (Hokenz) e bir 

mektup yollayarak ingilterede tarihi bir ~ato satm almak istedigini ve bu i~i hal ve 

muzakere etmek iyin guvendigi adamlanndan birisini yollamaslm istemi~ti" ["There 

was a big and historical castle on one of the snowy, high hills of the Carpathians. 

There lived a count by the name of Dracula in this castle with a desolate and 

precipitous location. One day this count sent a letter to Hawkins, one of the best-

known lawyers of London and expressed his wish to buy a historical castle in 

England, asking him to send one of his tmstworthy colleagues to deal with the 

matter."] (Stoker 1940: 3). Compare this \vith the opening sentence of Yurdatap's 

rewrite of the famous folk tale Arzu ile Kanber: "Bundan Yillarca evvel Horasanda 

11 We should not be misled into thinking that this translation strategy and the aiteration of a text's 
metonymic network is a hallmark of all systems of popular literature. Jean-Marc Gouanvic has showr:. 
that in Post-War France translators of American science fiction avoided this approach and acted 
contrary to it. The translator appeared as "the privileged agent of a product that proclaims its 
American origin through every means available, textual as well as paratextual"' (Gouanvic 1997: 143). 
The translators apparently attempted to import not only the geme, but its whole metonymic network 
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fevkaHlde zenginlik ve ticaretile, akIl ve dirayetile me~hur Hoca Behram admda bir 

tliccarba~l vard1. Hindistanda, <;inde, Arabistanda ortaklan ve vekilleri bulunan bu 

tacirin aym zamanda yok eli aYlktl. Fakir fIkaraYl her zaman ikram eder, onlann 

dertlerine derman olmaYl sever, iyilikten ho~lamr tam bir insandl" ['"Many years ago 

there was a chief merchant in Khorasan by the name of Hoca Behram famous for his 

extraordinary wealth, commercial wisdom, intelligence and sagacity. This merchant 

who had partners and representatives in India, China and Arabia was also very 

generous. He always helped the poor and found remedies for their troubles; he was 

truly a pious man."] (Selami MUnir [Yurdatap] 1936: 3). 

Apart from the style, the plot created by Yurdatap recounting the adventures of 

a hero against a villain, also fits the narrative structure of Turkish folk tales which 

have an emphasis on action over dramatic or lyric features and focus on fantastic 

events (Boratav 1988: 64). I suggest that by rewriting the novel in this fashion, 

Yurdatap has tried to place it within the Turkish literary tradition and therefore made 

sure that the readership was equipped with the necessary literary background, 1.e. 

habitus, for the reception of the story. 

In the meantime, the close connection between the translation and the pre-

determined format of Drakyola deserves a closer look. The need to comply with the 

general concept and size of the format adopted by GUven publishing company 

appears to have been a strong factor affecting decisions taken by the translator. This 

demonstrates the commercial drive behind the observation of specific norms by 

Yurdatap. Contrary to Genette (1997: 12) who suggests that the paratext is always 

subordinate to its text, we may conclude that in certain cases paratextual elements, 

. such as the series fomlat, may be established before the texts themselves, and guide 

into the French system, unlike Yurdatap, who isolated the source text from its original context of 
production and reception. 
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not only their reception but also their translation/writing. Commercial motives were 

indeed strong factors dictating both the translational norms observed by Yurdatap 

and the production and marketing strategy employed by the publishers. I would like 

to argue that the series title Drakyola carried was also printed for marketing 

purposes. It has been suggested that translated books published within series sold 

more than individual publications in the 1930s: in 1939, Mr. Balit, owner of a book 

shop in Istanbul, claimed that "translated novels are purchased by readers when they 

are published in series and are advertised well. These works do not sell much when 

they are published individually" ["Tercume romanlar seri halinde ylkanldlgl ve iyi 

reklam yaplldlgl takdirde kari buluyor. Bu eserler teker teker <;:Ikanhrsa pek 

satIlmlY0r."] (Birinci Turk Ne§riyat Kongresi 1939: 147). 

Based on the findings of the descriptive analysis of Dra kyo la carried out above, 

it can be suggested that Yurdatap's translation of Dracula violated a number of 

norms propagated by writers and translators who operated in the field of canonical 

literature. Bis (deliberate or inadvertent) resistance towards the norms propagated at 

the center of the system of literature starts with the initial decision to translate this 

specific novel. Dracula did not suit the thematic categories that were approved for 

translation as it consisted of a fantasy and adventure-related narrative, detached from 

social concerns. Furthermore, the omissions exercised by Yurdatap were against the 

principle of textual integrity whose preservation was regarded as a prerequisite for 

fidelity even before the Translation Bureau was established. 12 Moreover, commercial 

concerns, which played a crucial role in the production and presentation of DraA-yola, 

were largely condemned and criticized by writers and translators who operated in the 

12 For a discussion on the importance attached to "fullness" in translation see Chapter 3, section 

3.4.3.1. 
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field of canonical literature throughout the 1920s-1950s. 13 In that sense, Yurdatap's 

Drakyola may be considered a case of "resistant" translation, serving a different 

poetics and a different literary habitus than translations intended for the centre of the 

literary polysystem. 

6.2.2. $erlok Holmes'in Arsen Liipen ile Sergiize~tleri: Hindistan Ormanlarmda 

(The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes and Arsene Lupin: In the Forests of India) 

SeH'tmi Miinir Yurdatap wrote numerous pseudotranslations in the 1920s-1960~. His 

first pseudotranslations were published in a series bringing Sherlock Holmes and 

Arsene Lupin together. This series consisted of six booklets, each of 16 pages, and 

was published by Cemiyet Publishing House in 1926. This was followed by another 

series of pseudotranslations consisting of four booklets under the title "Sherlock 

Holmes'in Sergiize~tleri" ("The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes") in 1927 

COyepazarcl 1997: 109-110) In 1928, Yurdatap wTote fictitious Nick Carter stories 

under the series title "Nik Karter-Diinyanm En Me~hur Polis Hafiyesi" ("Nick 

Carter, the Most Famous Police Detective in the World"). Eleven booklets of sixteen 

pages were published under this series COyepazarcl 1997: 135). Y urdatap continued 

to write pseudotranslations throughout his literary career. His Nick Carter series was 

expanded and reprinted in the 1940s (Tiirke~ 2001: 12). He also wrote Mike Hammer 

pseudotranslations which were published in the 1950s and 1960s.14 

Hindistan Ormanlarmda (In the Forests of India) is one of the early examples 

of Yurdatap's work as a pseudotranslator. It was published by Cemiyet Kitaphanesi 

13 For a discussion of commercialization in the field of translated literature and its critique, see 
Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2.1. 
14 Examples include Devler C;arpl~lyor (Fighting Giants), published by Samim GUniz-Sadlk Ozaygen 
in 1955 and Korkunq Tuzak (The Horrible Trap), published by Hakikl Ucuzluk Kitabevi in 1962. 
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in 1926 and was printed in Ottoman script. 15 Hindistan Ormanlarznda was published 

in a series with the title "Serlok Holmes'in Arsene Lupin ile Sergiize~tleri" ("The 

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes and Arsene Lupin"). This series featured at ieast five 

other 16-page booklets with the titles Gece (:ocugu (The Child of Night), Mukaddes 

Heykel (The Holy Statue), Saray Rakkasesi (The Court Dancer), Siyah Guller (Black 

Roses) and $6hret Ugruna (For the Sake of Fame) all published in 1926 COyepazarcl 

1997: 109-110). A review of known titles by Arthur Conan Doyle proves that he 

never brought Sherlock Holmes together with Arsene Lupin (see Conan Doyle 

1981). On the other hand, Maurice Leblanc wrote several stories about the 

encounters of Arsene Lupin and Sherlock Holmes, disguised as "Herlock Sholmes" 

after some legal objection from Conan Doyle (for a list of these stories see Chapter 4, 

Section 4.3.2.1). Yurdatap's books may have been inspired by Leblanc's stories. 

Nevertheless, the plots of Lupin stories are of a different nature to which Hindistan 

Ormanlarznda bears no resemblance, making Yurdatap's Sherlock Holmes vs. 

Arstme Lupin series a case of pseudotranslation.16 

6.2.2.1 Peritextual Elements 

The foreign provenance of Hindistan Ormanlarmda is visible in its peritextual 

elements. The cover of the book features two pictures, representing Sherlock Holmes 

and Arsene Lupin. Both illustrations had become established "faces" of the two 

characters since they were previously used in a number of books. In fact, the Arsene 

15 All transliterations from the Ottoman are mine. 
16 For summaries of Leblanc's stories see the French popular literature site on the Internet: 
http://www.coolfrenchcomics.com!sherlockholmes.htm. 
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Lupin illustration was borrowed from the original Leblanc books published in 

17 France. 

There IS no author's name on the cover, or anywhere else m Hindistan 

Ormanlarznda. SeHimi Munir Yurdatap is introduced as the "nakil" of the book. 

"Nakil", meaning "agent of transfer" in Turkish, denotes a gray area between 

translation and indigenous writing as it could refer to both. IS Sherlock Holmes and 

Arsene Lupin were already popular fiction characters in Turkey since the beginning 

of the century. The readership had grown familiar with them mainly through 

translations carried out by various translators and published by different publishers. 19 

The knowledge of Holmes and Lupin as foreign characters coupled with the 

presentation of Yurdatap as "nakil" made it likely that Hindistan Ormanlarznda 

would be received as a translation. 

As indicated earlier, Hindistan Ormanlarznda was part of a larger series which 

featured books in 16-page booklets (Oyepazarci 1997: 109-110). As in the case of 

Drakyola, this indicates that Yurdatap had to operate within a pre-defined format, not 

only in terms of generic and stylistic features, but also in terms of size. This appears 

to playa role in the arrangement of the relatively simple plot and in the depiction of 

characters, which remain rather sketchy. 

17 A similar illustration was used in the cover of the Lafitte edition of L 'Aigllille Crellse (Leblanc 
1909). 
18 For different usages of "nakil" see Chapter 3, section 3.4.1. 
19 For a comprehensive list of these books see Uyepazarci 1997: 91-121. 
A selection includes the following: 
Conan Doyle, Sir Arthur (1909) Dilenci, tr. Faik Sabri, Istanbul: ASlr Kllruphanesi. 
Conan Doyle, Sir Arthur (1912) Sherlock Holmes 'in Sergiize~tleri, anonymous translation, Istanbul: 
Matbaa-i Ebiizziya. 
Conan Doyle, Sir Arthur (1917) Sherlock Holmes, tr. Si.ileyman Tevfik, Istanbul. 
Leblanc, Maurice (1905) Arsene Lupin 'in Tevkifi, tr. FazlI Necip, Selanik: Am. 
Leblanc, Maurice (1910) Delik igne, anonymous translation, Istanbul: Matbaa-i Ebiizziya. 
Leblanc, Maurice (1912) Sherlock Holmes' e Kar~l Arsene Lupin, tr. Mehmet Ali, Istanbul: Kanaat. 
Leblanc, Maurice (1920) Dola~an Gliim, tr. S. Suat, Istanbul. 
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The two main characters, Sherlock Holmes and Arsene Lupin, were the major 

assets of this series, which is evident from the cover of Hindistan Ormanlarznda at 

first sight. The title "Serlok Holmes'in Arsen Liipen ile Sergiize~tleri" is located at 

the top of the cover, above the actual title of the story, namely Hindistan 

Ormanlarznda. The most salient elements on the cover are two separate illustrations, 

respectively of Holmes and Lupin, occupying around three fourths of the page. This 

shows that the publishers intended to attract the readers through the two characters 

which also identified the book's genre. 

One should also note that popular heroes such as Holmes and Lupin start 

leading lives of their own once they became established figures in the domestic 

literary system. It may well be that the authors Arthur Conan Doyle and Maurice 

Leblanc were less famous among the readership than the two heroes they created. 

Antonio Gramsci writes: 

One of the most characteristic attitudes of the popular public towards its 
literature is this: the writer's name and personality do not matter, but the 
personality of the protagonist does. When they have entered into the intellectual 
life of the people, the heroes of popular literature are separated from their 
'literary' origin and acquire the validity of historical figures (Gramsci in 
Bennett and Woollacott 1987: v). 

The representation of Sherlock Holmes and Arsene Lupin in the Turkish translations 

is worthy of a comprehensive study. I would like to argue that the tendency towards 

adding and omitting passages from the source text in translations of popular novels 

and stories in the 1910s and 1920s, and the intensive psel!dotranslation activity 

around the two heroes during this time made it evident that Turkish translators, 

writers and rcarters 2.ppropri.2.ted Holmes and Lllpin as popular heroes at an e2.rly 

stage. Loyalty to their "original" traits did not become an issue for writers and 
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translators as exemplified by Hindistan Ormanlarznda. This is not to say that Conan 

Doyle and Leblanc were never mentioned in the translated Sherlock Holmes and 

Arsene Lupin stories. Throughout the period under study, numerous translations 

were published, bearing the names of the authors. Nevertheless, it is difficult to claim 

that the translators and the publishers of the translations placed special emphasis on 

the authors which could become visible through a promotional statement or preface. 

This attitude was partly modified in the 1950s which was a decade where the system 

of popular literature started to go through a transformation in terms of its poetics as I 

will illustrate in Section 6.4.20 

6.2.2.2 Narrative Structure and Characters 

Hindistan Ormanlannda narrates Sherlock Holmes' search for Arsene Lupin who 

escapes to India after having robbed a number of banks in Paris under the disguise of 

a Russian prince. Sherlock Holmes, who is depicted as a member of the British 

police, is on a special mission to catch Lupin and follows him to India with his 

assistant Harry Taxon. Holmes and Taxon discover Lupin's hideout in the jungle, yet 

they are taken as captives by the clever burglar. Lupin releases them when Holmes 

20 A series of Sherlock Holmes stories published by Hadise Yaymevi in 1958 constitutes evidence for 
this. The Sherlock Holmes stories published by Hildise were translated by Selilmi izzet Sedes, a 
prolific translator and writer of mainly popular fiction. The stories were published in the pocket book 
format and they were all accompanied by a promotional statement printed on the back of the title 
page: "Hildise Yaymevi is proud to introduce this work by Conan Doyle who is the most powerful 
creator of English literature, the giant of detective fiction" ["Hadise Yaymevi ingiIiz edebiyatmm en 
kudretli yaratlclsl, polis romanlannm dev yazan Conan Doyle'~n bu eserini takdim etrnekle ~eref 
duyar"] (Doyle 1958). The first book in the series Kanh Yolda Uc; Erkek (Three Men on the Bloody 
Road), a translation of A Study in Scarlet, features an illustration of Conan Doyle and a preface 
introducing him and bis works to the readers. Furthem1Dre, there:is a paragr<!ph on the back of the title 
page asking the readers to "patiently" read the first 20-~5 pages of the story, which offered a general 
description and analysis of Sherlock Holmes' personalIty, before the "mysterious events" ["esrarlI 
hadiseler"] started. This provides proof for the argument that although the readers targeted by Hadise 
had started to show a concern for "authorial originality", they were still in possession of a literary 
habitus dominated by a poetics that prioritized action plots over literary style and aesthetic pleasure. 
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rescues him from a tiger's attack. Holmes and Harry Taxon leave the forest, 

determined to continue their struggle against Lupin. 

In Hindistan Ormanlarznda Yurdatap has represented ArsEme Lupin as a 

skillful and clever burglar of gentlemanly manners. This is proven by his noble act of 

releasing Sherlock Holmes because he owes Holmes his life. In that sense, Yurdatap 

may be said to adhere more or less closely to the main traits of the original Arsene 

Lupin created by Maurice Leblanc. The same cannot be claimed for Sherlock 

Holmes. Yurdatap has introduced a number of changes in the Holmes character and 

presented him as a different person. Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes is an utterly 

smart, gentleman-like cynical hero. He owes his success with solving difficult cases 

to his observational skills and his mastery over collecting information upon which he 

bases his deductive method. Furthermore, he is a man of means, working privately 

on cases that attract his interest. Yurdatap's Sherlock Holmes is an English police 

officer cooperating with the French police to catch Arsene Lupin. He is assisted by a 

Harry Taxon, and his usual assistant, Dr. Watson, is absent from the story. 

The Harry Taxon character was not Yurdatap's original creation. A Turkish 

senes of Sherlock Holmes pseudotranslations "Polislerin Piri Sherlock Holmes'in 

Gizli Dosyalan" ("The Secret Files of the King of Policemen Sherlock Holmes") of 

pseudo translations introduced this character into the Turkish system of popular 

literature for the first time. This series, published by ikbal Klittiphanesi in 1912 

served as a prototype for many Sherlock Holmes pseudotranslations published until 

the 1950s. It was the first series that introduced Sherlock Holmes as a member of the 

police force, rather than a private detective (Uyepazarci 1997: 98). 

Unlike the detective in the Oliginal Sherlock Holmes stories, Sherlock Holmes 

III Yurdatap's Hindistan Ormanlannda is not very intelligent. He is rather ill-
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tempered and the story shows no trace of his famous deductive method. The case 

progresses in a very action-oriented manner providing an opportunity for Sherlock 

Holmes to use his gun which he carries with him, unlike Conan Doyle's hero. The 

intelligent partner is Harry Taxon, who is depicted as a loyal junior police officer 

who helps his "master" ["iistad"] trace Arsene Lupin. Taxon warns Holmes about the 

information he misses and ignores, carries out most of the tasks required to find 

Lupin and becomes a major character in the story. The following dialogue from the 

beginning of the story offers an impression of the way Yurdatap depicted Taxon and 

Holmes. Before the dialogue takes place, Sherlock Holmes tries to phone Marseille 

from Paris, but the operator tells him that the connection is unavailable. Holmes 

becomes angry and blames the telephone company: 

-Bu telefon ~irketini hiikiimet adam akIlh tecziye etmeli. Boyle medeni bir 
memlekette bu gibi yolsuzluklara meydan veriyor. Bu ne kepazeliktir, diye 
soy lenmeye ba~ladl: 

Bu esnada HaITi iyeri girdi. Dstadml miinfail ve hiddetIi bir vaziyette goriince 
yanma yakla~tl, nazikane bir surette hatmm sorduktan soma hiddetini mucip 
olan ~eyi bedy-i istifsar sordu. 
~erlok Holmes onUnde gene;: ve zeki muavinini goriince hiddeti biraz zail 

oldu. Marsilya ile Paris telefonu i~lemedigini soyledi. Ve bu sebeple 
beynelmilel bUyUk bir hlrSlZ goz gore gore firar etmesine meydan verildigini 
beyan etti. 

HaITi zeki ve cevval nazarlanm iistadma teveccUh ederek: 
-Efendim: Kabahat telefon ~irketinde degil.. Teller henUz yeni kesilmi~tir. 
<;:iinkU iki saat evvel Marsilya ile muhabere mlinkatl degildi (Yurdatap 1926: 
3). 

[- The government shouid strictly punish this telephone company. It allows 
such problems in a civilized count!"'j like this. This is a scanda], he started 
complaining. 

At this moment Harry walked in. When he saw that his master was rather 
annoyed and angry, he approached him, politely greeted him and inquired the 
reason for his anger. 

\Vhen Sherlock Holmes SaW his yOU.rlg arId dever assistant in from of him, he 
calmed down. He told him that telephone lines between Marseille and Pa:-is did 
not work causing an international burglar to escape. 

Harry turned his allert and intelligent eyes to his master and said: 
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-Sir, this is not the fault of the telephone company ... The wires have recently 
been cut. Two hours ago the connection to Marseille was still available 
(Yurdatap 1926: 3).] 

The attributes chosen to describe Harry Taxon and Sherlock Holmes indicate that 

Yurdatap gave Taxon the upper hand in tenns of skill and intelligence. Yurdatap's 

Sherlock Holmes is "annoyed" and "angry", whereas his assistant is "clever", 

"polite" and "skillful". Furthennore, Taxon is calm and cool, helping Sherlock 

Holmes to obtain the necessary infonnation for solving the case. In other words, 

Yurdatap's Taxon assumes the qualities nonnally held by Conan Doyle's Sherlock 

Holmes. 

The presentation of Sherlock Holmes as a policeman is rather interesting. I 

suggest that because the idea of a private detective was rather unfamiliar to the 

Turkish audience in the 1920s, Yurdatap featured Holmes as a member of the official 

police force to make it easier for the readers to relate to the character. 

6.2.2.3 Treatment of Proper Names 

Yurdatap used the phonetic transcription method in his treatment of proper names 

and separated foreign proper names from the text by placing them within brackets. 

This was a standard practice in texts written in Ottoman script, in that sense, 

Hindistan Ormanlarznda did not distinguish itself from real translations of Sherlock 

Holmes stories. Sherlock Holmes translations published before the adoption of the 

Latin alphabet used brackets or quotation marks to separate proper names from the 

rest of the text' ana used the phonetic transcriptions of foreign names in Ottoman 

script (see Conan Doyle 1909a and 1909b). 
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In Yurdatap's transcription, Arsene Lupin became "Arsen Lupen", Sherlock 

Holmes "Serlok Holmes" (note that Holmes was read in two svllables in Turkish, 

unlike English) and Harry Taxon "Harri Takson". Yurdatap also added another 

character to the story: "Lord Klod", what would have corresponded to Lord Claude 

in French. 

6.2.2.4 The Status of Hindistan Ormanlarmda as a Pseudotranslation 

The popularity of Sherlock Holmes and Arsene Lupin appears as the major motive 

behind Yurdatap's appropriation of the characters. Readers who saw the pictures of 

Sherlock Holmes and Arsene Lupin on the cover would probably receive the work as 

a translation. Moreover, Yurdatap's presentation as the "nakil" of the work also 

blurred the status of the work as an indigenous story. In my view, these were 

deliberate strategies used by the publishers to position Hindistan Ormanlarznda as a 

translation. It is likely that Yurdatap and his publishers wished to capitalize on the 

commercial success of previous editions of stOlies featuring the two characters. It is 

difficult to trace other reasons to explain why Hindistan Ormanlarznda used Sherlok 

Holmes and Arsene Lupin as its main characters, instead of domestic characters. For 

instance, ideological motives, which may playa significant role in the production of 

pseudotranslations in other cultures, appear absent from the book. 2I Hindistan 

Ormanlarznda contains no ideological statements and does not communicate 

anything other than its intention to amuse the reader. It does not express any ideas or 

situations that were not tolerable in indigenous works. Furthermore, it does not 

appear to have an innovatory literary force, as pse'.laotransIaticns of Len do. 

21 For a discussion of how pseudotranslation was used as an ideological tool in Stalin's Soviet Union, 
see Toury 1995: 44. 
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Gideon Toury discusses the transfonnative role assumed by pseudotranslations 

in the shaping of certain literatures. He cites the examples of Russian and French 

literatures which were both heavily influenced by pseudotranslations in fonning their 

concept of the novel in the 19th century. By writing novels of a specific kind and 

presenting them as translations, Russian and French writers constructed a prototype, 

a "required" type of novel for their domestic literary systems (Toury 1995: 43). This 

does not seem a likely function for Hindistan Ormanlarznda which was published in 

1926 in a context where the detective story had already established itself as a familiar 

and popular genre. Hindistan Ormanlarznda is an exception to the law Toury 

formulates by suggesting that "there is hardly a single case where the decision to 

pseudo-translate, and the way this decision was implemented, could not be accounted 

for in terms of a more or less deliberate attempt to introduce new options into a 

culture while neutralizing many of the objections that might have arisen, had the 

novelties been offered in a straightforward, non-disguised manner" (Toury in press a: 

9). 

Hindistan Ormanlarznda also offers infonnation about the kind of readership it 

was intended for. Its generic and stylistic features, as well as its peri text, i.e., the 

paratextual elements printed in the book, supply clues about the metonymic context 

within which it intended to position the readership. 

6.2.2.5 Siting Hindistan Ormanlarmda 

The simplicity of the plot, the treatment of characters, the emphasis on action and 

adventure f>ver dialogues aDd the lack of a marked literarj style are the main features 

that distinguish Hindistan Ormanlarznda from Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes 
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stories. It seems that Yurdatap's purpose was to write a full story, bringing Sherlock 

Holmes and Arsene Lupin together, in a limited format of 16 pages. 

While Hindistan Ormanlarznda appeared to position itself within the western 

tradition of detective fiction with its status as a pseudotranslation, the literary 

network within which it was received was a domestic one. A list advertised on the 

back cover of the book, presumably addressing the same readership as Hindistan 

Ormanlarznda, demonstrates this in clear terms. The titles of some of these books 

offered an idea about their parageneric properties. Some of the books were clearly 

erotic fiction: KIZ ml Dul mu? (Is She a Virgin or a Widow?), jkisi de Gebe (They 

Are Both Pregnant), Kudurtan Geceler (Maddening Nights). This shows that 

Hindistan Ormanlarznda was published for an adult readership that mainly 

consumed non-canonical literature. 

The list published in Hindistan Ormanlarznda also featured a senes of 

correspondence books, i.e. letter samples, were also included in the list. These letter 

samples were rather popular in early republican Turkey. There were letter samples 

for all subjects; love letters, marriage letters, letters of separation, samples of official 

petition to name a few. Yurdatap himself wrote several books of letter samples in the 

1930s, some of which were printed more than once.22 The books containing letter 

samples have been published throughout the republican period, including the 1970s-

1990s. Love and marriage letters have remained the most popular type of letters 

among these books. The reason behind the popularity of the letter samples merits a 

broader sociological investigation. The supply of letter samples in the market 

22 The National Library catalogue offers the following list: Yeni Sevda Mektup Niimuneleri (New Love 
Letter Samples) (193311936), Yeni isrida Ormkleri (New Petition Samples) (1934), Yem ve lllu/assai 
A$k ve Evlenme Mektuplan (193811940) (New and Detailed Love and Marriage Letters), Biiyiik Giizel 
Mektup Nilmllneleri: Tebrik, Taziye, Diigiin, Toren (Great and Beautiful Letter Samples: 
Congratulations, Condolences, Weddings, Ceremonies) (1940). 
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indicates a demand by the readership, apparently incompetant in expressmg 

themselves in writing. I suggest that the readership targeted by these books consisted 

of those sections of the public with lower cultural capital. Lack of formal schooling, 

shortage of proper knowledge of grammar and spelling rules, a cultural habitus that 

encouraged an affinity for oral communication over written expression were the traits 

that marked that specific readership. 

The advertisement published on the back cover of Hindistan Orrnanlarznda 

also featured three folk tales, "people's books", which have been taken up in Chapter 

5, Section 5.2. These were Ferhat ile $irin, lv/aUk $ah and Arzu ile Kanber. This 

indicates that some translations, or pseudotranslations, addressed the same group of 

readers as folk tales and that Hindistan Orrnanlarznda was one of those. This was not 

only a phenomenon valid in the 1920s. A number of publishers, which were active in 

the field of popular literature, published both indigenous and translated fiction and 

used the same advertising and marketing strategies to sell these books. Gliven 

publishing house, the publishers of Drakyola, can be named as an example to these. 

For instance, Gliven published a 16-page adventure story in a series titled "Resimli, 

Heyecan~l, MeraklI, Macera RomanIan Serisi" ("Illustrated, Exciting, Curious 

Adventure Novels Series") in 1943. The story, which bore the title Baytekin ile 

Tarzan Kar~l Kar~lya (Baytekin Face to Face with Tarzan) was also written by 

SeHlmi Munir Yurdatap.23 The back cover of the book included an advertisment for 

other books published by the company and among these were also several indigenous 

"people's books"such as Nasreddin Hoca ile Salamort, Selahaddin Eyubi and Bagdat 

HzrslZZ (The Thief of Baghdad). This makes it clear that books published by Gliven, 

23 Baytekin was the Turkish name given to Flash Gorden, and Tarzan was a popular and well-known 
character in Turkey by the 1940s mainly through the novels and films which featured him (see 6.3.1). 
Although the story was presented as an indigenous novel, the illustrations were borrowed from 
oriainal Flash Gordon comics, which brings the possibility of a concealed. translation to mind. 

b 
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translation or non-translation, addressed a similar literary habitus. Although some of 

its books, or certain characters and plots in the stories, were borrowed from the 

western tradition, they stood in a metonymic relationship to domestic literature in 

tenns of their reception. 

6.2.3 Mehmetc;ik (:allakkalede (Mehmet~ik in the Dardanelles) 

Jv[ehmetr;ik C;anakkalede24
, published in 1937 by Yusuf Ziya Bal~lk Kitapevi, relates 

events from the Campaign of the Dardanelles which took place in 1914 during the 

First World War. It was presented as a work relating "\var memoirs" ["harp 

haw"alan"] and contained a collection of battle stories. Mehmetr;ik C;anakkalede \-vas 

reprinted three times until 1945:5
, indicating its popularity among the readership. 

The title page indicates that the book is based on the memoirs of a KaZlm 

Kayattirk who fought in the First World \Var. This places the book within a narrative 

frame, and gathers all the individual battle stories into a meaningful whole, as a 

historical narrative. Nevertheless, the book's nanatiw structure implies the presence 

of several narrators and displays thematic and stylistic variety. This variety positions 

Mehmetr;ik C;anakkalede within an intergeneric area and prompts questions regarding 

the concepts of authorial originality and historical authenticity in a book claiming to 

be based on historical material. 

24 "Mehmet9ik" is a general term used affectionately to refer to all Turkish soldiers, especially 
footsoldiers. 
25 Accordino to Tiirkiye Bibliyografyasl 1938-19'+8, the third and fourth editions were published in 
1944 and 1945. There is no available information about the date of the second edition. 
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6.2.3.1 Peritextual Elements 

The peritext of lvlehmetr;ik 9anakkalede presents the book as a historical

documentary work. Although the cover offers no indication about the book's 

fictional or non-fictional features, the title page carefully emphasizes its documentary 

value. The cover features the illustration of a soldier in unifonn, holding his bayonet. 

The title of the book is printed in capital letters over the illustration, at the top of the 

cover. There is no author's name or any generic designation on the cover. However, 

it should be stressed that the presence of the words "Mehmetyik" and "<;anakkale" 

indicated the thematic scope of the book and associated it with wartime stories \vhich 

appeared as examples of nationalist fiction in the 1920s and 1930s. 

Selami Munir Yurdatap's name is only mentioned in the title page without any 

authoricll attributes like "writer" or '·nakil". This was a common prc.ctice for 

indigenous novels, both in and outside of the field of popular literature. V/riters 

credited some books to their name without using a title introducing them as the 

"writer". The presence of the name was enough to indicate that the novel in question 

was written by the specific writer mentioned.26 Evidently Yurdatap's name in the 

title page presented him as the writer of the book. 

The title page of the book features a subtitle: "Hakiki, Resimli Sava~ Vak'alan" 

["Real, Illustrated Wartime Incidents"]. On the same page a statement is printed in 

smaller letters: "Quoted after / Borrowed from / Based on the war memoirs of KaZllTI 

KayaWrk who served as cavalry reserve officer during the First World War." 

["Umumi Harpta <;anakkalede sUvari yedek subay olan Kazlm Kayatiirk'un harp 

hatlralanndan iktibas edilmi~tir."] Through this statemeilt, Yurclatz..p se~IIlS to h<i.V~ 
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extended a plea to the readership, requesting them to regard the book as a piece of 

history with real documentary value. In other words, he appears to have intended to 

guide the readers' reception of the book and to increase its credibility in the eyes of 

the lay readership. The presentation of the book as historical memoir involved a 

commitment and included "a more binding contractual force" in terms of telling the 

"truth", than, for example, a novel (Genette 1997: 11). Nevertheless, this generic 

indication did not guarantee the documentary value of the work, since it was only a 

presentational element. Indeed, a look at the book itself reveals that the work mixes 

fact and fiction and travels between different narrative techniques with shifting 

points of view. 

The book has several illustrations, as its subtitle promises. Six of the nme 

illustrations printed in the book are photographs featuring soldiers in unifoml. Two 

of the photographs belong to ~fustafa Kemal (Atatijrk). The photographs sho\ving 

soldiers are random pictures. The captions do not identify the soldiers, or the 

locations where the photos were taken. Ne\Oertheless, it can be suggested that the use 

of photographs fixes the stories told in Mehmetr;ik C;clJ1akkalede in a ce11ain period 

and location, adding to the credibility of the book in terms of its factual value. 

The back cover of Mehmetr;ik (:anakkalede has an advertisement for four books 

published by the same company. These books were Yanzk Omer ire Giizel Zeynep 

(Love-struck Orner and Pretty Zeynep), A~lk Emrah ile Selvi (Bard Emrah and 

Selvi), A~lk Siimmani ile Giilperi (Bard Stimmani and GUlperi), Saglzk Kzlavuzu ve 

Ya~ama Bilgileri (Guide to Health and Infomlation on Life). 

26 Examples include Turgut Reis by Ali Rlza ?eyfi (Resimli Ay Matbaasl, 1932) Bahar C;igegi (The 
Spring Flower) by Muazzez Tahsin Berkand (Inkliap Kitabevi, 1943), and another one of Yurdatap's 
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6.2.3.2 The Plot and Characters 

Mehmetr;ik (:anakkalede is made up of two kinds of narration: historical infonnation 

conveyed by a third-person, an omniscient narrator, and short stories told by a first 

person narrator. It is possible to view the eleven different chapters constituting the 

book as parts of a larger narrative: that is, the story of the <;anakkale Campaign. The 

book revolves around the events which took place during the war, and regardless of 

the various points of view adopted by the author, which will be the topic of the next 

section, there is a fonn of narrative progression. This narrative progression, coupled 

with the fact that the stories are told by a first-person narrator, presumably KaZlm 

KayatUrk, also enables the assessment of lvJehmetr;ik (:anakkalede as a noveL despite 

the fact that it appears as a collection of historical stories at first sight. Furthennore, 

in his Halk Kiraplanna DC/ir, Faruk Rlza GUlogul describes the book as a nevV form 

of "people's book" which he terms ;'the national story" ["milli hibiye"] (Gtilogul 

1937: 37-38). This indicates that Mehmetr;ik (:anakkalede was in fact received by the 

readership as fiction, rather than history. 

Mehmetr;ik (:anakkalede opens with a chapter infonning the readers of the 

identity of Kazlm Kayatlirk and offers a general historical outline of the Canakkale 

Campaign. Chapter 2 reports the achievements of Mustafa Kemal (AtatUrk) at the 

<;anakkale Campaign. The remaining chapters are accounts of heroic deeds carried 

out by individual soldiers in various battles, except for Chapter 11, which relates the 

end of the <;anakkale Campaign resulting in the victory of Ottoman troopS.27 

indigenous novels, $ehvet Geceleri (Nights of Passion) CAy-Bey Yaymevi, 1946). 
27 Chapttr 3 is the story of a group of soidiers who sneak into the enemy barracks to steal Lheir food. 
Chapter 4 is an account of Sergeant Mehmet who def~nds t?e Turkish ramparts at the cost of his life. 
Chapter 5 is about a night in the barracks where soldIers dIg up tunnels and encolmter the enemy. In 
Chapter 6, a group of soldiers are sent on a reconnaissance mission where they meet the enemy troops. 
Chapter 7 is the story of a solo flight over Gelibolu by the pilot of a scout plane. Chapter 8 IS yet 
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In Mehmetr;ik 9anakkalede there are no female characters. Two women 

mentioned by the characters are the wife and the mother of two of the soldiers 

(Yurdatap 1937: 3, 22). The book, dominated by male characters, narrates the 

adventures of soldiers on the front, providing no room for civilian characters or 

stories. All characters, except the English spy who appears in Chapter 9 are "flat 

characters" endowed with a single trait, which makes their behaviour very 

predictable (Chatman 1989: 132). Yurdatap has not introduced any distinguishing 

features among the various characters. He has used similar attributes while 

describing the various characters and their achievements. These attributes were 

similar for all Turkish characters and although their names were different, they all 

appeared to be representations of the same character: the Mehmet;;:ik. The following 

list can be offered to give an impression about the kind of attributes used by 

Yurdatap while depicting tbe characters: "du~man kar~lsll1da bir <;elik kak"' ["a castle 

of steel before the enemy"] (p. 33), "his handsome body strong as a lion" ["arslan 

gibi levent vucudu"] (p. 44), "yelik penyesi" ["claw of steel"] (p. 45), "cesur ve 

kumaz" ["brave and cunning"] (p. 52), "Mehmet~iklerin azim, fedakilrane ve 

cesurane hareketleri" ["the detennination shown by the Mehmetyiks, their sacrificial 

and courageous behaviour"] (p. 56), "Mehmetyik bir asIan gibi kukredi" 

["Mehmetyik roared like a lion"] (p. 62), "kafasl yalym kaya gibi duran 

Mehmetyikler" ["Mehmet<;iks, who held their heads up high like steep rocks"] (p. 

63), "arslanlar" ["lions"] (p. 68). The enemy, represented by the English spy in 

Chapter 9, is depicted by opposite traits like "the presumptious, foolhardy, precarious 

another reconnaissance story. Chapter 9 narrates the apprehension of an English spy in the Turkish 
garrison. Chapter 10, preceding the final chapter, is th~ story of a famous tunnel dug at Kikirikdere 
which successfully served as a battlement for the Turkish ramparts. 
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fellow" ["pi~kin ctiretkar, kellesi koltugunda herif'] (p. 58), "the brute" ["hmzlr 

herif'] (p. 58), "the treacherous spy" ["hain casus"] (p. 61). Indeed, Yurdatap created 

a sharp demarcation between the Turkish characters, who are always qualified by 

heroic and positive attributes, and the enemy, exemplified by the British spy, who is 

invariably described in negative terms. 

6.2.3.3 Narrative Structure and Narrative Voice 

Mehmet(:ik C;allakkalede consists of 71 pages, divided into 11 short chapters. The 

first and the last chapters present a general account of the battles fought during the 

(anakkale Campaign. The opening sentences of the first chapter titled "(anakkale 

Harbi" ("The Campaign of the Dardanelles") introduce the nalTator, a young officer 

'Nho \Vas drafted into the anny in 1914 Jeaying behind his "'life of two months. The 

stories in Chapters 1, and 3-6 are presented by the nalTator as a series of events 

which took place during various battles around Ge1ibolu. There are several nalTator 

functions in the stories despite the fact that the title page of Afehmet91'k C;anakkalede 

claims that the book is "Based on [quoted after/bolTowed from] the war memoirs of 

KaZlm Kayattirk who served as cavalry reserve officer during the First World War." 

["Umumi Harpta <;::anakkalede stivari yedek subay olan Kazlm KayatUrk'tin harp 

hatlralarmdan iktibas edilmi~tir."] 

The chapters told by the "nalTator", Kayattirk, are nalTated in first person 

singular. Kayattirk acts as an "overt" nalTator, where he audibly communicates with 

the reader in his descriptions and in the dialogues he conveys (Chatman 1989: 219). 

There is also a "co'.'ert" DalTatof in the book, expressing events or speech in an 

indirect form, without making his presence visible (Chatman 1989: 197). The covert 
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narrator is an implicit omniscient one, relating events in third person singUlar. This 

narrator partly relates Chapter 1 where Kayatlirk disappears from the discourse after 

a one-page introduction until he starts his narration again in Chapter 3. It appears as 

though Kayatlirk is used as a narrative device by Yurdatap to express some of the 

individual battle stories included in the book. On the other hand, general historical 

statements and accounts in Chapters 1,2 and 11, as well as the individual battle 

stories in Chapters 8-10 are related by the covert narrator. 

In the meantime, Chapter 7 introduces yet another narrator, a fighter pilot who 

had apparently given an account of his solo flight over the Dardanelles to Harp 

A1ecmuaSl (The War Magazine). Yurdatap has borrO\ved the full story published in 

the magazine in full and used is as a chapter on the heroic acts perforined by Turkish 

pilots in the (anakkale Campaign. In the beginning of the chapter, Yurdatap assumes 

the role of the overt narrator in an introductory paragraph and directly adcresses the 

readers. The following statement serves as a link between the introductory paragraph 

and the main story: "Baklmz 0 zaman inti~ar eden (Harp Mecmuasl)nda kahraman 

tayarecimizin gonderdigi mektupta neler yaZlyordu" [,·Take a look at vvhat was 

written in the letter sent by our heroic pilot to the "Var Magazine, which was 

published at the time."] (Yurdatap 1937: 46). The pilot's letter starts following this 

statement. He writes in first person singular the story of one of his flights over enemy 

positions. The use of this letter adds to the documentary value of the book which 

Yurdatap attempts to elli~ance by giving full reference to the magazine in a foot note. 

Nevertheless, Yurdatap does not appear to have \vritten a historical-documentary 

book. Although the title page presents the book as a historical work based on the 

memoirs of an officer, Yurdatap interferes in the narrative structure of the text at 

various points and shifts the narrative voice. Furthermore, he creates a fictional 
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universe inside the text through his personalization of the war by focusing on the 

adventures of a group of soldiers and his neglect of the general historical and 

political background of the C;anakkale Campaign. 

Chapter 3, the longest chapter in the book, is significant in that it initiates the 

fictional part. After Chapter 2, which resembles an informative history text and 

informs the readership of the heroic deeds performed by Mustafa Kemal in the 

Dardanelles, there is a paragraph which reads: 

Bu tarihe kadar C;anakkalede Mehmet<;iklerin toplu olarak gosterdikleri 
kahramanhk ve cesaret dolu vakalanndan ba~ka, insam heyecana surukleyen ve 
hayrette btrakan ayn maceralan vardtr ki her birisi ba~h ba~1TIa bir roman 
olabilecek kadar meraklIdtr. Biz burada bu vakalardan bir ka<;1TIt anlatmadan 
ge<;meyelim (Yurdatap 1937: 14). 

[Apart from the heroic deeds and brave acts performed col1ectiYely by the 
Mehmetcik in the Dardanelles. there are exciting and amazing individual , '-' ~ 

ad\'entures which are so curious that each of them may constitute a novel in 
itself. Let us tell some of these events here (Yurdatap 1937: 14).] 

This paragraph marks the passage into the fictional part of the book. The language 

used in the paragraph contains a number of terms that are common to fictional 

narratives, rather than history books. Attributes like "exciting" ["heyecana 

surukleyen"] "amazing" ["hayrette blrakan"] "adventure" ["macera"] "novel" 

["roman"] and "curious" ["merakh"] were used to describe and promote popular 

fiction to the readers. These terms were used in the titles of a number of series of 

adventure and detective fiction as indicated in Section 6.2.1. "V/hat is more, the writer 

stresses that the events told in the book may constitute novels in themselves, 

suggesting that he has built his work on fiction material. 

Yurdatap has shifted the point of view in this paragraph and interfered as the 

writer of the book, using the royal "we". Furthermore, this paragraph is printed in 
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smaller typeset, providing a break in the narrative and suggesting a change of style -

the move from "collective history" down to "individual adventure". The combination 

of these two elements within a linear plot - the beginning of the campaign, 

adventures experienced by various soldiers contributing towards a final victory and 

the end of the campaign - lends the book a fictional narrative structure, rather than a 

history book. 

An interesting feature of Mehmetc;ik r;anakkalede is its emphasis on action. 

Yurdatap has not explained the political, strategic or logistic motives behind the 

arrival of enemy troops to the Dardanelles. Neither has he touched upon the 

importance of the final victory won by the Ottoman Empire in terms of \Vorld War 1. 

He has ayoided delving into the political and military aspects of the war and placed 

sole emphasis on action-related aspects of the battles. 

6.2.3.4 Siting Mehmetfik (:anakkalede 

Yurdatap's idea of \\Titing battle stories set in the Dardanelles \\"as not unique. Prior 

to the pUblication of Mehmetc;ik (:anakkalede, a series of similar books had been 

published.28 The popular success of these books appears as natural when one 

considers the short time period that had elapsed since the First \Vorld War and the 

\-Var of Liberation. These novels addressed people's fresh sense of nationhood and 

used a nationalist discourse to reinforce the idea of "Turkishness". Nevertheless, the 

battle story was not a new genre that emerged in the repUblican period. 

28 Among many others, popular examples include Gazillin Gi::!i Ordusll (Gazi's Secret Army) and 
Me.:;hul Asker (The Unknown Soldier) by Aka Gundiiz (both published by A. Halit in 1930); 
C;anakkale'de jntepe Topr;ulan (The Intepe Artillery Troops at the Dardanelles) and C;anakkalede 
Kumkale j'v[uharebesi (The Battle of Kumkaie at the Dardanelles) by Fuat (both published by Anadolu 
Turk in 1932); Gazinill Dart Siivarisi (Gazi's Four Horsemen) by Biirhan Cahit Morkaya (Kanaat 

Kitabevi, 1932). 
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It can be argued that the reception of Afehmett:;ik C;anakkalede was mainly 

governed by the familiarity of the readership with the battle-story genre. Battle 

stories, which started flourishing in the 1920s, were not confined to the books about 

the War of Liberation or the <;anakkale Campaign (Kaynardag 1983: 2825). The 

Turkish folk tradition also offered a series of folk tales on battles, such as Yedi Yol 

Cengi, Battal Gazi and Hayber Kalesi (Gulogul 1937: 3). Furthermore, there was 

also a tradition of tales narrating the deeds of heroic characters, such as K6roglu. 

These heroic tales or battle stories display a similar narrative structure to the one 

followed by Yurdatap: rather than dVlell upon love or other human emotions, they 

relate adventures where victories are always won by the sword (Boratav 1988: 35). 

The peritext of lvJehmetc;ik C;anakkalede also indicates that the publishers positioned 

the book in the same segment of the market as they did with folk tales. Two of the 

books advertised on the back cover of j\;fehmeu;ik C;allakkalede, namely A.Jzk Emrah 

de Selvi and A.Jzk Summani ile Giilperi, were folk tales. 

lYfehmetr;ik C;anakkalede displays a number of nationalist features in terms of 

its theme and style. The theme of the book, the <;anakkale Campaign, is associated 

with one of the major victories of the Turkish troops during World War I. Apart from 

his choice of the inherently nationalist subject matter, Yurdatap adopted a nationalist 

discourse in the book in terms of his selection of vocabulary and phraseology. This 

becomes evident after a close examination of the stories in the book where one 

frequently encounters statements such as "Donmek bir Turk i<;in en buylik gunahtlr" 

["To sUlTender is the biggest sin for a Turk"] (p. 23) and "Vatammlza ayak basan 

kirli <;izmelilerin hergun be~ on tanesini ahirete gonderdik<;e avcIlanmlzm keyfi 

artlyordu" ["Our snipers felt merrier as they daily ~hot five or ten of those '""ith dirty 

boots who treaded on the soil of our motherland."] (p. 69). 
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Yurdatap's treatment of the enemy character, i.e. the British spy, also has 

ideological overtones. By depicting him as a hard-skinned traitor, Yurdatap creates 

an "other" in the spy and markedly sets him apart from the Turkish characters. The 

spy appears as the antithesis of the Turkish characters who appear are portrayed as 

the embodiment of "Turkishness". 

In his The Morals of HistOlY, Tzvetan Todorov problematizes the 

understanding of a foreign culture as a general hermeneutic process where anything 

that is foreign to us, or anything that is not "I" is regarded as an "other". He suggests 

that the "other" can differ from us temporally, spatially or simply on an existential 

plane as "anyone who is not-I" (Todorov 1995: 14). The distinction maintained 

between "self" and "other" is crucial in the construction of national identities. As 

Ann Norton maintains, "In choosing \\'hat they \vill reject, nations determine \-vhat 

they signify and what they will become" (?\orton 1988: 55). In his nationalist 

discourse, Yurdatap has defined the qualities of the "self', i.e. the nation, and the 

"other", i.e. the enemy, through the attributes he used to describe both parties. His 

discourse identifies Turkishness with bravery, heroism and physical strength, while 

he qualifies the enemy, presumably representing the western world, as brutal and 

insensitive. I would like to argue that Yurdatap's discourse must be regarded as part 

of the nation-building efforts in early repUblican Turkey. In the 1930s, the field of 

domestic literature witnessed the canonization of social realism through the works of 

authors such as Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoglu and Halide Edip Adlvar who wrote 

about the National Struggle and Anatolia in the aftermath of the War of Liberation, 

as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1. These works were shown as examples of 

"national literat:lre", a type of literature that was unique and suitable to the Turkish 

context (various authors in Co~kun 1938). Through this reduction of Turkishness to 
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heroism and the stereotyping of Turkish and foreign elements in sharp contrast to 

each other Yurdatap's nationalist discourse represented a cruder approach towards 

the emerging Turkish identity. In fact, Yurdatap may be said to have created a fom1 

of "nationalist literature" which was condemned by writers and critics operating in 

the field of "serious" literature in the 1930s and 1940s (NaYlr 1937: 30-31; Tuncel 

1943:1). 

The assessment of the metonymics of Nfehmetr;ik C;anakkalede has to involve a 

series of factors which are not confined to the literary field alone. Yurdatap has 

created a text that combined at least two genres and two separate types of discourse. 

He has presented the text as a book of historical memoirs, but behind this 

presentation there lay a number of features that hinted at fictional aspects. He has 

both made use of an infonnative/historical discour::e which is especially visible in 

the opening and closing chapters of the book, and a fictional na:-rative discourse 

switching back and forth among three narrators. Furthermore, Yurdatap added an 

explicitly nationalist tone to the stories, which must be evaluated within the 

ideological contt:xt of the day. The textual and stylistic variety combining fact and 

fiction, different narrative voices and the frequent use of nationalist elements places 

Melimerr;ik C,-'anakkalede within an intergeneric and multi-discursive field in the 

intersection of the folk tale, the modem battle story, the novel and the factual hi story 

book, all surrounded by an intensively nationalist discourse. 

The statement in the title page illustrated Yurdatap's emphasis on "KaZlm 

Kayattirk" as the author of the memoirs, i.e. source of the events which are narrated 

in the book. Nevertheless, Yurdatap also overrode Kayattirk's status as the source of 

the book by replacing him with other narrators in v::t.rious storics. In my view, this 

demonstrates that Yurdatap was trying to arrive at a compromise between writing a 
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factual book with a claim to represent reality and creating an action-oriented battle 

story. He prioritized the factual elements of the book in the peritext but placed 

heavier emphasis on action-oriented fictional elements in the text. 

6.2.4 Siting SeHimi Miinir Yurdatap 

A fair impression of Selami Mtinir Yurdatap as a writer and translator cannot be built 

on only three of his works. Nevertheless, a descriptive analysis of these books has 

revealed four common tendencies which should be mentioned, not for the purpose of 

generalizing the present findings to all of his corpus, but to provoke a set of 

questions about the system of popular literature in Turkey in the first three decades 

ofYurdatap's literary career, i.e. in the 1920s-1950s. 

The first 2nd the most st!"iking common tendency to be noted in tr..ree of his 

"works analyzed above is the attitude towards the issue of authorial originality. The 

earliest work in this corpus, indeed one of Yurdatap's earliest works, Hindistan 

Un7lclil/arillda (1926) is a pseudotranslation. It constitutes a case where Yurdatap 

readily appropriated two famous foreign characters, Sherlock Holmes and Arsene 

Lupin, and signed the book as "nakil". The names of Conan Doyle and Leblanc, the 

original creators of the characters, were nowhere to be seen in the book. In 

Mehmetc;ik 9anakkalede (1937) Yurdatap combined several genres and several 

discursive strategies, leaving the reader in doubt as to the factual and authorial 

grounds ofthe story. Although he signed the story iT'. his nful1e, he credited the stories 

to K<lzlm Kayattirk. What is more, one of his chapters was composed of a letter 

written by a fighter pilet, cited from a magazine published during the war. This leads 

to the question of the function served by Yurdatap in authoring the book. Who was 
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Yurdatap in relation to Mehmet<;ik (:anakkalede? Was he merely a compiler, creating 

a collage out of various stories he had read or recorded? Was he the original author 

of the book, using Kayatlirk and the fighter pilot as narrative instruments to increase 

the credibility of his stories and to catch the wave created in the market for popular 

literature by other nationalist wartime novels published before Mehmet<;ik 

(:anakkalede? And finally, did the identity of the creative force behind the book 

matter for the readership? In his translated work, Drakyola (1940), Yurdatap . 
demonstrated that he was not much concerned with reflecting the original thematic 

and stylistic structure of Bram Stoker's Dracula. He wrote a 16-page summary of a 

book whose source text adds up to over four hundred pages. The format clearly 

constrained him to simplify the plot, the narrative structure and the characters in 

Dracula. These findings imply that the poetics of popular literature allowed for a 

flexible \iew of originality and that it did not attach significance to the unitary 

structure of texts, as demonstrated by Yurdatap's indifference to rendering Bram 

Stoker's text in full. As maintained in Chapter 5 Section 5.3, the findings discussed 

in previous sections also suggest that the borders between translation and original 

were not at all clearly defined. 

A second feature shared by the three works of Yurdatap analyzed is their 

kinship with folk literature. Drakyola shares some of its stylistic features with the 

Turkish folk tale. The peritexts of Hindistan Ormanlarznda and Mehmet<;ik 

9anakkalede featured advertisements for folk tales, implying that they addressed the 

same segment of the readership. I consider the folk tradition as the main context in 

which Yurdatap's books were produced and received. The works stand in a 

metonymic relationship to Turkish folk literature. In my view, even those works that 
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displayed imported or translated characters were detached from their western context 

and placed within a specifically Turkish literary network. 

Thirdly, the narrative style adopted by Yurdatap in all three works emphasized 

action over psychological, social and stylistic elements. This feature is markedly 

visible in Drakyola where Yurdatap preferred to convey action and adventure-related 

features rather than the gothic elements of Dracula which were completely purged 

from the story. 

Finally, all three books were products of the field of "large-scale production". 

Nevertheless, it would be misleading to consider them only as products of a 

commercial mind. The motive behind their production may have been commercial, 

but their production and marketing strategies offer invaluable information about the 

literary habitus that they served and the general literary background against which 

they were received. Furthemlore, the translaticn and writing str2.tegies enmlo'ied bv _ '- J..... .J 

Yurdatap in Drakyola and Nfehmeir;ik C;anakkalede draws attention to how he, as a 

writer active in the field of large-scale production, viewed and implicitly 

communicated ideological messages such as those about gender and national identity 

through his works. 

It should also be stressed that Hindisian Ormanlarznda and Drakyola differed 

from Mehmetr;ik C;anakkalede in terms of their relationship to their paratextual 

features. Both Hindistan Ormanlarznda and Drakyola were mainly governed and 

constrained by the series format utilized by their publishers, Cemiyet and Guven 

respectively. Although they were active in two different periods separated by 

fourteen years, both publishers used the 16-page format, which must have forced 

Yurdatap to adopt liler3.rj str3.tegies that would en~ble him to write 0;:- translate in a 

concise and uncomplicated manner. The dramatic effects of these strategies are 
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easier to spot in Drakyola, where Yurdatap produced an action story \vith fewer and 

"flatter" characters. This case also provides an interesting example of how translators 

are bound not only by cultural, linguistic and ideological constraints, but also by 

formal features such as size and format. 

6.3 Ali RlZa Seyfi: Nationalist at Heart 

Ali Rlza Seyfi (1879-1958) was a translator, novelist and writer of historical books. 

He studied at the naval academy and served as a naval captain in the Ottoman army. 

In 1906-1909 he worked at the translation department at the Office of the Chief of 

General Staff. He left the navy in 1909 and continued his career as an independent 

translator and writer. His career as a writer started in the late 19th century and 

extended into the 1950s. Nevertheless, it '.vould be fair to suggest that the most 

productive period in his career was the 1930s and the 1940s. He \\Tote 29 books, 

including his translations, novels and works on Turkish naval history (Yalc;m 2001: 

74). He also translated a play for the Translation Bureau: Yanlz.~lklar Gecesi (1946), a 

translation of Oliver Goldsmith's She Stoops to Conquer. On the basis of his works, 

one can conclude that Ali Rlza Seyfi was mainly interested in Turkish history; the 

majority of his indigenous and translated works treated various historical themes of 

national importance for Turkey. His naval career appears to have affected his literary 

production; several of his books treat naval subjects or historical naval battles (Seyfi 

1900; 1910; 1932; 1934; 1940; 1943; Karliyan-BelIeyir 1934). Perhaps it is not a 

coincidence that a significant proportion of Tarzamn Canavarlan, his translation of 

Edgar Rice. Burroughs' The Beasts of Tarzan which -NiH be discussed in the next 

section, is set n a boat. 
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The majority of Ali Rlza Seyfi's works can be regarded as examples of 

"nationalist" writing. As it will become evident in the following sections, his works 

were characterized by nationalist elements that he merged into historical themes. His 

indigenous writing, which covered both fiction and non-fiction, carried nationalist 

overtones and possibly appeared to evoke feelings of patriotism in the readership. 

His translations, as represented by his Tarzanzn Canavarlan and Kazlklz Voyvoda 

(Dracula) in this section, also carry nationalist connotations both implicit and 

explicit. Apart from their nationalist features, Seyfi's works which will be subject to 

analytical description in this section, share at least one significant characteristic with 

Yurdatap's works taken up in Section 6.2, namely their lack of concern for authorial 

originality. 

In this section I will analyze three of Ali Rlza Seyfi's works. The first one is his 

translation of Edgar Rice Burroughs' The Beasts of Tar::an (Tar::Cl11ln CanavarIClrl). 

This will be followed by an analysis of Ali Rlza Seyfi's translation of Bram Stoker's 

Dracula (Kazlklz Voyvoda) , The last work which will be analyzed by Ali Rlza Seyfi 

is his collection of battle stories Tiirkliik Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir (Turkishness 

Stands for Heroism). 

6.3.1 Tarzanm Canavarlan (The Beasts of Tarzan) 

Tarzanzn Canavarlarz was published in 1935 by Sinan Matbaasl as a serialized novel 

which appeared in fifteen weekly issues of 16 pages. The readers were expected to 

coHect the weekly issues and bind them in a book with the free cover supplied by the 

publishing company. Tarzanzn Canavarlarz appeared as the third volume in a series 

of Tarzan novels. The first volume which was published in 1934, consisted of the 
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novel Tarzan (a translation of Burrough's Tarzan of the Apes) whose translator is 

unknown. This was followed by the second volume, Tarzamn D6nii~ii (a translation 

of Burroughs' The Return of Tarzan) translated by Ali RIza Seyfi in 1934 and 1935 

respectively. The last issues of Tarzamn Canavarlarz advertised the upcoming 

Volume Four which would consist of Tarzamn Oglu (a translation of Burroughs' The 

Son of Tarzan). However no information is available as to whether the book was 

published is available. The book is not included by the Tiirkiye Bibliyografyasl. 

Furthermore, it is not available in the National Library. 

Tarzamn Canavarlan is a translation of Burrough's The Beasts of Tarzan, 

which was first published in 1918. The length of the two novels are similar: Tarzanm 

Canavarlarz contains 238 pages, while the 1920 Methuen Edition of The Beasts of 

Tarzan has 248 pages. Although the title of the source text was not indicated in the 

target text, the presentation of Tarzamn Canavar!arz as a translation and the 

similarity between the titles of the target and the source texts enabled me to locate 

the source text without many problems. 

The format and appearance of Tarzamn Canavarlun seem to have been shaped 

by the marketing strategy of the publishing house which used stills from Tarzan films 

as illustrations in the book and took advantage of the serialized format to encourage 

the readership to continue buying the future issues of the novel. 

6.3.1.1 Peritextual Elements 

Tarzamn Canavarlarz is a direct translation of Burroughs' The Beasts of Tarzan. 

Nevertheless, th~ author's name and the title of the source text a:::-e not mentioned 

once in the book. The cover features the title Tarzan in capital letters. There are two 
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illustrations from the American film "Tarzan, the Ape Man" where Johny 

Weismuller representing Tarzan is shown with various apes. There is a curious 

statement at the bottom of the cover which reads: "Roman Tarzandlr" ["Novel is 

Tarzan"]. The cover also features the number of the issue (which is Number 1 for the 

general cover of the novel) and the price (5 kuru~). Names of the translator and the 

author are absent from the cover. The translator is introduced on the title page with 

the statement "ingilizceden Dilimize <;eviren: Ali Riza Seyfi" (,"Translated into Our 

Language from English: Ali Riza Seyfi"). This brings about an interesting visibility 

for the translator at the expense of the author's, since the author's name is absent on 

the title page. The covers for the individual issues, dividing the novel into fourteen 

pans, oniy feature the novel's title along with an illustration from the film but 

contain no translator's or author's name. 

The novel features a great number of illustrations. In each issue, there is at least 

one full-page and one half-page illustration depicting one of the events related in the 

novel. The illustrations are accompanied by a caption, explaining the visual material 

printed on the page. For instance, while the photo sho\vs Johny Weissmuller leaning 

on a tree and resting, the caption reads "Tarzan leant on a tree trunk: in order to 

overcome his fatigue as he watched his surroundings" ["Tarzan yorgunlugunu almak 

iyin bir agay klitiigiine yaslanarak hem dinleniyor, hem de etrafl seyrediyordu"J 

(Tarzanzn Canavarlan 1935: 145). The illustrations in the novel are taken from 

various films. The two major sources are "Tarzan, the Ape Man" (1932) and "Tarzan 

and His Mate" (1934).29 The Turkish translation of the novel appears as a tie-in to 

29 Tarzan started appearing on the silver screen in 1918 and became the protagonist of a number of 
films uiitil 1932, when the most famous film thus far, "Tarzan, the Ape Man" was released. lClt zamn 
Canavarlan has borrowed the majority of its illustrations from the first two Tarzan films featuring 
Johny Weissmuller and Maureen O'Sullivan. This enabled me to trace them to the two films shot 
before 1935: "Tarzan, the Ape Man" (1932) directed by W.S. Van Dyke and "Tarzan and His Mate" 
(1934) directed by Cedric Gibbons and Jack Conway. But there are aIso a few photographs printed in 
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these two films. It is not certain whether the films were screened in Turkey before 

1935. However, a statement printed on the back covers to the first six issues of 

Tarzanzn Canavarlarz suggests the existence of a close relationship between at least 

one of the films and the novel on which it was based by claiming that the Tarzan 

films promoted Tarzan novels. Another statement by the publishers printed on the 

back covers of the seventh and eighth issues also emphasized this relationship and 

maintained: "We enable you to follow the film of Tarzan with its pictures along with 

*the novel you enjoy so much" ["Seve seve okudugunuz Tarzan romanile beraber 

sinemaS1l11 da resimlerile takip ettiriyoruz."]. In the meantime, the peritextual 

elements around Tarzanzn Canavarlan place special emphasis on the status of the 

book as a novel. The cover states that "the Novel is Tarzan", like'vvise the 

promotional statements printed on the back covers of the book carefully emphasize 

the status of Tar::anzn Cana1"ar!arz as a novel by describing it as "The Tarzan nove!" 

["Tarzan romam"] (issues 1-8) and "people's novel" ("halk romam·') (issues 1-6). 

The motive behind this emphasis may be a commercial one as the publishers felt the 

need to underscore the "unitary" structure of the individual issues composing the 

novel. In my view, the emphasis on the attribute "novel" originated from the need to 

warn the reader that each issue was not a self-contained text and that they would 

need to buy the forthcoming issues in order to find out the rest of the story. 

The back covers of the various issues of Tarzanzn Canavarlan mainly featured 

promotional material advertising the novel and the previous volumes of Tarzan 

which appeared in the same series. Issues 1-6 carried an extract from a review of the 

novel plinted in the newspaper Cumhuriyet. This epitextual element, which was 

Tarzal1ln Canavarlan which feature other actors as Tarzan. These were obviously taken from 
previous Tarzan films. Between 1918 and 1929 eleven films featuring Tarzan were shot. The first of 
these was by Stellan Windrow: "Tarzan of the Apes". The last one, '"Tarzan the Tiger" was directed 
by Frank Merrill in 1929 (http://www.ac.\vwu.edurStephanlwebstuff/tarzan.htmI). 
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interestingly cited in the book and incorporated in the peri text, drew attention to the 

popularity of the Tarzan novels by stating that they sold millions of copies in the 

West and that they were translated into 17 languages. The successive issues 

contained various statements by the publishers on their back cover which advertised 

Tarzanzn Canavarlarz, the two previous volumes of the series and the forthcoming 

volume. 

The serialization of the translated novel lead to a new form of segmentation in 

the book. While Ali Rlza Seyfi preserved the original segmentation of the novel into 

21 chapters, the weekly issues introduced a secondary segmentation and stopped the 

novel in the middle of a chapter to be continued in the following week. It was not 

unusual for an issue to end in the middle of a sentence and the following issue would 

continue il'om where it left off. I suggest that there were two reasons behind this 

strategy. The first one was the format required by the publishing company which 

used 16 pages as a standard size for each issue. The second one had to do with a 

deliberate effort at triggering the curiosity of the readership in order to guarantee the 

continued sales of Tar:::anzn Canavarlan. Instead of offering full chapters \vhich 

could be regarded as self-contained narrative units, the publishers used the serial 

format in order to create cliff-hangers for the readership who would be willing to buy 

the next issue to find out the rest ofthe story. 

6.3.1.2 Plot and Narrative Structure 

Tarzanzn Canavarlarz narrates another episode in the story of Tarzan of the Apes 

'.vho is forced to return to his native Africa after his wife and son are kidnapped by 

his arch-enemy Rokoff. Tarzan has taken residence in London with his family as 
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Lord Greystoke. Rokoff, who has escaped from prison, devises a scheme to kidnap 

Tarzan's young son in order to avenge himself of Tarzan's previous court testimony 

which resulted in a sentence for life imprisonment. Tarzan and his wife get on board 

the ship Rokoff has arranged to take them to Africa. They arrive in Africa together 

and after a series of adventures, Tarzan manages to rescue his wife and son from the 

hands of the evil Rokoff and his accomplices. Tarzan's lion-friend Sheeba kills 

Rokoff, relieving Lord Greystoke and his family from Rokoff's curse forever. 

The plot summarized above corresponds to that constructed by E.R. Burroughs 

in The Beasts of Tarzan. Ali RlZa Seyfi has not manipulated the storyline and has 

followed the same progression of events. The characters and the narrative structure 

are a130 identical. On the other hand, there are a number of shifts in the translation 

vis-a.-vis the source that deserve a detailed analysis which will be carried out in the 

following section. 

6.3.1.3 Matricial Norms in Tarzamll Canavarlan 

Any study of norms in a translated text requires a comparison with the source. The 

first step involves the mapping of a translation onto its assumed source (Tour)' 1995: 

77) which proves to be unproblematic for Tarzamn Canavarlarz. The second step in 

the comparison of the translation with its source involves the selection of units of 

analysis (Toury 1995: 88). I have chosen to concentrate on one specific aspect of the 

translated text, namely, additions to the source text. These additions become VIsible 

in a preliminarj analysis involving the comparison of individual paragraphs chosen 

randomly from different parts of Tarzamn Canavarlan. Let us consider the 

following examples: 



Example 1: 

Target Text: 
-(ocuk nerede? 
Karanhgm i<;:inde yuzli seyilmeyen yabanci elini denize dogru uzattl: 
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-Bakmlz, $urada kuyuk bir vapur var ki: Fenerleri seyiliyor. i$te yocugunuz 0 

vapurun iyindedir! 
Tarzan bu adamm yuzlinu gormege yah$lyordu, ancak biitiin giiciinii ve 

akhm gozlerine vermi~ iken yine kar$lSmdakini bundan evvel gormu$ 
oldugunu bir turlu hatlrlayamaml$tl. 

Eger Tarzan bu adamm biiyiik dii~mam (Rokof) un yolda~l ve fenahk 
arkada~l (Aleksi Pavlovi<;:) oldugunu segebilseydi boyle bir adamm i$inde 
kanClkhk ve alyakhktan ba$ka hi~ bir $ey olamayacagllll hemen anlar ve attlgl 
her adlmm kendisini biiyiik ve korkunc; tuzaklara dU$urecegini dU$unurdu 
(Tarzanzn Canavarlarz 1935: 7-8). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
- Where is the child? 
The stranger \\"hcse features \vere difficult to distinguish in the darLtess 

pointed his hand at the sea: 
See the small boat there: Its lights are visible. Your child is on that boat! 

Tarzan was trying to see the man's face, but although he had concentrated 
all his power and intellect on his eyes, he did not recognize the man as one 
whom he had ever seen. 

Had Tarzan recognized that this man was (Aleksi Pavloviy), his big enemy 
(Rokof's) comrade and partner in crime, he would immediately have known 
that there could be nothing but betrayal and treachery in such a man's deed 
and he would also have thought that each step he took would lead him to huge, 
horrible traps (Tarzamn Canamrlarz 1935: 7-8).] 

Source Text: 
-Where is the boy, asked Greystoke. 
-On that small steamer whose lights you can see just yonder. 
In the gloom Tarzan was trying to peer into the features of his companion, but 

he did not recognize the man as one whom he had ever been seen. Had he 
guessed that his guide was Alexis Paulvitch he would have realized that naught 
but treachery lay in the man's heart, and that danger lurked in the path of every 
move (Burrouhgs 1920: 11). 

Example 2: 

Target Text: 
Gene;: kadm bir igrenme ve iirkm~ titreyisiyle hemen geri diiniip yukan y!ktl 

ve merdivenin ba~mdaki saglam kapIYI btiylik bir ozen (itina) ile kapaYlp 
kilidini vurarak sarho~lan a~aglda mahpus blraktI (Tarzanzn Canavarlarz 
1935: 161). 



[Target Text in Back-translation: 
With a shudder of disgust and alarm the young woman turned back at once 
and clambered above. Shutting the strong door at the top of the stairs and 
locking it with great care, she imprisoned the drunkards down below 
(Tarzanzn Canavarlarz 1935: 161).] 

Source Text: 
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With a shudder of disgust she clambered above and to the best of her ability 
closed and made fast the hatch above the heads of the sleeping guard 
(Burroughs 1920: 174). 

The phrases shown in bold characters are additions to the source text made by Ali 

Rlza Seyfi. These additions offer clues about some of the matricial nonns observed 

by the translator. The translation of Dracula described and analyzed in Section 6.2.1 

was the product of an intensive process of abridgement governed by a high number 

of omissions, both in tenns of plot and characters. This illustrated that the matricial 

nonns observed by its translator, Selami MUnir Yurdatap, were largely regulated by 

the initial decision to publish the book in a specific series with a specific [onnat. In 

Tarzanzn Canavarlarz. the matricial nOlms observed by the translator do not appear 

to be governed by the 16-page fonnat. Instead, the additions seem to serve a variety 

of purposes. 

When studied collectively and systematically, the additions to The Beasts of 

Tarzan can help trace the concept of translation held by Ali Riza Seyfi. The matricial 

nonn observed by Yurdatap, i.e. intensive omission activity with a view to 

complying with the foreseen forn1at of the book, which stemmed from commercial 

concerns, need not apply for his contemporary Ali Riza Seyfi. The above examples 

demonstrate that rather than omitting elements of the source text, Ali Riza Seyfi 

chose to add to th~ text. 
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What was the function of these additions and \vhat were the underlying motives 

that may have encouraged the translator to engage in such additions? The answers to 

these questions are to be found in the target text itself and in an in-depth descriptive 

analysis of the additions made by Ali Riza Seyfi. 

In the above examples one comes across three mam types of additions: 

explanatory, lexical and stylistic. The first type of addition can be encountered in Ali 

Riza Seyfi's description of Alexis Paulvitch in Example 1. Here, he adds an 

introductory statement to the paragraph emphasizing Paulvitch's close connection 

with Rokoff. A second example to explanatory additions is Ali Riza Seyfi's 

paraphrase of "hatch" as "merdivenin ba~mdaki saglam kapI" ["the strong door at the 

tl1p of the stairs"] in Example 2. Another example to additions in the target text are 

the lexical supplementations which can be found extensively in Tarzamn 

Canavarlarl. These moe additions where Ali Riza Seyfi used a neologism in purist 

Turkish in the main text and explained the word by giving the Ottoman equivalent in 

brackets. There is a lexical addition in Example 2 \vhere Ali Riza Seyfi uses "6zen 

(itina)" to translate "to the best of her ability", both meaning "care" or "attention" in 

Turkish. An overwhelming number of additions made by Ali Riza Seyfi in Tarzamn 

Canavarlan are motivated by stylistic concerns. Ali Riza Seyfi has made use of a 

strong and visual language in his translation. In many instances he has embellished 

the language of the source text with additional adjectives and colloquial vocabulary, 

which reinforced the air of adventure and mystery offered by the plot. In the above 

examples, the stylistic additions can be encountered in two instances: one is the 

conjoint phrases of near-synonyms "<kanclkhk ve al9akhk" (used to translate 

"treachery") and "igrenme ve tirkme" (used to translate ·'disgusC). The second 

instance where additions were carried out for stylistic purposes can be encountered in 
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the translation of "danger" as "btiytik ve karanhk tuzaklar" ["huge, horrible traps"] 

and of "closed and made fast the hatch above the heads of the sleeping guard" as 

"kaplYI ... kapaYlp kilidini vurarak sarho~lan &~aglda mahpus blraktl" ["shutting the 

strong door ... locking it with great care, she imprisoned the drunkards down 

below"]. 

Throughout his translation Ali RIza Seyfi seems to have invented vanous 

details for undetailed descriptions, added dialogues to enrich certain ideas and shown 

a tendency to make general statements more specific. Let me now dwell upon each of 

the three types of additions in more detail. 

Explanatory Additions 

In Tar:::anm CaNlvarlarz Ali Rlza Seyfi introduced a number of additions to the 

source text with a view to filling gaps of infonnation or conveying the meaning of 

certain tenns or proper names. 

In the introduction of Tarzanzn Canamrlarz, Ali Rlza Seyfi added three new 

paragraphs to the source text for the purpose of refreshing the readers' memory about 

the identity and adventures of Tarzan. These paragraphs may also have served to 

introduce the adventures of Tarzan to the readers who had not read the two previous 

books in the series. In the source text Burroughs made a similar introduction by 

writing "John Clayton, Lord Greystoke - who had been 'Tarzan of the Apes' sat in 

silence in the apartments of his friend, Lieutenant Paul d' Arnot, in Paris" (Burroughs 

1920: 1). In Ali Rlza Seyfi's translation, this short introduction assumes the 

following [onn: 
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Target Text: 

Dorno bu sazlinti say ledigi slrada kar~lsmda bizim eski ye sevgili tamdlk 
(Tarzan) yard!. Ancak Tarzan ~imdi Afrika ormanlannda gardtigtimtiz ylplak, 
yaban adaml (Tarzan) degildi. 
o ~imdi babasmdan kalan mirasl alml~, Opar ~anndan (~ehir) getirdigi altm 

ktilyelerini paraya yevirmi~, sevgilisi Ceyin ile eylenip bir de yocugu olmu~tu; 
Tarzan artlk Greystok lordu Con Kleyton idi (Tarzamn Canal'arlan 1935: 3). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
As d' Arnot said these words, our good old friend (Tarzan) sat across him. 

However Tarzan was no longer the naked, sayage (Tarzan) we had seen in 
African forests. 

Since then he had inherited his father's property, cashed in the gold bars he 
brought from the city of Opar, married his sweetheart Jane and had a child; 
Tarzan was now John Clayton, Lord Greystoke.] 

A similar addition was made to the first paragraph of Chapter 10, "isvec;li Ahyl" 

["The Swedish Cook" - "The Swede" in Burroughs (1920: 110)] (TarZClI1lJ1 

Canavurlarz 1935: 100). Ali RlZa Seyfi introduced a sentence reminding the readers 

of an e'lcnt which had takan place in Chapter 8: "Tarzan kudurmu~ yabani 

yamyamlar arasmda, kazlga bagh, altim kar~lsmda bulunurken birdenbire Kaplan 

~itanm ormand an flrlaYlp onun yanma geldigini saylemi~tik" ["We had said earlier 

that as Tarzan \vas facing death, tied to the stake, among mad savage cannibals, 

Sheeta the Tiger leapt out of the forest and came to him."] (Tarzamn Canavarlarz 

1935: 100). 

Ali Rlza Seyfi also added small explanatory notes in various parts of the 

translation. He explained "infernal machine" (Burroughs 1935: 200) as "aldtirticti 

cehennem makineleri, yani kurularak istenilen vaknda patlatllan tahrip bombalan" 

["the lethal infernal machines, in other words, destructive bombs that can be time-set 

and exploded whenever required"] (Tarzanzn Canavarlan 1935: 183). Similarly, he 

llsed an addition to explain "anthropoid" (Burroughs 1920: 26): "'antropoitler (yani 
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maymun adamlar)" ["anthropoids (that is to say, ape men)"] (Tarzanzn Canavarlarz 

1935: 21). 

Lexical Additions 

Tarzanzn Canavarlarz was published in 1935 in a period where the language refonn 

movement was at its peak and neologisms and derivations from old Turkish roots 

were widely promoted by the republican administration as a significant tool in their 

culture planning efforts as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1. Ali Rlza Seyfi who 

seems to have been affected by the purist movement to a large extent, made use of a 

large n'..lmber of neologisms in his translation. However, he must have avoided the 

risk of not being understood by the readers by supplying in brackets the Ottoman 

equivalents of the terms he used. Among the words he used were "tutsak (esir)" 

[captive/prisoner] (p. 4), "amk (hazlr)" [ready] (p. 8), "dogu (~ark)" [east] (p. 29), 

"doyumluk (ganimet)" [booty] (p. 44), "gak bitimi (ufuk)" [horizon] (p. 50). "atqli 

llllzrak (tlifenk)" [rifle] (p. 74), "acun (cihan, alem)" [\V"orld] (p. 76), "avul (kay)" 

[village] (p. 77), "alan (meydan)" [square] (p. 85), "beIge (alamet)" [sign] (p. 91), 

"yaratlk (mahluk)" [creature] (p. 91), "YlldlZ (~imal)" [north] (p. 106), "du~ (ruya)" 

[dream] (p. 108), "sonuy (akibet)" [result] (p. 126), "kaygl (keder)" (concern] (p. 

126), "durum (hal)" [situation] (p. 131), "oymak (kabi1e)" [tribe] (p. 131), "oymak 

ba~l (kabile reisi)" [tribal chief] (p. 132), "dilmay (tercuman)" [interpreter] (p. 132), 

"guven (itimat ve emniyet)" [trust and safety] (p. 148), "uruny (heyecan)" 

[excitement] (p.152), "lodos ( cenubigarbi)" [southwest] (p. 219). 
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Stylistic Additions 

As mentioned above, Ali Riza Seyfi used a more vivid language and a higher amount 

of slang than E.R. Burroughs in Tarzanzn Canavarlarz. He embellished the style by 

exaggerating the sensational aspects of the novel with additional descriptive elements 

and additional dialogues. Consider the following expansion introduced by Ali Riza 

Seyfi helping to dramatize the tension between Tarzan and Rokoff, his principal 

enemy: 

Target Text: 
Ulan alyak yaban adaml! Maymunlann pis yocugu, bu yamyamlar ~imdi seni 
dilim dili:n yemege ba~laymca bende senin yuregini ~u keskin blyagmlla kesip 
alacaglm, yig yig yiyecegim! Sen ~imdi yamyamlara vermi~ oldugum sevgili 
yocugunun ba~ma gelecekleri de dti~un! Yamyamlar bu piyi yemiyecekler. Eger 
yerlerse senden octimti istedigim gibi alrm~ olamam: yocuk kesilip 
yamyamlann karmna girerse i~ kolayca bitmi~ olur. Ben ise senin ytiregine en 
btiytik acIlan vermek iyin daha iyi dti~tindtim. Btiytiytipte ingiltere 
parlamentosunda kurumlu, zengin bir lort olacagml sandlgm 0 mini mini 
yocugun yabanilerin elinde bir hyl ylplak yamyam yabanisi olarak btiytiyecek 
adam eti yemege ah~acak; orman canavarlanndan daha kOtti. daha igreny bir 
yaratlk olacak! A vrupanm. baymdlr Londranm. 0 parlak Parisin ytiztinti bile 
gormiyecek! Evet, sen ~imdi dilim dilim kesilip yamyamlann karmna 
gideceksin. <;:ocugun senin gibi birden kurtulmlyacak. OWnceye kadar 
yamyamlann iyinde delik burnunda kocaman, c;;irkin agac;;, bahr, demir 
yuvarlaklar ta~lyarak, yemek iyin adam eti anyacak! Ya kann Ceyinin sen 
oldiikten soma c;;ekeceklerini dti~tintiyor musun maymun azmam alc;;ak! 
(Tarzanzn Canavarlan 1935: 86-87) 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
You hideous wild boy! The ugly child of the apes, when these cannibals start 
slicing you up and eat you I will cut your heart out with this sharp knife of 
mine and eat it raw! Just think of the destiny of your beloved child whom I 
have just handed over to the cannibals! They are not going to eat the bastard. If 
they eat him I will not have taken my revenge on you; if your child is eaten up 
by the cannibals, it will all end much too easily. I've thought of something 
better in order to give the greatest pain to your heart. Your little boy whom you 
thought would become a proud, rich lord with a seat in the English parliament, 
will grow up <Jmong the savages as a bare-assed wretched cannibal, will get 
used to eating human flesh, will become a worse and more disgusting creature 
than the beasts of the jungle. He will never see Europe, the fine city of London 
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and the glittering Paris! Yes, you will now be cut into thin slices and make food 
for the cannibals. Your child will suffer much longer. Till the day he dies he'll 
live among the cannibals, carrying huge ugly wooden, copper, iron rings in his 
pierced nostrils, looking for human flesh to feed on! Have you thought of the 
suffering which awaits your wife Jane after your death, you wicked giant of a 
monkey!] 

The context within which he placed his addition was the following: 

Source Text: 
He told Tarzan that he himself was going to eat the ape-man' s heart. He 
enlarged upon the horrors of the future life of Tarzan's son, and intimated that 
his vengeance would reach as well to Jane Clayton (Burroughs 1920: 95) 

Ali Rlza Seyfi' s expanded version continues with details of the future sufferings of 

Jane which I have not included here. In the above quote, Ali Rlza Seyfi appears to 

ha\'e "enlarged upon the horrors of the future life of Tarzan's son" in extensive 

detail. These additions have been made without an attempt to reflect Burroughs' 

literary style. I suggest that Ali RIza Seyfi's purpose was to foreground striking and 

adventure-related elements. Some of the additions he made also serve to exaggerate 

some of the traits of Burroughs' characters. The two villains of the story, Rokoff and 

his accomplice Paulvitch, are depicted in stronger and more vivid language in 

Tarzanzn Canavarlarz. Their dialogues are characterized by a colloquial language as 

exemplified above. This mainly adds to their evil traits and heightens excitement and 

tension in the story. Ali Rlza Seyfi has added detailed descriptions in passages 

dealing with these two characters. An example can be found in a passage describing 

the Nihilist past of Paulvitch to which Ali Riza Seyfi added dramatic details about 

Paulvitch's betrayal of his Nihilist comrades. Burroughs gave the following 

description: 
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Source Text: 
Paulvitch winced as he recalled the denunciation of him that had fallen from 
the lips of one of his former comrades ere the poor devil expiated his political 
sins at the end of a hempen rope (Burroughs 1920: 200). 

Target Text: 
c;arhk hiikiimetinin Slra Slra astlg;I Nehlistlerden biri son dakikasmda 
daragacmda aCI aCI haykIrml~, kendilerine boyle kan<;:lkhk eden arkada~m 
dunyanm en korkun<;:, en eziyetli i~kencesile can vermesi i<;:in dua etmi~ti. 
Pavlovi<;: ~imdi Afrika ormanmm karanhgmda bu hadiseyi du~unurken 
istemeyerek titredi; ipe, olume teslim ettigi arkada~lanmn daragacI altmdaki 
solgun yuzleri tekrar gozlerinin onunde canlandl, kendisi i<;in edilmi~ olan 0 

ugursuz lanet ve bedduaYI orman dallannm hl~lrtlSI i<;:inde a<;:lkc;a i~idiyorum 
sandI (Tarzanzn Canavarlarz 1935: 183). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
One of the Nihilists the Tsar government hung one after the other had given out 
a bitter cry in his last moment on the gallows and prayed that their friend who 
such betrayed them should die the most horrible, the most torturous death. As 
Paulvitch thought of this event in the darkness of the African forest he 
shi vered; he had a vision of the pale faces of his friends under the gallows 
vihom r:e took to death and he thought that he a·.:tually heard that ominous 
damnation and malediction through the sound of the branches in the forest 
(Tarzanzn Canararlan 1935: 183).] 

The way Ali Rlza Seyfi dramatized Paulovitch's thoughts and feelings and the details 

he added to Burroughs' short reference to the denouncement of Paulvitch by his 

comrades offers a good example to his stylistic expansions. 

Another character whose description introduced a number of additions is 

Anderssen, the Swedish cook of the ship. In The Beasts of Tarzan Anderssen does an 

unexpected favour for Jane saving her and a baby thought to be Tarzan's son from 

the ship where they are imprisoned. This shocks Jane who had previously thought of 

the Swedish cook as an evil person, mainly because of his ugly appearance. 

Anderssen pays a high price for this good tum, and is killed by a native African 

while he is on the run from Rokoffs mer... It is interesting to note that Ali Riza Seyfi 

has described the heroic character of Anderssen through adjectives that are rather 
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unique to Turkish culture. While Burroughs wrote that Anderssen had "the heart of a 

chivalrous gentleman beneath a repulsive exterior" (Burroughs 1920: 121), Ali Rlza 

Seyfi's epithets for Anderssen "batur" and "Alp": "isvec;:li ahc;:mm c;:irkin kIlIgl, 

sevilemeyecek yuzii altmda bir yigit adamm, temiz yurekli bir batur [*] ve Alp'm 

buyuk yuregi c;:arplyordu" ["Under the ugly appearance and the repulsive face of the 

Swedish cook, there beat the great and innocent heart of a brave man, of a 'batur' 

and 'Alp'.] (Tarzamn Canavarlarz 1935: 111). What is even more noteworthy is that 

Ali Rlza Seyfi also added a footnote, explaining the heroic attributes he used: "* 

Batur: az Turkc;:e kahraman demek. Bahadlr sazii Turkc;:e Batur'un Farisi 

telaffuzudur. Hindistana nice yuz yIllar hiikmetmi~ Turk devletleri beylerinin bu 

gline kadar kalml~ ogullanna Hindistanda bu gune kadar (Bahadlr) unvam 

verilmektedir. Ahlak ile yigitligi birIe~tirenlerin adldlr" ["Batur: means hero in pure 

Turkish. The word Bahadzr is the Persian pronounciation of Turkish BatLir. In India, 

the title (Bahadzr) is given to the offspring of the princes of the Turkish states which 

ruled India for many centuries. It is a name for those who combine high morals and 

bravery.] (Tarzamn Canavarlan 1935: 111). In my vie\v, Ali Rlza Seyfi's addition in 

this example does not only serve sty listie purposes. It appears as though Ali Rlza 

Seyfi took the opportunity to introduce a nationalist statement in the text using the of 

the translation in order to convey some information about the term "batur". While he 

did that, he also made a point of drawing attention to the historical achievements of 

the Turks of Central Asia. 
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6.3.1.4 Treatment of Proper Names 

Ali Rlza Seyfi gave Turkish transcriptions of the proper names and placed all proper 

names within brackets. As mentioned in Sections 6.2.1.2 and 6.2.2.2, this was a 

strategy inherited from Ottoman script and \vas widely used in the fields of both 

translation and indigenous writing. In Tarzanzn Canavarlarmda Tarzan remained as 

"Tarzan", due to the fact that the word is pronounced in this manner in Turkish. lane 

became "Ceyin", Rokoff"Rokof', Sheeta "Sita'\ and d' Arnot "Domo". 

Paulvitch was transcribed as "Pavlovic;" by Ali Rlza Seyfi. He changed the 

Anglicized transliteration of the name and converted it back to its original Russian 

pronunciation which was probably more familiar to the Turkish readership. 

6.3.1.5 Siting Tar:,anm Canavarlan 

There are three main features of Tarzamn C anavar/an that enable us to explore 

various aspects of the field of translated popular literature in Turkey in the 1930s. 

The first one is its close connection with the world of cinema, demonstrating the 

strong relationship between popular literature and film \vhich the publishers utilized 

as a major marketing strategy. The second feature pertains to the actual translation 

decisions taken by Ali Rtza Seyfi which show a clear preference for the generic 

expectations of the readership, rather than a concern for preserving the style of the 

source author. The third feature is also based on the translation decisions and helps 

us to reveal how norms observed in translations of popuiar literature served 

nationalism and nation-building in early republican Turkey 
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Cinema was a popular form of entertainment in the Turkish cities throughout 

the period under study. This also had a large impact on the field of translated and 

indigenous popular literature. Publishers tried to follow new foreign films corning to 

Turkey and showed an effort to publish their novel simultaneously (Garan 1949). 

Some of these novels were translations of novels which were made into popular 

feature films such as Olmiyen A!jk30 and Yagmurlar Gelince31
. A number of novels 

were launched under the name "sinema romam" ("cinema novel") combining two 

forms of popular representation: cinema and novel. This combination appeared to 

have a great deal of commercial success which is evident from the fact that it was 

widely available in the market. The strategy used by publishers was to acquire the 

synopsis or the dialogue list of popular feature films and to have them translated, or 

rather, enlarged into full novels (Garan 1949). An example is an abridged and 

anonymous translation of Gulliver's Travels published in 1941 by Tlirkiye Yaymevi. 

The book claims to be the "novel of the film" ["filmin romam"] and features 

numerous illustrations from Gulliver's Travels, an animated cartoon by Paramount 

Pictures,32 These findings require one to go beyond the level of the individual work, 

or even beyond an individual field within the larger system of popular culture while 

studying translated popular literature. Some translated works, such as Tarzamn 

Canavarlarz played on the popularity and familiarity of their characters mainly 

30 Translation of Emily Bronte's Wuthering Heights. Translated by Avni lusel and Harndi Varoglu. 
Published by insel Kitabevi in 1942. The title of the translation was borrowed from the title of the 
movie based on Bronte's novel (Erem 1943: 428). 
31 Translation of Louis Bromfield's When The Rains Came. Translated by Orner Rlza Dogrul and 
published by A. Halit in 1942. . . . _ 
32 Numerous examples can be shown for such novels. A bnefhst mCludes: 
Charles Brackett (1944) Sabah OlmasEn, tr. Vahdet Giiltekin, Istanbul: Arif PoIat. Appeared in the 
series of "Filrne Ahnrnl~ Saheserler Serisi" (Series of Filmed Masterpieces). 
John Steinbeck (1944) KenaI' Mahclle, tr. ?, Istanbul: Istanbul Baslmevi. Appeared in the series of 
"Filrne Ahnml~ Saheserler Serisi" (Series of Filmed Masterpieces). 
Eleanor Smith (1945) Yzlan KadEn, tr. O. and N. Yar, Istanbul: Stad Baslmevi. Appeared in the series 
of "Sin em a Romanian Serisi" (Series of Cinema Novels). 
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through their films. There is little doubt that the kinship between these examples of 

popular fiction and popular cinema would have a bearin a on the wav translated := J 

popular literature was received. By referring to the films and using stills as 

illustrations in those books, publishers emphasized the relationship between the book 

and the film, thus creating a new intertextual field, where the metonymic context of 

the book was no longer confined to the field oftranslated or indigenous literature, but 

also expanded into the realm of cinema. 

The second feature that needs to be mentioned about Tarzamn Canavarlarz 

concerns Ali Rlza Seyfi's translation strategy. As mentioned in the previous sections, 

Ali Rlza Seyfi radically changed E. R. Burroughs' literary sty Ie through the additions 

he made in The Beasts of Tarzan. He undennined the concise and sophisticated 

lang1..tage used by Burroughs in the book and replaced it with a much more vivid and 

colloquial language. He did not confine himself to the ideas or depictions offered by 

Burroughs and added new infonnation, dialogues and stylistic embellishments. 

Although Ali Rlza Seyfi followed the plot created by Burroughs rather closely, he 

did not follow his style. I would argue that Tarzanzn Canavarlal'l capitalized on the 

popularity of its protagonist, Tarzan, rather than the literary merits of Burroughs. As 

mentioned in Section 6.2.2.3, popular heroes enter public circulation, often at the 

cost of their writers' fame. Likewise, in Tarzanzn Canavarlan Ali Rlza Seyfi, or the 

publisher, ignored the source author altogether, providing no room for his name 

anywhere in the book. The generic features of the novel were placed in the 

foreground, through the cover, the illustrations and the idiomatic language which 

characterized Ali Rlza Seyfi's style as a translator. 

When Tarzamn Canavar/arr is compared with Yanlz§lzklar Gecesi. Ali Rlza 

Seyfi's translation of Oliver Goldsmith's She Stoops to Conquer, one is faced with a 
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different set of translational norms. Like other translations published by the Ministry 

of Education, Yanlz§lzklar Gecesi foregrounds its source text and author in its 

peritextual features. Unlike Tarzanzn Canavarlan, Ali Rlza Seyfi did not make any 

additions to the source text, except for some footnotes which serve to explain foreign 

cultural elements (Goldsmith 1946: 4, 14, 46). He observed the norms recommended 

by the Translation Bureau in terms of the preservation of the textual integrity of the 

source text and the use of original English orthography in the translations. The 

difference in Ali Rlza Seyfi's translational behaviour might have originated from a 

series of factors such as the editing mechanism of the Bureau, the canonical status of 

She Stoops to Conquer and the existence of two different target readerships. 

Although Tarzamn Canavarlan was presented as, and was, an adventure 

novel, Ali Rlza Seyfi introduced a political and ideological aspect to it. The most 

explicit ideological intervention to the translation was carried out in his addition of a 

footnote describing the adjective "batur". This footnote made a small excursion into 

Turkish history and recalled one of its heroic episodes. Interestingly, Ali Rlza Seyfi 

claimed a continuity between modem Turkey and a Turkic state which was founded 

and disappeared a long time ago. As suggested in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1.2, the 

creation of a common past was one of the tools used by republican culture planners. 

The Turkish Historical Society was active in proving that the Turkish nation and 

culture dated back to a time immemorial, preceding the Ottoman Empire. In my 

view, Ali Rlza Seyfi's addition of the term "batur" and its expla.'1ation can 

be considered a small-scale effort at reinforcing the suggested deep-

rootedness of Turkish history. Moreover, Ali P~za Seyfi's purist approach 

to the Turkish lar..guagc is evident in the translation. His use ofneoIogigms can be 
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viewed as an attempt to integrate popular entertainment and public education in a 

time when the purist movement was associated with nationalism and patriotism. 

Tarzanzn Canavarlarz was a translation that belonged with the field of large-

scale production. Nevertheless, its analysis serves a purpose that goes beyond an 

exploration of marketing strategies. One can encounter the use of two significant 

tools of nation-building in the translation, namely history and language. The lexical 

additions and the addition of a footnote with strong nationalist overtones point at a 

nationalist undertext created by the translator. Seen from this perspective, the book 

adds nationalism as a new dimension to the poetics within which it was produced and 

received .. 

6.3.2 KaZlklt Voyvoda (Vlad the Impaler) 

In Section 6.2.1, I offered a descriptive analysis of Selami MUnir Yurdatap' s 

translation of Bram Stoker's Dracula: Drakyola, Kan ken Adam. In this section. I 

\vill introduce another Dracula translation: Kazlkh Voyvoda by Ali Rlza Seyfi, 

published in Ottoman script in 1928 by the Resimli Ay KUttiphanesi (Ali Rlza Seyfi 

1928). Eighteen years later, in 1946, the novel was reprinted in the Latin alphabet by 

<;lglr Kitabevi (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1946). \\!hile the content and structure of the two 

editions are identical, the vocabulary of the second one was revised to reflect the 

changes Turkish had undergone in the eighteen years that had elapsed. In particular, 

many Ottoman words were replaced by less sophisticated new Turkish lexical items. 

Both texts offer the same approach towards translation. In this section, I will refer to 
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both editions to illustrate my arguments. Quotations are from the first edition of 

1928.33 

An interesting feature of Kazzklz VO) Toda is the fact that it was presented as 

an original Turkish novel. In fact, it was explicitly presented as the first in a series of 

"Merakh Romanlar" (Curious Novels), launched by the Resimli Ay Publishing 

House. On the covers of both editions, Ali RIza Seyfi was presented as the book's 

"author". The first edition presented him as the "author" ("muharrir"), while the 

second edition gave his name in the cover page, without any attribute, as this was the 

convention regarding authors of books, as mentioned in Section 6.2.3.1. However, 

the status of the book as a translation of Dracula has recently been revealed 

(Scognamillo 1997: 5; Scognamillo 1998: 56). Indeed, my comparison of source and 

target texts shows that Kazzklz Voyvoda, however manipulated, is a translation of 

Stoker's Dracula. This means that throughout the 69 years that elapsed betv.,reen the 

first edition of Kazzklz Voyvoda and the publication ofScognamillo's articles drawing 

attention to its status as an "adaptation", the novel functioned in the Turkish system 

of popular literature as a "concealed translation", as defined by Gideon Toury. Toury 

suggests that even if a text is presented as original writing, the existence of another 

text which may have served as a source for that text will be sufficient for making the 

former text an object of study for translation studies. He writes: 

Knowledge of the existence of a text in another language and culture, which a 
target-language text is taken to have replaced, may also serve as a trigger for 
adopting the assumption that that text is a translation. This last possibility IS of 
paramount heuristic importance for cultures, or historical periods, where 
translations exist as concealed facts - whether it is only the presentation of a 
text as being of a derived nature which is not customary or whether the very 
distinction between translations and non-translations is not culturally fl . .mctional 
and is hence blurred (Toury 1995: 70-71). 

33 All transliterations from the Ottoman are mine. 
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Kazzklz Voyvoda was not only produced and received as an indigenous novel; it 

was also adapted to the screen. Omit Deniz, a popular writer of detective fiction, 

wrote a script based on Kazzklz Voyvoda and the film "Dracula istanbul' da" (Dracula 

in Istanbul) was released in 1953.34 The credit titles of the film explicitly 

acknowledged Ali Rlza Seyfi as the author of the book. Kazzklz Voyvoda was 

reprinted in 1997 under the title Dracula jstanbul'da, this time accompanied by a 

preface by researcher Giovanni Scognamillo (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1997). Although this 

most recent edition also credited the novel to Ali Rlza Seyfi, Scognamillo mentioned 

its true source and presented the book as an interesting case of abridgement and 

adaptation. He v.Tote: "'yVhat Ali Rlza Seyfi did was to carry out an adaptation. a 

summary and a form of Turkicization" ["Ali Rlza Seyfi'nin aslmda yaptlgl bir 

uyarlamaydl, bir ozetleme ve de bir Tlirk<;:ele~tirme"] (Scognamillo in Ali Rlza Seyfi 

1997: 5). Scognamillo did not specify ,vhat he meant by "adaptation", "summary" or 

"Turkicization". Nevertheless, his preface is important as regards Count Dracula's 

trajectory in Turkish, because it was the first peritextual element that presented the 

book as a form of translation. For the first time, the readers were offered the 

information that they were about to read a translation, instead of an indigenous novel. 

The 1997 edition merits a separate analysis. It revised the language of the 1928 and 

1946 editions and carried out extensive omissions, especially of elements that have 

ideological connotations. Some of these elements will be discussed in the following 

pages. Drakula jstanbul'da is a recent publication and falls outside of the scope of 

the present study. Therefore, I win not examine the d~tails ofthis edition. 

34 "Drakula istanbul'da" was directed by Mehmet Muhtar and produced by Turgut Demirag. Annie 
Ball, Ayfer Feray, Cahit Irgat, Bulent Oran and AtIf Kaptan were in leading roles (Tiirkiye 
BibliyografYasl 1953: 188). 
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The paratextual elements of the first two editions of the novel deserve a 

detailed analysis, since they enabled the presentation and functioning of the novel as 

an indigenous work. 

6.3.2.1 Paratextual Elements 

Both the 1928 and the 1946 editions were published within a series carrying the same 

title, although they were published by different companies, Resimli Ay and C;lglf 

respectively: "Merakh Romanlar" (Curious Novels). This was a rather ambiguous 

generic designation. Nevertheless, I suggest that it associated the book with 

adventure fiction, rather than "high literature". Bram Stoker's name was not 

mentioned in either of the editions and there was no indication that the book had 

been translated. The 1928 edition has a plain text cover where the title of the book, 

the "author", the publisher, the title of the series and the year of publication are 

mentioned. There is no title page. The back cover is blank. The 1946 edition has an 

illustrated cover where the title of the book is printed at the top in capital letters. The 

rest is occupied by an illustration where Count Dracula's face is shown looking 

sinisterly down from above at a young woman who is staring at him with a horrified 

expression)n her face. The two figures are placed against a dark blue background, 
/ 

probably representing night. The title page indicates the name of the series, the title, 

Ali Rlza Seyfi's name without any attribute, the number of the edition and the name 

and address of the publisher. The back cover of the book advertises nine other books 

published by the same company. These are works by well-known writers such as 

Halide Edip Adlvar, Balla Dtirder and Sait Faik AbaslyaIllk. There are nc examples 
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of popular fiction in the list. Nevertheless, I suggest that Kcczklz VOJToda was 

intended for readers of popular literature, gi\'en the series it was included in, 

The peritext of the 1928 edition includes a preface by the publishing company. 

This preface reinforces the reception of Ka=lklz Voyvoda as an indigenous work. In 

the preface titled "Merakh Romanlar Serisi" (Series of Curious ~ovels), the editors 

of Resimli Ay introduce their new series. They imply that the books included in this 

series are indigenous works by stating that they are to be pe:nned by "the most 

competent writers" of Turkey ["memleketin en seHihiyyetdar kalemleri"] (Ali Rlza 

Seyfi 1928: 3-4). The same preface suggests that the series would produce one book 

monthly, adding up to twelve books in one year. Ne\'ertheless, I have not been able 

to trace an)' other books in that series. This rna:: mean tf:.lt the series was 

discontinued due to the alphabet reform \vhich took place in 1915 creating a general 

stagnation in the publishing market as explained in Chapter -+. Section -+.1. The 

preface also offers a significant clue in tem1S of the series' genre. The editors write 

that "the events told in the novels are so full of impact that they \\ill keep the reader 

in a state of gentle excitement from the beginning until the end" ["romandaki vakalar 

kariyi ba~mdan sonuna kadar tatkh bir heyecan i<;inde sUriikkleyecek kadar 

kuvvetlidir"] (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1928: 3). I take this as a clear indication of Kazlklz 

Voyvoda's connection with the adventure genre, and therefore with popular 

literature. 

From the epitextual elements of the two editions, it becomes clear that Kazlklz 

Voyvoda was acknowledged as an indigenous novel. Bibliographies contributed to 

the preservation of Kazlklz Voyvoda's identity as an original no\'d: the compiler of 

the most authoritative bibliography of Turkish books published in Ottoman script, 

Seyfettin Ozege, mentioned Ali Rlza Seyfi as the author of the book of the first 
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edition (Ozege 1973: 852), and the Tiirkiye Bib/iyogrc{fyasz for the years 1938-1948, 

covering books published in the Latin alphabet, recorded the second edition as an 

indigenous novel in the category of "Turkish Literature" (Tiirkiye Bibliyograjj;asz 

1950: 1275). 

The book's status as a translation was publicly disclosed for the first time in 

the preface to Drakula jstanbul'da in 1997, which was followed up by an article on 

legends of vampires published in the periodical Albiim in January 1998, both by 

Giovanni Scognamillo (Scognamillo in Ali Rlza Seyfi 1997: 5; Scognamillo 1998: 

56). In both publications, Scognamillo referred to the work as an adaptation and a 

summary. Why Scognamillo identified Kazzklz Voyvoda an adaptation was probably 

due to the domestication35 of the characters and places as well as Ali Rlza Seyfi' s 

additions to the source text, which carry clear target-cultural overtones. Above all, 

while translating Dracula, Ali Rlza Seyfi renamed the novel Kazzklz r"o)'voda, 

associating it right from the start with an evil figure from Turkish history.36 

6.3.2.2 Plot and Characters 

In Kazzklz Voyvoda, Ali Rlza Seyfi has retained the narrative structure of Dracula by 

using letters and diary entries as the main narrative tool. The plot is also similar to 

that of Dracula with the exception of a number of omissions and additions to be 

analyzed in the next section. Kazlklz Voyvoda relates the story of a young lawyer sent 

to Transylvania to assist Count Dracula in his purchase of real estate in the lawyer's 

35 Throughout th.e nvo case studies, I use the tenns "to domesticate" and "domestication" to refer to a 
iexical process of re;JlacL'lg forei6Il cu1n:r,,1 elements of the SOU1"ce text with elements Itiore familiar to 
the target readership. 
36 Turkish for "Vlad the Impaler". Vlad Dracula, who reigned briefly as the voivode of Wallachia in 
the 15th century, was known for his cruel method of torture whereby he had his victims impaled 
slowly on stakes. 
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country. Count Dracula holds the lawyer hostage until he has secured his own 

departure out of the country. Having become acquainted with the Count's horrific 

deeds, the lawyer returns to his homeland where he soon finds out that the Count is 

there to haunt and suck the blood of his loved ones. Assisted by a number of people, 

including his fiancee, he sets out on an expedition to exterminate the vampire. The 

Count flees back to Transylvania, but the lawyer and his friends are there to kill him. 

This plot is common to both Kazlklz Voyvoda and Dracula. Nevertheless, Ali 

Rlza Seyfi has modified some of the details. First and foremost, he changed the 

location of the story and had Dracula come to Istanbul, instead of traveling to 

London, unlike Stoker's Dracula. Furthermore, Ali Rlza Seyfi domesticated the 

characters, gave them Turkish names and equipped them with a number of new traits 

associated with heroism and patriotism. In Kazlklz Voyvoda "Jonathan Harker" was 

represented as "Azmi". "Mina" as "Guzin", "Lucy" as "Sadan'·. ·'Dr. Se\vard" as 

"Doktor Afif' and "Dr. Van Helsing" as "Doktor Resuhi". 

6.3.2.3 Matricial Norms in KaZlkh Voyvoda 

Although Ali Rlza Seyfi domesticated the novel by giving the characters Turkish 

names and setting the plot in Istanbul, he still retained many features of the source 

text. Major events are the same, except for one large-scale omission: the final trip 

taken by Jonathan Harker, Mina and their friends to Dra;::ula's castle. \Vhereas Stoker 

had his characters travel from London to Transylvania to exterminate Dracula, Ali 

Rlza Seyfi kept them in Turkey, to do the job in one of Istanbul's historical districts, 

EyUp, thereby shortening the text by some fifty pages. The characters remain the 

same too, the only significant difference being the Turkish names they now carry. All 
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in all, Ali Rlza Seyfi seems to have produced an abridged version of the source text, 

which inevitably means that he carried out a number of omissions. The omissions are 

not evenly distributed throughout the book: certain sections, especially at the 

beginning, were translated in full, whereas to\vards the end omissions become more 

frequent. 

The first five chapters of Dracula are probably the most adventure-like 

section of the book, with details of Jonathan Harker's encounter with Count Dracula 

and his forced stay at his castle. In the first half of KaZlklz Voyvoda. Ali Rlza Seyfi 

translates many of the details of Harker's stay and renders the source text in full. He 

even adds certain elements which \vill be taken up shortly. In the second half, 

however, Seyfi engages in heavy omission acti\'ity. Although he retains the plot and 

the way the narrative is structured through the letters and diary entries of some of the 

characters, he summarizes the parts that are of less relevance for the main theme. For 

instance, Ali Rlza Seyfi has dramatically shortened a diary entry by Dr. Seward, one 

of Lucy's suitors. In Dracula, Dr. Seward explains in some length what happened 

following Lucy's death. He writes about the sadness and desperation he and his 

friends feel at Lucy's death and goes into a great deal of psychological description. 

Ali Rlza Seyfi has reduced this entry, which lasts about four pages in Dracula 

(Stoker 1993: 224-228) down to one short paragraph. The first three sentences of the 

paragraph give the main idea conveyed in the diary entry: that all are very sad. But 

this is followed by several sentences added by Ali Rlza Seyfi where he dwells upon 

the noble qualities of one of the characters and praises his character by referring to a 

number of patriotic qualities (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1928: 163). 

Ali Rlza Seyfi has preserved 8,ctlon-related parts in the noyel m'1d rendered 

sections which are essential for the narrative progression. He has left out lengthy 
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descriptions or details related to the characters' emotional states. Consider his 

translation of an afternoon outing by Mina and her friend Lucy who fell prey to 

Dracula: 

Target Text: 
$adan her zaman denizi seyrettigimiz 0 tepecige, oradaki ta~a adeta meftun. 
Gidip orada oturuyor, istignlklara dallyor. Bugtin gurupta oturuyorduk ... 0 
dalml~tl ... Mtiphem bir noktaya baka baka kendi kendine ~oyle mmldandl: 
- Yine 0 kmlllzi gozler! Tlpkl onlar! (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1928: 105) 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
$adan is nearly in love with the hill we visit to watch the sea, and the rock 
there. She goes to sit there and is carried away in deep contemplation. Today 
we were sitting there at sunset... She was lost in thought... Staring at an 
unidentifiable spot, she murnmred to herself: 

Those red eyes again! They are just the same ~ (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1928: 105)] 

Source Text: 
On the East Cliff, reading and writing all day. Lucy seems to have become as 
much in love with the spot as I am, and it is hard to get her away from it when 
it is time to come home for lunch or tea or dinner. This afternoon she made a 
funny remark. We were coming home for dinner. and had come to the top of 
the steps up from the West Pier and stopped to look at the view, as \ve 
generally do. The setting sun, low do\vn in the sky, was just dropping behind 
Kettleness; the red light was thrown over on the East Cliff and the old Abbey, 
and seemed to bathe everything in a beautiful rosy glow. We were silent for a 
while, and suddenly Lucy murmured as if to herself:-

'His red eyes again! They are just the same!' (Stoker 1993: 125). 

In the above passage, Ali Rlza Seyfi omitted t.~e description of the evening view, 

proper names and details of Lucy's obsession with the spot. I suggest that these were 

elements that Ali Rlza Seyfi did not consider of primary importance for the 

progression of the main plot; therefore he felt free to omit them from his version. 

Some of the most interesting features of Kazzkh Voyvoda stem from the 

additions introduced to the target text by Ali Rlza Seyfi. The additions can be located 
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throughout the novel in numerous instances. In fact, Kazzklz Vo)"mda starts with an 

addition the translator introduced before the beginning which partially modifies the 

narrative structure in the novel. In this added preface, termed "Ba~lamadan Evvel" 

("Before the Start") Ali Rlza Seyfi explains how he allegedly acquired the letters and 

diaries forming the basis of the story. The preface serves to set the story in Istanbul, 

telling how the author found the letters in a boat while crossing the Bosphorus, and 

mentions the names of some specific districts of the city. Furthermore, it aims to 

highlight the verisimilitude of the story, giving it a seemingly documentary basis: 

Target Text: 
ASlrlarca evvelki mlithi~ hadisatm tUy ler lirpertici bir devaml ve hitamml iddia 
eden bu hadisat acaba esrarengiz istanbulun muzlim ko~elerinde vaki oldu mu? 
Fakat elimdeki vesaike ne mana verebiliriz? Bu hakikatten ~liphe edenler gelip 
vesaiki hal-i aslilerinde gorebilirler (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1928: 6). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
Did these events that announce the hair-raising sequel to and end of terrible 
events that took place centuries ago really happen in far comers of mysterious 
Istanbul? If not, what is the meaning of the documents I have? Those who 
doubt their truth can come and see these documents for themselves (Ali Rlza 
Seyfi 1928: 6).J 

Following the preface, the narrative of Kazzklz Voyvoda opens with another addition 

in the first paragraph: 

Target Text: 
3 Mayls (Bistri~ kasabasl - Transilvanya) 
MaYlsm ikinci glinli Viyana'ya geldim. Budape~te'yj ~oy lece istasyonundan 
aordlim Fakat anladlglm ~udur ki, Budape~te adeta garpten ~arka yahut ~arktan 
b 

garbe girilecek bir kapl mahiyetinde bulunuyor. .. TUrk milletinin, bliylik ve 
~anh lrklmm ~anlarma canh ve kanh bir ~ahit gibi :;aglaYlp giden Tuna nehrinin 
lizerine atllml~ koprlilerin en muazzamlanndan birinden geyen tren, beni, tUrk 
tarihiyle samimiyetle alakad~.r eden mmtlk~lara dogru uyurdu ... iyimde tath ve 
aCl, fakat hepsi gururlu hepsi ruh ylikseltici hisler, heyecanlar ylrpmlyor ... 
Milliyet hissi, milliyet gururu... Ruhun ne bliylik mucizesi! Be~eriyet 
klimelerinin ne tath, ne bitmez tlikenmez ab-l hayatI! (Ali RIza Seyfi 1928: 7-8) 
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[Target Text in Back-translation: 
3 May (The town ofBistritz - Transylvania) 
I arrived in Vienna on the second day of May. I only had a brief glimpse of 
Budapest from the station. But as much as I can gather, Budapest is like a gate 
which provides entrance from west to east and from east to west ... The train 
that crossed one of the longest bridges over the Danube, flowing as a live and 
bloodied witness to the glories of the Turkish nation, of my great and famous 
race, flew me to regions closely related to Turkish history .... I am full of bitter
sweet feelings, of proud and noble excitement quivering inside me ... A feeling 
for one's nation, pride for one's nation. Such a great miracle of the soul! Such a 
sweet and eternal elixir of life for human societies!. .. (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1928: 7-
8)] 

Source Text: 
3 May. Bistritz. - Left Munich at 8.35 p.m. on 15t May, arriving at Vienna 
early next morning; should have arrived at 6.46, but train was an hour late. 
Buda-Pesth seems a wonderful place, from the glimpse which I got of it from 
the train and the little I could walk through the streets. I feared to go very far 
from the station, as we had arrived late and \vould start as near the correct time 
as possible. The impression I had was that we were leaving the West and 
entering the East; the most Western of splendid bridges over the Danube, which 
is here of noble width and depth, took us among the traditions of Turkish rule. 
(Stoker 1993: 7) 

The hyperbolic tone of nationalism is quite evident in the cited paragraph. The 

additions in this paragraph made by Ali Rlza Seyfi mainly concern Turkish history, 

the superiority of Turkishness and the features of Turks, possibly encouraging the 

reader to construct a fictional Turkish identity. 

Some of these additions evolve around a theme already offered by Stoker and 

appear as elaborations of the information given in the source text itself. Regard the 

following example: 

Target Text: 
Buralarda yollann temiz, geyit verir bir hal de bulundurulmamasl is;in adeta 
tarihi bir anane vardlr, TUrk klhcmm buralarda keskin oldugu, TUrk 
hakimiyetinin buralan titrettigi eski aSlrlarda Erdel (Transilvanya) gospodarlan 
(prensleri) yollan tesviye ve tathir etmekten s;ekinirIermi~. C:::tinkti yollar 
tesviye edilecek olursa Ttirkler, Transilvanyahlann Ttirkiye aleyhine Alman, 
Leh askerleri celp edeceklerinden ~tiphelenirler ve zaten bir kll ile bagh duran 
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mlitarekeyi bozup hemen harbe giri~irlermi~ (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1928: 23). 

[Target Text in English Translation: 
Here it was almost a historical custom not to clear and repair the roads. In the 
old times when the Turkish sword was sharp and Turkish mle made everyone 
tremble here, the Erdel (Transylvania) gospodars (princes) \\'ere afraid to clean 
and repair the roads. Because if the roads were repaired the Turks would 
suspect that Transylvanians were preparing to call German and Polish soldiers 
and they would break the truce and start the war which was always at loading 
point (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1928: 23).] 

Source Text: 
In this respect it is different from the general run of roads in the Carpathians, 
for it is an old tradition that they would not repair them, lest the Turk should 
think that they were preparing to bring foreign troops, and so hasten the war 
which was always really at loading point (Stoker 1993: 10). 

In this case, it is the expression "the Turk" used in the source text which triggered a 

series of additions. Ali Rlza Seyfi uses the sentence "Turk kllIcmll1 buralarda keskin 

oldugu, Turk hakimiyetinin buralan titrettigi" ["The Turkish sword was sharp and 

Turkish rule made everyone tremble"] to refer in quite sentimental and nationalist 

terms to the Turkish rule in the region, Furthelmore, he makes some informative 

additions, thus letting the reader know of the Turkish name of Transylvania CErdel") 

and the names of the local rulers in the area ("gospodarlan") as well as which foreign 

troops Transylvanians collaborated with against the Turks (namely, German and 

Polish). 

However, some of Ali Rlza Seyfi's additions ha\'e no textual-linguistic basis in 

the original. At times he takes breaks from the source text to digress into details of 

Turkish history. Regard the following, rather long passage that Seyfi wrote to present 

the geneaiogy of Count Dracula, which dates back to Vlad the Impaler: 
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Target Text: 
Gece yansl: Kont ile uzun bir musahabede bulundum. Milletimin tarihiyle, 0 

kahraman TUrk ordulan ve TUrk akmcIlanyle, eski TUrklerin siyaset fikriyle 0 

kadar alakadar olan bu memleketin, (Erdel) yani Transilvanyanm tarihi 
hakkmda Konta bazl sualler sordum; benim suallerime kar~l bir Transilvarlyah 
ic;in bile hayret-i mucib bir vukuf, katiyyet ve canhhkla malumat verdi. Bu 
memleketin tarihi sekenesi, hadisatl, bilhassa muharebeleri hakkmda soz 
soylerken gUya bu hadiselerin hepsinde kendisi bulunmu~ gibi kuvvet, ~iddet 
ve co~kunlukla davramyordu. Fakat vakit vakit durarak zabt-l nefs ettigini, 
tavrma, tabirlerine mlilayemet verdigini gOrliyordum. Hele Tiirkiye 
jmparatorluguyla cereyan eden vakai miimkiin mertebe atl am ak, yahut pek 
UstlinkorU gec;mek istiyordu ve bu bence de tabii idi; muhatablm bir TUrke 
kar~l ba~ka tlirlU davranabilir mi idi? 0, kendi namda~l oIem ve Tiirkler 
hakkmda 0 derece feci zuliimler, i~kenceler yapml~, ahdlm, namus sozlinU 
mliteaddid defalar bozmu~, tarihimizde (~eytan Voyvoda), (Kazlkh Voyvoda) 
gibi me~'um lakaplar kazanml~ olan e~has-l tarihiyeden da - veley ki, 0 

Transilvanyahlar ic;in bir kahraman olsun - bana kar~l fahir ve gururla 
bahsetmegi nezakete muvaflk bulmayacaktl. Fakat bu miinasebetle ben de 
ihtimal yok mUbalagah ve lUzumsuz bir teessiir ve ikrah hasll eden bir hakikate 
vakIf oldum. Bu gUn i~te memur oldugum, ~atosunda yattlglm. ekmegini 
yedigim ve ~imdi kar~lmda duran bir Transilvanyah Kont (Drakola) 0 tarihi. 
zalim Eflak Prensi Drakolanm, ugursuz (Kazrkh Voyvoda) nm ailesinden degil 
mi imi~. Hatta bu kartallann yuva yapmaktan korkacagl harap ~atoda Kazlkh 
Voyvodamn zamanmdan kalma, son slgmaklanndan olan bir mahal imi~ ... Ah 
benim gUzel, mini mini tarihc;i "Giizin"im; ~u anda seni nasil gorecegim 
geliyor; sen olsan isim mli~abeheti tesadUfiinUn boyle nesil, aile ayniyeti 
~ekline girmesine kar~1 kim bilir neler soyler, neler hissederdik. Bu 
musahabemiz esnasmda Kontun blitUn soylediklerini buraya yazmaYI ne kadar 
ister idim. Fakat dogrusu ben zihnimdeki endi~elere ilaveten bu tesadiife de 0 

kadar ~a~lrml~ idim ki, bu geceki sahne bende c;ok gayn hakiki, muphem bir 
intiba biraktl. Demek ben ~imdi bir zaman damlan altmda KazIkh VoyvodaYI 
saklayan bir binamn ic;inde bulunuyorum. ihtimal elleri, elbisesi, silahslz 
oldUrdUgli, kazlga vurdurdugu, ba~ma C;ivi c;aktIrdlgl TUrklerin, masum kadm 
vIe yocuklann kanlanyle bula~lk oldugu halde yalm kIhC;h TUrk akmcIsmm 
intikam kIhcmdan kayan Kazlkh V oyvoda kac; defa bu ku~ uc;maz kervan 
geymez ~atosuna nefes nefese kac;ml~, saklanml~tl. ihtimal elinde kalan son 
TUrk esirlerini ~u a~agldaki 1SS1Z, karanhk avluda, hatta ~u dI~ardaki uzun 
salonda i~kencelerle oldUrtmU~tii (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1928: 60-62). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
Midnight: I have had a long talk with the Count. I asked the Count some 
questions about the history of Erde!, in other words Transylvania, that is so 
closely related to my nation's history, to the brave Turkish annies and Turkish 
pioneer troops and to the political idea of the old Turks; I was surprised by the 
informativeness, precision and vigour of his answers which were quite 
advanced even for a Transylvanian. He was behaving with such power, rage 
and enthusiasm when he was talking about the historical past, events, and 
especially battles of this country that it seemed as if he had personally 
witnessed all these events. But I noticed that from time to time he restrained 
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himself to give a milder tone to his attitude and \vords. Especially he wanted to 
skip or only give a rough account of e\'ents concerning the Turkish Empire and 
I thought this was only natural: could he possibly behave otherwise in front of 
a Turk? He would not find it polite to talk highly and proudly of a man who 
carried his name, who practised such sad and horrible cruelties and tortures on 
Turks, who broke his oath, his word of honour, so many times and who was 
called by such sinister names as Evil Voivode, Impaling Voivode - Kazlkh 
Voyvoda in our history - even if he may be a hero for Transylvanians. But I 
found out a fact that evoked perhaps an exaggerated and unnecessary 
resentment and disgust in me. The Transylvanian Count (Dracula) who 
employs me, houses me in his castle and feeds me, who is standing before me 
today, comes from the lineage of that historical, cruel vValIachian prince, 
Kazlkh Voyvoda! And this wreck of a castle where even eagles would be 
afraid to nest is a remnant from KaZlkh Voyvoda's times and one of his last 
shelters. Oh my beautiful, little historian Gilzin; how I long to see you now; if 
you were here who knows how we would speak and feel about this coincidence 
of a name resemblance turning out to be a lineage, a family. I wish I could 
write down everything the Count said. But I was so amazed at this coincidence 
which added up to all the concerns in my mind, that tonight's experience left a 
very surreal and ambigious impression on me. So I am now in a building which 
once sheltered KaZlkh Voyvoda under its roof. He may have taken shelter in 
this deserted castle short of breath, running from the swords of the Turkish 
troops, perhaps his hands and clothes still stained by the blood of the Turks, the 
innocent women and children whom he killed with his bare hands, whom he 
impaled and nailed on the head. Maybe he had the last Turkish prisoners 
tortured to death in the abandoned and dark courtyard down here, or even in 
the long hall out there! (Ali Rlza Seytl 1928: 60-62)] 

And the following is the original context in which this addition is placed: 

Source Text: 
Midnight - I have had a long talk with the Count. I asked him a few questions 
on Transylvanian history, and he warmed up to the subject wonderfully. In his 
speaking of things and people, and especially of battles, he spoke as if he had 
been present at them all. This he afterwards explained by saying that to a boyar 
the pride of his house and name is his own pride, that their glory is his glory, 
that their fate is his fate. Whenever he spoke of his house he always said we,' 
and spoke almost in the plural, like a king speaking. I wish I could put down all 
he said exactly as he said it, for to me it was most fascinating (Stoker 1993: 
41). 

It is clear that Ali Rlza Seyfi's addition makes several features of the source text 

more salient. First of all, the addition tells of Vlad the Impaler's cruel deeds against 

Turks, thus serving as a precursor of the events to follow: fighting Count Dracula 

becomes something the characters do to protect their country. Dracula is identified 
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with the nation's enemies, and it is only fair that the Turkish characters should take 

revenge on him once he starts his second campaign against the Turks, this time by 

taking a trip to Istanbul. It is no coincidence that Ali Rlza Seyfi makes the group that 

will eventually kill Dracula a small troop of officers who served in the Turkish War 

of Liberation (1919-1923). Fighting against Dracula thus appears not just an 

individual struggle against dark forces, but something a solid citizen should do in 

respect for the memory of those whom Dracula had once impaled. Regard the 

passage below where Jonathan Harker (Azmi in Seyfi's version), the lmvyer who is 

held hostage in Dracula's castle, realizes that he has become an instrument in 

Dracula's scheme to have himselftransported to Istanbul: 

Target Text: 
Ben boyle tasavvuf olunamayacak bir canavann istanbula, sevgili vatamma 
girmesine alet oluyordumL .. Orada bu mel un, ihtimal aSlrlarca once gelmi~ 
mel'un Kazlkh Voyvoda gibi doya doya TUrk kam iyecek, etrafmda bir lanet 
ve felaket muhiti te~kil eyleyecekti. Cinnet-i tehevvUrUm bUsbUtUn co~tu; kanh 
Kazlkh Voyvodanm bu ifrit hafidinden dUnyaYl kurtarmak azmine dU~ttim (Ali 
Rlza Seyfi 1928: 87). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
I almost became an instrument for this outrageous monster to enter Istanbul, 
my beloved homeland! ... There this fierce creature would greedily suck 
Turkish blood and would create curse and disaster around him just like fierce 
Kazlkh Voyvoda who perhaps was there centuries ago. I became mad with 
rage; and I felt determined to save the world from this evil son of bloody 
Kazlkh Voyvoda (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1928: 87).] 

Again, it is no coincidence that, at the end of the novel, as Dracula is being stabbed 

to eternal death, Seyfi has one of the characters say: "'Tuna boylannda kazlga vurulan 

milletda~larlmm intikaml!" [This is the revenge of my fellow nationals impaled on 

the banks ofthe Danube!] (Ali Rrza Sey:6 1928: 240). 
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Heroism is not confined to men. The addition below shows that Turkish 

women, as embodied by Gtizin in Kazzklz Voyvoda, also display virtues such as an 

awareness of history and the heroic Turkish heritage: 

Target Text: 
Gtizinin tarihe ve Ttirk tarihine olan meraki milletimizin destanlar ve 
kahramanhklarla dolu mazisine kar~I daima duydugu heyecanh rabita ve 
meftuniyet bu seyahati onun i«in «ok kIymetli bir hale getirecekti. Zaten benim 
de kulaglma a~ina gelen (Drakola) namma ilk defa daha istanbul'da dikkatimi 
sevgili Gtizin celp etmedi mi? (Ali RIza Seyfi 1928: 9) 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
The interest Gtizin has always had in history and in Turkish history, the 
enthusiastic loyalty and love she has felt for our nation's past full of legends 
and heroic deeds would make this trip precious for her. Wasn't it dear Gtizin in 
Istanbul who first called my attention to Dracula's name, with which my ear 
was familiar anyway? (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1928: 9)] 

Yet for Ali Rlza Seyfi, Gtizin's awareness of history and her patriotism are not 

enough to make her a real hero. Although she plays an important role in solving the 

mystery behind Dracula's presence in Istanbul, she has to remain in the background 

and cannot join the final battle against the Count. While men go to kill the creature, 

unlike Mina in Stoker's Dracula, Gtizin consents to staying behind. Ali RIza Seyfi's 

perception of the identity and role of women in the Turkish society are best 

explained in his own words, a complete addition to the source text: 

Target Text: 
Bu korkuny mucadeleye biHi-tereddut giri~tim. Korktugum ~ey sevgili Gtizinin 
bana mani olmaya kalkl~l11aSl idi. Fakat bu gul gibi nazik, sumbUl gibi ~ivekar 
Guzinim meger «elik gibi, haylr, hakiki bir Turk kIZl gibi metin imi~. Turk 
kIZl ... NasIl bir muayyarla se«ilmeli? En basiti sevgilisini, kocasrlll tehlikelere, 
mu~kullere, manialara hucum etmi~ gorerek takmdigi gurur ve duydugu i~tirak 
~evkiyle (Ali RIza Seyfi 1928: 232). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
I entered this struggle without a doubt in my mirId. One thing that I was really 
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afraid of was that GUzin would try to stop me. But it turns out that my GUzin, 
delicate as a rose and charming as lilacs, is strong as steel, no, strong as a true 
Turkish girl. How can you judge a Turkish girl? The easiest way is to judge her 
by the pride she feels and the strong commitment she shows when she sees her 
beloved one, her husband, surrounded by danger, difficulty and obstacles (Ali 
Rlza Seyfi 1928: 232).] 

As part of the domestication of the text, Ali Rlza Seyfi also makes certain 

omissions, changes and additions to Christian elements in the original. On more than 

one occasion, he replaces a crucifix with a Koran as an instrument used to keep 

vampires away. In the beginning of the novel, he takes the opportunity to make a 

sentimental addition on how Azmi's mother, a devout Moslem, gave him a small 

religious charm to protect him from evil forces (Ali RIza Seyfi 1928: 18). Indeed, in 

Ka:zzklz Voyvoda, it is not a crucifix but this charm which rescues Azmi from being 

bitten by Count Dracula. When the landlady at the inn tries to give him a cross before 

he sets out for the castle, Azmi accepts the present out of sheer kindness, but adds, 

"Madam, merak etmeyin, bakImz boynumda bizim dinin kitabl, BUyUk Allahm 

kelaml da var... Bu da beni muhafaza eder" [Madam, do not worry, look, I have the 

book of our religion, the word of the Great Allah around my neck ... It too can protect 

me] (Ali RIza Seyfi 1928: 19). Likewise, as the characters exterminate Dracula's 

victims one by one to let them all rest in peace, they call the Koran to their service: 

"Sonra doktor c;antasml ac;tl, buradan yaZl makinesi ile ban Kur'an ayetleri yazllml;> 

bUyUk kagltlar C;lkararak bunlan sandlklann ic;ine ve topragm uzerine ihtimamla 

yerle~tirdi" [And then the doctor opened up his bag and took out large sheets of 

paper on which some Koran verses were typed, he then carefully placed them inside 

the boxes and on the soil] (Ali RIza Seyfi 1928: 237). 
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6.3.2.4 Siting KaZlklt Voyvoda 

Kazzklz Vayvada is clearly very similar, although by no means identical, to Dracula 

in terms of its purpose and impact. Dracula is normally considered to be a horror 

novel. But it also offers literary-aesthetic pleasure with its dreamlike images, the 

emphasis it puts on the tension between the sources of light and darkness, Christ and 

Satan, as well as its allegories on sex and blood (\-Volf 1975: ix). Ali RIza Seyfi too 

has produced a horror novel. However, especially in the second half, the images he 

creates are much less dreamlike, and his style much less literary. The struggle he 

recounts is still one between the light and forces of darkness, but this time the 

oppositional forces are represented by the Turkish nation and its enemies, embodied 

in a western-Christian myth. Moreover, Kazzklz Va; Tada carries additional qualities 

which position the novel in an intergeneric field, combining what has been termed as 

"nationalist" literature with an adventure theme. 

In the 1930s and 1940s the term "nationalist literature" was widely discussed 

by literary critics and carefully distinguished from "national literature" as explored in 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1. "Milliyet9i" [nationalist] literature was regarded as a 

specific literary genre with a special relationship to its readers (NaYlr 1937: 30-31). 

This form of literature was represented by the wartime novels and battle stories 

which were rather popular throughout the 1920s and 1930s. I have offered a brief list 

of some of these novels in Section 6.2.3.4. Kazzklz Voyvoda occupies a paradoxical 

position within the general field of popular literature. It was presented as an 

indigenous novel with a Turkish theme, a claim that is evident from the title of the 

novel. Nevertheless, Ali R1Za Seyfi chose a non-Turkish source text, Bram Stoker's 

Dracula, as a basis for his work. It is difficult to explain why he preferred to work 
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from a foreign text, instead of writing an indigenous work. It is not possible to claim 

that indigenous works were more prestigious than translations. I have discussed in 

Chapters 2 and 4 that western literature was offered as a model for an emerging 

Turkish literature. As explained in Section 6.2.2.4 translations sold more than 

indigenous works in all literary fields. Therefore there were both commercial and 

literary reasons behind the publication of translations. My suggestion is that Ali Rlza 

Seyfi wished to expand on the elements that he associated with Turkish history in 

Dracula. He probably regarded the action-oriented and adventure-related aspects of 

the source novel an ideal central plot around which he could assemble his nationalist 

digressions. The nationalist additions he made mainly served to bring out past glories 

which were clearly used to evoke a nationalist sentiment in the readership. These 

additions clearly aimed to create a sense of shared history and continuity between the 

heroic deeds of former Turkish soldiers with the present Turkish population. The 

fight against Count Dracula conducted by the characters in the novel came to 

symbolize the battles against Vlad the Impaler by Turkish forces centuries ago. 

The 1946 edition has an additional ideological aspect in the sense that it 

replaced ~any words of Ottoman origin with newly-derived synonyms. This edition 

stands as an interesting example of the effect of the purist movement in Ali RIza 

Seyfi's work. The effect was also evident in his translation of The Beasts of Tarzan. 

The presentation of Kazlkll Voyvoda as an indigenous novel, and the fact that it 

also served as a source for a feature film, offer clues about the concept of translation 

Ali Rlza Seyfi held. By concealing the novel's status as a translation and by 

appropriating Bram Stoker's plot and characters Ali RIza Seyfi showed. that he was 

ilot at all concerned with the question of authcrial originality. Furthermore, he 

ignored the principle of "fullness" in translation and undervalued the source text's 
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unitary structure. This has interesting implications for the linguistically updated 1946 

edition, which was published in a period where the question of translational norms 

and originality was under intensive discussion, mainly due to the activities of the 

Translation Bureau and the publications which appeared in the journal Terciime. It 

can be assumed that in preparing a new edition for publication Ali Rlza Seyfi was 

consciously violating the norms propagated by the writers, translators and critics 

operating in the field of canonical literature. Yet in doing that, he did not only act 

with commercial concerns, as many translators active in the field of popular literature 

had done. He focused on an issue he had been pushing forward throughout his 

literary career, namely, the use of literature as a tool for reinforcing feelings of 

nationhood. 

Yanh:jllklar Gecesi, which he translated for the Bureau appeared in the same 

year as the second edition of Kazlklz Voyvoda. Unlike in Kazlkh Voyvoda, Ali Rlza 

Seyfi followed the norms upheld by the Bureau closely in Yanh§lzklar Gecesi and did 

not seem to be involved in an effort to violate them. The dramatical difference in Ali 

Rlza Seyfi's translational behaviour may be explained through the different 

readership addressed by the two books and the different poetics governing the fields 

of translated popular literature and translated canonical literature. 

6.3.3 Tiirkliik Demek Kahramanllk Demektir (Turkishness Spells Heroism) 

In this section I will offer an analysis of one of Ali RIza Seyfi's indigenous literary 

productions: TurklUk Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir, published in 1940 by T. T. 

Kaptan ve Makinistler Cemiyeti. The strong nationalist reference in t.he title of the 

book offers some clue about its geme and suggests that it belongs to what has been 
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termed "nationalist" literature. Nevertheless, an analysis of the work will reveal that 

it lay in an intergeneric area, combining fiction and non-fiction. The book also has 

close connections with the oral story-telling tradition for it consisted of a number of 

radio talks given by Ali Rlza Seyfi in 1940. It is difficult to classify these talks as 

fiction or non-fiction. Ali Rlza Seyfi offers a great deal of factual information in 

these talks about the Turkish naval history. However, he also recounts a number of 

legends, or what he calls "menkIbe,,37. The ambiguous generic status of the book is 

embodied in this term which referred to both fiction and non-fiction. The majority of 

the talks published in the book contain a large proportion of fiction in the form of 

short historical anecdotes about the Ottoman marine captains. These are interwoven 

with comments by Ali Rlza Seyfi about their heroism and the information he offers 

about naval battles between the Ottoman Empire and the western nations. 

I was able to discover that the talks which constitute Tiirkliik Demek 

Kahramanhk Demektir were broadcast by the Ankara radio in weekly programmes 

in1940, between 12.1.1940 and 31.5.1940. The book gives no indication of where the 

talks were held, apart from occasional addresses by Ali Rlza Seyfi to his readers as 

"dear listeners" ["saym dinleyicilerim"] (Ali RIza Seyfi 1940: 3, 9, 10, 27, 33, 43, 

53, 56, 61, 67, 68). Prompted by this form of address, I decided to explore whether 

these were radio talks. Indeed, when I consulted the newspapers of January 1940, the 

date given to the first talk in the book, I found the following announcement in the 

daily radio programme "Talk: National Heroic Legends" ["Konu~a: Milli 

Kahramanhk Menklbeleri"] (Vaklt 1940: 6). The speaker's name was not not given. 

37 The term "menklbe" is nearly obsolete today, but it was used during the period under study to refer 
to ::;tories of heroic deeds. In fac,; tile ter:n itself ambiguously referred to beth fi(:tionali and non
fictional accounts of heroic events. Ferit Devellioglu's Ottoman-Turkish dictionary, pubfished for the 
first time in 1962, defines "menk(a)lbe" as follows: "anecdotes and stories about the situation of welI
known or historical personalities" ["yogu tanmml~ veya tarihe ge"mi~ kimselerin aliviilme rut fIkralar, 
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The talks were broadcast in weekly installments between January-May 1940 every 

Friday evening around eight 0' clock and lasted for about fifteen minutes. The talks 

published in the book indeed last for about fifteen minutes when read out. Turk/uk 

Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir offers only a selection of these talks, since there are 

seven chapters published in the book, whereas the programme continued for at least 

fifteen weeks. 

6.3.3.1. Peritextual Elements 

Turkluk Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir consists of seventy-two pages, divided into 

seven different chapters with individual subtitles. In its title page the book is credited 

to Ali Rlza Seyfi with the inscription: "Yazan: Ali Rlza Seyfi" ["Written by: Ali Rlza 

Seyfi"], The title page includes the title of the book, the name of the association 

"Kaptan ve Makinistler Cemiyeti" ["Association of Sea Captains and Engine 

Drivers"] which published it, the name of the printing house and the year of 

publication. An analysis of Tiirkliik Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir reveals that the 

book combines a number of historical sources with fictional material. This inevitably 

indicates that the historical information offered in the book was borrowed from 

certain sources, yet these sources are not mentioned anywhere on the peritext, or the 

text itself. Furthermore, the attribution of the book to Ali Rlza Seyfi as the author 

hints at a significant characteristic of the poetics within which the book functioned: 
, 

the ease with which writers appropriated various sources, including foreign works, 

and rewrote them into works which were presented as indigenous production. 

hildiyeler"J (Devellioglu 1998: 615). The Redhouse Turkish-E~gIish dictionary defines it as "1. 
legend; narrative. 2. exploit, heroic deed" (Redhouse Yeni Tiirkge-Ingilizce Sozliik ]979: 154). 
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There are two illustrations consisting of paintings of sailing boats, the first one 

on page 17 and the other on page 52 of the books. They bear no direct relationship to 

the text and appear to serve a decorative function only. 

There is no preface or postface in the book. The first chapter, i.e. talk, titled 

"Levent Kaptanlan" (Galley Captains) constitutes a general introduction. On the 

back of the title page, a poem is printed as a peritextual annex that offers clues about 

the general theme and the intended function of the book. The anonymous poem, 

which carries the title "KahramanlIk" (Heroism), has strong patriotic and militarist 

elements. To offer an impression of the theme and the style of the poem let me 

include the first of its four stanzas here: 

Kahramanlzk: He yalnzz bir yiikseli~ demektir, 
He de yzldzzlar gibi parlayzp sdnmemekrir, 
Dlmezligi dii~iinmek bo~una bir emektir; 
Kahramanlzk: Saldzrzp bir daha ddnmemektir (Ali RlZa Seyfi 1940 : 2). 

[Heroism: Means not a solitary rise, 
Means not to shine bright forever like stars, 
It is in vain to dream of immortality; 
Heroism: Means to attack and never to return (Ali RIza Seyfi 1940 : 2).] 

These lines serve as a presentational element that is intended to shape the reception 

of the book by creating the general thematic and stylistic background against which it 

will be read. The poem implies that the chapters that follow will have patriotic 

overtones and that the book will exhibit a militaristic approach~ Combined with the 

title of the book, Tiirkliik Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir (Turkishness Spells 

Heroism), the poem creates an explicitly nationalist undertext. 
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6.3.3.2 Narrative Structure and Narrative Voice 

In Turkliik Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir, basically a collection of battle stories, the 

writer Ali Rlza Seyfi is also the narrator of the stories, directly addressing his implied 

readers or listeners. The narrator's voice is the same throughout the book and appears 

as the voice of a wise and authoritative historian relating anecdotes from Turkish 

history. 

There is no plot that runs through to all the stories. If one regards the work as a 

piece of fiction, the short story would be the closest genre it would relate to. 

Nevertheless, there is a common theme in the different chapters of the book: heroism 

and the achievements of Ottoman sailors. The chapters combine a historical, 

seemingly factual narrative with adventures of famous sailors. Furthermore, Ali Rlza 

Seyfi has often intervened in the stories, or in the factual information he gave, with 

his personal comments. Each chapter is allocated to a different sailor or a different 

battle. Ali Rlza Seyfi first explained the general background behind the battles he 

recounted and then offered one or two anecdotes involving the adventures of 

celebrated sailors from Ottoman history. Since the material was prepared for the 

radio, it was intended for oral transmission. This is both visible and audible in the 

written text where Ali Rlza Seyfi emerges as an explicit narrator. As mentioned in 

the introduction, Ali Rlza Seyfi often addresses the readers as ""dear listeners". 

Furthermore, he used a conversational language, more fitting for a talk than a 

historical essay or short story. In the first paragraph of the first chapter, he addressed 

the readers in the following manner: 
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Saym dinleyicilerim, 
Bu gece size soz soylemek ~erefini kazamyorum, bunun sebebi Tiirk milletinin 
kahramanhk sahasmda yaptlgl biiyiik i~lerden bahsetmektir. 

Bu soziime kar~l belki ~u suali soranlar olacaktlr: 
Binlerce senelerden beri diinyarun en geni~ sahalan iizerinde en buyuk 

imparatorluklarl kurmu~ olan Tiirklerin kahramanhklanm anlatmaga luzum 
kalml~ mldlr? 
Evet, bu yok hakh bir sualdir (Ali RIza Seyfi 1940: 3). 

[Dear listeners, 
Tonight I have the honour of addressing you with the purpose of explaining the 
great deeds the Turkish nation has performed in the field of heroism. 
Upon my words, some will perhaps ask: 

Is there any need to speak about the heroism of Turks who set up the 
greatest empires in the largest territories in the world? 
Yes, that is indeed a very fair question (Ali RIza Seyfi 1940: 3).] 

In this paragraph, Ali Rlza Seyfi appears to be involved in a form of oral dialogue. 

Rather than the writer of a history text, he sounds like a story-teller in direct contact 

with his audience. Throughout the book Ali RIza Seyfi displayed the same narrative 

attitude which provided room for two different types of discourse. The first type of 

discourse Ali RIza Seyfi used was factual-informative, while the second type of 

discourse he used was a fictional one. The fictional discourse is embedded within the 

factual discourse and is often offered as proof or support for the historical events 

explained. The exception to this is the first chapter/talk, where Ali RIza Seyfi offered 

no anecdotes and concentrated on setting up a general framework for studying the 

significant acts performed by Ottoman sailors as part of Turkish national history. In 

the first chapter he stated: "This framework will be useful while telling their [the 

Ottoman sailors'] adventures in our future talks" ['"~imdi yaptIglilllz bu yeryeve 

somaki konu~malanmlzda onlann maceralanm anlatlrken i~irnize yanyacaktlr."] (Ali 

Rlza Seyf! 1940: 6). The first chapter purports to be an informative one, relating how 

the Turkish nation became sailors and accomplished successes. Throughout the 
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chapter Ali RIza Seyfi referred to some historical facts such as the recruitment of 

young sailors, the role of the Ottoman administration in the rise of the Ottoman navy 

and the role of sailors in battles. However, he has mentioned no historical sources for 

the events he referred to, except the words of "an English historian" he quoted. Even 

then, he does not give the name of the historian (Ali RIza Seyfi 1940: 7). He ended 

the chapter by promising that he would supply "historical documents" ["tarih 

vesikalan"] to prove his arguments in the following episodes (Ali RIza Seyfi 1940: 

9), a promise that remains undelivered. 

In the following chapters Ali RIza Seyfi started combining an informative 

discourse with a fictional one. In Chapter 2, titled "Orul( Reis", Ali RIza Seyfi told 

the story of the Ottoman marine commander by the same name. He started the lecture 

by explaining the readers/listeners the meaning of the term "levent". This 

informative introduction is supported by his claim to base the information he offered 

on historical documents. He stated: "Turk korsanlan dedigimiz kahramanlara bizim 

tarihlerimizde ve resmi vesikalarda 'levent kaptanlan' yahut 'gonullu reisler' denilir" 

["The heroes whom we call Turkish pirates are called "galley captains" or "voluntary 

chiefs" in our chronicles and official documents"] (Ali RIza Seyfi 1940: 10). This is 

followed by his introduction of Orul( Reis. He briefly informed the readers about the 

identity of Orul( Reis and then made a comment: "Oml( Reisin denize I(lktlktan sonra, 

ba~mdan geyen maceralar romanlar dolduracak kadar uzundurn ["The adventures 

Oruy Reis experiences after he sets sail are long enough to fill many novels."] (Ali 

RIza Seyfi 1940: 10). In this sentence Ali RIza Seyfi made it clear that he makes no 

distinction between "history" and "fiction". He presented Oml( Reis as a fictional 

character that deserved to appear in novels. Moreover, Ali Rlza Seyfi resolted to 

fiction to prove "Oml( Reis' greatness as a hero" rather than any hi:storical sources 
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(Ali Rlza Seyfi 1940: 11). The fictional part starts with a paragraph that resembles 

the opening lines of a novel or a short story: 

.. , yalmz ~u anlatacaglm hftdise bile onun ne buyUk yapta bir kahraman 
oldugunu meydana koyacaktlr. 
Geni~ Akdenizin mavi sulanm pml, pml parlatan guzel bir yaz gununde, 

Korsika adasiyle ispanya yahlarl arasmdaki engindeyiz. Pek hafif bir Batl 
rUzgftn bu eng in sulan ancak mini, mini dalgaclklarla harekete getirebiliyor, 
dart yanI kaplamI~ ufuklar bombo~ ... Lakin bu bo~ ufuklann tam ortasmda, 
geni~ ve muhte~em bir teknecik var ... KuyUk narin bir tekne ... On sekiz yift 
kurek ve bir yan yelkeni ile giden bu narin tekneyi tamyacaglz .. i~te direginde 
gelin gibi dalgalanan zlilfikar kIhyh ye~il sancak .. i~te k19 tarafinda heybetli bir 
heykel gibi dikilmi~ duran kahraman Omy Reis (Ali RIza Seyfi 1940: 11). 

[ ... even this event that I am about to tell will prove his greatness as a hero. 
We are on high seas between the island of Corsica and the Spanish coast on a 

beautiful summer day that made the blue waters of the vast Mediterranean 
shine. A slight westerly wind can only move these deep waters in tiny waves 
and the surrounding horizons are empty ... Yet in the middle of these empty 
horizons there is a wide and magnificent boat. .. A small and graceful boat. We 
will soon get to know this graceful boat that sails with eighteen pairs of oars 
and a side saiL .. Here is the green standard with the split-tipped sword waving 
in the air like a bride ... Here on the rear is Omy Reis the hero, who stands erect 
like a majestic statue (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1940: 11 ).] 

This introduction into one of Omy Reis' many battles shifts the narrative from an 

informative discourse into a fictional one. The descriptive paragraph is clearly 

written by Ali Rlza Seyfi himself, or taken from an unspecified fictional source. 

Rather than offering historical or factual information, it functions as an introduction 

to a longer story presenting details that help the reader visualize the setting within 

which the adventure is about to take place. It also introduces Omy Reis, the 

protagonist of the story, with attributes that foretell his heroic performance to follow 

in the rest of the story. 

In the rest of Turkluk Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir, Ali Rlza Seyfi pursued 

the sa..rne narrative strategy and created a work that is situated on an ambiguous 

terrain. The ambiguity operates on two levels: in terms of the work's relationship to 
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history and to literary genres. An analysis of the book brings to the surface such 

questions as: does the book convey authentic historical information? What are Ali 

RIza Seyfi' s sources? Is this a factual or a fictional book? Is its intended function to 

educate or to entertain? What kind of a readership is it aimed at? 

In my view, Ali Rlza Seyfi was not interested in producing a book with factual 

qualities. He appears to have used the historical information he offered as a means of 

mobilizing feelings of nationhood in the readership. The nationalist elements evident 

in both the factual and the fictional discourse reveal that Ali RIza Seyfi put forth an 

ideological agenda in Turkluk Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir. Let me explore this 

agenda in more detail in the next section. 

6.3.3.3 Nationalism as Ideological Agenda 

Turkluk Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir treats a number of themes that concern 

Turkish history such as naval battles and the role of the Ottoman navy in the military 

achievements of the Empire. Ali Rlza Seyfi's style in the book is marked by a 

number of nationalist elements originating from the themes and the lexical items 

used by the writer. These elements also reflect the nationalist ideology propagated by 

the writer in the book. 

Th~ principal theme which spans across the various talks in the book is the 

glorious· past of the Turkish sailors. Ali Rlza Seyfi m?lde use of both historical 

information and fictional elements to create a discourse that reproduced the idea of 

the superiority and strength of the Turkish nation. He used a number of attributes that 

qualified Turkish sailors as unique heroes. Consider the extra:::t below: 
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1SS1Z, matemli deniz uzerinden stiztiltip aiden bu kara havaletlerin sinesinde ne o _ 

kadar kahraman yurekleri yarplyor, nasll korkuny bir kuvvet, oltimlere gtilen 
;:;ecaat ve imldnslzhkhirla bogu;:;maga a;:;lk metanet kayna~lp duruyor (Ali Rlza 
Seyfi 1940: 37). 

[These black ghosts floating over the deserted, mourning sea had the hearts of 
heroes that beat with an overwhelming strength, with courage that laughs in the 
face of death and with an endurance that longs to overcome difficulties (Ali 
Rlza Seyfi 1940: 37).] 

Apart from the fictional passages, Ali Rlza Seyfi also used (unspecified) historical 

sources to prove his argument about the superiority of Turkish soldiers. For instance 

he referred to one Admiral Hobart, who presumably said: "Turk askeri asIan gibi 

;:;ecaath, kuzu gibi itaathdlr!" ["The Turkish soldier is brave as a lion and obedient as 

a lamb!] (Ali RIza Seyfi 1940: 29). 

Ali Rlza Seyfi's discourse in Tiirkliik Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir appears to 

praise armed struggle and to encourage a militaristic approach towards conflicts. He 

himself called this the concept of "a soldierly death" ["askerce olum"]' He 

considered this approach a defining feature of Turkishness, as evident in the 

following paragraph: 

Turk milleti harp ve sava;:;l da tarihinin seyrinde yalmz fen ve san'at olarak 
ba..\rm~tlr, onu adeta "guzel san'atlar, bedii meslekler" mertebesine 
yukseltmi~tir! "Askerlik ve askerce oltim" teI<lkkisinin bu bedii ve heyecanh 
azametini hem kara harplerimizde, hem de dalgalan SlCak kammlzla 
tutu~turudugumuz yuzlerce, binlerce deniz sava~lmlzda gorebilirsiniz (Ali Rlza 
Seyfi 1940: 27). 

[During its history the Turkish nation has always regarded war and combat as 
only a science and an art; it has almost elevated it to the level of "fine arts, 
artistic professions"! You may see the beautiful and exciting magnificence of 
the concept of "Serving as a soldier and dying a soldierly death" in both our 
bnd battles and in hundreds, thousands of sea battles \vhere we set the wavei) 
on fire with our warm blood (Ali RIza Seyfi 1940: 27).J 
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Ali Rlza Seyfi appears to establish continuity between non-Ottoman Turkish 

history and the present Turkish republic by numerous references to the heroic deeds 

of pre-Ottoman Turks (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1940: 7, 18, 61) apart from discussing the 

achievements of Turkish sailors who fought during the Ottoman period. He excludes 

the Ottoman administration from the glorious Turkish past as the following example 

illustrates: 

Buyuk deniz adamlanmlzm yeti~mesinde Osmanh imparatorIugu resmi 
idaresinin hi<; yardlml olmaml~tlr .... Osmanh imparatorlugunun saray pa~alan 
bu kahramanlanmlzm yuziine bakmlyorlardl (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1940: 6) 

[The Ottoman Empire's official administration did not play a role in the 
training of our great seamen .... The Ottoman commanders in the court did not 
even take our heroes seriously (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1940: 6).] 

Ali Rlza Seyfi has displayed a teleological view of history, which he explicitly 

used in order to reinforce patriotic feelings in his readers. In his third lecture, he 

explained the reason behind the importance he attached to history: 

Yalmz kendine inanmak, tam manaslyla "ya~amaga laYlk bir millet" 
oldugumuza iman etmek du~uncesinin bir an ruhumuzdan uzakla~mamasl 
lUzumudur ki bizi tarihimizden sahifeler okumaga sevkediyor. ... Tarihin 
vazifesi, milletlerin altust olup battlgl ve <;lktlgl korkun<; anIarda, milletin her 
ferdine, boyle nice flrtmalan atladlglmlZ1 bildirmek, bilhassa atlatacaglmlz 
imamm vermektir (Ali Rlza Seyfi 1940: 19). 

[We feel the need to learn our history because we have a constant need in our 
souls to have faith in ourselves and to believe that we are ""a nation that 
deserves to live" .... The task of history is to convince all members of the 
nation that we have overcome many a storm and, most importantly, we will 
overcome even more in the future in difficult 'ames of national turbulence (Ali 
Rlza Seyfi 1940: 19).] 
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According to these lines, the motive behind the production of Tiirkliik Demek 

Kahramanlzk Demektir was to create national self-esteem in the eyes of the readers, 

to reinforce a common sense of history and to manufacture a belief in the common 

future of the country. These aims were also shared by the culture planners associated 

with the republican government, as discussed in Chapter 2. 

6.3.3.4 Siting Turkluk Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir 

In terms of its poetics and ideological framework, Ali Rrza Seyfi' s Turkluk Demek 

Kahramanlzk Demektir points at several directions which offer clues about the 

dynamics of the field of popular literature in the 1940s. The book must primarily be 

taken into consideration in terms of its dual generic structure as a talk and a written 

essay with fictional elements. Apart from being a cross between an oral and a written 

text, the book can also be considered to offer a hybrid structure in terms of the way 

Ali Rlza Seyfi has chosen to combine fact, fiction and personal commentary in his 

narrative discourse. The individual lectures, or chapters, include both factual and 

fictional elements - therefore it is possible to regard them both as historical essays, 

or short stories. 

Why did Ali Rlza Seyfi choose to position the book on such an ambiguous 

literary terrain? Why did he need to introduce fictional elements to a book that had 

overt ideological objectives? I argue that the intergeneric structure of the work 

functioned to establish a specific kind of relationship with the readership. In my 

view, both the oral and the written texts made use of similar tools to reach their 

target. The radio programme spanned over a time period of nearly five months and it 

needed to ensure the presence of the audience week after week. It can be suggested 
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that the fictional elements and the stories of battle and adventure in the lectures 

created a degree of excitement and suspense in the audience that ensured the survival 

of the programme on the long run. On the other hand, the printed book addressed a 

readership that also needed an action-oriented narrative structure to hold their 

attention. I argue that this was required by the literary habitus that still survived 

among certain sections of the readership who grew up with traditional folk tales and 

continued to read them. 

Throughout the book Ali Rlza Seyfi has made his ideological arm rather 

explicit: to create an awareness of Turkish national history. We should also bear in 

mind that the programme was broadcast during World War II, probably in an attempt 

to mobilize nationalist feelings. In Ali Rlza Seyfi's discourse, the Turkish nation 

assumed a strong, brave and militant character as represented by the sea heroes 

whose adventures he related. These were the qualities of the "self', the major 

characteristics of the Turkish identity, which he defined in distinction to the "other", 

the enemy naval forces that usually came from the West in the adventures he told. 

Furthermore, there is little doubt that Ali Rlza Seyfi' s personal history as a naval 

officer played a decisive role in his choice of the theme and the style of Turkluk 

Demek Kahramanhk Demektir. 

Ali Rlza Seyfi has not introduced a clear line between fact and fiction in the 

book. His blending of historical factual and fictional material, and his personal 

comments indicate that he was not concerned with writing a book that had any 

claims in terms of historiography. This is evident in the way he neglected the 

references for the historical sources he used. Furthermore, he was apparently not 

i,'1terested in writing a novel or short stories on Turkish sailors. In my view, he 

devised the narrative structure that best enabled him to put forth his: ideological 
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agenda. That happened to be a mIX of fact and fiction. By weaving historical 

infonnation and fictional stories into a pattern brought together by his personal 

comments, Ali RIza Seyfi has produced a work that specifically served to mobilize 

feelings of nationhood in the readership, while it also had an infonnative and 

entertaining function. 

6.3.4 Siting Ali RIza Seyf! 

Any effort to define the position of Ali RIza Seyfi within the field of translated and 

indigenous popular literature in Turkey in the early republican period must take into 

account two aspects of his literary production: its attitude toward the issues of 

authorial originality and textual integrity and its underlying nationalist agenda. 

In all three works described and analyzed in the above sections, Ali RIza Seyfi 

showed a tendency towards appropriating foreign sources and tampering with their 

textual integrity. In Tarzanzn Canavarlan, he overrode Edgar Rice Burroughs as the 

original author of the story. He (or the publishers) omitted Burrough's name from the 

book's peritext and did not hesitate to introduce a number of additions to the text that 

altered its stylistic features and some character traits. He twice presented Kazzklz 

Voyvoda as his indigenous novel, domesticated the story, modified the plot and 

inserted nationalist comments into the text. Tiirkliik Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir 

also constitutes an example of Ali RIza Seyfi's appropriating tendency: it is a text 

that raises questions about the historical authenticity and the provenance of the 

stories it recounts. These once again illustrate that the poetics within which the field 

of popular literature operated alIcwed for a flexible view of authorial originality. The 
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works analyzed in this section also offer some clues about the politics of translated 

and indigenous popular literature in the 1920s-1940s. 

All three of the books described above belong to the field of large-scale 

production, apparently shaped by market forces. Tarzanm Canavlarz as a serialized 

adventure novel, Kazlkh Voyvoda as a horror novel published within a series of 

"curious novels", and Turkluk Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir as the printed version 

of a series of talks partly consisting of battle stories were all works that addressed a 

large readership that consumed popular literature. This is not to say that they were 

merely shaped by market forces. The commercial link between Tarzamn Canavarlan 

and films featuring Tarzan is clear. It is also evident that Kazlkh Voyvoda and 

Turklilk Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir capitalized on the popularity of works with 

nationalist themes which were highly in demand in the 1920s and the 1930s. 

Nevertheless, the ideological message they communicated was also a strong defining 

factor in terms of the production of all three books. In Tarzamn Canavarlan, the 

least political of them, Ali Rlza Seyfi embedded his nationalist agenda within his 

choice of vocabulary. He explicitly contributed to the official language planning 

efforts by making use of neologisms. In Kazlkh Voyvoda, his concealed translation, 

Ali Rlza Seyfi used the plot offered by Stoker and the characters of Dracula as 

instruments for the construction of a nationalist discourse that enabled him to define 

his conception of the newly-forming Turkish identity. In his indigenous Turkluk 

Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir, he combined numerous sources, factual or fictional, 

in order to create a sense of pride in Turkish naval battle history. He thus contributed 

to the construction of a sense of shared history, a project by official culture planners 

that was already on the way. The strong ideological overtones of all three works 

suggest that the field of popular literature was not only governed by market forces. 
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Nationalist concerns also gave shape to the production and reception of the works 

circulating in the field of popular Ii terature. 

6.4 Kemal Tahir: Torn Between Identities 

Kemal Tahir38 (1910-1973) is among the most prolific novelists of Turkey in the 

second half of the 20th century.39 He is also one of the most debated Turkish novelist 

not only due to his literary production, but also due to his political and social ideas 

which he raised in his novels, essays and interviews. He was born in Istanbul in 1910 

and studied at Galatasaray Lisesi, the French Lycee, until 10th grade. He left school 

at the age of 18 and went on to work first as a clerk and then as a journalist. He 

worked as a proofreader, reporter and translator for a number of newspapers and 

became a popular journalist in the course of a few years. He finally became editor-in-

chief of Tan in 1938. His literary work during this early period included translations, 

poetry and short stories. The two translations he published under his own name in the 

1930s were Bir (:alglcznzn Seyahatleri (Travels of a Musician), a pseudotranslation 

originally written by Mehmet Tevfik in Ottoman script, revised and signed by Kemal 

Tahir in 1937 and Gorunmeyen Adam (translation ofH.G. Wells' The Invisible Man) 

(1938). He published his poetry in Yeni Kiiltur and Ger;it magazines and his short 

stories in Yedigun. He was charged with communism and was sentenced to fifteen 

years imprisonment in 1938. He stayed in prison until 1950 when he was released on 

general parole. During his time in prison, he wrote numerous novels. Most of these 

38 Kemal Tahir adopted the surname "Demir", but did not use it in his literary work. He will be called 
Kemal Tahir throughout the dissertation. 
39 Biographical information on Kemal Tahir is compiled from Dosdogru 1974; Necatigil1983; 
Yazoglu 1993; Alangu 1965 and Yah;m 2001. 
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novels were popular works published by major newspapers in serialized form. He 

wrote these works under various pen-names, including Nurettin Demir, ismail 

Kemalettin, K6r Duman, and Bedri Eser. Based on the letters he wrote to Semiha 

Uzunhasan, whom he later married, we know that he also produced a number of 

translations during this time, whose titles he did not specify. He became the Istanbul 

representative of a business newspaper after his release in 1950 and did translations 

on business-related topics. He joined C;aglayan Yaymevi in 1954 and produced a 

number of translations, pseudotranslations and novels for them. He published his 

collection of short stories, Gol jnsanlarl (The Lake People) in 1954, and started 

publishing his major novels in 1955. He continued his literary career as a novelist 

until his death in 1973. 

Unlike Yurdatap and Ali Rlza Seyfi, Kemal Tahir was a well-known and much-

debated novelist. He expressed his views on art, literature, politics, culture and 

society in a series of essays, notes and letters which were collected and published 

after his death by Baglam Yaymlan (1989-1993). He was known as a Marxist writer, 

and the reflections of his ideological stance are visible throughout his literary work. 

His anti-westemist position made him the subject of a number of debates both during 

and after his lifetime (Moran 200 1 a: 173-174). These debates focused on his work 

after 1955 and nearly ignored his popular works or literary production in the first 

phase of his career as a writer. His best-known popular works are probably his 

translations and pseudotranslations of Mickey Spillane's "Mike Hammer" series 

published by <;aglayan in 1954-1955. These works have largely been disregarded by 

critics and the literary style and translation strategies employed by Kemal Tahir in 

these works remain to be analysed. An investigutian of the poetics. dictating the 

production and reception of these works will offer valuable clues about the field of 
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translated popular literature in the 1950s. Furthermore, a study of Kemal Tahir's 

"Mike Hammer" translations and pseudotranslations will help his concept of 

translation to crystallize. Such a study will form an interesting point of reference 

against which his indigenous production can be assessed. The thematic, stylistic and 

ideological differences among his popular works, always signed with pen-names, and 

his novels with a critical acclaim, which he signed with his own name, will offer 

insight into the way he conceptualized "popular" versus "high" literature. In tum, 

this will provide clues about the diversified poetics of the literary field in the 1950s. 

In this section I will analyse three works by Kemal Tahir: His translation of 

Mickey Spillane's L the Jury (Kanun Benim), his Mike Hammer pseudotranslation 

Ecel Saati (The Deadly Watch), and his novel Esir $ehrin jnsanlarz (People from the 

Captive City). 

6.4.1 KanUll Benim (1 Am The Law) 

Kanun Benim was published by <;aglayan Yaymevi in 1954 as the first in a series of 

at least nine books featuring the adventures of American detective Mike Hammer.40 

The first five books in the series were written by the original 'creator of the Mike 

Hammer character, Frank Morrison (Mickey) Spillane and translated by Kemal Tahir 

who used the pendname F.M. ikinci. Kemal Tahir's choice of F.M. ikinci as a 

pseudonym was a pun on Mickey Spillane's initials: F and M. '"ikinci" means "the 

second" in Turkish. Therefore Kemal Tahir assumed the name "F .M. the Second" in 

these translations (DyepazarcI 1999: 4). The novels translated by Kemal Tahir in this 

40 Kanun Benim was reprinted in 1962 by itirnat Ki.tabevi. Two retranslations of 1, the Jury have been 
carried out under the same title. Suna Develiogiu (Istanbul Kitap Sarayl, 1978) and $evket Sara~ (Tay 
Yaymlan, 1987) were the translators of ~hese two retranslations: These retranslations ?eserve a 
separate study in order to reveal the motives and methods of theIr translators and pubhshers. 
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series were Kanun Benim (1, the Jury), Kahreden Kur~un (My Gun is Quick), Kanlz 

Takip (Vengeance is Mine), jntikam Pem;esi (The Big Kill), Son C;lglzk (Kiss Me 

Deadly). 

After these five books were published in 1954, <;aglayan Yaymevi continued to 

publish novels featuring Mike Hammer in 1954 and 1955: Derini Yiizecegim (I Will 

Skin You), Ecel Saati (The Deadly Watch), Kara Nara (The Black Scream) and 

Klran Klrana (The Ruthless Fight). None of these books were by Mickey Spillane. 

The peritextual elements of these books shared similar features with the previous 

translations. The cover design, the size of the book and the illustrations were the 

same. The major difference was the presentation of these books as novels "written" 

by F.M. ikinci. The covers presented these books with the statement "Mayk 

Hammer'in Yeni Maceralan" ["Mike Hammer's New Adventures"]. A survey of 

novels by Mickey Spillane written until that date revealed that Derini Yiizecegim, 

Ecel Saati, Kara Nara and Klran Klrana were written by Kemal Tahir. I will explore 

these works in more detail in the next section. 

Kanun Benim was the first book in the "Mike Hammer" series by <;aglayan 

Yaymevi. It was published in January 1954 and immediately became a big 

commercial success, selling over 100,000 copies in a few weeks COyepazarcl 1999: 

4). Established in 1953, C;::aglayan Yaymevi had already made itself a name with its 

innovatory format and glossy covers in colour (Kabacah 2000: 227). It published one 

book every fifteen days and sold them through the newspaper stands. Some of its 

previous publications had also reached high sales figures, but none had beaten Kanun 

Benim. 
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6.4.1.1 Peritextual Elements 

Kanun Benim is a pocket book consisting of 193 pages. Its front cover features a 

colour illustration, showing a woman undressing herself and a man who is pointing a 

gun at her. The title of the book is printed in large letters at the top of the page, while 

the name of the writer, Mickey Spillane, is printed in smaller letters towards the 

bottom of the page. The cover features the name of the publisher at the bottom. The 

cover illustration, as well as the title of the book, serve as generic designations. The 

suggestive pose of the woman in the illustration, the face of the man hidden in the 

dark and the gun in his hand all indicate that the book is a thriller. The title Kanun 

Benim (I am the Law) also points at the status of the book as a detective novel. The 

title page includes the name of the writer, the title of the book, the name F .M. ikinci 

with "translator" ["<;eviren"] as the attribute, and the name of the publisher. This 

emphasis on the source writer in the peritext is a strong distinguishing factor, setting 

Kanun Benim apart from the two translations I discussed earlier: Drakyola referred to 

the source author, Bram Stoker, only once and in abbreviated form as B. Stoker, 

while Tarzamn Canavarlan did not mention Edgar Rice Burroughs, its source 

author, at all in its peritext. 

Before I proceed with the analysis of the textual features of the translation, I 

would like to comment on Kemal Tahir's frequent use of pseUdonyms. As mentioned 

above, F .M. lkinci was a pseudonym adopted by Kemal Tahir. The use of 

pseudonyms as a literary strategy may be aimed at creating an effect among the 

readership (Genette 1997: 48). Biographers and critics have enquired about the 

possible re2.sons that may lie behind the use of pseudonyms and have come up with 

motives like modesty, cautiousness, or dislike of one's patronym (Genette 1997: 49). 
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In Kemal Tahir's case, the motive appears to be the wish to differentiate between his 

several writerly identities: Kemal Tahir who wrote serialized romance or thrillers, 

Kemal Tahir who translated and wrote detective fiction, and Kemal Tahir who wrote 

realist literature. By adopting a number of pseudonyms throughout his literary career, 

Kemal Tahir systematically excluded some of his works from his own biography. His 

popular works, i.e. romances, melodramas and thrillers, consistently appeared under 

various pseudonyms, whereas his realist fiction treating social issues such as village 

life and Turkish history were published under his own name. In his letters, he made it 

quite clear that he used pseudonyms whenever he was not happy with his own 

production, which was always the case with his popular fiction (Yazoglu 1993: 212-

213). I will discuss this point in more detail at the end of Section 6.4.1.4. 

The majority of Kemal Tahir's pseudonyms, such as Nurettin Demir and Bedri 

Eser, were ordinary names he must have picked out without any apparent reason. 

These served the practical purpose of hiding his real identity. On the other hand, one 

of the surnames he adopted during the early phases of his literary career, Benerci, 

(Dosdogru 1974: 430) had clear ideological and intertextual connotations as a name 

adopted after NaZlm Hikmet Ran's famous poem, Benerci Kendini Neden Oldiirdii 

(1932). This name had clear references to his comradeship with NaZIm Hikmet, and 

therefore placed the works written under this name within a certain context for the 

readers. His choice of F .M. ikinci as the pen-name for his translated and indigenous 

works featuring Mike Hammer also seems to serve two purposes. First, Kemal Tahir 

made sure that he held his writerly identity producing translated and indigenous 

detective fiction separate from his writerly identity that wrote canonical fiction which 

he started getting published in the mid-1950s. SecoildJy, as mentioned above, Kemal 

Tahir coined his pen-name as a pun after Mickey Spillane's initials. This was ajoke 
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only he, his publishers and readers familiar with Spillane's full name could 

understand. 

The peri text of Kanun Benim includes a back cover advertising one of the 

forthcoming books by <;aglayan Yaymevi. It is printed in colour and features the 

picture of a girl dressed in a bathing suit. A statement printed above the head of the 

girl appears to make her ask: "Sizde bu diplomadan var ml?" ["'Do you have this 

diploma?"] The girl points at a framed diploma which reads as follows: "Her tiirlii 

cinsl beceriksizlikten kurtulmu~, hem kendine hem b~kalanna ~ktan azami saadet 

ve zevki tern in edecek hale gelmi~tir." ["This person is now free of all forms of 

sexual ineptness and is competent to derive maximum happiness and pleasure from 

love both for himself and for others."] Underneath the diploma there is another 

statement which announces the title of the book: "A~k tecrubesi mektebinden heniiz 

bu diplomaYl alml~ degilseniz 10 DERSTE CiNSiYET kitabma ihtiyacllllz var 

demektir." ["If you have not already received this diploma from the school of love 

you will need the book SEX IN 10 LESSONS."] The back co\"er offers valuable 

evidence about the kind of readership Kanun Benim aimed at. This readership was 

evidently young and male. The illustration and wording on the back cover associated 

the book with popular literature, and more specifically, with erotic fiction. This 

confirmed the initial image formed by the front cover, where a young girl is shown 

pulling off her shirt and leaving her breasts partly bare. Indeed, Kanun Benim does 

have several erotic scenes and implicit sexual descriptions, a feature that 

distinguishes it from other detective fiction that was popular until the mid-1950s, 

such as the Sherlock Holmes, Arsene Lupin and Nat Pinkerton series. 

The last two pages of Kanun Benim were also allocated for advertisement. One 

of these pages featured a general advertisement for the publishing company, 
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informing the readers that they could subscribe to books published by C;aglayan 

through the post. The second page advertised two forthcoming books to appear in 

February 1954, Balk Plajl (The Public Beach) and Kanzmdaki $eytan (The Devil in 

My Blood), where no information about the authors were mentioned. 

6.4.1.2 Plot and Characters 

In his translation of I, the Jury, Kemal Tahir has fully rendered the plot of the source 

text. He has, moreover, retained the characters and their traits. The main innovation 

in the novel, partly responsible for its commercial success, is its introduction of the 

"hard-boiled" detective geme into the Turkish system of popular literature. The 

protagonist of the novel, Mike Hammer, was a private eye who often resorted to 

violence, including the frequent use of his gun. He was an attractive and sexually 

active man, engaged in several affairs at the same time. The novel reflected the harsh 

and violent climate of post-war New York where crime was the order of the day. 

Mike Hammer was rather different from two other detective heroes that had 

remained popular in Turkey since the beginning of the 20th century: Sherlock Holmes 

and Arsene Lupin who relied on their intellect, rather than the use of force to fulfill 

their missions. Furthermore, the stories that they featured in were devoid of the 

realist and cruel atmosphere of Mike Hammer stories. 

L The Jury is the first novel introducing Mike Hammer by Mickey Spillane, 

originally published in 1947. The novel is a revenge story where Mike Hammer 

pledges to find and kill the person who murdered his best friend, Jack Williams. He 

cooperates with Pat Chambers from th~ New' York Police to solve the case. He starts 

interviewing people who were invited to a party Jack gave on the night he died. 
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Through the information he collects, Hammer realizes that Jack had uncovered a 

drug-dealing scheme. During this process, he befriends several of Jack's female 

friends and falls in love with Charlotte, a psychiatrist. Soon after, people whom Mike 

Hammer suspects to be connected with the drug-dealing start to be murdered one by 

one. His investigations finally reveal that Charlotte is a drug dealer and is responsible 

for the death of Jack and his friends. Mike Hammer has no other choice but to kill 

her. The details of this plot is common to both L The Jury and Kanun Benim. 

The main characters in the book are Mike Hammer, Pat Chambers, Mike 

Hammer's secretary Velda and Charlotte. Mike Hammer and Pat Chambers share 

similar traits as men who are engaged in the fight against crime. Mike Hammer is the 

more passionate and temperamental of the two. He is also the one more prone to use 

force. Pat Chambers tries to balance him out and keep him out of trouble. The 

majority of the women in the novel, apart from Velda who also appears in other 

Mike Hammer adventures, are represented as potentially dangerous. Jack's girlfriend 

Myrna is a drug addict, Jack's friend Mary is a nymphomaniac and Charlotte is both 

a drug dealer and a murderer. Kemal Tahir retained all of these character traits in his 

translation. In fact, his choice of vocabulary in Kanun Benim reinforces these traits. 

6.4.1.3 J\lIatridal N(]Irm§ aJlull Treatment of Proper Names in Kanun Benim 

Kemal Tahir did not make extensive additions or omissions in Kanun Benim. He 

showed a concern for the textual integrity of the novel and translated the source text 

in full. Nevertheless, there are a number of additions he carried out in Kanun Benim 

that offer clues about his concept oftranslatioD. 
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It is not clear whether Kanun Benim was translated directly from English. Erol 

Uyepazarcl has suggested that since Kemal Tahir spoke only French, the translation 

must have been done from the French (Uyepazarcl 1999: 7). Tahir Alangu also 

reports that Kemal Tahir translated only from the French (Alangu 1965: 448). This 

may indeed be true. Although Kemal Tahir translated Wells' The Invisible Man, and 

also began a translation of an Agatha Christie novel while he was in prison (Yazoglu 

1993: 293), there is no information in his letters or notes about whether he knew 

English or whether he translated The Invisible Man and L the Jury directly from 

English. Furthermore, there is some evidence inside Kanun Benim indicating that the 

book was indeed translated from French. Kemal Tahir has used a number of French 

phrases in the translation such as "Mosyo" [Monsieur] (p.22), "bonjur" [bon jour] (p. 

36, 84, 85, 121), "bonsuar" [bon soir] (p. 104). However, this evidence is not 

definitive. These phrases may well indicate that Kanun Benim was translated from 

French. Yet, they may also demonstrate the interference of such French loan words 

in colloquial Turkish. In the meantime, the effect of French on Kemal Tahir's 

pronunciation of foreign names is visible in Kanun Benim. He has used Turkish 

phonetic transcriptions of foreign names instead of retaining the original English 

spelling. However, he spelled some of the names as if they were French names. Jack 

became "Jak", Charlotte was spelled as "~arlot", and Mary as "Mari". However, this 

was not consistent for all names, George was spelled as "Corc" instead of "J01.j " , the 

way it would be spelled according to French phonetics. 

The lack of information about the status of Kanun Benim as a direct or 

mediated translation makes its analysis and comparison with the source text difficult. 

Minor omissions or additions which are encountered in the target text are dif£'cult to 

trace and can only be analyzed if a French translation as a potential intermediary is 
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discovered. When Kanun Benim is juxtaposed to Spillane's 1, The JUlY, some 

omissions and additions are discovered. Nevertheless, the omissions are not as 

radical as those encountered in Drakyola and Kazzklz Voyvoda, and the additions are 

not extensive enough to modify thematic features or character traits as those 

discovered in Tarzanzn Canavarlart or Kazlklz Voyvoda. An excerpt from the 

translation will help clarify my claim: 

Target Text: 
Nefesim tlkandl. Resim plajda ~ekilmi~ti; siyah mayosuyla kadm kumlann 
listline yorgun bir ~ehvet ilahesi gibi uzanml~ yatlyordu. ince uzun bacaklar, 
geni~ kal~alar, kuma~l ylrtacak gibi geren memeler, pml pml san sa~lar. Ama 
insam asll ~arpan tarafl ylizliydli (Spillane 195-+: 16). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
I could hardly breathe. The picture was taken at the beach; the woman lay 
down on the sands like a languid goddess of passion in her black bathing suit. 
Slender and long legs, \vide hips, breasts restraining the fabric as if it would 
tear any moment, shiny blond hear. But the most striking of all \vas her face 
(Spillane 1954: 16).] 

Source Text: . 
My heart jumped when I saw it. Thepicture \"vas taken at a beach, and she stood 
there tall and languid-looking in a white bathing suit. Long solid legs. A little 
heavier than the movie experts consider good form, but the kind that make you 
drool to look at. Under the suit I could see the muscles of her stomach. 
Incredibly wide shoulders for a woman, framing breasts that jutted out, seeking 
freedom from the restraining fabric of the suit. Her hair looked white in the 
picture, but I could tell that it was a natural blonde. Lovely, lovely yellow hair. 
But her face was what got me (Spillane 1949: 14). 

In the target text, there are a number of shifts and omissions. Kemal Tahir, or 

the French translator, must have changed the woman's description based on the basis 

of personal or cultural ideas of beauty: The "solid" and "heavy legs" of the source 

text became slender, the "white bathing suit" became black and the "wide shoulders" 
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and the "muscled stomach" disappeared. Furthennore, the woman received a new 

descriptive attribute: goddess of passion. If this is a direct translation, then it can be 

safely argued that it reflected Kemal Tahir's personal view of what a beautiful 

woman ought to look like - which also offers some clues about the cultural aesthetic 

expectations of the 1950s. If this is an indirect translation, then the shifts and 

omissions may reflect the French translator's or French culture's vie\v. Yet as long as 

the source of the shifts and omissions are unknown, they cannot constitute reliable 

data against which Kemal Tahir's concept of translation can be explored. Kanun 

Benim also includes some additions that are culture-specific. These additions, which 

are largely stylistic, will fonn the basis of my descriptive analysis in this section. 

The language used in Kanun Benim is colloquial. Kemal Tahir has resorted to 

various idiomatic expressions in the text, which creates the impression of an 

indigenous novel, save for the foreign names. It seems rather obvious that Kemal 

Tahir aimed to create a fluent text in Turkish and avoided literal renderings. On the 

contrary, he seems to have introduced a number of additions to the source text in 

order to create a style that would sound familiar to the readership. Consider the 

following examples: 

Target Text: 
"Ben bu dunyada ya~ tahtaya basmaktan Pat kadar korkan bir ba~ka vesveseli 
adama rastlamadlm" (Spillane 1954: 38). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
"I have never seen a fussy man like Pat who is as afraid to step on wet wood" 
(Spillane 1954: 38).] 

Source Text:· 
"Pat's not letting any grass grow under his feet," I mused (SpiIIane 1949: 30). 
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Kemal Tahir has translated the idiom "to let grass grow under one's feet" with 

another Turkish idiom, "ya~ tahtaya basmak" which literally translates as "to step on 

wet wood", meaning "not to be prudent". 

Target Text: 
"Bu gece metodunuzun s6kecegini zannetmem ~ekerim; yunkli bu numaraYl 
ben hayatImda yok g6rdum, hepsinden de evelallah yakaYl SlYlrmayl becerdim. 
isbatl da haW. bekar olu~um." 
"Yigitlik sizde degil, hzlar numaraYl iyi yapamaml~lar" (Spillane 1954: 77). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
"I don't think your method will work tonight honey; because I have seen this 
trick a lot of times in my life, and thank god, I managed to save myself from all 
of them. The proof is that I am still single." 
"Don't credit yourself. It seems the girls couldn't pull off the trick properly" 
(Spillane 1954: 77).] 

Source Text: 
"Don't look now," I told her, but it's been tried on me before." 
"But not by an expert." (Spillane 1949: 57) 

In the above dialogue Kemal Tahir has expanded on Spillane's dialogue and 

introduced a series of common Turkish expressions such as "evelallah", "yakayl 

slYlrmak" and "yigitlik". 

Target Text: 
Oyle bir kadm ki bakar bakmaz kollanna almak, agzml 6pmek arzulanm 
duyarsm. Daha beteri, seversin 6lesiye Jak. ~arlot 6yle bir aret ki karde~im, 
alev vucudunu vermek istedigi zaman evliyalar bile mukavemet edemez. Evet, 
~u benim ~arlot. Katil 0 (Spillane 1954: 182-183). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
She is the kind of woman that the moment you look at her you want to take her 
in your anns and kiss her lips. Even worse, you love her to death Jack. 
Charlotte is such a stunner, brother, that when she wants to give her body of 
fire even saints can't resist. Yes, that Charlotte of mine. She is the killer 
(Spillane 1954: 182-183).] 
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Source Text: 
Charlotte whom you wanted to crush in your arms and feel the wetness of her 
lips. Charlotte of the body that was fire and life and soft velvet and 
responsiveness. Charlotte the killer (Spillane 1949: 152). 

Kemal Tahir has once more used the expressIOn "Met", which literally means 

"disaster" to describe Charlotte, a Turkish colloquial attribute used to qualify 

beautiful, ambitious and potentially dangerous women. He also used a culture-

specific form of address - "karde~im" ["brother"] and added the phrase "evliyalar 

bile mukavemet edemez" ["even saints can't resist"] to emphasize Charlotte's 

irresistibility. Apart from these, Kemal Tahir added two new ideas to the passage: 

Mike's love for Charlotte, and the way he considers her to be his. These additions 

also carry a fluent, colloquial and conversational tone. Interestingly, Kemal Tahir's 

shifts or additions carrying common expressions also serve to reflect the tone of 1, 

the JUly which is marked by an idiomatic use of English. 

Although there is no extratextual evidence to prove this, Kemal Tahir might 

have well been influenced by some of the major norms propagated by translators and 

critics associated with the Translation Bureau. As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 

3.4.3.1, preserving the textual integrity of the source text, i.e., refraining from large-

scale omissions and additions, was introduced as an important prerequisite for 

"fidelity" in the discourse of a number of translators who expressed their views on 

translation strategies (Orik 1940: 205;GUney 1942: 530; iIgun 1942: 147; Ay 1942a: 

152). Furthermore, remaining faithful to both the content, the tone and the style of 

the source text was presented as an ideal in the r.rticles published in the journal 

Terciime and other literary journals in the 1940s as demonstrated in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.4.3.2. These articles written by prominent translators such as Nurullah Ata~ 
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and Sabahattin Eyuboglu suggested that the use of a natural and free-flowing Turkish 

was just as important as fidelity to the source text for translation quality (see Chapter 

3, Section 3.4.4). 

6.4.1.4 Siting Kanull Benim 

Kanun Benim occupies a significant position within the system of translated popular 

literature in Turkey. It was the translation that introduced Mike Hammer to the 

Turkish readership and largely defined the course that translated popular literature 

would take throughout the 1950s. As mentioned in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2.1, Mike 

Hammer translations and pseudotranslations became immensely popular and 

constituted a considerable portion of all literary translations from English and 

American literatures in the second halfofthe 1950s. 

The translation strategies adopted by Kemal Tahir in Kanul1 Benim were rather 

different from those adopted by SeHimi :..1tinir Yurdatap and Ali Rlza Seyfi in their 

respective translations. Kemal Tahir paid attention to fullness, remained faithful to 

the content and Spillane's tone, if not style, with his fluent and colloquial use of 

Turkish in the target text, which seem to fit in with the norms propagated by the 

Translation Bureau and the translators associated with it in the 1940s. This indicates 

that a change must have started taking place in the poetics of translated popular 

literature in Turkey in the 1950s, perhaps due to the activities of the Translation 

Bureau. One of Ncizlm Hikmet's letters to Kemal Tahir written in 1941 reveals that 

they both approved of the Transiation Bureau. Ncizlm Hikmet wrote, presumably in 

responst: to an earlier remalk by Kemal Tahir: "You are right in your ''.lords about the 

Ministry of Education's publication of translated works. Indeed, this business is very 
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useful. Of course we should be brave enough to appreciate good things" ["Maarif 

Vekaleti tercume ne~riyatl hakkmda soyledigin sozler de dogrudur. Elhak bu i~ «ok 

faydahdlf. Elbette ki iyiye iyi diyecek kadar cesur olmahylz."] (Niizlm Hikmet 1975: 

257). The approval of these two oppositional intellectuals for the Translation Bureau 

is significant for it shows that the Bureau received the support of a wider intellectual 

group, rather than only the culture-planners associated with the single party 

government. 

Kemal Tahir repeatedly asked for translations of Greek, English and Latin 

classics by the Ministry of Education from Semiha, his future wife, in his letters to 

her from the prison (Yazoglu 1993: 239, 257). This proves that he read the books 

translated by the Translation Bureau as much as he could have access to them in the 

prison. His correspondance with Nazlm Hikmet sho\vs that, he also contemplated on 

the issue of translation and discussed his views with NaZln1 Hikmet in his letters 

(Nazlm Hikmet 1975: 252-258). Unfortunately, his letters to Nazlm Hikmet, where 

he expressed his views on translation are not available. 

As a writer following the debates around translation, Kemal Tahir must have 

been aware of the newly developing translational habitus in the field of canonical 

literature. His practice as a translator, as it becomes visible in Kanun Benim, 

appeared to be a part of this new translational habitus which foregrounded fluency 

and fidelity to the original author. 

I interpret Kemal Tahir's use of a pseudonym in the translation an an indication 

of his reluctance to be identified with Kanun Benim. I suggest that this stems from 

his violation of one of the major norms being fomled in the centre oftne system of 

translat.~d lite:ature throughout the 1930s-19505. According to this norm:, translated 

works had to be instrumental in the development of Turkish literature and assist the 
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cultural and educational development of the readership (See Chapter 3, Section 3.1). 

Kanun Benim was a detective novel and as such, was among those books which were 

considered to have a harmful effect on the readers. On the other hand, Kanun Benim 

was a perfect marriage of popular detective fiction and realist/naturalist literature. 

Scenes from a crime-ridden New York and depictions of people taken over by sexual 

perversions, alcohol and drugs in post-war America did not provide escapist fiction. 

Rather, it formed a new alternative for readers seeking to combine adventure, 

suspense and a certain dose of social problems in their reading experience. 

Nevertheless, Kemal Tahir could not have considered this novel suitable for boosting 

his literary career as a Marxist realist writer, as is evident in his use of F .M. ikinci as 

his pseudonym. His Mike Hammer translations and no\-e1s are in fact a continuation 

of his career as a writer and translator of popular novels which he launched in the 

mid-1930s under the pen-name Cemalettin Mahir when he wrote for the magazine 

Yedigiin. Kemal Tahir continued this career while he was in prison in the 1940s. His 

letters to Semiha offer plenty of evidence about his low opinion of his own literary 

production around this time. For instance he reported his latest literary activity his 

letter dated 7.7.1947 as follows: "I finally started to work towards the end of last 

month. I started humorous adventure novels. I am too embarrassed to write you the 

title of my latest work 0)· The Reserve Lover. You can figure out the rest" 

["Nihayet geyen aym nihayetlerine dogru i~e giri~tim. Komik macera romanlanna 

ba~ladlm. Son eserimin (!) adml sana utanarak yazaYlm ml? Yedek A~lk, artlk ne 

matah oldugunu anla."] (Yazoglu 1993: 217). On 10.4.1947, he criticized his own 

books: "I sent in the novel I wrote. I still have not received a reply. Let's see if they 

like it and agree to publish it. Do you want to hear the truth? I swear tc god, I 

wouldn't accept to publish it in my own newspaper. I feel ashamed as if I am 
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cheating my journalist friends and the readers" ["... yazdlglm romam yolladlm. 

Henuz bir cevap <;1kmadl. Bakahm begenip basacaklar m1? Sana dogrusunu 

soyliyeyim mi? Benim gazetem olsa vallaha kabul edip ne~retmezdim. Gerek 

gazeteci arkada~lanml, gerek okuyuculan dolandmyormu~ gibi aYlp bir ~eyler 

hissediyorum."] (Yazoglu 1993: 212-213). These statements make his reasons for 

using pseudonyms quite clear. 

6.4.2 Eeel Saati (The Deadly Watch) 

Ecel Saati was published by <;:aglayan Yaymevi in November 1954, presented with 

the general title, "Mayk Hammer'in Yeni Maceralan" (.0ifike Hammer's Ne\v 

Adventures). Until that date, <;:aglayan Yaymevi had published six novels featuring 

Mike Hammer. A comparison of these novels with original novels by Mickey 

Spillane reveals that the first five, Kanun Benim, jntikam Penc;esi, Kahreden Kur~un, 

Kantz Takip and Son C;zglzk are translations of books by Spillane, of L The Jury, The 

Big Kill, My Gun is Quick, Vengeance is Nfine and Kiss Nfe Deadly respectively.41 

The sixth Mike Hammer book by <;:aglayan, Derini Yiizecegim (I Will Skin You), 

does not appear to be a translation. The only remaining novel by Mickey Spillane, 

not published by <;:aglayan Yaymevi, was One Lonely Night but Derini Yiizecegim is 

not its translation. Derini Yiizecegim was presented as an indigenous work written by 

F.M. ikinci. In November 1954 another Mayk Hammer book was published: Ecel 

Saati (The Deadly Watch), followed by two more, Kara Ndra (The Black Scream) 

and -Kzran Kzrana (The Ruthless Fight). None of these books were by Mickey 

Spillane. In the meantime, tbe continned CCiTIme::l~ial success of t.~e Mike Hnnmer 

41 Information on Mickey Spillane's biography and works is available from 
http://www.interlog.comi-rocolhammer.htmL 
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senes encouraged other publishers to start bringing out similar senes. Plastik 

YaYllllar published 10 Mike Hammer adYentures between 195-+ and 1956. all by 

Adnan Semih and Ley la YazlclOglu, Ekicigil Yaymlan published 16 during the same 

period by various writers, the majority being works by <;etin Tlimay; and Hadise 

YaYlllevi published 103 Mike Hammer novels in 1955-1958, nearly all by Afif 

Yesari, who used the pseudonym Muzaffer Ulukaya COyepazarcl 1999: 19-22). The 

books in this last group were presented as translations of novels by Mickey Spillane, 

and were all classified as translations from "English and American Literature" by the 

Tilrkiye Bibliyografyasl 1955, 1956, 1957, 1958. The bibliography obviously 

accepted the presentational elements in the covers and title pages of these books as 

its main classificatory criterion. Books presented as translation by the publishers 

were classified as translation even when they were obvious pseudotranslations. On 

the other hand, the last four Mike Hammer books published by <; aglayan YaYlllevi, 

Derini Yilzecegim, Ecel Saati, Kara Nam and Klran Klrana were classified under 

"Turkish Literature", since their title pages indicated that the nO\'e!s were '\vritten" 

by F .M. ikinci. 

6.4.2.1 Peritextual Elements 

Ecel Saati was presented as an indigenous work on its title page which carried F .M. 

ikinci's name as the wTiter ["yazan"]. Neyertheless, all other peritextual elements in 

the book share a number of features with five "Mike Hammer" translations preceding 

it published by the same company. I suggest that the peritextual elements, apart from 

the presentation of F .M. ikinci as the '\vTiter"'. serve to position the novel as a 

translation rather than a Turkish novel. The most significant feature that serves to 
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associate the book with earlier Mike Hammer translations is its cover. The cover 

features the title "Mayk Hammer'in Yeni Maceralan" ["Mike Hammer's New 

Adventures"]. As indicated in the previous section, books by Mickey Spillane 

became an enormous commercial success within the course of a few weeks and all 

sold around 1 00.000 copies each. This meant that the readership became acquainted 

with Mike Hammer as an American hero, created by an American writer. Therefore 

the presentation of a book as a Mike Hammer adventure would be sufficient to 

position it as a translation in the eyes of the readership. Furthermore, the cover of the 

book does not include a writer's name; instead, it focuses on the name of the hero. 

The cover includes an illustration of a beautiful woman carrying a male costume in 

her hand which is a reference to the novel's plot. The \\"oman generously exhibits her 

naked shoulder and her legs, following the example of other illustrations featuring on 

the covers of earlier Mike Hammer novels. The pocket book format and formal 

features of the text such as the length and the division of chapters are also identical 

with genuine Mike Hammer translations. Furthermore, there is a deliberate strategy 

in the text in order to create the impression of a translation which I will explore in 

more detail in Section 6.4.2.5. 

The back cover of Ecel Saati includes an advertisement for one of the 

forthcoming books by C;aglayan Yaymevi. This is Hayata byan (Revolt Against 

Life), a translated novel by Somerset Maugham, one of the popular writers published 

by a number of companies operating in the field of both popular and canonical 

literature in the 1950s. The illustrations used in the advertisement present the book as 

an adventure story. The pictures seem to represent a series of scenes from the novel 

and feature an affair between a man and a woman, a man drinking and two men 
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fighting. Furthennore, there is a family portrait in the illustration whose happy unity 

seems to be disturbed by the woman in the other pictures. 

The last few pages of Ecel Saati include advertisements for several banks 

(istanbul Bankasl, Turk Ticaret Bankasl, Dogubank and i~bank), an advertisement 

for "Gripin", a painkiller, and another advertisement for "Mental", a breath-

freshener. These are types of advertisements which feature in periodical publications 

such as newspapers or magazines. The books by <;aglayan Yaymevi were published 

on fortnightly intervals and were sold at newspaper stands instead of bookstores. 

This is further evidence for the status of <;aglayan Yaymevi' s books as popular 

works in the field of large-scale production. 

6.4.2.2 Plot and Characters 

Ecel Saati was originally written by Kemal Tahir \vhen he was commissioned to 

write a series of Mike Hammer stories by C;aglayan Yaymevi COyepazarcl 1999: 8). 

The novel features the same main characters as other books in the Mike Hammer 

series. The protagonist is Hammer. He cooperates with Pat Chambers from the 

homicide desk of the New York Police. His secretary and long-tenn girlfriend is 

Velda who aids him in his investigations. 

Ecel Saati has a rather intricate plot. Mike Hammer is called on to help Pat 

Chambers and his new assistant Wilson with a big matia case against the leader of 

the mob, Antonio. They try to convince Antonio's henchman, Alfieri to testify 

against him. Alfieri gets killed the night before the trial, but before he is killed, Mike 

Hammer manages 1:0 find ("Iut about a watch that is sl!pposed to contain infonnation 

on a treasure of 50 million dollars. Hammer pursues Alfieri's girlfriend Linda and 
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takes the watch from her. This starts a chain of murders in the course of which Mike , 

Hammer tries to find out the secret behind the watch. At the end of the novel it 

becomes evident that the watch was a hoax devised by Alfieri to save himself from 

Antonio's rage. Wilson, the police officer, is revealed as the real criminal who has 

murdered several people, including Antonio, in his quest for the watch. Hammer kills 

him and puts an end to the case. 

The plot of the novel does not particularly distinguish itself from the plots of 

original Mike Hammer stories written by Mickey Spillane. The suspense element, 

erotic scenes, the emphasis on action and violence over reasoning and deduction, 

which define the hard-boiled detective genre and Mike Hammer stories as part of this 

sub-genre, are evident in Ecel Saati. In that sense, it can be safely argued that Kemal 

Tahir, a.k.a. F.M. Ikinci, was able to write a story that could easily be received as an 

original Mike Hammer novel. However, his Mike Hammer character varies from 

Spillane's Hammer to a certain degree. The difference does not lie at the level of 

character traits. Both Kemal Tahir's and Spillane's Hammer are fond of women and 

alcohol. They are both strong and prone to be violent, resorting to the use of force 

whenever necessary. Furthermore, they both have a sense of justice and are cynical 

and distrustful characters. They refuse to be incorporated in the system and have a 

problem with the concept of authority. The difference between the Mike Hammer 

characters created by the Kemal Tahir and Mickey Spillane becomes apparent in 

terms of character elaboration. Kemal Tahir's Mike Hammer is certainly the more 

critical of the two, often airing his views on crime and poverty as they surface at 

various points in the story. Kemal Tahir offers more clues about his Hammer's inner 

world and'rr~1(es hi~)m anti-hero who shows greater concern for social issues than 

his counterpart in novels by Spillane. Furthermore, he appears as a more intellectual 
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person, alluding to such historical and literary figures as Hamlet (p. 44), Cleopatra 

(p. 74), Venus (p. 74), Sappho (p. 76) and Saint Paul (p. 76). He also makes a 

considerable number of philosophical comments such as the following: "Saati elime 

aldlm. Markasl malum olmayan orta cins saatlerden birisi. 'Zaman' denilen ba~slz 

sonsuz uydurma ol<;:iinlin herhangi bir 3 ii <;eyrek ge<;esinin iizerinde durmu~ bir saat" 

["I took the watch in my hand. One of those mediocre no-name watches. A watch 

that stopped at a quarter past three within this fictive and infinite measure called 

'time'." (F.M. ikinci 1954: 57). As this example illustrates, the features that 

distinguish Ecel Saati from Spillane's Mike Hammer novels are to be encountered at 

the level of style, rather than of plot. 

6.4.2.3 Style and Ideology 

Kemal Tahir's style in Ecel Saati carries many of the stylistic features discussed in 

Kamm Benim. The colloquial and fluent use of Turkish, slang and culture-specific 

expressions abound in Ecel Saati. Kemal Tahir makes his characters utter 

expressions like: "ayaklanm opeyim" ["I will kiss your feet"] meaning "I implore 

you" (p. 17), "e~ek sudan gelesiye do v" ["beat until the donkey comes back from the 

river"] meaning "beat really badly" (p. 64) and "ben kiil yutmam" ["I don't swallow 

ash"] used in the sense of "I am not gullible" (p. 80). The vocabulary used by Kemal 

Tahir in both Kanun Benim and Ecel Sami is similar. On the basis of Kemal Tahir's 

choice of words it is unlikely that the readers would have detected different writers 

behind the texts. One stylistic feature which distinguishes Ecel Saati from Kanun 

Benim is the rich descriptions offered by Kemal Tahir in the fonner. Many of these 
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descriptions pertain to people or psychological states. Here is an example of how 

Kemal Tahir has described Mike Hammer's perception of police sirens: 

Uzaklardan bir canavar diidiigiiniin feryadl duyuldu. Bekledigimiz buymu~ gibi 
susup kulak verdik. Garip bir hisle, "Korku yakla~lyor" diye dii~iindiim, "canh 
bir heykel gibi iizerimize geliyor." i~itmekte devam ettigim diidiik sanki 
insanlar tarafmdan yapIlml~ bir aletten ylkmlyordu da, insan kIlIgma girmi~ 
korkunun his: duyulmaml~ haykm~lydl (F.M. ikinci 1954: 13). 

[The shriek of a police siren was heard from a distance. We became silent and 
listened to it as if we had been waiting for it all this time. With a strange 
feeling, "Fear is approaching" I thought, "it's coming at us like an incarnated 
statue." The siren I continued to hear appeared as fear embodied in a shriek 
foreign to human ears, rather than the sound of a man-made machine (F.M. 
ikinci 1954: 13).] 

This sort of literary and metaphoric language is unusual in Mickey Spillane who opts 

for using concrete expressions and conveys the thoughts of people through their 

actions or dialogues rather than inner monologues. Kemal Tahir's sophisticated style 

in Ecel Saati does not constitute a unique case among all known pseudotranslations. 

Anik6 Sohar, who studied translations and pseudotranslations of science fiction in 

Hungary, concluded that in pseudotranslations sometimes "language use is 

perceptibly more playful, more inventive, using the potential of the language to the 

full" (Sohar 1998: 44). The reasons for the dramatic difference between Yurdatap's 

simple and action-oriented style and Kemal Tahir's metaphoric language in their 

pseudotranslations need to be sought in the 30 years that had elapsed between the 

two works and the evolving literary habitus which also brought about a gradual shift 

in the poetics governing pseudo translations. 

The most outstanding of all descriptions in Ecel Saati are those depicting the 

city of New York. Although Kanun Benim is also set in New York, Mickey Spillane 

never included vast descriptions or philosophized over the city in his novel. Through 
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his various descriptions and the way he placed New York as a backdrop to the events 

he narrated, Kemal Tahir has almost impersonated the city and transformed it into 

one of the characters in Ecel Saati. He has presented );"ew York as a city of dark and 

evil forces, in fact, as the very source of crime Mike Hammer combats throughout 

the story. Consider the passage below: 

Uzaklarda Nevyork ~ehri yarah bir vah~i hayvan gibi derin derin 
homurdamyor. Ate~ gibi nefesini sanki ense koklimde hissediyorum. Gene 
azametine laYlk bir ahlakslzhk, bir cinayet i~lenmi~tir. Yuvarlamp giden, 
yuvarlamp gittik<;e de <;Ig gibi bliyliyen gangster nizamma mlidahale 
edecegimden mi korktu bu ugursuz Ke\york gecesi? (F.M. ikinci 1954: 6) 

[In the distance, New York City moans deeply like a wounded wild beast. I can 
feel its burning breath behind my neck. Another immorality, another murder 
must have been committed, one that suits the city's grandeur. Was this ominous 
New York night afraid that I would interfere in the never-ending and ever
growing gangster order? (F .M. ikinci 1954: 6)] 

Kemal Tahir has created an antagonist in :\ew York City for Mike Hammer through 

the way he associated it with crime and e\-il deeds. He has used negative qualifiers 

for the city and likened it to a prostitute (p. 12) or a rabid dog (p. 64). This negative 

view of New York is also indicative ofKemal Tahir's view of the system underlying 

it: capitalism. The excerpt below illustrates in clear terms Kemal Tahir's critical 

approach towards the social system prevalent in New York: 

Lenoks avonUye geytik. Harlem'in i<;ine, 300 bin ki~ilik nlifusuyla dlinyanm en 
bliylik zenci ~ehri sayllan sefalet dlinyasma daldIk. Buraya ne vakit yo!um 
dli~se bir <;e~it can slkmtlsl, bir ge~it ofke duyanm. Hususi hafiye bliromu 
aytlgIm ilk ay larda - epeyce fakir sayIldlglm yoksulluk zamanlanmda - burada 
bir iki i~ kovaladlffi. Sefaletini yakmdan gordlim. Bu cenabet Nevyork'un 
bir<;ok beyaz mahallelerinde de sefalet Vardlf. Fakat buradaki sefaletin 
derinligi. milyonlarca N,evyorklunun azametiyle iftihar ettigi gokdelenkrinden 
birka<; misli fazla (F.M. Ikinci 1954: 98). 
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[We drove into Lenox Avenue. We entered Harlem, the world of misery, the 
city that is considered to be the largest black city in the world with its 
population of 300 thousand. Whenever I come here I feel kind of depressed and 
angry. During the first few months after I set up my private detective office - in 
those months of poverty when I was quite broke - I pursued a couple of cases 
here. I got to observe its misery personally. There is poverty in many white 
neighbourhoods of this disgusting New York. But the depth of the poverty here 
is much larger than the skyscrapers whose majesty is the pride of millions of 
New Yorkers (F.M. ikinci 1954: 98).] 

Kemal Tahir was known for his leftist political stance since the early days of his 

literary career. Therefore it is not surprising to encounter such ideological statements 

in his work. He has also alluded to the Nazis in Ecel Saati and drawn an analogy 

between them and the mafia gang: "Bunlar Nazi doklintlileri... Bunlarda insaf, 

merhamet aramr ml?" ["These are Nazi leftovers ... They lack compassion and 

sympathy."] (F.M. ikinci 1954: 38). In fact, Kemal Tahir has anti-Nazist and anti-

militarist passages in all his Mike Hammer novels COyepazarcl 1999: 5). Although 

these novels were aimed at the readership for popular literature who mainly read for 

entertairiment, Kemal Tahir introduced political issues into the novels and carried on 

a significant aspect of his writerly persona into popular works published under a 

pseudonym. 

6.4.2.4 Eeel Saati as a Pseudotranslation 

As indicated earlier, a comparison with Mike Hammer novels written by Mickey 

Spillane has revealed that Ece! Saati is not a translation. However, KemaI Tahir has 

used a number of strategies which present the text as a translation. These strategies 

also help to reveal the concept of translation KemaI Tahir held, since they 

specifically offer information about what he perceived as the defining elements of a 

translation. The first of these strategies was the use of imported characters in the 
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novel. Kemal Tahir borrowed a number of characters initially created by Mickey 

Spillane such as Mike Hammer, Pat Chambers and Velda, and appropriated them as 

characters of his novel. Since these characters were known to the readership through 

translations, it was likely that Ecel Saati would also be received as a translation. 

Furthermore, Kemal Tahir's treatment of proper names in the text was identical to 

his approach used in the translations. He used phonetic spelling for names of people 

("Mayk Hammer", "Vilson", "Karlo", etc.) and of places ("Nevyork", "Bruklin", 

"Sikago", etc.). 

Another strategy used by Kemal Tahir in creating the impression of a 

translation was his abundant use of place names. Mickey Spillane also used some 

street names in his books, but Kemal Tahir carried this to an extreme and took every 

occasion to specify the setting with a name. Some of these names were: "Bqinci 

Cadde 55 inci sokak 112 numarah apartman" ["Fifth Avenue 55 th Street Apartment 

Number 112"] (p. 46), "Hadson nehri" ["Hudson River"] (p. 55), "santral parkm 

sonunda 113uncu sokak" ["113Ih Street at the end of the Central Park"] (p. 97), 

"Lenoks avonu" ["Lenox Avenue"] (p. 97), "Kolonyal Park" ["Colonial Park"] (p. 

155), "Sen Nikola avonil" ["Saint Nicholas Avenue"] (p. 155). Kemal Tahir had 

never been to New York. It is evident that he found these names from a map or an 

acquaintance who had been there. Such detailed addresses and place names serve to 

reinforce the American provenance of Mike Hammer and his adventures in this work 

and present Ecel Saati as an "authentic" Mike Hammer novel. 

The final strategy Kemal Tahir used in Ecel Saati was to make it read like a 

translation was his use of a foreign word and the footnote he added to explain the 

'.voro, a. strategy that was cOIP.monplace in translations of both popular and car:.onical 

literature. The word used by Kemal Tahir was "Iayter" (F .M. ikinci 1954: lOO). In 
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Chapter 8, Mike Hammer is trapped and tortured inside a lighter full of petrol. 

Instead of using the Turkish word "f1<;1" or "tekne", which would roughly correspond 

to the same object, Kemal Tahir chose to use the English word in Turkish phonetic 

spelling. In the footnote, he explained the word as "Bir <;e~it samwh tekne. Her <;e~it 

mayi ta~lr" ["A kind of container. Designed to carry all liquids."] (Kemal Tahir 

1954: 100). These three strategies used by Kemal Tahir illustrate that the readership 

for translated popular literature expected to find foreign characters, references to 

foreign place names, words of foreign origin and footnotes in the translations. The 

question then remains why Kemal Tahir needed to write a psuedotranslation instead 

of domesticating a Mike Hammer story and presenting it as his own work. 

The main reason for Kemal Tahir's (and the publishers') choice to present the 

work as a translation appears to be a commercial one. The first five novels by 

Mickey Spillane had brought exceptional profits to the publishing company, which 

apparently wished to benefit more from Mike Hammer's blessing. It is also evident 

that Mike Hammer had already become a popular hero by the time <;aglayan 

Yaymevi published the last original Mike Hammer novel, Son 9zglzk (The Last Cry) 

- Vengeance is Mine; therefore his name in the cover would be sufficient to entice 

the readers to buy the book. I have argued in Section 6.2 that in popular literature, it 

is the heroes that attain fame among the readers, rather than the writers who create 

the heroes. Mike Hammer was one of them. 

Apart from the commercial success achieved by Mike Hammer, Kemal Tahir 

may have had other reasons net to write a novd set in Turkey with Turkish 

characters. In my view, the significant place occupied by translations within the 

Turkish .literary system also played a role in his decision. Western literature, which 
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was granted a pivotal position within the system of canonical literature, also 

occupied a significant place within the system of popular literature. 

As expressed by a number of authors, Turkish literature did not appeal to the 

readers as much as translations throughout the 1920s-1940s (See Chapter 3, Section 

3.1.4). Publishers preferred translations to indigenous works (Ozansoy 1943: 4). 

Some Turkish writers presented their indigenous works as translations to increase 

their chances of getting published. In an article he wrote for Varhk, writer Serif 

Huhlsi told the details of how he changed the names of the characters and places and 

presented one of his own stories as the translation of a work by a Russian author. The 

publisher who had turned down his work agreed to publish it when he was convinced 

that it was a translation (Serif Huhlsi 1941: 395). Indeed, translations were in higher 

demand than indigenous writing. Nahit Slm Orik, "\Titer and translator, complained 

that his translation of Le Lys dans fa Valle sold very well, while there was no demand 

for his original work (Orik in Ozdenoglu 19~9: 88). I suggest that this trend stemmed 

from the efforts of Turkish culture planners who tried to position \\-estern literature in 

the centre of the literary polysystem as a model for a new national literature. In fact, 

this tendency was not triggered by the republican planners, it dated back to the 19th 

century (See Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2.1). So while the decision to present Ecef Saati 

as a translation had commercial implications, it also pointed at the dominance of 

western literature over Turkish literature. This confirms Toury who writes: 

the decision to present a text as a translation, le'~ alone compose it with that aim 
in mind, always suggests an implied act of subordination, namely, to a culture 
and language which are considered prestigious, important or dominant in any 
other way. An attempt is thus made to impart to the text some of the superiority 
attributed to that ~ulture, thereby manipulating the text's reception by the 
audience (Toury 1995: 42). 
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6.4.2.5 Siting Eeel Saati 

The comments made about Kemal Tahir's use of F.M. ikinci as his pseudonym in 

Kanun Benim in 6.4.1.4 are also valid for Eeel Saati. It is clear that Kemal Tahir 

wished to draw a line between his literary production as a popular and a "serious" 

writer by using a pseudonym in his popular novels. However, it is also possible to 

draw up some connections between his style in Ecel Saati and in some of the works 

he signed with his patronym. As I illustrated in 6.4.2.3, the stylistic features of Ecel 

Saati are rather different from Mickey Spillane's way of writing. Ecel Saati, with its 

literary language, metaphors, descriptions and emphasis on reflecting the inner world 

of the characters serve as a stylistic precursor to Kemal Tahir's works to be 

published, starting from the second half of the 1950s. In the next section I will offer a 

descriptive analysis of one of these novels, Esir $ehrin jnsanlarz. 

What was the response of the readers who were exposed to Kemal Tahir's 

indigenous Mike Hammer novels? As argued in Chapter 4, readers of popular 

literature usually read by genre, rather than by author, which means that they were 

interested in generic features, rather than stylistic features created by individual 

writers. Kemal Tahir's Mike Hammer novels, as represented by Ecel Saati in this 

section, fulfilled the generic expectations with its plot and characters. Kemal Tahir's 

appropriation of Mike Hammer was a familiar strategy as explained in the case of 

Yurdatap's and Ali Rlza Seyfi's works. Yet Kemal Tahir went one step further and 

added a unique literary dimension to the novel v, hich might have expanded his 

readership and lured re8ders of canonic::tl literature into the. terrain of detective 

fiction. The tough Mike Hammer character with a strong sense of justice, the violent 
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and action-oriented plot and erotic side-themes were innovations brought into the 

Turkish system by Mike Hammer books. In that sense, these books, translated or 

indigenous, already played a pioneering role for the development of the detective 

genre in Turkey. Kemai Tahir took the initiative to introduce literary elements into 

the text and heightened the innovative aspect of the Mike Hammer novels. In Ecel 

Saati, he produced a hybrid text, marked by the discourse of two genres, that of the 

hard-boiled detective story and the social realist Turkish novel. This was indeed new 

to the poetics popular translated literature. In Ecel Saati, Kemal Tahir represents two 

distinct literary habituses, one which allows him to travel between translation and 

indigenous writing, appropriating characters created by a foreign author and using 

them in a domestic work, and the second, reflecting a view of literature as a socio-

political instrument. 

6.4.3 Esir $eilrin insanian (People of the Captive City) 

Esir $ehrin jnsanlan is one of the early realist novels of Kemal Tahir, published with 

his patronym. Kemal Tahir wrote the novel in 1948 while he was still in prison 

(Yazoglu 1993: 267). The novel was published in 1956 by Martl Yaymlan and since 

then, has been reprinted several times.42 Esir $ehrin jnsanlan was designed as the 

first book in a series of works termed as "nehir romam" ("roman fleuve") (Dosdogru 

1974: 228), dealing with contemporary Turkish history starting from the late 19th 

century (Alangu 1965: 466). Its sequels were Esir $ehrin Mahpusu (The Prisoner of 

the Captive City) (1962), Yargun Sava§fl (The Weary Warrior) (1965) and Yal 

Ayrllnl (The Crossroads) (1971). 

42 Esir $ehrin insanlan was reprinted three times by Sander Yaymevi (1969, 1972, 1973), once by 
Can Yaymevi (1982) and twice by Adam Yaymevi (1993, 1995). 
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Esir $ehrin jnsanlarz was a landmark in Kemal Tahir's career, demonstrating 

that he would not be confined to the rural themes he treated in his first two books, 

Gdl jnsanlarz (The Lake People), a collection of short stories, and Sagzrdere, a 

village novel. Both books had attracted critical attention and been praised for their 

realist style which remained descriptive and objective (Alangu 1965: 452). In Esir 

$ehrin jnsanlarz Kemal Tahir maintaned the same profile and carefully focused on 

narrating a saga of personal awakening and maturation against a backdrop of a city 

occupied by foreign powers. 

Kemal Tahir revised the book for its second edition by Sander Yaymevi which 

appeared in 1969. The second edition which was adopted in the subsequent reprints 

is longer by some forty pages. Rather than modifying the plot of the novel, Kemal 

Tahir reshuffled some of the passages and added several new ones. He also made 

some stylistic changes. In the following sections I will base my analysis on the first 

edition of the book which was written in the late 1940s but published in 1956, two 

years after Kanun Benim and Ecel Saati. 

6.4.3.1 Peritextual Elements 

The first edition of Esir $ehrin jnsanlan was published in a medium-sized format, 

larger than a pocket book. The book, which contains 315 pages, is bound in hard 

cover in burgundy red. The front cover of the book does not feature any illustration. 

Kemal Tahir's name appears at the top, followed by the title of the book in larger 

font. The attribute "novel" ["roman"] is printed underneath the title. As discussed in 

6.2.1.3. the novel was a new and prestigious genre generously attributed by 

publishers even to some short stories or no\·e1las. I argue that by placing emphasis on 
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the status of the book as a novel, the publishers of Esir $ehrin j,zsaniarz drew 

attention to its compatibility with the newly forming modem and western-inspired 

literary habitus. The front cover was reprinted in the title page, which again used the 

attribute "novel" to present Esir $ehrin jnsanlarz. The back cover of the book 

included an advertisment for a translated book by Herman Wouk titled Denizde jsyan 

(The Mutiny). There are no illustrations and only a large box in the middle of the 

page presenting a promotional statement about the work. The statement reads: 

Bu roman ikinci Cihan Sava~mm btittin deh~etini, insan ruhunda meydana 
getirdigi derin ve karanhk sarsmtilan, kahramanhkla tabansIzhgm aym safta 
dogti~ttigtinti 9Iplak realiteleri ile anlatmaktadlL PULITZER armagam 
kazanml~ olan bu romamn piyesi hal en Amerikada en muvaffak sahne 
eserlerinden biridir. DENizDE iSY ANI'm filmi Columbia $irketi tarafmdan 
yapIlml~ ve memleketimizde de ilgi ile kar~Ilanml~tIr. 

[This novel narrates the horrors of the Second World War, the deep and dark 
turmoil it has created in the human soul, and the clash of heroism and 
cowardice in their naked reality. The play of this novel which won the 
PULITZER prize is currently one of the most successful stage plays in 
America. THE MUTINY was also made into a film by the Columbia Company 
which was met with great interest in our country.] 

Two major marketing strategies used by literary publishers are visible in the above 

statement. The first one is the emphasis on realism. By underscoring the realist 

perspective underlying the work's novel, the publishers probably aimed to capture 

the developing readership for realist fiction which had been on the way towards 

canonization throughout the period under study. The second marketing strategy used 

by MartI Yaymlan was to state the bond between the novel and the film version, 

thereby attracting the readership who had missed the film or who had seen and liked 

it. 
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There are two more advertisements printed in the perite",t of Esir $ehrin 

insanlarz. Both are published on the same page at the end of the novel. The first one 

advertises the second print of Kemal Tahir's Gol insanlarz (The Lake People) and 

the second one, a translated novel by Vicki Baum, Berlin Oteli (The Berlin Hotel). 

There are no illustrations in the book, except a portrait of Kemal Tahir which is 

printed after the title page. The author is represented in this drawing as a middle-aged 

man, wearing thick glasses and smoking a cigarette. The caption below the 

illustration reads "Kemal Tahir". The illustration sen.-es to reinforce the status of 

Kemal Tahir as the book's author and makes him, literally, visible. This indicates 

that the same Kemal Tahir, who tried to hide his identity in his popular novels and 

translations by using pseudonyms, did not object to being displayed as the author of 

Esir $ehrin insanlarz. In my view, this indicates that the theme and style of this novel 

were what he wished to be associated and identified with. The novel's theme is 

mainly political and its style, although colloquial in the dialogues, is quite literary 

and metaphorical. The political and literary aspects of the novel are also emphasized 

in the peri text of Esir $ehrin insanlarz in the form of a poem composed of two lines: 

Teslim olmak ba~ka ~ey, esir dii~mek ba~ka ... 
Seni sevmek ba~ka bir ~ey, Hiirriyet, ugrunda dogli~mek ba~ka! 

[It is one thing to surrender and another to fall captive ... 
It is one thing to love you, Freedom, and another to fight for you!] 

This poem was printed before the first page of the novel in italics and large 

print to make sure it would not be missed by the readers. Its intended-function 

appears to be that of guiding the reception of the novel and presenting it as a political 

work. The tribute to "Htirriyet" ["Freedom"], the way it is impersonated with a direct 
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address and a capital "H" alludes to the title of the novel and identifies the theme of 

the book as a struggle to free a captive city, which turns out to be Istanbul. 

6.4.3.2 Plot and Characters 

Esir Sehrin jnsanlan has a series of themes it unfolds on various levels. The most 

obvious and pronounced theme is the story of a group of intellectuals in Istanbul who 

refuse to surrender to the occupying powers and join the national struggle in 

Anatolia. Kemal Tahir has depicted the situation of the intellectuals with a focus on 

the main character, Kamil, and has set the heroism and bravery of the common 

people against the lethargy of the intellectuals whom he criticized harshly. On a more 

subtle level, the novel is the story of a series of transitions, some in the life of Kamil, 

the protagonist, some in the life of Istanbul and some in the building process of the 

Turkish nation. 

The plot revolves around Kamil Bey, a young Ottoman intellectual, who is 

more western in his manners and upbringing than Ottoman. After many years in 

Europe, he returns to his homeland with his young \vife and daughter. Back home, he 

is faced with poverty and depression. The realities of Istanbul as an occupied city, 

and a series of encounters with his old acquaintances trigger a strong transformation 

in him. He starts feeling the need for a purpose in his life, takes up a job as a 

journalist to assist the wife of a friend, and soon enough, finds himself involved with 

a group of people working for the liberation movement. At the end ofthe novel, he is 

arrested for high treason and sentenced to a seven-yE'ar imprisonment. 

The central characters in the novel are Ka.rnil Bey and Nedime Hamm. Kemal 

Tahir has depicted Kamil Bey as a man of childlike qualities. Although a man 
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approaching middle ages Kamil returns from Spain to Turkey as a person who knows 

little about the realities of his country. Esir $ehrin insanlarz is the story of the 

making of his consciousness. It covers his "adolescence", i.e. his efforts at growing 

up to become like others around him. His ultimate role model is Nedime, who is 

presented as the summit of courage, patriotism and strength. The novel ends when 

Kamil Bey becomes a full adult and suffers real pain for the cause he has started 

fighting for. 

Nedime is the wife of ihsan, one of Kfunil's old friends. After ihsan is arrested, 

she takes over the newspaper he published and maintains the support he provided for 

the national struggle in Anatolia. Although pregnant, she does not hesitate to risk her 

life. This wins her the admiration of everyone around her and presents her as the 

most positive and idealized character of Esir $ehrin insanlarz. Kamil and Nedime, 

are the focus of two issues which Kemal Tahir tackles in his novel: a critique of 

intellectualism and the gender issue. 

6.4.3.3 Ideology and Style 

Esir $ehrin insanlarz provided a platform for Kemal Tahir to carry out a sociological 

and political evaluation of life in Istanbul during the occupation after the First World 

War. This approach was based on his general concept of the novel and of the 

function it was expected to serve. Kemal Tahir was of the opinion that a novel had to 

provide an accurate representation of the period and place it chose as a background 

to its theme. To him, the novelist was like a social s:::ientist who objectively depicted 

persons and situations in a realist way (Moran 2001a: 182). Realism was indeed 

crucial for Kemal Tahir. In his notes on the novel, he went as far as stating: "Roman: 
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Biiyiik ve dogru fikirler, faydalr realiteler ve bir ye~it ilim ve saglam bir sanatla 

yazilmahdir" ["A novel should be written with great and correct ideas. beneficial 

realities and a kind of science and a sound art."] (Yazoglu 1989: 211) Esir $ehrin 

jnsanlarz reflects these ideas in terms of its plot. As a story of political and military 

emancipation and maturation, it treats issues of historical and political importance for 

Turkey, in Kemal Tahir's words "beneficial realities". The nove1's style also reflects 

a realist perspective. There are a series of detailed descriptions in the novel that 

reveal the writer's efforts to create a realistic representation of the Ottoman capital 

under foreign occupation. One of the most striking of his descriptions can be found 

in the beginning of the novel, when Kemal Tahir narrates Kamil's visit to the 

courthouse with his lawyer (Kemal Tahir 1956: 3-6). The passage involves a physical 

description of the courthouse and its various sections: "Adliye Nezareti, muazzam bir 

ah~ap bina idi ... Kapilar 0 kadar yiiksek yapIlml~lardl ki, kanatIanm ~u SIska 

odacmm tek ba~ma aylp kapamasma imkan olamazdl" ["The Ministry of Justice was 

a huge wooden building ... The doors were so high that it would be impossible for the 

skinny usher to open and close its wings by himself."] (Kemal Tahir 1956: 4). There 

are also various passages describing the people in the courthouse, such as: "Bo~anma 

davalanna da burada baklldigi iyin, kalabahgm yarlSl kadmdl. Bunlardan bir kIsml, -

kocalan tarafmdan terkedilmek tizere olanlar-, dertli, aCIh idiler. ... Diger klSlm -

yani kocalanndan bo~anmaya gelenler - otekilerin taban tabana ziddl idiler. En 

babayani giyinmi~ olamnda bile bir bakI~la, bir el hareketi, yahut bir adim atl~la 

a~iftelik belli oluyordu." ["Half of the crowd was women because divorce cases were 

also heard here. Some of them, those who were about to be abandoned by their 

husbands, were worned and sad .... The others, in other words those who :\vere there 

to divorce their husbands, were completely the opposite. Even the one with the 
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simplest clothes gave away her coquettishness with a movement of her hand or her 

gait."] (Kemal Tahir 1956: 6). 

These descriptions serve to visualize the settings used in the novel and 

furthermore, to inform the readers about the social and physical context. The various 

descriptions of Istanbul given in the novel also serve a similar purpose and create 

vivid images of a city under the occupation of western powers. Especially in the first 

half of Esir $ehrin insanlarz, Istanbul appears as one of the characters in the novel 

and comes to symbolize the state of the Ottoman Empire crushed under foreign 

power. The attributes Kemal Tahir has used to describe the city represent Istanbul as 

a gloomy and helpless place, way past its golden age. For instance, after his return to 

Istanbul, Kamil thinks: "Uzakta, istanbul, kur~unilerin ve kir renklerinin koyudan 

aylga, aylktan koyuya dogru giden biitiln zavalh niianslanndan ibaretti. Ara Slra 

bulutlan yaran giine~, bu terkedilmi~ ihtiyar ~ehre daha kederli bir hal veriyordu" 

["In the distance, Istanbul was only the poor shades of gray and of the colour of dirt. 

The sun, which peeked through the clouds every now and then, made this desolate, 

old city look even more grieving."] (Kemal Tahir 1956: 33). His descriptions of the 

city involved references to various neighborhoods and anchored his imagery in 

specific places. He alluded to the Golden Hom (p. 164), Babtali (p. 69), Ni~anta~l (p. 

167) and Beyoglu (p. 166) as the setting for the events he related in the novel. His 

descriptions of these areas are characterized by attributes such as "kendini 

koyvermi~" ["worn-down"] (p. 70), "yorgun" ["tired"] (p. 164), "kohne" ["aged"] (p. 

164), "bakImslz" ["unkempt"] (p. 303), "somurtkan" ["frowning"] (p. 303). Kemal 

Tahir's description of Beyoglu makes it clear that he associates Istanbul with the 

suffering of the Turkish nation: "Beyoglu caddesi, elektriklerini keyit1e ve comelt.;e 

yakml~tl. Kaldmm yabancl iiniformalarla, camekanlar yabancl renklerle doluydu. 
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Kamil Bey, bir milyon kederli insana kar~l, bu bir kan~ sokagm kl~kIrtlCl 

yIll~lkhgma ~a~tl" ["The Beyoglu street had merrily and generously lit its lights. The 

pavements were full of foreign uniforms, the shop windows with foreign colours. 

Kamil Bey was surprised at the annoying importunity of this small street in the face 

of one million grieving people."] (Kemal Tahir 1956: 166). 

The emphasis on the setting, and the use of the city as the symbol for socio-

political drama was a strategy used by Kemal Tahir in Ecel Saati as well. In Ecel 

Saati, Kemal Tahir represented New York as a sinister city. His descriptions of the 

city in the novel associated New York with criminal activity. Furthermore, his style 

in those descriptions was not very different from that he used in Esir Sehrin jnsanlarz 

to describe Istanbul. Consider the following sentence, which is taken from Ecel Saati 

and analyzed as part of a longer paragraph in Section 6.4.2.3: "Uzaklarda Nevyork 

:;;ehri yarall bir vah~i hayvan gibi derin derin homurdamyor" ["In the distance, New 

York City moans deeply like a wounded wild beast."] (F .M. ikinci 1954: 6). This 

sentence, which sums up Kemal Tahir's view of New York can be compared to his 

above description of Istanbul as a desolate city: "In the distance, Istanbul was only 

the poor shades of gray and of the colour of dirt." The similarity between these 

passages, and the way Kemal Tahir used the urban background to symbolize the 

underlying themes in his novels Ecel Saati and Esir Sehrin jnsanlarz, indicate that 

although he tried to keep his literary identities separate by adopting different names, 

the stylistic devices he used were similar enough to be traced across his works. This 

is also valid for the colloquial and idiomatic l:mguage he made use of in his fiction. 

In Esir Sehrin jnsanlarz, the ideology expressed by Kemal Tahir in the plot and 

the style is that of nationalism. He makes use of a series of symbols to express the 

emergence of a new nation in occupied Istanbul. As explained above, Istanbul 
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emerges as a symbol of the decaying Empire and the sufferings of the common 

people, while Kamil Bey symbolizes the passive intellectuals who go through a 

change of heart during the national struggle and decide to fight actively for their 

country. Nedime, and women in general, come to symbolize bravery, while the baby 

Nedime expects, symbolizes the hopeful future of the country. Through his 

descriptions of occupied Istanbul and Kamil's experiences Kemal Tahir has 

introduced a clear division between that which is Turkish and foreign. The novel 

starts with two passages where Kamil relates two of his memories about his 

experiences in Europe. These two events, one which took place in London, and the 

other in Paris, are about the decadence and immorality of Europeans. One is the story 

of a young prostitute, and the other, of a lesbian trying to befriend Kamil Bey's 

girlfriend in a nightclub. Through these anecdotes, Kamil Bey reflects his disgust 

with the western way of life. When he arrives in Istanbul, he notices that people are 

getting organized to launch a struggle against Allied Occupation. This changes his 

attitude towards westerners. He thinks: "Henuz bir ay geymeden, Ingilizlerin soguk 

gururu, Franslzlann sinire dokunan kibarhgl, italyanlann acemi galip edasl, 

Amerikahlarm hoy rat ne~esi, Japonlann panter ciddiyeti Kamil Beyin artlk zlddma 

basmaz oldu. C;:unku millet teslim olmaml~tl" ["Before one month elapsed, Kamil 

Bey no longer cared about the cold pride of the British, the nerve-wrecking 

politeness of the French, the inept victorious attitude of the Italians, the brutish 

cheerfulness of the Americans, the panther-like seriousliess of the Japanese. Because 

the nation had not surrendered."] (Kemal Tahir 1956: 44). Kemal Tahir has also 

drawn a distinction bet",.'een Ottomans and Turks, and attributed negative traits to 

Ottomans. He wrote that Ottoman Turks C"Osmanh Turkleri") were not capable of 
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thinking as a nation because they still regarded themselves as a religious community 

("ummet") (Kemal Tahir 1956: 30). 

Kemal Tahir seemingly reverses the traditional gender roles in Esir $ehrin 

jnsanlarz and considers women as the active and pioneering spirits in the society. He 

has portrayed two types of women in the novel. The first, represented by Kamil' s 

wife Nermin, is the high-class, western-bred women who are highly indifferent to the 

struggle the country is involved in. The second type is quite the opposite. They are 

either strictly Turkish (like Fatma or (:erkes Dadl, two of the female secondary 

characters), or de-westernized and well-read women who know both worlds and have 

taken a clear position in favour of the Turkish struggle. The second type is embodied 

in Nedime, a heroic character who becomes the leader of the struggle in Istanbul. 

Pursued by the police, she continues to print her newspaper and sends documents to 

Anatolia. She wins the admiration of all the characters in the novel. They describe 

her with qualities such as "sakin" ["calm"] (p. 71), "kararh" ["decisive"] (p. 71) 

"asIan" ["lion-like"] (p. 89), "bir ordu gibi" ["like a whole army"] (p. 199). Yet it is 

also true that the women in Esir $ehrin jnsanlarz become active when their men are 

temporarily barred from political activity. The kind of authority vested in women by 

Kemal Tahir is a vicarious one. They have to stand in for the temporily powerless 

men by assuming their role. 

An interesting feature in Esir $ehrin jnsanlarz is the intensive use of footnotes , 

which were deleted from subsequent editions. Kemal Tahir has made use of 

footnotes to explain certain words of foreign origin in the text (p. 6, 9, 301), some 

idioms (p. 10, 86, 88), or some neologisms or obsolete Ottoman words (p. 87, 88, 89, 

312). In my opinion, this indicates his vision ofthe role of the writer, not oniy as an 
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artist or an entertainer, but also as an educator with a mission to raise awareness 

about social issues and serve an edifying function. 

6.4.3.4 Siting Esir $elzrin insanlart 

Esir $ehrin insanlan is an example of Kemal Tahir's realist fiction strongly driven 

by his personal political ideas. The novel is shaped not so much by his Marxist 

inclinations, as by a largely nationalist theme and style. There are a number of 

interesting aspects of the novel that are worthy of long analytical discussions, yet for 

the purposes of the present study, I will only elaborate on the relations between Esir 

$ehrin insanlan and his other works discussed above, Kanun Benim and Ecel Saati. 

The main question I would like to focus on is what distinguished Kemal Tahir's 

literary production, represented by Esir $ehrin insanlan, which he credited to his 

own name, from his works as F.M. ikinci and what connected them. 

The most evident element that reveals a kinship among the three works is the 

style used by Kemal Tahir in the dialogues. Both his translation, pseudotranslation 

and novel are characterized by a slick idiomatic language. This language serves to 

render Mickey Spillane's tone in Kanun Benim and helps position the characters and 

the story within a familiar cultural context. Ecel Sa cui and Esir $ehrin insanlan, his 

indigenous works, make use of colloquialisms to represent vivid and realistic 

characters and settings. 

Esir $ehrin jnsanlan can best be compared to Ecel Saati. In Kanun Benim, 

Kemal Tahir was bound by Mickey Spillane's piot and style and did not display 

radical deviations from these. However, in. Ecel Saati, he was free to create his own 

style and went as far as embedding his anti-capitalist and anti-nazi ideological stance 
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in the story. Both Esir $ehrin jnsanlarz and Ecel Saari placed a city, Istanbul and 

New York respectively, as their core and communicated a significant portion of their 

messages through the descriptions of these cities. Furthermore, Kemal Tahir used 

both books as a free platform to convey his ideological views. In Esir $ehrin 

jnsanlarz, where the plot allowed for frequent ideological statements, he did this 

more often and explicitly. In Ecel Saati, he was more discreet, but, did not restrain 

himself from expressing his political views. 

Although they shared a number of stylistic and ideological features, Esir $ehrin 

jnsanlarz and Ecel Saati were different in terms of the metonymic network within 

which they were positioned. The novels addressed different groups of readers. This is 

evident in both the textual and the peri textual features of the books. Ecel Saati was 

marketed as part of a Mike Hammer series. Its pocket book format, the paperback 

gloss cover, the illustration it featured on the cover all indicate that it was intended 

for a readership consuming popular literature. Furthermore, the erotic leitmotifs in 

the novel, which were foregrounded on the cover of the book, clearly appealed to a 

young male audience who were less interested in the provenance of the book, than in 

the adventures of Mike Hammer. The peri text of Esir $ehrin jnsanlarz indicates that 

it was aimed at a different group of readers and that it was positioned as a canonical 

and "serious" book. Esir $ehrin jnsanlarz was bound in hardcover. The cover 

featured no illustration and the only generic designation it bore was that the word 

"novel". A crucial difference between Ecel Saati and Esir $ehrin jnsanlarz is the 

fact that the latter carried Kemal Tahir's patronym. In my opinion this is an 

indication of his personal approval of the theme and the style he used in the novel. 

By using his patronym in the novel, Kemal Tahir offered a due about the ki!1d of 

poetics he wished to be associated with. This poetics, which was the poetics of 
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canonical indigenous literature, foresaw a socio-political mission for the novelist and 

condemned books produced for commercial motives only. Kemal Tahir wrote and 

translated a series of popular romances and detective novels while he was in prison 

in the 1940s. His correspondence with his companion Semiha reveals that he 

produced these books for commercial purposes only, to be able to sustain his 

livelihood (Yazoglu 1993: 189-342). The same is valid for his Mike Hammer series 

CUyepazarcl 1999: 4). 

Another feature which distinguishes Kemal Tahir's thematic and stylistic 

strategies in Ecel Saati and Esir $ehrin insanlan is the way he treated issues of 

sexuality and gender in these books. In Esir $ehrin insanlan, Kemal Tahir had no 

use for the erotic and treated the gender issue as a social and political one. His 

references to love and sex were romantic or procreative, as represented by Kamil 

Bey's love for his wife and by Nedime's pregnancy. He also displayed a moralizing 

attitude towards sex in the introduction to the novel where he criticized western 

morals embodied in a young prostitute and a lesbian woman. 

6.4.4 Siting Kemal Tahir 

Kemal Tahir's works analyzed above constitute an interesting example of the 

transformation which started taking place in the poetics of popular literature in the 

1950s. Although he was unique in terms of the diversity he displayed in his literary 

production, Kemal Tahir represents a series of issues that affected popular and 

canonical literature in Turkey in the 1940s and 1950s. These issues were not only 

literary, but also concerned the fields of politics and society. 
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Kemal Tahir's indigenous writing was largely influenced by his political ideas 

which he developed into a unique and paradoxical type of realist, nationalist 

Marxism throughout his career. His novels became the topic of a series of studies 

both during his lifetime and after his death, which explored the literary and socio-

political concerns which gave shape to his fiction. On the other hand, Kemal Tahir's 

identity as a translator and the translation strategies he has used never attracted any 

scholarly attention. His Mike Hammer novels have usually been referred to briefly 

without presenting them within an analytical framework. For instance in the chapter 

on Kemal Tahir's novels in his Turk Romamna Ele§tirel Bir Bakz§ (A Critical Look 

at The Turkish Novel), Bema Moran, a renowned literary critic, wrote: "In the 

meantime, perhaps we ought to remember that the writer once translated and wrote 

detective novels under a pseudonym" ["Bu arada, yazann bir zamanlar, takma adla 

dedektif romanIan <;:evirdigini ve yazdlgml ammsamamlZ da yerinde olacaktlr 

belki."] (Moran 2001a: 210). An exception to this attitude is Erol Uyepazarcl's 

article often referred to in the present section CUyepazarcl 1999) and a comment by 

Aziz Nesin, writer, published in Dr. Hulusi Dosdogru's biography of Kemal Tahir 

(Dosdogru 1974: 450). In his comment, Aziz Nesin suggested the following: "1 think 

those novels which he wrote under the name (Bedri Eser) and other pseudonyms 

were sketches and research for the novels he wrote as Kemal Tahir. Even those Mayk 

Hammer action novels which he adapted under the guise of translation bear traces of 

today's Kemal Tahir" ["Bence (Bedri Eser) ve ba~ka takma adlarla yazdlgl 0 

zamanki romanIan, Kemal Tahir adlyla yazdlgl rornanlannm miisveddeleri, 

ara~tlrmalanyd1. Hatta, <;:eviri imi~ gibi uyarladlgl 1hyk Hammer adh vur kIr 

romanlannda bile, bugiinkii Kemal Tahir izleri vardlr."] (Dosdogm 1974: 450). 
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The purpose of this section was not to look for traces of his realist novels in his 

translations and pseudotranslations. I set out to explore stylistic and thematic 

similarities and differences between Kanun Benim, Ecel Saati and Esir $ehrin 

jnsanlan. This enquiry revealed a number of clues about Kemal Tahir's concept of 

translation and the translational habitus he held. The main difference between the 

three works was Kemal Tahir's use of a pseudonym in his translation and 

pseudotranslation. Indeed, Kemal Tahir did not publish any translations under his 

patronym after the initial translations he published in the 1930s, which I referred to 

in the beginning of this section. Furthermore, his translations, except that of H.G. 

Wells' The Invisible Man, were chosen from popular works circulating in the field of 

large-scale production. I argue that this reveals his tendency to regard translation as a 

secondary literary activity, not worthy of including in one's "serious" literary 

production. On the other hand, he recognized the authority of the writer over the 

source text in his translation of Mickey Spillane's I, The Jwy. His concern for 

preserving the textual integrity and fullness of the source text distinguished him from 

his colleagues, Sel§.mi Mtinir and Ali Rlza Seyfi. It should also be mentioned that a 

transformation had taken place in his concept of translation since the 1930s. His 

translation ofH.G. Wells' The Invisible Man, Goriinmiyen Adam, published in 1938, 

demonstrates that as a young translator, he did not show much concern for the 

integrity of the source text. A brief look at this translation reveals that he made 

drastic omissions and summarized the text in a number of chapters, producing a 

shorter target text (Wells 1938). Furthemlore, he used an colloquial Turkish, making 

use of culture-specific expressions such as "Allah Allah" ["good God"] (p. 4), "6ktiz 

gibi" ["like an ox"] (p. 78), "herif' ["the lad"] (p. 85), «kabadayr" ["the brute"] (p. 

126). Unlike Kanun Benim, the style he used in Gon'inmiyen Adam did not imitate or 
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reflect Wells', which was created in polished 19th-century English. Kemal Tahir 

preserved the same tendency for using colloquialisms in Kamm Benim where it 

helped him to reflect source author Mickey Spillane's tone, creating a world of 

criminal activity with gangsters and tough men in the leading roles. 

I suggest that the change in Kemal Tahir's translational style is indicative of a 

stronger trend which affected the field of translated literature, both popular and 

canonicaL Although the poetics in the field of popular literature still allowed for a 

blurring of the boundaries between translation and indigenous literary production, as 

exemplified by Kemal Tahir's pseudotranslations featuring Mike Hammer, it 

attached greater importance to preserving the thematic and stylistic features of the 

source text. However, the fluent and colloquial language used by Kemal Tahir 

throughout his work, translated or indigenous, signed as Kemal Tahir or under a 

pseudonym, points at his wish to place his works within a familiar linguistic and 

cultural context for the audience. His strategy of using culture-specific idioms was a 

tendency generally criticized by translators and critics operating in the field of 

translated canonical literature, as I discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.4. Although 

fluency was offered as a significant norm for translators, its extreme forms were not 

well received. Kemal Tahir adhered to the norms about preserving textual integrity 

and creating a style characterized by a fluent use of Turkish. However, he appears to 

have resisted the discourse formed in the field of canonical translations advising 

against indulging in fluency in the form of colloquial and idiomatic phraseology. 
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6.5 Writing/Translating on the Margin 

The motives behind the works of all three writer-translators included in this case 

study are manifold. The generic features in the novels, the adventure and action 

elements in the plots, the tendency to appropriate characters created by foreign 

writers and the marketing and sales strategies used for their books indicate the 

kinship which exists between their works and the field of popular literature. In early 

republican Turkey, popular literature was largely overlooked and regarded as a field 

governed by commercial concerns and regulated by popular demand, rather than as 

an effort to advance the cultural level of the readership. As explored in Chapters 2, 3 

and 4, although translations from western literature were discursively positioned at 

the centre of the literary polysystem, translations of popular literature were held 

exempt from this canonization process and condemned for being published for 

commercial purposes. However, during the present case study, a series of findings 

emerged that challenge the explanation that translated and indigenous popular 

literature was shaped only by commercial concerns and that they only met popular 

demand in the Turkish literary system of 1920s-1950s. 

On the basis of the works of SeHimi Mlinir Yurdatap, Ali Rlza Seyfi and Kemal 

Tahir, it can be suggested that popular literary texts were not exempt from culture 

planning. As argued in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2, planning does not only consist of 

central planning, i.e. official planning activity carried out by power-holders. Any 

attempt to provide new options for an existing or developing repertoire can be 

considered as culture planning. All three 'writer-translators included in the present 

study were engaged in ionns 0f "p~ripher;ll planning". First and foremost, they 

appear to have an ideological agenda they imparted implicitly or explicitly level. 
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Nationalism were the leading ideological issues Yurdatap. Ali Rlza Seyfi and Kemal 

Tahir embedded in their works. These writers reflected their vision of the 

characteristics of a newly forming Turkish identity in their novels. Moreover, the 

various roles allocated to women in the novels written and translated by these writers 

made their ideological perspectives on the gender issue visible in their works. 

Readers, who bought their works, mainly prompted by the generic designations in 

their peritex, and consumed them for entertainment purposes, became exposed to 

their ideological discourse which may have been instrumental in their acquisition of 

a new cultural habitus. It would be a narrow-sighted approach to suggest that the 

system of popular literature was dictated by a simple supply and demand formula. 

This would have meant that an ossified literary and cultural habitus remained 

unchanged, in the Turkish system of popular translated literature, which was not the 

case. Yurdatap and Ali Rlza Seyfi introduced nationalist concerns to the popular 

works they produced and offered their version of the developing repUblican 

repertoire to the readership. This meant that they sided with the republican planning 

proj ect in terms of the politics they maintained in their \vorks. However, the way in 

which they offered their options, i.e. the format and style of their works, appeared to 

subscribe to a different poetics than that propagated at the centre of the literary 

polysytem. In my vie\v, this located Selam Mlinir Yurdatap and Ali Rlza Seyfi at the 

instersection of two literary and cultural habituses: the old and the new / the popular 

and the canonized. Kemal Tahir proved to be differeIit than the other two writer-

translators. The ideological background to his works is more sophisticated and 

programmatic. His anti-capitalist inclinations, which surface in his pseudotranslation 

Ecel Saati, are not present in Yurdatap and Ali RIza Seyfi's works. His nationalist 

stance in Eski $ehrin insanlan are far from the naIve and enthusiastic tone of 
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Yurdatap and Ali Rlza Seyfi in Mehmetr;ik (:anakkalede, Kcczklz Voyvoda and 

Tiirkliik Demek Kahramanlzk Demektir. Yet it should be borne in mind that Esir 

$ehrin jnsanlarz belonged to a different metonymic network than these works. It was 

not positioned as a popular work but was produced and received as a realist historical 

novel. Furthermore, Kemal Tahir was convicted for his Marxist ideas and as an 

oppositional intellectual, he spent most of his life subject to both critical debate and 

unconditional praise. He expressed himself not only on the textual level, like 

Yurdatap and Ali Rlza Seyfi, but also on the extratextual level. writing essays and 

giving lectures and interviews. 

So far as the poetics of translated popular literature is concerned, the works 

included in this case study offer an alternative concept of authorship than that which 

is currently in circulation in Turkey. The alternative concept is demonstrated by the 

appropriation of foreign characters, the indifference towards the authorial 

provenance of works and the lack of a clear-cut distinction between translated and 

indigenous works spotted throughout the corpus in the case study. Furthermore, the 

findings of the case study indicate that two of the writer-translators, Selami Munir 

Yurdatap and Ali Rlza Seyfi, did not show concern for the unitary structure of their 

source texts and that they freely manipulated the integrity and fullness of these texts. 

This attitude also marked their indigenous writing where they combined a number of 

sources, both factual and fictional. without specifying them, and produced 

intergeneric texts. On the other hand, Kemal Tahir, whose 1954 translation Kanun 

Benim was described and analyzed above, preserved the integrity of the source text 

in his translation. Kanun Benim hints at a possible transformation in the poetics of 

translated popular literature in the 1950s towards giving more credit to th~ source 

author, an idea which was no doubt implanted and reinforced by the culture planners 
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associated with the Translation Bureau. Nevertheless, Kemal Tahir's readiness to 

appropriate Mickey Spillane's character :Yfike Hammer, and to produce four novels 

whose standing as indigenous or translated work was vague, illustrates that the 

translational habitus which blurred the boundaries between translation and original 

survived well into the 1950s. 

The findings of the present case study challenge some of the conclusions John 

Milton formed based on his work on the translations published by the Brazilian Book 

Club (Clube do Livro). In his analysis of books published by the Brazilian Book 

Club through several decades of activity starting from the 1940s, Milton argues that 

translating for a mass market, as in the case of the translations of popular fiction, 

resulted in a "loss of sacredness", i.e. loss of concern for authorial provenance, 

caused by modem production techniques, teamwork and fragmentation of labour 

(Milton 2001: 57-58). In the case studies above, I argued that indifference towards 

the issue of authorial originality was due to the persistence of an old literary habitus, 

both in the translators and in the readers, which tolerated anonymity and lack of clear 

generic and authorial designations. While Milton connects his "loss of sacredness" to 

production conditions, I argue that there was no "loss" in the Turkish case, because 

that "sacredness" was never there in the first place. In the Turkish case the 

indifference towards authorship stemmed not from production conditions, but from 

reception and consumption patterns, defined by a particular literary habitus. 
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6.6 Summary 

In Chapter 6, I carried out a case study on nine works by three writer-translators, 

Selfuni Munir Yurdatap, Ali RIza Seyfi and Kemal Tahir. The case study included a 

descriptive analysis of their translations, pseudo/concealed translations and 

indigenous novels. It traced the similarities and divergences across the works of the 

same translator and across the three translators. The works were analyzed in terms of 

their plots, characters, styles and translation strategies, where applicable. The case 

study raised a series of questions about major concepts that marked the poetics 

within which the writer-translators operated, such as indifference to authorial 

originality and textual unity, and the nationalist ideology which surface to varying 

degrees in the discourse of the novels. 

Chapter 7 will offer a case study on various translations of two famous novels, 

Gulliver's Travels and Alice in Wonderland, translated by the Translation Bureau 

and translators who worked for private publishing companies. Case Study II aims to 

shed light upon the diverging and converging concepts of translation which emerge 

in the translations and retranslations of both works. 
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Chapter 7 

Case Study II: 

Divergence and Convergence 

Case Study I presented in Chapter 6 offered a series of findings that reveal clues 

about the political and poetological aspects of popular translated literature in the 

Turkish literary polysystem in the 1920s-1950s. The works of three writer-translators 

were described and analyzed for the purpose of exploring the translatorial habituses 

they represented and the concepts of translation they held. The three writer-

translators displayed significant differences in terms of their style and the themes that 

they treated in their novels. Nevertheless, they shared several traits that hint at the 

presence of a common poetics underlying their works. These common traits 

consisted of an indifference towards the issue of authorial originality, the blurring of 

the distinction between translation and indigenous writing and the incorporation of a 

political agenda into their literary discourse. 

In Chapter 7, I will set out to explore the poetics and politics underlying 

translations of two works that have been acknowledged as '"classics" in their English 

source literary system: Gulliver's Travels by Jonathan Swift and Alice's Adventures 

in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll.! The reason for my choice of these two works is 

that they have been translated by the Translation Bureau within the subseries of 

'"English Classics" ["Ingiliz Klasikleri"] and have therefore been positioned as 

classical, i.e. canonical literature. Therefore an analysis of the translations of these 

I Both novels are incorporated into the academic curricula of many universities teaching English 
lanauaae and literature both within and outside of the Anglo-Saxon world. A simple indication of the 
sta~s ~f Gulliver's Travels and Alice's Adventures in Wonderland as pervasive classical literature is 
the fact that they have been published by Penguin series of "popular classics". 
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two novels by the Translation Bureau will offer clues about the poetics that governed 

the field of translated canonical literature as represented by the Bureau. Nevertheless, 

the novels have also been retranslated and published by other publishers than the 

Ministry of Education which proves that they were liked and appreciated by Turkish 

readers. Whether all retranslations positioned the novels as canonical literature 

remains to be explored. In the present chapter, these novels will be taken as constants 

against which the diverging concepts of translation held by various publishers and 

translators can be assessed. The case study will analyze each translation individually 

and will compare it to previous and subsequent translations of the same work. This 

will enable an enquiry into both the diachronic shifts that have taken place in the 

translation strategies employed by the various translators in the course of three 

decades and the synchronic differences and similarities among translations that share 

more or less the same time period. The translations by the Translation Bureau will be 

held under special focus in order to reveal possible overlaps and fissures between the 

poetics that they operated in and the poetics subscribed to by private publishers as it 

reflects through their translations. This will offer information on the "divergence" 

between the concepts of translation held by translators who were commissioned by 

the Translation Bureau and others, who worked for private publishers. The chapter 

will also point at possible points of "convergence" between the poetics subscribed to 

by the Translation Bureau and other publishers. 

Both Gulliver's Travels and Alices's Adventures in Wonderland have been 

translated into Turkish a number of times by different translators and have been 

published by various companies. In the present case study, I will offer a descriptive 

analvsis of alllheir retranslations published d'..lring 1923-1960. The analysis will be 
"' 

carried out on the basis of the same criteria employed in Case Study I, namely by 
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exploring paratextual elements, matricial norms in the form of additions to and 

omissions from the source text and the treatment of proper names. In Case Study II, I 

introduce an additional parameter into the analysis of the translations: treatment of 

unfamiliar culture-specific elements, such as foodstuffs and measuring units foreign 

to the Turkish culture. 

7.1 Retranslation 

Both Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Gulliver's Travels have been translated 

into Turkish several times within the course of three decades. Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland was translated into Turkish in 1932 for the first time, which was 

followed by its 1944, 1946, 1953, 1956 and 1960 translations. Gulliver's Travels was 

first introduced into the Turkish literary polysystem m 1872.2 The novel was 

abridged and retranslated twice before the adoption of the Latin alphabet, in 

1913/19143 and in 1927 respectively. It appeared in the Latin alphabet in 1935 for 

the first time and was subsequently retranslated in 1941,1943-1944, 1953, 1956 and 

1960. 

Before an analysis of the individual translations can be carried out, a number of 

questions need to be raised: "Why did Turkish publishers decide to commission so 

many retranslations of the same books \vithin such a short span of time? Was it 

2 Jonathan Swift: Gilliver Nam Milellifin Seyahatnamesi [The Travelogue of the Author Named 
Gulliver], translated by Mahmud Nedim, Istanbul: Millet K~tii.phanesi, 1872. 
3 Jonathan Swift: Devler Memleketinde [In The Land of Glants], (:ocuk Dlinyasl Ne~riyatl, translator 
anonymous. Seyfettin Ozege's bibliography does not give a date for this translation (1973: 271). 
However, it is known that the magazine C;ocuk Dilnyasl [Children's World], which brought out the 
translation, was published in 1913-1914. Devler Memleketinde is the title of "A Voyage to 
Brobdingnag", the second chapter of Swift's Gulliver's Travels which makes it likely .. hat it was only 
the translation of the second chapter. This translation is wurthy of a separate analysis, since it was the 
first that introduced Gulliver's Travels as a children's book into the Turkish system. The format of the 
1872 translation suggests that it addressed an adult audience as it was published in three separate 
volumes, of 144, 144 and 52 pages respectively. 
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because they discovered deficiencies in previous translations which they wished to 

correct? Was it because they wanted to re-position these novels in the Turkish 

literary polysystem in terms of their target audience and function? These and similar 

questions will guide the description and analysis of the translations included in this 

chapter. 

In his Method in Translation History, Anthony Pym makes a distinction 

between two types of retranslations. '"Passive retranslations" are those that are 

separated by geographical distance or time and that don't have a bearing on one 

another (Pym 1998: 82). "Active retranslations" share the same cultural location and 

generation and are indicative of "disagreements over translation strategies" (Pym 

1998: 82). The translations chosen for Case Study II can be considered "active 

retranslations" since they were published w'ithin the course of three decades, a short 

time period in the life of a literary polysystem. One exception to the "active" type in 

the corpus can be the 1935 retranslation of Gulliver's Travels since the previous 

translations were published in Ottoman script and were, therefore, not available to 

the new generation. Even this retranslation can be considered "active", since the 

publishers resolved to have the text translated again rather than publishing a re-

edition of the existing translations by transliterating them into the Latin alphabet. 

Since the corpus in this chapter consists of "active retranslations", can we assume as 

Pym suggests that there were disagreements over the translation strategies that they 

employed? This remains to be seen. 

The survey carried out by Sebnem Susam-Sarajeva on literature on 

retranslations in translation studies reveals that researchers have largely regarded 

retranslations in terms of a linear concept of "progression", each retranslation 

"succeeding" its antecedents (Susam-Sarajeva forthcoming). Anthony Pym likewise 
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suggests that "active" retranslations challenge the validity of previous translations 

(Pym 1998: 83). Gideon Toury maintains that each retranslation will have a novelty 

value in the target culture, since the resulting translation will set out to overcome a 

deficiency or fill a gap in the target system and bring in something that was not there 

before. Toury also states that a retranslation, as well as a translation, should be 

considered an act of planning because it "always entails some change on behalf of 

the receiving culture, be it ever so slight" (Toury in press: 8). Throughout this 

chapter I will test these assumptions and question whether the retranslations included 

in the case study appear to have a claim to supersede previous translations and 

introduce a change into the Turkish literary polysystem. 

7.2 Translations of Gulliver's Travels 

Gulliver's Travels was written by Jonathan Swift in 1726. It was originally published 

as Travels to Several Remote Nations of the World "by Captain Lemuel Gulliver". 

The work was published so secretly that even its publisher did not know the identity 

ofthe author {"Introduction" in Swift 1900: xxviii). 

The novel is set at the tum of the 18th century, and details four journeys made 

over the course of several years. Many of the events Swift describes in the book can 

be linked to contemporary events in Europe. Gulliver's Travels details a sailor's 

journey to four very different, and equally imaginary societies. The first, Lilliput, is 

populated by midgets. The second, Brobdingnag, is inhabited by giants who put 

Gulliver on display as a curiosity. The third consists of a kingdom governed by a 

king who lives on a floating island, The fourth is a society in, which human-like 

creatures are made to serve their horse-like superiors, the Houyhnhnms. In his first 
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adventure, in Lilliput, Gulliver becomes a hero by destroying an enemy's fleet of 

ships. He is constantly under threat of execution by the little people of Lilliput. This 

part in the novel provides Swift a context where he could criticize the European 

tendency to fight over trivial issues. In Brobdingnag, Gulliver finds himself in the 

opposite situation, many times smaller than his hosts. He is made to see things up 

close, and notices flaws that would have escaped him had the people been his own 

size. Gulliver is treated poorly by the farmer who first discovers him, but is then 

rescued by the Queen, who turns him into a pet. The giants see him, and the society 

from which he comes, as tiny and insignificant. Next, Gulliver visits the floating 

island of Laputa, where the ruling group is concerned with useless scientific 

experiments, while the people of the kingdom suffer from poverty and hunger. 

Finally, Gulliver travels to a country populated by intelligent horses, the 

Houyhnhnms, and the brutish, human-like Yahoos who serve them. During his stay, 

he is treated like a Yahoo and comes to think of his own European society as being 

not that different from theirs. 

In the following section, I will offer a descriptive analysis of Gulliver 'in 

Seyahatleri, translated by irfan Sahinba~ on the commission of the Translation 

Bureau and published by the Ministry of Education in 1943-1944. This will be 

followed by the analysis of other retranslations in chronological order. 

7.2.1 Gulliver'in Seyahatleri I-II and III-IV by irfan ~ahinba~ (1943-1944) 

Gulliver's Travels was included in the list prepared by the Translation Committee 

convened at the First.National Publishing Congress (Birinci Turk Ne~riyat Kongresi 

1939: 281). The list was presented to the Congress as "the list of classical works 
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which essentially need to be translated into Turkish" ["Dilimize <;evrilmesi liizumlu 

g6riilen klasik eserlerin listesi"] (Birinci Tzirk Nerr(rat Kongresi 1939: 125). So 

Gulliver's Travels had been recognized as part of the "canon" before its translation 

was completed, or even commissioned. The first issue of the translation journal 

Terciime announced Gulliver's Travels as one of nineteen western classics that 

would be given priority in terms of translation and publication ("Haberler" 1940: 

I 13). The novel was commissioned to irfan Sahinba~ and published three years later, 

in 1943, to be followed by its second volume consisting of Parts 3 and 4 in 1944. 

Why did the Translation Bureau give priority to Gulliver's Travels? After all, it 

had been translated and retranslated three times previously. The answer may lie with 

the fact that the script and the language of three of the translations which were 

printed in Ottoman, had become obsolete. The first translation was published in the 

19th century, so it would no longer be accessible for the new generations in terms of 

its vocabulary even if the Bureau had chosen to transliterate the novel rather than to 

retranslate it. The first and second retranslations before the alphabet reform were 

partial: The first, Devler Memleketinde (In the Land of Giants) (1913-1914), included 

only Part 2 and Ciiceler Memleketinde (In the Land of Dwarfs) (1927), the second 

retranslation which will be analyzed in the following sections, included only Part 1. 

The only translation in the Latin alphabet prior to ~ahinba~'s was Ciieeler ve Devler 

Memleketinde (In the Land of Dwarfs and Giants) by Erctiment Ekrem Talu 

published in 1935 which offered both of these parts but omitted Parts 3 and 4. So the 

Bureau's decision to commission a translation of Gulliver's Travels may have 

originated from the desire to produce a full translation of the novel for the first time 

in the Latin alphabet. Thi" did not come as a surprise, since "fullness" was regarded 
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as a significant prerequisite for fidelity in translation as argued in Chapter 3, Section 

3.4.3.1. 

7.2.1.1 Paratextual Elements 

Gulliver'in Seyahatleri4 was published in two separate volumes consisting of two 

parts each.s Volume T, which \vas published in 1943, includes Part 1 titled "Liliput'a 

Seyahat" ["A Voyage to Liliput"] and Part 2 titled "Brobdingnag' a Seyahat" ["A 

Voyage to Brobdingnag"]' Volume II, which was published in 1944, includes Part 3, 

"Lap uta, Balnibarbi, Glubbdubdrib, Luggnagg ve Japonya'ya Seyahat" ["A Voyage 

to Laputa, Balnibarbi, Glubbdubdrib, Luggnagg and Japan"] and Part 4, 

"Houyhnhrun'lar Memleketine Seyahat" ["A Voyage to The Country of 

Houyhnhnms'} The titles are all literal translations of the titles in the source text. 

Both volumes have the same cover layout. This cover, \vhich was common to 

all books translated by the Translation Bureau and published by the Ministry of 

Education, is rather plain, printed on white cardboard and featuring no illustration. 

The front cover of Gulliver 'in Seyahatleri carries the name of the author, the title of 

the book and the logo of the Ministry of Education. The back cover only shows the 

book's price, and does not feature any advertisement or promotional elements. Both 

volumes have two title pages. The half-title page (Genette 1997: 32) indicates the 

4 This translation was reprinted seven times. Some reprints included the whole transIation while some 
only featured the first two parts: 
Gulliver 'in Seyahatleri, Ankara: Milli Egitim Bakanhgl, 1945; Gulliver'in Seyahatleri, Ankara: Milli 
Egitim Bakanhgl, 1946; Gulliver'in Seyahatleri, Ankara: Maarif Vekaleti, 1958; Gulliver'in 
Seyahatleri, Ankara: MEB Devlet Ki~aplan, 1966; Gulliver'in Gezileri, Ankara: Kiiltlir BakanlIgl, 
1979; Giiliverin Gezileri, Istanbul: Inkllap, 1990: Gulliver Ciiceler Crlkesinde. Gulliver Devler 
Ulkesinde, Istanbul: Curnhuriyet, 1998. . 
5 Although the two volumes came out in two consecutive years, a printing error in Volume One 
informs us they were translated and printed at the same time. A part of Chapter 3, intended for 
Volume Two, was mistakenly printed inside Chapter 1 (Swift 1943: 49-64) and the same section was 
reprinted without any changes in the appropriate place the following year (Sw'ift 1944: 49-64). 
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senes in which the book appears: "Translations from World Literature". This is 

accompanied by the mention of the sub-series, "English Classics". The book title and 

the Ministry of Education's logo are also on the half-title page. The translator's name 

only appears on the title page (Genette 1997: 33) which follows the half-title page. 

On the title page, the author's name is printed in the upper part followed by the title 

of the work. This is followed by a parenthesis carrying the work's original title in 

smaller font and in lower case as opposed to the author and the Turkish title printed 

in large capital letters. 

The translator's name comes after the original title, in even smaller font. The 

wording introducing the translator follows a certain format: "Dil ve Tarih-Cografya 

Fakiiltesi Doyentlerinden irfan ~AHiNBA~ tarafmdan terciime edilmi~tir 

["Translated by irfan ~AHiNBA~, Associate Professor at the Faculty of Language, 

History and Geography"]. As argued in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2, the mention of the 

non-translational profession of the translator may indicate that translation was 

regarded as a part-time and secondary activity. But it may also serve to elevate the 

status of the translation by indicating that it was done by an expert in English 

literature and language. 

The second volume of Gulliver'in Seyahatleri features two illustrations on 

pages 20 and 38. These illustrations are taken from Gulliver's Travels. They are 

exact replicas of the illustrations in the source text. 

The first volume of Gulliver'in Seyahatleri carnes two prefaces by the 

President of the Republic, ismet inonii and the Minister of Education, Hasan Ali 

Yiicel. These prefaces were not specific to Gulliver'in Seyahatleri. They were 

included in all translations published by the Ministry of Education until 1946 3nd had 

the function of presenting the aim of the translation activity carried out by the 
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Translation Bureau. In his preface, President inonti pointed out that "Translating the 

artistic and intellectual masterpieces created by various nations since the Ancient 

Greeks is the most valuable instrument for those who want to serve the culture of the 

Turkish nation" ["Eski Yunanhlardan beri milletlerin sanat ve fikir hayatmda 

meydana getirdikleri ~aheserleri dilimize yevirmek, Ttirk milletinin ktilttirtinde yer 

tutmak ve hizmet etmek istiyenlere en klymetli vasltaYl hazlrlamaktlLn
] (inonti 

1943). Minister Yticel stressed the importance of literature for humanism and for the 

intellectual development of a nation and wrote that the key to the civilized world lay 

in a national library enriched with translations (Yticel 1943). As cited in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.2.1, he pointed out: "when a nation repeats the literatures of other nations 

in its own tongue, or in its own conception, it develops, revives and re-creates its 

intellect and power of understanding. This is why we consider translation activity so 

important and influential for our mission" ['~Bir milletin, diger milletler edebiyatml 

kendi dilinde, daha dogrusu kendi idrakinde tekrar etmesi, zeka ve anlama kudretini 

o eserler nispetinde artlrmasl, canlandlrrnasl ve yeniden yaratmasldlr. i~te terctime 

faaliyetini, biz bu bakImdam ehemmiyetli ve medeniyet davamlz iyin mtiessir 

bellemekteyiz."] (Yticel 1943). Gulliver'in Seyahatleri III-IV, which was published 

in 1944 and designed as a sequel to the first volume published the year before, did 

not feature the same prefaces but offered another preface written by Minister Yticel. 

This preface accompanied all translations published by the Ministry of Education 

between 1944-1946 until Yticel's resignation from his post. In his 1944 preface 

Yticel wrote about the success of the translation ~rogramme they had launched, 

declaring it would continue in the future with increased impetus (Yticel L944). 

These pref2.ces went beyond the a!11l of infenning or presenting the text they 

accompanied: two functions prefaces are usually associated with (Genette 1997: 
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265). They introduced an ideological angle and placed the text within the general 

project of modernization. In that sense, they guided the reader's reception of the text 

and were intended to create an emotive effect on the reader, making himlher feel a 

part of the cultural modernization of the country. The references to humanism, 

Turkish culture and intellectual enrichment indicate the special role allocated to 

translation within the culture planning efforts of the single-party era under inonti's 

presidency. Furthermore, they demonstrate the patronage structure underlying the 

Translation Bureau in clear terms, with inonti and Yticel addressing the readers as 

the commissioners and patrons of the initiative behind the Translation Bureau. The 

cover, in combination with the prefaces, clearly positionS Gulliver'in Seyahatleri as 

a classical work. The inclusion of the nO\'e1 in the series "English Classics" is in fact 

enough to indicate that it was produced, marketed, and probably received, as a 

, . 
c~aSSlC. 

Gulliver'in Seyahatleri I-II was accompanied by a third preface introducing 

Jonathan Swift and Gulliver's Travels to the readers. The anonymous preface is four 

pages long, offers the readers a short biography of S\vift and informs them of how he 

wrote the novel. The preface places emphasis on S\\'ift's cynical and satirical style of 

writing and the misfortunes he suffered throughout his personal and professional life. 

These misfortunes are shown as the leading cause of his misanthropy which, in tum, 

triggered Gulliver's Travels. A significant function served by the preface is to 

position the novel as a book for adults, rather than for children. This is the hallmark 

of Gulliver 'in Seyahatleri which distinguishes it from other retranslations published 

by private companies as I will illustrate in the following sections. The preface 

carefully underscores the; intention that the translation was intended for adults arId 

not for children: 
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This work is not written for children, as some assume. Even though the first 
two parts are full of events which will amuse children, Swift's aim is to mock 
the readers, to present his story as a true one and to slowly let out the venom 
which he has accumulated. The third, and especially the fourth parts cannot 
have been written for children; they are nothing but a satirical humiliation of 
the whole of humanity and its affairs ("Jonathan Swift ve Gulliver'in 
Seyahatleri" 1943: 3).] 

[Bazllannm sandlg) gibi, bu eser, 90cuklar ic;:in yazllml~ degildir. Terclimesini 
verdigimiz ilk iki bollimli, c;:ocuklan eglendirecek hadiselerIe dolu ise de, 
Swift'in maksadl okuyucularla eglenmek, hikayesini gergekmi~ gibi gosterrnek, 
ic;:inde birikmi~ olan zehiri birden bire dokmemektir. Uc;:lincli, ve hele dordlincli 
bollim ise, c;:ocuklar ic;:in yazllml~ olmasl imkam olmadlgl gibi, blitlin 
insanhgm, blitlin insanhk i~lerinin hicvinden, tahkirinden ba~ka bir~ey degildir 
("Jonathan Swift ve Gulliver'in Seyahatleri" 1943: 3).] 

It can be safely assumed that the translator was also the author of the anonymous 

preface. irfan Sahinba~ was an associate professor, and later professor of English 

literature at the Ankara University. He was a highly-regarded academic and played 

an important role in setting up the drama department at Ankara University. One of 

the theatres in Ankara was named after him. He was also among the members of the 

delegation which participated in the United Nations meetings held on 1-16 

November 1945 in London, which resulted in the setting up of Unesco (see 

\vww.unesdoc.unesco.org). Sahinba~ was involved in the operation of the Translation 

Bureau soon after its establishment and produced nine translations.6 He not only 

translated books for the Bureau, but also wrote for Terciime and offered his views on 

translation in two review aIiicles (Sahinba~ i942: 447-451; Sahinba~ and Korkut 

6 These transl?tion~ C0nsist cf the following: Christopher Marlo'.ve, Doctor Faustus (Doktor Fallst -
1943); Jonathan Swift, Gulliver's Travels (Gulliver'in Seyahatleri I-II, Ill-IV - 1943/44); William 
Shakespeare, King Lear (Klra! Lear - 1958); Plato, Alkibiades I (1942); Plato, Meneksenos (1944); 
Plato, Epistolai (Mektuplar - 1943); J.B. Priestley, An Inspector Calls (Bir Komiser Geldi - 1962); 
Sean O'Casay, Juno and the Paycock (Diinyamn Diizeni). 
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1942: 527-529). Therefore, he presented a dramatically different profile than the 

translators of popular literature referred to in the pre\-ious chapter. 

Gulliver'in Seyahatleri was also presented and promoted In an excerpt 

published in Tercume (Swift 1943b: l34-143). The excerpt from the second part of 

the novel was printed parallel Jonathan Swift's source text. In my view, this format 

suggests that the editors wished to submit the translation to critical scrutiny and 

trigger a discussion on translation strategies. Ne\-ertheless, the excerpt was not 

accompanied by an introduction justifying the decisions the translator took while 

translating or presenting the strategies he used while translating. In other words, 

Sahinba~ offered no extratextual comments which would in fact provide more 

information about his concept of translation. On the other hand, there are two review 

articles VvTitten by Sahinba~ for Terciime where he expressed his views on how 

translation should be done. In his critique of the translation of Rudyard Kipling's 

Jungle Book, he focused on the "translation errors" ["terctime yanh~lan"] committed 

by Nurettin Artam, the translator. He identified various lexical and semantic errors in 

different parts of the target text and expressed his discontent at not seeing "an 

accurate translation" ["dogru bir terctime"] (Sahinba~ 1942: 450-451). It is difficult 

to guess what his idea of an "accurate" translation is, based on this review. In another 

review he co-authored with his colleague at the university, Associate Professor and 

translator Saffet Korkut, irfan Sahinba~ offered more detailed information about his 

expectations from a translated text. In their review cf a translation of Hamlet, 

Sahinba~ and Korkut concentrated on questions of "manner" ["eda"} and choice of 

vocabulary in addition to translation errors. They suggested that success in 

translation can only De attained by re-creDJing the ma311er of the original text 

(Sahinba~ and Korkut 1942: 527). Furthermore, they criticized the vocabulary used 
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by the translators' team from Istanbul University, pointing out that their mixed use of 

old Ottoman words and neologisms resulted in a poor translational style. In this 

review, ~ahinba~ and Korkut failed to explain what they mean by "manner" or 

"style" ["uslup"] and did little else than name a few errors (~ahinba~ and Korkut 

1942: 529). However, the errors that they pointed out serve to reveal that the authors 

largely held a source-oriented view of translation and that they were in favour of 

strict fidelity to the source text. In the following sections I will explore whether in his 

translation practice ~ahinba~ conformed to the norms he discursively formulated. 

7.2.1.2 Matricial Norms 

Gulliver'in Seyahatleri is a full translation of Gulliver's Travels. ~ahinba~ has not 

omitted any parts of the source text in either volumes. Nor has he made major 

additions. Some minor additions inserted within sentences serve to identify or qualify 

pronouns. There are also some footnotes but no additions in the form of commentary 

or additional information throughout the four parts, ~ahinba~ left certain names or 

terms that could be foreign for the Turkish readers unexplained. For instance \vell-

known historical figures such as Caesar, Brutus, Sir Thomas More, Socrates, Homer, 

Aristotle and Dionysius Halicamassensis were assumed to be known by the 

readership (Swift 1944: 50-51; Swift 1943: 128). Specific terms like "cable's length" 

(Swift 1994: 11) which ~ahinba~ translated as "gomine" (Swift 1943: 9) and "sorrel" 

(Swift 1994: 312), which he translated as "kula" (Swift 1944: 140), were not 

explained in the target text either. There are six footnotes in the target text. For 

instance the term "lusus natur8.e'· (Sy,;ift 1994: 107) wa.." kept the same in translation 

and explained with a footnote as "yaradllr~ garibesi" ["'freak of nature"] (Swift 1943: 
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97). Likewise, "yeoman" (Sv;ift 1994: 220), was retained in ~ahinba;;' s translation 

and explained with a footnote as "Eskiden Ingiltere'de kli~uk arazi sahiplerine 

verilen ad" ["Name given to small landowners in England in the past."] (Swift 1944: 

56). Other footnotes (1943: 100; 1944: 53,152,154) include translations of Latin 

phrases, except one which explains the 1:\vo major political parties in England. 

Over all, the translator seems to be involved in an effort not to disrupt the 

textual integrity of the source text. He has also shovm an effort not to manipulate the 

syntax of the source text, as demonstrated by his use of long sentences connected 

with semicolons. He has preserved Swift's long sentence structures in his translation 

even when they interrupted the flow of the Turkish text. Consider the following 

example: 

Target Text: 7 

Benimki neyse ama, ~ok saydigim bir bayamn namus ve ;;erefiy Ie ilgili 
olmasaydL bu meselenin uzerinde boyle uzun uzadlya durmazdIm; hem sonra, 
;;unu da soyliyeyim ki, ben, Nardac olmak ;;erefini kazanml;;tlm; Hazine Nazm 
ise, herkesin de bildigi gibi, bir derece a;;agi olan Clwngllilll' dan ba;;ka bir;;ey 
degildi; yani, aramIzda Marki ile Duk arasmdaki fark vardl; fakat, Nazir 
oldugundan, protokolda benim onumde geldigini de itiraf etmeliyim (Swift 
1943: 58-59) 

Source Text: 
I should not have dwelt so long upon this particular, if it had not been a point 
wherein the reputation of a great lady is so nearly concerned, to say nothing of 
my own; though I then had the honour to be a Nardac, which the Treasurer 
himself is not; for all the world knO\VS he is only a Clumglum, a title inferior by 
one degree, as that of a Marquis is to a Duke in England, although I allow he 
preceded me in right of his post (Swift 1994: 63). 

Sahinba~ has retained the long sentence structure in the above example. He has 

connected what appear as independent sentences in Turkish with semicolons and 

created one long sentence which corresponded to the one Swift constructed in the 
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source text. There is a minor addition in the example. Where Swift wrote "he 

preceded me in right of his post", Sahinba~ wrote "Nazlr oIdugundan, protokolde 

benim onlimde geldigini" ["Because he was the Treasurer, he preceded me in right of 

his post"]. This addition serves to complement "he" and to inform the readers about 

the reason for his right of post. 

7.2.1.3 Treatment of Proper Names 

~ahinba~ has retained the original orthography of all proper names in Gulliver 'in 

Seyahatleri. Names of people and places, both actual and imaginary, were spelled as 

they were spelled in the source text. The terms Swift has coined to describe 

characters (Glumdalclitch p. 97, Clustril p. 63, Dunrilo p. 63), places (Lilliput p. 9, 

Brobdingnag p. 83), or creatures (Houyhnhnm p. 241, Yahoo p. 241) in Gulliver's 

Travels were likewise retained in the translation. Sahinba~ thus conformed to one of 

the norms explicitly propagated by the founders of the Translation Bureau. The 

Bureau, at its first meeting, had resolved that all foreign names would be printed in 

their original spelling in the translations: "It was decided to follow the orthographical 

rules of nations using the Latin script in the spelling of proper names and to adopt 

transcription principles for other alphabets" ["Tercilmelerde, Latin harfleri kullanan 

milletlerin has isimlerinin imHisma riayet edilmesine, digerleri ic;:in de bir 

transcription esaSI kabul olunmasma karar verildi."] ("Haberler" 1940: 112). This 

norm was observed by all translators who were commissioned by the Bureau. 

7 I have not supplied back-translations of excerpts taken from Gulliver 'in Seyahatleri since the target 
text is a close translation of the source. 
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7.2.1.4 Treatment of Foreign Cultural Elements 

~ahinba~ domesticated some terms unique to English culture and replaced them with 

Turkish terms. For instance "pound" (Swift 1994: 9) was replaced by "lira" (Swift 

1943: 8), "inch" (Swift 1994: 12) by "parmak" (Swift 1943: 12), "sausages" (Swift 

1994: 1 73) by "sucuk" (Swift 1944: 11), "shoulder of mutton" (Swift 1994: 1 73) by 

"kuzu budu" ["leg of mutton"] (Swift 1944: 11). Nevertheless, this was not a 

consistent strategy. ~ahinba~ retained many foreign cultural elements in their original 

form without any apparent reason. For instance he replaced "mile" (Swift 1943: 11) 

by "mil" (Swift 1943: 9) and "pudding" (Swift 1994: 173) by "pudding" (Swift 1944: 

11), both equally unfamiliar to the Turkish readership. Furthermore, ~ahinba~ did not 

adapt into Turkish any of the coinages by Swift and relayed them in their original 

forms. Terms such as "galbet" (1943: 33), "splacknuck" (1943: 89), "gnnays" (1944: 

102), "struldbrug" (1944: 61) were printed in the Turkish text in their original 

spelling. Titles "Mr.", "Miss" and "Mrs." were also retained in their original fomls. 

7.2.1.5 Siting Gulliver'in Seyahatleri 

In Gulliver'in Seyahatleri I-II and III-IV translator irfan ~ahinba~ adhered to the 

norms of the source text. He preserved the textual integrity of Gulliver's Travels by 

not omitting passages from it and by not introducing radical additions in the form of 

extensive commentaries. His treatment of proper names and foreign cultural 

elements, save for a few exceptions, indicates that he strove to render Swift's novel 

in a mamler that preserved as m8ny features as possible of the source text. 
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Furthermore, Sahinba~ kept the major features of Swift's syntax. This shows that he 

tried to recreate Swift's literary style in Turkish. 

I argue that Sahinba~'s translation conformed to the major norms propagated by 

the translators associated with the Translation Bureau as they reflected in Terciime 

and other publications. His translation appears to aim at "fidelity" 8 to the source text 

on a number of levels: preserving the textual integrity of the source text, remaining 

faithful to the text in terms of content and form and recreating the "tone" of the 

original. These were certain aspects of fidelity discussed by translators and critics 

throughout the 1940s and it may be argued that Sahinba~ observed these fidelity-

related norms to a large extent. 

Gulliver'in Seyahatleri appears to address an adult readership. This was made 

explicit in the preface as mentioned in 7.2.1.1. The book's formal features, such as its 

solemn-looking cover and the small type-set used in the book, which was typical of 

translations of canonical literature, also reinforce its status as a "classic" for adults. 

Furthermore, the Translation Bureau's decision to commission the translation of the 

third and fourth parts of the book, hitherto deemed unsuitable for children, and 

Sahinbas's decision to retain many foreign cultural elements in their original form, , , 

his rare use of footnotes, his treatment of proper names and his attention to the 

fullness of the text also point to the status of the translation as a work aimed at a 

group of adults who were acquainted \'lith, or at least open to, western literature and 

culture. These readers must have had certain expectations from the translation in 

terms of its function and its relationship to the source text. In terms of function, the 

translation would familiarize the readers with the full content of Jonathan Swift's 

masterpiece of social satire, the author's thirJ6l!.g 3.TId style .:-ather than pro'vide them 

8 For a detailed discussion of the elaboration of "fidelity" by translators and critics see Chapter 3, 

Section 3.4.3. 
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with a retelling of a well-known adventure and travel story. I would argue that such 

were the expectations of the implied readers Sahinba~ and the Translation Bureau 

had in mind during the translation and publication of the two volumes of the novel. 

Whether or how the novel was received by the I intended readership, is unclear and 

difficult to find out. However it can be sUC1C1ested that the poetics aovernina 
,~~ ~ ~ 

Gulliver'in Seyahatleri, and the literary habitus addressed by the translation were 

dramatically different than those operating in the field of popular translated 

literature. Gulliver 'in Seyahatleri carefully stressed the prominence ofthe source text 

through its peritextual features such as the cover, the title page and its preface, its 

treatment of proper names and foreign cultural elements. Evidently, it also addressed 

a readership whose literary habitus cared about the provenance of literary texts and 

presumed a clear demarcation between translation and indigenous writing. 

In a translation review published in Tercume, Nihal Yalaza Taluy described in 

clear tenns the differing aspects of the target audience of classics and that of 

translated popular literature and the respective literary habituses they had. In the 

review, Taluy, who was one of the Bureau's translators, offered a critique of 

Miifetti~, the translation of Gogol's The Inspector, by Avni insel and Vecihi Gork, 

published in 1937 by Hilmi Kitabevi. The review harshly criticized the translation for 

its errors, arbitrary additions and claimed that it was too "free" ["serbest"] and did 

not reflect Gogol's style. In short, the translation was being criticized for diverging 

from the source text (Taluy 1943: 71). Taluy concluded the review as follows: 

At least we should not do offhand translations of the classic works. For those 
who will read them are not the inattentive and tolerant readers of book series 
sold for 25 kurush which they read to kill their time when they are traveling by 
train or boat. The readers of classics are those who would like to learn about 
world literature. They include especially the young generation. It is our duty to 
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give them the best, the clearest and the most accurate of everything (Taluy 
1943: 71). 

[Hi<;: olmazsa klasik eserlerin terctimesinde Hiubali olmayahm. Ctinkti onlan 
okuyacak olanlar yalmz yolculuk esnasmda trende ve vapurda vakit 6ldtirmek 
veya bir ~ey okumu~ olmak i;;in alman 25 kuru~luk kitap serilerinin dalgm ve 
mtisamahakfu karii degil, dtinya edebiyatml 6grenmek isteyenlerdir. Bunlarm 
arasmda bilhassa da gen<;: nesil vardlr. Onlara, her~eyin en iyisini, en temizini 
ve en dogrusunu vermek borcumuzdur (Taluy 1943 : 71)] 

The above lines make it clear that the intended audience for translated classics 

was that who read the books for literary and educational purposes rather than 

entertainment. Therefore, their expectations of quality and "accuracy" would be 

higher. On the other hand, readers of non-classics, i.e. popular literature, would be 

content with "offhand" translations according to Taluy. Taluy's statement also 

implies that readers who read canonical literature would not read non-canonical 

literature and vice versa. This claim was also made by Vedat Gtinyol dUling my 

interview with him. He suggested that reading canonical or non-canonical literture 

was a "question of habit" ["bir ah~kanhk sorunu"] and that in the 1940s and 1950s 

two separate groups of readers existed for the classics and popular literature 

(Interview with Vedat GtinyoI, 30.10.2001). 

As a retranslation, Gulliver'in Seyahatleri I-II had an innovatory potential. It 

introduced a full translation of Swift's novel in the Latin alphabet for the first time 

into the Turkish literary polysystem, firmly established its position .as a classic of 

political satire, rather than a children's adventure book. 

Gulliver'in Seyahatleri I-II, ~ahinba~'s translation of the first two parts of 

Gulliver '5 Travels, was reprinted by the Mir.istry of Eciu;:a~ion in 1945 within the 

series of "Okul Klasikleri" (School Classics). This reprint needs to be considered a 
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new e ItIOn of the translation since it introduced a number of chanaes to the initial o 

translation published in 1943 and foresaw a different target audience. 

7.2.2 Gulliver'in Seyahatleri I-II as a "School Classic" (1945) 

The "School Classics" series of the Ministry of Education was launched in 1945 and 

continued until 1947, publishing a total of seven books.9 Gulliver 'in Se) -alwtleri I-II 

appeared as number two in the series. IO 

7.2.2.1 Peritextual Elements 

The peritextual features of the book were quite similar to ~ahinba~'s 1943 

translation. The only changes consisted of the title of the sub-series and the logo of 

the Ministry of Education. The cover carried the series title "Okul Klasikleri" and the 

logo of the Ministry of Education, which had been changed to reflect the new name 

of the Ministry: "Milli Egitim Bakanhgl" (Ministry of National Education) instead of 

the previous "Maarif Vekaleti" (Education Ministry). This change was introduced as 

part of the language reform and the neologisms "Egitim" and "BakanlIk" were 

adopted to replace "Maarif' and "Vekalet". Furthermore, the attribute "Milli" 

(national) was added in an obvious attempt to underscore the nationalist inclination 

of the general education project carried out in the country. 

9 The series included the following translations: L 'avare by Moliere (tr. Ya~ar Nabi NaYlr, 1945); 
Gulliver's Travels by Jonathan Swift (tr. irfan Sahinba~, 1945); Hamler by .. William Shakespeare (tr. 
Orhan Burian, 1946); Michael Koh!haas by Heinrich von Kleist (tr. Necip C~ok, 1946); Apologia by 
Plato (tr. Niyazi Be~kes, 1946); The fmpector by Nicolay Gogol (tr. Eral Gliney and ~,.felih Cevdet 
Anday 1946); Discours de fa methode pour bien conduire sa raison et cherclzer fa verite dans les 
scienc;s by Rene Descartes (tr. Mehmet Karasan, 1947). All of these were previously published as 

rt fthe series of "Dlinya Edebiyatmdan Terclimeler" (Translations from World Literature). 
poa1n ~his section I shall make use of the second impression of the book, published in 1946. 
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The title page of the school classic Gulliver 'ill Semhatleri the wav the title the 

- '" ~ , 

source title, the author and the translator were presented remained identical with the 

1943-1944 translation. There were four prefaces preceding Part 1. Three were 

standard prefaces which accompanied all translations published by the Ministry of 

Education until 1946 by inonti and Yticel: inonti (1943) and Yticel (1943 and 1944) 

were reprinted in the book without any modifications. A preface introducing 

Jonathan Swift and Gulliver's Travels followed the standard prefaces and was 

composed of two parts: "Jonathan Swift" and "Gulliver'in Seyahatleri". Anonymous 

like the previous preface, the 1945 preface expanded on the previous one and offered 

more extensive biographical information on Swift ("Jonathan Swift" and "Gulliver'in 

Seyahatleri" 1946: I-X). Furthermore Gulliver's Tra'vels was introduced within a 

more analytical framework and examined the novel in terms of its intertextual 

relationships to a number of texts which preceded and succeeded it, scuh as Thomas 

More's Utopia, Voltaire's Micromegas and Samuel Butler's Erewhon. The 

biographical section of the preface went into various details about Swift's life. 

Among these, information about his academic life indicates that the preface was 

specifically rewritten to address a student audience. The preface informs the reader 

that since Swift neglected to study his logic lessons, which were very important at 

the time, he failed at his university examinations and barely managed to take his 

degree (Swift 1946: II). 

The school version of Gulliver 'in Seyahatleri was published in a single volume 

and only included Parts 1 and 2, "Liliput' a Seyahat" ["A Voyage to Lilipuf'] and 

"Brobdingnag'a Seyahat" ["A Voyage to Brobdingnag"}. The third and fourth parts 

were not reprinted as a school classic. This may appear contrary to the norm of 

preserving the textual integrity of the source text in translation which was carefully 
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emphasized by the critics and translators associated with the Translation Bureau and 

Tercume. However, the 1943 version already included some infonnation about why 

the second half of the book would be unsuitable for young people. It pointed out that 

Chapters 3 and 4 displayed a "satirical humiliation of humanity", thus could not have 

been written for children. Likewise, the 1945 preface for students states that the first 

two parts of the book are full of adventures and events which can entertain children 

and make adults think ("Gulliver'in Seyahatleri 1946: IX) whereas the third part is 

"plain" ["yavan"] and the fourth part is "brutish" ["ha~in"] ("Gulliver'in Seyahatleri 

1946: VII). The preface thus justifies the reason why the second half of the book was 

not reprinted in the series of "School Classics". 

The preface also expresses the reason behind the selection of the novel as a 

school classic by stating that "We should benefit from Swift's criticisms and the 

lessons that he teaches" ["Swift'in tenkid ettigi ~ey lerden, verdigi derslerden 

faydalanmahYlz. "] ("Gulliver'in Seyahatleri" 1946: X). This indicates that there \vere 

didactic and instructive motives behind the choice of the book as a work suitable for 

students. The peritextual elements of the book do not mention the age of the students 

or the classes targeted by Gulliver 'in Seyahatleri. However, some exercises added to 

the translation indicate that it was probably aimed at students in secondary education. 

7.2.2.2 Textual-JLillllgui§tic Alterations and Additions 

The 1945 school edition of Gulliver 'in Seyahatleri I-II adopted the initial translation 

carried out by Sahinba~, with minor modifications on the lexical level. It is not clear 

who edited the text and decided on the changes to b~ !l1ade: it might have been 

Sahinba~ himself, or an editor, or a member of the Translation Bureau who acted as 
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editor. The lexical modifications consisted of replacing some words of Ottoman 

origin, used in the 1943 edition, with neologisms. For instance "muharrir" ["author"] 

(Swift 1943: 7) was replaced by "yazar" (Swift 1946: 3), "cenup" ["south"] (Swift 

1943: 8) by "gooey" (Swift 1946: 5), "ikincite~rin" ["November"] (Swift 1943: 9) by 

"kaslm" (Swift 1946: 5), "fevkalade" ["extraordinary"] (Swift 1943: 43) by 

"olagantistti" (Swift 1946: 55). However, these modifications are not too numerous. 

Ottoman words such as "tafsilat", "mliteessir" and "mahliik" were not altered , , 

although new equivalents existed. There is no explanation in the text regarding why 

the modifications were made. In my view, the language of the target text was thought 

to be too complex for the younger generation and the editing process aimed to make 

it more accessible for students. 

The treatment of proper names remained the same in the 1945 edition. 

However, the treatment of foreign cultural elements was slightly modified. 

Measurement units like "gomine" (p. 6), "parmak" (p. 7), "kadem" (p. 15), "yard a" 

, (p. 18) or terms that could be unfamiliar to the target readership such as "Bourgogne" 

(p. 11), "Lingua Franca" (p. 21), "vembalo" (p. 171) were explained in footnotes. 

There are 11 footnotes in the 1945 edition as opposed to only 2 in the 1943 edition. 

The target text still adopted a "foreignist"I I approach towards the treatment of 

cultural elements, but unlike the 1943 version, made the meanings readily available 

for the readers. 

The major difference between the 1943 and 1945 verSIons of Gulliver 'in 

Seyahatleri I-II is the addition of a series of exercises at the end of each chapter in 

the latter edition. These exercises were directly linked with the events related in the 

11 For a definition of "foreignization" as a translation strategy see Chapter 3, Section 3.4.4, footnote 

18. 
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specific chapter and appe t' ; '. . d . ar 0 aIm at stJrnulatlllg cnL2al analYSIS of the work an Its 

socio-political context. Below is an example taken from the end of Part 3: 

[As we mentioned in Swift's biography, he had a firsthand view of political 
conspiracies, the events which took place at the royal court, sycophancies, and 
immoralities. Rather than providing a direct criticism of these, he ridicules 
them indirectly through his account of the customs at the Lilliput court. His 
satire is not confined to England. He implies that all European royalties are in 
the same situation. 
1. What are your views on the qualifications and conditions required in order to 
become a high civil servant or to be awarded a decoration or an honorary title? 
In other words, what does the author imply? Is he not exaggerating? If he is, 
what are his reasons? (Swift 1946: 45)J 

[Swijt, hayatzndan so':: ederken de soy/edigimiz gibi, ingiltere'de , s(vaset 
alanznda r;evrilen entrikalarz, kim/ saraYll1dan olup bitenleri, dalkavukluklarz, 
ahldkslzlzklarz yakzndan gdrmii~tii. Elmlan, dogrudan dogruya tenkidetmeyip, 
Lilliput sarayzndaki ddetlerden bahsederek dolaylz bir tarzda hicvediyor. Eu 
hicvini yalnzz ingiltere)le de ydneltmiyor. Biitiin Al:rupa kiralllklarznda 
durumun boyle oldllgunll ima ediyor. 
1. Biiyiik memuriyetlere ger;mek. l1i~an ve $eref iinvanlarmz kazanmak ir;in 
aranan vaszf ve ~artlar hakkmda neler dii$iiniiyorsunuz? Yani yazarm 
kasdettigi nedir? Miibaldga etmiyor mu? Ediyorsa, sebebi?/] (Swift 1946: 45)] 

Similar comments and questions printed at the end of each chapter indicate that the 

book was designed for classroom use as a teaching aid for literature teachers. The 

comments established link between the adventures recounted in the chapter and the 

general background against which Swift wrote them, while the questions formed 

points of departure for classroom discussion or essays. At the end of the book there 

are ten questions covering the whole of the two parts. They start with an introductory 

statement indicating that the book would be used in formal education: "Some of 

these questions should be topics for essays" ["Bu sorulardan bazllan kompozisyon 

konusu olmahdlr."] (Swift 1946: 212). The nature of these additional comments and 

questions, which are highly analytical and sophisticated, indicates that Gulliver 'in 
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Seyahatleri I-II had an instructive function. :\llhoLlgh the ;~o\'ej was published within 

the series of "School Classics", it did not appear like a children's book. This was also 

the case for other works published in the series which \\ere also adult books (see 

Footnote 9). The principal aim of the translation appears to be that of triggering 

critical thinking about the social and political background to the novel, about issues 

which would well have been valid subjects for contemporary Turkish society and 

politics. The 1945 edition of Gulliver'ill SeJ;ahatleri I-II embodies the significant 

role ascribed to translation by the Ministry of Education in terms of culture planning 

and educating the society. Furthermore, the comments and questions added to the 

translation guide its reception and offer us clues about the literary habitus culture 

planners wished to see developing in the younger generation. This habitus would 

regard the reading of literature as an educational activity rather than mere 

entertainment and would involve a view of reading as a questioning and analytical 

enterprise. 

7.2.3 Ciiceler Memleketinde (In the Land of Dwarfs) (1927) 

Cuceler Memleketinde was published in Ottoman script by Resimli Ay Matbaasl l3 in 

1927. It is an anonymous translation of 63 pages, of "A Voyage to Liliput", the first 

part of Gulliver's Travels. 

12 Originally published in italics.. ..' ... 
I3 R 'mI' A was better known as a lrterary magazme wp,ch was publIshed between 1924-19.J0 

eSI 1 y d k . S ] ] f .. ]. h (Dogan 1997: 15-18). It was established by Sabiha an Ze 'enya ~rte. two e t-:vmg ~ouma IStS w 0 

h d ~b d' d I'n th~ lTC' A. and returned to Tu;\;:cv at ihe er..d 8t the \'.Tar of' LIberatIon. The 
~a een e ucate ." u. . -. . 

. ~ d the focus of a series of lrterary debates and recelvc:d a great deal of reactIOn from 
magazme lorme ..' . . d f . f d . I b k 

bl ' h d t and writers Its publrshmg actIVIty conslste 0 senes 0 e ucatlona 00 s, esta IS e poe s . 
children'S books and popular novels. 
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7.2.3.1 Peritextual Elements 

Ciiceler Memleketinde was published as number seventeen within the series of "On 

Kuru~a Bir Kitap" (Books for Ten Kurush) in the size of a pocket book. Its front 

cover features no author's or translator's name but includes the title of the book, the 

name of the publishing company, the date and the price of the book. The price is 

repeated twice, once at the top of the page within the series title, and below the title 

of the book. The marketing of the book \vas evidently based on a low-price formula 

which was carefully underscored in the title and in advertising published inside the 

book. The translator is not indicated any'\vhere in the book, while Swift's name is 

only appears in the preface. This makes both the translator and the author invisible 

on the cover. The low-price strategy and the fantastic title of the work appear to be 

the main peritextual strategies used to attract the readers. 

There are no illustrations on the cover or anywhere else in the book. The 

cover is reprinted in the title page which is followed by a preface page. The preface 

is titled "GUliver Cuceler Memleketinde" ["Gulliver in the Land of D\varfs"] and 

offers the reader some information about Jonathan Swift and Gulliver's Travels. The 

anonymous preface has a two-fold function: to emphasize the reputation and quality 

of the novel as a children's book and to explain the general background against 

which it was written. The preface starts as follows: 

An author named "Svift" has a very famous work titled "Gulliver's Travels". 
This work is a children's novel which has been translated into all languages of 
the world. In his novd, "Swift" has tried to explain that all human desires and 
efforts are meaningless and has also tried to portray contemporary people in a 
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strange position. No other work in the world has become so per;aslve and 
popular ("Gtiliver Cticeler Memleketinde" 1927: 3).14 

["Svift" isminde bir muharririn "Gtiliverin Seyahatleri" isminde ~ok me~hur bir 
eseri Vardlf. Bu eser btittin dtinya lisanlanna terctime edilmi~ bir ~ocuk 
rOmamdlf. Svift bu romanmda insanlann btittin emel ve gayelerinin mamlslZ 
oldugunu izaha ve bugunkti insam garip bir mevkie dti~tirmege <;alI~ml~tIf. 
Dtinyada hiybir eser bunun kadar yok yayllmaml~ ve bunun kadar ~ok 
okunmaml~tlr ("Gtiliver Cticeler Memleketinde" 1927: 3).] 

In my view, the emphasis on the popularity of the book served to establish its status 

as a world-famous work, thus legitimizing its selection by the publishing company. 

The company thus gained prestige and presented itself as a publisher dealing with 

high quality literature. This complemented its marketing strategy and corrected an 

impression of Resimli Ay as a publisher of bargain books. The desired result appears 

to have been to create the impression of a quality publishing company involved in 

some kind of public service by offering books at low prices. 

The preface does not inform the readers as to why it was decided to translate 

only the first part of the book. Nevertheless, it states that Gulliver's Travels is 

composed of four parts which are all independent stories ["birbirinden tamamen ayn 

ve mtistakil"] and that what Resimli Ay offers is a translation of Part 1. 

The back cover of the book includes an advertisement of Resimli Ay publishing 

company, informing the readers of its address and of the services offered by its 

printing house. There are five pages of advertisement following the end of the story 

on page 58. The first advertisement is on a translation of Jdes Verne's De fa Terre a 

fa Lune, Aya Seyahat. It informs the readers that the book, which will appear within 

"ten days" will cost "ten kurush" wiil aid the "intellectual development" ["fikri 

inkl~afma"] of children (Swift 1927: 59). The next pc.ge feat1J.~t;;s <l. list uf the 

14 All transliterations from the Ottoman are mine. 
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pUblications of Resimli Ay, which includes 15 popular infonnative books such as 

Nir:;in Riiya Goriiriiz? (Why do We Dream?), Din Nedir? (What is Religion?), Telsiz 

Telefon Ahizesi Naszl Ayar Edilir? (How Does One Adjust the Wireless Telephone 

Receiver?) and two novels, Vatanslz Adam (The Man without a Homeland) and 

Ciiceler Memleketinde (In the Land of the Dwarfs). The next advertisement features 

C;ocuk Ansiklopedisi (Children's Encyclopedia). Page 62 is allocated for an 

advertisement of Vatanslz Adam and the last page includes a general advertisement 

for the series of "Books for Ten Kurush". 

The peritextual elements in this version of Gulliver's Travels offer no 

information about the book's status as a retranslation. It does not refer to previous 

translations of the work. There is no explanation of the publisher's or the translator's 

reasons for translating the novel. Neither is there any indication of the source 

language for the translation. It is therefore impossible to assess the directness of the 

translation on the basis of its peritextual elements. The translation itself does not 

offer any clues about its directness. 

7.2.3.2 MatriciaH Norms in Ciiceler il1emleketillde 

Ciiceler Memleketinde is composed of five chapters as opposed to Swift's eight. This 

indicates from the outset that the translator \vas involved in some form of matricial 

manipulation. Indeed, a close descriptive analysis of the target text reveals that s/he 

omitted large chunks of the source text but also made some additions. The omissions 

mainly consist of the contemplative and descriptive parts of the source text whereas 

adventure and action-related parts are largely retairJed. 
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The opening of the first chapter constitutes a good example of both omissions 

and additions encountered in the target text. The translator has written a separate 

introductory section under the title "Be~ On Satlrhk Bir Mukaddeme"' ("An 

Introduction of Several Lines") where s/he summed up the first two pages of 

Gulliver's Travels in a single paragraph. Background information about Gulliver, his 

education, his medical career and his marriage are never mentioned in the target text. 

Ciiceler Memleketinde begins with his journey which casts him away to a land 

inhabited by little people, Lilliput in the source text, The Land of Dwarfs in the target 

text. The translator's style is different from Swift's literary style. The sentences are 

shortened and simplified and the language is more conversational. The following 

example from the beginning of the target text will offer an impression of the simple 

language used by the translator as well as the additions s/he made: 

Target Text: 
Ben denizde hie;; bo~ durmadlm. Zaten Iiizgar ve akmtl beni karaya dogru 
itiyordu. Ben de kulae;;laya kulae;;laya Y tiziiy or ve karaya yakla~lp 

yakla~madlglml anlamak ie;;in ikide birde bacaklanml a~aglya dogru 
sarkItlyordum. Lakin ayaklanm dibi bulamadlgl ie;;in elan denizlerde oldugumu 
anhyor, yine can korkusuyla ytizmeye ba~hyordum. 0 kadar yLizdLim ki artlk 
kuvvetim kalmadl. Kollarlm bacaklanm kesildi. Madem ki bogulacaglm, 
dedim, bari slkmtlslz bogulaYlm. Fazla e;;abalamadan vaz gec;tim. Derinlere inip 
olmek ie;;in kendimi sallyordum. Derken ayaklanm kuma dokunmasm m!. 
Meger ben ytize ytize bYlya yana~ml~lm, ve kendi boyumdan biraz daha derin 
sulan bulmu~um (Swift 1927: 5). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
I did not keep still in the sea. The wind and the current were already pushing 
me toward the land. I swam in strokes and oHell l~t illy Ieg~ drop to check 
whether I was close to land. Yet since my legs did not touch the ground I 
realized that I was still in high sea and began to swim in fear of death. I swam 
so much that I had no might left in me. My arms and legs were exhausted. I 
thouaht, if I am to drown, then I should drown without difficulty. I stopped 
tryin~ hard. I was about to let myself go into the deep in order to die. Then, 
would you believe it, my feet touched the sc:nd. After all, I had ~anaged to near 
the shore while I swam and found myself m water that was slIghtly above my 

height (Swift 1927: 5).J 
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Source Text: 
For my own part, I swam as fortune directed me, and was pushed forward by 
wind and tide. I often let my legs drop, and could feel no bottom: but when I 
was almost gone, and able to struggle no longer, I felt myself within my depth; 
and by this time the storm was much abated (Swift 1994: 11). 

The above example illustrates that the translator expanded on some parts of the 

source text. S/he modified the syntax used by Swift, split up the sentences, added 

words and details that would make the text run more fluently in a conversational 

manner. An interesting shift in the above excerpt is the use of "current" ["akIntl"] to 

replace "tide", which was a phenomenon unfamiliar to the majority of Turkish 

children, since there is no visible tide in the seas around Turkey. There are similar 

additions throughout the target text (Swift 1927: 14, 16, 32, 38, 40). Some of them 

have stylistic purposes and serve to tum comments or descriptions into dialogues 

(Swift 1927: 31, 33). 

Omissions consist of cutting long descriptions or comments that are not 

relevant to the progression of the adventure plot. The introductory paragraphs at the 

beginning of each chapter are also absent in the translation. Alternatively, some 

omissions involve summary/simplification as exemplified by the following excerpt: 

Target Text: 
Serbest kahr kalmaz payitahtl gezmek i9in lZIn istedim, lZIn verildi (S wift 
1927: 29). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
As soon as I obtained my liberty I asked permission to see the capital and I was 
granted the permission (Swft 1927: 29).] 

Source Text: 
The first request I made after I had obtained my liberty was, that I might have 
licence to see Mildendo, the metropolis; which the Emperor easily granted me, 
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but with a special charge to do no hurt either to the inhabitants or their houses. 
The people had noticed by proclamation of n1\" desian to \"isit the town (Swift 
1994: 40). . " 

An interesting aspect of the target text is the fact that the translator never 

omitted parts pertaining to Europe and those where Gulliver offered a criticism of the 

old continent (Swift 1927: 38,41,43). Kor did slhe omit parts where Gulliver gave a 

description of Lilliput's penal system (Swift 1994: 54-55) although they were 

lengthy and detailed enough to interfere with the plot (Swift 1927: 30-34). The 

translator made her/his reasons for retaining this part clear by adding a sentence at 

the end, which extracts the moral of the story for children: "Oy Ie ya, ke~ke hi9 fena 

insan olmasa da herkes iyi olsa ve herkes mlikafat alsa" ["Indeed, if only there were 

no bad people and everyone was good and rewarded for it."] (Swift 1927: 34). The 

focus on the criticism of Europe and the discussion on the penal system, which 

included a number of additions, demonstrate that the publishers and the translator did 

not wish to reduce Gulliver's Travels entirely to an adventure story for children. I 

suggest that their intention was to guide the reception of the book not only as an 

entertaining story, but also an educational one. This is also evident from the preface 

which explained the general socio-political motives behind the writing of the book. 

This attitude was very much in line with the policies Resimli Ay which published 

educational books. 

Apart from additions, omissions and the modification of syntax, the translator 

also reshuffled certain parts of the text and changed the order of paragraphs (Swift 

1927: 39-56). 
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7.2.3.3 Treatment of Proper Names and Foreign Cultural Elements 

Ciiceler Memleketinde offered Ottoman transliterations of proper names such as 

"Gulliver" and "Van Diemen" (Swift 1994: 11). Proper names were given In 

brackets, according to the convention. Some names of places coined by Swift, such 

as Mildendo (Swift 1994: 40) and Lilliput (Swift 1994: 9) were omitted from the 

target text while "Blefuscu" (Swift 1994: 45) was retained as "Blefusku" (Swift 

1927: 35). Lilliput was renamed as "Ciiceler Memleketi" in an obvious attempt to 

make it more familiar to the intended readership of the book, i.e. children. 

Furthermore, both "feet" and "yard" were translated as "kadem" (S wi ft 192 7: 15). 

"Yard" sometimes became "kan~" (Swift 1994: 16). On the other hand, "brandy" 

(Swift 1994: 12) was rendered as "brandi" (Swift 1927: 6) assuming that children 

would not know its meaning. Likewise "mile" (Swift 1994: 11) was rendered as 

"mil" (Swift 1927: 5). There were no footnotes to explain these terms. 

The translator of Ciiceler Memleketinde did not use a constantly foreignizing or 

domesticating strategy regarding foreign names or terms. Nevertheless, the general 

strategy observed in the translation seems to be that of modifying Swift's style in 

order to simplify the language and sentence structure. The addition of certain 

elements has created a text that is considerably more colloquial and conversational 

than Gitlliver's Travels, written in an idiom that is accessible to its target readership. 

The reason for Resimli Ay's selection of Gulliver's Travels as a source text is 

not stated in the book. Nevertheless, it can be claimed that Resimli Ay was a pioneer 

in retranslating the book as a children's story and that in this sense Ciiceler 

Nfemiekerinde does have a novelty value. The limited format of the series for books 

for ten kurush obviously dictated the translation strategy regarding textual integrity. 
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Resimli Ay referred to books in this series as "little books" ["kli~lik kitaplar"] (Swift 

1927: 63) and the price strategy the publishers adopted must have compelled them to 

include short works in this series. As indicated earlier, in the preface, the publishers 

justified their inclusion of only Part 1 for translation in the preface by stating that the 

four parts were independent units. However, they did not mention why they had 

chosen to translate Part 1 out of four. This may have something to do with the fact 

that Part 2 was previously retranslated and published by <;ocuk Dlinyasl and that 

Parts 3 and 4 were not suitable for children, as argued later by the Translation 

Bureau. 

7.2.4 Ciiceler ve Devler Memleketinde Gulliver'in Seyahatleri (Gulliver's Travels 

in the Land of Dwarfs and Giants) (1935) 

Cuceler ve Devler Memleketinde Gulliver 'in Seyahatleri was translated by Erclimend 

Ekrem Tah115 and published by Ak~am Kitaphanesi in 1935 within their series of 

"Ak~amm Faydah Ne~riyatl" (Useful Publications of Ak~am). The translation must 

have been done from the French. Although the peri textual features of the text does 

not offer any information about the directness of the translation, the influence of 

French is visible in the treatment of proper names. Talu's version turned out to be 

one of the most popular Turkish translations of Gulliver's Travels. It was reprinted 

four times. 16 As it will become evident in the following discussion, there were a 

number of retranslations of Gulliver's Travels in the market in the 1950s, and the 

popUlarity ofTalu's translation may stem from his popUlarity as a novelist. The main 

15 Erciimend Ekrem Talii (1888-1956) was a writer and translator. He was educated at Galatasaray, the 
French Lycee in Istanbul, and studied in Paris. He is better known for his humorous and realist novels 
than his translations. 
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novelty of his translation at the time of publication was the fact that it was the first 

translation of Gulliver's Travels into Turkish published in the Latin script. As a 

retranslation, it re-introduced the novel into the system of children's literature and 

made it available to the new generation of children who started school in the 

republican era and learned to read and write in the Latin alphabet. 

7.2.4.1 Peritextual Elements 

Ciiceler ve Devler lvfemleketinde Gulliver'ill Seyahatleri has an illustrated front 

cover depicting a scene from the first chapter of the novel where Gul1iver is tied to 

the ground by Lilliputians. The cover only features the title of the book. Swift's 

name, as J. Swift, and the translator's name appear on the title page. The back cover 

is empty except for the logo of the publishing company, the date of publication and 

the price of the book. There is a preface in the beginning of the book, signed only as 

F. S., presumably the editor. The preface titled "Birkay S6z" ["A Few Words"] 

emphasizes the international popularity of Gulliver's Travels. It also informs the 

readers that Swift had originally written the book for adults but that children had 

enjoyed it more. F.S. also states that the book is a fictional work and that it has some 

satirical curiosities ["Swift'in igneledigi tuhafllklar"], but s/he does not explain any 

further. The preface ends with a statement underscoring the popularity of the book 

and its educational value for children: "Even today, this work is read everywhere 

with great enjoyment and is regarded as a book which is very beneficial for the 

youth" ["Bugun bile bu eser her tarafta buyiik b:r zevk ile okunur ve genylik iyin yok 

~ d 1 b' 1. tn. 1 "1 (1:' C· 1 0 ' 5' Ai;' ray a 1 lr Alraa SaYhlr. J .l .0. /~ . '-t-')). 

16 Ciiceler ve Devler Memleketillde Gulliver 'ill Seyahatleri, Istanbul: Kanaat Kitapevi, 1946; 1950; 
1958; 1968. 
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The novel is illustrated and features a number of drawings depicting Gulliver 

in different situations. Some of the illustrations are accompanied by short captions 

taken from the target text. The illustrator is not named. 

7.2.4.2 Matricial Norms 

Cilceler ve Devler Memleketinde includes only the first two parts of Gulliver's 

Travels. This is not mentioned in the preface or anywhere else in the book. The 

general strategy TaW. adopted in his translation appears to be that of abridging the 

source text so as to create a text in Turkish that is accessible for children in terms of 

its vocabulary, style and ideas. Since the translation is mediated, an exact description 

of the norms observed by Talti can only be arrived at after an analysis of his French 

source text. Nevertheless, there are a number of omissions which are systematic and 

appear throughout the retranslations which will be explored in the following sections. 

This makes it likely that Talti's omissions stemmed from factors shaping the poetics 

of translated literature in Turkish rather than from the French source text. 

The omissions in Cilceler ve Devler Alemleketinde take place on various levels. 

In individual sentences, Talti chose to omit some details. For instance, while 

translating Gulliver's marriage, he wrote, "Zengin bir esnafm kIzlyla evlendim" ["I 

married the daughter of a rich merchant."] (Swift 1935: 10) and omitted the wife's 

name, Mary Burton, from the sentence (Svlift 1994: 10). At the level of paragraphs, 

he omitted detailed accounts and chose to give summaries: where Swift described the 

size of a cat in Brobdingnag by the look of its paws and head and concluded that it 

seemed three times larger than ar. ox (Svlift 1994: 92), TalU did not mt:ntion how 

Gulliver measured the cat and only wrote: "Benim i<tin bu hayvan bizim memleketin 
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oktizlerinden ti9 defa daha btiyilk gortintiyordu" ["To me, this animal seemed three 

times larger than my country's oxen."] (Swift 1935: 90). He also omitted many 

passages from the target text without giving a summary (see for example Swift 1994: 

53, 111, 124). These omissions consist either of lengthy descriptions, Gulliver's 

philosophical interventions, or comments relating to sexual affairs or such themes as 
-- -.. ="--

death that may be considered inappropriate for children (Swift 1994: 124). 

TaW also omitted_s_~."eral chapters from the target text: Chapters 4 and 5, and 

Chapter 7 are altogether excluded. Thus Talfr's second part consists of five chapters, 

as opposed to Swift's eight. Glee/er ve Devler Memleketinde consists of 132 pages 

printed in large font while the first two parts of Gulliver's Travels consists of 161 

pages printed in small font. 

Talu did not make any additions to the source text. His sentences are much 

shorter compared to Swift's syntax, and his style is much less sophisticated, and 

obviously designed for a young audience. 

7.2.4.3 Treatment of Foreign Names and Foreign Cultural Elements 

TaW's treatment of foreign proper names reveals that his translation was done from 

the French. Furthennore, he made combined use of phonetic and original spellings. 

In the target text Leyden has become "Leyde" (p. 9), "John Nicholas" has become 

"Jean Nikola" (p. 77), "Molucca" has become "Moluques" (p. 81) which reveal the 

target text's status as a mediated translation from the French. On the other hand, 

"Bates" was retained as in English (p. 9), "Van Diemen" was spelled "Van 

Diyemell" and "Tonquin" as "Tonkin", both adapted to phoiletic spdling. The 

inconsistency in the treatment of proper names can also be observed in the treatment 
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of foreign cultural elements. Talll has converted measurements into meters and 

centimeters, units familiar to the Turkish readership, and translated "brandy" (Swift 

1994: 12) as "ispirto" (Swift 1935: 12) which would be a more accessible term for 

Turks. However, he translated "monsoon" (Swift 1994: 84) as "Mousson" in French 

(Swift 1935: 82), taking a strictly foreignizing approach. It can be suggested that 

Talfr did not follow a consistent policy regarding the treatment of foreign cultural 

elements in the text. 

7.2.4.4 Ciiceler ve Devler Memleketinde as a Retranslation 

In terms of textual integrity, Ciiceler ve Devler Memleketinde adopted an approach 

similar to the 1927 translation. But unlike Ciiceler Mem leketin de, Talfr added no 

passages to the source text but made extensive omissions and changed Swift's style 

dramatically, simplifying the plot and leaving nothing of his satirical criticism. This 

was a policy largely adopted by the subsequent translators as I will illustrate in the 

following sections. The partial translation of the source text, the omissions inside the 

chapters and the indirectness of translation were all elements later on criticized and 

condemned by the Translation Bureau and the translators associated with it. Talfr's 

translation preceded the foundation of the Translation Bureau by five years, therefore 

it would not be fair to suggest that he was engaged in a "resistant" form of translation 

in 1935. Nevertheless, the translation was reprinted in 1946, after the Ministry of 

Education brought out ~ahinba~'s translation (1943-1944) and its "School Classics" 

version (1945). The 1946 reprint of Talfr's Ciiceler ve Devler Nfemleketinde did not 

introduce major changes to the translation but only made some aItentions at the 

lexical level, replacing some Ottoman words with newly-introduced synonyms. Thus 
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"Dogu" (Swift 1946b: 2) replaced "~ark" (Swift 1935: 1 0), "gelgit" (S\vift I946b: 3) 

replaced "med ve cezir" (Swift 1935: 11), "bakan" (Swift 1946b: 25) replaced 

"nazu" (Swift 1935: 33) and "andla~ma" (Swift 1946b: 41) replaced "muahede" 

(Swift 1935: 41). 

In my view it was the 1935 retranslation that challenged the validity of 

previous translations by introducing a translation of Gulliver's Travels for the first 

time in Latin script. The fact that the translation was reprinted in 1946, may illustrate 

two things on the commercial and translational fronts. The motive behind this reprint 

may have been to capitalize on the publication of Gulliver's Travels in ~ahinba~'s 

translation as a classic text and enjoy the prestige of having published a canonical 

work. Secondly, the reprint might also be sign of a disagreement with the norms 

~ahinba~ observed in his translation. Kanaat publishing house might have decided to 

reprint the book in an attempt to address a different literary habitus than that 

addressed by the Translation Bureau. The omissions, the simplicity of the syntax, the 

illustrations and the large type-set used in Talil's version all served to position 

Ciiceler ve Devler Memleketinde as a children's book while ~ahinba~'s translation 

appealed to an audience, including students, who were after more sophisticated 

reading material. The poetics within which Talu's Ciiceler ve Devler Memleketinde 

operated was apparently indifferent to textual integrity and the principle of directness 

in translation. I argue this was the poetics of children's literature, which foresaw 

fluency of language, accessibility, entertainment and educational value as 

prerequisites. These prerequisites were largely fulfilled by Ciiceler ve Devler 

Memleketinde. 
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7.2.5 Giiliver Ctlceler Ulkesinde (Gulliver in the Land of Dwarfs) (1941) 

Giiliver Ciiceler Ulkesinde is not a retranslation in the formal sense of the word. It 

was presented as a "film romam" ["novel of a film"] and appears to be a 'WTitten 

synopsis of the animated cartoon film produced by Paramount Pictures in 1939, titled 

Gulliver's Travels. The book was published by Tlirkiye Yaymevi as a special issue 

of Yavrutiirk, a children's magazine, in 1941. The book which contained 42 pages 

also included a puzzle, a two-page cartoon summary of the film, information on 

Jonathan Swift and on Fleischer Brothers who produced the animated film. R~~her) 

than a translation of Gulliver 'sTravels, Giiliver Ciiceler Ulkesinde is a retelling of 

the film plot, which is considerably different than the original story. 

Giiliver Ciiceler UZkesinde was marketed as a tie-in to the film. This is stated 

explicitly in different sections of the book. The cover includes an illustration 

featuring a scene from the film, accompanied by the title of the book. On the title 

page there is an introductory paragraph which reads as follows: "This novel which 

has been read for centuries by millions of children and adults of all nationalities was 

made into a film last year. The novel of this film in colour is accompanied by many 

pictures" ["YilZYlllardan beri her milletten, buy uk, ku<;ilk milyonlarca insamn seve 

seve okudugu bu roman ge<;en yll filme <;ekildi. Ba~tan ba~a renkli olan bu filmin 

romam bol resimlerle suslenmi~tir."] (Swift 1941: 3). This statement underscores two 

facts about the book: its popularity and its links with a film. These two aspects seem 

to be the main tools used by the publishers in the production and marketing of the 

book. Furthermore, the use of the term "novel" may be interpreted as an attempt to 

benefit {rum the established literary prestige of this literary genre. Although the book 
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was not a "novel" by any standards, its presentation as one may have served to 

reinforce the position of Gulliver's Travels as a western classic. 

Rather than a novel, Giiliver Ciiceler Ulkesinde appears as a short story for 

young children. There is at least one illustration accompanying each page of the story 

(Swift 1941:7-36). Furthermore, there is a cartoon version of the story at the end of 

the main text (Swift 1941: 38-39). Although the introductory statement claims that 

the "novel" was read both by children and adults alike. The illustrations and the 

puzzle following the story, as well as the fact that the publisher was a children's 

magazine, are clear indications that this version was marketed as a children's book. 

The translator is truly invisible in both the peritextual and the textual elements 

of Giiliver Ciiceler Memleketinde. There is no translator's name mentioned anywhere 

in the book. Swift is only mentioned at the end of the book where there is a one-page 

note which presents him as "Y onatan Svift" (Swift 1941: 40). This note contains 

some biographical information about Swift and Gulliver's Travels. According to the 

note, Gulliver's Travels consisted of two parts, Gulliver's travels to the Land of 

Dwarfs and the Land of Giants. The note also mentions briefly that Swift's novel 

aims "not only to entertain the reader but also to point out the good and bad side of 

people" ["0 bu romamnda, eglence ile birlikte okuyana insanlann iyi ve fena 

taraflanm gostermek istemi~tir."] (Swift 1941: 40). However, there is nothing in the 

main text that resembles Swift's satirical tone: the story is reduced to an adventure. 

As Gilliver Ciiceler Ulkesinde is not a translation of Gulliver's Travels, it is not 

possible to discuss the norms observed by its translator. The source text could have 

been the synopsis supplied by the film company. It is also possible that there was no 

translatiOn involved in the production of the book and that the plot and some 

dialogues were "rewritten" by one who saw the film. In any case, Giiliver Ciiceler 
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Olkesinde needs to be included in a study that explores retranslations, since it also 

played a role in the creation of the position occupied by Gulliver's Travels as a 

children's classic in the Turkish system of children's literature. It cannot be 

suggested that the target text emerged as a reaction to previous translations or that it 

indicates a disagreement over translation strategies as is the case in some "active 

retranslations". Its intentions and functions were probably different than other 

translations. It was clearly intended for use as entertainment material and used the 

source text in a selective manner, extracting the entertaining parts. The film, which 

formed a basis for the book, introduced several new characters to the story and added 

a romantic twist to the plot. Furthermore, there were songs composed for the film 

whose lyrics were translated for the Turkish book. The story was rewritten in a way 

that brought action and dialogue to the foreground and omitted all passages or 

elements that involved social critique. Clearly, this was one step forward in the 

positioning of Gulliver's Travels as an adventure book for small children in the 

Turkish system for children's literature. 

7.2.6 Subsequent Retranslations 

In this section I will explore three different retranslations of Gulliver's Travels, all 

for children, published in 1953, circa 196017 and 1960 respectively. With these, I 

cover all the translations of Gulliver's Travels published until 1960.18 I decided to 

17 This undated retanslation titled Gilliver'in Maceralan (Gulliver's Adventures) was published by 
iyigUn Yaymlan. A translaton of Alice's.Ad:en~res in Wonderland. dated 1960. includes an 
advertisement for Giliiver'in Maceralan whIch mdIcates that the translatIon was publIshed around 

this date. 
18 An exception is Cilceler Diyarmda published by Rafet Zaimler in the mid-1950s. This book was 
advertised by Rafet Zaimler among its other children's books. However, the book is not registered in 
Tilrkiye Bibliyografyasl. Furthermore, there ~re no rec~rds about the book ~ the Nation:u L,ibrary or 
the Istanbul BeyazIt State Library. Ra~~t ZaImler publrshed another translatIOn of Gullwer s ~ravels 
in 1965: Gulliver Ciiceler ve Devler Ulkesinde translated by Hakkl Ercan, a teacher and wnter of 
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analyze these retranslations in the same section smce they display a number of 

similarities in terms of their peritextual and textual features. Many of these features 

were also shared by Ciiceler ve Devler Memleketinde, translated by Ercilmend Ekrem 

Tall}, discussed above. The first retranslation which followed TalQ's (1935) and 

~ahinba~'s (1943-1944) was Gulliver'in Yolculuklarz (Gulliver's Travels) translated 

by Azize Erten 19 and published by Varhk Yaymevi in 1953 in its series of children's 

classics. As mentioned in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2, Varhk was one of the most 

prolific publishers of the 1950s, specializing in contemporary canonical literature. In 

1953, it also launched a children's classics series of 27 books until 1957 including 

translations of such books as Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, Jane Eyre, 

Robinson Crusoe and Heidi ("Varhk Yaymlan" 1957: 23). Gulliver'in Yolculuklarz 

'- became a popular success and was reprinted four times.20 The translation was clearly 

positioned as a "children's classic", as the name of the series implied. A promotional 

statement published on the back cover of the book emphasizes the status of the book 

as an internationally famous work and furthermore, draws attention to the exciting 

aspects of the adventure story: "When one mentions Children's Classics ... what 

comes to one's mind is Swift's world-famous Gulliver. ... Have children ever been 

able to read this attractive and captivating story without holding their breath? Here 

children's fiction. It is not clear whether this translation was an expanded version of the earlier 
retranslation. The 1965 retranslation shared many features with the earlier children's versionsin terms 
of its approach to the integrity of the source text. The text was characterized by a number of large 
omissions. Furthermore, it was translated from the French, a fact illustrated by the use of French 
phonetics in the transcription of foreign proper names. This illustrates that the poetics governing the 
field of translated children's literature had not changed much in the 1960s. It also shows that despite 
Sahinba~' s translation which attempted to position Gulliver's Travels as a satirical political text 
targeting the well-read adult population, the most loyal readers of the novel continued to be children, a 
fact which is still valid today. 
19 Azize Erten (Bergin) is a journalist and a translator. She was educated at the American College for 
Girls in Istanbul and started her career a~ a transhtor in 1951. Since then she has built herself a strong 

career as a 
translator of mainly popular books. The National Library catalogue has over 170 records under her 
name, including her translations and their reprints. 
20 Gulliver'in Yolculuklan, tr. Azize Erten, Istanbul: Varhk Yaymlan, 1956; 1960; 1973; Gol 

Yaymlan, 1979. 
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we present a new translation of this \\·ork, beneficial and good as it is exciting, and 

hope that children will like it better than the previous ones" ["<;::ocuk Klasikleri 

denilince ... akla gelen Swift'in unu dunyaYI tutml~ Gulliver'idir. .,. Hangi yocuk bu 

guzel ve surukleyici hikayeyi meraktan solugu kesilmeden okuyabilmi~tir? Burada 

kuyuk okuyuculanmlza, merakh oldugu kadar da faydah ve guzel olan bu eserin yeni 

bir yevirmesini sunuyor ve bunu once ylkanlardan daha fazla begeneceklerini 

umuyoruz."] (Swift 1953). Apart from emphasizing the book's international 

popularity, its status as a classic, its entertainment and educational value, the 

paragraph also draws attention to its status as a retranslation. Nevertheless, the 

reasons for retranslating the book are not mentioned. The text was translated directly 

from English (Telephone interview with Azize Erten Bergin on 18.10.2001). 

The translations which followed Erten's were both published in or around 

1960: Guliver Ciiceler Ulkesinde translated by Arif Gelen2!, published by Koy ve 

Egitim Yaymlan and Guliverin Nfaceralan translated by M. Dogan 6zbay22, 

published by iyigun Yaymlan. Koy ve Egitim Yaymlan which published Gelen's 

translation was initially a magazine addressing village children and teachers at rural 

primary schools. It also published a series of books that could be used as classroom 

material and some children's fiction deemed "suitable" for village children 

(Telephone interview with Arif Gelen 21.10.2001). The promotional statement on the 

back cover of Gelen's Guliver Ciiceler Ulkesinde placed emphasis on the 

international popularity and the adventure aspects of Gulliver's Travels. The first 

sentence reads: "Dear Children, you now have a good book in your hands which is 

21 Arif Gelen is known as the translator of a series of dassics indudllig '.vorh by Ku!"l Marx, Friedrich 
Enaels and V.L Lenin. He also translated novels, plays and children's books from German and 

b 

English. 
22 M. Dogan Ozbay translated around 190 books mainly from French. His translations covered 
children's classics such as works by Jules Verne and Louisa May Alcott in the 1950s and 1960s. He 
focused on translations of erotic fiction in the 1970s. 
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read by all children of the world \vith great eagerness and excitement"" ["Sevgili 

90cuklar, ~u anda blittin dlinya 90cuklanmn ad eta yutarcasrna ve bliylik bir heyecanla 

okuduklan glizel bir kitabl elinize ge9irmi~ bulunuyorsunuz."] (Swift 1960a). The 

target text was a direct translation from English (Telephone interview with Arif 

Gelen 21.10.2001). 

Ozbay's undated Guliver'in Alaceralan, on the other hand, does not have any 

preface or promotional statements which offer information about the way the 

publishers and the translator wished to guide the text's reception. iyiglin Yayrnlan 

was a publishing company active in the field of children's literature, launched in 

1958. It published around 200 children's novels and short stories until the early 

1970s. Its publications included novels by Jules Verne, Alexandre Dumas, Daniel 

Defoe and Mark Twain. Ozbay's retranslation of Gulliver's Travels was done from 

French, as his treatment of proper names in the target text reveals. Ozbay's 

Guliver 'in Maceralan was reprinted five times.23 

7.2.6.1 Peritextual Elements 

The three post-1950 retranslations mentioned above share similar peritextual 

features. Their cover design, the visibility they grant to the translator and writer, the 

illustrations they make use of are all similar. All three have illustrated front covers 

bearing only the title of the book and the name of the publisher. The illustrations 

depict various scenes from the novel: in Erten's translation the cover shows a tiny 

Gulliver seated across the King of Brobdingnag. Gelen's translation features a scene 

ftom Gulliver's voyage to Lilliput where GuIIive[ is vvatching the enemy fleet with 

23 Giiliver'in Alaceralan, tr. M. Dogan Ozbay, Istanbul: iyiglin Yaymlan, 1963; 1965; 1966; 1970~ 

1972. 
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his monocular. Ozbay's translation has another scene from Gulliver's adventures in 

Lilliput with Gulliver lifting up a horrified Lilliputian in his hand against the 

background of the capital city. All three translations introduce the author, Jonathan 

Swift, and their respective translators on their title pages, positioning them equally 

and granting them an equal amount of visibility. This indicates that the main 

presentational element used in the marketing of the book was Gulliver's name and 

appearance, which relied on the familiarity ofthe Turkish readership with Gulliver as 

a popular hero. 

The retranslations do not feature any biographical information about Jonathan 

Swift. Neither is there any background information about Gulliver's Travels 

informing the readers that it was initially written as a political satire aimed at an adult 

readership. Such information was given in all of the retranslations published before 

the 1950s, not only in Sahinba~'s translation published by the Ministry of Education, 

but also those published by private companies and even in the "film novel" of 

Gulliver's Travels. Furthennore, all three retranslations are partial; they include 

either only Part 1 (Swift 1960), or Parts 1 and 2 of the source text (Swift 1953; 

undated). Moreover, they do not offer any information on the full content of 

Gulliver's Travels. Nor do they attempt to justify their selection of only a part of the 

source text for their translations. 

Like the 1935 and 1941 retranslations, all three translations after 1950 feature 

illustrations within the main text. These anonymous, hand-drawn illustrations depict 

various scenes from the novel. 
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the source text which are systematically omitted by both Erten, Gelen and OZbay. 

For instance, the passage which narrates a fire at the royal court in Lilliput (Swift 

1994: 51-52) is omitted from two of the retranslations and drastically modified in the 

third. In this passage Gulliver rescues the Queen from a fire which breaks out at the 

palace. The blaze is too great to be extinguished using the tiny buckets of the 

Lilliputians, which compels Gulliver to extinguish it by urinating on the palace. This 

passage must have been considered indecent or at least inappropriate for the children, 

resulting in its omission (Swift 1953: 45; Swift 1960: 39). Ozbay modified the text in 

such a way that Gulliver extinguished the fire with a mouthful of water taken from a 

near-by pool (Swift undated: 37). However, it is unclear whether the modification 

was made by Ozbay himself, or the French translator whose translation he used as his 

source text. 

Other evidence proving that some of the omissions were not at all arbitrary 

came from Arif Gelen who said that he had translated Gulliver's Travels in a way 

that would make the target text appropriate for village children. His main concern 

was to produce a text which would "address village children" ["kay 90cuguna hitap 

eden"], therefore he summarized and omitted some parts of the source text and 

adapted the style and idiom accordingly (Telephone interview with Arif Gelen 

21.10.2001). 

Apart from the need to present the translations as children's classics, the 

omissions made by the translators could also have their roots in format requirements. 

Azize Erten Bergin said that the omissions she made in Gulliver 'in Yolculuklarz were 

due to the pocket format of the books published by that company. According to her 

account, Ya~ar Nabi NaYlr, the owner of Varhk Yaymlan, told her how much she 

had to cut from the source text upon which she decided \vhich parts she would omit 
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III order to meet his demands (Telephone interview with Azize Erten Bergin 

18.10.2001). 

7.2.6.3 Treatment of Proper Names and Foreign Cultural Elements 

The three post-1950 retranslations adopted a similar approach to the treatment of 

proper names. Unlike the previous translations published by private companied and 

unlike the translations published in the field of popular literature, they retained the 

original spellings of proper names. This is also valid for Ozbay's mediated 

translation which retains the French spellings of the names instead of giving their 

Turkish phonetic transcriptions. This may indicate that one of the norms introduced 

and reinforced by the Translation Bureau in the 1940s was adopted by private 

publishers and was perpetuated even in the field of translated children's literature. 

An exception to the adoption of original orthography was the spelling of the name 

"Gulliver". While Erten used "Gulliver" in its original foml, Gelen and Ozbay 

modified it as "Gtiliver". This probably shows that Gulliver was already knO\~m as 

"Gtiliver" and had established itself as a familiar hero in the eyes of the children 

before the publication of these retranslations. 

It is difficult to pinpoint a similarly consistent approach towards the treatment 

of foreign cultural elements. The translators preferred to domesticate measures such 

as "yard" and "feet" into "kilometer" ["kilometre"], "meter~' ['-'metre"] and 

"centimeter" ["santimetre"] (Swift 1953: 9,34; Swift 1960: 12,27; Swift undated: 7, 

12). On the other hand, "mile" was translated as "mil" by Erten (Swift 1953: 7) and 

Gelen (Swift 1960: 5). There was no consistent strategy regarding the translation of 

foreign drinks. Gelen and Ozbay omitted "brandy", while Erten translated it as 
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"brandi" (Erten 1953: 7). In tum, "Burgundy" (Swift 1994: 15) was translated as 

"~arap" ["wine"] (Swift 1953: 12; Swift undated: 10) and ""Burgonya ~arabma 

benzeyen bir i9ki" ["a drink that resembles Burgundy wine"] (Swift 1960: 9). The 

extent to which Gelen's choice of "Burgundy wine" in the translation suits his 

general strategy of adapting the language for village children is further debatable. 

7.2.6.4 The Decision to Retranslate 

Erten, Gelen and Ozbay did not introduce new strategies in their translations of 

Gulliver's Travels. They followed in the path of Talu's translation of 1935 and 

produced target texts characterized by heavy omissions which seemed suitable for 

presenting the book as a children's classic. They turned away from the strategy 

propagated and implemented by the Translation Bureau as represented by Sahinba~'s 

translation of 1943-1944. This strategy had prioritized the preservation of textual 

integrity and had brought the source text and its author to the foreground. In contrast, 

the retranslations discussed in this section disrupted the textual integrity of the source 

text, which resulted in the reinforcement of the position of Gulliver's Travels as a 

children's book. Furthermore, they ignored the context within which the novel was 

written and overlooked the work's historical and satirical aspects. This was a 

tendency that already prevailed in some of the previous retranslations for children, 

notably in Erciimend Ekrem Talu's 1935 Ciiceler ve Devler Memleketinde. Then 

why were Erten, Gelen and bzbay commissioned to translate the novel? What do 

their translations indicate? 

It might be easier to state what they do not indicate. First and foremost, they do 

not indicate a disagreement over translation strategies, since they observed the norms 
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followed by previous retranslations for children. In that sense, they do not challenge 

the validity of previous retranslations or appear to "succeed" them in any way. 

Secondly, they bring nothing new to the Turkish system of translated literature for 

children and therefore cannot really be considered as acts of planning. Nevertheless, 

they do indicate a certain resistance against some of the nonns propagated by the 

Translation Bureau and the translators and critics associated with it. They serve to 

reveal the existence of a separate poetics in the field of children's literature. Yet why 

did so many publishing companies decide to publish different translations of the 

same work after 1935? Arif Gelen has maintained that he chose to translate 

Gulliver's Travels as one of the editors of Kay ve Egitim YaYll1lan, because he 

found the language of existing translations too old and the plots too complicated for 

village children (Telephone interview 21.10.2001). However, a comparison of his 

translation with previous translations, except ~ahinba~' s, reveals that his translation 

was indeed very similar to those which preceded his. 

According to Azize Erten Bergin, who translated Gulliver's Travels and A.lice 's 

Adventures in Wonderland, both described and analyzed in this chapter, the answer 

to the question lies in the canonical status of Gulliver's Travels. She claims that in 

the 1950s all publishers wanted to have more or less the same translated classics in 

their list of publications. This was necessary on two accounts: prestige and sales. 

Publishers gained prestige by bringing out new translations of well-known classics 

and benefited from the guaranteed sales of these works. Erten Bergin adds: "These 

classics were as indispensable for publishers as pots and pans are in a kitchen" 

["NasIl her mutfakta tencere, tava bulunuyorsa her yaYll1evinde de bu kHl.siklerden 

bulunurdu."] (Telephone interview, 18.l0.2001). The interview with Azize Erten 

Bergin introduced a new angle to the status of the retranslations of Gulliver's Travels 
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discussed so far. It seems quite plausible that some publishers decided to commission 

a translation of Gulliver's Travels in order to benefit from its present status,. rather 

than to shake or modify this status in any way. In other words, what this case study 

has so far revealed regarding the phenomenon of retranslation is not the idea of a 

linear progression, each retranslation surpassing and bettering previous ones~ but 

rather, the idea of preserving, and capitalizing on, the status quo. This is especially 

valid for the post-1950 translations. 

7.2.7 Siting Translations of Gulliver's Travels 

The analysis of the translations of Gulliver's Travels seems to confmn a familiar 

trend and verify a well-established idea: the translation by the Translation Bureau 

had markedly different features than the translations carried out by private 

publishers. As I argued in the above sections, Sahinbafs translation appears to stand 

as an example to the various debates on "fidelity" discussed in Chapter 3. His 

translation conforms to the norm of preserving textual integrity. Furthermore, he 

apparently strove to reflect the "style" and the "tone" of the source text by preserving 

Swift's syntax and his sophisticated language use. The peritextual elements of the 

target text placed the source author and the source text to the foreground and 

carefully underlined the status of Gulliver's Travels as a "classic" work which 

mainly addressed a well-read adult readership. 

Translations published by private companies reveal a different set of norms at 

work. Their translations are characterized by omissions on various levels and 

syntactic manipulation. The resulting target texts reduced the novel to its basic 

narrative elements, foregrounded action and subdued literary style. Furthermore, the 
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translators of these works were involved in acts of editing in order to shape the 

resulting product according to their target audience of children. Such omissions are 

also encountered in translations produced in different cultures in the fields of both 

popular and classic fiction and children's fiction. 

Clem Robyn's examination of the translated detective fiction into French shows 

how translators produced "action" stories by trimming romance-related aspects and 

excessive dialogues present in the source text. His study also points at the 

significance of formal features, especially the size of the format, which resulted in a 

series of omissions to be made (Robyns 1990: 23-42). John Milton's study of classics 

translated and published by the Brazilian Book Club also shows that publishers often 

"eliminated stylistic elements of the original works, paring many works down to bare 

narratives. Scatological, sexual and religious and other references that might offend 

were cut. It was also necessary to hew the original down to the standard number of 

pages" (Milton 2001: 44). The findings of Robyns and Milton are rather similar to 

the findings about the translations of Gulliver's Travels published in Turkey. The 

translators of Gulliver's Travels, except irfan Sahinba~, also foregrounded elements 

related to "action" and omitted excessive dialogues and stylistic features. 

Furthermore, the format appeared to govern a considerable part of the strategies 

adopted by the translators. There may be a common poetics of popular translated 

literature valid across different cultures which gives rise to such similar translatorial 

behaviour. Needless to mention, more descriptive work is needed to confirm this 

hypothesis. 

The findings of Case Study II so far, confirm my general hypothesis about the 

presence of two different poetics generated by two different literary and translatorial 

habituses in early republican Turkey. The Translation Bureau was governed by a 
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poetics that was in the process of being canonized in the discourse of the 

intellectuals. On the other hand, some publishers operating in the field of popular and 

children's literature subscribed to a different poetics that allowed for a more flexible 

concept of translation. These poetics depended on different translation strategies and 

addressed different literary habituses. The case of the translations of Gulliver's 

Travels laid bare a sharp divergence between these poetics. 

However, we should not generalize these findings to the rest of the translations 

by the Translation Bureau too readily. $ahinba~'s translation might well have been 

influenced by his personal concept of translation, as a professor of English literature, 

rather than the general poetics adopted by the Translation Bureau. The next section 

consisting of an analysis of translations of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland will be 

instrumental in going deeper into the pattern observed in the translations of 

Gulliver's Travels. 

7.3 Translations of Alice's Adventures ill Wonderland 

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland was written by Lutwidge Dodgson (1832-1898), 

better known as Lewis Carroll who taught mathematics at Oxford. He delighted in 

logic puzzles and games and wrote thousands of inventive letters to his child-friends. 

Dodgson was very fond of the three daughters of the dean of Christ Church 

especially of the second daughter, Alice. He improvized many fairy stories to 

entertain them; the Alice books, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the 

Looking Glass, grew out of one of these storie~, which Dodgson wrote down at 

Alice's request. The first of these, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, was published 

in 1865 under his pen-name, Lewis Carroll. 
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The novel starts on a summer's afternoon when Alice is sitting with her sister 

on the riverbank and is very bored. Suddenly she sees a white rabbit running by her 

which she follows down a hole. This turns out to be the beginning of her adventures 

in Wonderland where she grows and shrinks at will and meets a gallery of strange 

creatures: talking rabbits and mice, a giant mushroom, a smoking caterpillar, a 

Duchess who nurses a pig for a baby and a grinning cat. She visits a mad tea party 

and a game of croquet between the Duchess and the hot- tempered Queen of Hearts. 

She befriends a Gryphon who introduces her to an unhappy turtle. At the' end of the 

story she is made to testify at the court where a Knave of Hearts is being accused of 

stealing the tarts baked by the Duchess. Alice wakes up as she struggles with the 

pack of cards, realizes that everything was a dream and tells her adventures to her 

sister. As Alice runs off for tea, her sister thinks about the dream and falls asleep 

herself, dreaming the same dream as Alice. She also dreams about how her little 

sister will eventually become a grown \voman and how she will al'vvays keep the 

simple heart of her childhood. 

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland IS full of symbols which are open to 

interpretation on a number of levels. Nevertheless. it has been suggested that 

Dodgson did not step outside of his Victorian world and the novel has not been 

revealed to contain any allusions to the political context of the day. The work is best 

known for its puns and intricate references to mathematics and logics. Although it 

was intended for children, it was met with great interest from both children and 

adults, including Queen Victoria herself (Carroll 1994: 1). 

In what follows, I will offer a descriptive analysis of all translations of Alice's 

Adventures in Wonderland published in 1932-1960. The titles will also be 

accompanied by their year of publication, because there are retranslations which 
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share the same title. The first descriptive study will be carried out on the translation 

by KIsmet Burian, published by the Ministry of Education in 1946. This will be 

followed by the analysis of other translations starting with the first translation 

published in 1932. 

7.3.1 Alice Harikalar Utkesinde (1946) (Alice in Wonderland) 

Alice Harikalar Ulkesinde (1946)24 was translated by KIsmet Burian25 on a 

commission by the Translation Bureau and published by the Ministry of Education in 

1946. It appeared as number 51 in the sub-series of "English Classics" within the 

larger series of "Translations from World Literature" ["Dtinya Edebiyatmdan 

Tercumeler"]' Unlike Gulliver's Travels, the translation of Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland was not identified as a priority by the Translation Committee at the 

National Publishing Congress (Birinci Turk Ne$riyat Kongresi 1939: 281-282). It 

was not selected among the first works to be commissioned for translation at the 

initial board meeting convened in 1940 ("Haberler" 1940a: 113-114). Neither did the 

book appear in the second list prepared by the Translation Bureau in 1943 

("Haberler" 1943: 441-444). Apparently, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland was not 

regarded at the time as an essentially canoncal work by the Bureau. In my view, this 

had some consequences in terms of the selection of the translator, if not the 

translation strategies followed in Alice Harikalar Olkesinde (1946). KIsmet Burian 

was not an expert on English literature unlike irfan $ahinba~. She did not have an 

24 The translation was reprinted four times: 
Alice Harikalar Ulkesinde, tr. Kismet Burian (GUveny), Ankara: MEB, 1965; Istanbul: MEB 1990; 
1993; Istanbul: Cumhuriyet 1998. .. 
25 Kismet Burian was not a professional translator of literature. Alice Harikalar Ulkesinde is her only 
translation. According to the records of the National Library, she also wrote a book, The StOlY of 
World Ballet, which was published by Allan Wingate in London in 1963. 
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academic standing or another profession which was indicated on the title page of the 

target text. In fact, she did not have any other translations to her credit. Her contact 

person at the Translation Bureau was Orhan Burian, who was her uncle (Intervies 

with Vedat Giinyol, 30.10.2001). He must have been instrumental in introducing her 

to the Bureau and obtain a translation assignment for her. 

Although Alice's Adventures in Wonderland was not initially regarded as a 

highly important text for the newly forming literary canon in Turkey, it was included 

at'llong the series of English classics. When its translation was finally published in 

1946, it was presented as a "classic". 

7.3.1.1 Peritextual Elements 

The main peritextual elements of Alice Harika/ar C7kesinde (1946) are identical with 

those of Gulliver'in Se)·ahatleri. The cover design. the half-title page and the title 

page are the same, so I will not offer a detailed description here. There are four 

prefaces in the book. Three are the standard prefaces printed in Gulliver 'in 

Seyahatleri by ismet inonii and Hasan Ali YliceL \vhich provide an ideological 

context for the reception of the work. The publication of these prefaces set Alice 

Harikaiar Ulkesinde (1946) in the context of works making up the newly forming 

literary canon in Turkey and link it with the general culture planning project of the 

single party era under inonii's presidency. There is a fourth preface published after 

these which introduces Lewis Carroll and Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 

("Kitaba Ba~lamadan" 1946: 1-2). The preface 15 anonymous and could have been 

written by the translator herself, or a member of the Translation Bureau who acted as 

the editor of the translation. The preface presents the work as a study in "nonsense" 
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which encourages the reader to question the routine of daily life. It also maintains 

that the novel introduces psychoanalytic themes to literature through the 

subconscious world of dreams it creates. The preface carefully positions Alice's 

Adventures as a children's book which is also enjoyed by adults f"Kitaba 

Ba~lamadan" 1946: 2). 

Alice Harikalar Ulkesinde (1946) appears as a children's book apart from the 

front and back covers which were printed on white cardboard bearing the standard 

design of the books by the Ministry of Education. It has 19 illustrations which are 

reprints of the original illustrations by Sir John Tenniel that appeared in the first 

publication of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland in 1865. The illustrations and the 

larger type-set used in the text imply that Alice Harikalar Ulkesinde (1946) was 

designed for a young readership. 

7.3.1.2 Matricial Norms 

There are no omissions in Alice Harikalar Ulkesinde (1946). Burian has rendered the 

source text into Turkish as fully as possible and did not leave out any elements in the 

target text. The verse sections, made up of various poems and song lyrics that are 

scattered in the source text, were also translated in full (Carroll 1946 17; 29; 47-48; 

61-62; 74; 110; 114-117; 120). Burian not only tried to render the content of the 

poems and lyrics but also observed both rhyme and meter in her verse translations. 

Thus she translated "Twinkle, twinkle little bat!-How I wonder what you're at!-Up 

above the world you fly-Like a tea-tray in the sky." (Carroll 1994: 85-86) as '''Pml 

pml yarasa!-Ne i~tesin acaba?-G6kyuziinde us:arsm-Tepsilere konarsm." (Carroll 

1946: 74). 
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There are three additions in the target text in the form of footnotes: These are 

introduced in order to explain a "banyo arabasl" ["bathing machine,,26] (p. 19), a 

French phrase (p. 20), and "yalancl kaplumbaga yOrbaSI" ["mock turtle soup"] (p. 

99). These footnotes serve to inform the readers about foreign terms or concepts. 

However, Burian's use of footnotes is not consistent, because she kept many foreign 

terms in her translation without explaining their meanings, as I will demonstrate in 

7.3.1.4. 

KIsmet Burian strove to preserve Carroll's syntax in many instances and 

refrained from splitting up his sentences. Below is an example from Chapter 8 where 

Burian imitated Carroll's style of connecting shorter sentences, with semicolons: 

Target Text:27 

Alice iyin ilk gU9ltik flfunamm kullanmak oldu, hayvamn vUcudunu guzelce 
kolunun altma slkl~tlf1p bacaklanm sallandudl ama tam boynunu dogrultup 
kafasl ile kirpiye vuracagl suada, ku~ ba;nm kaldmp suratma bakIyordu; hem 
bakl~mda oyle bir ~a~k11lhk vardl ki Alice kendini tutamlyor kahkahaYl 
kopanyordu; ku~un boynunu tekrar duzeltip tam topa vuracagl zaman bu sefer 
de kirpinin yerinde tortop durmaktan vazgec;:ip surune surune uzakla~tlgml 

goruyordu (Carroll 1946: 88). 

Source Text: 
The chief difficulty Alice found at first was in managing her flamingo: she 
succeeded in getting its body tucked away, comfortably enough, under her arm, 
with its legs hanging down, but generally, just as she had got its neck nicely 
straightened out, and was going to give the hedgehog a blow with its head, it 
would twist itself round and look up in her face, with such a puzzled 
expressions that she could not help bursting out laughing: and when she had got 
its head down, and was going to begin again, it was very provoking to find that 
the hedgehog had umolled itself, and was in the act of crawling away ... 
(Carroll 1994: 98) 

26 In fact, Burian's translation is the only one which kept the term. All other translators . .omitted it. 
27 I have not supplied a back-translation of this excerpt taken from Alice Harikalar Ulkesinde smce 
the target text is a close translation of the source. 
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The sentence from the target text is made up of shorter units which could well stand 

independently in Turkish. In that sense, the structure appears unnecessarily long and 

quite unusual in Turkish, especially when we consider that Alice Harikalar 

Ulkesinde (1946) was designed as a children's novel. Furthermore, Burian has used 

the same formal features as those in the source text. For instance, she preserved the 

twisting, tail-like form of a poem in Chapter 3 (Carroll 1946: 29; Carroll 1994: 37). 

She also preserved the dividing asterisks within the chapters used by Carroll (Carroll 

1946: 10,50; Carroll 1994: 18,61). 

7.3.1.3 Treatment of Proper Names 

Burian retained the original orthography of proper names in the target text. Names of 

people like Alice (p. 3), Ada (p. 16), Mabel (p. 16), Shakespeare (p. 27) and Lacie (p. 

76) were spelled in their original form. This was also valid for names of places in 

England such as Northumbria (p. 24), Canterbury (p. 24) and Cheshire (p. 59) which 

would most likely sound foreign to the Turkish readership, adult or child. KIsmet 

Burian thus conformed to one of the principal translational norms adopted and 

propagated by the Translation Bureau. As indicated in Section 7.2.1.3, this norm 

recommended all proper names to be written in their original spelling (""Haberler" 

1940: 112). 

7.3.1.4 Treatment of Foreign Cultural Elements 

Like irfan Sahinba~' s Gulliver'in Seyahatleri (1943-1944), Alice Harikalar 

Ulkesinde does not display a consistent approach towards the translation of foreign 
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cultural elements. Burian domesticated some measurement units and currencies and 

replaced "feet" by "metre" ["meter"] (p. 12), "inch" by "santimetre" ["centimeter"] 

(p. 13) and "shilling" by "lira" (p. 121). Nevertheless, she also preserved some units 

in their original form; for instance, she translated "feet" as "ayak" ["foot"] (p. 78) 

which was not a familiar measure for Turkish readers. 

Burian replaced the names of certain creatures which would be foreign to the 

Turkish readership with the names of more common ones. For instance she called a 

"dodo" (Carroll 1994: 30) "kugu" ["swan"] (Carroll 1946: 22), and "gryphon" 

(Carroll 1994: 110) "ejder" ["dragon"] (Carroll 1946: 100). However, it would not be 

correct to suggest that she used the same domesticating strategy throughout the 

translation. She retained many foreign terms without translating them. "Lory" 

(Carroll 1994: 31) was preserved as "Lory" (Carroll 1946: 24) instead of replacing it 

with the more familiar Turkish term "papagan" ["parrot"]. "Caucus" (Carroll 1994: 

31) was also retained (Carroll 1946: 23), "flamingo" (Carroll 1994: 98) was 

translated as "flaman" (Carroll 1946: 88) and "Quadrille" (Carroll 1994: 117) was 

translated as "Kadril" (Carroll 1946: 106). There were no footnotes to explain these 

terms which would sound unfamiliar, especially to the young readership the book 

clearly aimed at. 

7.3.1.5 Alice Harikalar Ulkesinde as a Retranslation 

Alice Harikalar Ulkesinde (1946) was the third translation of Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland to appear in Turkish. Therefore it is necessary to question the Bureau's 

reasoning underlying the decision to retranslate the work. 
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The first translation of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by Ahmet Cevat, 

published in 1932, was a partial translation. The target text contained only the first 

six chapters of the work. The 1944 translation by Muzaffer Be~li and Nairne Halit 

y a~aroglu is also characterized by a number of omissions which will be explored in 

the next section. Furthermore, this translation which was the first retranslation , , 

displays a series of shifts which indicate a domesticating tendency on the part of the 

translators. It may be assumed that Burian's translation challenged the validity of the 

first two translations, published in 1932 and 1944 respectively, as those which 

disrupted the textual integrity of the source text. The deficiency of these two 

translations vis-a.-vis the norms propagated by the Translation Bureau could have 

been the reason underlying Bureau's decision to retranslate Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland. 

7.3.2 Alis'in Sergiize$tleri (Alice's Adventures) 

Alis'in Serguzqtler/8 was translated by Ahmet Cevat and published by Muhit 

MecmuaSl in 193229. The book, which was the first translation of Alice's Adventures 

in Wonderland into Turkish, carried the subtitle "Acayip ~eyler Memleketinde" ["In 

the Land of Strange Things"]. However, for some reason, only half of the source text 

was translated and the story ended abruptly at the end of Chapter 6 with the 

statement "The end of part one" ["Birinci klsmm sonu"] (Carroll 1932: 120). 

28 The translation was also published in a serialized form in the monthly magazine Jluhit bet\veen 
AUGust 1932 and May 1933, in numbers 46-55. The book is dated 1932. It can therefore be assumed 
tha; the novel was serialized after its publication in book foml. 
29 Muhit Mecmuasl was one of the prolific magazines of the day. It was founded by Ahmet Cevat and 

blished in 1928-1933. It was defined as an "illustrated, monthly family magazine" ["resimli ayltk 
~~e mecmuas!"] by its editors. The magazine, which had a clear westemist position. was instrumental 
in elaborating the concept of "Kemalism" in the early 19.30s and functioned as a political magazine. 
Muhit allocated space in its pages for a large nuu:be.r of Issues related to ltter.ature. r;nUSIC, ,:"omen and 
child care (Ertan 1997: 17-34). It also had a pubhshmg company whIch publIshed ChIldren s lIterature. 
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Ahmet Cevat (Emre) (1876-1961) was a well-known linguist, politician and 

translator. He served as a member of the Turkish Grand National Assembly in 1935-

1939, wrote several grammar books, and translated several Greek classics.,. including 

Homer's OdysseiO and Aeschylus' Agamemnon31
• The motive behind Iris decision to 

translate Alice's Adventures in Wonderland is not clear. However, on the basis of its 

paratextual elements which serve to position the book as a "great work" it can be 

safely claimed that his translation introduced the novel into the Turkish literary 

polysystem as a canonical work. 

7.3.2.1 Paratextual Elements 

The front cover of A lis 'in Sergiizqtleri clearly presents the work as a children's 

book. The larger part of the cover is occupied by a large illustration showing Alice 

conversing with the hookah-smoking caterpillar. The illustration is a reprint of one of 

Tenniel's originals. The title of the book is printed above the illustration, while its 

subtitle and the names of the author and the translator are printed below it. Carroll's 

and Ahmet Cevat's names are printed on the right and left lower corners of the cover 

using the same type-set. The translator's name on the cover of a book was (and still 

is) quite unusual and provided an exceptional degree of visibility to the translator. 

Furthermore, Carroll and Ahmet Cevat were not introduced with any attributes, 

which placed them on equal footing, almost as the co-authors of the book. The same 

visibility continued on the title page of A lis 'in Sergiize.}tleri where Ahmet Cevat was 

30 Homer, Odasseia, tr. Ahmet Cevat Emre, Ankara: TDK, 1941-1942. A critique of this translation 
by Suat Sinanoglu, published in Terciime, presen.ts E~e as .a. ~oor translator \,:,ho stro:,e in vain to 
create the "manner" ("eda"] of the source text. Smanoglu CrItICIzes Emre for hIS archaIC usages, his 
outdated mode of transcription and extreme cases of domestication (Sinanoglu 1941: 344-353). 
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introduced as the translator, but with larger fonts than Lewis Carroll. Furthermore, he 

was introduced as a member of the First Language Committee (Birinci Dil 

EncUmeni)32, which associated him with the an official body and made his status 

visible as a linguistic expert. It is also important that Ahmet Cevat regarded himself 

as a "planner" in the field of children's literature, as formulated in one of his articles 

in Muhit: "The road which will lead to the classical literary education of our children 

will pass through bumpy and thorny lands; there is no doubt that those who want to 

be involved in the planning of such education will have to work hard. I, for one, am 

ready to undertake this hard work" ["<;ocuklanmlzm edebi klasik terbiyesine 

a<;Ilacak yol pek anzah, pek dikenli yerlerden ge<;ecektir; pilamm <;izmek i~lerile 

me~gul olmak isteyenlerin fazla yorulacagma ~liphe yoktur. Her hal de biz 

yorgunluktan ka<;anlardan degiliz."] (Ahmet Cevat 1932: 3). This statement makes it 

evident that Ahmet Cevat set out to translate Alice's Adventures in Wonderland for 

educational purposes in his self-appointed capacity as a culture planner. 

The title page of Alis 'in Sergiize$tleri included the title of the series within 

which the book appeared, "Bliylik Eserler Klitliphanesi" ["The Library of Great 

Works"]. This title illustrates that Alis 'in Sergiizqrleri was positioned as a canonical 

work. However, the illustrated cover and the large fonts used inside the book present 

the novel as a children's book. Furthermore, the illustrations printed within the book, 

also by Tenniel, clearly associate it \vith children's literature. Although the book was 

presented as a "great work", there is no preface introducing the work or its author. 

Nevertheless, a :full-page portrait of Lutwidge Dodgson printed after the title page 

31 Aeschylus, Agamemnon, tr. Ahrnet Cevat Emre, Ankara: MEB, 1945. This translation was 
commissioned by the Translation Bureau and indicates the prestigious position held by Emre in the 
field of literature. 
32 The Language Committee was set up in YJ:ay 1928 by the Council of Ministers in order to plan a 
possible transition into the Latin alphabet. Its task was "to think about the manner and feasibility of 
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carefully emphasizes the authorial provenance of the work. The portrait is 

accompanied by a caption: "Eserin Muharriri Lewis Carroll (Levis Karol) (1832-

1898)" ["The author of the work Lewis Carroll (Levis Karol) (1832-1898}"] (Carroll 

1932: 3), with the author's name inTurkish phonetic spelling in paranthesis. 

An article accompanying the fIrst episode of A lis 'in Sergiize~tleri serialized in 

Muhit33
, announces that the work was published on the occasion of the tOoth birthday 

of Lewis Carroll. The article introduces Alice's Adventures in Wonderland as a 

"classic of English literature". It further states that the novel was published into 

various European languages and that it achieved extraordinary popularity 

["harikulade bir ragbet kazandl"] (Seniha Sami 1932: 54). The fact that the serialized 

fonn of Alis 'in Serguze$tleri was published in a magazine of literary and political 

content mainly addressing adults, indicates that Ahmet Cevat also considered the 

work appropriate for an adult readership. 

7.3.2.2 Matricial Norms 

Alis'in Sergiize$tleri is an incomplete translation of Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland. As mentioned above, it includes only the fIrst six chapters out of a total 

of twelve. The book ends with the statement "The end of part one" ["Birinci kIsmm 

sonu"] (Carroll 1932: 120) which creates the expectation that it will be followed by 

the second part. However, the second part was never translated and/or published. 

There is no infonnation in the book about why the novel was not published in full. 

This might have been due to some fonnat requirements regarding the size of the 

book introduced by the publishers. As far as the published six chapters are 

applying the Latin letters to our language" (Lewis 1999: 33). Ahmet Cevat's responsibility in the 
Committee was to write the grammar of Turkish (Ertan 1997: 22). 
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concerned, the translation cannot be considered as complete either, for there are 

several omissions throughout the target text. These omissions are arbitrary and do not 

reveal a general pattern. In the example below i~Jllnet Cevat omitted a dialogue 

based on a pun: 

Target Text: 
Dii~es kISlk bir sesle: 
"Herkes yalruz kendi i~ine baksaydl, diinya daha yabuk donerdi." 
Alis bu diinyarnn donmesi lafmdan istifade ederek malUmat satmaya koyuldu: 
"Bu da faydah bir ~ey olmazdl. Du~uniiniiz bir kere, gundiizle gece ne hale 
girerdi! MalUm ya, diinya yirmidort saatte mihveri etrafmda ... " 
Dii~es soziinu kesti: 
"Kafa slkma, carum! Benim rakamlarla ba~lm ho~ degil!" (Carroll 1946: 106) 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
The Duchess said in a low voice: 
"The world would go round much faster if everyone minded their own 
business." 
Alice took advantage of the statement about the world turning round and started 
to show off her knowledge: 
"Which would not be a good thing. Just imagine what the day and the night 
would become like. You know the earth takes t\\:enty-four hours to tum round 
on its axis ... " 
The Duchess interrupted: 
"Don't bore me! I have never liked numbers!" (Carro111946: 106)] 

Source Text: 
'If everybody minded their own business,' the Duchess said in hoarse growl, 

'the world would go round a deal faster than it does.' 
'Which would not be an advantage,' said Alice, who felt very glad to get an 
opportunity of showing off a little of her knowledge. 'Just think of what work it 
would make with the day and night! You see the earth takes t\venty-four hours 
to tum round on its axis-' 
'Talking of axes,' said the Duchess, 'chop offher head!' 
Alice glanced rather anxiously at the cook, to see if she meant to take the hint, 
but the cook was busily stirring the soup, and seemed not to be listening, so she 
went on again: 'Twenty-four hours, I think; or is it twelve? I-' 
'Oh, don't bother me,' said the Duchess; 'I never could abide figures!' (Carroll 
1994: 71-72). 

33 The texts of the book and the serialized form of A lis 'in Sergiize:;tleri are identical. 
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In the above passage, Ahmet Cevat omitted Carroll's pun which was based on 

the homonyms "axis" and "axes". His omission of the passage was clearly due to his 

reluctance or inability to create an equivalent pun in Turkish. However~ Ahmet Cevat 

did not systematically omit all puns based on homonyms. For instance, he 

successfully translated a pun involving the couple "tail" and "tale", where he opted 

for a paraphrasing strategy (Carroll 1994: 36; Carroll 1932: 49). Most of the 

omissions in A lis 'in Serguze§tZeri include individual sentences (Carroll 1932: 23, 26) 

or words within sentences (Carroll 1932: 33, 42, 47) rather than long passages. An 

exception is the passage above and part ofa poem (Carroll 1932: 30). The omissions 

do not appear to be systematic; it is unlikely that Ahrnet Cevat had a consistent 

strategy or a uniform motive when he decided on the omissions to be made. 

7.3.2.3 Treatment of Proper Names 

Ahmet Cevat did not have a consistent strategy for the treatment of proper names in 

A lis 'in Serguze§tZeri. In some instances he adopted Turkish phonetic transcriptions, 

as exemplified by "Alis" for "Alice" and "$ekispir" (Carroll 1932: 46) for 

"Shakespeare" (Carroll 1932: 34). In other instances, he retained the original English 

spelling in the target as in "Cheshire" (Carroll 1932: 105; Carroll 1994: 70), "Mary 

Ann" (Carroll 1932: 56; Carroll 1994: 40), and Northumbria (Carroll 1932: 42; 

Carroll 1994: 32). But, "William the Conqueror" (Carroll 1994: 28) was translated as 

"Fatih Giyom" ("Guillaume the Conqueror") (Carroll 1932: 35), using French 

phonetics. There is no other French influence in the treatment of proper names in the 

target text. Therefore, it may be assumed that Ahrnet Cevat used the better-known 
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name of William the Conquerer for the Turkish audience, which had clearly 

established itself through French texts. 

7.3.2.4 Treatment of Foreign Cultural Elements 

Ahmet Cevat domesticated a number of foreign concepts and objects for the Turkish 

audience. For instance, "Kayseri seccadesi" ["Kayseri rug"] (Carroll 1932: 225) 

replaced "hearthrug" (Carroll 1994: 22), "akide ~ekeri" [a special type of Turkish 

candy] (Carroll 1932: 46) replaced "comiit" (Carroll 1994: 34) and "altm lira" 

["golden liras"] (Carroll 1932: 38) replaced "pound" (Carroll 1994: 30). 

Furthermore, Ahmet Cevat domesticated some measuring units like "feet" ("ar~m" p. 

31), and "inch" ("parmak" p. 87). However, it would not be right to suggest that he 

had an overall domesticating strategy for foreign cultural elements. Ahmet Cevat 

retained a number of foreign concepts in their English forms such as "Caucus", 

"croquet" and "terrier". While "Caucus" (Carroll 1994: 33) became "Kaukus" 

(Carroll 1932: 44) and "croquet" (Carroll 1994: 66) became "kroke!" (Carroll 1932: 

99), "terrier" was preserved in its original spelling (Carroll 1932: 37; Carroll 1994: 

30). Furthermore, Ahmet Cevat kept a sentence originally written in French in the 

source text, without translating it: "Ou est rna chatte?" (Carroll 1932: 36; Carroll 

1994: 28). There was no footnote to explain this phrase. In fact, Alis 'in Sergiize~tleri 

had only one footnote which served to explain one of the puns Ahmet Cevat 

translated (Carroll 1932: 10). Other foreign elements used in the target text remained 

unexplained. 

Ahmet Cevat, who was also the publisher of Aiis 'in Sergiize~tleri, wished to 

position it as a canonical work for children. This is evident from his decision to 
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translate the book himself and from his inclusion of Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland in the series of "great works". The article published in Muhit also 

foregrounded the canonical status of the novel. Furthermore, the visibility granted to 

both the author and the translator and the careful emphasis on the status of the book 

as a translation were features which, as discussed in Chapter 6, were largely absent 

from the field of translated popular literature at the time. Nevertheless, the omissions 

made by Ahmet Cevat in the translation, including the six missing chapters of the 

book, damaged the textual integrity of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and marked 

the dividing line between Alis 'in Sergiize.$tleri and Burian's Alis Harikalar Ulkesinde 

published in 1946. This explains the reason behind the decision of the Translation 

Bureau to commission a retranslation of the work. However, Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland had been retranslated once more, before it was published by the 

Ministry of Education. Yet, this first retranslation is also characterized by a number 

of omissions and cases of extreme domestication which brought it out of line with 

the norms upheld by the Translation Bureau. 

7.3.3 Alis Harikalar Diyarmda (1944) (Alice in Wonderland) 

The first retranslation, Alis Harikalar Diyarmda (1944) was published by Ahmet 

Halit Kitabevi34
. The title page identified its translator as Muzaffer Be~li35. However, 

the preface informs the readers that the book was a joint translation and that the co-

translator was Nairne Halit Ya~aroglu36. 

34 Ahmet Halit Kitabevi was set up in 1928. It published Turkish and translated fiction in the fields of 
both canonical and popular literature as well as text books and infonnative books until 1966. 
35 According to the records of the National Library, Muzaffer Be~li's only translation is Alis Harikalar 
Divarmda. 
36 Nairne Halit Ya~aroglu translated various novels, including children's literature, from both English 
and French throughout the 1930s-1950s. She also wrote a number of textbooks for schoolchildren. 
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7.3.3.1 Peritextual Elements 

Alis Harikalar Diyarmda (1944) was published as number seven within Ahmet 

Halit's "Children's Books Series" ["<;ocuk Kitaplan Serisi"] which continued until 

the early 1960s and featured over thirty books covering both translated and 

indigenous fiction for children. 

The front cover of A lis Harikalar Diyannda which carries a large illustration, 

positions the novel as a children's book at first sight. The illustration shows Alice 

with some of the animals she met while in Wonderland. The preface informs the 

readers that the illustration, based on the cover of the French translation, was done by 

Muzaffer Be~li. Other illustrations published inside the novel are reprints of 

Tenniel's original pictures. The :liont cover includes the title of the book and the 

name of the publisher. The author's and the translator's names only appear on the 

title page. Be~li is presented as the "translator" ["terctime eden"] of the work. The 

title page also includes the name of the series within \vhich Alis Harikalar D(varmda 

(1944) was published, the title of the work, the name of the publisher and the year of 

publication. The back cover of the book is blank, \vhile there is an advertising for 

two books published by Ahmet Halit on the last page of the book (Carroll 1944: 

119). These are Su Bebekleri (The Water Babies) and Fareli Kdyiin KavalclSl (The 

Piper of the Mice-Driven Village - translation of The Pied Piper of Hamelin), both 

translated by Nairne Halit Ya~aroglu and presented as "children's novel" ["~ocuk 

romam"]. 

Alis Harikalar Diyarmda (1944) features two prefaces. The first one is titled 

"How Was This Book Written?" ["Bu kitap nasIl meydana geldi!"] and is an extract 

from a work about less known aspects of famous personalities, .'vfe1hur Adamlann 
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Meryhul Tarajlan. It offers infonnation about Dodgson and his work ('"Bu Kitap 

NasIl Meydana Geldi" 1944: 3-4) and explains why he chose to write under a 

pseudonym. According to the preface, Dodgson was reluctant to have Alice's 

Adventures in Wonderland published because '"he was a professor of mathematics at 

Oxford University. What would everybody say when they found out he spent his 

time with such absurdities? ... There was no way this work could be published, 

because if it were, it would defame the master" ['"Kendisi bir kere Oksford 

Universitesinde matematik Profesorliydu. Onun boyle sa<;masapan ~eylerle me~gul 

olmasma herkes ne derdi? ... 0 halde bu eserin ne~rine imkcln yoktu. <;Unku eser 

basIhrsa ustadm ~erefi iki parahk olurdu."] ('"Bu Kitap Nasil Meydana Geldi" 1944: 

4). However, the preface also adds that when the book was published it became an 

instant success and that "all English speakers read the book with great pleasure and 

bragged about the beauty of the work" ["ingilizce konu~an insanlann hepsi, eseri 

seve seve okudular ve bu eserin guzelligiyle boburlendiler."] ("Bu Kitap Nasil 

Meydana Geldi" 1944: 4). Thus, the preface also states that Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland was translated into fourteen languages and that it became the most 

popular children's book in the world. This first preface serves to underline the 

importance of the book for the English language and international children's 

literature. 

The second preface titled "Presenting the Work" ["Eseri Sunarken ... "] is 

anonymous, although, it appears to have been written by the publishers. The preface 

explains that the reason for the decision to publish Alis Harikalar Diyannda was the 

incompleteness of the first translation (1932) and offers valuable hints about the 

strategies followed in the present translation ("Eseri Sunarken" 1944: 5). The preface 

explains ho\"V Muzaffer Be~li, who had passed away a few years before, had 
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translated the work from French. It also states that when the publishers decided to 

bring out the translation they compared it with the English source text and realized 

that the French translation diverged from the English original ["aslma uymadlgllll 

gordiik"] and contained extensive omissions. Thus a revised version was 

commissioned to Nairne Halit Ya~aroglu who translated the omitted parts and 

checked and corrected Be~li' s translation in order to create a text that was "-as close 

as possible to the original" ["aslma en yakm ~ekline getirildi"] C'"Eseri Sunarken" 

1944: 5). Thus, the second preface shows that Ahmet Halit Kitabevi had adopted two 

of the translational norms propagated by the Translation Bureau in the early 1940s, 

i.e. directness of translation and fullness. The publishing house revised a mediated 

translation done from French, clearly wishing to restore the fullness of the 

translation. Nevertheless, the preface informs the readers that the ne",,' translation too 

had some omissions due to the impossibility of translating some of the English puns 

into Turkish ["Yalmz ingilizce bazl kelime oyunlanm dilimize uymadlklarl iyin kIsa 

kestik."] ("Eseri Sunarken" 1944: 5). The description below will illustrate that the 

omissions made by the translators were not limited to puns. I \vould suggest that the 

publishers and their translators conformed to the norms introduced by the Bureau 

partly at a discursive level. 

7.3.3.2 Matricial Norms 

Alis Harikalar Diyannda (1944) is marked by a series of omissions and additions. 

The additions were introduced mainly in the form of footnotes. There are six 

footnotes in the translation which serve to explain unfamiliar words or concepts to 

the young readership such as "Fatih William" ["'William the Conqueror"], 
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"kuguku~u" ["dodo"], "kroke" ["croquet"] or "la~ uykusu" ["hibernation"] (Carroll 

1944: 7, 16, 21, 24, 51, 75, 85, 102). The omissions are much more frequent and 

diverse. As the second preface indicated, a number of puns were omitted from the 

target text. For instance, the whole conversation between the Duchess and Alice, 

cited in Section 7.3.2.2, including the pun based on the homonyms "axis" and "axes" 

was omitted (Carroll 1944: 56; Carroll 1994: 71-72). Likewise, several passages 

where Carroll related the conversation between Alice, Gryphon and Mock Turtle 

which is loaded with puns, are omitted from Be~li and Ya~aroglu's translation 

(Carroll 1944: 88-89; Carroll 1994: 112-116). However, the omissions are much 

more widespread. Some verses of poems or lyrics were also omitted (Carroll 1944: 

93; Carroll 1994: 119-120). The translators also left out a series of passages which 

relate the details of Alice's stay in Wonderland and do not have a cmcial role for the 

progression of the general plot. For instance, Alice's descent through the rabbit hole 

was shortened by two paragraphs (Carro111944: 8; Carroll 1994: 14). The translators 

omitted Alice's observations about the cupboards decorating the walls and her 

comments on the possibility of falling through the earth and landing on the other 

side. Likewise, a major part of the conversation Alice had at the March Hare's house 

with the Hatter, the Hare and the Dormouse is omitted from the target text (Carroll 

1944: 67; Carroll 1994: 87-88). 

7.3.3.3 Treatment of Proper Names and Foreign Cultural Elements 

There is no uniform strategy regarding the treatment of proper names in Alis 

Harikalar Diyannda (1944). Both Turkish phonetic transcriptions and original 

English spelling are used. "Alice" was replaced by "Alis" while "Kanterbury" 
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(Carroll 1944: 21) replaced "Canterbury" (Carroll 1994: 32) and "Mari An'~ (Carroll 

1944: 28) replaced "Mary Ann" (Carroll 1994: 40). On the other han<L '·William", 

''Northumbria'' and "Mercia" were retained the same (Carroll 1994: 32; Carroll 1944: 

20). 

The same inconsistent approach is valid for the treatment of foreign cultural 

elements. Be~li and Ya~aroglu preserved "gryphon" (Carroll 1994: 110) as ""grayfon" 

(Carroll 1944: 85) and "quadrille" (Carroll 1994: 117) as "kadril" (Carroll 1944: 90). 

These tenns were not explained inside the text or in a footnote. In the meantime, 

"croquet" (Carroll 1994: 66) was translated as "kroke" (Carroll 1944: 51), and 

"Mock" (Carroll 1994: 110) as "Mok" (Carroll 1944: 85). Both of these tenns were 

explained with footnotes. Along with this foreignising strategy, extreme cases of 

domestication can also be observed: Alice's cat "Dinah" (Carroll 1994: 38) became 

"Sannan" (a name given to ginger cats in Turkey) (Carroll 1944: 27), "Cheshire Cat" 

(Carroll 1994: 70) was translated as "Van kedisi" (a cat breed endemic to Van in 

Turkey) (Carroll 1944: 55) and "comfit" (Carro111994: 34) was translated as "badem 

~ekeri" (a Turkish sweet consisting of candy coated almonds) (Carroll 1944: 23). 

7.3.4 Alis Harikalar Ulkesinde (1953) (Alice in 'Wonderland) 

Alis Harikalar Ulkesinde (1953)37 was translated by l\zize Erten and published by 

Varhk Yaymevi.38 The book was published as number four in Varhk's series of 

children's classics, following their Gullh'er'in Yolculuklan, also translated by Azize 

Erten. Alis Harikalar Ulkesinde (1953), directly translated from English, was 

reprinted twice. 

37 The translation was reprinted twice in 1956 and 1961 by Varlik Yaymlan. 
38 For information on VarlIk Yaymlan and Azize Erten see 7,2.6. 
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7.3.4.1 Peritextual Elements 

Alis Harikalar Ulkesinde (1953) had the same peritextual features as Gulliver'in 

Yolculuklarz, described and analyzed in 7.2.6. The front cover features a portrait of 

Alice drawn by GUngor KabakylOglu, the title of the book and the name of the 

publisher. The title page features the name of the series, "Children's Classics" 

["<::ocuk KH'tsikleri"], the title of the work, the names of the author and the translator, 

and the name of the publisher. The author's and the translator's names are printed in 

the same type-set, providing them with an equal amount of visibility. The book has a 

number of illustrations, all by KabakYlOglu. 

Like Gulliver'in Yo Ie ulu klarz , Alis Harikalar Ulkesinde has a promotional 

statement on its back cover which foregrounds the status of Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland as a children's classic and also emphasizes the adventure-related 

features of the book: 

\-Vhat happened to Alice in Wonderland is a story that has fascinated children 
all over the world. Have children ever been able to read these incredible dream
like without holding their breath? 

We are now presenting a new translation of this wonderful story by Lewis 
Carroll to our young readers. We would like to remind you once more that only 
world-famous popular, exciting and educational books are included in this 
series and that junk works will never appear among Children's Classics 
(Carroll 1953). 

[Alis'in harikalar lilkesinde ba!?ma gelenler, diinyanm butiL'1 yocuklanm 
buylilemi~ bir hikayedir. Ruya gibi birbirini kovalayan bir suru olmlyacak 
maceraYl okurken hangi yocuk nefesi:li kesecek kadar meraklandlgml 
duymaml~tlr? 

Lewis Carroll'un bu nefis hikayesinin yeni bir tercumesini kuyuk 
okuyuculanmlza sunarken bu seride yalmz butun dunyaca tanmml~ ve sevilmi~, 
hem merakh hem de ogretici kitaplann yer aldlgml, abur cubur eserlerin <::ocuk 
Klasikleri arasma karl~tmlmayacagml bir kere daha hatlrlatmz (Carroll 1953).) 
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The above statement finnly establishes the status of A lis Harikalar Ulkesinde as an 

international children's classic. It further implies that the book is both "exciting and 

educational". Although it introduces the book as a new translation, it does not specifY 

any reasons underyling Varhk's decision to commission a retranslation. I will 

explore whether Erten challenged the validity of the three previous translations 

through her retranslation and introduced an innovatory strategy. 

There is no information in the book about Lewis CaITo I or how Alice's 

Adventures in Wonderland was written and published. Unlike the 1944 and 1946 

retranslations, the publishers or translator of Alis Harikalar Ulkesinde (1953) did not 

set out to describe the background against which the work was written. On the basis 

of the statement on the back cover of the book it can be argued that the publishers 

intended to guide the reception of the novel simply as a children's classic, rather than 

a masterpiece of subversive logic written in witty English. This was probably due to 

the poetics governing canonical children's literature at the time. Reading material for 

children was expected to be both entertaining and edifying. The Committee for 

Youth and Children's Literature ["Gen~lik ve <::ocuk Edebiyatl Enctimeni"] which 

convened during the First Publishing Congress resolved that children's literature 

"had to be both instructive and entertaining and to stimulate the will to learn" ["haz 

vererek tanltlcl, ogrenme istegini arttmcl"] (Birinci Tiirk Ne:jriyat Kongresi 1939: 

81). The claim to "educate while entertaining" was a crucial aspect of the discourse 

formed h"'1 the field of children's literature, as demonstrated by retranslations of 

Gulliver's Travels discussed in the previous section. In my view, this discourse was 

part and parcel of the poetics formed in the field of translated canonical literature 
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which regarded literary works as means of socio-cultural development rather than a 

means of entertainment. 

7.3.4.2 lYlatricial Norms 

There are no omissions or additions in Alis Harikalar (;7.kesinde (1953). Azize Erten 

produced a full translation and without tampering with the textual integrity of Alice's 

Adventures in Wonderland. In that sense, it can be argued that she used a similar 

translation strategy to that adopted by KIsmet Burian in the 1946 retranslation. 

Furthermore, like Burian, Erten tried to recreate Carroll's syntax in Turkish, which 

resulted in the connection of independent sentences with the help of semicolons. 

Azize Erten also translated the poems and lyrics in Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland without any omISSIOns. She tried to render the verse parts in full, 

preserving both the theme and the formal features of the poems. Consider the below 

example: 

Target Text: 39 

N aSIl da ku<;:uk timsah 
Temizler kuyrugunu, 
o altm pullarIY la 
c;aglatlr Nil suyunu ... 

Ne keyifli smtlp 
Pen<;:elerini gerer. 
A<;:ar gtiler agzlm 
Bahklara buy run der! (Carrolll953: 
18) 

Source Text: 
How doth the little crocodile 
Improve his shining tail, 
And pour the waters of the Nile 
On every golden scale! 

How cheerfully he seems to grin, 
How neatly spread his claws, 
And welcome little fishes in 
With gently smiling jaws! (Carroll 1994: 
r) _::> 

39 I have not supplied a back-translation for this excerpt since the target text is a close translation of its 
source. 
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In the above example Erten not only rendered the subject matter of the poem, 

but also tried to create an equivalent poetic effect in Turkish by using meter and 

rhyme. 

7.3.4.3 Treatment of Proper Names and Foreign Cultural Elements 

Azize Erten preserved the original spelling in proper names tt>..roughout the 

translation. This was also her practice in Gulliver'in Yolculuklar, a point which 

illustrates that Varhk Yaymlan, as a company mainly involved in the translation of 

classics and contemporary canonical literature, had adopted another one of the norms 

propagated in the field of canonical literature. 

The same consistency was not observed in the treatment of foreign cultural 

elements. Erten domesticated measuring units, translating "feet" (Carroll 1994: 22) 

as "metre" (Carroll 1953: 15) and "inch" (Carroll 1994: 22) as "santim" (Carroll 

1953: 15). She also domesticated a number of foreign concepts and objects, such as 

"pound" (Carroll 1994: 39) which she translated as "altm lira" ["golden lira"] 

(Carroll 1953: 22), and "brandy" (Carroll 1994: 47) which she translated as "lokman 

ruhu" ["ether"] (Carroll 1944: 40). Furthermore "flamingo" (Carroll 1994: 98) was 

replaced by "telli turna" ["demoiselle crane"] (Carroll 1953: 87) and "gryphon" 

(Carroll 1994: 110) was replaced by "ejderha" (Carroll 1994: 99). On the other hand, 

she preserved "caucus" in its original form (Carroll 1994: 31; Carroll 1953: 24), 

"lory" and "dodo" (Carroll 1994: 30) as "lori" and "dodo" (Carroll 1953: 23) and 

"terrier" (Carroll 1994: 30) as "teriye" (Carroll 1953: 22). This shifting position 

between domestication and foreignization was also common to Burian's translation. 
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As a retranslation Alis Harikalar Olkesinde (1953) challenged some of the 

previous translations by adopting a different approach towards the issue of textual 

integrity. Azize Erten produced a full and direct translation which also followed the 

spelling rules recommended by the Translation Bureau. In that sense, it was different 

from the 1932 and 1944 translations. However, Azize Erten appears to have observed 

the same norms asKlsmet Burian in her translation and imitated the strategies Burian 

used. If she did not oppose any of the strategies employed by Burian and adopted her 

norms fully, what was the reason which triggered Erten's retranslation of Alice's 

Adventures in Wonderland. The answer came from the translator herself, as 

mentioned in Section 7.2.6. Varhk Yaymevi must have aimed at achieving some 

prestige through publishing a new translation of the novel whose canonical status had 

also been endorsed by the Translation Bureau. There could also be commercial 

reasons underyling the retranslation. The publishing house would clearly get its share 

of profit from the public demand for the book and guarantee its sales. 

Erten's translation of Alice's Advenlllres in Wonderland also offers interesting 

insight into the norms governing translations of canonical children~s literature 

published by private companies. As illustrated in Section 7.2.6, Erten's translation of 

Gulliver's Travels, which had also appeared in 1953, was marked by extensive 

omissions. Erten personally admitted that she had to omit several passages from the 

source text mainly due to format requirements (Telephone interview with Azize 

Erten Bergin 18.10.2001). The series of "Children's Classics" was published in the 

pocket format which introduced some constraints in terms of the length of the books 

to be included in this series. Gulliver's Travels, even when the first two chapters 

were published, was too long to be included in the series in full. On the other hand, 

the fact that Alice's Adventures in Wonderland was shorter, which might have 
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enabled a complete translation to be published.4o However, in my view, the decisive 

factor in determining the translation strategies used in both books was the fact that 

Gulliver's Travels was not a children's book. It included a range of ideas and events 

which apparently Azize Erten and/or Ya~ar Nabi NaYlr, the publisher, did not find 

suitable for children. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland was originally written for 

children and included no references that could be considered shocking or immoral 

for children, a fact which removed all barriers before its translation in full. 

7.3.5 Alis Harikalar Diyarmda (1956) (Alice in Wonderland) 

Alis Harikalar Diyannda (1956t1 was translated by Nurettin Ardly42 and published 

by Rafet Zaimler Yaymevi43 within its "Series of Selected Children's Novels from 

World Literature" ["Dlinya Edebiyatmdan Seyme <;ocuk Romanlarl Serisi"]. The 

title page indicates that the novel was translated from French. 

7.3.5.1 Peritextual Elements 

Alis Harikalar Diyarznda (1956) has an illustrated front cover showing Alice with 

the various characters in the story. The cover also includes the title of the book, the 

name of the publisher and the name of the translator. The author is not indicated on 

40 Gulliver'in Yolculuklarl was 128 pages long, while the fIrst two chapters of Gulliver's Travels, in 
its 1994 Penguin edition, are 161 pages. Alis Harikalar 07kesinde (1953) is 136 pages long, while 
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, in its 1994 Penguin edition, is 149 pages. 
41 The book was reprinted by Rafet Zaimler in 1965. 
42 Nurettin Ard19 also translated Cadi Kadmm KZZI (The Witch's Daughter) published by Rafet 
Zaimler in 1956. He is also the author of four books on the history and politics of Southeastern 
Turkey, published between 1937 and 1966. 
43 Rafet Zaimler was set up in 1947 and published translated and indigenous fIction with special focus 
on children's literature until 1966. Between 1966 and 1970, it published foreign language teaching 
books. 
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the cover, which grants an unusual amount of visibility to the translator. The author's 

name is printed on the title page, which renders the author more visible than: the 

translator, both in tenns of its position on top of the page and its larger type-set. The 

title page identifies Nurettin Ardl<; as "translator from French" ("FranslZcadan 

<;eviren"). This may be taken as a fonn of resistance to one of the major nonns 

propagated by the Translation Bureau concerning the directness of translations. 

Nevertheless, it can also be argued that the publishers attached importance to the 

source text used in the translation and felt it was ethical to specify that the novel was 

not a direct translation. 

The back cover of A lis Harikalar Diyarznda (1956) included an advertisement 

for other books published within the same series. The list consisting of 26 works 

included such translated children's classics as Pollyanna, Peter Pan, Little Women 

and Little lvfen and Turkish children's books such as C;alz~kan C;ocuklar (Industrious 

Children), Pamuk Sultan and Nasrettin Hoca. 

There were large anonymous illustrations printed inside the book, some of 

which illustrations occupied hvo full pages. 

The perite:'dual features of A lis Harikalar Diyannda (1953) serves to position 

the work as a "selected children's novel". However, there is no information in the 

book about the author or the importance of the book for English and international 

children's literature. 

7.3.5.2 Matricial Norms 

Nurettin Ardl<; did not make systematic omissions in the translation. However, since 

Alice Harikalar Diyannda (1956) is a mediated translation, it is not clear whether the 
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omissions and the additions were made by ArdIS: himself or the intermediary French 

translator. 

The target text appears to be a nearly full translation of Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland. This is the impression gained after a close reading of the target text 

which reveals that ArdIS: translated many puns and even the verse parts in the' source 

text in full. However a comparison of the target and source texts helps identify two 

larger omissions in the Turkish target text, each consisting of several sentences 

(Carroll 1956: 20,41). The first omission consists of an allusion to Latin expressed 

by Alice who is trying to think of the right way to address a mouse (Carroll 1956: 20; 

Carroll 1994: 28). The second omission consists of a paragraph where Alice is 

running an errand for the White Rabbit and imagines how strange it \vould be to take 

orders from her cat Dinah (Carroll 1956: 34; Carroll 1994: 41). There does not seem 

to be an apparent reason for these omissions. The second omission contains no puns 

or untranslatable references, whereas the first one includes a reference to Latin, a 

language which would be utterly foreign to the Turkish readership. On the other 

hand, all of Carroll's puns were translated into Turkish, mainly in the form of 

paraphrases. Rather than omitting those puns, ArdlS: made additions to the target text 

in order to be able to explain them. The puns based on the homonyms "tale/tail" 

(Carroll 1994: 37) and "axis/axes" (Carroll 1994: 71) were translated and explained 

with footnotes (Carroll 1956: 28, 58). Ardw also translated the pun based on the 

word "tortoise" by replacing it with "Tiran" ["tyrant"] and modifying the joke behind 

the pun (Carroll 1956: 99; Carroll 1994: 113). Furthermore, the pun based on the 

characters March Hare and Hatter was translatt:d with a small introductory note 

(Carroll 1956: 65; Carroll 1994: 80). Below is ArdW's translation of the "axis/axes" 

pun: 
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Target Text: 
Alis bilgisini gastermek iyin flrsat bulduguna memnun: 
"Bunun hiybir faydasl olamaz! dedi, gece-giindiiz bamba!}ka tiirlu meydana 
gelir. Bilirsiniz ki diinya kendi mihveri etrafrnda yirmi dart saatte dener." 
Dii~es: "Baltadan bahsediyor, (1) dedi, kafasl kesilsin!" 

(1) ingilizce balta kelimesile mihver kelimelerinin seyleni~leri ve manalan 
birbirine kan~tmhyor (Carroll 1956: 58). 

[Target Text in Back-translation: 
Alice was happy to get an opportunity of showing off her knowledge:: 
"This would be no use! she said, the night and the day would be formed in a 
completely different way. You know that the earth takes twenty-four hours to 
tum round on its axis." 
The Ducess said: "She is talking about axes, (1), chop off her head!" 

(1) The English words "axe" and "axis" are confused with each other in terms 
of their meanings and pronunciation (Carroll 1956: 58).] 

Source Text: 
'Wnich would not be an advantage,' said Alice, who felt very glad to get an 
opportunity of showing offa little of her kno\vledge. 'Just think of what work it 
would make with the day and night! You see the earth takes twenty-four hours 
to tum round on its axis-' 
'Talking of axes,' said the Duchess, 'chop off her head!' (Carroll 1994: 71). 

The additions indicate that the translator showed a general tendency to render 

Carroll's text as fully as possible into Turkish .. .-\IdlY' s decision to paraphrase the 

puns in a way which largely interfered with the fluency of the target text points at his 

wish to translate the content of the novel fully into Turkish, which he did at the 

expense of Carroll's witty style. 
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7.3.5.3 Treatment of Proper Names and Foreign Cultural Elements 

Nurettin Ard19 has not followed a uniform strategy in his treatment of proper names. 

He used Turkish spelling for Alice as "Alis" and "Shakespeare" (Carroll 1994: 34) as 

"Sekspir" (Carroll 1956: 27). The influence of French is visible in his treatment of 

some of the names: like Ahmet Cevat, Ardly translated "William the Conqueror" 

(Carroll 1994: 28) as "Fatih Giyom" ("Guillaume the Conqueror") (Carroll 1956: 

20), transcribing the French pronunciation. Likewise, "Mary Ann" (Carroll 1994: 40) 

was spelled as "Marie-Ann" (Carroll 1956: 32), "earl of Mercia" (Carroll 1994: 32) 

became "Comte de Mercie" (Carroll 1956: 24). On the other hand, Ardly preserved 

"Bill" (Carroll 1956: 33; Carroll 1994: 40) and "Dinah" (Carroll 1956: 5; Carroll 

1994: 14) in their original spelling. 

Ard19 domesticated measuring units such as mile, inch and feet and translated 

them respectively as "kilometre" (p. 4), "santim" ["centimeter"] (p. 7) and "metre" 

(p. 13). He also domesticated the names of animals which would be unfamiliar to the 

Turkish readership and replaced them with the names of better known animals. Thus 

"pelikan" and "karatavuk" (Carroll 1956: 22) replaced "dodo" and "lory" (Carroll 

1994: 31), "bahk911 ku~u" ["heron"] (Carroll 1956: 86) replaced "flamingo" (Carroll 

1994: 98), and "akbaba" ["vulture"] (Carroll 1956: 96) replaced "gryphon" (Carroll 

1956: 110). Furthermore "caucus" (Carroll 1994: 31), which had been preserved by 

some of the previous translations, was paraphrased as "halka halinde ko~u" ["race in 

a ring"] (Carroll 1956: 23) and "quadrille" was simply translated as "dans" ["dance"] 

(Carroll 1956: 1 03). Nevertheless, a number of foreign terms were preserved in the 

target text such as "brandy" (Carroll 1956: 39; Carroll 1994: 47), which was 

explained with a footnote, and "croquet" (Carroll 1956: 54; Carroll 1994: 66). 
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The above description of ArdW's translation reveals that he did not use a 

translation strategy which was radically different than other translators before him. It 

Cannot be suggested that he attempted to challenge the previous translations on any 

grounds. The decision of the publishers to commission a retranslation of Alice's 

Adventures in Wonderland appears to originate from a desire to include this famous 

children's classic within their series of children's literature and thus enjoy the 

prestige and commercial success it was likely to bring. 

7.3.6 Alice Harikalar Diyarmda (1960) (Alice in \Vonderland) 

Alice Harikalar Diyannda (l960t.\ was translated by Leyla Soyda~ and Bilge 

Atasagun.\5 and published by Iyigun Yaymlan 46 in 1960. It is not clear whether they 

worked on the whole translation together or alternatively, divided the book into two. 

There is no information in the book about the source language used for the 

translation. 

7.3.6.1 Peritextual Elements 

Alice Harikalar Diyannda (1960) had the same front cover design as the previous 

translations except Burian's. The cover featured a large illustration showing Alice 

with her cat Dinah. The title of the novel is printed at the top of the cover and the 

names of the translators and the author are printed on the title page. The title page 

also features the title of the book which offer!'; two alternative spellings of Alice: 

44 This translation was reprinted three times by iyiglin Yaymlan in 1964, 1965 and 1971. 
45 According to the National Library records. Alice Harikalar Diyannda is the only translation 
produced by b~th Soyda.~ ~nd Atasagun. . ~ 
46 For infonnatlOn on IYlgun Yaymlan see SectIon 1.2.6. 
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"Alice" followed by its Turkish phonetic transcription "Alis" in brackets .. In the text 

itself "Alis" is used. 

The back cover features an advertisement for other books published by iyigu.n. 

There were fourteen advertised in a list which included children's books such as 

Robinson Crusoe, Tom Sawyer, and Heidi. The last page of the book includes an 

advertisement for Giiliverin l\tiaceralarl, which was analyzed in 7.2.6. 

The peri textual elements of the book do not attempt to position Alice Harikalar 

Diyarznda (1960) as a children's classic. There is no series' title, preface or 

promotional statement which indicates any effort on the part of the publishers to 

present the novel as a canonical work for children. It may be assumed that the five 

translations which had preceded this translation had already established the status of 

Alice as a well-known children's classic and that the publishers felt no need to 

remind their target audience. 

7.3.6.2 Matricial Norms 

Soyda~ and Atasagun omitted large parts of the source text during their translation. 

This is also evident from the formal features of the book: while Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland is 149 pages, Alis Harikalar Diyannda (1960) consists of 90 pages 

printed in large font. The target text is marked by various omissions which include 

poems and lyrics (Carroll 1960: 14, 24, 36, 45, 77) and some of the puns in the 

source text. For instance the puns based on the homonyms "axis/axes" (Carroll 1960: 

45; Carroll 1994: 71) and "tortoise/taught us" (Carroll 1960: 71; Carroll 1994: 113) 

were omitted. Furthermore, the translators summarized certain parts of the source 
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text and shortened the work considerably. The passage below provides an example of 

their summarizing strategy: 

Target Text: 
Alis: 
-Evdekiler beni ne cesur bulacaklar. Ama ben onlara eVlll tepesinden bile 
di.i~sem soylemem diye di.i~i.indli (Carroll 1960: 6). 

[Target Text in Back-translation into English: 
Alice thought: 
-How brave they will all think me at home. I wouldn't tell them even if I fell 
off the top of the house (Carroll 1960: 6).] 

Source Text: 
'Well!', thought Alice to herself, 'after such a fall as this, I shall think nothing 
of tumbling down stairs! How brave they'll all think me at home! Why, I 
wouldn't say anything about it, even if I fell off the top of the house!' (Which 
was very likely true.) (Carroll 1994: 13) 

The reasons for these omissions are not" easy to identify. One possible reason is 

format requirements. Iyigun's Giiliverin jl;[aceralan was 101 pages long, which 

points at a possible strategy adopted by the publishers in terms of the size of their 

books. The omission of verse parts and puns can be explained by problems entailed 

in their translation, which \vould require the translators to develop specific strategies 

demanding time, effort and skill. One final possibility could be the use of a 

mediating source text in French which had already made those omissions, instead of 

Carroll's original English. The treatment of foreign names offers some clues about 

the directness of the translation, hence about the last possibility. In any case, a 

mixture of all three possibilities might have played a role in shaping the omissions in 

ArdIS:' s translation. 
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7.3.6.3 Treatment of Proper Names and Foreign Cultural Elements 

Soyda~ and Atasagun have adopted a mixed strategy in their treatment of proper 

names. "Alice" was spelled in its original form on the title page once. and then 

transcribed as "Alis" according to Turkish phonetics in the rest of the oook. «Mary 

Ann" (Carroll 1960: 27; Carroll 1994: 40) and "Cheshire" (Carroll 1960: 44; Carroll 

1994: 70) were retained in their original spelling. On the other hand, "William" 

(Carroll 1994: 28) was translated as "Giyon" (Carroll 1960: 35), and "the earls of 

Mercia and Northumbria" (Carroll 1994: 32) was translated as "Kontes de Mercie ve 

Northumbrie" (Carroll 1960: 21). The translation of "dodo" as "pelikan" and 

"Tortoise" as "Tiran", which were also encountered in Ard19' s target text, a 

translation from French, further hints at the status of Alis Harikalar Diyarmda (1960) 

as a mediated translation. 

The translators domesticated some foreign terms while translating them. These 

include "caucus" (Carroll 1994: 31), translated as "toplantl" ["meeting"] (Carroll 

1960: 20), "lory" (Carroll 1994: 31), translated as '·papagan" ["parro!"] (Carroll 

1960: 22) and "flamingo" (Carroll 1994: 98), translated as "uzun bacakh bir ku~" ["a 

long-legged bird"] (Carroll 1960: 63). However, they also used a number of 

foreignisms in the target text, such as "gryphon" (Carroll 1960: 69; Carroll 1994: 

110) and "kriket" ["cricket"] (Carroll 1960: 41), which they used to translate 

"croquet" (Carroll 1994: 66). Furthermore, the French phrase "OU est rna chatte?" 

(Carroll 1960: 16; Carroll 1994: 28) was retained in French and no explanation in 

Turkish was offered about its meaning. 
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7.3.7 Siting Translations of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 

The descriptive analysis of the six translations of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 

published in Turkish in 1932-1960 complements, verifies and challenges some of the 

conclusions offered by the analysis of the translations of Gulliver'5 Travels carried 

out in 7.2. 

The strategies followed in both translations (of Gulliver's Travels and Alice's , 

Adventures in Wonderland) by the Translation Bureau are similar. Burian's and 

Sahinba!?' s translations display the same features in terms of a number of norms 

which were upheld by the Translation Bureau. To begin with, both Alice Harikalar 

Ulkesinde and Gulliver 'in Seyahatleri are direct translations from English. Secondly, 

both Burian and Sahinba~ observed the norm of fullness and did not interfere with 

the integrity of the source text. Moreover, they tried to preserve the style of the 

source authors by following their syntax. Their treatment of proper names was 

identical, and very much in line with the norm adopted and propagated by the 

Translation Bureau. Both translators failed to follow a consistent approach in their 

treatment of foreign cultural elements and switched back and forth between 

domesticating them and preserving them in their original, foreign forms. This makes 

it impossible to assess their translations as "acceptable" or "adequate", which are two 

problematic terms to which I will return in the next section. 

The translations of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland published by private 

publishers challenge some of the findings discussed in the previous section. Unlike 

translations of Gulliver's Travels published by private publishers, not all translations 

of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by private publishers were characterized by 

heavy omissions. Unlike the 1932, 1944 and 1960 translations, the 1953 translation 
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by Azize Erten and the 1956 translation by Nurettin ArdW do not disp-Iay s-ystematic 

omissions. This reveals that the nonn of fullness was adopted by some puhlishing 

houses. In my previous discussion, I connected the underlying factor bebind Etten's 

full translation with the size of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, which made it 

compatible with the fonnat requirements of the publishers and with the' fact that 

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland was written as a children's book unlike Gulliver's 

Travels which had to be edited into one. Therefore, in my view, fullness in 

translation was observed when the resulting target text did not violate fonnat 

requirements and when it served its proposed function vis-a-vis the habitus of the 

target audience. 

One should not be misled into thinking that there was a sharp demarcation 

between the Translation Bureau and all private publishers in terms of their concepts 

and norms of translation. There might have been a range of reasons behind the 

adoption of the norms propagated at the centre of the literary polysytem by some 

private publishers. Political and personal reasons are not to be neglected. For 

instance, Ya~ar Nabi NaYlr, who was the founder and chief editor ofVarhk Yaymlan 

also translated for the Translation Bureau47 and closely contributed to the planning of 

-17 Ya~ar Nabi NaYlr translated 18 books mainly from French literature for the Bureau between 1943-
1951. Below is a list of these translations: Alfred de Musset, Contes (Hikdyeler - 1943); Franc;:ois Duc 
de La Rochefoucault, Maximes (Ozdeyi:jler - 1943); Alfred de ~1usset, Carmosine Louison (1944); 
Alfred de Musset, Bettine. On ne saurait penser a tout. (Bettine. Ummadlk Ta.y Ba:j Yarar - 1944); 
Alfred de Musset, La Confession d'un Enfant du Sii~cle (Bir Zamane C;ocugunun ltiraflarz - 1944); 
Honore de Balzac Le Colonel Chabert (Albay Chabert - 1944); Prosper Merimee, Colomba 
(Colomba - 1944); Prosper Merimee, Les Ames de Purgatoire - La Venus d'Ille (Araftaki Ruhlar. flle 
Veniisii - 1944); Prosper Merimee, Carmen (Karmen - 1945); Prosper Merimee, Contes (Hikdyeler-
1945); Maurice Maeterlinck, Ariane et Barbe-Bleue (Ariane 'la Mavi Sakal- 1945); Moliere, L 'avare 
(Cimri - 1945); Dostoevsky, Slaboe Serce. Velka i Svadba (Iradesi:: Adam. Noel Agacl ve Dugun -
with Erol Guney, 1946); Moliere, Les FdchelLr: (Miinasebctsizler - 1946); Voltaire, Zadig et Autres 
Contes (Zadig ve Ba:jka Hikdyeler - 1946); Franyois Rene de Chateaubriand, Memoirs d 'Outretombe: 
Napoleon (J'v[ezar Otesinden Hdtlralar. Napoleon - 1946); Honore de Balzac, Une Tenebreuse Affaire 
(Esrarh Bir Vaka -1949); Honore de Balzac, Illusions Perdues (Sonmu:j Hayaller - Volume 1, 1949; 

Volume II, 1951). 
Navlr's close connection with the Translation Bureau in the 1940s is even more interesting 

when we c~nsider that he launched Varhk, his own publishing house in 1948, as mentioned in Chapter 
4, Section 4.4.2. His involvement with the classics published by the .Ylinistry of Education even after 
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culture not only through his translations and publishing house, but also his literary 

magazine Varlzk, still published today. It is difficult to suggest that Nayrr, as a 

publisher, was completely consistent in terms of his conformity to the norms 

propagated by the Translation Bureau. In his work as a publisher, he sometimes 

required translators to make omissions, as in the case of Gulliver 'in Yolculuklan, or 

allowed for the observance of the fullness norm as in the case of Alice's Adventures 

in Wonderland. However, his attention to the treatment of proper names and the 

norm of directness in translation indicates that he largely conformed to the norms 

propagated by the Translation Bureau. 

It is impossible to maintain that all publishers followed the same norms as 

Varhk. The 1932, 1944 and 1960 translations heavily tampered with the textual 

integrity of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. Furthermore, the 1956 and 1960 

translations were done via French, which meant that yet another one of Translation 

Bureau's norms was ignored. The Bureau's norm about the treatment of proper 

names was also ignored. Among the translations of Alice's Ad"'entures in 

Wonderland published by private companies, only Erten's remained loyal to original 

English spelling. The rest of the translations adopted an inconsistent approach, 

blending English or French orthography with Turkish phonetic transcriptions. 

The translations of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by private publishers 

clearly distinguished themselves from the translations explored in Chapter 6. Most of 

them foregrounded the canonical status of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland as well 

as its educational function. Furthermore, the publishers all carefully emphasized the 

he started translatincr for VarlIk offers evidence for Vedat Glinyol's claim that translating for the 
Translation Bureau "'was an "honour and a great prestige" for translators (Imervie\v with Vedat 

Giinyol,30.10.2001). 
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status of their books as translation, offering the full name of the source author (in one 

instance combined with a biography) and presenting the translator with attributes 

(e.g. "translator") that did not lead to any ambi2Jlities reoardino their status as the 
::> ::>::> 

translator of the book. 

In terms of the status of the translations of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland as 

retranslations, it is not always possible to suggest that the translators had the 

objective of challenging the validity of the translations which preceded theirs, or that 

they disagreed with the norms observed in these translations. The 1944 and the 1946 

translations did challenge the validity of the translations which preceded them, since 

the target texts of their predecessors were marked by omissions. Hmvever, the same 

can.."'1ot be suggested for the 1953, 1956 and 1960 translations. Burian's translation 

published by the Ministry of Education was a full translation. Furthermore, unlike 

Sahinba~' s Gulliver 'in Seyahatleri, its language and style, as well as its illustrations 

and type-set, made it accessible for children. Therefore, subsequent translations 

could not have challenged its status as a children's book. The most plausible 

explanation for the decision by publishers to retranslate Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland appears to be the book's proven canonicity and the prestige and 

earnings the publishers hoped to gain by producing a new translation. as suggested 

by Azize Erten Bergin (Telephone interview, IS.10.2001). 

The description and analysis of various translations of Gulliver's Travels and Alice's 

Adventures in Wonderland offered in this chapter, and of the works of the three 

writer-translators I explored in Chapter 6, provide a background against which I can 
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discuss some of the arguments I formulated in Chapter 1. In Chapter 1, I criticized 

some of the contemporary research carried out on republican translation history, on 

the basis of three observations: their readiness to reduce translation history to a 

history of the Translation Bureau, their assessment of translation strategies within a 

polarized dichotomy and their failure to support their arguments with descriptive 

findings. Two case studies offered in Chapters 6 and 7 aimed to offer 

empirical/descriptive data to the reader so as to overcome the methodological 

problems and deficiencies caused by their absence in previous research. Case Study 

II focused on the translations published by both the Translation Bureau and private 

companies. Thus, it aimed to offer a balanced representation of translation activity 

during the period under study. 

The case studies have revealed that certain translational phenomena existing in 

early republican Turkey escape a strict categorization in terms of the criteria of 

"adequacy" and "acceptability". First and foremost, peritextual elements, which are 

the first points of contact with a translated text, could not be analyzed within the 

dichotomies of "acceptability" and "adequacy". 'vVhat does "adequacy" mean in the 

case of a book cover? Is it the cover's adoption of the features present in the cover of 

the source text? How are we to judge what makes the cover "acceptable"? Is it its 

resemblance to the covers of translations or books by Turkish authors, or 

alternatively, its compatibility with its intended function? 

Furthermore, the description of borderline phenomena, such as pseudo- and 

concealed translations could not be carried out through a polarized approach. Two 

pseudotranslations, Hindistan Ormanlarznda and Ecel Saati analyzed in Chapter 6, 

could hardly be explored by using the binary opposition of "acceptability" versus 

"adequacy" since there were no source texts against \ .... hich the "adequacy" of the 
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pseudotranslations could be assessed. The example of Kazzklz Voyvoda as a 

concealed translation also demonstrates the problems that may originate from a 

polarized approach. In Kazzklz Voyvoda, Ali RIza Seyfi, who embedded Dracula 

within a domesticated universe, thus rendering many elements (such as names and 

religious and cultural elements) "acceptable" to the Turkish audience nevertheless 

used the western vampire myth as the core of his narrative construct. This was an 

"adequate" aspect of his translation. However, the concept of vampirism was so 

foreign to the Turkish readership that in his translation of Dracula, Selfuni Mfulir 

Yurdatap felt the need to rephrase it as "blood drinking". This duality, i.e. the 

combination of an extreme domestication strategy with foreignism, inevitably places 

Ali Rlza Seyfi's translation on a continuum between the poles of "adequacy" and 

"acceptability". Likewise, the analysis of the translations of Gulli .... er's Travels and 

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland illustrated the ineffectiveness of the dichotomized 

relationship constructed between "adequate" versus "acceptable". Although they 

appeared as the most "adequate" of all translations in terms of fullness, preservation 

of syntactic elements and proper names, the translations by the Translation Bureau 

contained cases of domestication on the lexical level thus hinting at the adoption of 

"acceptability" as an "initial" norm. These examples illustrate that even when 

"acceptability" and "adequacy" are used as explanatory tools to uncover norms 

observed by translators, they should not be used as binary opposites. 

Gideon Toury himself has foreseen cases where descriptive results would 

indicate the lack of a strict adherence to either "adequacy" or "acceptability" and has 

suaaested that "even ifno clear macro-level ter.dency can be shown, any micro-level 
bb 

decision can still be accounted for in terms of adequacy vs. acceptability. On the 

other hand, in cases where an overall choice has been made, it is not necessary that 
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every single lower-level decision be made in full accord with it. We are stilI talking 

regularities, then, but not necessarily of any absolute type. It is unrealistic to expect 

absolute regularities anyway in any behavioral domain" (1995: 57). 

However, I would like to argue that even if "adequacy" and "acceptability" are 

retained as flexible and explanatory tools rather than two oppositional poles followed 

by translators, they fall short of shedding light on understanding the whole process of 

the production and the reception of translations. The term "acceptable" appears 

particularly problematic. Toury defines "acceptability" as "subscription to norms 

originating in the target culture" (1995: 57). Yet the size and the identity of the target 

group that will define a translation's acceptability may vary greatly. National or 

regional borders do not always correspond with the boundaries of individual target 

groups. I have been arguing throughout this thesis that there were at least two 

different poetics and cultural habituses which guided the production, marketing and 

reception of translated literature in Turkey in 1923-1960. The gap between the 

poetics of canonical and popular literature, as well as the gap bet\yeen the literary 

habituses encompassing these poetics, made the attribute "acceptable" an inadequate 

term in describing a translation. Therefore claiming that a translation is "acceptable" 

will automatically bring up the question "acceptable according to whom and to 

which criteria?" While the Translation Bureau's translation of Gulliver's Travels 

was perfectly "acceptable" to the educated urban adult, it was clearly less so for a 

child in primary education. Likewise, while the diffuse line between translation and 

indigenous writing encountered in the field of popular literature was "unacceptable" 

to a reader of canonical literature, it was clearly acceptable to the specific readership 

targeted by popular literature. 
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Rather than judging translation strategies on the basis of an ambiguous~ yet 

polarized approach, my case studies aimed to weave a network within which such 

strategies were chosen and functioned. The case studies set out to chart the various 

contexts and political and poetological orientations giving shape to translation 

strategies. Instead of compartmentalizing those strategies, I argue for the need to 

liberate them from the discursive "boxes", labeled "acceptable versus adequate'~, 

"free versus literal", or "domesticated versus foreignized". My ultimate goal is to be 

able to show that translation strategies are not developed in isolation according to 

some arbitrary initial decision to render a text close to its source, or alternatively, 

close to its recipient culture. As Maria Tymoczko suggests, "fuzzy logic rules" 

strategic decisions taken by translators (1999: 140). 

The case studies reveal that at least some translators who worked in the Turkish 

literary polysystem in the 1920s-1950s did not have uniform concepts of translation. 

Some of the norms they observed were self-imposed, and governed by political or 

poetological factors they had incorporated into their habituses, such as Ali RIza 

Seyfi's and Kemal Tahir's decision to insert political statements in their works, or 

SeHimi Mtinir's and Kemal Tahir's readiness to import and appropriate foreign 

characters. These writer-translators clearly showed a passive resistance or remained 

indifferent to the discourse formulated in the centre of the literary polysystem about 

the expected functions and norms of translation. On the other hand, some decisions 

by translators were dictated by external factors, such as the need to comply with the 

requirements of the private market in terms of the gemes they translated or the speed 

with which they translated. On the other hand, market requirements were a part of 

the poetics within which these translators operated. Therefore it would not be right to 

suggest that they were forced to work against their translatorial habituses. 
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In my view, the decision to produce fictitious and concealed translations was 

not only governed by a commercial drive, but also by an implicit or explicit wish to 

resist translational norms upheld in the centre of the literary polysystem. The 

decision to omit elements in a source text could originate from format requirements 

or the need to translate fast to increase earnings. At the same time political and 

poetological concerns also played a role, as in the case of the omissions made in 

order to purge Gulliver's Travels of material not deemed suitable for children. 

Clearly, not all translation decisions can be interpreted as acts of planning or signs of 

resistance. Nevertheless, we should not be mislead into thinking that they were all 

arbitrary or commercial choices. 

Throughout Chapters 6 and 7, I focused not only on regularities of behaviour, 

which form the basis of translational norms (Toury 1995: 55), but also on 

irregularities. My findings showed that not all translators and publishers had the 

same approach towards the question of authorial provenance and the primacy of the 

source text in translation. In fact, they revealed that translators and publishers held 

divergent concepts of translation. Furthermore, some inconsistencies encountered in 

the translations explored Chapter 7 also pointed at the resistance, or reluctance, of 

some translators and publishers to comply with norms endorsed at the centre of the 

system of translated literature. Translational norms, even when they are clearly 

articulated and accepted by the majority, may take decades to establish themselves. 

The 1940s and the 1950s constitute a transitory period tor the Turkish system of 

translated literature from a number of points. The emphasis on the source text and 

source author introduced and maintained in th(;; field of canonical literature, the need 

to have direct translations, and the preservation of proper names in their original 

spelling were three norms propagated by the Translation Bureau, which appeared to 
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have been accepted when they were first proposed in the early 19408. At least there 

was no clearly formulated objection, and hence, any active resistance against them. 

However the field of popular literature, as well as the practices of some private 

publishers remained indifferent to these norms throughout the 1940s and 1950s, 

indicating that it would take longer than two decades until all resistance died out, or 

rather, until the process of habituation was complete. 

7.5 Summary 

Chapter 7 offered a descriptive analysis of the translations of Gulliver's Travels and 

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland into Turkish published in 1923-1960. The 

translations were analyzed in terms of their peritextual features, matricial norms, 

treatment of proper names and foreign culture-specific elements. The chapter 

mapped out the converging and diverging properties of the translations published by 

the Ministry of Education and private publishers. It further delved into the status of 

these translations as retranslations and searched for possible reasons for the decision 

to retranslate both works. The chapter ended with a discussion of the applicability of 

a polarized view ofthe "acceptability" and "adequacy" norms in a descriptive study_ 
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Conclusion 

The aim of the present study was to explore and discover the politics and poetics of 

translation in early republican Turkey, which was carried out on two levels. On the 

broad level, I investigated the implications of the political transformation 

experienced in Turkey after the proclamation of the Republic for the cultural and 

literary fields, including the field of translated literature. On a more specific level, I 

held translation under special focus, challenged views that had sole emphasis on the 

activities of the Translation Bureau at the expense of other publishers and set out to 

reveal the complex and diversified nature of the system of translated literature. 

My study of the different dimensions of the systems of politics, culture, 

education, literature and translation showed that the fields of politics and poetics are 

in fact inseparable. The notions of culture planning and habitus, which formed the 

major pillars of my theoretical framework, helped me to reveal the bond between the 

politics and poetics of translation and placed translation within a wide ideological 

and poetological context. 

In this final part of the thesis I will offer a summary of the findings of my 

research and present a series of conclusions I have reached. The findings will make it 

clear that the motives behind the planning, production and reception of translations in 

early republican Turkey did not only consist of political factors or poetological 

concerns, but were a combination of both. In the second part of the Conclusion, I will 

discuss the implications of this closely-knit relationship between politics and poetics 

for several concepts which have recently gained a pivotal position within Descriptive 

Translation Studies: "centre/periphery" opposition, "translation planning", 

"readership" and "the translator's habitus". 
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Findings of the Study 

I followed a pyramidal model in the shaping of the thesis, starting with the general 

context and going deeper into translation-related phenomena, finally concluding the 

study with case studies of specific translators and translated texts. This method has 

been useful in the constant grounding of findings in the political and cultural context. 

I started the thesis with a survey of current literature on Turkish repUblican 

translation history and the presentation of the theoretical and methodological 

framework in Chapter 1. In Section 1.1, I surveyed contemporary research on 

Turkish translation history and revealed that such research tended to focus on the 

activities of the Translation Bureau, with special emphasis on the 1940-1946 period 

and seemed to reduce republican translation history in Turkey to a history of the 

Translation Bureau. An initial survey of the literature market in 1938-1948 offered in 

Section 1.1A, illustrated that there was much more to be explored in the field of 

translated literature during this time and that the translations commissioned by the 

Translation Bureau and published by the Ministry of Education constituted only 9 

per cent of the total number of novels and short stories translated from English and 

American literatures. These findings required the inclusion of the translations 

published by private publishers, the translators who worked outside of the 

Translation Bureau and the different groups of readers who consumed translated 

literature into the framework of the study. This led to the formulation of a series of 

questions such as: Who were the producers and readers of the books published in 

high numbers and great variety, written or translated by people whose names have 

been omitted from the pages of literary surveys, histories and dictionaries? What did 
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the people, whose cultural capital was limited in tenns of formal schooling and 

literacy skills, read? What defined the conditions of productio~ marketing and 

reception of their reading material? As I delved further into the field of translated 

literature, these questions became more specific and detailed, covering such issues as 

the reasons for the decision to publish translations instead of indigenous books, 

selection of works for translation, the professional and literary status of translators, 

translation strategies employed in different types and genres of works, marketing 

strategies used by publishers, and the preferences of readers in tenns of genres and 

translation strategies. I carne to the conclusion that since such questions had never 

surfaced in Turkish translation studies, there was clearly a gap that needed to be 

filled, or at least bridged, between contemporary impressions of translation activity 

in early republican Turkey and the actual dynamics of the field as they unfold even 

through a preliminary survey. 

My survey of contemporary historical research on translation activity in early 

republican Turkey revealed that there was also a significant infonnation gap about 

the activities of the Translation Bureau, \vhich had been held under special focus by 

various researchers. The products, the working conditions and the marketing network 

of the Bureau had not been comprehensively analyzed. Funhennore, the activities of 

the Bureau had not been properly contextualized. The few studies on the political 

aspects of the Bureau had remained cursory, neglecting its interaction with other 

republican institutions. Furthennore, conclusions about the translational nonns 

observed by the Bureau had been based on secondary material, rather than a study of 

the translations themselves. In short, research done on the Translation Bureau also 

needed to be complemented. 
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In Chapter 2, I provided the general political and socio-cultural context against 

which translation, as activity and product, can be studied. I offered a general 

background of the republican refonns which I analyzed from a "culture planning" 

perspective. The concept of culture planning enabled a perspective of the Translation 

Bureau as part of the general westernization and modernization efforts of the 

republican regime and offered evidence as to how translation can be used as a tool of 

culture planning. In Sections 2.1 and 2.2, I linked the emergence of the Translation 

Bureau with the general importance attached to language, literature and reading as 

instruments of nation-building. Translation appeared as part and parcel of the 

republican education project, which aimed to transfonn the socio-cultural 

dispositions of the people, a phenomenon I explored by means of the concepts of 

"habitus", and "habituation". Section 2.1.4 focused on the emphasis placed on 

translation by state officials and intellectuals within the framework of the 

sophisticated cultural and educational network fonned by the Republican People's 

Party. This network included the Translation Bureau, the schools, the People's 

Houses, the Village Institutes and the state radio. The multi-party era, and the 

ensuing changes in the production, policy and repertoire of the Translation Bureau, 

were examined in Section 2.2 from a culture planning perspective as the westernist-

humanist paradigm gave way to a new fonn of nationalism while the fhnction of 

translation as a tool for nation-building declined. 

In Chapter 3, I studied extratextual discourse on translation, mainly based on 

the utterances of translators, publishers, critics and statesmen who offered their 

various, and often conflicting, views on translation in their speeches, interviews, 

articles and books. The majority of these agents operated within the field of 

canonical literature and wrote in such literary journals as Resimli Ay, U/kil, Terciime, 
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Varlzk, jnsan, Yeni Adam and Ufuklar. Translators, writers or publishers who were 

involved in the production of non-canonical literature remained largely absent from 

the extratextual discourse and did not offer their views on the functions or definitions 

of translation. Therefore, the analysis of the extratextual discourse mainly offered 

information on the field of canonical translated literature, while the discovery of the 

field of non-canonical translations had to be carried out through a study of 

bibliographical lists and translated texts. 

In Section 3.1.2, I explored the extratextual discourse on translation which 

regarded translation as a tool for the formation of a western-inspired literary canon in 

Turkey. The findings of the Section 3.1.2.1 revealed that this canon remained mainly 

discursive before the setting up of the Translation Bureau. Writers and statesmen 

complained about a lack of reading material appropriate for the citizens of the young 

republic. Although publishers such as Rernzi and Vakit launched series of translated 

canonical literature during the 1930s, translation of western classics was deemed to 

be insufficient and arbitrary. Calls were extended for the setting up of a state-

sponsored institution for carrying out translations from western literatures into 

Turkish. These ideas culminated in the setting up of the Translation Bureau 

following the First National Publishing Congress held in Ylay 1939. Apart from the 

role of translation in literary canon making, the functions ascribed to translation 

before and during the operation of the Translation Bureau consisted of raising the 

educational, cultural and linguistic level of the nation and creating a humanist basis 

for intellectual development. After the Bureau started to function, and the discursive 

canon turned into an actual set of translated \vorks, the discourse on translation 

assumed a positive tone, and writers began to emphasize the beneficial effects of 

translations observed in the new generation of'NTiters and publishers. 
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The critical analysis of extratextual discourse on translation has further 

illustrated that the state emerged as a patron of translated canonical literature after 

1939. The framework of this patronage status was laid out by the intellectuals who 

called for state involvement in translation throughout the 1930s. As I discussed in 

Section 3.2, by setting up the Bureau, the state proclaimed itself as the patron of 

translation in Turkey. It exercised both ideological and poetological control over the 

Bureau: it defined the ideological orientation of the Bureau by making sure that the 

Bureau placed an emphasis on the setting up of a humanist cultural background in 

Turkey through its selection of works. The Translation Bureau further defined the 

norms upheld by translators and publishers active in the field of translated literature, 

especially during its initial years. A survey of articles published in Terciime, the 

official journal of the Bureau, and several other literary journals has revealed that 

extratextual discourse on translational norms was most intensive during the initial 

years of the Bureau's activities, which corresponded to the most productive period of 

the Translation Bureau in terms of the number of translations published. 

In Section 3.3.2, I revealed that translators were quite visible in extratextual 

discourse on translation in terms of their professional status. Translation was largely 

presented as a creative activity, but its position was regarded as inferior to original 

writing. Translators were often mentioned and praised or criticized in reviews, while 

the qualities of an "ideal" translator were also discussed extensively. This led to the 

formation of a "model" translator who would be both a writer and a translator. My 

study of the covers and title pages of translations published in the 1920s-1950s 

revealed that translators were also visible in the translations themselves. Canonical 

translations, such as those commissioned by the Bureau, always included the name of 

the translator on its title page, which was also the case for translations by private 
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publishers. Nevertheless, the translator's name often appeared subordinate to the 

name of the author and rarely made it to book covers. In some books of popular 

literature, the translator's name was altogether absent. However, in such books the 

author's name was often absent too, and it was not unusual to have total anonymity, 

which hinted at the existence of a dramatically different set of concepts and rules 

governing the production and reception of popular literature. In short, I revealed that 

the fields of canonical and popular literature were governed by two different forms of 

poetics, i.e. different inventories of literary devices, genres and motifs, as well as 

different concepts of the role of literature. 

As I discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.4, the discourse on translation attached 

special importance to issues such as directness of translation, fidelity to the source 

text and the need to use fluent Turkish in the translations. Translators and critics 

presented fidelity as a multifarious concept and discussed its various facets like 

fidelity to textual integrity, to content, to form and to the tone of the original. Section 

3.4.4 outlined the different perspectives adopted toward the strategies of fluency and 

literalism and revealed that according to most critics, translators needed to strike the 

right balance between fluency and literalism. Nevertheless, there were also writers 

who favoured either of these strategies \vhich they regarded as two distinct poles as 

exemplified by the approaches of YusufKazlm K6ni and Nazrm Hikmet discussed in 

Section 3.4.4. 

In Chapters 4 and 5, I set out to explore the diversification of literary 

publishing activity in 19205-1950s. I induded a brief survey of publishing trends in 

Chapter 4 with special focus on the series launched by various publishers. In 

Section 4.1, I offered an outline of the Turkish publishing market in 1923-1960 in 

terms of sales figures and state aid to translation. In Section 4.2, I revealed that the 
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trend in the field of translated and indigenous canonical literature involved the 

canonization of realism. This trend was not valid in the field of popular literature. 

The series published during the period under study did not only consist of the books 

published by the Ministry of Education or publishers active in the field of canonical 

literature discussed in Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. The research carried out 

in Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.4.2.1 revealed that there were numerous publishers who 

launched series of popular novels, both domestic and translated, which did not 

appear to subscribe to the poetics created and maintained in the field of canonical 

literature. I illustrated that the poetics governing the production and reception of 

these works was largely affected by market forces, which in tum, were based on the 

endurance of a literary habitus which had close ties with folk literature and had its 

roots in the pre-republican era. 

In Chapter 5, I explored the political and poetological factors underlying the 

production and reception of popular literature. In Section 5.1, I discussed the 

conceptualizations of "people" originating from the field of politics and explored the 

larger political and cultural network which gave rise to a discursive segmentation of 

readership. In Section 5.2, based on the books published in the early republican 

period, I showed that this segmentation also existed in practice. I further concluded 

that not only did the rural population, the youth and the urbanites with little formal 

education read different books than the segments of the population with higher 

cultural capital, but also were their books produced according to a different poetics. 

In Section 5.3, I revealed that the poetics which governed the field of popular 

literature largely ignored the realist trend, the clear division between translation and 

original, and the authorial provenance of literary works. 
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In Chapter 6, I offered a case study of three writer-translators who operated 

within the poetics of popular literature. In Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4,. I revealed that 

their indigenous works, translations, and pseudo- or concealed translations were 

produced according to principles which were largely criticized by writers and critics 

operating in the field of canonical literature. These writer-translators,. Selami Miinir 

Yurdatap, Ali Rlza Seyfi and Kemal Tahir, all worked with genres which were 

denounced by the centre of the literary polysystem, such as the detective and 

adventure genres. Some of their works were marked by the appropriation of foreign 

characters and plots, and in their translations they observed norms which the 

Translation Bureau warned against, such as extensive omissions and additions to the 

source text, lack of fidelity to content, form and tone of the source text and an 

extreme focus on fluency. In the meantime, the works by the three writer-translators 

indicate that they did not merely act out of commercial concerns. They also had an 

ideological agenda which they inserted in their \vorks to varying degrees. In Section 

6.5, I illustrated that SeHimi Munir Yurdatap, Ali Rlza Seyfi and Kemal Tahir also 

produced and offered options for a newly-forming literary repertoire in Turkey which 

made them culture planners in their o\vn right. They resisted the repertoire being 

formed in the centre of the literary polysystem through their generic and stylistic 

choices which conformed to a different poetics. Nevertheless, their conformity did 

not make them instruments which facilitated an ossification of the poetics of popular 

literature. Instead, these writer-translators added new thematic and ideological 

elements to the poetics of popular literature, and became instrumental in modifYing 

it. 

The empirical descriptive study I offered in Chapter 7 on retranslations of 

Gulliver's Travels and Alice's Adventures in Wonderland revealed that the 
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Translation Bureau followed in practice principles and norms it propagated. In 

Sections 7.2.1 and 7.3.1, I revealed that irfan ~ahinbru} and KIsmet Burian, who 

translated Gulliver's Travels and Alice's Adventures in Wonderland respectively, 

observed the main norms propagated by the Translation Bureau such as directness of 

translations, treatment of proper names, the focus on the original author, fidelity to 

textual integrity, and fidelity to form and content. As illustrated in Sections 7.2.2-

7.2.6 and 7.3.2-7.3.6, translations published by private publishers showed some 

variation in terms of the observance of these norms. The works described and 

analyzed in Chapter 7 illustrated the diversification of the concepts of translation and 

translational norms among private publishers who translated and published canonical 

literature. It further illustrated that the marketing strategy often dominated translation 

strategies, which created inconsistencies in the translation practice of some 

publishers. For instance, one publisher, Varhk, and its translator, Azize Erten, 

appeared to carefully observe the norms propagated at the centre of the system of 

translated literature in one of Varhk's publications, Alis Harikalar Diyannda 

(Section 7.3.4), while they radically violated the norm of fidelity to textual integrity 

by omitting large parts of the source text in their version of Gulliver's Travels 

(Section 7.2.6). Private publishers did not place the same emphasis on the source text 

and the source author as the Translation Bureau and prioritized some other factors 

such as compatibility with the target readership, format requirements and marketing 

strategy over the preservation of the elements of the source text. 

In Case Studies I and II carried out in Chapters 6 and 7, I used two new 

methodological tools to complement my descriptive approach. These toois were the 

study of the treatment of proper names and the paratextual elements in the 

translations. My study of the treatment of proper names by translators helped me 
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explore the directness of their translations. In various sections of Chapters 6 and 7,. I 

identified the use of an intermediary source language in translations,. which was 

French, by studying the orthography adopted by translators in the spelling of foreign 

proper names. The treatment of proper names further provided me with information 

about the translators' attitudes towards the readers and helped me to identify their 

intended readership. 

The description and analysis of paratextual elements, which complemented my 

study of translational norms, enabled me to discover a range of factors which are not 

always accessible through the translated texts themselves. Peritextual and epitextual 

features of the books I studied offered invaluable information about the concepts of 

translation held by the translators and publishers, about the degree of translators' and 

authors' visibility, about the source languages used in translations and about the 

target readership. 

The findings of the thesis have provided answers to some of the questions 

formulated initially in the Introduction. In the meantime, they have also led to new 

questions, regarding both republican translation history in Turkey, and some 

theoretical and methodological issues. These findings have enabled me to explore the 

validity of a series of concepts in circulation in current translation studies for 

historical translation studies, such as the "centreiperiphery" dichotomy, the concept 

of "translation planning", the need for and possibility of integrating fmdings on the 

reception of translations within the historical descriptive paradigm and the 

"structuring" role of translators vis-a.-vis their translatorial habitus. 
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Whose Centre, Whose Periphery? 

I started my research with the aim of revealing the politics and poetics in Turkey in 

1923-1960. As I delved into the different dimensions of the interaction between the 

field of translation and the socio-cultural dynamics of early republican Turkey> I 

realized that there was not only one, but at least two, and perhaps several types of 

poetics governing the production and reception of translated literature. During 

various stages of the research, I discovered that the early republican literary 

polysystem did not only consist of a single system of translated literature. Neither 

was there only one system of indigenous literature. I concluded that the system of 

translated literature was a polysystem in its own right, consisting of the systems of 

canonical translated literature, popular translated iiterature, children's literature, and 

of possible others which remained outside of the scope of this thesis. In this thesis, I 

only analyzed translated fiction in the form of novels and short stories, and excluded 

drama and poetry. There is little doubt that the systems of translated poetry and 

drama would also appear as polysystems with various sub-systems. On the other 

hand, polysystems and systems are stratified and feature various centre and periphery 

positions. 

The various chapters of the present thesis lay bare the difficulty of describing a 

single centre and a single periphery in the system of translated literature in early 

republican Turkey. The study of the practices of political and literary institutions 

giving shape to translation activity, such as the Ministry of Education and the 

Translation Bureau discussed in Chapter 2, and the analysis of the discourses formed 

around and within translations offered in Chapter 3 revealed that periphery and 

centre positions within the literary polysystem had shifting grounds. 
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As mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.3, I have borrowed the concepts of 

"centre" and "periphery" from !tamar Even-Zohar who mainly used these terms to 

refer to positions occupied by texts within the literary polysystem.. In this thesis, I 

have conceptualized and investigated these positions as sites occupied by people and 

by texts created by people. My research has shown that "centre" and 4"periphery" 

positions vary greatly depending on one's perspective. 

At the outset, the "discursive" and "actual" centre/periphery positions need to 

be differentiated. Chapter 3, Sections 3.1 and 3.4 revealed that translators and writers 

active in early republican Turkey placed an emphasis on certain texts, functions and 

norms at the expense of other texts, functions and norms existing in the literary 

polysystem. Thus, they gave rise to a "discursive" opposition which I interpret as a 

"centre" versus "periphery" opposition. This discursive division prevents us from 

forming a comprehensive view of translations and underlies the perspective of much 

of historical translation research carried out in Turkey so far. 

The literature I reviewed in Chapter 1, Section 1.1 regarded the Translation 

Bureau as the "centre" of the Turkish system of translated literature since its 

conception in 1940. This view, which I particuiarly challenged throughout the thesis, 

was mainly based on the discourse fonned by people associated with the Bureau and 

its products. Chapter 1, Section 1.2 insisted on the importance of exploring the 

"actual" landscape of the literary polysystem as a way to amend and complement 

impressions shaped by studies of secondary sources. The survey of the literary 

publishing activity offered in Chapter 4 and the descriptive-empirical case studies 

offered in Chapters 6 and 7 were geared towards identifying trends in the selection of 

works for translation and the norms observed by. translators. The ultimate aim of 
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these chapters was to offer a view of the actual state of the system of translated 

literature. 

The study has revealed that in the Turkish system of translated literature in 

1923-1960, "actual" centre/periphery positions were mUltiple depending on one's 

viewpoint. For a number of tra.."'1slators, publishers and readers, the Translation 

Bureau and its publications occupied a central position. The translators in question 

were those who were commissioned by the Bureau or wished to work for the Bureau 

due to its prestigious status. The publishers who identified the Bureau's activities 

with the newly forming literary canon looked up to it as a model, thereby placing it 

in a central position. The readers who placed the Translation Bureau in the centre 

were those who had already been habituated into the poetics of canonical literature 

and who consumed literature mainly for educational and aesthetic purposes. 

However, in terms of market forces, the statistics I oiIered in Chapter 1, Section 

1.1.4, revealed that the products of the Translation Bureau occupied a peripheral 

status within the total number of translations available in the market. In terms of the 

reading experience ofa large group of readers, "people's books" occupied a "central" 

position while books by the Translation Bureau and other publishers operating in the 

field of canonical literature held a "peripheral" position as works in "the field of 

restricted production" shaped only by artistic and literary concerns. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.3, the polysystem theory makes room 

for the existence of multiple centre and periphery positions within the same system. 

Furthermore, Even-Zohar also argues that centre and periphery positions are not 

permanent and go through constant change as systems are "hierarchized within the 

polysystem". In my view, there did not exist a standard hierarchy in the Turkish 

literary polysystem in the 1920s-1950s. Indeed, there was strong hierarchization in 
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the discourse of intellectuals who wished to position a specific kind of literature in 

the centre of the literary polysystem. Yet, it is unlikely that they were successful in 

imposing this hierarchy on all sections of the readership. The hierarchies were 

defined by the specific groups of readers and did not necessarily overlap. 

While agents, i.e. readers, translators, critics, and publishers, may be said to 

position literary texts in various polysystemic locations, the translators and writers 

themselves could occupy different positions simultaneously. An example is Kemal 

Tahir, who both produced popular texts such as the Mike Hammer series, and wrote 

social realist novels which were regarded as central texts by critics (Chapter 6, 

Section 6.4). Likewise, Ali Rlza Seyfi, who translated and wrote popular fiction also 

wrote historical books which could be considered semi-canonical. On the other hand, 

he also translated for the Translation Bureau, which clearly occupied a central 

position for a number of critics (Chapter 6, Section 6.3). Therefore it is difficult to 

clearly position these writer-translators as peripheral and central. Not only did their 

various literary texts occupy shifting positions in the literary polysystem, mainly 

defined by their audience, but their personal standing within the polysystem varied 

according to the types of texts they produced. 

Translation (as) Planning 

As discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2, translation can be used both as an object of 

planning, being subject to programmes which define the selection of source 

languages and translation strategies, and as an instrument of cultural change, leading 

to changes in other cultural and social fields. In the case of early republican Turkey, 

before translation was used as an instrument of culture planning, it itself went 
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through planning on the level of the selection of source languages, texts and 

translation strategies. The Translation Bureaurrsd and the role of the state and 

Turkish intellectuals prior to its establishment and during its operation, as explored in 

Chapters 2 and 3, constitute an excellent example of how translation can become an 

object and an instrument of planning. This example also epitomizes the way the 

politics and poetics of translation overlapped in early republican Turkey. The 

planning of translation governing the selection of titles, source literatures and 

translation strategies within the Translation Bureau was an attempt at defining the 

poetics of the field of translated literature, while the use of translation as an 

instrument of planning was a political act. 

Chapter 3, Section 3.2 defined the Bureau as the embodiment of the state's 

efforts to set the course of translation activity in Turkey within a patronage structure. 

Through the Bureau, the state had an important say in what was going to be 

translated, how they would be translated, by whom and for what pUlpose. This 

constituted the planning of translation; however, the planning project did not end 

there. Chapter 3, Section 3.1 revealed that the planning of translation was carried out 

for a specific purpose: to create a new literary canon in Turkey. In tum, this literary 

canon would give rise to a new Turkish literature, which would serve to reinforce a 

new national identity as mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 2.1. Nevertheless, one 

should bear in mind that a sole focus on the state and the Translation Bureau runs the 

risk of reducing the concept of "culture planning" to "central planning" and obscures 

the planning efforts of other persons and institutions in the literary system. 

In Chapters 6 and 7, I revealed that writers and translators who worked within 

the system of popular literature were also involved in translation planning. Chapter 6, 

Section 6.5 revealed that their planning also consisted of offering options for the 
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repertoire of translated literature, but their options were radically different from those 

offered in the field of canonical literature, in terms of their generic, thematic and 

stylistic features. These features reflected their vision of literature and what they 

wished to see flourish in their literary system. It is also true that these translators 

active in the field of popular literature did not have the "symbolic capital", i.e. 

prestige and honour, possessed by those operating in the field of canonical literature. 

They lacked the economic and political means that enabled the state to disseminate 

its translation planning and culture planning project to different sections of the 

society through a formal network made up of schools, People's Houses and the state 

radio discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.4. 

Nevertheless, the options offered in the field of popular literature generated a 

considerable amount of socio-cultural energy. Chapter 4 demonstrated that they sold 

widely and thus, enabled market expansion in tem1S of product diversification and 

the quantity of books sold. Furthermore, they enabled the survival of a pre-

repUblican literary habitus which was fostered and reproduced in popular literary 

works as concluded in Chapter 6. Chapter 3 showed that they also stimulated debate 

and functioned as landmarks against which writers and translators in the field of 

canonical literature defined themselves and the options that they introduced. But can 

one conclude that agents operating in the field of popular literature also attempted to 

use translation as a means of planning? In other words, did they attempt to use 

translation as an instrument of change, to affect other cultural and social fields? In 

my view, their translations served a double purpose: poetologicaI resistance and 

ideological affirmation. 

The descriptive analysis of the works by Selfuni Mlinir Yurdatap, Ali Rlza 

Seyfi and Kemal Tahir undertaken in Chapter 6 concluded that their translations as , 
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works published in the field of popular literature, did not conform to the norms 

upheld in the field of canonical literature, especially in terms of the relationship 

foreseen between a translation and its source. The conclusions I reached about the 

politics and poetics within which Selfuni Munir Yurdatap, Ali RIza Seyfi and Kemal 

Tahir operated cannot be generalized to all translators who worked in the field of 

popular translated literature in early republican Turkey. Certainly, more empirical 

studies are needed before the full picture of the poetics governing the production of 

popular literary works can emerge. Nevertheless, the trends observed in the works of 

the three writer-translators included in my case study offer a series of clues about the 

possible differences between the poetics of popular and canonical literature. 

In the case of Selfuni Munir Yurdatap, Ali RIza Seyfi and Kemal Tahir, I 

identified an indifference towards the identity of the source author, and at times, the 

translator. Moreover, the fuzziness of the line between original and translation, the 

unproblematic manipulation of the unitary structure of the source text and the 

abundance of borderline phenomena in the form of pseudo- and concealed 

translations characterizing their works indicate (deliberate or inadvertent) resistance 

shown towards the poetics of canonical literature. On the other hand, the ideological 

aspects of some of their works complemented the westernist/humanist paradigm 

dominant in the field of canonical literature, as concluded in Chapter 6, Sections 

6.2.3.4,6.3.2.4,6.3.3.3. Although Selami Munir Yurdatap, Ali RIza Seyfi and Kemal 

Tahir did not explicitly draw attention to the transfoffilative role that can be played 

by translation in the cultural development of a nation, unlike their colleagues who 

translated western classics, they offered options selected from western popular 

literature, thus indicating their intention to familiarize the readership with western 

literature, and western culture. Therefore, they created their version of the westernist 
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programme within the field of popular literature. Furthermore, they inserted explicit 

ideological statements in their works and also contributed towards the nation-

building project which was carried out in a more refined and subtle manner in the 

field of canonical literature. 

The Reception of Translations 

The present thesis combined the patterns of production and reception of literature in 

order to arrive at a balanced view of the poetics which gave shape to translations. 

The production side was easier to explore. The bibliographical lists, library 

catalogues and actual books surveyed in Chapter 4 offered ample evidence as to what 

was produced. Moreover, the descriptive case studies offered in Chapters 6 and 7 

included a view of the nonns and strategies which dictated translations produced in 

the fields of popular and canonical literature. The investigation of reception patterns 

proved to be more problematic. First and foremost, statistics about sales figures in 

early republican Turkey were largely unavailable. There were some statements 

indicating rough figures mentioned in Chapter 4, Section 4.1, but these were informal 

and far from being precise. The repeated appearance of some works and writers in 

bibliographies pointed at their popularity among the readership, however, such 

popularity could not be quantified. 

Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3 studied extratextual discourse consisting of statements 

by critics or writers formulated in the 1920s-1950s and revealed that these statements 

indicated a segmentation of readership for literature in early repUblican Turkey. This 

segmentation was based on a series of dichotomies such as rural/urban, 

uneducated/educated, and child/adult. Nevertheless, the'lack of actual reception data 
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in the form of surveys or interviews made it difficult to identify who read exactly 

what, and in tum, rendered the se!ZI11entation located in extratextual discourse 

tentative. It may well have been the case that some books were read both by children 

and adults, or both by peasants and urbanites. Furthermore, various individuals 

within these groups might have been exposed to several types of literature. For 

instance, a student in a Village Institute could have read canonical fiction at school, 

and listened to oral renderings of popular battle stories or read detective fiction at 

home. Moreover, lack of information about the readers' response to the different 

norms employed in translations has lead to some gaps in my descriptive study. 

Needless to say, this is a problem experienced by all translation researchers who 

carry out historical work but who have no sufficient access to historical reception 

data. 

The lack of information about the reception of literature in early republican 

Turkey also has implications for our day. If we want to develop a fuller picture of 

translation as product and activity, we should make reception studies an integral part 

of research on current translational phenomena. Descriptive-analytical strands of 

translation studies focusing on translators, translated texts and their contexts should 

also include within their scope the readers of translated works. Reception data should 

not only include the reception by critics as expressed in articles published in literary 

or scholarly journals. It is now time to start exploring the reception patterns of all 

consumers of translated literature. This is essential if we want future researchers to 

form an accurate view of our cultural landscape. 
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The Acquisition of a New Habitus 

The notion of habitus has been crucial in my exploration of the force behind the 

politics and poetics of translated literature in early republican Turkey. In Chapter 1, 

1.2.3, I discussed how Pierre Bourdieu conceptualized habitus as a set of , 'structured" 

and "structuring" dispositions which generate practices and perceptions. In Chapter 

2, I concluded that many of the cultural and political practices of early republican 

Turkey can be viewed as an effort to "habituate" people into a new set of perceptions 

and practices. The adoption of the Latin alphabet, the transition to western attire, and 

among others, the emphasis on western literature as expressed through the 

Translation Bureau launched within the Ministry of Education, can all be considered 

as steps leading towards a new cultural habitus. This meant that people were asked to 

leave their former dispositions behind, i.e. "dishabituate" themselves from them, to 

step into their new cultural habitus. This was a gradual practice, and those who 

already held a tendency for the new habitus became pioneers in this process. These 

pioneers were to be found among the sections of the soci.ety with higher economic, 

cultural and symbolic capital. This transition toward a new habitus was also observed 

in the field of translated literature. 

While I concluded that the politics and poetics of translated literature in early 

republican Turkey were interconnected, I became aware that they had their roots in a 

common set of dispositions, i.e. a common habitus. When I identified gaps in the 

poetics governing the various fields of the literary polysystem, I associated them with 

differences of habitus. The case studies carried out in Chapters 6 and 7 revealed that 

there was extensive poetological variation in early republican Tl.ifkey In terms of 

both the selection of works for translation and the norms observed in translations. 
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Throughout Chapters 4 to 7, I discussed and explained this variation through the 

existence of at least two different literary habituses shaping the politics and poetics 

of the field of translated literature. This also meant that there were two different 

translatorial habituses in operation in the literary system. 

The discourse formed around translation, which I explored in Chapter 3, 

provides extensive information on the principles of a new habitus proposed for the 

field of translated canonical literature. According to statements by officials and 

intellectuals, the new literary habitus offered to the people had a new canon, 

composed of western classics, and especially ancient Greek and Latin works. It 

furthermore attached new functions to translated literature: education, cultural 

advancement and the triggering of a new form of indigenous literature. Chapter 3, 

Section 3.4 revealed that the new literary habitus being proposed in the field of 

canonical literature would entail a different concept of translation: as an activity with 

an identified source text and strictly defined norms. The translators who worked for 

the Translation Bureau and several other publishers involved in canonical literature, 

became agents of change, and played a transformative role in the shaping of the new 

literary habitus. This might also have required them to modify their own translatorial 

habitus. These translators used their structuring power to change the current 

translation patterns. However, the lack of information on the reception of the works 

they translated prevents us from developing a clear picture of who had access to their 

works and used translation as a step into the new literary habitus. 

The survey on publishing activity offered in Chapter 4 revealed that not all 

translations abided by the newly forming literary habitus. The wide availability of 

trans}r.ted "people's books", and their repeated reprints, point at the persistence of 

the former (pre-republican) habitus among many readers. It may appear at first sight 
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that translators of these popular works used their structuring power to perpetuate the 

nonns belonging to an older literary habitus. Nevertheless, I concluded in Chapter 6, 

Section 6.5 that these translators also played a role in the modification of the fonner 

literary habitus by integrating new options to it, such as the importation of characters 

and themes from western literature. Furthennore, the works by these translators 

offered the first exposure to written literature for a number of groups who learned to 

read and write after the alphabet reform and whose previous contact with literature 

had been through oral readings of indigenous folk stories. Thus, translators of 

popular literature also became instrumental in the transition to a new literary habitus 

which was to replace the old one in a gradual, but definitive way in later decades of 

the Republic. 
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